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Preface 
On September 24, 1993, a devastating catastrophe ravaged across the town of Brig. Torrentia! 
preeipitation on the northern stope of the Simpton pass ted to disastrous fiooding of the Saitina river that 
quickty buried the center of Brig under piies of mud. Today, as we meet for the joint gathering of the 
intemationai Conference on Atpine Meteoroiogy (!CAM) and the yeahy meeting of the Mesoscaie Aipine 
Programme (MAP), Brig presents itseif again as a eozy mountain town in the midst of a beautifui 
mountainous scenery. The bridge over the Saitina river, where much of the damage started, has been 
repiaced by a sophisticated structure that wii) reduce damage in case such an event shoutd ever occur 
again. 
The Brig ftood was one of a few major Aipine fiooding events that had direct impücations on the 
intemationai research agenda. Many of its aspects have been investigated in great detait, and the 
torrentiai rains served as a Standard test for numericai modeis and forecasting toois (the intricate 
compiexity of the fiood stiii puzztes us today). in addition, the Brig ftood provided important motivation to 
unite the intemationai research Community behind a major research effort that cuiminated in the fietd 
phase of the Mesoscaie Aipine Programme MAP. As we are meeting this week, ten years after the Brig 
fiood and four years after the MAP fieid phase, we may took back with pride as much has been 
aecomptished, but atso with modesty as many of the mysteries are stitt unsotved. 
A number of peopte deserve speciat appreciation for dedicating a tot of time to this joint tCAM and MAP 
Conference. First of att we thank the representatives of our host town Brig: Mrs. V. Amherd, the mayor of 
Brig, and Mrs. G. Arnoid from Brig Tourismus, enthusiastteatty supported and arranged tocat organizing 
matters. The efforts of the members of the Organizing Committee and of the tntemationa! Programme 
Committee are gratefutiy acknowiedged. Speciai thanks go to Hans Hirter, who skittfutty prepared and 
reatized the registration database and the proceedings in an att-in-one concept. We are indebted to the 
assisting staff personnet and the many Student hetpers who provided support before and during the 
Conference. Finatty, the generous support of many Sponsors, of MeteoSwiss, and of the tnstitute for 
Atmospheric and Ctimate Science of ETH is greatty acknowtedged. 
Last but not teast, we wouid tike to thank the partieipants of the Conference. More than 200 abstracts 
were submitted, and we are sure that we wiii have a scientificaity highty attractive event. We wish 
everybody a fruitfui Conference and an exciting stay in the beautifui town of Brig and its surroundings! 

Peter Binder 
Chair Organizing Committee 
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Orographie Enhancement of Preeipitation in Midiatitudes: 
Resutts from MAP and ÜMPROVE !! 
Robert A. Houze, Jr. and Socorro Medina 
Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington, Seattie, USA 

1. !ntroduction 

When midiatitude baroeftnic Systems move over a mountain ränge, the preeipitation from the system 
intensifies over and sometimes upwind of the siope of the mountain barrier. The maximum 
preeipitation occurs on the iower windward siopes in aimost immediate response to the 
orographicaity induced tifting of the air such that the maximum preeipitation may occur weit betow 
the summit of the ränge (e.g., Frei and Schaer 1998). How this rapid response to the orographie 
tifting occurs is the centrat question of orographie enhancement of midiatitude baroctinic 
preeipitation. Smith (1979) catted attention to this question by expressing the rapid faiiout of the 
condensate produced by the orographie component of the tifting in terms of an efficiency. This 
efficiency may be thought of as the ratio of rainfaii on the mountainside to the amount of water 
Condensed in the upsiope ftow. Reviewing the titerature, he noted that this ratio was typicatiy high: 
"...tt is...surprising in tight of the difficutties in forming preeipitation-size partictes, to find reiease 
efficiencies of 70% to 100%, . . ." That is, this high efficiency coutd oniy occur if there was a rapid 
conversion of the condensate generated by the orographie uptift to particies iarge enough to fati out 
quickty before being advected over the crest of the mountain ränge. He asked further, how "is it 
possibie to convert such a high fraction of the Condensed water into preeipitation?" Since 
microphysicai processes controt the growth rate of preeipitation partictes, the answer to this 
question is a matter of determining how the microphysicai processes acceterate the growth of 
preeipitation partictes in the upstope ftow. Current research on orographie enhancement of 
preeipitation focuses on answering the question of how microphysicat processes are invigorated to 
account for the efficiency of the orographie preeipitation enhancement. This paper reviews some 
recent progress toward this end. 

2. Microphysics promoted by ceiiuiar overturning 

The microphysicat processes avaitabte that quickty convert condensate to preeipitation-sized 
partictes are the ones of aecretion: coatescence, riming, and aggregation. The efficiency of the 
orographie enhancement of the preeipitation requires dynamicai mechanisms that favor aecretion 
processes over the tower windward stopes. Betow the 0°C levet, growth by coatescence (ctoud 
droptets quickty combining to form raindrops and pre-existing raindrops seavenging out the new 
ctoud drops) can cause the condensate produced by the orographie tifting to fatt quickty to the 
ground. Above the 0°C tevet, aggregation (ice partictes combining with each other) may produce 
partictes big enough to fatt into the metting tayer and thence downward as raindrops. Atso above the 
0°C tevet, ice partictes growing by riming (aecreting supercooied droptets) may quickty seavenge 
the ctoud droptets newty Condensed in the orographie uptift. The riming witt make the snow partictes 
formed by aggregation heavier so they fatt out more quickty; this proeess can produce even more 
rapidty fatting graupet partictes if the amount of riming is suffteient. 

tf air rises smoothty over a mountain ränge, and the hydrometeors do not grow sufficientty by 
aecretion, the Condensed particles may be carried over the mountain ränge rather than fatt out on 
the windward side (Hobbs et al. 1973). The question becomes, what dynamicat processes promote 
the vigorous growth of partictes by aecretion, so that they become targe enough to fatt out quickty 
on or ahead of the tower windward stopes of a mountain ränge? Smith (1979, see his Fig. 26) 
suggested that cettutar overturning supehmposed on the upstope ftow coutd promote the efficiency 
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of the fattout of the preeipitation partictes growing in the upsiope ftow. The idea is that the smati-
scate updrafts, if occurring at an appropriate attitude, couid generate iiquid water contents high 
enough to acceterate both the growth of tiquid drops by coatescence at iow tevets and by riming 
above the 0°C tevet. The generatty turbuient air motions woutd atso promote the cottision and 
aggregation of ice partictes. The downward branches of overturning cetts re-evaporate moisture in 
the upstope ftow at the same time that the upward motions enhance preeipitation growth. The 
preeipitation partictes whose growth has been enhanced in the updrafts avoid this re-evaporation by 
fatting quickty out of the overturning tayer. 

3. Ce!!u!ar overturning as seen in recent fieid campaigns 

How does cettutar overturning arise within this upstope fiow? tt is often assumed that a tayer of 
potentiatty unstabte air becomes saturated as the upstope ftow ascends the terrain and that buoyant 
convection resutts in that tayer. Severat cases of baroeiinic Systems observed over the European 
Atps in the Mesoscaie Atpine Program (MAP) exhibited an apparent retease of potentia) instabitity 
over the first steep rise of the terrain. Medina and Houze (2003a) showed that this was occurring in 
MAP iOP2b. We have found simitar behavior in tOP3 and )OP5 (Medina and Houze 2003b). 
Poiarimetric radar data show evidence of graupe) forming in the cetts over the first main peak of the 
terrain. Yuter and Houze (2003) examined verticaiiy pointing S-band radar data for tOP2b to show 
that the observed cettutar updrafts were consistent with preeipitation growth by coatescence at iow 
tevets and riming above the 0°C tevet. These cases showed targe preeipitation accumutations on 
the tower stopes of the Atps. 

tn other MAP cases, tOP8 and tOP14, the upstream ftow was potentiatty stabte and the towest tevet 
ftow was btocked. However, above about 1 km, the flow was upstope and a targe enhancement of 
preeipitation again occurred on the tower stopes of the Atps. We have atso examined a case in the 
tmprovement of Microphysicat PaRameterization through Observationat Verification Experiment tt 
(tMPROVE tt, Stoetinga et at. 2003). This storm was moving over the Cascade Mountains of 
Oregon from the Pacific. The upstream ftow was potentiatty stabte in this case as weit, tn att three of 
these potentiatty stabte cases, the preeipitation exhibited a highty tayered structure with a weit-
defined bright band at the metting tayer. Despite this generatty stratiform character, high resotution 
verticatty pointing S-band radar data in att three cases showed cettutar structure in the bright band 
and fattstreaks emanating from these cetts (see iOP8 exampte in Yuter and Houze 2003). tn att 
three cases, there was a strong wind shear in the tower troposphere. The case observed in 
tMPROVE tt ittustrates the characteristics of these stabte cases. A verticat cross section across the 
Cascade Range shows the mean structure observed by the NCAR S-Pot radar for a 3-hr period of 
the storm (Fig. 1). The radar refiectivity (dBZ) shows a pronounced bright band extending over the 
windward stope of the ränge (Fig. 1a). The mean radiat vetocity data for the same time period show 
upstope flow with a strong shear between 1 and 3 km (Fig. 1b). The poiarimetric particte 
identification aigorithm (a version of the method of Vivekanandan et at. 1999) shows dry snow atoft 
and wet snow betow, with a narrow tayer sandwiched in between that is characterized by tow 
differentiai refiectivity (ZDR) combined with high refiectivity (Fig. 1c). This tayer ties in the upper 
portion of the metting tayer and is consistent with the presence of dry aggregate snowftakes. Aircraft 
samptes of ice partictes in this tayer indicate that the partictes were aggregates with evidence of 
riming (Fig. 2). Thus, the aircraft data are consistent with the radar potarimetry. 

Since the upstream ftow was potentiatty stabte in the tMPROVE tt case, the aggregation and riming 
active just above the metting tevet cannot be expiained by buoyant convection resutting from 
retease of potentiat instabitity. However, strong mechanicat turbuience was possibie. The strong 
ftow of stabte air over the rough undertying terrain woutd have supported gravity waves. tn addition, 
the strong shear in the 1-3 km tayer woutd have engendered shear-driven turbutence. The 
Richardson Number in the shear tayer was -0.25. We suggest that the turbutence in the ftow over 
the windward stopes was sufficient to facititate aggregation and riming in the upward branches of 
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overturning cetts in this mechanicat turbutence. Wind profiter data obtained in tMPROVE tt support 
this hypothesis. Figure 3 is a time series of data from a NOAA/ETL wind profiter and verticatty 
pointing S-band radar at McKenzie Bridge, Oregon, on the windward stope and from the S-Po! 
radar iooking east over the windward stopes. The profiter shows maximum wind shear between 
2000 UTC 13 December and 0400 UTC 14 December 2001 (Fig. 3a). The verticatty pointing S-band 
radar showed fine-scate cetts of upward radiat vetocity (particte vetocity, uncorrected for fattspeed) 
during the period of strong shear (Fig. 3b). The negative (upward) radiat veiocities in the 2-3 km 
tayer frequentiy reached vatues of severai meters per second during this period (Fig. 3c). The 
strong turbutent motions woutd have promoted aggregation, and the magnitude of the peak verticai 
vetocities was sufficient to promote the growth of the aggregates by riming, possibty even forming 
some graupet. The S-Pot poiarimetric radar data during this period showed the most frequent joint 
occurrence of high dBZ and tow ZDR (Fig. 3d). 

The updraft cetts seen in Fig. 3b appear to be cut off at a height of 1.5-2 km. The cetts probabty 
extended to tower tevets. However, because they extended betow the metting tayer, downward 
vetocities of raindrops overwhetmed the upward air motions. tf the updrafts extended to tower 
tevets, they woutd have further enhanced preeipitation fattout by promoting coatescence ("warm 
rain") growth at tow tevets, as has been noted by Neiman et at. (2002) over the northern Catifornia 
coastat ränge. 

tt is possibie that cooting of the air by metting may cause some convective overturning in the 
metting tayer, and this proeess coutd enhance other turbutent motions. However, the convective 
overturning tayer seen in Fig. 3b seems too verticatty extensive to be the resuit sotety of cooting 
confined to the metting tayer, and it thus appears that mechanicat turbutence may be an effective 
producer of the overturning required to excite the aecretionat growth processes even in the absence 
of buoyancy instabitity. 

4. Conciusions 

Thus, recent resutts from MAP and tMPROVE tt indicate that strong, sheared ftow over the rough 
terrain of the windward stope of a major mountain ränge has the abitity to enhance baroctinic 
preeipitation via cettutar motions (as suggested by Smith 1979) even if the flow is potentiatty stabte 
and buoyant motions are absent. tt thus appears that any strong moist ftow over the windward stope 
of a rugged mountain ränge has the abitity to excite aecretionat growth processes (coatescence, 
aggregation, and riming) on the microphysicat scate by cettutar overturning of the upstope flow, 
even in the absence of potentiai instabitity. This tendency for strong upstope ftow in baroctinic 
storms passing over mountain ranges neariy atways to have a tayer of air that witt overturn 
(mechanicatty or buoyantiy) may exptain why the orographie enhancement is so "efficient." 
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Figure 1. Vertical cross section of NCAR S-pol radar data extending 
from the radar site, tocated on the tower teft corner of the panets. 
across the Cascade Range to the east-northeast Topography is 
shown in the tower part of each panet The fields in the panets have 
been either accumulated or averaged over 2100 UTC 13 December -
0000 UTC 14 December 2001 (a) Mean refiectivity contoured every 
5 dBZ. values >36 shaded. (b) Mean radiat velocity contoured every 
3 m/s. values >39 5 m/s dark-shaded. values >36 5 tight-shaded 
(c) Frequency of occurrence of particle types 
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Figure 3. (a) Time series of wind shear from 0.66 to 3.0 km above MSL from a 
NOAA/ETL vertical wind profiter located at McKenzie Bridge. Oregon. 13-14 
December 2001 during tMPROVE tt. (b) Time series of radia! vetocity from the 
NOAA/ETL S-band verticatty pointing radar. which was also located at McKenzie 
Bridge (c) Time series of the minimum S-band radial vetocity in the 2-3 km 
tayer (d) Time series of the frequency of occurrence of echo with low ZDR and 
high dBZ (dry aggregates or graupet) according to the S-Pol radar microphysical 
particle Identification atgorithm in an eastward-tooking sector from 10-60 km 
ranges (contour mtervat: 0 02) 

(b) 

C 

(d) 

Figure 2. tce particte imagery taken with Particle Measuring Systems probes on a NOAA WP-3D aircraft at an altitude of 2 km. -60 km to the south of 
the S-Pol radar at 0126 UTC 14 December 2001 during tMPROVE tt with (a)-(b) 2DC probe (width = 16 mm) and (c)-(d) 2DP probe (width = 9.6 mm). 
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Radar-Derived Kinematics and Microphysics in Convective Ceüs during MAP !OP3b 
Georgis J.F., M. Chong, F. Roux 

Laboratoire d'Aeroiogie, Universite Paui Sabatier 

During the intensive Observation Period 3b of MAP (25 September 1999), a sharp trough siowiy 
moved eastward from Portugai toward the atpine region. Ahead of the advancing coid front a 
southwesteriy ftow increased strongty with height. As the iow-teve) ftow encountered the Atps, a 
bypass effect occurred and the ftow turned counterciockwise over northern ttaiy in a direction quite 
perpendicuiar to the barrier. These conditions favoured the devetopment of southwest-northeast 
oriented bands of convective preeipitation in the Lago Maggiore region. 
tn the present study, Doppter observations aboard the Etectra aircraft and ground-based Doppier 
radars are used to retrieve three-dimensionai preeipitation and wind fietds during the period 
corresponding to the most convective cetts. The presence of the US ground-based Potarimetric 
S-POL radar in the Lago Magiore target area (near Vergiate) permits to atso document the 
microphysicat processes invotved during the various stages of devetopment of the convective bands. 
This is an opportunity to simuttaneousty investigate the three-dimensionat kinematic and 
microphysicat evotution of convective cetts observed during MAP tOP3b. 
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Orographie Preeipitation in Potentiaüy Unstabie Aipine Storms: 
MAP !OPs 2b, 3, and 5 
Socorro Medina and Robert A. Houze, Jr. 

Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington, Seattie, USA 

1. introduction 

Many intense autumn Aipine storms occur ahead of strong baroctinic troughs. This pattern is commonty 
associated with large preeipitation amounts over the southern Alpine stopes since it tends to produce 
ftow with southerly component around 850 mb, i.e. ftow perpendicutar to the terrain (Massacand et 
at. 1998). MAP-SOP tOP2b occurred under this synoptic pattern, exhibiting preeipitation amounts of 
more than 250 mm over the western slopes of the Lago Maggiore (LM) area. Medina and Houze (2003) 
anatyzed !OP2b and proposed a conceptual modei of the mechanisms that must have accounted for the 
enhancement of preeipitation that occurred on the tower windward stopes of the Atps. They suggested 
that the weak moist stabitity of the air approaching the Alps atlowed the ftow to rise easity and suddenty 
over the first major rise of terrain. tn addition to this rapid rise, the retease of the potentia) instabitity 
of the ftow produced overturning and caused preeipitation partictes over the first major peak of terrain 
to grow rapidty and fattout, thus making the orographie preeipitation enhancement very efficient (Smith 
1979). The purpose of this paper is to test this coneeptuat modei by determining if simitar preeipitation 
mechanisms occurred in tOPs 3 and 5, which atso had air of stight potentia) instabitity approaching the 
Alpine barrier. 

2. Review of iOP2b 

Medina and Houze (2003) found that in iOP2b the atmosphere was potentiatty unstabte betow —700 
mb. A Mitan sounding taken at 1200 UTC 20 September 1999 showed that the equivalent potential 
temperature decreased from the surface up to -700 mb, except in a thin stabte tayer centered around 
800 mb (Fig. 1, soiid tine). The NGAR S-Pol poiarimetric radar showed the detaited preeipitation and 
airfiow structures. Figure 2a-c shows a verticat cross section of mean S-Pot radar data during tOP2b 
(1300 UTC 19 September - 0100 UTC 21 September 1999) in the direction approximatety parattet to 
the tow-levet wind. The radial vetocity exhibited a jet rising abruptty over the first peak of the terrain 
(Fig. 2a). Thus, the entire tayer of the atmosphere rose over the Alpine barrier, efficientty advecting 
and condensing tow-tevet moisture. A tow-attitude preeipitation maximum formed over the first peak of 
the terrain, suggesting that raindrops grew by coatescence (Fig. 2b), probabty in the manner suggested 
by Neiman et at. (2002). tn addition, Medina and Houze (2003) found evidence that riming growth 
occurred above the 0"C tevet, further promoting the rapid growth and fattout of preeipitation on the 
tower windward stopes. This resuit was obtained by apptying particle identification aigorithms to the 
poiarimetric radar data (Vivekanandan et at. 1999). Contours of frequency of occurrence of identified 
particle types show that graupel tended to occur above the first peak of the terrain, direetty above 
the tow-tevet refiectivity maximum and at the exit of the radiat vetocity jet (Fig. 2c). The verticatty 
pointing OPRA radar (Yuter and Houze 2003) showed updrafts > 2 m/s, suggesting that the existing 
potentiai instabitity was reteased when the air was lifted over the mountains, and that convective celts 
were triggered. With simpte modei catcutations Yuter and Houze (2003) showed that these cetts fur
ther enhanced the growth of partictes by coatescence and riming. Thus, the orographie preeipitation 
enhancement in tOP2b was seen to be the resutt of air with stight potentiat instabitity rising rapidly 
and forming embedded convective cells over the first sharp rise in the terrain. 

3. Other potentiaüy unstabie cases: )OPs 3 and 5 

MAP-SOP tOPs 3 and 5, tike tOP2b, occurred ahead of baroctinic troughs. According to a Mitan 
sounding taken at 0000 UTC 26 September 1999 during tOP3 the atmosphere was potentiatty unstabte 
from —975 to 700 mb (Fig. 1, dashed line). The mixing ratio and temperature of tOP3 betow —800 
mb were very simitar to the vatues observed in tOP2b (not shown). A cross section of S-Pot radar data 
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in a direction approximatety parattet to the iow-tevei wind and intersecting the Aips shows that during 
tOP3 (1500 UTC 25 September - 1500 UTC 26 September) the radiai veiocity had a iow-ievei jet rising 
over the first peak of the terrain (Fig. 2d), very similar to the jet seen in iOP2b (Fig. 2a). The 
refiectivity cross section is also consistent with what was observed during )OP2b (Fig. 2e), i.e. there 
was a stratiform background of preeipitation with a iow-tevel cellular maximum over the first peak of 
the terrain, suggestive of coatescence growth. The poiarimetric radar data expressed as the frequency 
of occurrence of particies accumutated during iOP3 indieated the occurrence of graupei associated with 
the first steep rise of the terrain (Fig. 2f). 

For IOP5, a sounding taken at Mitan at 1200 UTC 3 October 1999 exhibited potentiai instabitity 
from the surface to 800 mb (Fig. 1, dash dotted tine) as did both tOPs 2b and 3. However, this case 
had a considerably tower mixing ratio below 850 mb than the previous tOPs and a higher LCL than 
iOP2b. An )OP5 S-Pot radar cross section parallel to the wind and intersecting the Atps (2000 UTC 02 
October - 1600 03 October 1999 mean) is shown in Fig. 2g-i. The patterns of refiectivity and frequency 
of occurrence of microphysicat partictes (Fig. 2h and i, respectively) were simitar to those of tOPs 2b 
and 3. However, in tOP5 the radiat vetocity did not show a stoping jet but a weak horizontal jet above 
the first of the terrain (Fig. 2g). 

4. Conciusions 

The stability, airftow and preeipitation structures seen during iOP3 were comparabie to those of tOP2b. 
tn tOP5, the airftow pattern showed a iess pronounced radiat velocity jet. tn att three cases, the radar 
reftectivity exhibited a cettutar structure with maximum refiectivity at tow tevets over the first major 
peak of the terrain, suggesting coatescence growth at tow tevets, and the S-Pot radar indieated graupet 
direetty over the tow tevet maximum of reftectivity, indicating that these three tOPs att exhibited a 
similar pattern of preeipitation enhancement by cellular coatescence and riming over the first major 
peak of the terrain. These resutts suggest that the coneeptuat model of preeipitation enhancement in 
this type of storm proposed by Medina and Houze (2003) appties generatly to weak potentiaüy unstabte 
ftows associated with baroctinic Systems passing over the Alps. 
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Figure 1: Equivatent potentiat temperature profües caicuiated from tvlitan soundings taken at 1200 UTC 
20 September 1999 during iOP2b (soiid tine), 0000 UTC 26 September 1999 during tOP3 (dashed tine), 
and 1200 UTC 3 October 1999 during )OP5 (dash dotted tine). 
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Figure 2: Vertica! cross sections of NCAR S-Poi radar data extending from the radar site, located on the iower right corner of the paneis, across the Alps to 
the (a)-(c) north-northwest, (d)-(f) north-northwest, (g)-(i) north. The fields in the paneis have been either accumuiated or averaged during (a)-(c) !OP2b, 
(d)-(f) !OP3, and (g)-(i) tOP5. (a) Mean radiat velocity contoured every 3 m/s, values between 12-15 m/s shaded. (b) Mean refiectivity contoured every 5 
dBZ, vatues 36 dBZ shaded. (c) Frequency of occurrence of particle types: 0.5 contour of dry snow (tong-dashed), 0.3 contour of wet snow (short dashed), 
and 0.02 contour of graupet (sotid). (d) Mean radial vetocity contoured every 3 m/s, vatues 9 m/s shaded. (e) Mean reftectivity contoured every 7 dBZ, 
vatues 34 dBZ shaded. (f) Frequency of occurrence of particte types: 0.1 contour of dry snow (tong-dashed), 0.03 contour of wet snow (short dashed), and 
0.017 contour of graupet (solid), (g) Mean radiat vetocity contoured every 3 m/s, vatues between 9-12 m/s shaded. (h) Mean reftectivity contoured every 6 
dBZ, vatues 32 dBZ shaded. (i) Frequency of occurrence of particte types: 0.1 contour of dry snow (tong-dashed), 0.05 contour of wet snow (short dashed), 
and 0.005 contour of graupet (solid). 



The MAP Re-Ana!ysis: Quaüty Assessment and Data impact Studies 
Christian Keit and Caria Cardinaii 

ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), Reading, Engiand 

At ECMWF, a reanatysis of the 70-day Speciai Observing Period (SOP) of the Mesoscaie Aipine Pro
gramme (MAP) in autumn 1999 has been produced using the gtoba) assimiiation system 4D-Var with a 
horizontai resoiution of approximateiy 40 km (T511/159L60). Additionat MAP observations used in the 
MAP Re-Ana!ysis comprise e.g. European windprofiters, high-resoiution radiosondes and surface obser
vations. 

Apart the MAP Re-Ana!ysis (denoted MAP-RA henceforth), three other anaiysis experiments have 
been performed using the MAP-suite (ECMWF integrated Forecasting System (!FS) cycte 24R3, which 
became operationai on 22 Jan 2002), to assess the Performance and the impact of MAP observations. 
First, since there has been no monitoring of European windprofüer data in 1999, a piiot anaiysis experi
ment using ai! additionat MAP observations has been carried out for two weeks in Sep 99 (denoted ALDAT 
henceforth). Second, a controt experiment has been performed exctuding att MAP observations for the 
entire SOP (denoted CNTRL henceforth). Third, an anaiysis experiment without the European windprofiter 
data has been compteted for the first 30 days of the SOP to investigate their roie in more detait (denoted 
NOPRO henceforth). 

Specia) attention has been paid to European windprofiters, a data source which was not used during 
the SOP in NWP and on)y recentty has been assimitated at ECMWF. First, the background and anatysis 
departure Standard deviation (STD) of experiment ALDAT has been catcutated and compared with respect 
to CNTRL. These comparisons give evidence that some of the extra observations are deteriorating the 
anatysis quaüty. tn particutar, the Standard deviation of the background departures of the European wind
profiters peaks around 5/;;/.\ in the mid-troposphere which is considerabty targer than the vatues of radio-
and pitotsoundings and weit above the mean Observation error (3/?;/.s in the mid-troposphere). tn order to 
be abte to identify the European windprofiters reporting poor quaüty measurements, Observation statistics 
has been catcutated individuatty for each Station. Consequentty, four of the 16 European windprofiters 
reporting during the SOP had to be denied in MAP-RA due to their targe STD of background departures. 
These exctuded stations comprise two British (Camborne, Dunkeswett), one French (Ctermont) and one 
ttatian windprofiter (LAquita). 

Now we focus on the humidity distribution of the different anatyses. The mean anatysis differences 
of the verticatty integrated water vapour (tWV) show predominantiy more humid conditions in MAP-RA 
than in operationat anatysis (denoted OPER'99; Fig. 1a). Locatty. the differences are generatty tess than 
t .2/f#//7?*\ corresponding to about 7% of the mean integrated water vapour content over Europe (t7A*̂ /;;r 
for the SOP). However, in mountainous regions tike the Atpine crest and Corsica regions MAP-RA is 
süghtty drier than OPER'99. tn the boundary tayer, the spatiai distribution of the mean humidity differences 
resembte the tWV patterns, süghtty moister across northwestern Europe and the Mediterranean Sea and 
süghtty drier across the Atps and the Batkan (not shown). These drier conditions across mountainous 
regions are partty caused by the increased modet resotution resutting in a higher modei orography in the 
MAP-suite than in OPER'99. 

The inftuence of MAP observations becomes evident in the anatysis differences in Fig. 1b. First, 
we compare MAP-RA with CNTRL. The tWV differences (Fig. 1b) as weti as the differences of specific 
humidity in the boundary tayer show that MAP-RA is moister across France and ttaty. Particutarty, across 
southeastern France and the adjacent Gutf of Lion, MAP-RA is more than !^//?r tWV moister than 
CNTRL, with the targest differences in the tower tevets (exceeding ! j?/̂ ? for the specific humidity at 
925 hPa, not shown). The moister conditions in the Po vattey region are noteworthy. Across the western 
Mediterranean Sea ctose to Sardinia and atong the French-German border MAP-RA is drier than CNTRL. 

The impact of the European windprofiters on the mean humidity distribution can be deduced from 
Fig. 1c, disptaying the mean humidity differences between MAP-RA and NOPRO averaged over the first 
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Figure 1: Mean anaiysis differences of the inte
grated water vapour [Ag/w'l between (a) MAP-
RA and OPER'99 (averaged over the entire 
SOP). (h) MAP-RA and CNTRL and (c) MAP-
RA and NOPRO (both averaged over one month 
starting on 7 Sep 99). 

month of the SOP. Generaiiy, the differences are smai), amounting to tess than for the iWV 
content and tess than O.ß^/^ for the specific humidity in the boundary tayer. Obviousty, the European 
windprofiters are hardiy responsibte for the targe differences between the MAP-RA and CNTRL in the Guif 
of Lion region. However, windprofiters seem to dry the troposphere in the southern Atpine region and to 
moisten the Adriatic Sea and southern ttaty. tn partieuiar, windprofiters are abte to modify the divergent 
wind fieid that sometimes has an errorneous feed back in the anatyzed humidity. in fact, for tOP2a the 
increased subsidence (due to Lonate windprofiter) ted to a drier boundary iayer and consequentty inhibits 
the formation of convection. 

tn summary, MAP observations tead to moister conditions in the Po vattey region, despite the fact that 
the additionat wind observations provided by European windprofiters tend to dry the troposphere in this 
region. Atso, a moister humidity fietd can be seen across southern France and the Adriatic Sea. 

A comparison of GPS derived integrated water vapour contents and the anatyzed counterparts shows 
that the anaiyses fotiow the generai trend of inter-diurnat humidity variations at southern Atpine GPS sta
tions for two heavy preeipitation events (tOP2 and iOP8). Generatty, the ECMWF anaiyses seem to be 
roughiy 2-7 /^//vr too dry compared with GPS derived iWV content and they have large spatia) and tem-
pora) variations. This underestimation of humidity can be partty attributed to the mode) resotution which 
ptays a cruciat rote in representing orography and )and-sea contrast reatisticatty, both having a strong im
pact on humidity fietds. 

it is ptanned to have a documentation of the MAP Re-Anaiysis ready for distribution at the iCAM/MAP 
Meeting 2003: 

Keit, C. and C. Cardinaii, 2003: The ECMWF Re-Anatysis of the Mesoscaie Atpine Programme Speciat 
Observing Period. ECMWF Technica) Memorandum 401. Avaitabte from ECMWF, Shinfietd Park, Reading, 
RG2 9AX, UK. 
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Numericai simuiations of the preeipitation event observed during 
the MAP !OP2a: Sensitivity to the initiai conditions 
Franck Lascaux*. Eveiyne Richard*, Christian Keit** and Otivier Bock*** 

* Laboratoire d'Aerologie, CNRS/UP5, Toulouse, France, ** ECtVtWF, Reading, Engtand, 
*** Service d'Aeronomie, CNRS/UVSQ, Paris, France 

ABSTRACT 

Numerica) simutations of the convective system observed during the MAP iOP2a have been performed 
with Meso-NW, using a threefotd nesting techniqüe with horizontat mesh-sizes of 32, 8 and 2km. The 
reference experiment initiaüzed from the operational ECMWF anatysis of 17 September 1999 12 UTC 
sueeeeds reasonably weit in initiating the convective tine over the Atpine foothiils and reproducing its 
propagation towards the East. The sensitivity of these results to the reanalysis products is investigated. 
tn the ECMWF MAP reanatysis, the tower atmosphere above Northern ttaty is found considerabty 
drier than in the operational anatysis. As a consequence, convection is almost entireiy inhibited in the 
mesoscale simutations based upon the reanalysis. 

1. introduction 

The tntensive Observing Period (tOP) number 2a of the Mesoscaie Atpine Programme (MAP, Bougeault 
et al., 2001), took ptace on 17 September 1999. Between 12 UTC and 24 UTC, a deep convective 
system deveioped over the southfacing stopes of the Atps, in the Lago Maggiore area. tn the täte after
noon a convective line formed over the Atpine foothitts. During the earty night, it propagated towards 
the south-east over the ptain where it intensified and evotved into a more comptex three-dimensiona! 
system. 

Different simutations of this event have been performed using the French non-hydrostatic model 
Meso-NH (Lafore et at., 1998). tn a former study, Richard (2001) showed the sensitivity of the resutts 
to the initial conditions. A simuiation initiatized with the French anatysis (ARPEGE) faiied to reproduce 
the system whereas the same Simulation based upon the operational analysis of the European Center 
Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) was quite successfut (Richard et at, 2003). Hereafter, this 
later Simulation is used as a control run and is referred to as ECM-OD. 

Recentty, ECMWF has produced a reanatysis of the MAP period. This reanatysis includes a tot of 
additionat data collected during the fieid experiment and was also performed with a more recent version 
of the assimiiation system (Keit and Cardinati, 2003). Therefore, the tOP2a simuiation has been 
recondueted, based upon this reanatysis. However and quite unexpectedly, the new experiment (ECM-
Mt hereafter) significantiy departs from the controt run. Different features of the reanatysis (upper-ievei 
cooting, low-tevel wind convergence, low-levet moisture) coutd exptain this contrasted behaviour of the 
mesoscale simulations. 

At) the simutations were run at high resoiution with a 2-way interactive grid-nesting method for 
horizontat grid-sizes of 32, 8 and 2 km. tn the innermost domain, ctoud and preeipitation are explicitiy 
resolved with the Standard microphysicat scheme of the model which predicts the mixing ratio evotution 
of 6 water species, inetuding a 3-ctass ice scheme : pristine ice, snow/aggregates and graupel. Alt three 
simutations start on 17 September 1999, 12 UTC and were integrated for 12 hours. 

2. Synoptic Situation 

On 17 September 1999, at 12 UTC, a 982 hPa surface tow is located 15" west of ireiand, whereas, a 
secondary low (1004 hPa) Stands over the italian Peninsuta and induces a southeasterly ftow of 10 m/s 
over the Adriatic sea towards north-western ttaty. At 500 hPa, a ridge is extending from Hungary to 
Scandinavia, and a trough from tretand to the western Spain. Between these two features, a short-wave 
trough is iocated over southern France. During its progression towards the East, the atmosphere above 
northern ttaty is destabitized by advection of cold moist air in the upper tevets. 
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3. Evotution of the contro! simuiation 

The !0P 2a convective system was weii observed with three ground-based Doppler radars (S-Pol, Ron
sard and Monte-Lema) iocated in the Lago Maggiore area. The observed refiectivity fields at 2000m are 
shown in the ieft row of Fig.l at 18 UTC, 21 UTC and 00 UTC, and are used to assess the modei resuits 
shown in the second row. The control simuiation (ECM-OD) succeeds reasonabiy weii in initiating the 
convective line, and depicting its propagation toward the south-east and its iater evolution in a more 
compiex convective ctuster, even though a weak time delay can be observed. 

The preeipitation field deduced from the Swiss radar composite is reproduced in Fig.2a and can 
be compared with the model fieid shown in Fig.2b. The narrow preeipitation band occurring in the 
north-west of the domain is not present in the simuiation but the iocation and intensity of the main 
preeipitation core over ttaty are quite consistent with the observations. 

ODS 

t8 UTC 18 UTC 18 üie 18 UTC 

obs 3 

21 UTC 21 UTC 2 UTC 21 UTC 

obs 

* <* 00UTC 00 UTC 00 UTC 00 UTC 

Figure 1: Refiectivity fieids at 2000 m at 18 UTC, 21 UTC and 00 UTC. From teft to right: observed 
radar reflectivities, equivaient refiectivities computed in the ECtVt-OD, ECM-ivlt and ECtv1-tvlt2 experi
ments (units in dBZ). The letters R , S and L designate the iocattons of the Doppier radars (respectivety, 
Ronsard, S-Pot and tvlonte-Lema). 
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Figure 2: 12h accumutated preeipitation fieid (in mm) from 17 September, 12 UTC to 18 September, 
00 UTC. From ieft to right: radar deduced observations (a), resuits of the ECM-OD (b), ECM-Mt (c), 
and ECM-Mt2 (d) experiments. Rain gauge measurements, represented by Squares, are superimposed. 

4. Evotution of the simuiation initiaiized with the reanatysis 

The ECM-Mt simuiation is strietty identicai to ECM-OD except it was initiaiized and forced with the 
MAP reanatysis. The computed refiectivity fieids are shown in the third row of Fig.l, and the accumu-
iated preeipitation in Fig.2c. Some tight preeipitation now occurs over Switzertand, in the north-east of 
the domain. This preeipitation (not seen by the Doppter radar network but visibte in the Swiss compos
ite) was not depicted by the controi run. But the most striking departure from the controt experiment is 
the quasi absence of convection over ttaiy. A few ceits devetop over the Atpine stopes but do not assembte 
in any organized system. Preeipitation remains quite weak and is concentrated in the mountainous area. 

5. Where do the differences come from? 

77?̂  m/<7-/r?'e/ coo/yy?̂  
The most intense phase of the system was associated with the passage of an eastward-moving smatt-
scate trough at the mid tevets. This feature is present in both the anatysis and the reanatysis. However 
the resutting cooting which contributes to destabitize the atmosphere is tess pronounced in the reanatysis 
and remains tocatized over the ptain (Fig.3). The hypothesis that the convection intensification was 
the resuit of a phasing between the orographie forcing and the smatt scaie trough becomes tess vatid 
with the reanatysis. 

1 

0 

Figure 3: Difference in the temperature fietds at 7km between 17 Figure 4: Horizontat wind fietd at 
September 12 UTC and 18 UTC for the operationai anaiyses (teft) the 1km height on 17 September 
and the reanatyses (right). 12 UTC, in the operationai anat

ysis (green vectors) and in the re
anatysis (red vectors). 
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Some differences between the anaiysis and the reanaiysis are aiso present in the iow ieve) wind shown in 
Fig.4 for the 1km height. tn the reanaiysis the Adriatic ftow is 2 m/s weaker. Furthermore, the south 
component of the Ligurian ftow is so weak that a convergence between the two ftows is now untikety 
to occur. 

T/̂e /oirj-Zeue/ mo'̂ ŝ n? 
Another major discrepancy between the anatysis and the reanatysis is found in the tow tevet moisture 
represented in Fig.5. This figure evidences that the tower tayers of the atmosphere are considerabty 
drier in the reanatysis. Compared to the Miiano Linate sounding, the operational analysis was too moist 
but the reanalysis is too dry. This dry bias is atso confirmed by the GPS data. Such a difference might 
be sufficient in itseif to expiain why convection is atmost entirety inhibited in the ECM-Mt simuiation. 

6. Sensitivity to the the moisture fieid 

To specificatty evaiuate the impact of the humidity field on the mesoscale simuiation, a third experiment 
was performed (referred to as ECM-Mt2). This last simuiation was initiatized from the reanalysis just 
as ECM-Mt but the vapor mixing ratio field was repiaced by the one of the operationai anatysis. The 
resutts in the equivatent refiectivity fietd are presented in the iast row of Fig.l, and the accumuiated 
preeipitation in Fig.2d. Contrary to ECM-Mt, an organized convective System develops over the piain 
and moves eastward. However this system, appears tater and is much weaker than in the controi ex
periment ECM-OD. tts efhciency in term of preeipitation is weak. 

7. Conciusions 

Different high-resotution simulations of the MAP iOP2a convective system have been conducted with 
the MESO-NH modet. Using different sets of initiat conditions lead to contrasted resutts. The Simulation 
based upon the operationai ECMWF analysis produces fairty reatistic resutts whereas the simutations 
based either on the operationat French anatysis or on the MAP ECMWF reanatysis comptetety fait. A 
sensitivity experiment shows that this different behaviour shouid not be oniy ascribed to the moisture 
field. The strong sensitivity of the mesoscale simulations to the initiat conditions Stresses out the tow 
predictabiüty of the tOP2a convective event. 
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Figure 5: Relative humidity fields on 
17 September 12 UTC, at 850 hPa, in 
the operational anatysis (teft) and the 
reanatysis ( right). Units are in %. 
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Analysis of the northerly low-level flow in the Po VaHey during the southwesterly MAP-IOP3. 

Nicoie Asencio*. Joel Stein* and Midie! Chong^ 

" Laboratoire d'Aerotogie . Toutouse. France 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The MAP IOP3 (24-27 September 1999) was weii forecasted by the MC2 modei during the SOP. So ai! the 

expcriment instruments were pianned and suppüed a very eomplete documentation of this wet-MAP events. The 
mesoscale Situation is a typical south-westeriy moist fiow ahead a frontal system involving moderate orographie 
preeipitation over LMTA (Lago Maggiore Target Area). At the foothills of the Aips, conhned at the outflow of three 
major Valleys ( Toce Valley. Ticino Valley and Como Valley), a northeriy How is observed during the pre-frontal 
period (25 September 1999 from 0100 UTC to 2100 UTC). In order to identify and to quantify the importance of 
each possible mechanism involving this northerly low-ievel How. we use lagrangian particles. mass and water budgets 
and temporal cörrelätions. 
2. NUMERICAL SET UP 

The numericai Simulation is performed with tiie anelastic non-hydrostatic meso-scale model Meso-NH (Laforee/ 
a/.1998). We use 2 nested models: the different horizontal meshes are 10 km (200x160 points) and 2.5 km (362x242 
points). The two Simulation domains are shown by solid line rectangles in Figure 1. The Simulation starts at OOOO 

Figure 1: Nesfea' mode/s domams i/sed m 7mme7'ma/ S37aa/a%7(m and ôpopfap/Mc map. TAe oroprapay M represen.'.ea' 
m prey sca/e ̂ m̂ .77;e .so/za* /me reĉ aap/e rep7*ê e77̂  ̂ c mesA 777 ode/ a*0777a?'77. 

UTC on 25 September 1999 and lasts 54 hours. Different initial conditions and lateral boundary conditions linearly 
interpolated in time between 6 hourly analyses are tested: tiie French operational analysis Action de Recherche Petite 
Et Grande Echelle (ARPEGE). tiie operationnal ECMWF analysis and the MAP re-analvsis performed by C. Keil. 
Fhe microphysical scheme includes the three water phases with live species of Condensed water. For the 10km mesh 
model. tiie subgrid-scale convection is parametrized by a mass flux convection scheme (Bechtold e% a/.2001). For the 
2.5km mesh model. the convection is explicitiy resolved and the convection scheine is switched off. 
3. MESOSCALE FEATURES 
We use the preeipitation anaiysis by Frei and Häiier to validatc the different simulations. The initiai conditions 

given by Arpege supphes the best distribution of the preeipitation over the Po Valley and the LMTA area Fig.2. The 

2500. 

500.0 

1500. 
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Figure 2: ̂  Aoims acĉ ma/â ed mm ('mm̂) aremped a m̂ Aorzzoa^a/ ded?/ced /70m Âe pyecäpzm/zo?? ana/^yg 
Oy 7̂ e% and 77ä//e7* ̂ 00^/of me 25 -Sep/em&er ̂  a77,d ̂  ^ep/emoer^) a?7d /rom me ̂ .5A;m mode/ oa^pt^ /or f/Yege 
/ioo dâ e.s aad d/ 77?,e zso/me repze^en^ ̂ Ae ̂ opoomp̂ T/ â  777 

French maxima (a) associated to the frontal system on 25 September is simulated (c) too north but with a good 
intensity. Over the Po Valley, for the two days, i.e. pre-frontai (a) and frontal system passage (b), the LMTA maxima 
and the absence of preeipitation over the piain are successfully represented in the Simulation. 

At the foothills of the Alps, conßned at the outHow of three major Valleys ( Toce VaHey, Ticino VaHey and Como 
Valley), a northern How (Fig.3a) is simulated on 25 September 1999 in a thin layer (400 meters). The vertical 
sections performed in the piain show the multiplicity of the origins (two cores in Fig.3b) and an intensißcation of 
this northerly low-level wind during the afternoon (Flg.3c). The northerly How over the piain vanishes at 2100 UTC 
when the southerly How becomes strong enough to reach the Alps foothills. The Observation of Bosco di Sotto in the 
Riviera vaiiey reveals a northerly How during the IOP3, but we lack of observations in the thin layer of 400 meters 
to fully conhrm the extension of the simulated northerly flow over the piain. 
4. ORIGIN AND EXPLANATION OF THE NORTHERLY LOW-LEVEL WIND. 
We use backwards trajectories derived from three Eulerian passive tracers (Gheusi and Stein 2002) (not shown) 

to identify the origins of the two cores of northerly How over the piain. A great contibution of the Ticino and the 
Como Valleys and a small contribution of the Toce vaiiey are underlined. This outHow is generated by a stationary 
subsidence upstream the bottom of the vaiiey slopes. At 1700 UTC in the Como vaiiey, the Hgure 4 shows that 
the upper-level air-mass (above 3000 meters) is a southwesterly How which passes over the crest of the Alps and 
the low-level air-masses transported by either the southerly How or the easterly How are blocked by the orography 
underneath 1500 meters and contribute to reverse the How. 

The subsidence is present all the day long while the preeipitation have a large variability during the same period. 
The water budgets (same protoeol than Stein 2003) performed at 1700 UTC over the western part of the Po vaiiey 
quantify a weak efßciency around 5% in comparison of 30% estimated for the IOP2b. The CAPE values at the 
foothills of the Alps remain weak. These three points suggest that the diabatic mechanism which could generate such 
a subsidence is not the main feature. 

The mass budgets of dry air (not shown) show that the northerly How inside the Valleys is stationary with a weak 
intensity (less than 5m s"*) but its presence upstream over the piain lasts on a shorter period. 

The tendancy budgets are performed at the location (see point P in Figure 3) of the maximum of reverse How 
inside the Como Valley during the period where the maximum of intensißcation of northerly How is simulated (1600 
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Figure 3: Oropmyj/?.!/ fwij a7td uecmrg a't7ta* a/ ̂ 00 me^erg ,4CZ a/ 7700 [/TC /"aj. TAe /me ŷ iar/ced /Ae pô z/zoa o/ 
me crogg sec/ma. Crogg gec^oa o/ /Ae merza'mHa/ wmc/ ̂m d"* - aepâ me ua/aes/or 77oWAe77y a*M'ee/.mâ  â  7200 [/TC 
fo) aad 7 700 [/TC fcj oa 2J g'ep̂ emoer 7000. 

UTC to 1700 UTC on 25 September 1999). The tendancy eonhrms the minor contribution of diabatic terms (rain 
evaporation, snow meiting. radiatiön at the top of tiie ciouds) in the the cooling of the iow-ievel air-mass inside the 
Como vaiiey. Tiie advection term piiots the evolution of the potential temperature tendancy. 

The temporal evolutions (Fig.5) of the three following parameters at the P location (marked in Fig.3): meridonal 
wind beneath 900m ASL (i.e. inside the reverse ßow). meridionai wind between 2800m and 6000m (i.e. mid-
troposperic air-mass), and hourly aeeumulated rain over the Como basin undcrline that (i) the reverse ßow is not 
correlated with preeipitation (Fig.5a). The reverse ßow reduces while the preeipitation is enhanced ( 0500UTC-
1000UTC and 17()0UTC-2000UTC),(ii) the reverse How is strongly correiated with the mid-troposheric southwesterly 
wind (Fig.5b), it vanishes when the southwesterly wind is greater than 17m s"M(iii) the hourly preeipitation is 
strongly correlated with the mid-troposheric southwesterly wind (Fig.5a). The enhancement of the rain is linked to 
the wind velocity greater than 15m s"*. 
5. CONCLUSION 

The !OP3 is a typical south-westerly Situation where a northerly ßow is observed at the foothills on the Aips. 
The geographical origins of this northerly How are identified: the three Valleys ( Toce, Ticino, Como Valley) are 

cul-de-sac for the low-level southerly ßow. Ihe major contribution provides from the Como vaiiey and the Ticino 
vaiiey on 25 September 1999. 

The diHerent physical possible origins of this northerly How are quantißed using mass budget. water budget and 
tendancy budget: 
- the wet drainage ßow contributes for a minor aspect. 
- the hlocking upstream the Alps plays a major role. 
- the dry drainage ßow effect is superimposed to the blocking upstream effect. 
The temporal evolutions of the meridonal wind beneath 900m ASL .the meridional mid-troposhcric wind and the 

hourly preeipitation conßrms the strong correlation between the northerly How presence and the weak intensity of 
the southerly flow. The northerly How vanishes when the southerly How intensity reaches 17m s"*. 
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The sensitivity of simu!ated orographie rainfaü to mode! detaits 
not directiy reiated to preeipitation 
Günther Zäng! 

Meteorologisches institut der Universität München 

1. introduction 

Aithough the Performance of the numericai weather forecasts has greatly improved over the recent 
decades, predicting the fine-scale rainfaii distribution in Aipine terrain continues to be a major chai-
lenge. Part of the forecast errors is certainiy related to weaknesses of the cioud microphysical param
eterizations, and great efforts are undertaken to further refine these parameterizations. However, the 
MAP-IOP2b model intercomparison presented at the AMS Mountain Meteoroiogy Conference (Richard 
et ai. 2002) indieated that model details other than the microphysics parameterization can aiso have a 
major impact on the simulated amounts of preeipitation. Most notabiy, two MM5 runs differing oniy in 
the implementation of the horizontai diffusion produced a 40% difference in accumulated preeipitation. 
in this study, this work is extended to another MAP case (iOPlO), and the interactions of various model 
parameterizations are investigated much more comprehensively than before. 

The strategy of the study is as foiiows. On the one hand, five different microphysicai parameteri
zations are compared in order to get an indication of the uncertainty related to ctoud microphysics. tn 
addition, severat combinations of convection parameterizations are tested so as to assess the interac
tion between parameterized convection and expticitty resotved preeipitation. On the other hand, various 
implementations of the horizontal diffusion, two speeifications of the model's verticat coordinate and 
two boundary-layer parameterizations are compared against each other. Since these model features are 
not directiy reiated to preeipitation, their impact on the simulated preeipitation can be regarded as a 
side effect. it will be shown that these side effects, particularty those reiated to the horizontai diffusion, 
are considerabiy larger than the differences among the microphysical parameterizations. The following 
section describes the set-up of the numericai experiments. Section 3 presents the results, foltowed by a 
set of conclusions in section 4. 

2. Mode) and set-up of the experiments 

The numericai simuiations have been conducted with the Penn State/NCAR mesoscale modei MM5. 
Four interactiveiy nested modei domains are used, the horizontai mesh size being 37.8 km, 12.6 km, 
4.2 km and 1.4 km, respectivety. The coarsest domain (domain 1) Covers most of Europe and the north 
African coast. tt ensures that the evolution of the retevant synoptic-scale features is part of the model 
Solution and not just prescribed through externa) data. The verification of the results is restricted to 
the fourth modet domain, the resoiution of which is fine enough to get aiong without a convection 
parameterization. This domain Covers the region Trentino - Tyrot - Bavanan Atpine foretand (see Fig. 
la). tn the verticai, 38 uneventy spaced sigma-ievels are used. The iowermost one (er = 0.998) is about 
14 m above ground, and the verticai resoiution ranges between 50 m near the ground and 800 m near 
the modei's top (100 hPa). 

The simuiations are started at 00 UTC, 24 October 1999. tnitiai and boundary data are taken from 
the operational ECMWF analyses because the MAP reanaiyses were not yet avaiiabie at the time when 
the study was started. However, using the reanalysis data instead turned out to have only a minor 
impact on the resutts. 

All simulations employ parameterizations for boundary-iayer processes, radiatiön, cloud microphysics 
and, at teast in part of the modet domains, sub-grid scale convection. The reference run uses the Gayno-
Seaman PBL parameterization, the so-cailed rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM) for radiatiön, the 
MM5v3.3 version of the Reisner2 microphysicai scheme and the Grett cumuius parameterization in 
domains 1 and 2 (see the modei documentation, Dudhia et ai., 2003, for the references; iisting all the 
references here wouid have exceeded the four-page limit). Moreover, the reference run is conducted with 
the modified diffusion scheme developed by Zäng] (2002) because the systematicat errors introduced by 
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Figure 1: (a) Mode) topography of tiie fourt h domain. isoiines and shading denote the orography height. 
contour intervais are 300 m and 600 m. respectiveiy. The fiiied circies indicate the iocation of the surface 
stations used for the verification. (b) Simuiated 36h-precipitation of the REF run. 

the origina! diffusion scheme are so targe that the assessment of the other model sensitivities woutd have 
been uncertain (see below). tn the modified diffusion scheme, the horizontat diffusion of temperature, 
the water vapor mixing ratio and the ctoud water mixing ratio is computed truiy horizontally. For the 
remaining variabtes, the Standard tvltvl5 impiementation is retained, which means that the horizontat 
diffusion is computed aiong the terrain-fottowing coordinate surfaces. 

The aitemative parameterizations used for the sensitivity experiments are the Biackadar PBL pa
rameterization, the cioud microphysicat schemes named Reisneri, Goddard (two versions) and Reisner2 
(tv1tvl5v3.5 version), the Kain-Fritsch (KF) convection scheme and the original impiementation of the 
diffusion. in addition, the generaiized sigma coordinate described in Zängl (2003) is tested. This coordi
nate is an tvltv15 adaptation of the Schär et al. (2002) smooth-levet vertical coordinate. The combinations 
of these parameterizations used for the various sensitivity experiments are summarized in Table 1. 

The verification of the simutations is done on the basis of 81 surface stations tocated in the fourth 
model domain (see filted circles in Fig. la) for the time period of October 24, 06 UTG tiii October 
25, 18 UTG. The comparison procedure Starts with interpoiating the model Output to the location of 
each Station, fottowed by averaging the interpoiated/observed vatues over the model domain or certain 
subdomains. in this abstract, oniy the results for the 36h-accumulated preeipitation are discussed. 

3. Resutts 

The accumutated preeipitation simuiated in the REF run is displayed in Fig. Ib. tt can be seen that 
the fargest amounts of preeipitation fatt near the southern rim of the Atps, but there is a secondary 
maximum at the main Alpine ränge. !n the northern Alps, preeipitation was very weak because the 
foehn was blowing during most of the time. Gomparison with surface data shows that the basic pattern 
of the preeipitation distribution is in agreement with the observations (Tabie 2). However, the modet 
substantially overestimates the magnitude of the preeipitation, with relative errors increasing from south 
to north. The iargest absolute error occurs in the latitude band 46.6̂ N-47"N, i.e. immediatety south 
of the main Atpine ränge. 

The resutts of the various sensitivity experiments are atso summarized in Table 2. tt can be seen 
that the differences among the various microphysicat parameterizations are rather smalt except for the 
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Run Microph. scheme Convection schcmc PBL scheme Diffusion scheme Vert. coord 
l^EF Peisner2 v.1.1 Grell (Dl-2) (^avno-Seaman modihed origiiml 
All 
M2 
M3 
M4 

Reisneri 
Goddard v.l. 3 
Goddard v3.5 
Reisner2 v3.5 

Grell (Dl-2) 
Grell (Dl-2) 
Grell (Dl-2) 
Grell (Dl-2) 

(̂ ayno-Sean̂ an 
Gayno-Sea:nan 
Gayno-Seaman 
Gavno-Seaman 

tnodihed 
modified 
modified 
modihed 

original 
original 
original 
original 

CI 
C2 
C3 

Reisner2 \3.3 
Reisner2 v.l. 3 
Rcisner2 \3.3 

KF (Dl-2) 
Grell (Dl-3) 
KF (Dl-2), Grell (D3) 

Cayno-Scaman 
(̂ ayno-Sean̂ an 
Cavno-Seantan 

modihed 
modified 
][[- niilicd 

original 
original 
original 

PB1 Reisner2 v.1.3 Grell (Dl- Blackadar modified original 
Dt 
D2 

Reisuer2 vl.3 
Reisner2 v3.3 

Grell (Dl-2) 
Grell (Dl-2) 

Gayno-Seaman 
CaYno-Seaman 

original 
mod.(T)/orig.(q) 

original 
original 

v r i 
VC2 

Rcisner2 v3.3 
Reisner2 v3.3 

Grell (Dl-2) 
KF (Dl-2), Grell (D3) 

Gayno-Seaman 
Gayno-Seaman 

modified 
modified 

new 
new 

Table 1: List of simulations. The D2 run uses the modified diffusion scheme for temperature and the 
original one for moisture. 

t );ita preeip correl. coefT. rms error <46.2°N 46.2-46.6°N 46.6-47°X >47°N 
Observed 
REF 

26..1 
.IM. 

53.7 
0.85 19.5 69.7 

.13.6 
t2. 

18.1 
34. 

2 t 
8.1 

Ml 
M2 
M3 
Ml 

39. o 
17.3 
40.6 
39.2 

0.83 
0.80 
0.88 
0.84 

21.7 
28.2 
20.1 
21.0 

75.1 
79.1 
72.1 
70.7 

40.9 
50.6 
47.7 
11.5 

36.8 
47.7 
36.0 
35.7 

8.8 
15.0 
9.t 
8.7 

CI 
C2 
C.l 

.15.6 
36.5 
33.3 

0.82 
0.88 
0.8.1 

17.8 
17.1 
16.4 

55.9 
67.6 
52.9 

43.2 
42.5 
12.1 

37.2 
31.9 
33.3 

6.6 
5.6 

PB1 .15.6 0.82 18.5 6.1. 42.5 .11.6 
Dl 
D2 

63.2 
47.9 

0.79 
0.83 

48.0 
32.0 

115.0 
101.0 

83.8 
56.5 

45.1 
32.7 

13.1 
6.5 

VC1 
VC2 

.16.8 

.10.1 
0.86 
0.88 

17.2 
12.1 

65.1 
50.9 

45.9 
38.6 

30.8 
27.4 5.0 

Table 2: Comparison of simulated and observed 36h-accumulated preeipitation (in mm). The hrst col
umn gives the domain average of the observed and the interpolated model preeipitat ion. Observat ion sites 
are indieated in Fig. la. Columns 2 and 3 display the correlation coefheient and the rms difference be
tween simulated and observed preeipitation. The remaining columns show preeipitation averages for four 
subdomains. defined as latitude bands a$ indieated in the headline. 

obsotete version of the Goddard scheme which produces substantiatty more preeipitation (run M2). 
tn fact, nearty att other sensitivity experiments exhibit targer deviations from the REF run than the 
experiments Ml, M3 and M4. For understanding the inftuence of changing the convection scheme 
(runs C1-C3), it has to be mentioned that the Kain-Fritsch parameterization tends to produce more 
rainfaii over the Mediterranean Sea than the Grett scheme. Consequentiy, the air reaching the Aips 
is somewhat drier with tess conditionat instabitity (run Cl). Extending the use of the Grett scheme 
to domain 3 (hör. resoiution 4.2 km) aiso heips to reduce the preeipitation in the innermost domain, 
regardiess whether the Greti scheme or the Kain-Fritsch scheme is used in the two outer domains (C2 
and G3, respectivety). The domain-averaged preeipitation difference between REF and C3 amounts 
to 15%, which is twice as much as the variabitity among the microphysicat schemes when run M2 is 
disregarded. Another side effect of about 10% arises from changing the PBL parameterization (run 
PBl). Testing additionat PBL parameterizations woutd probabty yietd an even targer spread. but this 
singie experiment is sufficient to demonstrate that the impact of the PBL parameterization on the 
simuiated rainfatt shoutd reeeive more attention than it is currentty the case. tt is mentioned that the 
most tikety reason for this impact is are differences in the evaporation over the Mediterranean Sea. 
Changing the speeification of soit moisture had very tittte inftuence in the case considered here, pointing 
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towards a dominance of moisture advection from the Mediterranean Sea. 
Even targer differences arise from purety numericai side effects, particuiarty from the imptementation 

of the horizontat diffusion. Using the originai diffusion scheme instead of the modified one increases 
the domain-averaged preeipitation by as much as 65% (run Dl). This might have two reasons. First, 
Computing the diffusion of the water vapour mixing ratio Ot, atong the coordinate surfaces induces a 
systematic upward transport of moisture over mountains (since usuaiiy decreases exponentiaity with 
height). Therefore, the moisture diffusion enhances the conversion of water vapour into preeipitation. 
Second, Computing the temperature diffusion aiong the coordinate surfaces modifies the atmospheric 
temperature profite over mountainous terrain, which might have an indirect effect on the formation 
of preeipitation. For exampte, a tocai cooting of the atmosphere can promote condensation, white 
heating can trigger convection under favourabte ambient conditions. To separate the contribütions of 
these two mechanisms, an experiment was conducted in which the originat diffusion scheme was used 
for moisture onty (run D2). This experiment shows that, on average over the whote modet domain, 
the direct inftuence of the moisture diffusion is roughty hatf of the totai difference between REF and 
Dl. Furthermore, comparing the resutts for the four tatitude bands reveafs that the direct impact of 
the moisture diffusion is most pronounced in the southern Atps. Towards the main Atpine ränge and 
farther north, there is even a stight decrease of the preeipitation because the atmosphere is dried over 
the southern Atps. On the other hand, the indirect effect of the temperature diffusion increases the 
preeipitation in att parts of the Atps. 

Finatty, the tests with the smoother verticai coordinate indicate some reduction of the simutated 
preeipitation, particutarty when combining the new coordinate with the configuration of convection 
schemes used in C3 (run VC2). Since this reduction is most pronounced where the REF run has the 
targest positive bias (46.6°N-47°N), the effect of the new verticai coordinate is ctearty beneficiat in 
the case considered here. The VC2 run exhibits the iowest bias, the towest rms error and the highest 
corretation coefficient of att simutations discussed here. 

4. Conciusions 

The modet experiments indicate that errors in high-resotution preeipitation forecasts are not neces-
sarity dominated by weaknesses of the ctoud microphysics scheme. A particutarty targe side effect was 
found to arise from the horizontat diffusion, enhancing the domain-averaged preeipitation by 65% when 
computed atong the coordinate surfaces rather than truty horizontatty. Atthough this effect is certainty 
weaker for smoother terrain or a coarser horizontat resoiution, and probabty atso for different synoptic 
situations, the resutts hightight the need for using a diffusion imptementation that avoids systemat-
icat errors. The anatysis of the impact of the verticai coordinate, the PBL parameterization and the 
convection parameterization needs to be extended to further cases before finat conciusions can be drawn. 
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Numerica) assessment of MAP episodes of heavy preeipitation us
ing high resotution reana!yses and assimüation of surface data 
A. Buzzi, M. D'isidoro, S. Davotio and P. Matguzzi 

institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Ctimate, tSAC-CNR, Boiogna, ttaiy (www.isac.cnr.it) 

1. introduction 

The avaiiabiüty of the MAP reanaiysis (MAP-RA, Keit and Cardinati, 2003) produced by ECMWF 
and of the Consolidated MAP data set has aitowed us to perform simuiations of the most reievant MAP 
tOP s, in order to assess the impact of the new MAP-RA on timited area modet (BOLAM, hydrostatic, 
and MOLOCH, non hydrostatic) resutts and to verify modei Output versus MAP preeipitation data. 
Here, onty resutts from BOLAM and from two MAP tOPs (2b and 15) are reported. 

2. Resuits for the iOP 15 case 

tn Buzzi et al (2003), the MAP tOP 15 has been studied, considering in particutar the orographie 
effects on the rapid cyciogenesis that took piace south of the Aips, the intense, though rather brief, 
preeipitation occurrences over the Po Vaiiey and the northern Apennines, and the strong winds, as 
documented, for exampte, by the MAP wind profilers tocated in Lonate. in the above paper, consistent 
forecast errors in the Standard mode) version (initiatized from 1999 operational ECMWF anaiyses, as 
in the MAP BOLAM suite set up during the field phase, except for the repiacement of the ECMWF 
forecasts with the anaiyses as boundary values) were heuristicaily attributed partiy to model deficiencies 
and partiy to initial analysis problems. Model deficiencies were found to be mainty related to the repre
sentation of orography, while the application of a 3-D VAR analysis method, (re)-assimiiating Standard 
observations (SYNOP and TEMP) at model resolution (about 20 km) had a positive impact on the 
forecast fields, namely preeipitation and wind in the vicinity and south of the Alps. Therefore, a different 
representation of the orography (essentiaüy an enhancement following fütering) and the assimüation 
(3-D VAR reanaiysis, Buzzi et at, 2003) of MAP data into the operational ECMWF anaiysis introduced 
sensibte amelioration in the forecast. However, aithough the dynamicai fields in a 30 h forecast (starting 
Nov. 6, 00 UTC) were basically satisfactory, the detailed preeipitation in the seif nested run at high 
resolution (7 km) gave a ciear preeipitation deficit in a region between the Northern Adriatic and the 
eastern Alps (Fig. 1). 

The sequence of modei runs has been repeated using the MAP-RA as initia) and boundary condi
tions. The control case of Fig. l(a) is based on the ECMWF 1999 operationai analysis, while Fig. l(b) 
shows the resuits starting from the MAP-RA. The main errors of Fig. l(a), identified in preeipitation 
deficit around Miiano and over the land surrounding the northern Adriatic, are at teast partiaiiy cor
rected in Fig. l(b), although a small region of under-predicted preeipitation remains over the central Po 
Valley. Fig. l(c) reports, for comparison, the accumulated preeipitation in the case of the application 
of the 3-D VAR reanaiysis described in Buzzi et ai (2003). The latter represents a clear improvement 
oniy in the western Po Vaffey and, to a smatter extent, over the eastern Atps. For verification purposes 
of interna) consistency, a fourth experiment has been done starting from a 3-D VAR reanatysis of the 
MAP-RA, assimitating surface data (temperature, humidity and wind). The oniy benefit of such proce
dure might in prineipte be reiated to the better resoiution that wouid ailow some more surface data to 
be assimiiated; however, it cannot be justified in principle because it might well deteriorate the superior 
4-D VAR based anaiysis. As expected, the resuits (not shown as preeipitation map, but avaluated in 
Fig. 2) are very simiiar to those of the MAP-RA case, except for a decrease of the preeipitation maxi
mum over the northern Adriatic sea, where no observations are avaiiabie for verification. The equitabie 
threat score in Fig. 2 quantitativeiy confirms the above results: the introduction of the MAP-RA has 
a substantiai positive effects (true also for the faise atarm and bias scores), white the assimüation of 
additionat surface data has tittte impact (in both operationai and MAP-RA cases). 
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3. Resutts for the !OP 2b case 

The modeting strategy for tOP 2b is simiiar to that of tOP 15. Seif-nested runs are initiated Sept. 

an 

-̂ 8 

26 

ttrato 

Figure 1: 24-hour aeeumulated preeipitation from 06 UTC, 06 Nov 1990 for the run nested (a) 
in the ECMWF 1999 operational analyses run. (b) in the MAP-RA run and (c) in the 3-D Var 
reanalyses. Shading and contour interval is 10 mm. Selected observed rainfall values are plotted. 
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Figure '2: Equitable Threat Score for IOP 15 runs. Rainfall thresholds on x-axis are in mm/24h. 
Xumber in braekets indicates number of observations exceeding the threshold value speeißed above 
it. 

19, 12 UTC. Preeipitation evaiuation refers to the 24-hour period starting 20 Sept., 00 UTC. Figure 3 
shows the accumuiated preeipitation for the case initiaiized from MAP-RA. Observed peaks are 222 mm 
northwest of Lago Maggiore and 260 mm in eastern Atpine area. Predicted peaks are tocated atmost 
exactly over the observed maxima, amounting to 183 mm and 120 mm, respectivety. Differences from 
the controi run (not shown), starting from the operationai 1999 anaiyses, are not as iarge as in tOP 15. 
However, the maximum rainfaii area over Piedmont is shifted to the south and that in the eastern Atps 
is even weaker and sptit. The equitable threat score in Fig. 4 cieariy shows the generai improvement 
from the controi to the MAP-RA case. The same figure inciudes the score for the case of the 3-D VAR 
reanatysis of surface observations applied to the operational ECMWF anaiysis. The impact in this case 
is positive but minor. The Lonate wind profiter data attows us to document the impact of the different 
initiat fieids on iocai dynamics, in a time consistent way. Figure 5 shows a generally good representation 
of the southerty ftow, peaking to 25 m/s in the morning of 20 Sept. tn this case, however, the 3-D 

Figure 3: 24-hour accumuiated preeipitation from 00 UTC, 20 Sept. for the run nested in the 
MAP-RA run. Shading and contour interval is 20 mm. Selected observed rainfall values are 
plotted. 
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Figure 5: Wind speed measured at 2520 m a.s.l. by the wind profiler located in Lonate Pozzolo 
and forecasted bv the model in the same location at 750 hPa for different nested runs, for IOP 2b 

VAR reanaiysis gives better resuits than the MAP-ERA case, especiatty for what concerns timing of the 
wind maximum. 

4. Conciusions 

The impact of the 4-D VAR MAP-RA anatysis on the quantitaive preeipitation forecast at refativefy 
high resoiution in the two MAP episodes considered here is ctearty positive, tn these cases convection 
was not the dominant preeipitation mechanism. The effect of simpter but high resoiution 3-D VAR 
reanatysis shows atso positive effects, but cannot compete, as expected, with the more sophisticated 
4-D VAR anatysis. 
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Predictabiüty Mysteries in MAP !0P 2b and !0P 3 
Waiser A., C. Schär 

MeteoSwiss, Zürich, Switzeriand 
institute for Atmospheric and Ctimate Science, ETH Zürich 

Recent state-of-the-art numericai weather prediction modets and the continuous increase in 
Computing Performance witt soon atiow operationai weather forecasts at the kiiometer scaie with 
expiicit numericai simuiation of moist convection. However, convection is an intrinsicaity chaotic 
dynamicai proeess with iimited predictabiüty. Predictabiüty timitations may in particutar arise due to a 
scattered and unpredictabte occurrence of convective cetts. 
tn this study, we compare the meso-beta scaie predictabiüty of preeipitation amounts for MAP tOP2b 
(20 September 1999) and tOP3 (25 September 1999). To this end, ensembte experiments are 
performed using the Canadian non-hydrostatic high-resoiution numericai weather prediction modet 
MC2 in a convection-resotving set-up, covering the entire Atpine region. The appiied ensembte 
strategy uses süghtty modified initiat conditions representing smaü-scaie observationai uncertainties, 
but identicai taterai boundary conditions representing a perfeetty predictabte synoptic forcing. This 
set-up aüows to isotate predictabiüty aspects retating to meso-beta scate variabiüty. 

Ensembte integrations of 12 members are anaiyzed for 24-hour forecasting periods. iOP2b and iOP3 
are characterized by comparabie synoptic conditions, ieading to convection in the Lago Maggiore 
target area. Neverthetess, the two cases are mysteriousty associated with very different ieveis of 
predictabiüty. On the one hand, iOP2b is shown to be highiy predictabte, despite appreciabte 
convection. indeed, the timing and iocation of individuat ceits is predictabte within our modeting 
system. On the other hand, tOP3 is associated with serious predictabiüty timitations that criticaiiy 
affect quantitative preeipitation forecasting for typicat Aipine river catchments. it is demonstrated that 
the different predictabiüty ieveis depend strongiy upon the upstream characteristics of the tow-tevei 
ftow. The tow predictabiüty in iOP3 is retated to the effects of upstream topography (the Appennines), 
and the tow predictabiüty of the associated moist wake fiow. 

The resutts demonstrate that the predictabiüty of preeipitation amounts is not mereiy a funetion of the 
potentiat for convective activity, but may depend upon the detaüs of the mesoscaie fiow. The resutts 
thus suggest that intermediate-resoiution ensembte Systems might not be abie to provide reaüstic 
estimates of predictabiüty, but that a detaiied anatysis inciuding high-resotution ensembte integrations 
might be needed to enabie probabiiistic preeipitation forecasting for typicat Atpine river catchments. 
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A Three-dimensiona! Simuiation of Moist Airftow over an 
tsotated Mountain 
W. R. Hsu (1). C. C. Wu (!). and W. Y. Sun (2) 
(1) Department of Atmospheric Sciences, National Taiwan University, Taiwan 
(2) Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Purdue University, USA. 

Introduction 

We study the moist, stratified airflow over an isolated mountain, using a numericai modei. The subject is of 
particuiar interest to Taiwan, because Taiwan is a mountainous isiand in a sub-tropicai environment. During the 
winter, a coid and dry air mass often breaks out of China and a moist convective boundary iayer deveiops as the 
coid air encounters the underneath warm Kuroshio ocean current over the East China Sea. A very wide 
stratocumuius cioud then Covers the area under a strong northeasterly wind. Taiwan is located in the 
downstream region of the northeast monsoon. As the cold air reaches Taiwan, it has already fetched a lot of 
moisture from the ocean surface and the CBL is about 1 to 2 km deep with a very thick cloud layer. Although 
the wind is quite strong, the Centrai Mountain Range of Taiwan is very high with maximum height of nearly 4 
km; the Situation seems to correspond to a low Froude number regime. In the northeastern part of the isiand, 
even the rainfaii amount can be quite significant. To the southwest of the isiand, the cloud evaporated 
downstream from the mountain. A typical distribution of clouds shown in Fig. 1 appears repeatedly fbr the 
whoie winter season every year. In addition, the figure seems to show evidence of strong gravity waves over 
the northeast and possible moisture convergence just off the southern tip of the isiand. We wiii examine these 
detaiied stmctures through our numericai model. 

Numericai Model and Initiat Conditions 

The NTU/Purdue Nonhydrostatic Model that we used is a newiy deveioped numericai model. It is a fully 
compressible three-dimensionai model with calculations fbr Coriolis force, clouds, iand/ocean surface 
processes and a prognostic equation for turbuience kinetic energy in addition to a basic dynamic framework. A 
major advantage of the model is the use of a two-tier fbrward-backward integration scheme to treat both the 
high frequency and internal gravity waves explicitiy. Hsu and Sun (2001) has shown that the numericai 
procedure is quite accurate and aiso free from unstabie computational modes. The explicit integration 
procedure takes advantage of the recent development of large, paraiiei Computers. In one of our recent tests, the 
efficiency reached 90% for a 128 CPUs Simulation. Thus, the modei aüows very high-resolution Simulation that 
requires large Computing resources. 
The controi Simulation imposes a uniform cloud layer with initial liquid water mixing ratio of 0.5 g kg ', a 
weakly stabie stratiilcation profile (TV = 0.00005 s ") in the lowest 3 km of the atmosphere. very stable 
stratification above (JV = 0.0002 s**, Fig. 2), and unifonn northeasterly wind (7 m s '). The horizontal and 
verticai resoiutions are 5 km and 400 m, respectively. Some results from a high-wind-speed (10 m s ') 
experiment and a dry simuiation are also presented. 

Results and Discussion 

With the inclusion of a cloud layer in the Simulation, the Situation becomes very complicated. Aithough we 
have imposed a relatively weak northeasterly over a very high mountain. the flow pattem does not exactly 
show all the characteristics of a low Froude number airflow. This is because the latent heating effectively 
reduces the vertical stability, and the vertical motion becomes very strong within the cioud iayer. The surface 
streamiine (Fig. 3a) shows flow around the mountain as in a low-Froude number regime (Smolarkiewicz and 
Rotunno 1989, 1990; and Sun et al. 1991), but there is also very strong updraft and downdraft (east-west 
orientation of the streamlines) passing over the Central Mountain Range. The distribution of the verticaliy 
integrated iiquid water content, shown in Fig. 3b, seems to be quite consistent with the sateilite picture in Fig.l. 
The cioud deck breaks open in the downstream area, and a thick cloud develops just off the southern tip of the 
isiand due to the convergence of the air curving back from both lateral sides of the isiand. lt is also interesting 
to note that the integrated liquid water content is also very high on both sides of the mountain siopes (two 
narrow cloud bands). lt is easily understood that the upslope wind produces more liquid water. The cioud band 
on the downwind slope. on the other hand, is possibly due to convergent air excited by the downdraft. 
The pressure perturbatio!! shows very strong signal of mountain waves (Fig. 3c,d). The very narrow band of 
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iow surface pressure field may be enhanced the latent heating effect. !n the upper ieve! at z = 6 km (Fig. 3d). 
the mountain wave spreads to a much wider area and the intensity is much reduced. The verticai cross-section 
of vertical motion also shows the mountain wave pattern. It is interesting to note that there are upward veiocity 
centers on both sides of the mountain slopes. and there is upward motion in the lower right comer of Fig. 3e. 
The upward motion at the comer is related to the convergent motion (enhanced by condensation. see Fig. 3f 
and Fig. 4a) induced by the deviation of the upstream airflow from the mountain. 
Comparing Fig. 4a and 4b, we can see that the convergence induce by the deviation of airflow upstream from 
the mountain is much weaker in the dry simuiation (every other conditions are the same for the two 
simuiations). Without iatent heating. the tilted wave pattem in Fig. 4c is more typical of dry mountain waves. 
The patterns of mountain waves and clouds would be different with changing environmental wind speed. Fig. 
4d demonstrates the sensitivity of the simulated cloud Heids with wind speed increased to 10 ms'. 

Conc!uding Remarks 

Our results showed that the model is capable of reproducing many interesting and complex features of a moist 
airflow over Taiwan. The present study is Stil! preliminary: we wiii further examine the effect of wind shear. 
surface friction, etc. in the near future. This work is supported by the Nation Science Council of Taiwan. 
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F/g. 7. Visible satellite image at 0700 UTC. 
February 2, 2003. The background lattices are 
each 2 degree by 2 degree boxes. 

P/g. 2. Initial vertical profiles of Virtual 
potential temperature (solid) and equivalent 
potentia! temperature (dashed) fbr numericai 
simulations. Initial liquid water content of 
0.5 g kg"' is imposed between the height of 
1.6 km and 2.8 km. 
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F/g. 3. Simuiated resuits from the Controi Case after 8 h. (a) Surface streamlines. (b) The verticaiiy 
integrated liquid water content. The areas enciosed by thick contour iines (corresponding to zero vaiue) 
are cioud-free. The contour intervai is 0.5 kg m ". (c) Pressure perturbation (from the initiai vaiue) at the 
ground surface with the contour intervai 40 Pa. (d) Pressure perturbation at the height of 6 km (3 Pa). (e) 
The verticai cross-section of verticai motion for an east-west iine 50 km north of the middie of Taiwan 
(0.1 m s '). (f) The vertical cross-section of liquid water content for the same location as in (e). The 
contour interval is 0.3 g kg '. The grey thick lines in (a)-(d) are terrain height contours of 0. iOOO. 2000 m. 
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P/'g. 4. (a) Simulated vertica! motion at z = 800 m from the Contro! Case after 8 h. The contour interva! is 0.1 
m s '. (b) Same as (a) except for the Dry Case Simulation, (c) The vertica! cross-section of vertica! motion fbr 
an east-west line 50 km north of the middle of Taiwan (0.1 m s"'). (d) The verticaHy integrated liquid water 
content from the High Wind Speed Experiment. The areas enciosed by thick contour lines (corresponding to 
zero value) are cloud-free. The contour interval is 0.5 kg mThe grey thick lines in (a), (b). and (d) are terrain 
height contours of 0, 1000, and 2000 m. 
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Evaiuation of an Orographie Preeipitation Mode! 
Idar Barstad & Ronald B. Smith 
Dept. of Gcology & Geophysics, Yale University, New Häven CT-06511, USA 

ABSTRACT 
A linear orographie preeipitation model appiieabie to real terrain ibr an arbitrary wind direction has been 
developed. The model contains wave dynamics as well as advection of Condensed water which crudely 
repheates microphysical processes. In addition to underlying terrain, the model requires wind speed and 
direction, surface temperature and moist static stability as input parameters. Three main mechanisms are 
Controlling the preeipitation in the upslope model; the amount of water vapor flux Coming towards the 
mountain, the cancellation of vertical velocity by wave dynamics and the advection of Condensed water 
from the produetion areas (uplift) to the loss areas (downdraft). Two events are studied to gain a better 
insight in the upslope modcPs Performance and iPs sensitivity to input parameters. 

1. introduction 
Based on the steady-state assumption, the transfbrmation of vertically integrated water substances (q̂ = 
cloud water content and qt,= hydrometeor content) can be written as some budget equations following 
Smith (2003) . 

= ^ , / ^ ^ - ^ ^ . da) 

^ ' ^ = ^ , / r . - ^ / r , (lb) 
where and ih are the characteristic time-scales fbr cloud water conversion and hydrometeor advection. 
For 2-dim., the source term (S) in (la) can simply be S,ef=pqUdh/dx (Smith, 1979). The last term in (lb) 
is the preeipitation rate at the ground (P). As lifting in front of a mountain drives S positive, the sink in 
(la) feeds back into (lb) as a source which has preeipitation as the final sink to the system. S gets the 
opposite sign fbr the down slope regions. Truncation of the negative preeipitation accounts fbr the drying 
due to strong descent. 
The source term might be refbrmulated, taking into consideration the static stability (N^) which according 
to mountain wave theory, allow reduction of vertically velocity with height. In Fourier space, Smith & 
Barstad (2003), show that this can be written as: 

^ = r 1 ^ = { [ ^ l ^ ] ( A - + f ) } ' ^ ^ Q=/?,(^) (2) 
[1-//77#„J CT" / 

For which (k,l) is the horizontal wave number of the underlying terrain, (7 = zv̂r + f / is the intrinsic 
frequency. In (2), the Ĥ  is the scale height of water vapor, m the vertica! wave number and Ĉ  the lifting 
sensitivity factor. p̂o is the density of water vapor, y is the ambient lapse rate and is the averaged 
moist adiabatic !apsc rate. Casting (1) into Fourier space together with (2), we obtain: 

- rv i I i - 1 ^) 1 - j ^ J l + ̂ r l + j c r r j 

Applying the inverse FT, we have an expression for orographie preeipitation at any location (x,y). 
As U, Nm and i's are changed, the flux of water vapor towards the mountain, the cancellation of the wave 
dynamics and the advection of solid water substances to evaporating areas, change. By calculating some 
helpfu! efficiency numbers, we address the governing mechanisms in the Upslope model. 
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PF and PF 

The Sj,,, denotes the produetion rate fbr ctoud water in presence of wave dynamics. and Ŝ-t without wave 
dynamics. PÊ „ is therefore a measure of the roic piaycd by the wave dynamics in the mode!. The PE^,j 
is in the same way measure of how the microphysicai processes influence the preeipitation. 

2. Comparing with rea! data 

2. f. /PEX-/OP3 
The IPEX campaign was undertaken in Utah, in the western USA in 2000. The IOP 3 (!2"M3"' Feb.) 
stood out as the orographie preeipitation event in this campaign. During iPEX, severai reiiabie rain 
gauges reported houriy in the Wasateh Mountains iocated east of Great Sait Lake, and upstream proiiies 
of wind and stabiiity were frequentiy sampied. in addition. the NOAA P3 aircraft flcw severai missions 
aiong the mountain ridge, scanning with if s tai! radar. 

2.1.1. Genera! picture 
Fig.l ieft, shows the preeipitation pattem for the whoie event (roughly !2 hours of preeipitation) 
predicted by the Upsiope mode! with the input parameters: wind specd=!2.5 m/s from west-southwest 
(dd=240"). T,r=287 K. and i's are set equai !000s. Comparing the two paneis in Fig.!. we see that the 
overaü preeipitation features and amounts seem to be nice!y reproduced. The dry areas downstream the 
mountain peak can be seen in both mappings. The preeipitation upstream of where the mountain begins to 
rise is aiso seen. This may be caused by wave dynamics. The radar cross section taken from the P3 shows 
that the main orographie cioud extends about 10km upstream, and the thinner cioud iayer extends to 
about 20km upstream (URL: www.nssi.noaa.gov/tcams/ipex/iop3). This matches what we see from 
Fig.i; the main preeipitation is iocated at the peak of the mountain, about Ur=10km downstream of the 
source region. From the radar cross section perpendieuiar to the ridge, we see an abrupt cut-off of the 
main orographie cioud. This is associated with the dry ice side of the Wasateh Mountains. 

Aiong the cross section indieated in Fig.i, five Observation stations are iocated. Houriy observationai 
vaiues are indieated as points in Fig.2. The Upsiope mode! is run for five different sets of parameters. The 
i's and the N^ are varied (see captions in Fig.2) but the wind stays fixed. Wc see that the preeipitation 
rates are very sensitive to the chosen Tau. For ionger Tau's, the preeipitation shifts downstream and is 
reduced. The PE,.̂„j decreases from 37% to 22% as the Tau's are doublcd from 500s to iOOOs. !n other 
words, for the ionger Tau's, more cioud water and hydrometeors are advected into the area of 
evaporation. For the given wind, the Tau's magnitude seems to be important. at ieast for rather narrow 
mountains. Changes in static stabiiity donl seem to affect the ovcr-a!i preeipitation in the same way. The 
PEjyn decreases significantiy for stronger stabiiitics (increase N„,=0.005s ' to Nm=0.008s ' gives reduced 
PEj,n from 67% to 53%) because of iarge caneeiiation by the wave dynamics, but the stronger stabiiity 
gives a deeper moist iayer. The water flux going toward the mountain increases and partiy compensate for 
the wave dynamics caneeiiation. The resuiting change in the preeipitation rate is therefore iittic. 
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Figure 1: The Wasateh Mountains iocated to the east of the Great Sait Lake receive heavy preeipitation 
from west-southwesteriy winds during 1PEX-10P3. Left: Upsiope modei prediction fbr 12 hourly 
preeipitation in mm with contours every 5 mm. The underlying terrain (shaded) in the model is slightiy 
smoothed (800m) to avoid artificiai high frequency waves. Rieht: Observations with hand-drawn isolines 
of totai preeipitation for 10P3 with contours every 10 mm. The figure is taken from Cheng (2001). 

H2 

).8 

Figure 2: Preeipitation rate and terrain height fbr 
the west-east cross section indieated in Fig.l. The 
points are Station values and iines are Upsiope 
modei Simulation vaiues. The solid lines are 
simuiations with i's=750s and various N̂ ; thin line 
has Nm=0.003s*', medium iine has Nm=0.005s' and 
heavy üne has Nn,=0.008s'. The dashed iine has 
T-1000s and dotted üne has i=500s. Both 
simuiations are run with Nm=0.005s''. The other 
parameters stayed fixed. 

2.2. CALJET 

40 60 
Distance (kml 

The other campaign that wc have focused on, took 
place in California, USA in 1997/08. Neiman et al. 
(2002) study the precipitations dependency on wind 
speed fbr different locations along the Cahfbmian 
coast. Using the upslope model, we have caicuiated 

the change in preeipitation rate with changing wind speed fbr Nm=0.003s ' and T(,=285K (Fig.3). We have 
also tested how much changes in stabiiity or the Tau's wiü influence the prediction for these stations. For 
stronger winds perpendieuiar to the coast, the Upslope modei under predicts the observed preeipitation. 
We believe this is because of non-hnearity in the micro-physics that starts up at rather low wind speeds 
because of the high moisture content in the air (high To). In other words, the characteristic length scale of 
conversion to hydrometeors is shorter fbr stronger winds because of the increased conversion rate. From 
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Fig.3 we aiso see thai the sensitivity to N„, is iess for stronger winds. The reason fbr this is probabiy that 
for weak winds, the penetration through the moist iayer is not compicte and therefore sensitive to change 
in Nn,. 
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Figure 3: Points are observed houriy preeipitation irom mountain stations in !eft: Santa Barbara area 
(34.51N,i!9.85W) and rieht: Sonoma area (38.61N,123.21 W), both in California. Data are taken from 
Neiman et ai. (2002). "x" are the Upsiope model vaiue at the Station locations, and soiid arrows indicate 
reduction when stability is changed from Nn,= 0.003s*' to N̂ =0.008s '. The broken arrows show the 
impact of increasing the i*s from 500s to 1000s. 

3. Summary and Conciusions 
When the air is expected to flow over the mountain, and when the conversion rate of hydro meteors is not 
to strong, the Upslope mode! seem to predict fairly accurate the amount of preeipitation in two 
investigated cases. The input parameters, particularly the Tau's for stronger winds and the stability for 
weaker winds, seem to be important. To increase our understanding of the fundamental mechanisms in 
the model, wc probabiy need to use fuii numericai modei for comparison. 
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Shaüow Cettutar Convection in Orographie Preeipitation 
Kirshbaum DJ., D. Durran 

University of Washington, Department of Atmospheric Sciences 

The devetopment of ceiiuiar convection in orographie ctouds isinvestigated through ideaiized 
numericai simuiations of moist fiowover topography using a cioud-resoiving numericai modei. 
Forstaticatiy unstabie ciouds ($N_m̂ 2 < 0$) in the presence ofbasic-state wind shear, profound 
differences are apparentbetween the behavior of 2D and 3D simuiations with simiiar 
topographieprofiies. in the 2D case convection is noticeabiy suppressed by thewind shear, whüe 
weii-organized iongitudinai convective roticireuiations deveiop in 3D simuiations with a uniform ridge 
andperiodic boundaries in the cross-fiow direction. These conveettvebands—which aiso deveiop in 
more reaiistic simuiations withfinite-iength 3D ridges—substantiaiiy enhance the maximumrainfaii 
rates, preeipitation effieieneies, and precipitationaccumuiations in the numericai simuiations.Additionai 
numericai simutations have been performed to determine theeffects of various environmentai factors 
on the structure of theconvective orographie rainbands. Exampies with directionai shearof the 
basic-state wind indicate that the orientations of therotts depend on both the mean wind and the wind 
shear in the ctoudiayer. Other cases are presented in which the depth of theunstabie cioud, the 
degree of instabitity within the cioud, and thepresenee of frictionat dissipation in the system are varied 
toexamine the effects of these factors on the spacing and intensity ofthe convective bands.To verify 
that these numericatiy-simutated convective rainbandscorrespond to reai-wortd physicai phenomena, 
observationat data froman actuat orographie preeipitation event invotving post-frontat fiowover the 
coastat mountains of western Oregon wiit be presented. tnthis exampie, streamwise-oriented 
rainbands deveiop with simiiarfeatures in both the observationai data and a numericai simuiation of 
the preeipitation event. 
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Scaie-Dependence of the Predictabitity of Preeipitation from 
Large-Scaie Radar Composites 
Germann U., t. Zawadzki 

tvIcGitt University, tvlontreai, and MeteoSwiss, Locarno-tvlonti 

The tifetime of preeipitation patterns in Euterian and Lagrangian space derived from iarge-scaie radar 
images is used as a measure of predictabiüty. A three-step procedure is proposed: First, the motion 
fieid of preeipitation is determined by variationa! radar echo tracking. Second, radar reftectivity is 
advected by means of a modified semi-Lagrangian advection scheme assuming stationary motion. 
Third, the Euierian and Lagrangian persistence forecasts are compared to observations to caicutate 
the tifetime and other measures of predictabiüty. The procedure is repeated with images that have 
been decomposed according to scates to describe the scate-dependence of predictabitity. Discrete 
cosine transform, wavetets, and simpie intensity-threshotding are used for scaie decomposition. The 
anatysis has a threefoid appiication: i) determine the scate-dependence of predictabitity, ii) set a 
scate-dependent Standard against which the skiti for quantitative preeipitation forecasting by 
numericai modeting can be evatuated, and iii) extended, partiy probabiiistic nowcasting by optima) 
extrapotation of radar preeipitation patterns. Lagrangian advection on iarge scates was found to have 
significant forecast skitt up to tead times of severat hours. 
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Radar Measurements and Ctoud Resotving Simutations of Mid-
Latitude Convective Storms 
tngo Bertram, Axe! Seifert and Ktaus D. Beheng 

tnstitute for tvleteorotogy and Cümate Research, 
Research Centre Kartsruhe / University Kartsruhe, Kartsruhe, Germany 

1. introduction 

Deep convection is an important proeess in the mid-tatitude troposphere transferring momentum, me
chanicat and thermai energy as wet) as mass from the boundary tayer to higher atmospheric tevets. 
The description of vertica) transport of moisture and momentum by deep convection by weather fore
cast modets mostty reties on simpte parameterizations. To check and improve these parameterizations 
is a major task of the German AFO2000-project VERTtKATOR (Vertica) Exchange and Orography). 
The sub-project VERT)KATOR-TP2 investigates the structure of mid-tatitude thunderstorms in generai 
and in particutar the contribution of thunderstorms to vertica) transport phenomena. We present an ap
proach which combines resutts of a cioud resotving modet with a detaited anatysis of observed radar data. 

2. Observations and task 

During the VERTtKATOR SOP in June 2002 a singte, isotated thunderstorm was observed over the 
tvlurg Vattey in the northern Biack Forest Mountains. Embedded in a southwesterty fiow on 19 June 2002 
this convective cett devetoped in the afternoon and had a tifetime of about one hour. The thunderstorm 
has been detected by the C-band radar operated at the Research Centre Kartsruhe, southwest Germany. 
Radiosoundings have been performed at a specia) VERTtKATOR Station near Freistett tocated about 
30 km in upstream direction. 
One task was to derive estimates for the mass concentration of preeipitation partictes varying during 
the thunderstorm's tife time. As tong as preeipitation consists of raindrops this might be possibte by 
apptication of simpte empiricai power-iaws retating radar reftectivity to preeipitation rate or tiquid water 
content. Unfortunateiy, this approach is not straightforward for mixed-phase preeipitation. 

3. Liquid water/ice content in simutated convective ceüs 

To overcome this probtem we performed high-resoiution ctoud resotving simuiations for setected days 
using the Kartsruhe atmospheric mesoscate modet (KAtv1tvl2). Using a high spatiat resotution of about 
100 m grid spacing, the modet initiated by an actuat sounding expticitty resotves not onty the strongest 
up- and downdrafts, but atso entrainment at the cioud boundaries by targe convective eddies. The two-
moment microphysicat parameterization is abte to describe the formation of targe graupei/hait partictes 
within the major updrafts and the growth of ice particies in the anvit region. The modet Output inetudes 
data of tiquid water/ice contents and corresponding number densities of five hydrometeor types from 
which an exponentiai size distribution of each particte type can be inferred. This aüows the computation 
of radar reftectivity Z based on modet data. Those were converted to tiquid water content L by a reiation 
between the radar refiectivity Z and L taken from Üterature which is vatid for rain onty. The resutt of one 
case study was compared with the known modei water contents. tt turned out that the water content 
was overestimated in cioud regions with tiquid preeipitation and it was underestimated by a factor targer 
than 10 in the anvit. 

4. A new reiation to compute tiquid water/ice content in convective ceüs observed by radar 

To overcome these discrepancies the ctoud votume was divided into two regions, whereby the metting 
iayer separated both. For both parts of the ctoud separate Z-L-retations were derived. Near the zero 
degree isotherm a transition-zone between the different Z-L-reiations was introduced. 
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5. Verification of the new reiation between radar refiectivity and üquid water content 
As an independent verification of the new 
Z-L-reiation for observed convective ceüs 
the precipitabie water was additionaüy 
determined using radio sounding data. The 
air of a 1000m thick iayer above ground ievei 
was firstiy mixed adiabatic and then iifted 
with the Condensed water mass caicuiated 
as funetion of height. Furthermore the 
voiume of radar-observed convective cetts 
was estimated and fitted with the precipita
bie water caicuiated before. Two different 
voiumina were discriminated: The entire ceü 
(radar refiectivity iarger than 10 dBZ) and 
the adiabatic core (radar reftectivity iarger 
than 35 dBZ). 
tn figure 1 the precipitabie water is depicted 
by dashed iines together with the tiquid 
water content catcutated by means of the 
radar refiectivity using the new Z-L-reiation 
(sotid tines). 
The comparison indicates that the two dif
ferentiy caicuiated masses of the adiabatic 
core of the ceü compare weit whereas for 
the entire ceü targe differences occur. The 
iatter is attributed to entrainment effects. 
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6. The mass budget of the convective ceü of 19.06.02 

As a first appiication of the new Z-L-
retation a mass budget of the convective 
cett (19.06.02) was generated. Beside the 
mass of the entire ceü at different times, 
determined by means of the radar refiectivity 
(sotid tine of figure 2), the preeipitation 
mass was catcutated cumutativeiy (dashed 
line in figure 2). The iatter was caicuiated 
using a reiation between radar reftectivity 
and surface rain rate, which supposes an 
exponentiat drop size distribution. 
Preeipitation started as the ceü mass, de
tected by radar, increased. it was strongest 
when the ceü mass cuiminated and ended 
when onty remnants of the cett remained. 
As a resutt onty a third of the maximai ceü 
mass preeipitated. 

5 !5:49 -

Flirre 2.- A/ass Zn;^ o/^e ce// ̂ P.M'.̂ ; 
From this budget considerations it foitows, that about 2 * 10^ tons of the cett did not contribute to 
preeipitation reaching the ground. 
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inftuence of Embedded Convection on Microphysics of Preeipitation 
Björn Baschek, Raphae! Schefoid, Eszter Barthazy 

tnstitute for Atmospheric and Ctimate Science, ETH, Zürich, Switzertand 

ABSTRACT 
The connection between embedded convection and riming is generatty acknowtedged. However, experi-
mentai observations of the riming degree of ice crystats together with convective parameters are scarce and 
severat questions cannot be answered satisfactority: 
Which dynamic or thermodynamic reasons are causing embedded convection? What are suitabte means for 
a quantification? What are the corretations to the microphysics of riming? The answers to these questions 
are of fundamentat interest to underständ the formation of preeipitation and thus aiso of interest for, e.g., 
high resoiution weather modetting. Tb answer some of the open questions, a fietd experiment is in progress 
in the pre-Atpine region of Switzertand. 
A convective index - based on X-band radar data - is used to quantify embedded convection in stratiform 
preeipitation. tce crystats are repticated (Formvar) to determine among other things their riming degree. For 
a case study, a coupting between the degree of riming and a convective index witt be shown. 

1. introduction 

Riming 
Degree Description 

unrimed 
tightty rimed 
moderatety rimed 
densety rimed 
heavity rimed 
graupet 

This work is considering two different kinds of phenomena - a microphysicai 
one (riming) and a dynamicai one (embedded convection) - and their cou
pting. 
Riming, which is the freezing of supercooied cioud droptets on snow crystats, 
is one of the fundamentat snow growing processes and important for, e.g., 
seavenging. The degree of riming - the amount of aecreted supercooted 
cioud water on ice crystats - can be expressed on a scate of six ciasses (Ta
bie 1; exampies Figure 1) with increasing number of frozen on ctoud droptets. 
Embedded convective cetts in stratiform (Houze, 1997) preeipitation coutd 
be a reason for riming. The ciassicai Separation into stratiform and convec
tive regimes of preeipitation is quite rough. A more detaiied ciassification is 
needed for finding a connection between embedded convection and riming 
and for expiaining differences in the degree of riming. 

Which further spiit-up can be made? How weit is embedded convection de-
tectabte with the hetp of X-band radar? Ciassification of convection has been 
made before; by, e.g., tvlosimann (1995) for vertica) X-band radars via the 
variabiiity of the mean Doppter vetocity with a convection index. A Variation 
of this index (section 2) is used to anaiyze the corretation between riming 
and embedded convective cetis in a case study (section 4). 

2. Quantification of Convection 

H'/7/? / / i f / 7 M / ? i Z 7 ( T 

1 3 
n-- <i- >;t (!) 

F/gure 7: Formvar rep//ca of 
an anr/med ('c/ass Q) crysfa/ ̂  
and of a densety rfmed (dass 3) 
snoM̂ /a/re (b/ TTie p/r/b* s/ze /s 
7 mm. 

Equation 1 is the definition of a convection index K, as introduced by Mosi
mann (1995). The numerator I r - < v >, i is a measure of the variabiiity 
of the Doppier vetocity, with r being the Doppter vetocity at a certain time 
and height (as x) and < r >, the average over a period of time (in this study 
5 minutes). The average vetocity as denominator term < f gives smatter 
absotute changes of x with ftuetuations for higher average vetocities. With 
the above definition the vatue of K is becoming negative for negative average 
Doppter vetocities. 
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The equation provides a vaiue for every height step. if wanting to fottow the growth history of a snow crystai 
and to consider how convective its environment has been during its formation, an integration or averaging 
of tc over height is a possibiüty. But for this the above definition of K is not suitabte. First because it has a 
singutarity for an average vetocity of 0 m/s. Second because negative vatues of K, which are describing even 
more convective situations, coutd cancet with positive vatues white averaging. 

As a straight forward method a modified convection index K„„„/ (Equation 2) has been chosen: 

j a K>ctorK<(). 
K;;«;;/ — < , (2) 

tc etse 
The originat K is cut at a constant vatue a and the same vatue a is given to negative x. For a comparison wtth 
riming, K„„„/ is averaged over height (Equation 3) and muttiptied by a second constant ß; with a - ß = 5. This 
gives the same vatue ränge between 0 and 5, as the riming degree. For the fottowing case study a = 0.6 
and thus ß = 8.3 have been chosen. 

/ic/i,'//?] 
Convectivity = ß - ( X K„„„/)/(number of height steps). (3) 

3. Setup 

tvlount Rigi was chosen as measuring site, having a steep rising front pointing towards the towtands and 
the main weather direction. The setup, as seen in Figure 2, is sptit up in two tocations - one at the bottom 
and one ctose to the top. The steepness of the mountain aitows to measure variabtes on different height 
tevets at simitar horizontat position. 
At the base of the mountain (450 m above sea tevet) 
a recentty compteted and modernized mobite verti
catty pointing X-band Doppter radar with 1 s temporat 
and 50 m spatia! resotution is situated betow the mett
ing tayer. tt is measuring and saving the futt Doppter 
spectrum of the preeipitation partictes with 0.125 m/s 
vetocity resotution. For measuring the raindrop size 
distribution, a Joss-Wa!dvoge!-disdrometer is used. 
tn addition, Standard meteorotogicat parameters are 
monitored and radio soundings can be performed. 
Ctose to the top of the mountain (1600 m above sea 
tevet, 1150 m above the radar), snowfaü is observed 
with an optica! spectrometer (see Schefotd et at. (2002) 
for more detaits, presented at this Conference as a 
poster P1.7). measuring the size distribution of the 
ice partictes and their fatt vetocities, which are inftu-
enced by the degree of riming. tn addition, ice crystats are repticated with the Formvar method to determine 
their size, type and riming degree . The 3-D wind fietd around the experimentat site is monitored with two 
C-band Doppter radars, working in duat-Doppter mode (Wüest et at., 2002). 

Formvar 

Mobiie X-Band Radah 
Disdrometer, I, RH, p, 
Radio sounding 

F/gtvre 2: Sefup scheme w/fh hvo /ocaf/ons, one af fhe 
oorfom and fhe second c/ose fo fhe fop of fhe mounfa/n. 

4. Case study 

From the cases studies, which have been taking ptace in the winter season 2002/2003, as a first exam-
pte 7 November 2002 has been chosen. Preeipitation was caused by an oectusion. !n the chosen 7 hour 
period, the rain rates were retativety tow (per minute rain rate up to 7.3 mm/h, with 0.7 mm/h average and 
4.7 mm in totat). Temperature at the bottom Station rose from 4.1 to 6.2 C, faiting again for the tast hatf 
hour. At the top Station, the temperature ranged between -1.5 and -2 C. Figure 3 shows the height-time-
indicator (HTt) of reftectivity (a) and of the Doppter vetocity (b) for this period. A bright band with varying 
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strength and an increasing number and size of areas with ctose to zero or negative Doppter veiocities - a 
ctear indication of embedded convective cetis - can be seen. The increase in cettutar structure can even be 
seen in the reftectivity HT). 

.1", 

?! Li-; 

h) 
/-YgMre J: /Vf/g/// ///?!f J/̂ /w/; (#77) ̂ //r/7fr//Wa' fa) a/?J A)r̂ /?/f ;* rf/oc/a* /br a 7 /?oi///?fr/ô  <?H 7 A*os-6-/N/̂/- 2002. 
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The modified convection index has been computed, apptying equation 3, and averaged over the height ränge 
2 km above the height tevet of the top Station. The resutt is shown in Figure 4a together with riming. The 
degree of riming is estimated from anatysis of the Formvar samptes, taken at the top Station. At the beginning 
of the period, the degree of riming has been about 1.5, started then to rise and had at the end of the period a 
degree of about 3.5. For Computing the corretation between riming degree and convectivity, the convectivity 
has been averaged over the 10 minute periods around the Formvar sampiing times (38 in totat). A scatter 
diagram of convectivity versus riming degree is shown in Figure 4b. The computed corretation is 0.67 resp. 
0.77 if skipping the tast one and a haif hours (marked with empty triangtes), which had stronger convection. 

h) 
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5. Discussion 

The corretation between riming and the straight forward modification of the convection index is astonish-
ing high. The convection index seems to be overestimating the inftuence of updrafts, if the updraft regions 
are targe. This might give ctues to the understanding of different inftuencing aspects of convectivity to riming, 
such as higher reiative vetocities and effects by updrafts - as condensation and proionged residence time in 
the cfouds. Equation 4 (K)ett and Pruppacher (1997)) is describing the increase in mass of a raindrop (mass 
///i, radius c/]) by cottecting smatter raindrops (radius ̂ 2) with a cottection kernet . Apptying this Standard 
cottection equation to riming, it can give us some ideas, what is happening during riming, taking the targe 
cottecting raindrop for the ice crystat and the cottected smatter raindrops for the supercooted ctoud droptets. 

— —y^- ̂ F, -n((/]+<72)*-(t'.°.l -t'°°.2) -#2"("2)<̂ '2 (4) 
Besides convectivity, there might be other inftuencing factors, e.g., concentration, size, habit of ice crystats 
and size distribution of ctoud droptets (os/?(^2)^^:)- and wind speed and turbutence, inftuencing the reiative 
vetocities (r^ ] - r<=. 2). 

6. Conciusions & Outtook 

For this case study, a corretation coutd be found between the degree of riming and embedded convective 
cetts. They can be seen in the reftectivity and Doppter data of the X-band radar - quantified by a convection 
index. Apptication to other case studies with different meteorotogicat conditions witt have to be done carefutty 
considering other microphysicat aspects and adapting the parameters. Fits might be optimized considering 
time shifts between measurements or using other convection indices. Further ptans are e.g. to identify with 
hetp of the dua) Doppter wind fieids specia) synoptic and orographie situations, which are the reason for the 
generation of embedded convective cetts in stratiform winter preeipitation and thus creating prerequisites for 
riming to occur. 
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Modeting and Measuring Preeipitation with TRMM over Moun
tains of Crete 
Gregor Skok, Tomaz Vrhovec 

University of Ljublana, Dept. Physies, Ljubijana, Siovenia 

1. introduction 

The use of preeipitation radar on board the TRMM (Tropica! Rainfaii Measuring Mission) satellite 
to measure preeipitation is mainiy iimited to the tropics and sub-tropics but also a part of southern 
Europe is covered by the TRMM data set. The TRMM sateiiite was launched in 1997 and since then 
its radar proved to be immune to severat probiems of ground based radars, such as atmospheric attenu-
ation, inabitity to detect preeipitation behind mountains and differentiai refraction index. Unfortunately 
the TRMM data are sparse in time. The use of TRMM sateiiite data is shortly described. 

For the period of TRMM Operation since 1997 strong preeipitation cases over the isiand of (rete 
were evatuated and for the cases with accumuiations exceeding 40 mm/day the synchronous TRMM 
data were compared to the rain gage measurements. For the cases with the best TRMM coverage a 
mesoscale numericai model was run in a prognostic mode to check the TRMM derived preeipitation 
over the mountains of (rete and above the Aegean see around it. 

2. TRMM Sateüite preeipitation radar 

The TRMM satettite was iaunched on 27. November 1997. it is expected to stay in orbit untii 
2007. it is in 400 km orbit with a 35° inetination angte. tts area of detection ranges from 35°N to 
35°S. The satellite can therefore "see" about 57% of the whote Earth surface. Each point in this area 
is on average scanned once per day. 

The primary rainfatt instruments on TRMM are the TRMM Microwave tmager (TMt), the preeipi
tation radar (PR) and the Visibie and infrared Radiometer System (VtRS). Additionaiiy, the TRMM 
satellite carries two more instruments, the (louds and Earths Radiant Energy System ((ERES) and the 
Lightning tmaging System (LIS). 

PR is the most important of the three preeipitation sensors onboard the satettite. The PR is the 
first rain radar in space. The PR is a 128-etement active phased array system operating at 13.8 GHz. 
The horizontal resolution at nadir is 4.3 km and verticat resoiution is 250 m (at nadir). The swath 
width is 215 km. The sensitivity is under 0.7 mm/h (Kummerow, 1998). 

All the data connected to the TRMM is freely available to the general public. The data can easily 
be obtained through an internet page (http://take.nascom.nasa.gov/data/dataset/TRMM/). 

3. Crete ground data and the two chosen situations 

For the period of TRMM sateiiite Operation, strong preeipitation cases over the isiand of (rete were 
evaluated. More, for the cases with accumulations exceeding 40 mm/day the synchronous TRMM data 
were compared to the rain gage measurements and rain Output of a numericai model. At the ground the 
only available data were 6 h accumuiations at the Navai Weather Service Environmental Detachment 
Souda Bay Station (WMO #16746). The Station is located on the Akrotiri peninsula near the NW end 
of the isiand (See Figure 1 ieft). There were two situations when strong preeipitation coincided with 
the time when satellite overflew the istand. 
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Tabie 1: The two seiected situations when strong preeipitation coincided with the time when sateiiite 
overfiew the isiand. 

Date 5ouda Bay Station 
preeipitation measuring 

intervai 

Souda Bay Station 
6 h preeipitation 

Time when the 
sateüite overfiew 

the isiand 
2000.01.24 
2001.11.04 

00-06 (UTC) 
00-06 (UTC) 

81 mm 
30 mm 

02.50 (UTC) 
02:54 (UTC) 

^ Vit* 

Figure 1: Left: The topography of the istand of Crete. The highest peaks are around 2500 m above 
sea tevet. X marks the tocation of the Souda Bay Station. Right: ALADiN mode! domain. Notice the 
rectangte around the istand of Crete which shows the zoom-in area used to disp!ay the ALADiN Output 
in Figure 2. The gray shades denote topography etevations. 

4. Preeipitation from the numerica! mode! ALADiN 

ALADiN is a mesoscaie timited area numericai modei developed from the global modet ARPEGE (Me
teo France). For the two setected situations we use Output fites from ARPEGE to run ALADiN on a 
smaller domain. The domain we use is very simitar to the ALADiN/LACE domain. The actuai domain 
size can be seen on Figure 1 (right). One can notice that the Crete is very near the border of the do
main. This domain was chosen because the boudary conditions for the ALADtN/LACE domain are easify 
obtainabte. The grid resolution is around 9.5 km and there are 31 verticai ieveis. The time step is 400 s. 

The integration started a day before at 00 UTC. This means that the time when the satellite overfiew 
the isiand, the integration was already running about 27 h. 

5. Comparing preeipitation 

First we compare the PR derived with simultaneous 1 h ALADIN preeipitation. Both of them give 
some preeipitation and there is some simüarity in the shapes of the preeipitation fieids, but there is 
aiso a iarge difference in the intensity. For the first Situation in the vicinity of the Souda Bay Station 
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Figure 2: Left and right coiumns represent the situations 2000-01-24 and 2001-11-04, respectivety. tn 
the top row is the surface preeipitation rate (mm/h) derived from PR over the western part of (rete. tn 
the middte row are 1 h preeipitation accumuiations (mm) derived from numericai modet ALADiN. The 
(rete is marked with a dotted iine. The rectangie marks the zoom-in area used to dispiay PR output. 
The chosen time intervai for accumuiations is 02:00-03:00 UT( and inetudes the moment when the 
satettite overfiew the isiand. in the bottom row are 6 h prec. accumul. (mm) derived from ALADiN. 
The time intervai is 00:00-06:00 UT( and corresponds to the Souda Bay Station measuring interva). 
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Tabie 2: Comparing the 6 h preeipitation at the iocation of the Souda bay Station. PR 6 h extrapotated 
notes the PR obtained rain rate in mm/h units, muitipiied by 6 h. 

Date Souda Bay Station 
6 h preeipitation 

ALADtN 
6 h preeipitation 

PR 
6 h extrapoiated 

preeipitation 
2000.01.24 
2001.11.04 

81 mm 
30 mm 

10 mm 
10 mm 

30 mm 
30 mm 

the preeipitation rate for PR is around 5 mm/h and for ALADiN around 3 mm in 1 h. For the second 
Situation, PR is again around 5 mm/h and for ALADiN around 3 mm in 1 h. But one shouid notice 
that in this case, PR does not detect any preeipitation at the exact iocation of the Station, in both 
cases ALADiN didn't gave enough preeipitation. One shouid aiso notice that the grid resoiutions of PR 
and ALADtN are not the same. They are 4.5 km for PR and 9.5 km for ALADiN. The ALADtN resuits 
do not have the spatial variabiiity as the one measured by PR. tn the second Situation we notice that in 
ALADtN the main area of preeipitation, iocated NW of the isiand, hasn't reaehed the isiand yet. This 
couid indicate that this area in reality moved faster than ALADiN was predieting it (with forecast time 
of 27 hours). 

Next, we compare the 6 h Souda bay Station with 6 h ALADiN preeipitation. For the first Situa
tion, at the tocation of the Station, ALADtN gave around 10 mm which is less than 30 mm measured 
at the Station. For the second Situation ALADtN again gave around 10 mm in contrast to the 81 mm. 
tn both cases ALADiN didn't gave enough preeipitation. 

To some extend, the absence of model preeipitation can be attributed also to the rain shadow, as 
muscle of preeipitation was situated on the southern side of western Crete mountains (see Fig. 2 left 
column, bottom row) where in the first Situation 30 mm area is extensive. 

6. Summary 

For the two situations, when strong preeipitation coincided with the time when TRMM sateiiite overfiew 
the isiand, we compared the preeipitation as measured from the ground, obtained through the TRMM 
preeipitation radar and obtained through the iimited area numericai model ALADtN. 

Each method gave some preeipitation, but we noticed that ALADtN in both situations didn't gave 
as much preeipitation as other sources. We also noticed that it is a probtem to compare preeipitation 
accumulations from Souda Bay Station or ALADtN with rain rates from PR. This is due to the fact 
that PR captures the preeipitation field in one given moment. tn general that fietd can change rapidiy 
in a few hours time, making it extremely hard to make a retiabte 1 h or 6 h accumulation estimates. 

We also noticed that there is a problem in comparing PR and ALADtN preeipitation because the 
difference in grid resoiution. The PR grid is denser and aüows greater spatial variabiiity of the preeipi
tation fietd. To properiy compare PR to ALADtN, in would be necessary in some way to in average the 
PR grid values to the grid resoiution of the ALADtN. 

DTERATURE 

Kummerow, Christian, William Barnes, Toshiaki Kozu, James Shiue, Joanne Simpson, 1998: The 
Tropical Rainfaii Measuring Mission (TRMM) Sensor Package. Journa/ of Atmoso/ier/c and Ocean/c 
Techno/ogy: Voi. 15, No. 3, pp. 809-817. 
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Thunderstorm Devetopment over the North Atpine Foretand: 
Microphysicat and Wind Fietd Radar Retrievats from the 
VERTtKATOR Campaign in Juty 2002 
Oiivier Caumont **,*, Katja Friedrich *, Martin Hagen *, Hartmut Höiter *, Hans Voikert * 

* institut für Physik der Atmosphäre, DLR Oberpfaffenhofen, Weßting, Germany 
** Ecote Nationaie de ia Meteoroiogie, Meteo-France, Toulouse, France 

ABSTRACT 

A convective event observed on 9 Juiy 2002, during the VERTiKATOR campaign, is presented to 
highiight the capabiiities of the bistatic network around the POLDiRAD system used in Oberpfaffen
hofen. The duai poiarization and Doppier abiiities of POLDiRAD combined with bistatic antennas aiiow 
simuitaneous retrievats of microphysicat properties and wind fietds. A ciassification scheme based on 
differentiai reftectivity and iinear depoiarization ratio is used to distinguish various types of hydrometeors 
present in the convective ceüs. The processing of Doppter data obtained with the bistatic network was 
upgraded to yietd automaticatty dealiased 2-D horizontat wind-fietds. 

1. !ntroduction 

White the 'wet part' of MAP focussed on the Atpine south side in autumn the fietd campaign of 
project VERTiKATOR concentrated on the initiation and devetopment phase of strong summer thun
derstorms as an important means for effective verticai transports. The area of interest consisted of the 
north Atpine region to the east of the Rhine vaiiey at the French-German border. During Juty 2002 
an Operation centre was active at Oberpfaffenhofen which coordinated numerous measuring faciiities in 
the area. 

This presentation focusses on the afternoon of 9 Juiy 2002 when a strong muiticeii thunderstorm 
comptex deveioped rapidiy above the Atpine rim (between the Allgäu and the Wetterstein massif) and 
moved in a northeasterty direction across the poiarimetric radar POLDtRAD at the Operation centre. 

We first present the meteorotogicat Situation using data from the Meteorotogicat Appiication and 
Presentation system (MAP) of Deutscher Wetterdienst. Then we provide resutts of the apptication of 
a ciassification scheme on poiarimetric data. Finatty we focus on the wind fietd retrievai by a bistatic 
network. 

2. Synoptic- and meso scaie situations on 9 Juty 2002 

The 500 hPa anatysis of the German gtobat mode! (GME) at 12 UTC shows a depression centered 
to the north of tretand, which entaits a cycionic ftow on the western part of Europe (Fig. 1). A tong 
co)d front extends from Scotiand across the Nethertands to northern Spain. The GME anatysis shows 
an intrusion of stratospheric air at the rear of the cotd front: the potentiat vorticity at 320 K is higher 
in this area. The radio sounding at 12 UTC in Munich (Fig. 2) shows a CAPE equat to 1005 J - kg"\ 
which denotes instabitity. The amount of precipitabie water is 21 mm. The storm develops in the warm 
sector air mass ahead of the cotd front. The ground observations at 12 UTC show that temperatures 
are very high where convection appears tater, whereas the relative humidity does not attain significant 
values. 

3. Description of the convective event 

At 12 UTC, convection has just begun over the southern Atps at the border between Switzerland 
and ttaty, and the first iightning botts impacts are recorded in this area. tn the VERTtKATOR region, 
convection begins at around 1330 UTC over Tyrot. The first RHi available, at 1348 UTC, points to
wards 192° and shows two ceüs developing in the region of Garmisch-Partenkirchen. These ceüs are 
advected by the synoptic-scale wind to the north-east, while others are devetoping in the same area. 
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Figure 1: Geopotentiat and horizontat wind (Standard 
barbs in kn) at 500 hPa on Europe on 9 Juty 2002, 
12 UTC (GME anatysis). 

Figure 2: Radiosounding in München-Oberschteiß-
heim (Munich) on 9 Juty 2002, 12 UTC. 

The first ftash impact is recorded in this region at 1450 UTC. tt comes from the cett scanned on the 
RHt at 1448 UTC. The ceüs grow and merge white being advected and form a meso-scate convective 
system(MCS). At 1730 UTC, the cetts cannot be distinguished from each other and the resutting MCS 
crosses Munich at around 1800 UTC, then moves northeastwards. The maximum height observed on 
RHt scans (about 12-13 km) is reaehed at 1448 UTC. 

4. Poiarimetric measurements 

POLDiRAD is abte to transmit and reeeive horizontaüy and verticatty poiarized radiatiön at C-band 
(5.5 GHz; 5.5 cm wavetength). This feature aüows for deriving various poiarimetric parameters such as 
differentiat reftectivity, iinear depotarization ratio. These quantities are very usefui to infer the micro
physicai properties of hydrometeors because they are mainiy inftuenced by the shape, fatting behaviour 
and phase of the partictes. Thus, a proper combination of potarimetric parameters can provide a good 
way of ciassifying hydrometeors. Such a ciassification can be used to improve our knowtedge of storms 
structures. it can atso assist nowcasting purposes for forecasting severe events. tnitiatization procedures 
of high-resoiution modeis may furthermore be taken into account to adjust the contents of microphysi
cai variabtes. The ctassification couid atso be utiiized for assimiiation in numericai weather prediction 
modets (NWP). The contents of the different types of hydrometeors can be infered by using Z-7? 
reiationships adapted for each ciass (see for instance Höüer, 1995). 

Here we use the ctassification of Höüer et a/. (1994), which is based on differentiat reftectivity and 
tinear depoiarization ratio and contains ten ciasses. Differentiat reftectivity is defined as ZoR = 10 tog ^ 
(in dB; see Seiiga and Bringi, 1976), and tinear depotarization ratio as LDR - 10 log ̂  (in dB; see 
Bringi et a/., 1986), where ̂ xv denotes the reftectivity factor for horizontaüy (X = 77) or verticatty 
(X = V) emitted, and reeeived (respectivety Y = 77 or Y = V) waves. Differentiat reftectivity depends 
on the shape and orientation of hydrometeors. tt is therefore positive for obtate (/.e. targe) raindrops, 
and ctose to zero or negative for hait, graupet and snow. Linear depotarization ratio depends on the 
presence and disposition of ice and water which hydrometeors are made of. tt is tow (negative) for 
raindrops and can reach 0 dB for metting ice partictes. Regions affected by 3-body scattering effects 
are not taken into consideration in the ctassification scheme because they are not retiabte enough to 
provide a correct resutt. 

The ctassification scheme of Höüer et a/. (1994) aliows us to obtain the microphysicat structure 
of the storm for every RHt or PPt scan operated in a duai potarization mode. Atong with this, duat 
potarization PPt scans atso provide 2-D horizontat wind fietds obtained with the bistatic Doppter network 
associated to POLDiRAD. 
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Figure 3: Hydrometeor ciassification on RHt scans: (a) devetoping celt at 1348 UTC, 192 
the vigourous phase at 1521 UTC, 215 °. 

(b) four cells during 

Figure 3 shows the resuit of the ciassification scheme on two RHt scans at different stages of the 
convective event. The same pattern can be observed on each RHt: each ceit has a core composed 
of iarge wet hail — if sufficientiy deveioped —, surrounded by wet hail, then successivety by hail and 
graupet. This core is enveloped by snow above the metting level, at about 4 km MSL, and by small 
raindrops below the melting Ieve), eventualiy becoming targer as they approach the ground. The base 
of the core is made of iarge raindrops mixed with some hailstones. Within an hour the cloud tops rose 
by 5 km to a height of more than 12 km. 

5. Doppter measurements 

POLDiRAD has the capabitity of measuring Doppler veiocities within preeipitation areas. These mea
surements alone onty provide radial veiocities. in order to derive füll two-dimensional wind fieids, at least 
one other radar or one other bistatic antenna is required at a different iocation. The iatter alternative 
provides retiabie resutts and is much cheaper than the former one. Therefore it was decided to instali 
three remote bistatic antennas in the region up to 35 km to the west of Oberpfaffenhofen (Friedrich 
et a/., 2000). 

Doppler measurements do not direetty provide physicai vatues because the vetocities are aiiased: due 
to sampling, measured speeds cannot exceed a certain vatue, caiied the Nyquist vetocity and denoted as 
V̂ , which depends on the radar parameters: = A - /pR/4, where A denotes the wavetength, and /pR 
the putse repetition frequency of the emitted radiatiön. tn our singie potarization mode, the Nyquist 
velocity amounts to 16.35 m - s^. 

Therefore, the vetocities have to be deatiased. This issue has been tackled for monostatic radars 
since the 1970's, but not yet for bistatic reeeivers. Here we use an aigorithm based on the one 
developed by James and Houze (2001) for the monostatic data of the Monte Lema radar during the 
MAP campaign. Once dealiased. bistatic and monostatic vetocity fietds can be combined and provide 
a fuii two-dimensionat horizontai wind fieid. 

tn order to retrieve microphysical properties at the same time, we have to use the duai polarization 
mode, which corresponds to a low Nyquist vetocity of 8.175 m - s**. The raw Doppler velocity field has 
therefore oniy a low dynamic ränge and is not easy to dealias. A special filter is appiied which prevents 
the aigorithm from taking into account obviously wrong values and speeds up the dealiasing proeess at 
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Figure 4: PPt obtained with the bistatic receiver in Ried at 1602 UTC, 11° etevation angte: (a) atiased, (b) 
dealiased bistatic wind component and derived horizontal wind vectors. 

the same time. 
A sounding in Munich at 15 UTC indicates that the synoptic-scale wind between 600 and 350 hPa 

(/.e. between 4 and 8 km height or between 30 and 55 km away from the radar on Fig. 4) is north-
eastbound with a mean speed of about 13 m - s"̂ . The cetts themselves move at about 6 m - s"\ 
which means that they are not simpty advected by the synoptic-scale wind. The raw Doppter veto
cities obtained at 1602 UTC with a bistatic antenna are shown on Fig. 4a, while Fig. 4b depicts the 
corresponding dealiased vetocity fieid along with the wind vectors obtained as a combination of the 
monostatic and bistatic dealiased wind fields. High and iow speeds in adjacent areas show the presence 
of rotation within the convective ceüs. The highest speeds on Fig. 4b amount to 33 m - s"̂ . tn reiation 
to the numbers above this reveals the strength of the internal storm circutation. 

6. Condusion 

Dua) potarization and Doppter measurements combined provide a reiiable way of obtaining important 
information about preeipitation areas, such as microphysicat properties and wind fietds. This infor
mation attogether is tiabte to be used in nowcasting, assimitated in NWP modets, and is vaiuabie for 
the initialization or vatidation of high-resotution models. Furthermore these techniques aüow to fuüy 
document the convective event over Bavaria on 9 Juty 2002, making the case a good reference for 
future comparisons with high-resolution simutations. 
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The Spatia! Distribution and Temporai Evoiution of Surface Characteristics Triggering Convection: a Case Study from VERTtKATOR 
Schmidt K., N. Kaithoff, F. Fiedier 

institut für Meteorotogie und Kiimaforschung Uni Kartsruhe / Forschungszentrum Kartsruhe 

The devetopment of convective Systems over comptex terrain often is triggered by orography. A 
deficit of forecast modets is the correct temporai and spatiai prediction of these convective Systems 
and the accompanied distribution of preeipitation pattern. Within the scope of the VERTtKATOR 
project (Vertica! exchange and orography) a measurement campaign was carried out in the Biack 
Forest in June 2002 which aims to study the deveiopment of convection over orography and, 
especiatty, the triggering of the convective Systems by orography. 
Therefore during the measurement campaign in June 2002 severai measurements were carried out in 
the Btack Forest: in order to study the mechanism for the devetopment of convection and the 
conditions in the convective boundary tayer surface measurements (7 turbutence stations, 2 energy 
batance stations) were performed which provide the spatiai distribution of the energy baiance 
components and the near-surface wind fietd, remote sensing Systems (sodar, wind profiter) and 
tethered batioons were instatied to anaiyse the vertica) evoiution and strength of the secondary 
circuiation Systems, radiosonde were iaunched to investigate the atmospheric conditions of the whoie 
troposphere and aircraft measurements were made which provide the spatia) distribution of the 
surface temperature, the radiatiön batance of the Eartĥ s surface and the turbutent structure (wind, 
temperature, humidity) within the PBL and the tower part of the free troposphere. 
The measurements of the VERTtKATOR-campaign in the Btack Forest covered a broad spectrum of 
convective situations, inciuding shattow cumuius convection (May 31 and June 1, 2002) and deep 
cumuionimbus convection (June 19 and 20, 2002). 
Data from the aircraft measurements from days with different convection wii) be presented and the 
spatia) distribution and temporat devetopment of surface characteristics, iike surface temperature and 
atbedo are shown. The data wii) be compared with surface measurements of the turbutent ftuxes of 
sensibie and tatent heat and with the deveiopment of the convective Systems in the Btack Forest 
area. 
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Fat) Vetocity and Axia! Ratio of Snowftakes 
Raphael Schefotd, Björn Baschek, and Eszter Barthazy 
tnstitute for Atmospheric and Climate Science, ETH, 8093 Zürich Switzerland 

ABSTRACT 
tn this work, we describe a method for optica! snowflake measurements. The measurement area of the optica! instru
ment consists of two verticatly offset measuring ptanes. Thus, side projections of the partictes are taken. The instru
ment is capable to measure size, shape, and fall velocity of individuat and ensembles of particles. The method is used 
in field campaigns to cottect snowflake data of different crystal types and riming degrees and inctudes a Statistical 
evatuation and presentation of the data. 
An exampte shows a clear dependence of particle fatt speeds on the riming. The fatt vetocity distribution depends on 
the particte density which is increased due to the riming. The measurements inctude a specification of the speed of 
the measured fatt spread, e.g. 50% of unrimed dendrites have a fatt velocity, which is more than 0.22 m/s different 
from the median value in the corresponding size ctass. Fait velocity scatter increases vs. size in the diameter ränge of 
0 mm to 3.2 mm. Another example shows a different and ctear axis ratio behaviour of 1-dimensionalty (e.g. needtes) 
and 2-dimensionalty (e.g. dendrites or ptates) growing partictes and aggregates. 2-dimensionat growing partictes have 
a constant axis ratio, whereas 1-dimensionatty growing partictes show a decreasing axis ratio vs. size. For both, the 
1-dimensional and 2-dimensionat partictes, the scatter decreases vs. size. 
Finally, an effort is made to estimate the area ,4, of the partictes, which is exposed to the flow and relevant for the drag 
coefficient of the particte. Through a comparison of simutated and measured two dimensionat side view patterns, a 
calculated distribution of areas .4, can be obtained, because the distributions of .4, can be estimated from the Simula
tion. 

1. introduction 
Two mountains - tvlount Rigi and Mount Uetli - were chosen as measuring sites for this anatysis, which have a steep 
rising front pointing towards the towlands and the main weather direction. The setup is identicai at both mountains and 
is sptit up in two locations - one at the bottom and one ctose to the top. The steepness of the mountains allows to 
measure variabtes at different height teveis at similar horizontat position (Figure 1). 

3, 1' 
Optica! Lightsource 

"11,̂  
Camera housing 

iji/^Two verttcaüy offset 
>ing ̂ paraiie! sheets of tight' 

F/g/L/re 7. Schemar/c draw/ng of 
fhe sefup w/fh fwo focaf/'ons, one 
af fhe boffom and fhe second 
c/ose fo fhe fop of fhe respecf/ve 
/noL/nfa/n 

F/'gure 2. Schemaf/c draw/ng of fhe opf/caf 
snow specfrograph tjsed fo meastvre parf/cfe 
shape and mot/emenf. 

F/gtvre 3. Def/'n/-
f/on of fhe ca/cu-
/afed d/mens/ons 
of a parf/cfe. 

At the bottom Station, a verticatly pointing X-band radar is used (Baschek et at., 2003). At the fop Station, particles are 
repticated in time steps of 10 minutes with the hetp of Formvar samples (Schaefer, 1956) to measure the ice crystat 
habit and riming degree of the observed particles. Elementary for this work is an optica! spectrometer (Barthazy et al., 
2001). The measuring principte of the optica) spectrometer is to scan partictes, which fait through the measurement 
area of the instrument, through two vertically offset scan lines (Figure 2). Thus, two images of every particte are re
corded. A matching program matches the two corresponding images and catcutates the shape- and fatl vetocity infor
mation of the partictes. The shapes of the partictes are described with the height and with of the partictes and with fit 
ettipses, whereas the orientation is given through a canting angte (Figure 3). Individuat and populations of hydrome
teor characteristics such as distributions and spreads of their size, fatl vetocity, shape or orientation, are thus meas
ured, based on two dimensional images taken by the optica) spectrometer. Through the ice crystat reptication, the 
corresponding crystal habit and riming degree are known. 
tn the fotlowing two sections, results are shown about particle veiocities in dependence of riming and about axial ratios 
in dependence of the particte habit. 
Based on boundary layer theory and theöretical treatment of the drag coefficient of the partictes, it is apparent, that 
the primary variabtes governing a hydrometeors terminat vetocity are its mass and the area exposed to the ftow, while 
the dependence on surface roughness is secondary (Mitchetl, 1996). Therefore, an effort is made to estimate the area 
of the particte perpendicular to the fatt direction, and which is exposed to the ftow. A simple Simulation and the method 
are introduced in a third section. 
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2. Faü Vetocity and Riming of Dendrites 
Severat case studies have been taking piace in winter season 2001/2002. On 23 March 2002 a case was observed at 
Mt. Rigi, where Formvar probes show mostiy dendrites. The crystai ciassification was done after Magono and Lee, 
1966. Meanwhiie, different riming degrees were observed at different times. The riming degree ciassification was 
made after Mosimann et ai., 1994. The ciassification is buiit on a scaie, which has vaiues from 0 to 5. Particles with a 
riming degree 0 are unrimed (no frozen cloud droplets at the surface of the ice crystai), whereas particles with a riming 
degree of 3 are densely rimed (whoie surface covered with one layer of frozen drops; clear identification of the crystai 
shape is still possible; several layers of frozen drops only at the edges of a plate like crystal) and particles of degree 5 
are graupet partictes. Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c show fat! vetocity distributions for partictes with an average riming degree of 
about 0.5, 3.0 and 4.5. With an increasing average riming degree, a change of the distribution to higher fatt vetocities 
is recognizabte. The fitted power taws are f - O.P-D'̂  (for riming degree 0.5), v = f.2-D"' (for riming degree 3.0) and 
y = / J-D'̂  (for riming degree 4.5). The increase is exptained by an increase of the density of the partictes due to the 
accreted ctoud droptets. The fatl vetocity distributions of partictes with average riming degrees of 0.5 and 4.5 are com
pared with corresponding data form Locatelli and Hobbs (1974), where a good agreement between the fit tines and 
the reference retationships could be found. 
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Figure 4; Measured fa// ve/oc/r/es vs. d/amefers of aggre-
gafes cons/sf/ng of dendr/r/c crysfa/s. The dafa /s from 
23.3.02 af Mr. R/g/. 
aj Parf/c/es were a/mosf nor r/med ('r/m/ng degree aoouf 
0.5 af 75.00-75.25). 
bj The who/e surface was covered w/fh one /ayer of c/oud 
drop/efs. Af fhe edges, severaf fayers were observed fr/m-
/ng degree ahouf 3.0 af 78.78-78.35;. 
cj The who/e surface was covered w/fh severa/ /ayers of 
c/oud drop/efs (r/m/ng degree ahouf 4.5 af 7 8.36-V8.46). 
Legend; The graysca/e denofes fhe occupaf/on of s/ze and 
ve/oc/fy h/ns. The symbo/s - * - - denofe 72.5%, 
25%, 50%, 75% and 87.5% guanf/Yes w/fh/n s/ze h/ns. The 
conf/nuous //ne denofes a power /aw f/'f; fhe dashed f/nes 
denofe reference f/nes affer Locafe/// and /-/ohhs, 7974. 
The /ower reference //ne /s for unr/med dendr/fes, fhe 
upper //ne /s fbr heav/Vy r/med dendr/fes. 

In Figure 4a, the highest occupation of the measured fall vetocities is in the size regime of 2.6 mm to 3.2 mm. The 
median vatues of the measured fatl vetocities are aimost constant in the regime of 1.8 mm to 3.2 mm, but the quan-
tiles of the distributions show a broad scatter in most size classes. The average scatter between the 25% and 75% 
quantites in Figure 4a is 0.44 m/s. This scatter increases the probabitity for aggregation of snowftakes of simitar size 
and simitar faii vetocity. tn the fietd of preeipitation modetting, usage can be taken from the information of increased 
aggregation probabitity to catculate aggregation rates. 
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3. Axia! Ratios 
On 6 February 2002, 17:30-17:40, needles and aggregates of needtes (type N hereafter) were observed, whereas on 
23 March 2002, 18.40-22.05, dendrites and aggregates of dendrites (type D) with an average riming degree of 2.5 
were observed. In Figure 5, axiai ratios for these two particle types are shown. The axis ratio is defined as the quotient 
of height and width of the particies. For comparison purposes, power laws are fitted to the data. The type N partictes 
show an axis ratio which is dependent on the size of the partictes (fitted power taw for axis ratio ̂  - Ü.a-D"'), whereas 
the axis ratios of the type D partictes show only a very week dependence on the size (fitted power taw for axis 
ratio ̂  - u.p-D" "'). For both distributions, the scatter of the axis ratio is decreasing to targer diameters. 
For smaii particte sizes, the distance between the 25% quantiles and the 75% quantites is 0.6, respectivety 0.7, and 
the median vatue is 1 for both. For targe particle sizes, type N partictes tevel at an axis ratio vatue of 0.55, whereas 
the type D particles level at an axis ratio value of 1. An exptanation for this clear difference of axis ratios at targe sizes 
is, that the type N partictes consist of 1-dimensionatly growing partictes, while the type D particles are 2-dimensionatly 
growing. 
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F/ĝ re 5. Measured ax/s raf/ons vs. d/amefer of parf/c/es. a) Ax/s raf/os of unr/med need/es and aggregafes of fbem. 
Dafa from Mf. R/g/, 06.02.2002, 7 7/30-7 7.40. bj Ax/s raf/os of dendr/fes and aggregafes of dendr/fes w'f/7 ar? average 
r/m/ng degree of 2.5. Dafa from Mf. R/'g/. 23.3.2002, 78.40-22.05. Fora /egend, see F/gure 4 

4. Area exposed to f!ow 
As pointed out in the introduction, other important snowflake characteristics are distributions and spreads of particle 
areas ,4,, which are exposed to the ftow. The aim is to reconstruct distributions of particte areas /t, based on observa
tions with the optica! instrument, which measures particte areas as side projections. 
As an example, a simuiation of a measurement of an ensembte of cytinders (Figure 6) with random size and orienta
tion and a constant height to diameter ratio of 0.12 was made. The simutated measurement yietded a quotient of the 
side projected minor axis and the side projected major axis (̂ j with a ränge of 0.12 to 1.0 (Figure 7). ̂ -vafues of 1.0 
correspond to side projected circies, whereas .?-vaiues of 0.12 correspond to side projected rectangtes. tt fotlows, that 
the area exposed to the ftow /t, is t?-/*, where / is the length of the side projected major axis of the particle. The factor ;v 
is in the ränge of 0.12 to /rand depends on the canting angte er and the side projected axial ratio ̂ (Figure 8). 
Simitarty, spheroids or eltipsoids can be used as bodies in the Simulation to reproduce better than the cytinders the 
shape of reat ice crystals or snowftakes. A set of simutations with such bodies with differing orientation probability 
functions and different axial ratios can be produced. Thus, a comparison of the simutated and the measured two di-
mensionat side view patterns can yietd to an experimentat distribution of areas /t,, because the distributions of /t, can 
easity be estimated from the Simulation. 
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F<gure 6; The cy/inders are randomiy oriented 
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F/gure 7: Compufer s/mu/af/on of a measure-
menf of random cy//nders. The s/mu/afed quo
f/enf of m/nor ax/s fo mayor ax/s spawns a 
ränge of 0.72 fo 7.0. 

F/gure 8.' S/de v/ews and hoffom v/ews of d/f-
ferenf or/enfaf/ons of cyf/nders. The area /s 
/n fhe ränge of 0./2-/* fo -̂/*. 
Exper/menfa//y, s/de v/ew paramefers are 
ava//ab/e. From s/mu/af/ons, s/de v/ews and 
hoffom v/ews are ava//ab/e. From a compar/-
son of s/de v/ew paramefer d/sfr/buf/ons, fhe 
parf/c/e areas ̂ , are ohfa/nah/e. 

= K 4-/- ^, = 0. 

5. Conc!usions 
The median faii vetocity vatues of aggregates of dendrites with increasing average riming degree correspond weit with 
titerature data and show an expected increase of the fatt vetocities. 
However, the fatt vetocity for unrimed aggregates of dendrites has a comparativety weak dependence on size. But stitt, 
50% of the partictes have a fatt vetocity, which is more than 0.22 m/s different from the median vatue in the corre
sponding size ctass. The scatter of the fait vetocity distributions is increasing with size. This scatter increases the 
probabitity for aggregation for partictes which correspond to simiiar size ctasses. 
The axiat ratio of a particte is given as height to width of the particte. Observed 1-dimensionatiy growing partictes 
(needtes) and 2-dimensionatty growing partictes (dendrites) show different and ctear axiat ratio behaviour. The ob
served 2-dimensionatty growing partictes have a constant axis ratio, whereas 1-dimensionaiiy growing partictes show 
a decreasing axis ratio vs. size behaviour. For both, the 1-dimensionat and 2-dimensionat partictes, the scatter de
creases vs. size. 
A comparison of simuiated and measured particte side view patterns can tead to an estimation of distributions of parti
cte areas, which are exposed to the fiow and retevant for the estimation of a drag force. Future work wili invotve the 
production of simutations and a comparison of experimentat and simutated data on a case study base. 
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Strong Preeipitation Cases and Wind Shearing in the 
Southeast Aips 
Tomaz Vrhovec*, Raheta Zabkar*, Kaj Susetj**, tvlojca Dotinar*** 

* University Ljubtjana, Dept. Physies, Stovenia; ** Environmentat Agency of Repubtic of 
Stovenia, tvlonitoring office, Ljubtjana, Stovenia, *** Environmentat Agency of Repubtic of 
Stovenia, Office of fvleteorotogy, Ljubtjana, Stovenia 

1. introduction 

The ctimatotogicat data concerning intense preeipitation in the Southeast Atps of Stovenia for 
the period 1950 - 2000 were studied. This is the area where ctimatotogicat preeipitation 
maximum of the Atps is tocated (Frei, Schaer 1998). The days with daity preeipitation 
accumutations exceeding 100 and 200 mm were setected from ctimatotogicat archives for 53 
stations from Stovenia that were continuousiy operating through whote 50 years period. 
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Figure 1. Number 
of days with 
preeipitation 
accumutation 
exceeding 100 mm 
in Stovenia (53 
stations) for period 
1950-2000 

Figure 2. Tota) 
number of days in 
period 1950-
2000 with 
preeipitation 
exceeding 100 mm 
in Stovenia (53 
stations) per 
month. 

The number of days with intense preeipitation exceeding 100 mm is increasing significantty and 
the yearty maximum is tocated in November, as on average there is atmost each year at teast 
one day with such intensity in November. Number of days with preeipitation exceeding 200 mm 
is much smatter (mean tess than 1 per year), so no statisticat evatuation of was possibte. There 
are tess then 5 days with preeipitation accumutation exceeding 300 mm in 50 years. tvlost of the 
stations recording 100 mm are tocated in the Jutian Atps and in their foothitts, but some of them 
with preeipitation exceeding 100 mm per day are tocated atso atong other mountain ranges of 
the SE Atps and in the Dinaric Atps. Att the stations with daity preeipitation exceeding 200 mm 
are in the Jutian Atps. 
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Figure 3. 
Preeipitation 
map for 
Siovenia 
(1961 - 1990) 
(Kasteiec 
2001) 

For the period 1995 - 2002 the days with extreme preeipitation are studied. For this period aiso 
radio soundings from Ljubtjana (14015) are avaiiabie at 6.00 UTC. As 24 hours preeipitation 
accumutation is recorded at the same time, sounding data report the verticai structure of the 
atmosphere just after the preeipitation event occurred. For the years 1995 - 2002 ait avaiiabie 
stations (217 in Siovenia) were used for the preeipitation anatysis. For this set of stations there 
were 104 days with preeipitation exceeding 100 mm, 11 days exceeding 200 mm and 1 day with 
more than 300 mm. For aü the cases synoptic Situation was anatyzed and verticai structure of 
temperature and wind was studied. 
2. Days with preeipitation exceeding 200 mm 
in the period 1995 - 2002 there were 11 days with preeipitation exceeding 200 mm at ieast at 
one Station in Stovenia. Ait but one case were in the faü months (Sept. - Nov.). Aü the cases but 
one are associated with Mediterranean eyetogenesis. Preeipitation maximum is tocated in the 
western part of the Jutian Atps (Soca/isonzo) watershed but in one of the cases secondary 
preeipitation maximum is recorded in the Dinaric Atps in the tee of the Bay of Kvarner. tn spite 
of eyetonic type of preeipitation which affected whoie region of SE Aips there are some 
additionat features: 
- There is a strong orographie signai in preeipitation, as preeipitation increases significantiy 
from the Friuii ptain to the Jutian Aips southern siopes as preeipitation in these wet days 
normaiiy increases for factor of 10. 
- There is aiways a strong preeipitation shadow at the NE side of the Jutian Atps. The 
preeipitation accumutation is there often about 1/3 of the preeipitation on the SW side of the 
Juiian Atps and the horizontat distances where this gradient occurs is about 20 km. 
- Within the regions of intense preeipitation (above 100 mm per day, when maximum was 
exceeding 200 mm) there are smatter scate variations ranging about 30 mm at the distances 
about 20 km. We speeuiate that this variations are resuit of embedded convection within frontai 
stratiform ctoud bands. 
For the days exceeding 200 mm verticai structure of the wind above Ljubtjana was studied. tt is 
weii known that the most of preeipitation on the SE Aips accumuiate in the prefrontat stage of 
the Mediterranean eyetone with strong SW conveyor beit within warm sector. Additionaiiy 
preeipitation is enhanced by ageostrophic when cotd air moves around the Atps and invades 
the SE stopes of the Atps from the East. This ftow is timited to the iower tayers (up to 3000 
meters) as the ridges of the East Aips do not btock winds at higher aititudes. This ftow can be 
detected from radio sounding with two distinct features: - strong wind shearing at tow ieveis: S 
- SSW winds above E - NE betow and wet inversion iayer at the same tevet. 
tn previous studies (Vrhovec et aü. 2001, Vrhovec et ati. 2003), this ftow was shown as the 
reason for targe scate preeipitation aiso in the iee of the Jutian Atps and in the Eastern Stovenia. 
For the 10 days with eyetonic extreme preeipitation (1 strong convection noncycionic day was 
exetuded) we determined that strong wind shear is present in 5 cases (baroctinic structure) 
white for the other days the wind structure is uniform with strong SW wind at ait teveis 
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(barotropic structure). As the sounding was performed after the preeipitation was measured we 
can deduce that in barotropic cases the preeipitation event was stiit in its prefrontai stage. 

* 

-

Figure 4. Surface preeipitation map for 7.Nov. 2000 (ieft, barotropic) and 5. Nov. 1998 (right, 
baroeiinic), two days with preeipitation exceeding 200 mm. 
The day with the most extreme preeipitation in 1995 - 2002 period was 7.Nov. 1997 with 
preeipitation accumutation exceeding 340 mm. For this day preeipitation was weit orographicatiy 
controtied, as the extremes were tocated just at the southern stopes of the Jutian Atps and the 
area of maximum above 200 mm was iimited to 30 x 15 km̂ . 

3. Days with preeipitation maximum between 100 and 200 mm 

The days with preeipitation exceeding 100 mm show much greater synoptic variabiiity. The 
Mediterranean eyetone is stiit predominant feature (68 cases) but among 36 remaining strong 
convective cases associated with summer coid front passages are next (14 cases) and 
additionaiiy there are 9 cases associated with spring upper ievets coid air cut-off. The remaining 
cases do not show a distinct synoptic features (usuaiiy convective activity after coid front 
passage). 

The spatiai distribution of preeipitation is for eyetonic cases stiit dependant on the verticai 
structure of wind. For baroeiinic days with strong wind shear, the preeipitation is spread over 
much targer area white for barotropic days (SW winds at ati tevets) the preeipitation is strietty 
timited to the Juiian and Dinaric Atps. 

During MAP SOP two days with heavy preeipitation were reported in SE Atps and MAP tOP 5 
(3. - 4. Oct 1999) was one of the days with preeipitation exceeding 200 mm. This event was 
marked by intense prefrontai preeipitation with convective activity trigged by orographie iifting at 
the southern stopes of the Jutian Atps and by a strong NE ftow around the Atps in the tater 
stages of the proeess. This cotd advection caused a fast moving occiusion and formatton of a 
squaii iine to the south of the Aips. For this event the preeipitation maximum was very timited to 
the southern stopes of the Jutian Atps (more then 210 mm) and ati additionat forcing produced 
tess then 60 mm of preeipitation in the other regions. For the MAP SOP a network of additionat 
automatic piuviographs was instatied in W Siovenia. These data proved to be vaiuabte to 
determine preeipitation in smatter scaie, especiatty in the Jutian Atps, where routinety just few 
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stations are avaiiabie. For study of regionai scaie preeipitation as in this study it is reaiiy 
important to have additionai stations in the region of preeipitation maximum and in the areas of 
the iargest preeipitation gradients white other stations in the areas of smatter preeipitation 
variabiiity are tess important. 
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Figure 5. Surface preeipitation and radio sounding from 6. Apr. 1998 (right, baroctinic) and 7. 
Jan. 2001 (teft, barotropic) 
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Effects of Orographicaüy-induced Loca! Circuiations on the For
mation of Heavy Rainfaii during MAP !OP-2B 
Sen Chiao, Division of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA. USA 
Yuh-Lang Lin, Department of Marine, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, North Carolina State University, 
Raieigh, NC, USA 

1. introduction 

Orographie rainfaii over Alpine regions occurs under a variety of conditions. (e.g., Bougeault et ai. 
2001). The strong influence of the Alps on the flow has been demonstrated in the numericai work 
of Chen and Lin (2001). They conetuded that a reiativeiy iarge amount of rainfaii can be produced 
over the upwind slope under the presence of an impinging low-level jet (LLJ). in addition, ideaiized 
experiments by Rotunno and Ferretti (2001) show that in the 1994 Piedmont heavy rainfaii event, 
the western moist part of the airstream (saturated) ftows over the mountains, while the eastern drier 
branch (unsaturated) is defiected westward around the obstacle. Thus, a convergence of air is produced 
between the airstreams, and heavy preeipitation is produced. The influence of terrain on the flow and 
preeipitation has aiso been demonstrated in the ideaiized simuiation by Schneidereit and Schar (2000). 
They conjuncture that the CorioÜs effect and a pronounced moist low-level jet provided a suitabie en
vironment for heavy condensation and preeipitation. in addition, Lin et al. (2003) also found that a 
vortex was produced near the Lago Maggiore area due to the interaction of the LLJ and the coneave 
geometry of the Aips. it appears that local circulations as well as the rainfall distribution in either the 
upstream mountains or western flank of the Alps are not clear and deserve further study. This study 
will focus on iOP-2B by performing fine-scale and ideaiized topography simutations. 

2. Experiments design 

Numericai simulations were performed by using the PSU/NCAR MM5 modei. Three nested domains 
were construeted with the grid spacing of 45 km, 15 km, 5 km, and 1.67 km horizontal resolutions, 
respectively. The corresponding numbers of grid points are 91 x 85, 121 x 121, 121 x 121, and 271 
x 271. The modei contains 1-km resolution terrain data that are mapped to the grid spacing of 5 
km and 1.67 km horizontal resolutions. All the simulations used the same initial and lateral boundary 
conditions, which are generated from the NCAR/NCEP Reanalysis with 2.5" x 2.5" resolution. A total 
of 46 unequaüy spaced teveis in the verticai with the lowest modet level beginning approximatety 20 
m above ground are used. Forty-eight hour simulations were run from 0000 UTC 19 to 0000 UTC 21 
September 1999. Our discussions are based on the results of the 5-km grid domain. 

3. Evotution of orographicaüy-induced cireuiation and preeipitation 

Beginning in the iate afternoon of 19 September (tocal time), light rain initiated along the steep 
southward-facing stopes of the Maritime Atps and the southeastward-facing stopes of Aips in between 
45N and 46N, i.e. the coneave topography area. By 0000 UTC 20 September, a clear easterty jet had 
developed along the south side of the Aips, which is often referred to as a barrier jet. This barrier jet 
was formed by the westward turning of the tow-level southeasterty flow, tn the afternoon (tocat time) of 
20 September (i.e., 0600 to 1200 UTC 20), the observed anaiysis showed the preeipitation area broad-
ened on the windward slopes of the eastern side of the Alps and moved toward the east along with the 
trough (Fig. la). Light rain was stitt observed in the Lago Maggiore area at 1800 UTC 20 September. 
The 5 km resolution Simulation started at 0600 UTC 19 September 1999, which was about 12 hours 
prior to the formation of heavy rainfaii over the south side of Alps. By 1200 UTC 20 September, the 
control Simulation (CTRL) resutts indieated that there were severai significant convergence zones along 
the mountain stopes (Fig. lb), even though the trough has moved to the east. These convergence 
zones were consistent with the observed rainfaü distribution at that time. The model has replicated the 
southerly ftow along the Guif of Genoa, and clearly shows the westward turning of the southerty ftow 
near the south side of the Alps. 
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Sensitivity experiments on the upstream topography (i.e., Ligurian Apennines Mountains) demonstrated 
that orographicaüy-induced toca! cireuiation is quaiitativeiy simiiar to the contro! simuiation (not shown). 
However, a feature worthy of note is that a broad-scate area of rainfaii (^ 20 mm in 6 h) fett on the 
Po Vattey, which was caused by the absence of upstream mountain biocking. Evidence supporting this 
result was that the preeipitation on the windward slopes of the Ligurian Apennines mountains was due 
to the coastal biocking in the CTRL, which results in the shattow convection along the coastal wind
ward stopes. tn addition, this coastal biocking also suggested a rain shadow effect which resuited from 
downsiope wind as the southerly flow devetoped over the crest of the Ligurian Apennines mountains. 
The experiment on the western ftank of the Alps (NWAP) effects (i.e., coneave area) demonstrated 
that the preeipitation distributions appear to be correlated with the slopes of the modified mountains. 
By 1200 UTC 20 September, a clear cyclonic vortex existed along the left end of the modified moun
tains, where strong convergence was formed by the westerly and southeasterly flows (Fig. 2a). The 
6-h simutated accumuiated rainfaü (^ 160 mm) was about 30 mm higher than the control Simulation 
near the Lago Maggiore area from 0600 to 1200 UTC 20 September. This result suggests that the 
French Alps do not play a significant role in the formation of heavy rainfaü near the Lago Maggiore area. 

Untike the reat topography simulations, the accumuiated rainfaü was much tower in both idealized 
arc-sharped (AALP) and etongated barrier-like (BALP) obstacle experiments. For instance, from 0600 
UTC to 1200 UTC 20 September (Fig. 2b), a similar banded preeipitation occurred in association with 
the low-ievet westerly flow that moved into the domain as in NWAP Simulation. The major rainfaü 
during this period feil on the teft end of the barrier. The lower preeipitation amounts in these two 
ideatized topography simulations were partty the resuit of the smoother topography (i.e., decreased 
roughness length) that reduced the strength of orographie uptift, and partty due to the simpticity of 
the barrier, including the mountain height and width. The simuiation results from the 1.67 km grid 
resotution domain (FALP) indieated that the accumuiated rainfaü was over-predicted on the windward 
slopes of the Alps as well as the Maritime Atps. As shown in Fig. 3a, valid at 1200 UTC 20 September, 
the rainfaü was around 50% increased as compared to the control Simulation. A comparison of the 
time evoiution of the hourly preeipitation from the rain gauges over the 15 km, 5 km , and 1.67 km 
resotution domains at Cimetta (46.2N, 8.8E, Station height: 1672 m) is shown in Fig. 3b. Clearly, the 
increase in resoiution has drastically changed the preeipitation patterns and magnitudes, and teads to 
an increase in preeipitation, especially over the mountains. The results imply that the vertica) motion 
increases rapidly as resolution increases, transitioning from iess-than to greater-than particte fall speeds 
and allowing more variety of microphysicai processes over complex topography. 

4. Conc!usions 

This study investigates the local cireuiation associated with an orographie rainfall event occurred dur
ing 19-21 September 1999 (MAP tOP-2B). The near-surface ftow was dominated by an easterty jet 
originaüy from the Adriatic Sea and a southerly jet from the Gulf of Genoa. A significant westward 
turning occurred when the southeasterly and southerly fiow approached the south side of the Alps. 
Preeipitation was mainly concentrated on the windward slopes, especiatty near the Lago Maggiore area. 
This event was simutated by MM5 modet with a 5-km horizontat grid spacing in the inner nested do
main. The MM5 Simulation reproduced the basic features such as the timing and location of the deep 
trough and the associated preeipitation evoiution, though the total amount of preeipitation is slightly 
higher than that measured by rain gauges. The resuits demonstrate that the tow-levet convergence and 
the orographie uptifting of a potentiatty unstabte impinging ftow were the major causes of the heavy 
rainfaü. Sensitivity experiments have been conducted to investigate the effects of upstream orography, 
western flank of the Alps, and model horizontat resoiution. The preeipitation distribution and amount 
over the southern upslopes of the Alps were not directly related to either coastal Apennines Mountains 
or the western ftank of the Atps. The 1.67 km horizontat grid spacing simuiation indicates that heavy 
rainfaü tended to concentrate in the vicinity of individual mountain peaks. The total amount of rainfaü 
was over-predicted along the windward slopes due to the strong upward motion that occurred over the 
upslopes. The results imply that the dynamical forcing manifested as vertica) motion increases rapidly 
as resotution increases. tt is specutated that the rainfaü over-prediction probtem might be caused by 
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the inaecurate or unreatistic microphysicat processes over eomptex topography. 
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Figure 1: (a) Objoctively anatyzed 6-h accumuiated rainfalt ending at 1200 UTC 20 September 
1909. (b) Simulated 1000 hPa convergence (contour interval 10x10"^ s"^) and winds (one füll 
barb - 10 ms^) from the 5 km resolution domain CTRL case at 1200 UTC 20 September 1999. 
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Figure 2: Simulated 850 hPa wind held, equivalent potential temperatures and 6-h accumuiated 
preeipitation (shaded) ending at 1200 UTC 20 September 1999 in (a) NWAP, and (b) BALP. 

b 

8 
Figure 3: (a) Simulated 850 hPa wind field, equivalent potential temperatures and 6-h accumuiated 
preeipitation (shaded) from the 1.67 km resolution FALP case ending at 1200 UTC 20 September 
1999. (b) Time evolution of the hourly preeipitation by the rain gauge, 15 km, 5 km and 1.67 km 
domain at Cimetta (46.2N, 8.8E, 1672 m). 
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Numericai Simuiations of the Orographie Preeipitation and Mesoscaie Environments Associated with MAP iOP-8 
Yuh-Lang Lin, Shu-Yun Chen and Sen Chiao 
Department of Marine, Earth, and Atmospheric Sciences. North Caroiina State University, Raieigh, North 
Caroüna, USA 

1. introduction 

Both the Swiss Model and the Mesoscale Compressible Community (MC2) model overpredicted rainfaii 
for MAP-IOP-8 starting 99/10/21/00Z over the Lago Maggiore Targeted Area (LMTA). In addition, the major 
rainfaii area was dispiaced over the Po Valley, which is far upstream of the southern Aipine slopes (Houze et 
al. 2000; Bousquet and Smull 2003). 

Based on Doppler radar observations, Bousquet and Smull (2003) documented that during IOP-8 the 
southerly low-level winds ahead of the eastward propagating deep baroeiinic trough was blocked by the Alps 
far upstream, which reduced the transport of warm and moist airflow from the ocean. !n addition, they pro
posed that the widespread stratiform rainfaii has some "orographie" effects in the sense that its development 
was closeiy tied to blocked easterly-component, stable flow alongside the Alps at lower levels. A recent 
study of Rotunno and Ferrati (2002) also suggested that low-level convergence over the western Po valtey 
might be enhanced by the deflection of subsaturäted air (subsequently cooled and stabilized through evap-
oration of preeipitation) blocked by the Alps. The PSU/NCAR MM5 model was used to simuiate the MAP 
tOP-8 orographie rainfall event. Three nested domains are adopted to simuiate the synoptic and mesoscale 
environments. Domains 1, 2 and 3 use 45, 15 and 5 km grid resotution. respectively. The 45-km resotution 
Simulation is initiaiized at 12Z 19 October 1999 with NCEP 2.5" reanatysis data, and integrated for 60 h. 

2. Mesoscaie Environment and Rainfaii Distribution 

From the 45-km resotution simutation of the MM5 model, a baroeiinic eyetone with minimum pressure of 
990 hPa at surface, which originated from the Attantic Ocean. approached Spain at 10/20/00Z. At the same 
time, a surface high-pressure system was tocated in northern Europe with a maximum pressure of 1032 hPa. 
The iow-pressure system deepened stightly to 988 hPa at 10/20/12Z, which kept moving toward east. During 
this time period, the surface easterty ftow, which was associated with the high-pressure system in northern 
Europe, spiit into two branches at the eastern tip of the major west-east oriented Atpine ridge. The southern 
branch of this easterty ftow was abte to penetrate to the southern foothills of the Atps and the Lago Maggiore 
Target Area (LMTA). At 10/21/06Z, just before the maximum rainfaii occurred, the ftow over the Adriatic Sea 
became more southeasterty (Fig. 1a). The numericai Simulation was able to reproduce the major features 
of the surface ftow. The easterty flow atso turned to southeasterty. This southeasterty ftow over the Adriatic 
Sea was btocked by the Atps and deftected to become easterty barrier jet, as also observed by Bouquet 
and Smuii (2003) and simutated by Rotunno and Ferretti (2002). At 850 hPa. the ftow to the south of the 
Atps was dominated by the southeasterty or southerty flow (Fig. 1 b), which was abte to ride over the surface 
cotd, stabte easterty barrier jet. At 300 hPa, a tong and wide jet stream had meandered from the Attantic 
coast of western Europe to Black Sea. At 10/21/00Z, a difftuence region was tocated over the Po Valtey and 
Ligurian Sea (Fig. 1c), which appeared to provide lifting and hetped enhance the low-level upward motionr. 
Compared to IOP-2B, the upper-tevet baroctinic wave was tocated further to the south of the Atps, which may 
hetp produce upward motion and convection further to the south. 

Figure 2 shows the sounding observed at Gagiiari at 10/21/06Z. Surprisingty, the CAPE at this time 
reaehed quite a high vatue of 2304 7A\<?"', which is comparabie to the CAPE observed in iOP-2B at 9/19/23Z 
(2000 7^"') at the same iocation (Stein 2002). Figure 3 shows the observed and model simutated 6h 
accumuiated rainfaii ending at 10/21/12Z. The numericatly simulated rainfatt was abte to catch the basic 
rainfaii pattern. which shows two maximum rainfall regions, the smatter over the southern Atpine stopes 
and the targer over the Ligurian Apennines. One deficiency of the modet prediction is that the predicted 
rainfatt over the Po Valtey is much weaker than that observed. A sensitivity test with a targer domain of 5-
km resotution initiated directly from the 45-km resolution domain produced a second rainfaii maximum over 
the Po Valley, more in line with observations. Figure 3b also shows a mesoscaie vortex with the diameter 
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comparabie to that of Po Vaüey formed in between the Ligurian Apennines and the Lago Maggiore area. in 
fact, there was a LLJ fiowing out to the sea in between the Ligurian Apennines and the French Atps, which is 
consistent with Observation (Bousquet and Smutt 2003; their Fig. 7a). This southward ftow from the barrier 
jet hetped produce heavy rainfatt over the Ligurian Apennines. Another sensitivity test without the presence 
of the Ligurian Apennines indicates that the maximum rainfatt was tocated over the Po Valtey, instead of over 
the Ligurian Apennines. 

Figure 4a shows the 6<. and vector wind fields and ctoud areas on a south-north section across H)"E at 
10/21/06Z. There was a convectiveiy unstable tayer of air over the Ligurian Sea. Some shatlow convective 
ciouds have developed over the Ligurian Apennines. A cold dorne, however, formed over the southern Atpine 
slope and extended to far upstream covering the whole Po Valley btocked the southerly and southeasterty 
ftow. The vector wind fietd indicates that the ftow was either very weak or even reversed in the cold dorne, 
white the ftow from the Ligurian Sea was forced to go over the cotd dorne and then formed shatlow cloud. The 
cold dorne acted as an obstacte to the incoming ftow. tn other words, the effec?/Ve moun/a/n is composed 
by both the real mountain and the cotd dorne, which then has a gentler stope than the real mountain. The 
immediate effect of the reduction of effective mountain steepness is to reduce the vertica) velocity forced by 
the mountain, which is roughty proportionat to e/̂ . This might atso contribute to the tighter rainfatt, even 
though the air over the ocean was conditionally unstabte (Fig. 2). Figure 4b shows the same cross section 
as in Fig. 4a, but for the potential vorticity fietd. Unlike that in )OP-2B, the higher-teve) PV and tower-levet PV 
were not coupled in this case, which may atso hetp explain the tighter rainfalt over the southern Atpine slopes. 
Figures 4c and 4d show a W-E vertica) section across 45'W. Figure. 4c indicates that the easterty barrier 
jet is cotd, stabte, and shallöw. The wind then turned to westerty above this cotd and stabte tayer. Simitar to 
the S N cross section. the ctouds are stabte and shatlow. The tower-tevet PV was mainiy associated with the 
ctoud region and above the cotd and stabte tayer, but not coypted with higher-tevet PV. (Fig. 4d) 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1: (a) Wind vectors and upward motion at surface for 10/21/06Z, (b) Same as (a) except at 850 hPa. 

and (c) Wind vectors and PV at 300 hPa for 10/21/06Z. 
Fig. 2: Sounding observed at Gagliari (southern tip of Sardinia) at 10/21/06Z. The CAPE was 2304 JÂ "'. 
Fig. 3: Observed (a) and simutated (b) 6h accumutated rainfatl (in mm) ending at 10/21/12Z. 
Fig. 4: (a) S-N cross section at 10"E at 10/21/12Z for 0,,, wind vectors, and cloud boundaries; (b) Same 

as (a) except for PV; (c) Same as (a) except for W-E cross section at 45'W; and (d) Same as (d) 
except for PV. 
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(a) surface 1999/10/21/06Z Sounding 1999/10/2 !/06Z 
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(b)850hPa 1999/10/21/06Z 

(c) 300 hPa 1999/10/21/06Z 

S=5 

Figure 2 
(a) Observed rainfaü 1999/10/21/12Z 

(b) Simulated rainfall 1999/10/21/12Z 

Figure 1 Fisure 3 
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(a) S-N Cross-Section 10/21/06Z (b) S-N Cross-Section iO/2!/06Z 

—. ̂  ̂  

(c) W-F Cross-Section !0/2!/06Z (d) W-E Cross-Section !0/2i/06Z 

Figure 4 
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Verification and intercomparison of Limited Area Modeis Operating During the MAP SOP Using the Updated Version of the MAP Dataset 
Buzzi A.(1), F. Ceccareiii(2), G. Contri(3), M. Corazza(3), M. D'!sidoro(1), D. Sacchetti(3), E. 
Trovatore(3) 

(1) iSAC-CNR, Botogna, itaiy (2) !NFM-D)Fi, University of Genova, Genova, itaiy (3) ARPAL-CMiRL, Genova, itaiy 

Resuits of the Performance and forecast skiii of a subset of the iimited area modeis operating during 
the Specia) Observation Period (SOP, Autumn 1999) of the Mesoscaie Aipine Programme (MAP) are 
presented. Attention is focused on the quantitative preeipitation scores. The ECMWF giobai modef 
forecasts scores are aiso computed as reference. 
The verification is carried out using the updated version of the MAP dataset, over a domain 
surrounding the Aips. For the whoie MAP-SOP period, severai statistica) indexes for different 
threshotds and forecast times are computed. Thanks to the avaiiabitity of the dense observationai 
dataset, detaiied information about the capabitity of the modeis in reproduetng smaii scaie structures 
is discussed. 
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High Resoiution Simuiations of MAP )OP 2b Case with Lokai Modeii 
Boccanera F., D. Cesari, M. Etementi, C. Marsigii, T. Paccagneiia 

Regionai Meteorotogicat Service - ARPA 

Lokat Mode!) has been used to simuiate the intense preeipitation events occurring in the aipine region 
during the MAP iOP2b case. Most of the work is focused to investigate the behaviour of LM at 2.8 km 
horizontai resoiution in comparison with the usuai 7 km runs. initiai and boundary conditions are 
extracted from ECMWF operationai anaiysis and forecast. Sensitivity to different modei settings has 
been anatysed to improve the tuning of LM parameters for very high resoiution impiementation. in 
partieuiar, different oroghraphy fütering and different convective preeipitation schemes has been 
tested. The impact of more detaiied initiai conditions, produced by a 12 hours mesoscaie assimiiation 
by nudging, is aiso investigated. 
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Wet-MAP Cases Study Using the UK Met Office Modei 
Athanasstadou M., A. Brown 

Met Office, UK 

The new operationai non-hydrostatic Unified forecast modei of the UK Met Office, is used to simuiate 
and study Wet MAP cases. The simulations start with the global version of the model, to provide initiai 
and boundary conditions for a series of simuiations at higher resoiution, centred over the Aips. These 
simuiations are run with horizontai resoiutions of 12 km, then 4 km, then 2 km, with the possibility of 1 
km simulations. The Performance of the model is examined and assessed in two ways, (a) by 
comparison with MAP observations and (b) as a funetion of model resolution. Various aspects of 
preeipitation forecasts are considered. These inetude the infiuence of iarge-scaie forcing, mountain 
induced cireuiations and smoothing of the orography. 
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impacts of the Attantic and the Mediterranean on a Heavy Pre
eipitation Episode on the Atpine Southside 
Patrick Koch and Huw C. Davies 

tnstitute for Atmospheric and Ctimate Science, ETH Zürich, Switzeriand 

ABSTRACT 
South Atpine heavy preeipitation episodes are very often characterized by the occurence of a nar
row meridionaity eiongated potential vorticity (PV) filament over western Europe and by the formation 
of a tow-level cyclone over the Mediterranean. These synoptic features are responsible for a southerly 
ftow that carries large amounts of moisture to the south of the Alps. In this context the Mediterranean 
becomes the natura) candidate for supplying moisture for these episodes. However, its smatl latitudinal 
scale prompts consideration of other larger moisture sources like the Attantic. We present here resutts 
from simulations performed on a numericai weather prediction model in which the sea surfaces of the 
Northern Attantic and/or the Mediterranean have been replaced by land surfaces to modifiy the supply 
of atmospheric moisture. The October 2000 episode of heavy preeipitation on the Alpine southside has 
been analysed in this context. 

1. introduction 

The southern side of the Alpine region is often the scene of heavy preeipitation events, especially 
in spring and autumn. The October 2000 episode has been extreme for more than one reason. Rainfall 
amounts have been exceptionally high between the l l t h and the 16th, exceeding 600 mm/m" in the 
Swiss village of Simplon-Dorf, that is 3 times the mean October amount (Meteoswiss, 2001). The high 
deathtoli (16 iives) and the huge damages (exceeding 450 miilions Euros) caused by numerous fioods 
and mudstides made this event one of the worst in Switzertand for the 20th Century (OFEG, 2002). 
Many studies have been led on the subject of heavy preeipitation on the Atpine southside, in particu-
tar on the orographie and mesoscate processes teading to heavy preeipitation (e.g Buzzi and Foschini, 
2000, Gheusi, 2001). Massacand et a/. (1998) showed the tink between south Aipine heavy preeipitation 
and the development of a meridionally eiongated upper-tropospheric PV fitament and pointed out the 
Mediterranean as the major humidity source for the rain falting on the Alpine southside. We present 
here a study on the relative effects of the Atlantic and the Mediterranean on the preeipitation in the 
Alpine region and on the Genoa cyclone for the October 2000 heavy preeipitation episode. 

2. Synoptic Deveiopment 

The first half of the October 2000 heavy preeipitation episode was characterized by the meridional 
devetopment of a PV filament in the upper troposphere over western France and Spain (Fig.la). The 
filament then separated from the main stratospheric PV reservoir to form a cut-off that settled over the 
western Mediterranean for the rest of the period. This evolution contributed to the gradual veering of 
the ftow over the Alps, from the southwest in the beginning to the southeast in the end of the period. 
This feature is confirmed by a Lagrangian analysis of the trajeetories (Wernti and Davies, 1997) arriving 
on the Atpine southside (Fig.lb and le). 

3. Modei and Method Descriptions 

Numericai simutations have been performed on the 'High Resotution Model' (HRM, see Majewski, 
1991), a hydrostatic meso-n model with a horizontat resotution of 0.5° and 30 tevets in the vertical. 
tnitial and boundary conditions are given by ECMWF analysis data avaitable every 6 hours. 
Series of four simutations have been carried out: a contro) simuiation ('CTRL') and three simulations 
in which the water surfaces of the Attantic ( no ATL'), of the Mediterranean ( no MED') and of both 
the Attantic and the Mediterranean ( no ATL+MED ) have been reptaced by a desert soit type in 
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F^i/re 7. Potentin! vorticity (in PVU) and wind vectors on the 320K snrface for the 13.10.2000 00 UTC from 
the ECMWF anaiysis data (a); 72 hours backward trajectories caicniated from the Aipine region (initiai domain: 
7°E-13°E. 45°N-48°N, between 900 and 700 hPa). Caicuiations started (b) on the 13.10.2000 00 UTC and (c) on 
the i4.10.2000 00 UTC. 

order to ümit the supply of moisture into the atmosphere. Note atso that for the 'no ATL' and the 
no ATL+MED' simutations a boundary with a retative humidity reduced to 40% has been set on the 
western edge of the domain in order to avoid westerty moisture advection. By doing so the moisture 
atready present in the atmosphere above each water basin is not directty inftuenced. White the decrease 
of this moisture over the Mediterranean (by advection and the tack of moisture suppty) occurs rapidty 
(12-18 hours), the Situation is totatty different for the Attantic where nearty 48 hours are necessary for 
a significant decrease of the atmospheric moisture to be advected towards the Atpine region. tn order 
to adress this remnant moisture issue, a two-step strategy is adopted. 
First, the four simutations are started on the 09.10.2000 00 UTC. Humidity anomaties are determined 
for the no ATL', no MED' and no ATL+MED' simutations by subtracting from them the moisture 
Outputs from the 'CTRL' simuiation. 
Second, these anomaties are inserted into the initiat conditions of two 72h-simutations sets starting 
respectivety on the 11.10.2000 and 13.10.2000, 00 UTC, in order to cover the entire period between 
the 11.10.2000 and the 16.10.2000. We used a time iength of 72 hours in order to have retiabte pre
eipitation forecasts. 

4. Resutts 

4.1. impacts on Low-Leve! Cyciogenesis 

The minimum sea-tevet pressure (MSLP) has been tracked for each simuiation in a domain encom-
passing the Atpine and the western Mediterranean regions. The no MED' and no ATL+MED' sim
utations exhibit a MSLP higher than the one for the CTRL run (Fig.2), outtining the retevance of the 
Mediterranean moisture for the intensifteation of tow-tevet eyetones in this region. However the MSLP 
for the 'no ATL' simutation is smatter than the 'CTRL' run on the 14.10.2000 between 00 and 18 UTC, 
suggesting a damping effect of the Attantic moisture on cydogenesis in this region. 

4.2. impacts on the Preeipitation 

The inftuence of each water basin on the preeipitation on the Atpine southside depends strongty on the 
period considered. For the first hatf of the period (not shown) the Atlantic and the Mediterranean have 
each separateiy the same inftuence with nearty 20% less preeipitation on the 12.10.2000 in the Alpine 
region, whereas the simutation without both water basins gives a decrease of 50 % of the preeipitation. 
For the second hatf of the period the daity preeipitation in the Alpine region is not much sensitive to 
the absence of the Attantic with onty a stight decrease for the 14.10.2000 (see Fig.3b). The inftuence of 
the Mediterranean is more reievant with a decrease of nearly 25% of the preeipitation (Fig.3c), whereas 
the combined effect of the Atlantic and of the Mediterranean is more spectacutar with a decrease of 
more than 60% in the western Alpine region (Fig.3d). 
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Ft(7Mre 2/ Evoiution of the min
imum sea-ievei pressure inside 
a domain covering tiie western 
Mediterranean and tiie Aipine re
gion between the 13.10.2000 00 
UTC and the 16.10.2000 00 UTC. 
The biack iine denotes the 'CTRL' 
simuiation. the red, biue and ye!-
iow iines denote tiie 'no ATL', 'no 
MED' and no ATL+MED' simu
iations. respectivety. 

13.10 
00 UTC 

14.10 
00 UTC 

15.10 
00 UTC 

16.10 
00 UTC 

b a 

d c 
Fapt/re 24 hours accumuiated preeipitation (in mm) on the 14.10.2000 for (a) the CTRL' simuiation and for (b) 
the 'no ATL'. (c) 'no MED' and (d) no ATL+MED' simuiations. 
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5. Summary 

The inftuence of the Mediterranean and the Attantic on the October 2000 heavy preeipitation episode 
has been studied by way of numericai simuiations in which these water basins were aitemately and both 
removed to limit their supply of moisture into the atmosphere. 
The relevance of the Attantic for the preeipitation in the Alpine region is the highest during the first 
half of the episode and decreases significantiy during the second half of the period. The Mediterranean 
impact on the preeipitation is relevant throughout the period. But the highest decrease of the preeipi
tation in the Aipine region is caused by the absence of both water basins during the whole period. 
The absence of the Mediterranean humidity reduces the genesis of the Genoa cyclone that formed dur
ing the second half of the period. However, the only absence of the Atlantic tends to favor cyclogenesis 
in this region. 
These resutts rise questions concerning the non-linear combined effects of the Atlantic and of the 
Mediterranean during heavy preeipitation episodes and demand further studies. 
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Convection and Verticai Transport above a Low Mountain Range 
Noppe! H., M. Baidauf, F. Fiedier 

institut für fvleteoroiogie und Kiimaforschung Universität Karisruhe / Forschungszentrum Karisruhe 

in mountainous terrain processes iike upsiope winds, fiows above or around hitis, and others, may 
initiate verticai motions strongiy correiated to orography. Which processes dominate, if they finatiy 
trigger convection at certain piaces and to which extent they cause an exchange between boundary 
iayer and free atmosphere, depends on topography as weü as on iarge-scaie atmospheric conditions. 
in June 2002 the VERTiKATOR measuring campaign was performed in a iow mountain ränge (Biack 
Forest). To find out, if and in which way orographicai features trigger an enhanced verticai transport 
and how the triggering varies with changing iarge scaie atmospheric conditions, numericai 
simuiations wtth a high horizontai resoiution are performed for seiected days of the measuring 
campaign. Cases with shaiiow and deep convection are considered. The modei, KAfV!fV!2, is a 
non-hydrostatic, compressibie, meso-scaie modei inciuding a highiy-deveioped cioud mode). First 
resuits wii) be presented. 
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Two Cases of intense Precipitations in the Swiss Aips in 2002 
Gaia M., S. Zanini 

MeteoSwiss Swiss Nationa! Weather Service Locarno - Switzeriand 

in 2002 two intense periods of heavy rain affected the Swiss Aips: the first one in May (1. to 5.) and 
then again in November (13. ̂  17.). in both cases preeipitation amounts were very iarge resuiting in 
new absotute maximum vaiues in many piaces. 
Common to both heavy rain cases is a typicai synoptic weather Situation usuaity ieading to heavy 
precipitations particuiariy on the southern siope of the Atps. The upper troposphere is dominated by a 
strong south to south-westerty ftow, caused by a trough deepening over western Europe in direction 
of the Western Mediterranean Sea. tn the tower troposphere a strong south-easterty low-ievet jet 
(sciroeco) advects very moist air from the Mediterranean Sea across the Po Vatiey to the centrai and 
western Aips. 
From a synoptic point of view the events have been weit identified by numericai modeis. However, at 
mesoscaie some cruciat aspects have been missed, even by the timited area modet used at 
MeteoSwiss. 
tn order to improve our knowtedge about simiiarities and dissimiiarities among such heavy rain 
events, the foiiowing aspects have been anatysed and wiii be presented in our contribution: 
1) Amount and distribution of preeipitation: 
preeipitation did not oniy affect ̂  as expected - the southern part of the Aips, but passed weii beyond 
the main ridge of the Atps causing fiooding up to 40 km to the north of the main ridge and heavy 
rainfaii up to a distance of 100 km. 
The May case showed a corretation between the preeipitation peaks (with an important convective 
component) and )ow-)evet wind convergence on both side of the Atps. During the November case 
such tow-ievet wind convergence has not been observed and preeipitation was more regutar, without 
strong convective episodes. 
2) tntensity and direction of the iow-tevei winds: 
a sciroeco storm was observed in the middie and the southern part of Ticino on 15. and 16. 
November 2002, with 10-meter wind speeds in the order of 100 km/h and a temperature increase of 6 
Kto 8 
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Cettutar Convection in Moist Fiow past Two-Dimensionai Topography 
Fuhrer O., C. Schär 

tnstitute for Atmospheric and Ctimate Science, ETH Zürich 

Convection can substantiatty aiter the properties of orographie preeipitation such as preeipitation 
efficiency and distribution. The convective dynamics increases the speed and efficiency of the 
preeipitation proeess in iarge-scaie fiow over a mountain barrier. One of the key factors towards this 
end is the produetion of cettutarity which entaits the formation of regions of increased tiquid water 
content, which acceierate and ampiify the formation and fattout of preeipitation. tn order to investigate 
the occurrence and structure of embedded convection, a set of ideaiized two- and three-dimensionai 
ridge fiow simutations are performed with a convection resoiving ctoud modei. The temperature (and 
impiied specific humidity and moist static stabiiity) of the impinging ftow is used as a controi 
parameter, white the dry static stabiiity and reiative humidity are heid constant. Simutations within the 
stratiform, süghtty convective and strongiy convective preeipiation regime are presented. Further, 
evidence of the importance of a futiy three-dimensionai subgrid-scaie ciosure for turbutent mixing is 
presented. 
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Medium Term Q.P.F.s by an Anaiog Based Approach: Objective Evaiuations and Comparisons During the MAP Experiment 
Djerboua A., Ch. Obied, G. Bontron 

tnstitut Nationa) Potytechnique de Grenobte Laboratoire LTHE-Hydrotogie B.P. 53, 38041 Grenobie Cedex 9, France. 

A comparison test of quantitative preeipitation forecasts has been performed during the fvlAP 
experiment in northern itaiy over two periods (August to November) in 1999 and 2000. An 
anaiog-based operationai system issuing daiiy rainfaii forecasts for the seven coming days has been 
impiemented, with specia! focus on the Lago Maggiore area. This statisticai adaptation was 
deveioped, using as inputs the geopotentiat forecast issued by operationai NWP modeis for the next 
coming days. For each teadtime considered (e.g. day 1 to 7), this ANALOG approach searches in a 
iong meteoroiogicai archive for past situations, anaiogous to the day at hand in terms of cireuiation 
pattern. According to a simüarity criterion, a set of 50 such simitar days are sorted out. For those 
days, and for every given target catchment, the corresponding daiiy basin precipitations are extracted 
from a rainfatt archive. Finatiy, a c.d.f. distribution is fitted which is both conditioned by the present 
meteoroiogicai Situation and specific to this catchment. 
The forecasts issued by this anaiog method were eiaborated by a pre-existing operationai version 
embedded in a routineiy operated reai time system. They were first evaiuated versus the observed 
basin preeipitation, and then compared with those proposed by ARPEGE, a deterministic 
meteorotogicat modet run operationaüy by MeteoFrance. Both visuat inspection and numericai 
success scores were used, inciuding the CRPS (Continuous Rank Probabitity Score), which makes 
use of the probabitistic nature of the anaiog based QPF's. This approach proves to be both 
competitive and compiementary with the deterministic modet, showing a better phasing with observed 
rainfaü. The decay in Performance with increasing tead-time proves to be essentiaüy caused by the 
decay in quatity of geopotentiat forecasts. This anaiog approach seems therefore to offer a practica) 
aitemative to adapt targe-scate hydrodynamic forecasts to catchments of operationai scaie and to 
provide the reiiabte medium-term Quantitative Preeipitation Forecasts required for the operationai 
management of ftood event. tt atso proves to be an easy and usefut reference method to controi 
mesoscaie modets. 
As for the perspectives of devetopment of this method, the coming out of new meteoroiogicai data 
sets, nameiy the NCEP/NCAR or ECMWF reanatyses , has encouraged revisiting the method. it 
aüows to consider many new choices of variabtes and optimisations. Atthough such tests are 
performed in a perfect prog framework, current resuits suggest that further improvements can be 
expected. 
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SOME USEFUL FORECASTING TOOLS !N EXTREME WEATHER 
EVENTS OVER NORTHEAST OF ITALY 
Bemi Fazlagic S.̂ Frontero P.', Lonibroso L.\ Millini R.\ Qualtrocchi S." 

' ARPAV, Department of Verona, Itaiy 
' Geophysica! Observatory, Department of Engineering of Materia! and Environment, University of Modena 
and Reggio Emilia, !ta!y. 
^ ARPAV, Centro Meteoroiogico di Teoio, Itaiy 
ARPAV, Centro Sperimentaie Vaianghe e Difesa Idrogeoiogiea di Arabba, Itaiy 

ABSTRACT 
Extreme weather events are rareiy preciseiy predicted by NWP modeis, therefore we put together the 
principai such cases as heavy thunderstorm, snow-storm, freezing rain, etc. in order to check some proper 
forecasting methods. Target area concems Modena and Verona regions, inciuding the close Apennines and 
Prealps slopes. 
From the historicai time series of Modena Geophysicai Observatory it appears that those events become more 
frequent in the iast years: e.g. intense and localized preeipitation events on Modena with rain rate > 60 mm/h 
were observed with the probabiiity of one in every 100 years, but iateiy there have occurred four cases in the 
iast six years. 
In this work we wiii present some case studies concerning the following extreme events: the heavy haiistorm 
that hits Garda Lake: a superceli triggered in the iate afternoon of 03.08.2002 in the Lombardy that, moving 
eastward, produced hailstones tiii 700 g; the first quick iook showed very high CAPE with a iow BRN that 
could be favorable for superceli environment; two cases of urban fioods in the town of Modena, the 8'*' and 
the 26"' August 2002: both ceüs were triggered on near Apennines slopes moving very quickiy toward piain 
(SW) producing. fbr a very short time, a rain rate >100 mm/h; high values of both CAPE and BRN point out 
the chance for muiticeüs storm; another important element is the presence of high PW; the ice storm 
southward of the Po river, observed on Christmas day 2000, linked with unusual winter deep convection 
aiong Apennines, weü shown on NOAA pictures; with the core eiements such as a strong thermai inversion 
with eastem wind, a deep warm iayer between 950 and 800 hPa associated with a strong SW flow and a high 
helicity and SWEAT index. In this case pressure waves were traveiing from Apennines toward plains, perhaps 
ünked with gravity waves; they constitute another observational element useful for the forecasting 
The main goa! of this work is to obtain some additional toois that heip to improve forecasting and nowcasting 
during severe weather situations. 
As far as winter cases are concerned. the helpfu! forecasting toois are found in the geopotential thickness and 
in sounding interpretation (freezing ievel and wet buib freezing level). Also, a new interesting forecast device 
couid be the backward iagrangian trajectory of air masses: it cleariy shows the air masses path and, using a 
multi-layer map. makes possible to remark convergence between different air masses. Moreover. absolute and 
potential vorticity field, avaiiabie from modei Outputs as weü, may be usefu! for the improvement of the 
forecast precision when the preeipitation fields were underestimated. 

1. Garda Lake haiistorm 

On 4"' August 2002 the Veneto region was interested by a severe thunderstorm events, with heavy rainfaüs. 
strong wind gusts, vioient hailstorms: e.g. the haiistorm occurred at Lazise, iocated nearby the east side of 
Garda Lake, that produced heavy hailstones tiii 700 gr (hail stones softbaü size. H8 Torro Scaie). The 
synoptic framework showed the influence of an upper cyclonic area in the English Channel, favorable for 
moist SW flow on the Northem Italy. Looking at potential vorticity in the upper levei (300 hPa) a littie signa! 
of possible strong instability could be recognize (BOLAM model, not shown). The sateüite image on the WV 
Channel confirms the upper tropospheric disturbance with dry air intrusion (see Fig. 2) and the typicai 
convective triggering on the border between anticyclone and cycione area (dry and moist border, e.g. dark and 
gray area near Prealps). 
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Fig. 1: pseudo-sounding for Garda Lake based on 
observed sounding aiong Milano-Udine CS. 04.08.02 
00 UTC. 

Fig.2: Water vapour sateiiite imagery, 03.08.02 i8 
UTC. 

But oniy the sounding anaiysis can points out the presence, on piain, of deep convective instabiiity conditions. 
By means RAOB 4.0 Software we made a cross-section aiong Miiano-Udine path and interpolate a pseudo-
observed sounding near Garda Lake (fig 1): it highüght a very high CAPE (2423 J/kg) and iow BRN (24) 
with strong ciockwise wind shear on iower iayer ieading a superceü environment. Moreover, starting 800 hPa. 
there is a strong wind speed shear, but with the same direction: this may induce gravity waves; the ro]e piayed 
on ceü triggering shouid be better investigated. Afterward Beiow, a the tabie (tabie 1) is provided in order to 
show the main instabiiity indexes observed in this case: 

Tab!e 1: GARDA LAKE HA!LSTORM SOL\DL\G L\DEXES 
Station L! K 

INDEX 
TT CAPE BRN BRN 

SHEAR 
PWATER 
mm WI !2 KO BO 

Müan 16080 -5,5 34 36 53 2048 20 !0 42.4 36 27 
Udine 16044 3t 33 48 !055 25 6.5 39.4 26 22 4 0 97 
Pseudo Garda -6.8 33 36 52 2423 24 10 39.4 5! 4! 

Due to observed different environment on the firsts iayer in these extreme events aiong the NE Po vaüey we 
remark the usefui of a regulär radiosounding at Verona as point out during MAP-SOP. 

2. Urban fiood cases studies: Modena 8"* and 26"* August 2002 

The major convective events of 2002 storm season in Modena happened on the 8th and 26th August: both 
being characterized by a moderate urban ilood phenomenon due to the very intense rain rate on short time: on 
15 minutes 32.3 mm the former and 23.8 the iatter (more than 100 mm/h). Based on Modena time series the 
return time for such intensity of events was estimated on one Century, but recently we observe an increasing 
step of the frequency in the last 10 years. Both cases (8'̂  and 26'** august 2002) show (he weak synoptic 
forcing and the main common synoptic pattern for inducing the deep convection may be found in the warm 
and moist SW flow at 500 hPa, with the breaking of a -12. -14°C isotherms. The non-hydrostatic LM. that we 
consulted, forecasted a widespread "extreme convection" (not shown) but underestimated the preeipitation 
intensity. Both cases are characterized with very similar sounding profiles (Fig. 3) with features like: a super-
adiabatic lapse rate near ground level, a very weak but important CAP inversion at 920-930 hPa, a moist level 
at 700 hPa. a very dry layer at 600 hPa. a stable warm layer between 650 and 500 hPa, simiiar instabiiity 
indexes. This kind of sounding (observed also on some cases in the past) does not look like any Miüer 
sounding type fbr deep convection. 
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Backwatdttajectcxies erdtng a) 12 UTC 26 Aug 02 

Fig. 3: SketT-!ogP diagramme, Boiogna 16144 Station: 
08.08.2002 and 26.08.2002 12 UTC: the temperatures lines are 
very simiiar 

Fig. 4: Backward trajectory for Modena, 
26.08.2002 12 UTC (72 h back) 

Since just several case studies confirm this specific pattem, we could define such a kind of sounding as "Po 
M#//er z//*/7(7Hy7ooJ.w;/Ĥ /Hg', that usually is linked to very warm and moist advection in the lower layer, with 
a trajectory along Adriatic Sea at 500 m, with southern path at 1500 m and southwestem path at 3000 m (see 
on Fig. 4). The interaction with topography (GW above Apennines?) in the middle-low troposphere layer 
could be the origin of drier air above 2000 m and the weak but important little CAP at 920 hPa: the CAP 
inhibit the convection, but if the parcel rises this CAP the dry layer can enhance the convection giving a very 
quick growing of the cell. In the Table 2 (below) the main instability indexes observed in these cases are 
shown: in the last row we propose some thresholds, but more statistic analysis should be done in order to 
characterize better the threshold for Northeastern Po VaHey local climatology. 

Tab!e 2: MODENA URBAN FLOOD SOUND!NG !NDEXES 
Date Li KINDEX TT CAPE BRN BRN 

SHEAR 
PWATER WI 12 KO BO 

H Aug 2002 -3.5 27 27 42 1679 326 2.3 25.7 60 4« 99 
26 Aug 2002 -4.8 2̂  2270 !70 3.6 35.8 

thrt-shotd 25 25 40 1000 [50 20 50 38 

3. A winter case: the Christmas 2000 ice storm 
Looking fbr a winter extreme weather case, an ice storm may has a strong social impact especially to roads 
and to ice loading on power lines, trees, etc. Situation related to this phenomenon are not rare on Apennines 
and, sometimes, also Prealps region (Frontero et al, ICAM 1996 and 1998). In the winter Situation the main 
stratiform preeipitation are usually weil forecasted by NWP, but the problem often occurs in the forecasting of 
snow melting level and, in the case of preeipitation with thermal inversion, in distinetion if the preeipitation is 
going to be the rain, snow, or freezing rain. The NE Italy orography can induce cold air damming Situation: in 
this case the temperature could happen to be lower on the slopes than in the free atmosphere. Numericai 
models often underestimate such cold advection due to model resolution insufficient to capture event, model 
terrain approximations, wintertime preeipitation events depend on subtle variations in lapse rates, not eaptured 
well by models (METED Cold air damming module). But by means sounding a forecaster can check if this 
error happens: the main correction tool appears to be the thickness and the top level of inversion layer. It is a 
very singular case that the trajectory on 25.12.2000 (not shown) looks like the Situation with deep convection 
(urban flood): this could explain the unusual convective activity observed on Christmas 2000. Often the 
problem is to know starting and ending of this phenomenon. An improvement the forecasting can be done 
using additional toois as data available via internet like personal weather Station and web cam can: e.g. the 
rescue volunteer Station of Pavullo (www.saer.org) give useful data and images for northern Apennines. 
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Fig: 5: Bologna 16144 sounding 25.12.00 00 UTC: Fig: 6: pressure vs. time for 25.12.00 at Sestola 
(dashed) and Modena (dot) and San Prospero (black) 
(credit: Meteoprospero amateur Station) 

Another forecast too! is the pressure waves that we observed during cold air damming Situation: they could be 
linked to complex microphysical proeess like ducted gravity waves and seeder-feeder mechanism. In fig. 6 
you can see a deep pressure wave traveling from Apennines (Sestola, dash line) toward north (black line: San 
Prospero, near Po river). The wave started from Sestola (near M. Cimone, 16144 WMO Station) at 16.21 
UTC, and reach Modena (= 70 km) at 17:35 UTC, then San Prospero (15 km) at 18:00 UTC. 
A first thumb ruie fbr forecasting ice storm could be: 1) the Ieve! of SW flow onset: if the SW flow start 
below 925 hPa, we have chance of Apenninic föhn, while if it is at 900 hPa there is likehood of freezing rain; 
elsewhere there is possibility of snowfall. 2) A trajectory from eastern Europe turning from SE along Adriatic 
Sea at 500 m, that one from south at 1500 m and SW path at 3000m; 3) A thickness layer: on Xmas 2000 the 
value was: 1000-850 = 1309 m; 850-700 - 1544 m; 850-500 = 4104 m - 1000-500 = 5413 m; 4) Observation 
of pressure waves: this tool should be better investigate. 
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CONCLUS!ON 
The forecasting of phenomena like severe storms. ice storms, etc., needs more toois because LAMs often 
underestimate the intensity and miss time and spacing. This simple work shows some useful operational toois, 
that could be better characterized fbr NE Po vaiiey regarding different event with strong social impact. It is 
important to highlight the crucial role played by the lower layer above Po VaHey: to improve the forecasting 
the use of additional Observation should be supported. especially about vertical profiles, also using new 
advanced instrumentation (preeipitation water by GPS, LI DAR. ete). 
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Synoptic Dynamics in a Europe without Aips: a Ciimatoiogy 
Vidaie P.-L., C. Schwierz, D. Lüthi, C. Schär 

!AC-ETH 

The cümate of eievated terrain regions is moduiated by the interaction of atmospheric cireuiation with 
orography on severa) temporai and spatiai scaies. For Europe, Aipine processes infiuence the cümate 
of neighbouring regions through biocking, iee cyciogenesis, the aiteration of iarge-scaie storm tracks 
and induced advection/convection/subsidence patterns, and are aiso important for the regionat water 
cycie. in this study, we address these issues by performing a ten-year sensitivity experiment with the 
CHRM Regionat Ctimate Modet (RCM) forced at the iower boundary with a synthetic iand surface 
physiography, in which the Aips have been substituted by hiüs with a maximum height of 500m. The 
cümate of this hypothetica) European continent, contrasted with our modeiied Standard (controi) 
cümate, aüows us to distinguish ctimate features and processes that can be attributed to the presence 
of this orographie barrier. 
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Anaiysis of Spatiai and Temporai Distribution of Preeipitation 
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1. Geographie and cümatic features 
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F/ĝ re 7. /.ocaf/bn ?ne sf/jdy area. !̂n/Ye /Vnes dep/'cf average year prec/p/Yaf/on. Sma// c/rc/es 
represenf record/ng sfaf/'ons, crosses s/a//'ons Lv/Yn /ong records, o/g dofs sfaf/'ons ̂/Yn /ong and 
a/niosf comp/ere records. For a descnp//on offne /affer, p/ease refer fo fab/e 7. 
The cümate of the Trentino area (fig. 1) is not homogeneous, being infiuenced by an extremeiy 
interesting interaction of orographie variety and dynamics of air masses (deriving from geographic 
position, i.e. transition between Mediterranean and continenta! domain). As a consequence, in a 
few kiiometres we pass from warm sub-Mediterranean cümate to giaciai and continentai-dry ones. 
Severai factors contribute to create many different topoeümatie situations (often more reievant than 
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iarger scaie factors): aititude varies from 70 and 3905 m a.s.i., mountain beits, massifs and vaiieys 
are irreguiariy distributed and oriented, the Adriatic sea is not far from the southern end, snow and 
giaciers are frequent at higher eievations. 

Station 
Labe! Name 

E!ev. 
(m) 

Average 
spr 

preeipitation (mm) 
aut year 

Preeipitation 
regime 

Temporat trend (mm/year) 
spr aut year 

ALA Ata 190 182.9 254.1 295.7 258.5 991.2 SC1 0.51 -0.82 -0.03 -0.37 -0.71 
ALD Aldeno 212 194.3 264.7 291. 288.7 1039.5 SC2 0.49 -1.40 -0.77 -1.06 -2.74 
B)E Bteno 806 205.3 304.9 361.5 314.5 1186.1 0.22 -0.75 0.07 -0.88 1.34 
BVS Borgo Vaisugana 390 165.4 260.0 308.3 281.1 1014.8 SC1 0.25 -0.98 -0.43 -0.56 -1.72 
CAO Caoria 803 226.2 392.2 429.1 407.0 1454.4 0.71 -0.06 0.86 -0.27 1.24 
DCR Careser (diga) 2600 132.5 265.3 276.2 218.9 892.9 SC4 0.40 0.74 -0.30 -1.53 -0.69 
CAV Cavatese 1000 109.1 200.5 300.1 215.5 825.3 0.10 -0.31 -0.16 -0.14 -0.51 
CLE Oes 658 143.3 246.6 243.9 238.8 872.6 0.03 -0.09 0.12 -0.86 -0.80 
COG Cogoto Pont 1201 126.6 230.3 250.8 210.8 818.5 SC -0.01 0.35 -0.24 -0.55 -0.45 
DEN Denno 499 179.7 261. 258.4 330.6 1030.6 SB -0.56 1.13 -0.22 -1.71 -3.62 
FLG Foigaria 1168 205.9 334.5 357.1 334.0 1231.5 0.89 -0.10 0.38 -0.35 0.82 
FND Fondo 987 106.6 213.6 255.4 214.1 789.7 0.02 -0.31 0.04 -0.77 -1.02 
LVR Lavarone 1171 198.9 292.2 285.9 316.1 1093.0 0.02 -0.75 0.06 0.00 -0.67 
LEV Levico 502 170.7 261.5 307.4 305.6 1045.3 SC2 0.07 -0.61 0.38 -0.56 -0.72 
MAL Maie 750 149.2 247.3 258.2 247.8 902.4 0.50 -0.06 0.16 0.44 1.04 
MEZ Mezzana 956 152.6 244.7 252.6 240.6 890.5 0.39 0.08 0.10 -0.11 0.46 
MLB Mezzolombardo 215 150.5 257.6 256.5 299.5 964.1 SB -0.08 -0.43 -0.46 -0.63 -1.60 
MOE Moena 1210 109.4 214.2 362.2 240.0 925.8 0.08 -0.20 0.26 -0.23 -0.09 
PME Passo Mendola 1360 125.5 238.3 308.0 235.1 906.9 -0.47 -1.16 -0.96 1.30 -3.89 
PRO Passo Rolie 2004 126.7 224.8 415.5 310.6 1038.0 1.71 -3.52 -1.60 -3.57 -10.40 
PTN Passo Tonale 1850 194.3 321.5 369.9 334.2 1219.9 SC1 0.30 0.45 0.44 -0.72 0.47 
PE! Peio 1574 136.0 235.4 259. 220.4 851.6 SC4 -0.05 0.04 0.62 -0.30 0.31 
PER Pergine 480 157.7 252.7 291.9 280.9 983.3 SC1 0.35 -0 82 -0.71 -0.26 -1.44 
LDP Piazza Pine 1030 129.0 244.2 284.1 264.9 922.1 SC1 -0.71 -1.56 -1.53 -0.95 -4.75 
PRD Predazzo 1018 114.3 222.2 298.5 233.4 868.4 -0.14 -0.34 -0.23 -0.35 -1.06 
RDA Ronchi di Ala 700 228.8 347.6 356.0 342.3 1274. 0.50 -1.24 0.11 -0.70 -1.33 

-0.23 
-2.90 
-1.97 
-0.22 
-0.50 

ROV Rovereto 210 190.7 236.9 283. 259.4 970.8 SC1 0.56 -0.94 0.17 -0.02 
SMC S. Martino di Castrozza 1444 225.8 369.6 444.2 409.8 1449.4 SC1 -0.03 -0.97 -0.31 -1.59 
SRM Spormaggiore 565 152.3 258.4 273.1 283.4 967.3 0.38 -0.55 -0.14 -0.90 
t!0 Tione di Trento 556 207.7 349.1 337.4 362.8 1257.0 0.25 -0.28 0.16 -0.35 
TRE Trento (Laste) 312 156.0 233.7 262.5 275.7 928.0 SC3 0.34 -0.53 -0.20 -0.11 
7ab/e 7 - Ma/r? feaft/res of se/eefed sfaf/ons. For prec/p/faf/or? reg/mes refer fo fao/e 2. Sfaf/o/is /n 
bo/d are fnose tvsed fbr per/od/ca/ ar?a/ys/s. 
in tess than 100 km (fig. 1 and tab. 1), preeipitation varies from 700 mm (in vatteys protected by 
mountain betts from Mediterranean and northern humid currents) to more than 2 000 mm (atong the 
pre-Aips, where the warm humid masses coming from the nearby Adriatic sea meet the first reiief). 
As a rute, preeipitation diminishes moving northward. intense preeipitation happen when within 
Attantic currents a depression is generated to the SW (Po Piain or Genoa Guif), causing the 
uptifting aiong the Aips of warm and humid air masses. Anti-cyctonic biocking aiong the Baikans 
often causes preeipitation that in the southern portion of the area may exceed 400-500 mm in 36-48 

hours. Ptuviometric regime generatty depends 
Regime 

Continentat 

sub-
Continental 
sub-
Continental 
sub-
Continentat 
sub-
Continenta! 
Transition 

sub-Alpine 

Type Label 

SC1 

SC2 

SC3 

SC4 

SB 

Ist Max 
Jul-Aug 

Oct-Nov 

Oct-Nov 

June 

May 

Jul-Oct 

Oct-Nov 

2nd 
Max 
Nov 

Aug 

June 

Nov 

Aug 

Aug 

May 

Sept 

Sept 

Sept 

Sept 

Sept 

Jul-
Sept 
Sept 

wet 
seasons 
Sum 

Sum-Aut 

Sum-Aut 

Aut-Sum 

Spr-Sum 

Spr-Sum-
Aut 
Spr-Sum 

annuat 
preeip 
450 
800 
1200 
1600 
1200 
1600 
1000 
1500 
1000 
1200 
900 -
2000 
1800-
3300 

7ab/e 2 - Prec/p/faf/on reg/mes 

from inftuence of air masses prevaiting during 
different seasons in the northern 
Mediterranean. tn att the study area, winter is 
the driest season. Attantic eyetonic ones and 
those forming downwind of the Atps 
predominate during spring and autumn 
causing maxima of preeipitation. On the other 
hand, thermat anti-cycionic ones (Azores 
during summer and centre-Europe during 
winter) determine two minima. Onty in the 
north-eastern end we have a continentat 
unimodat regime, with maximum in Juty-
August. Severai other regimes (intermediate 
between the previousiy mentioned two) are 
atso present (tab. 1 and 2). 
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2. Data eiaboration and anatysis 

2.1 Anaiysis of spatiai distribution 
To underständ spatia! distribution and tempora! trend of preeipitation, data deriving from aü the 92 
recording stations tocated in the area (Fig. 1) have been taken into account. Among them, the 31 
covering the time span 1921-1999 with tess than 5 years of missing data (Tab. 1) have been used 
for statistica! anatysis. Missing vatues have been recovered using the ratio method proposed by 
CONRAD & POLLACK (1950). 
The first evidence was the aimost totai absence of tinear corretation between preeipitation and 
aititude (R^ ranging between 0.11 and 0.21), since at simiiar aititudes we generatty find a wide 
ränge of vatues, exception made for the southernmost portion (pre-Atps) where orographie and oro-
convective preeipitation is common. Onty a siight ciues of an optimum at 300-500 m a.s.t. and a 
faint increase of vatues at aititudes exceeding 1'700 m are present in every season (anyhow, aiso 
introducing high order interpotating curves R̂  never reaches 0.3). 
it has been tried to corretate preeipitation with a wide ränge of topo-geographic parameters (Btsct ef 
a/., 2000, 2001) using muttivariate statistica) methods, thus individuating an higher retevance (more 
than 65% of variance expiained) of four independent variabtes: distances from the Adriatic Sea and 
from the pre-Atps, trend of the vattey and height of the stope overhanging the Station. Aiming at 
finding simiiarities among groups of stations, k-means ciuster anatysis has been carried out too, but 
with poor resutts. 

2.2 Anaiysis of time trends 
tn paraüet, time trend anaiyses have been carried out in order to individuate tinear trends and 
periodicat osciüations common to the whote study area or featuring portions of it. Linear 
interpoiation didn't brought to sound resuits, even though a stight diminishing of totai preeipitation 
can be individuated for aimost at! the stations. This trend is more intense for autumn (ca. -0.74 
mm/year), whüe for winter a siight enhancement has been detected (Tab. 1). The geographic 
distribution of trends suggests a genera! increase of preeipitation (0.3 - 1 mm/year) in the Vai di 
Soie area (to the NW) baianced by a decrease in the Doiomitic sector (centre-east). Seasona! 
trends are not very different (tab. 1). 
Periodicat osciüations have been searched in the data of ten stations (tab. 1 and fig. 1), 
representative of ati the ctimatic situations typicat of the study area, whose records are atmost 
continuous. Anaiysing vatues smoothed with a moving average of seven years, five different 
waveiengths (Fig. 2 and tab. 3) were individuated in aimost ait the stations for the annuai 
preeipitation. 

Periodic trends BVS CAV CLE FLG MOE PEi ROV SMC TiO TRE Avg 
First Period 27.00 Amptitude 71 68 62 33 57 67 61 125 94 51 71.0 

Origin 1923.1 D Variance 27.5 39.8 24.5 8.3 32.2 35.5 25.1 35.8 21.3 13.2 34.1 
Second Period 13.25 Amptitude 76 33 47 65 50 46 43 93 69 49 57.0 

Origin 1920.6 D Variance 34.5 10.5 16.8 27.9 28.7 15.4 14.8 22.9 13.1 15.3 26.2 
Third Period 38.45 Amptitude 53 54 61 40 19 26 54 75 116 44 53.0 

Origin 1921.0 D Variance 17.5 31.0 32.7 8.8 4.6 3.7 25.0 16.2 40.3 13.2 24.6 
Fourth Period 19.90 Amplitude 11 42 19 18 22 35 36 52 18.0 

Origin 1932.8 D Variance 0.0 1.1 0.0 7.2 4.1 0.5 3.7 3.2 3.1 15.9 3.1 
Fifth Period 19.90 Amptitude 29 10 64 70 31 15.0 

Origin 1932.8 D Variance 4.8 1.0 0.0 22.3 0.0 30.4 0.0 0.0 2.5 0.0 1.6 
Percentage of variance explained 84.3 83.4 74.0 74.5 69.5 85.5 68.6 78.2 80.3 57.6 89.5 
Linear trend (mm/year) -0.49 0.21 -0.51 1.05 0.15 -0.57 0.07 -2.04 0.74 0.42 0.01 
7ab/e 3 - Pestv/fs of per/od/c f/me ana/ys/s for ff?e fer? se/eefed record/r?g sraf/ons. Avg refers fo ff?e 
restv/fs of per/bd/'c ana/ys/s carr/ed ot/f w/ffi average ya/t/es for ff?e wno/e area. 
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Among those, particutarty important appear to be the ones with ca. 27, ca. 13 and ca. 38.5 years, 
since (as an average) they exptain ca. one third of the giobat variance (catcutated for the smoothed 
data set) and are effective in reducing the gtobat variance for ati the seiected stations. On the other 
hand, the other two waveiength oniy describe a atmost margina! portion of the variance and are not 
present in some stations. 

1920 1920 1940 1950 1 1990 2000 

990 2000 

!920 yea< 1930 1940 1950 i960 1970 1990 2000 

P/gtvre 2 - Per/od/ca/ ana/ys/s of average prec/p/Yaf/or? /r? fne s/L/dy area. 
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20th Century Trends of Extreme Preeipitation Conditions in the Swiss 
Aips 
Schmidü J. 

tAC ETH 

The objective of the present study is to anatyze the observed 20th Centurytrends in the probabitity 
distribution funetion (pdf) of daiiy preeipitationand a number of summary statistics characteristic of 
extreme conditions.Has there been a shift towards higher vaiues for the entire pdf, orhas the shape of 
the pdf changed with a stronger change of the taiis ofthe distribution? Have the number of wet days 
changed? 
The dataset for this study is composed of daity preeipitation series at104 rain-gauge stations in 
Switzertand. The data embrace at) Swiss raingauges for which a continuous and comptete daity 
record is avaitabtethroughout the 100-yr period 1901-2000. With a typica) interstationdistance of 20 
km the Station sampie constitutes a tong-term observationsystem with exceptionat density. Ati data 
have been quaüty checked. 
Seasona) and annuat vaiues of a targe number of diagnostic extreme indicesreiated to extreme 
preeipitation conditions were catcutated for every yearin the period 1901-2000 for att rain-gauge 
stations. The iong-term variabiütyof the indices was anaiyzed in terms of tinear trends during the 20th 
Century.For winter and autumn, there is a ctear positive trend signat with a highnumber of Sites with 
signficant test resutts. The ctearest and mostcoherent trend signat is obtained for the winter season, 
where thereare a targe number sites with positive trends for most indices retated toheavy preeipitation 
events. The autumn trend signat is restricted to theindices retated to stronger preeipitation events. For 
spring and summer,there is a weak positive trend signat for the indices retated to themost extreme 
events. 
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Spatiaüsation of Extreme Preeipitation in Compiex Terrain 
Damijana Kasteiec*, tvlojca Doünar** 
*Biotechnica! Facuity, University of Ljubtjana 
**Environmenta! agency of the RepubÜc of Stovenia, Office of tvleteorotogy 

ABSTRACT 
Different methods for spatiatisation of 24 hour preeipitation extremes with 100 years return periods 
(PE24) in atpine region in Stovenia are compared. By spatiat interpotation of PE24 some 
geographica) variabtes iike iatitude, tongitude, eievation, ciimatoiogicai mean yeariy preeipitation 
(fvlYP) and mean yeariy extreme 2-day preeipitation sums (PE2D) are considered. The inftuence of 
significant tinear trend component in time series of PE2D on the spatiat distribution of PE2D and 
PE24 is evatuated. 

1. introduction 
The spatiat distribution of preeipitation in Stovenia shows iarge variabiiity regarding to its 
geographica) position. The highest amount of preeipitation with iargest spatiai variabiiity is obtained 
in the mountainous western part of Stovenia, where yearty preeipitation sums exceed 3000 mm. 
The objective of this work was spatiatisation of the 24 hour preeipitation extremes with 100 years 
retum periods (PE24) in atpine region of Stovenia. This ctimatotogicat variabie is commonty used in 
hydroiogy, hydro-engineering and civii-engineering. The need for spatiatisation of PE24 was due to 
the demand on the data in the spatiai domain without preeipitation measurements. The PE24 were 
catcutated after Gumbet method for iocations with more than 10 years piuviograph measurements. 

* j . * . - * 
. **- . . . * * . * . .* * ^ 

Figure L The spatia! distribution of the 55 piuviographs (2) and !66 ciassicat preeipitation observationat stations with 
daity mcasurcments( i), 30 of them are cotiocated. 
The number of preeipitation stations with piuviographs in Stovenia is reiativeiy smaii (55), speciaiiy 
in the mountainous terrain. (Figure 1). On the other hand, spatiai network of daity preeipitation 
measurements is much denser than the piuviographs network. We tried to find a fitting variabie 
catcutated on the basis of Standard ctimatotogicat daity preeipitation measurements which corretate 
weit with PE24 and coutd be used as expianatory variabie by spatiat interpotation of PE24. The 
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daiiy preeipitation is measured at 7 am and is the sum of preeipitation measured from 7 am the day 
before tiii 7 am on the measuring day. Since with 7 am measurement, the preeipitation event coutd 
be sptited into two daiiy preeipitation sums, we have chosen yearty extreme 2-day preeipitation 
sums (PE2D) for expianatory variabte. PE2D was determined as the maximum 2-day preeipitation 
sum in each year in the period 1961-2002. The measurements on the 196 tocations in Stovenia with 
at ieast 30 years of persistent observations of daity preeipitation were taken into account. Att 
considered observationai stations worked continuousty in the tast 12-year period. 

2. Time series anaiysis of PE2D 
The variabiiity of PE2D in the period 1961-2002 is iarge (Figure 2). The iargest differences in PE2D 
among the years are obtained on the tocations in the mountainous western part of Siovenia. They 
decrease to the east. 
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Figure 2: The minimums and the maximums of PE2D on the tocations in the period 1961-2002 in dependence 
on longitude. 
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Figure 3: Spatial distribution of preeipitation observational stations in Stovenia grouped in three groups due to 
the significance of the linear trend component of 9-year moving averages of PE2D (0 - negative trend, 1 - no 
trend, 2 - positive trend). 
For each iocation we examine the tinear trend component of time series of PE2D on the basis of 9-
year moving averages. The Figure 3 presents the tocations grouped in three groups due to 
significance of tinear trend component. One group of tocations, mostty from the mountainous part of 
Stovenia, has significant negative tinear trend, the second group of iocations has positive iinear 
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trend and the third group has no significant trend (ünear trend with significance p < 0,05 was 
considered as statisticai significant). 

3. Spatia! interpoiation of mean PE2D 
Considering the significant iinear trends in PE2D in the period 1961-2002 we decided to compare 
the spatiai distribution of the mean PE2D for the Standard ctimatotogicat period 1961-1990 
(PE2D61-90) and the mean PE2D for the period of the iast 12 years 1991-2002 (PE2D91-02). As 
we expected, the vaiue of PE2D91-02 is iower then PE2D61-90 on the iocations with the negative 
iinear trend and vice versa on the iocations with the positive iinear trend (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Scatterpiot of PE2D91-02 and PE2D61-90 for aü 196 iocations. Different signs indicate the 
significance and direction of the iiner trend in time series of PE2D in the period 1961-2002. 
The universai kriging method was used for the spatiai interpoiation of PE2D for both periods. First, 
as expianatory variabtes different geographica) variabtes (aititude, iongitude, iatitude and some 
other terrain derived additionat variabtes) were considered. tn the second case, mean yeariy 
preeipitation for the period 1961-1990 (tvlYP) was used as expianatory variabie in the spatiatisation 
method (Figure 5). The aceuracy of spatia! interpotation was anatyzed on the basis of cross-
vaiidation and the spatiai distribution of kriging variance. Figure 6 shows the map of difference 
between the spatiat distribution of PE2D61-90 and the spatiat distribution of PE2D91-02. 

Figure 5: The map of PE2D61-90 obtained by universai kriging considering spatia! distribution of 
mean yearty preeipitation tvlYP. 
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Figure 6: The map of the difference between maps of PE2D91-02 and PE2D61-90. 

4. Spatia! interpoiation of PE24 
First PE24 was interpoiated using universai kriging modei considering geographica) variabies on the 
basis of data measured on 55 iocations. Because of reiativeiy smaii number of observationa) 
stations and smaii variabiiity of their geographica) parameters (siope aspect, eievation...), the 
interpoiated vatues of PE24 in some areas are resutts of extrapoiation and not interpoiation. Due to 
very high spatiat variabiiity of preeipitation, each measurement iocation in the mountainous region 
has a high infiuenee on interpotation resuits in its surrounding (Kasteiee, Dotinar, 2000). So in the 
second case we took into account the dependence of PE24 on PE2D61-90 (PE291-02) (Figure 7). 
The map of PE2D61-90 (PE2D91-02) was catcutated on the basis of denser measurement network. 
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Figure 7: The scatterpiot of PE24 and PE2D61-90. 

LüERATURE 
Kasteiee D., Dotinar tvl., 2000. Spatiat interpotation of preeipitation in mountainous region of 

Stovenia with Kriging methods. V: VRHOVEC, Tomaz (ed.). MAP meeting 2000 : Mesoscaie 
Atpine Program: book of abstracts, Bohinjska Bistrica, 24.-26.5.2000. University of Ljubtjana, 
Facuity of Mathematics and Physies, p. 54. 
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Müd Winters and the Preeipitation in the Mountain Regions 
in Buigaria 
Teodossia Andreeva, Martin Martinov, Stanka Momcheva 
Nationa! tnstitute of Meteorotogy and Hydroiogy (NtMH)  
B!vd. Tzarigradsko shousse, 66. Sofia, 1784, Bu!garia  
E-maü: teodosia.andreevaOmeteo.bQ 
1. introduction 
Mountains are known to be "water towers" due to higher preeipitation va!ues and 
storage of iarge amounts of water as snow cover. The retease of this amount 
during snowmett is vita! to environment and peopie tiving in ptains. The territory of 
Butgaria is reach in such "water towers" - mountains. 
Water resources in Butgaria are inftuenced by cümatic variabitity. Monthty and 
seasona! data differ from year to year according to cümatic features of the month or 
season. The attention must be paid to winter processes that define the air 
temperature and the preeipitation sums. 
2. information database 
Utitised data: time-series (1961-2002) of the monthty mean, minimum, maximum 
temperatures, the sums of preeipitation from some surface synoptic stations and 
mountain stations have been used as initiat data. 
The fieids for seasona) air temperature and preeipitation are studied for this period 
for aü territory of the country. The behaviour of the fietds characterising the change 
of the temperature and preeipitation anomaties is anatysed by physicat-statistica! 
methods. A period of ctimatic warming in the country was the winter [2,3]. The 
variations of the temperature and preeipitation during the winters were estimated 
expressed in retation to the 1961-1990 period. This period was aeeepted taking 
into account the recommendation of WMO for comparative estimates. 
3. Anomatous mean monthty temperature fietd 
We reeeived the ctassification of the winters by the surface data. 
The parameter of the anomatous were catcutated by 

(1) 
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where N - tota! number of stations, 
A/„ - anomaty of mean monthty air temperature on a Station 
cr„ - mean square deviation of an anomaty temperature 
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Figure 1. Distribution of K of mean monthty temperature for the winters (1961-
2002) 
4. Preeipitation and temperature anomaties for the mountain regions 
!n the whote country during the mitd winters the preeipitation anomaties averaged 
for the season are generatty tower than norm. 
The zona! atmospheric circutation was prevaiüng mainty during the mitd winters. 
The activity of the Mediterranean eyetones was not so frequent and wet! 
manifested. The mitd winter period is favourabte to assign the impact of cümatic 
variabiiity on the mountains regions (Tabt.1). 

Tabte 1. Deviations of winter temperature and preeipitation during the tast decade 
Station High, 

m 
Geopotentiat 
Levet, hPa °C 

R% Years 

Mussata 2925 700 1,2 59 1994-1998, 2001 
Botev 2376 700 1,2 58 1994-1998. 2001 
Cherni 
vrah 

2286 700 1,3 54 1994-1998, 2001 
Rojen 1750 850 1,8 89 1994,1995, 1997,1998, 2001 
Murgash 1687 850 1,6 66 1994,1995, 1997,1998, 2001 
During the winter the predominant preeipitation was in the form of a snow, but for 
some cases of mitd winter the preeipitation was rain. The müd winters tead to earty 
snowmett and the conditions for spring Charge again that the rivers are changed 
during them [1]. 
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One can note the warm winters have been prevaiüng since 1961 tit! now. 
2.5 350 

R% 2.0 300 T°C - 1.5 
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Figure 2. Deviations of winter temperature and preeipitation for Station [Vtussata 
from mountain Rita in Southwest Butgaria 
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Figure 3. Deviations of winter temperature and preeipitation for Station Botev from 
mountain Stara Ptanina in Butgaria 
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Figure 4. Deviations of winter temperature and preeipitation for Station Cherni vrah 
from mountain Vitosha in Southwest Butgaria 
5. Basic resuits 
- The frequency of müd winters is increased. The preeipitation beiow norm is 
observed usuaiiy during the periods with positive anomaiies of air temperature. 
- There is the tendency for positive anomaües of air temperature to increase during 
winter. 
- We can note the tendency for decreasing in winter preeipitation during the 1961-
2002 period in Buigaria. 
- Two waves -coid and warm are reiated with prevaüing cireuiation of meridiona! 
and zonai processes. 
-The vaiues of the deviations of air temperature are smaiier on the higher 
geopotentiat ieveis and vice versa. 
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Tempora! Distribution of the Daüy Preeipitation 
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1. introduction 
A possibiüty of studying the spatia! and tempora! variabiiity of the daüy preeipitation is based on the 
corretation anatysis that deats with the mutuai influences of the preeipitation series measured in 
different piaces (meteoro)ogicai stations) or in different moments in time. informations concerning the 
spatia! coherence of the preeipitation fie!d can be obtained using the spatia! corretation (Der 
[Vtegreditchian and M.H. Bosc-Pepin, 1987; Lyons, 1990, and others), in order to show the inftuence 
domain of the rain phenomenon in a given piace on Romania's territory. The corretation coefficients 
Variation of the preeipitation from the meteorotogicat stations in Romania, depending on the distance 
between stations or on their attitude, is ctearty inftuenced by the compiex orographicat characteristics 
of the Carpathian Mountains, tn order to emphasise the statistica! retations of the preeipitation 
measured at various time moments, the temporat autocorretation method has been used (Nuret and 
Stangret, 1980; Wiiks, 1995). The testing of the time memory of the daity preeipitation fietd has been 
achieved by means of the temporat autocorretation with 1 to 10 day tag, catcutated for each 
meteorotogicat Station. 

2. Methods 
tn this paper there are used preeipitation amounts measured at 99 stations in Romania, in summer 
and winter, during the interva) 1961-1990. There is shown a comparative anatysis of the spatiai and 
temporai variabitity of the daity preeipitation from the stations Vf.Omu (2507m) and Bucharest (82m). 
The statistica) connections of the daiiy preeipitation from the meteorotogicat stations are achieved by 
the Pearson corretation coefficient, catcutated between the series of the daiiy preeipitation amounts at 
one of the stations above mentioned and the daity preeipitation amounts at att the other stations in 
Romania. There are presented maps of the corretation coefficients distribution retated to each of the 
two reference stations to highüght the decrease of the corretation with the distance to the reference 
Station. 
The vatues of the corretation coefficients of the daity preeipitation from the stations depend on their 
attitude, as shown for the Vf.Omu and Bucharest stations. 
There is aiso tested the "memory" of the daity preeipitation by means of the temporai autocorretation 
with 1 to 10 day iag. The diagram ofthose coefficients (the empiricai autocorretation funetion) shows 
some specific features determined by the aititude of the Station, both in winter and in summer. 
3. Resuits 
3.1 Tne spaf/a/ conerence offne o*a//y prec/p/faf/on f/e/o* 
The study of the spatiai connections between the daity preeipitation amounts measured at stations for 
the winter and summer seasons in 1961-1990 is based on the corretation anaiysis. This paper uses 
the simpiest statisticat index - the Pearson tinear corretation coefficient. 
The presentation of the resutts is made on Romania's map where are drawn the corretation isotines 
concerning the reference Station, Vf.Omu or Bucharest. The corretation fietd points out the inftuence 
domain of each Station and the priviteged direction where is the best corretation. tt is atso visuatized 
the seasonai dependency of the corretation decreasing with the distance to the reference Station. For 
reiativeiy iimited areas around the reference Station where the corretation is higher than 0.60. the 
preeipitation fietd may be considered as isotropic and homogeneous (Nuret and Stangret, 1980). The 
corretation coefficients that have significance tevets between 5 and 10% are those which exceed the 
0.04 vatue, therefore the daity preeipitation fietd has a good spatiai statisticat coherence. 
For the Vf.Omu Station (Figures 1a and 1b), tocated in the southern Carpathians, the corretation 
decreases the fastest towards north-west. The infiuenee domain of this Station inciudes a smatl 
mountain area, of similar sizes in the two seasons. 
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For the Bucharest Station, tocated in the Romanian Ptain (Figures 2a and 2b), the fastest decrease of 
the correiation can be noticed on the West-East direction. The inftuence of the Station is diminished by 
the Carpathians chain, therefore the correiation reaches the minimum vatue in north-westem 
Romania. The inftuence domain of this Station is greater in winter than in summer. 

4? 2 
3 

3 ̂  v - r 

b) 
Figure 1. The map of the spatiat corretation for the Vf.Omu Station, a) in winter and b) in summer. The 

infiuenee domain of the Station is timited by the isoiine of 0.6 

2 5 3 323 

b) 
Figure 2. The map of the spatiai corretation for the Bucharest Station, a) in winter and b) in summer. 

The inftuence domain of the Station is timited by the isotine of 0.6 

The spatiat distribution of the correiation coefficients has simitar features in both anatysed seasons, 
but the size of the inftuence domain of the reference Station varies from a Station to another, being 
more extend in the piain than in the mountainous region. The direction where the correiation 
decreases the fastest is the same in both seasons, strongty reiated with the shape of the Carpathian 
mountains chain, the geographica) position and the aititude of the reference Station. 
The influence of the attitude on the corretation coefficients between the daity preeipitation is weit 
highiighted for the two reference stations chosen in this study, tn order to better interpret the Variation 
of the corretation coefficient with the attitude, it is necessary to adjust the ctoud of dots by ctassicai 
functions. The 3rd degree poiynomiai funetion was tested for the winter and summer seasons and it 
resuited a much better grouping of correiation coefficients for the Vf.Omu Station (Figure 3) in 
comparison to the Bucharest Station (Figure 4). The correiation coefficients distributions have a weak 
seasonai dependency. 
The strongest corretations between the daiiy preeipitation from 1961-1990 period have been achieved 
at stations having the same retief: for Vf.Omu with stations from the mountainous area between 1000 
and 1500m, and for Bucharest with stations from the ptain area. 
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Figure 3. Dots cioud representing the Variation of the correiation coefficients with the aititude of the 
stations adjusted by the poiynomia) funetion for Vf.Omu Station 

" 

Figure 4. Dots cioud representing the Variation of the correiation coefficients with the aititude of the 
stations adjusted by the poiynomiai funetion for Bucharest Station 

3.2 77re fempora/ aMtocorre/af/on of Me cfa//yprec/p/faf/on 
To stand out the statisticat retations among the preeipitation measured at various time moments at a 
certain Station it is used the temporai autocorretation method. There shoutd be mentioned that this 
study does not take account of the nature of the preeipitation (frontat or convective). 
The autocorretations are catcutated as Pearson corretation coefficients between data series tagged 
with 1, 2,...., 10 time units (days). Ait these coefficients represent the empiricai autocorretation 
funetion. tt is typicat for an autocorretation funetion to decrease more or tess graduat toward zero, as 
iong as the time tag increases (Witks, 1995). 
The autocorretation coefficients caicuiated for 30 years (1961-1990) are higher at Vf.Omu Station 
(Figure 5) than at Bucharest Station (Figure 6) whatever the iag or the season. 
The resuit can be expiained by the fact that in the above mentioned intervai, the western atmospheric 
circutations have been the most frequent in the Attantic-European region (Cazacioc, L. and C. Cipu, 
1996), frequentiy carrying fronts or perturbations with persistent preeipitation over Romania. Because 
of the natura) obstacte represented by the Carpathians, the preeipitation are produced more often in 
the intra-Carpathian and mountainous regions than in the others and therefore the autocorretation 
vatue increases. The decrease of the autocorretation coefficient is much steeper in the ptain than in 
the mountain, in both seasons. 
The graphs of the autocorretation funetion for Vf.Omu and Bucharest stations show higher vatues in 
winter than in summer, in both cases. The exptanation consists in the prevatent convective nature of 
the preeipitation during summer. The short duration of the convective preeipitation ieads to tow vatues 
of the autocorretation coefficient. 
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Figure 5. Seasona! autocorretation coefficients Figure 6. Seasona! autocorretation coefficients 
at Vf.Omu Station during 1961-1990 period at Bucharest Station during 1961-1990 period 

4. Conciusions 
The spatia! distribution of the correiation coefficients has some characteristics common to the stations 
Vf.Omu and Bucharest, tike the direction on which the correiation decreases the most rapidty, or the 
shape of the isocorretation ünes, but it aiso has some differences that concern the expansion of the 
infiuenee domain of the reference Station. These features are in tight reiation to the Carpathian chain 
influence by its shape and massiveness, the geographica! position of the Station and its aititude. 
There is a remarkable dependency of the corretation coefficients variability with the altitude of the 
Station, nameiy, the higher the Station is, the iower is the scattering of the correlation coefficients. 
There is atso hightighted that the strongest correiations exist between stations that have a simüar 
reüef, no matter the season. 
The autocorreiations coefficients, with 1 to 10 day iag are greater in the mountain area than in the 
piain, in both seasons. The empirica! autocorretation funetion points out that the towest vaiues are 
recorded during summer, which is aecordingty to the prevaient convective nature of the preeipitation 
from this season. 
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Preeipitation Gradients and their Reiationship with Cireuiation on the 
Basis of Northern Desents of the Tatras and Karkonosze 
Tamutewicz J., L. Kotendowicz 

Department of Ctimatoiogy 
Adam tvlickiewiez University Poznan (Poiand) 

Preeipitation is among those meteorotogicat eiements which are characterized by high Variation on a 
reiativeiy smaii area. The totat catch is infiuenced by many factors both on the macro-regionai scate 
(synoptic conditions) as weti as on the iocai scate (retief and surface of the area). tn the mountain 
regions the amount of preeipitation depends, to a great extent, on the intensity of the accumutation of 
air masses on proxima! stopes and on the hatny (föhn) ftow of these masses over the mountain 
ranges.The current research is an attempt at parameterization of preeipitation gradients of annuai 
preeipitation catch and of cotd haif-year preeipitation (November-Aprit) and warm hatf-year 
preeipitation (May-October) in the verticai profüe on northern stopes of the highest mountains in 
Potand: the Tatras in the West Carpathians and the Karkonosze in the Sudety. The study was based 
on preeipitation data from the period of 1951-1990 for two profites running through meteorotogicat 
stations: 
-Rabka (510 m above sea tevei)-Zakopane (857 m above sea tevet) - Kasprowy Wierch (1991 
mabove sea tevet) in the Tatras, 
-Jetenia Göra (342 m above sea tevet) - Karpacz (720 m above sea tevet) - CEniê ka (1603 mabove 
sea tevet) in the Karkonosze. 
tn both profites preeipitation increases together with the height, however not to the same extent. 
According to the caieuiations in the Tatras the annuat preeipitation catch increases on the whoie 
verticai profüe at about 60 mm per each 100 m of increasing height. tn the Karkonosze, in the iower 
part of the profüe (between Jetenia Göra and Karpacz) the annuat preeipitation catch increases at 
about 103 mm per each 100 m of increasing height, and in the higher part (between Karpacz and 
CEniê ka) this gradient is about 24mm per 100 m of height. interesting retations were noticed for 
preeipitation gradients of the warm and cotd hatf-year catches. tn the Tatras in the iower part of the 
profite (between Rabka and Zakopane) the gradient for the cotd hatf-year is about 35 mm/100 m of 
height and is higher than the gradient in the warm half-year (about 22 mm/100 m). tn the higher part 
of the Tatras (between Zakopane and Kasprowy Wierch) in the cold half-year preeipitation increases 
süghtty with height (about 6 mm/100 m), whereas in the warm hatf-year preeipitation gradient is nine 
times higher (about 54 mm/100 m). tn the Karkonosze these retations are different. in the tower part 
of the profüe preeipitation gradients in the coid and warm haif-years are very simitar amounting to 
about 52 and 51 mm per 100 m of height respectivety. tn the higher part of the profüe preeipitation 
gradients are much lower. fvloreover, the gradient in the cotd hatf-year (about 18 mm/100 m) is three 
times higher than one in the warm hatf-year. The data for the study cover average values for the 
whoie period of 1951-1990. tn particutar years there were observed very different vatues of 
preeipitation gradients, atso differing from the ones presented above for the retations of preeipitation 
gradients of warm and cotd hatf-year seasons. tvloreover, the anaiysis showed statisticatty remarkabte 
inftuence of the character and type of circutation on the vatue of preeipitation gradients on the 
descents of the Tatras and Karkonosze exposed to the north. 
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The Orography !nf!uence on the Maximum Daiiy Sums of Preeipitation in Siovakia 
Fasko P., P. Stastny, J. Vivoda 

Slovak Hydrometeorotogicat tnstitute 

The infiuenee of high daüy amount of preeipitation is mainiy on the fiood events and erosion and 
accumutation regimes in the country too. 
Untü now the annuat vatues of maximum daity sums of preeipitation were evaiuated for Stovak 
repubiic region. in this contribution the monthty vaiues of daüy sums were evaiuated in the period 
1951 - 2000. The data were avaiiabie from 607 preeipitation stations from whoie Siovakia region. The 
missing vaiues were compieted by specia) interpotation proeess. 
in Stovakia region daiiy preeipitation sum above 100 mm are rare, in the period 1951 - 2000 there 
exist some stations, where this sum were not measured. tn the 20th Century onty 23 causes of daiiy 
sums higher than 150 mm occurred and onty 2 cause higher than 200 mm. The highest vatue of daüy 
sum was measure at Station Satka on 12.7.1957 (231, 9 mm) in iowiand conditions. 
The orographicai infiuences on the maximum daity sums of preeipitation are distinct in the winter and 
transient seasons. The situations of continuous and iarge-scate preeipitation are typicat. The 
windward effect is recognizabie in the Orava and Kysuce region and the tee effect in the Spis region 
inftuenced by northward advection. 
The inftuence of Mediterranean eyetones is typicat for windward effect in the southern parts of 
Carpathian bridge, namety in the autumn. The Low Tatras massif is the northern bordertine of the 
Mediterranean effect (typicat is the October preeipitation fietd). 
There is known, that summer preeipitation evens have not so sharpty expressed the orographicat 
effect. This fact is recognizabie in the case of maximum daüy sums too. This high amounts of 
preeipitation are typicat for heavy rains connected wit thunderstorm occurrence. The exception of this 
regime are the northern parts of Siovakia, where the tong tasting rain can occur in this season. in 
summer the high amount of convective preeipitation is typical for iowiand positions too. in the iast 
years the winter maxima are exceeded in some regions of Stovakia. 
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Changes in Summer Type of Fiash Fioods 
in the Siovak Carpathians due to Changing Cümate 
^Müan Lapin, ̂ Kamiia Hiavcovä 
^Dept. of Meteoroiogy and Ctimatoiogy, Comenius University, Bratistava, Stovakia 
^Dept. of Land and Water Resources Manag., Stovak Univ. of Technot., Bratistava, Stovakia 

introduction 
The summer type of ftash ftoods in the upper Hron river catchment in Centrat Stovakia occurred 
in the 1950-2001 period has been anatyzed. This area is bordered by the Low Tatras ridge in 
the north and the Stovenske Rudohorie mountains in the south. Banskä Bystrica city was stated 
as the western border of anatyzed basin. Totat area of anatyzed catchment is 1766.48 sq km, 
the towest point is 340 m a.s.t. and the highest one, 2008 m a.s.i. Totatiy 25 preeipitation sta
tions have uninterrupted series in 1950-2001. Mean annuat preeipitation totais vary between 
750 mm and 1400 mm. Äbsoiute summer maximum in daity totats was 147 mm and the autumn 
one 112 mm. The maximum in 5-day totais, 205 mm, occurred in Sept. 1984 and 184 mm in 
Aug.1996. Mean annuat discharge of the Hron river is 25.6 mAs"̂  at the Banskä Bystrica stage 
(maximum 560 m .s*̂ ). The most serious fiash ftoods foiiowed the occurrence of stightty pro-
gressed centrai cycione or trough across Siovakia. Finaity 26 the most extreme 5-day events 
have been studied, inetuding synoptic anaiysis (Szoigay et ai., 2002). 

Method and Resuits 
Outputs of nine Generat cireuiation modeis (GCMs) have been utiiized in Stovakia since 1995. 
The newest GCMs can aiso offer monthiy vatues of preeipitation variabiiity, specific humidity 
and air pressure. Preeipitation and some other eiements are dependent mostty on air tempera
ture, specific air humidity and atmospheric cireuiation conditions. The scenarios of seiected cü
matic eiements change in Siovakia have been prepared using modet Outputs from the Canadian 
Center for Cümatic Studies and Anaiyses GCMs, issued in 1997 and 2000 and the Goddard tn
stitute for Space Studies GCM, USA, issued in 1998. Ati GCMs are coupted, i e. atmosphere-
ocean cireuiation modeis with greenhouse gasses and aerosots inftuence on change in radiative 
forcing. Anaiyses based on previous scenarios were pubiished e.g. in Hiavcovä et at, 1999, Ma-
jercäkovä, 2000, Kostka, Hoiko, 2001, Pekärovä, Mikiänek, 2001, Petrovic, 2000. 
Based on regionat downscaiing of those three modets the scenarios of iong-term monthty 
means of air temperature, specific humidity and preeipitation have been projected for Centrat 
Stovakia as fotiows (onty the 2075 time horizon is shown in Tabie 1, Lapin et ai., 1999, 2001): 

Tabie 1 Deviations of mean monthiy air temperature change (dT) and quotients of 
mean monthiy specific humidity (qs) and preeipitation totais (qR) change ac
cording to scenarios based on the CCCM1997, CCCM2000 and G!SS1998 Outputs 
for the center of Siovakia in the 2075 time horizon compared to 1951-1980 means. 

Mode) 
CCCM1997 
CCCM1997 
CCCM1997 
CCCM2000 
CCCM2000 
CCCM2000 
OSS1998 
G!SS1998 
OSS1998 

Eiement 
dT[°C] 
qs 
qR 

dT[°C] 
qs 
qR 

dT[°C] 
qs 
qR 

)V 
2.3 
1.17 
1.04 
3.8 
1.25 
1.01 
2.2 
1.19 
1.07 

2.3 
1.17 
1.07 
3.2 
1.24 
1.06 
1.9 
1.16 
1.05 

V! 
2.9 
1.21 
0.87 
2.7 
1.20 
0.88 
1.8 
1.13 
0.99 

Vi! 
3.4 
1.23 
0.89 
3.5 
1.21 
0.84 
2.1 
1.14 
0.97 

VI!) 
3.6 
1.23 
0.94 
3.4 
1.20 
0.92 
2.4 
1.16 
0.98 

)X 
3.6 
1.23 
1.03 
3.3 
1.20 
1.11 
2.3 
1.15 
1.02 

3.0 
1.23 
1.09 
3.0 
1.23 
1.18 
2.3 
1.17 
1.05 

X! 
2.0 
1.21 
1.18 
2.2 
1.21 
1.17 
2.6 
1.21 
1.05 

Simpiified equation for caicuiation of short-term preeipitation totats at changing air temperature 
(T) was devetoped (Lapin et ai., 2003): 
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where g = 9.8 m.ŝ , o = dp/dt = -p.g.w- e.g. generaiized verticat vetocity, w- vertica) compo
nent of wind vetocity vector, s - specific air humidity above the condensation tevet Pc, p - air 
pressure, t - time, p - air density. For the water vapor partiat pressure (e) and specific humidity 
(s) there is a retation: s = 0.622 . e/(p - 0.378 e). Dependence of saturated s on T at the 900 
hPa tevet is shown in Fig. 1a. tt is supposed that att water fatts immediatety after condensation 
as preeipitation on the Earth's surface. Decrease of s at verticat air motion up is in aecordance 
with the adiabatic proeess for saturated air. tn case of rising s (at higher T) atso w is increasing 
in generat, but it depends on verticat temperature gradient and on verticat thermat instabitity. 
Supposing increase of turbutent exchange of air humidity and energy at higher T by 3-4 °C in 
saturated air, the condensation proeess (and preeipitation totats as wett) can increase by an
other 10-50% in the summer season. Fina) catcutation of short-term extreme preeipitation totats 
is based on expected devetopment of monthty T and s averages in the 2010, 2030 and 2075 
time frames. For exampte, at mean w = 0.1 m.s'̂  the 24 h preeipitation is 35.5 mm for saturated 
s = 4 g.kĝ  and 174.5 mm for s = 20 g.kg"* at the 900 hPa tevet. 
These short-term preeipitation scenarios foüow the T and s Outputs of the GCMs by presump-
tion that the w at condensation proeess witt stightty increase with rising T and s, mainty in the 
summer months. Projected increase in preeipitation totats for extreme preeipitation events 
(causing ftash ftoods) is 20-40% at short-term (stormy) totais and 15-30% at 3- to 5-day totats 
by the 2075 time horizon from Aprit to November. 
tn fottowing part of the study the impact of cümate change on extreme short-term preeipitation 
and changes in resutted fioods by hydroiogicai modeiing were estimated. For modeiing of runoff 
caused by changed extreme 5-days preeipitation totats the hydrotogicat rainfait-runoff modei 
deveioped at the Stovak University of Technotogy was used. tt is a coneeptuat tumped modet 
consisted of three subroutines - subroutine of snow metting and snow accumutation, soit sub-
routine and runoff subroutine. The modet works in daiiy time step and contains 15 caiibrated 
parameters. A parameter catibration procedure based on the genetic aigorithm using severat 
objective functions is buiit into the modet. input data required for the runoff simutation in daity 
time step are mean daüy preeipitation totais in the basin, mean daity air temperature and iong-
term mean monthty potentiat evapotranspiration. For catibration of the modet discharges in the 
basin outtet are required. 

Tabie 2 Quotients of changes in extreme 5-day preeipitation totais for three 
cümate change scenarios and horizons of 2010, 2030 and 2075 years. 
Mode) Horizon )V V) VH Vü! )X X) 
CCCM1997 2010 1.07 1.05 1.10 1.13 1.12 1.10 1.10 1.11 

2030 1.11 1.10 1.16 1.20 1.17 1.15 1.13 1.12 
2075 1.25 1.29 1.41 1.47 1.42 1.36 1.28 1.24 

CCCM2000 2010 1.18 1.19 1.11 1.15 1.12 1.10 1.09 1.07 
2030 1.25 1.25 1.17 1.24 1.18 1.14 1.12 1.11 
2075 1.38 1.41 1.38 1.47 1.37 1.31 1.28 1.25 

OSS1998 2010 
2030 
2075 

1.07 
1.09 
1.26 

1.08 
1.11 
1.25 

1.08 
1.11 
1.25 

1.08 
1.11 
1.28 

1.06 
1.08 
1.28 

1.05 
1.07 
1.23 

1.05 
1.08 
1.21 

1.05 
1.10 
1.25 

The rainfait-runoff modet was caiibrated and vaiidated for the upper part of the Hron river basin 
on data from the period of 1961-2000. Then from this period 26 the most extreme 5-days pre
eipitation totats have been setected (onty events with conttnuai preeipitation during 5 days were 
considered). For foiiowing theoreticai runoff modeiing daity preeipitation totats during setected 
extreme events were modified according to the CCCM1997, CCCM2000 a GiSS1998 cümate 
scenarios for the time horizons of 2010, 2030 and 2075. Quotients of changes in extreme 5-
days preeipitation totats from the reference period of 1961-2000 for 3 ctimate change scenarios 
are in Tabie 2. On the basis of assumption of dry periods between extreme rainfaü situations in 
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the future another daity preeipitation totats in originat data set were not changed. Air tempera
ture and potentiat evapotranspiration was modified for ati period of 1961-2000 according to the 
ctimate scenarios in monthty time step. Changes in potentiat evapotranspiration [mm/month] in 
comparison with the reference period of 1961-2000 are iiiustrated in Tabie 3. 

Tab!e 3 Changes in potentiai evapotranspiration [mm/month] for three cii 
mate change scenarios and horizons of 2010, 2030 and 2075 years. 
Mode! Horizon iV Vi Vii Viii iX Xi 
CCCM1997 2010 2.0 2.4 2.1 5.0 7.3 2.8 0.? 

2030 3.9 3.3 5.5 8.6 9.0 2.5 0.7 
2075 5.1 11.3 11.5 17.3 16.0 9.1 0.9 

CCCM2000 2010 5.4 8.3 2.7 7.6 8.4 3.3 0.8 1.0 
2030 8.5 8.0 6.5 12.2 10.6 2.5 0.7 l . i 
2075 8.3 15.4 10.8 18.0 14.9 8.3 0.9 2.4 

OSS1998 2010 
2030 
2075 

1.8 
1.5 
5.1 

2.1 
3.2 
7.1 

2.3 
3.4 
6.2 

3.7 
9.6 

1.5 
3.2 
9.0 

0.7 
1.1 

0.4 
0.4 
0.5 

0.8 
i.4 
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Figure 1a Dependence of saturated specific humidity (s*) on temperature (T) at the 900 hPa ievei. 
Figure 1b-1d Changes for the CCCM1997, CCCM2000 and GiSS1998 based scenarios of mean daiiy 
discharges 5 days before, 5 days during and 10 days after the event and the 2010, 2030, 2075 hori
zons in percentages compared to originai event in 8-12. X. 1980 (seiected from 26 events). 

For changed cümate inputs in aü setected extreme events mean daity discharges with the caii
brated rainfait-runoff modet have been simutated and compared with originat ftoods. From the 
comparison of originat ftoods with simutated runoff in future time horizons decrease in runoff 
before and increase in runoff during extreme situations can be indieated. in many cases increa
ses in mean daity discharges were rather extreme. Exampte for one event is shown in Fig. 1b-
1d, where for the 2010, 2030 and 2075 time horizons the differences between simuiated and 
originat mean daüy discharges are shown in percentages (5 days before, 5 days during and 10 
days after the event). Examptes of maximum change in mean daity discharge at Banska 
Bystrica stage for 6 setected historicai extreme preeipitation events are presented in Tabie 4. 
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Tabie 4 Maximum change in mean daiiy discharge at the Banska Bystrica stage by changed pa
rameters according to designed scenarios for the CCCM1997, CCCM2000 and G!SS1998 Outputs 
and the 2010, 2030 and 2075 horizons for 6 seiected historicai extreme preeipitation events. 
Date CCCM1997 CCCM2000 G!SS1998 

2010 2030 2075 2010 2030 2075 2010 2030 
21.-25. 7. 1976 25 36 94 23 36 89 13 17 

4.9 7.0 18.2 4.5 7.1 17.3 2.58 3.4 
14. -18. 9. 1976 16 25 60 15 21 50 10 13 

10.0 15.0 34.3 8.8 12.7 30.5 6.3 7.9 
8.-12. 10. 1980 28 36 70 24 31 71 16 24 

46.9 59.9 118.0 39.5 52.8 119.0 26.8 40.6 
19.-23. 5. 1984 32 22 29 50 14 16 

6.7 10.8 45.4 31.2 41.9 72.0 19.5 23.3 
21.-25. 9. 1984 25 42 117 23 34 95 14 18 

32.4 51.1 143.7 30.3 41. 117.2 18.5 24.2 
17.-21. 7. 1997 16 

9 1 
21 
12.1 

54 
29.3 

14 
8.2 

23 
12.7 

51 
27.8 5.3 

12 
7.0 

Conciusion 
From anatysis of changes in the extreme events due to ctimate change the increase in extreme 
short-term preeipitation and the increase in caused ftoods can be indieated. From the resutts of 
att simutated events it can be seen that the mean daity discharges can increase in comparison 
with the originat runoff up to 70 % in the 2010, up to 80 in the 2075 and up to 140 % in the 2075 
time horizon. More information can be found in the titerature tisted betow. 
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Spatia) Anaiysis of Daiiy and Houriy Preeipitation Amounts with 
Respect to Terrain 
Vit Kveton, Radim Toiasz 
Czech Hydrometeoroiogicai tnstitute 

ABSTRACT 
Some Methods of Daiiy and Hourty Preeipitation Spatiat Anatysis with Respect to Terrain are 
described. tvlethods were used for Evaiuation of Rainfaii during August s 2002 Ftood's Period in the 
Czech Repubtic. Geographie System Arc/info Environment in Connection with Oraete and Redap 
Databases were used. Some resutts are presented as examptes. 
1. introduction 
Extremety high preeipitation hit the Czech Repubtic in periods during August 6 and 8 and between 
August 11 and 13. (CHMt, 2002) 
The movement of two distinct depressions and the retated frontat Systems over centrai Europe 
caused the disastrous fioods in the centrai Europe, one foitowing the other at a very short distance 
of time. Both depressions hit the Czech Repubtic with their rainiest sectors, the area to the west -
northwest from the centre of the depression. Moreover, both of them moved onty very stowiy, which 
extended the period of continuous rainfaii, and in some piaces rainstorms. The preeipitation was 
markediy intensified by the windward effect, mainiy in the äumava Mts., Novohradske hory Mts. and 
Krusne hory Mts. during the both preeipitation periods. The same effect was occurred in the 
Jizerske hory Mts., Krkonose Mts. and Oriicke hory Mts. during the second period. 
Between August 6 titt 8 in the Novohradske hory Mts. and the Cesky Krumiov area 130-250 mm of 
rain fei! over the two days, which is 150-200 % of August's normai. Atso west Bohemia and south 
Moravia were hit, especiatty the Dyje river basin (from 60 to 130 mm). The highest rainfaii was 
measured on 6 August at the Stare Hute Station, 101.4 mm, and on 7 August at the Podhorskä Ves 
Station, 180.5 mm. The highest preeipitation totais for the two days were measured at the Stare 
Hute Station, 254.3 mm, and at the Podhorskä Ves Station, 277.7 mm. 
On August 12 and 13 more meteoroiogicai stations both in Krusne hory Mts. and Jizerske hory Mts. 
recorded daiiy preeipitation amount more than 200 mm, two-days amount greater than 300 mm. 
Most was measured at Cinovec 312 mm in one day, which is the second highest vatue in history. 
(The highest daiiy totai 345.1 mm was measured on the Station Novä Louka in Jizerske hory Mts., 
etevation 780 m.) Two-days totat on Cinovec 380 mm is the higest observed vatue (the second one 
was observed on Lysä Hora in Beskydy Mts., 371.2 mm, eievation 1324 m). 
The first rain period caused the big ftood in the south and southwest Bohemia. The second period 
resuited in terribte ftoods in the whoie Vttava and Ohre catchments. The Vitava river cutminated in 
Prague on 14 August at noon, at a ieve) of 782 cm (the Prague-Chuchte water gauge) and a 
discharge of 5,200 m̂.s"\ which matches the recurrence time of 500 years. On Vitava's ieft bank 
near the Charles Bridge water tevet in August 2002 was 140 cm above the mark made in 1890, 75 
cm above the 1845 mark and even 55 cm above the 1784 mark. This is the highest ever-evaiuated 
discharge in the Vttava in Prague in the history of routine observations. 
During fioods were kiiied 18 persons, caused unusuat hardship, destroyed many houses, 
damaged traffic Communications, bridges, factories, crops in fieids and kitted many animais. The 
ioss to the economy was estimated more than 25,000,000,000 Euro, which is highest in a written 
history of this region. Losses and damages wouid have been probabiy much higher without the 
good meteorotogicat forecasts. 
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Each ftood in the Czech Repubtic is very eomptex anatysed from views of meteorotogy, ctimatotogy, 
hydrotogy, economy, actions to avoid or minimize danger and damages etc. Preeipitation Anatysis 
is the first step of this. Computerized methods are used in CHMt at the present above att for these 
purposes. 

2. Digita! space anaiysis of preeipitation fieids 
Different methods are used for digitat spatiat anatysis of ctimatotogicat etements in CHMt. Aü 
methods conserve observed vatues in resutted grids and maps. 
System Ctidata is basic system used in CHMt and some the other countries. R. Totasz and L.Coufat 
devetoped it in 1995. tt is based on Oraete database and used for data saving managing and 
preprocessing, making of setected derived characteristics and the other Outputs (Toiasz R., 1999, 
2000). One of them is creating of digitat meteoroiogicai maps using ArcView by method, which was 
suggested by V. Kveton in 1999 for a quick anatysis of hatf houriy to daity data. The method 
supposes observed data atso in surrounding of the Czech Repubtic. tt uses grid pixeis 0,1 to 1 km 
in smoothed terrain ZO (eievation of each pixei is average from eievations in 20 km surrounding). 
At first, observed data from both stations with eievation different no more than 50 m from smoothed 
terrain and stations with tow preeipitation (<=0.6 mm for houriy, 1.5 mm for 3 hourty and 10mm for 
24 hourty amount) are interpoiated to grid SRA0 by kriging. 
At second, iinear regression dependence on height for each from the other stations is computed by 
using observed data from 50 km surrounding of each Station from the second group. Differences of 
measured vaiues from SRAO and differences eievations from smoothed terrain are used for 
Computing regression equation SRA - SRAO = B*fe^ev3f/on- ZĈ ). Grid of coefficients B is 
computed by kriging on the base of both B founded for stations of the second group and B = 0 
arbitrary used for stations of the first group. 
At third, resutted grid SRA1 = SRAO + BY e/evaf/on_of_ p/xe/- ZOJ is computed. 
The other method is used more years for monthty and yeariy data, sometimes for daiiy data. Locai 
tinear dependence of measured vatues on height is determined for each Station, inciuded coefficient 
of determination. (For each regression are used measured data from cireuiar surrounding of given 
Station. Radius of this one is dependent on spatiai density of data. For temperature is used 90 km. 
For preeipitation is now used 50 km.) 
Measured data, regression coefficients, residuai vatues of regresstons and determination 
coefficients assigned to pixeis containing Station position (i.e. pixeis with measured data) are 
interpoiated using kriging into grids as foüows: grid of observed data Obs, grid of regression 
coefficients BC, grid of residua) vaiues Rv* and grid of determination coefficients Def. 
Resutted grid fietd Restv/f of is evaiuated from equation 
Resu/f = Der**fSC*A/Muo'e+R\̂  + fi-Der*J*Obs (E.1) 
P. Serct and P. Lett first used the tast equation in 1998. Ctimatotogicat department mostty uses 
variant of this one with Def = 1 (i.e. K=0), which was used at first in CHMi by R. Srnensky in 1996 
(Kveton et att. 1997, 2000, Kveton 2001). 

3. Evaiuation of fioods in August 2002 

3.1 D/sfr/bt/f/on of Ra/nfa// /n Space 

3.2.1 Daity data 
Daity precipitations were anatyzed by method imptemented in Ciidata (see above). Digitat maps for 
more than daity amounts were computed as sum of daity maps. Fig. 1 shows Space Distribution of 
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Rainfaü on 11. August 2000 !t coutd be seen preeipitation markediy intensified by the windward 
effect, in the eastern part of §umava Mts. 

MtN = 0 mm 
MAX = 164 mm 

Ihr* 

mm 
<1 
1 - 10 

{ 10-40 
H)H 41 -80 

81 - 120 
HH! 121 - 160 

> 160 

Fig. 1: Preeipitation amount 11.V)!!. 06 h - 12 Vt)i. 2002 06 h UTC 

3.2.2. Houriy data 
Houriy preeipitation distribution was anaiyzed by two methods as foiiows: 

* Digitizing of ombrographic measurements (141 stations) foüowed by Computing of reiative 
houriy preeipitation sum to daiiy sum (24 h) measured by raingauge. Obtained Reiative 
Vaiues were interpoiated into grid by iDW method. Resuited grids for each hour were 
obtained muitipiying of grid s reiative vatues by grid of daity sum computed from daity 
observations (see above). 

* Detection of rainfaü using meteorotogicat radar. Rainfaü is detected using high-quaiity data 
yieided by two modern met radar stations tocated at Brdy and Skatky, transmitted at 10 
minute intervats. Resuits of radar measurements in most centrat European countries are 
atso avaüabie but onty once in 30 minutes and detayed by tens of minutes. To improve the 
quantitative estimates of preeipitation certain correction procedures have been introduced, 
which inciude adjustment to the verticat profüe of refiectivity and adjustment to or 
combination with rain gauge measurements. Grids in 1 km step were made. (Saiek, M. -
Toiasz, R., 2000, CHMt 2003) 

More maps of spatiat distribution of preeipitation in the fuü paper are given. 

3.2 Area/ prec/p/faf/on 
Processing the measured preeipitation totats using the up-to-date GtS methods in combination with 
database Redap has made it possibie to caieuiate areai preeipitation and descriptive statistics over 
differentiy defined areas, such as the country's regions or river basins. Some exampies are given in 
fuü paper. The voiume of rain that feit on the Czech territory from 6 to 15 August 2002 was gigantic. 
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tn the area betonging to the Labe basin (up to the nationa) border), it amounted to 6.95 km̂ , of 
which in the Vttava basin 4.98 km̂ . On 6 and 7 August atone, the Vttava basin received 1.87 km̂ , 
and the whote of the Labe basin received 2.02 krrA On 11 and 12 August the Vttava basin received 
2.77 krn̂  and the whote of the Labe basin took 3.91 krn^ of water. 
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Fig. 3: Average and 0, 20, 80 and 100 percentits of preeipitation amounts occurred in Labe basin (in 
the Czech Repubtic) during ftoods in August 2002. 
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Preeipitation across a mesoscaie mountain ridge - The Reykjanes 
Experiment (REX) 
tvlarcet de Vries* and Haraidur Ötafsson** 
'University of Wageningen, The Nethertands 
**University of teetand, The teetandie tvleteorotogicat Office and tnstitute for tvleteorotogicat 
Research 

ABSTRACT 
A dense network of raingauges is operated across a 700 m high mountain ridge in SW-tcetand in 
the autumn of 2002. The mountain ridge is oriented perpendicutar to the main wind direction during 
preeipitation. The maximum preeipitation is found immediateiy in the iee of the mountain crest and 
it amounts to about 350% of the preeipitation in the towtands upstream of the mountains and 600% 
of the preeipitation in the towtands in the tee of the mountains. The stronger the winds are, the more 
difference there is between preeipitation in the mountains and on the towtands. This is particutarty 
ctear for the upstream side. 

1. introduction 
Preeipitation is known to be up to severa) times greater in mountains than on nearby fiat tand. A 
key factor in increasing the preeipitation in mountains is undoubtediy tinked to the forced ascent of 
the airmass as the horizontai wind impinges the mountains. Other processes such as differentiat 
heating ieading to iocat enhancement of convection and tocai ascent in gravity waves may atso be 
of importance. 
The main purpose of the Reykjanes Experiment (REX) is to investigate and exptain the preeipitation 
pattern in the mountainous Reykjanes peninsuta, SW-icetand. tn order to do this, the preeipitation 
has been measured at severai tocations during a period of about 5 weeks in the autumn of 2002. 
The Reykjanes mountain ränge is about 700 m high, 10 km wide and the Observation network of 17 
gauges extends about 30 km from the south coast to the north coast of the peninsuta (Fig. 1). The 
preeipitation was observed as soon as possibie after each preeipitation event in order to investigate 
the variabiiity of the preeipitation gradients and how the preeipitation pattern is iinked to the synoptic 
weather conditions. 
Spatiat distribution of preeipitation in eomptex terrain can be even more compiex than the terrain 
itseif. tt is inevitabty dependent upon the nature of the preeipitating Systems whose characteristics 
vary from one piace to another. Ati mountains are atso unique, and consequentiy, it is diffieuit to 
appty resuits obtained in one ptace to another. However, the reiativeiy uniform structure of the 
Reykjanes mountain ridge and the fact that it runs perpendieuiar to the main wind direction during 
preeipitation, add a generat vatue to the resutts of this study 

2. The preeipitation observations 
The preeipitation observations took ptace from 7 September to 16 October 2002. The preeipitation 
gauges were tocated approximatety 20 cm above the ground and the preeipitation during this period 
was aimost exetusiveiy tiquid. There are consequentiy reiativeiy smait errors due to wind ioss. The 
preeipitation was measured manuaiiy during periods between preeipitation events. The 5 week 
Observation period consisted of 6 cases or events that have been anatyzed individuaiiy. Automatic 
wind observations in Btäfjöit are used as a proxy for the wind in the region. 
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Figure 1. The Observation network in the Reykjanes experiment (REX), SW-tceiand. The terrain is 
with 100 m intervats. 

3. Observationa! resuits 
The tota) observed preeipitation at a)t of the stations is shown in Fig. 2. The tota) preeipitation at the 
mountain stations (no.2-6) is typicaHy 700-800 mm with a maximum of about 850 mm. The 
corresponding vatues are about 260 mm at the south coast and about 140 mm at the north coast 
(Reykjavik). The maximum is observed immediatety in the tee of the highest part of the mountain 
ränge, but there are retativety smatt differences between the stations ctose to the highest part of the 
mountain ränge. There is a tocat minimum at the very top of the mountains (no. 4), but that is 
presumabty retated to wind toss. The steepest gradient in the preeipitation is at a distance of 2-7 
km downstream of the mountains. Figure 3 shows the proportion of preeipitation in the mountains 
to preeipitation in the towtands at different wind speeds. tt is evident that the stronger the wind is, 
the greater is the preeipitation gradient on the upstream side of the mountains. The data atso 
indicates a simitar gradient in the tee, but the resutts are not as ctear on this. The number of cases 
is too smatt for sotid statisticat anaiysis, but the stope of a best-fit regression for the upstream cases 
suggests that for an increase in wind speed from 6 to 12 m/s the preeipitation in the mountains may 
increase from about 200% to about 500% of the iowiand vaiues. 
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Figure 2. Totai observed preeipitation in the Reykjanes Experiment from 7 September - 16 October 
2002. 
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Figure 3. Ratio of preeipitation in the mountains and preeipitation in the iowiands for different wind 
speeds. The preeipitation ratio is defined as the average of 4 stations giving most preeipitation in 
the mountains divided by a) the two stations 1a and 1b upstream of the mountains and b) the two 
stations furthest downstream of the mountains (11 and 12). The wind speed is the average wind 
speed as observed in Biäfjöii during preeipitation. 
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5. Discussion 
tn this study we find the mean preeipitation to be 6 times greater in the Reykjanes mountains than 
in Reykjavik, some 20 km downstream. A targe preeipitation gradient in this region is certainty not a 
surprise and for the area ctose to Reykjavik it corresponds wet! with previous observations, 
indicating that the mean preeipitation in Heiömörk (no.9) is about 100% greater than in the centrat 
part of Reykjavik (Sigurösson, 1964). The retativety high preeipitation vatues observed in the 
mountains are however greater than expected. The corresponding factor between the preeipitation 
in the mountains and at the south coast is 3-4, which is atso a tittte more than expected (Einarsson, 
1976). The data indicates that strong preeipitation gradient on the upstream side is associated with 
strong winds. This is undoubtediy reiated to greater verticat vetocity upstream of the mountains and 
more advection of moist air. The corresponding signat for the downstream preeipitation is not as 
ctear, suggesting that greater spittover may to some extent compensate for more preeipitation 
produetion in the mountains than over the downstream iowiand. 
During a iarge part of the year, mean wind speeds during preeipitation are greater than in this 
experiment. The observed sensitivity of the preeipitation gradient to the wind speed suggests that 
the difference between preeipitation in the mountains and at the upstream coast may be even 
greater than observed here. 
One of the reasons why iittie is, so far, known about preeipitation in the Reykjanes mountains is that 
there is practicatty no runoff on the surface of the earth. Significant fiuetuations of groundwater 
have been observed, but they have been attributed to changes in waterways betow the surface of 
the earth. The sensitivity of the preeipitation gradient to wind speed study suggests that when 
investigating the rote of preeipitation in the groundwater budget, the preeipitation observed at the 
coast may not be a sufficient indicator for preeipitation in the entire catchment and that variations in 
wind speed shouid be considered as weii. 
The data presented here wiit be used for vaiidation of high-resotution numericai simuiations of 
preeipitation. 
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Verticat transport processes associated with deep convection have become an issue of interest in the 
context of the VERTtKATOR (Vertikaier Austausch und Orographie - Verticat Exchange and 
Orography) project which is part of the German Nationai Atmospheric Research Programme 
AFO2000. One reason for this interest is the reiativeiy poor representation of the distribution of 
preeipitation in mountainous terrain within weather forecasting modets. Another reason is the interest 
in a better assessment of the re-distribution of poüuted air masses from the boundary tayer into the 
upper troposphere. Mountain induced thermat circutations (Aipine Pumping) give rise to a iow ievet 
transport towards the Aips in the afternoon. Convergence aiong the northern Atpine ridge can tead to 
the formation of thunderstorm ceüs. Very effective vertica) transport occurs in these storms. Upward 
transport is associated with the trace gas transport from the boundary tayer, downward transport 
often is connected to heavy preeipitation and destrueting winds at the ground. During Juty 2002 the 
second phase of the VERTtKATOR fietd experiment was performed in Southern Germany focussing 
on quantifying these horizontat and verticat transport processes. Four aircraft and three ground-based 
radar Systems were the major experimentat toois with respect to the objectives reievant for the 
present paper. DLR s POLDiRAD and the Doppier Radar of DWD were scanning the storms as they 
devetoped over the mountains and then moved towards the NE according to the weak south-westerty 
ftow aioft. The DLR bistatic radar system made measurements of the two-dimensionai wind fieid of 
the storms thus enabiing for the first time a simuitaneous measurement of the quasi horizontat wind 
vector within Southern German thunderstorms additionat to the Duai Doppter wind retrievai from the 
two active radars. Aircraft were probtng the storm infiow region in the boundary tayer (Do128) and in 
the outfiow region in the anvit (Faicon). Chemicai species were measured on both aircraft and thus 
wiü be compared in order to give an indication of the effectiveness of the verticat upward transports 
within the storm ceüs. The in-situ and the remote sensing instrumentation (WiND-üdar on Fatcon) of 
the aircraft give a good indication on the horizontai airftow prior to and during storm activity. These 
measurements show, for the first time, the verticai as weii as the horizontat (northward) extend of the 
mountain induced ftow regimes north of the Aips. The present paper wiü give an overview of the fieid 
experiment measurement and preüminary resutts. For ütustration, the 9 Juiy 2002 case wiü be 
discussed in more detaii. On this day many of the processes discussed above coutd be studied in 
great detaii. The focus here is on the verticai transport processes. More information on the thermai 
wind fieids associated with Atpine Pumping as weü as more detaiied anaiysis of the preeipitation 
microphysics wiü be given in additionai contribütions. 
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in June 2002 the VERTiKATOR-experiment (Vertica) exchange and orography) was carried out in the 
area of the Btack Forest to study the conditions under which convection devetops over orographie 
terrain. As modets often do not predict the temporat and spatiai deveiopment of convection with 
sufficient aceuracy the aim of this study was to determine the main differences of modetted and 
observed temperature and humidity profites and the consequences of these differences for 
convective processes. Additonat to temperature and humidity profites, the convective avaiiabie 
potentiat temperature (CAPE), the cumutus convection tevei (CCL) and the trigger temperature were 
compared. 
Data from the LM-modei (Lokatmodett) of the German Weather Service (DWD) and verticat profites 
measured by radiosondes in the Rhine vattey and at the eastern part of the Btack Forest as weit as 
surface data from the centrat part of the Btack Forest are avaiiabie with high temporat resoiution (2 
hour intervais). The Data were anaiysed for June 19, 2002 when deep convection with heavy rain 
devetoped over the centrat part of the northern Biack Forest. 
it was found that modetted and observed temperature profites, surface temperature and trigger 
temperature agree quite weit for the Rhine vattey and the eastern part of the Biack Forest, white the 
humidity profites reveai significant differences, both in the ptanetary boundary iayer and the free 
troposphere. The modetted surface temperatures are iower than the modetted trigger temperatures at 
both sites which is in agreement with the observations. 
For the centrat part of the Btack Forest (Hornisgrinde) the temporat behaviour of the trigger and 
surface temperatures were catcutated with two different methods: (t) from the LM-modei data at the 
corresponding grid point of the Hornisgrinde and (it) with the observationat data from the Hornisgrinde 
measurement site at the reat height of orography, which is about 400 m higher than the modet 
orography and the temperature profite from the LM modet. White the modet data (t) indicate that the 
surface temperature does not reach the trigger temperature version it gives a much better agreement 
for the onset and duration of convection. Thus it can be conetuded that the smoothed orography of 
the LM modet is one inftuencing parameter for the wrong evotution of convection over eomptex 
terrain. 
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Tracking of Water Vapour Contributing to Preeipitation Events 
over the Eastern itaiian Aips 
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ABSTRACT 
Some preüminary resuits are presented from a research project aimed at the identification of 
preeipitation patterns over Trentino (Eastern itaiian Aips: Fig. 1), as weü as the 'history' and, 
possibiy, origin of the water vapour which contributes to them. Recent preeipitation events have 
been adopted as test cases for modei simuiation. Back-trajectories of individuai preeipitating 
Systems have been caicuiated, starting from seiected ending points in the target area, by means 
of the Lagrangian mode) FLEXTRA (Stoh) and Wotawa, 1995), on the basis of meteoroiogica) 
fieids provided by ECMWF anatysis data. Representative patterns have been determined from 
resutting trajectories by means of ciustering techniques. The anaiysis shows a constantiy high 
contribution to evaporation over the Mediterranean Sea, but atso over the eastern Attantic 
Ocean. However, in some cases a significant part of moisture seems to be advected from areas 
far upstream, such as western Attantic or even tropicat/sub-tropicat regions. 

1. The Project AQUAPAST 
The present work has been performed in the frame of the research project AQUAPAST. The 
project aims at investigating ctimatic trends of preeipitation patterns over the Trentino region 
through muitipie approach, inetuding both experimentai methods (e.g. chemicai-physicai 
anaiysis of speieothemes from cave statagmites and of preeipitation water sampies) and 
through numericai simutation of recent preeipitating system evoiution. 

it is weü known that preeipitation events in the Aipine area may dispiay a wide ränge of typicai 
patterns depending on both synoptic forcing and the way moist air masses are brought to the 

Fig. 1. Map snotv/ng f/ie 
/ocaf/or? of fne Tren̂ /no 
reg/on /r? f/ie Easfem 
/fa//an /Ups and fne 20 
se/eefed end/ng po/'n̂s of 
comp̂ fed fra/eefor/es. 
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Atpine orography. As an exampie, the shape and dynamics of cycionic structures strongiy 
depend on the arc-shaped Aipine barrier (Rotunno and Ferretti, 2000). it is stiii to be 
investigated the iocai possibie infiuenee of the regionat peeuiiar orography of Trentino, which 
Stretches out as a wedge into the Po Piain. A eiimatotogieat anaiysis of preeipitation distribution 
in Trentino with a particutar focus on maxima occurring over the adiacent Preaips, in connection 
with south-easteriy winds carrying moist air from the Adriatic Sea, is under way. 

2. Methods 
2. f. Events se/eef/or? 
Twetve remarkabie preeipitation events in the years 1990-2002 have been seiected on the basis 
of preeipitation intensity, measured by rain gauge networks, and taking into account a ränge of 
synoptic patterns (such as Attantic tows, Mediterranean cyciones, etc.). Seiected events are 
characterized by synoptic Systems coming from the quadrant between S and W, since for 
exampie coid fronts coming from E or from N have generatty iittte preeipitation effects on this 
area of Atps, at ieast for the chosen seasons (autumn, winter and spring: summer has been 
exciuded to avoid considering prevaiiing convective preeipitation). 
The above events have been adopted as test cases for subsequent modei simutations. 
2.2. Tra/ecfor/es 
5-day back-trajectories have been computed using the iagrangian modet FLEXTRA (Stoht and 
Wotawa, 1995) which integrates trajectories interpotating wind records to current particie 
position and empioying Petterssen's (1940) scheme. The modet has been used with CET option 
(Coherent Ensembte of Trajectories method, Wernti and Davies, 1997), adopting as input fietds 
the anaiyses produced by ECMWF. For the most recent events, wind and other fieids are 
provided on a regutar grid of 0.5°x0.5°, 60 teveis in the verticat and every 3 hours. 
Representative ending points for the trajectories to be catcutated have been fixed on a 3D-grid 
with a 0.5° horizontat resotution and 200 m verticai resotution. This impties a totat number of Nz 
= 23 horizontai ieveis; on each of them Nx x Ny = 5 x 4 grid points are set, resutting in an overaü 
number of 460 endpoints (Fig. 1). 

2.3. C/̂ sfer/ng 
tn order to identify the most significant patterns starting from a wide number of catcutated 
trajectories, suitabte criteria to gather them around representative modes have been borrowed 
from ciustering anatysis techniques. 
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Various hierarchica) aggtomerative ctustering techniques have been tested (Brankov et a!., 
1998; Cape et ai., 2000; Doriing et a!., 1992; Moody and Gaiioway, 1988; Rossa et ai., 2000). At 
the end the Average-Linkage Ciustering aigorithm (Cape et ai., 2000) has been seiected due to 
good Performance. A key issue is the use of an appropriate input dataset to reiate possibie high 
evaporation starting regions to areas where strong preeipitation occurs. At first a 
muitidimensionat phase space was adopted: dimensions inciuded space coordinates (iatitude, 
iongitude, height) over 6-hour time iags for 20 time steps, resuiting in 60 degrees of freedom. 
Later the number of degrees of freedom has been modified by inciuding other variabies, such 
as specific humidity and eiiminating spatiai coordinates at the intermediate trajectory stage. 
in order to minimize the variance between trajectories within the same ciuster and to maximize 
the variance between different ciusters, the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) has been 
anaiysed for various possibie number of ciusters detecting sudden breaks (Fig. 2). As 
suggested in the titerature (Doriing et ai., 1992), the breaks identify the merging of significantiy 
different ciusters of trajectories. 
At the end of the procedure oniy significant ciusters inciuding a number trajectories not iess 
than 2% of the overaü trajectory number have been retained in order to avoid outiayers. 
3. Some preüminary resuits 

-
Ciuster 1, n = 27. z = 5640 m Ciuster 2, n = 44, z = 5250 m 

Ciuster 3, n = 130. z = 3600 m Ciuster 4, n = 63. z = 3320 m 

Ciuster 5, n = 27, z = 2370 m Ciuster 6, n = 19, z= 1660 m 
Fig. 3. Mos? represenfaf/Ve c/usfers of fra/eefor/es for fne s/mtv/af/or? offne /nfense prec/p/faf/on evenf of 26 
Movemüer 2002 ("n" /s fne number of fra/eefor/es /n eaen c/usfer and "z" /s fne mean arr/va/ c/tvsfer 
e/evaf/'on above mean sea /eye/). 
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An example of resuiting data is shown for the intense preeipitation event of 26 November 2002, 
produced by a deep Atiantic iow (extending itseif down to the South-Morocco) and 
characterized by a mean daity preeipitation of 55 mm on Trentino (with a maximum of 120 mm 
recorded by some meteoroiogicai stations). tn Fig. 3 CET-back-trajectories have been traced 
ieading to the setected ending points where maximum preeipitation has been detected to occurr 
at that time. Starting from the first panei, the foiiowing ciusters are observed: a ciuster of North 
Atiantic, high tevet trajectories; a ciuster of medium ievei trajectories starting from subtropicai 
Attantic area; two ciusters starting at iow tevet from Saharian desert areas; a peeuiiar ciuster of 
trajectories starting from high tevei on the Western Mediterranean and fiowing down to terrain 
ieve) on the Libyan desert (probabiy retated to a cotd and dry air mass in the rear of a previous 
upper )ow passing over North Africa) and, finatty, a ciuster of trajectories ftowing at iow ieveis 
over the Adriatic sea (this a typicat feature in cases of heavy orographie rain on the southern 
side of the Eastern Atps). 
The contribution of different 'air masses' to the preeipitation event has been estimated. Then the 
evotution of significant physicai parameters (such as specific humidity, equivatent potential 
temperature and potentiat vorticity) atong the trajectories has been studied in order to identify 
the areas providing the most retevant evaporation contribution in each event. For exampie, in 
the case study here reported, water vapor sources are strictly retated to ciuster 2 starting from 
subtropicai Atiantic area and to ciuster 6 ftowing over Adriatic Sea (Fig. 3); Clusters 4 and 5 
have an initiat tow vapour content but reach quickty the Saturation over the Tyrrhenian sea. 
A preüminary resuit of the anaiysis on various preeipitation events is the constantiy high 
contribution to evaporation occurring over the Mediterranean, but aiso over the eastern Atiantic. 
However, in some cases a significant part of the moisture appears to be advected from far 
upstream areas, such as over the western Atlantic or even from tropical/sub-tropicat regions. 
The next goal of the project AQUAPAST wiü be to find a confirmation of the assumptions in the 
analysis of tracers (for exampte the isotopic content) in preeipitation water sampies and to make 
some conjecture on the Variation of dominant contribution of airfiow patterns in the past. 
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ABSTRACT 
The retief of southern siopes of the Atps is studied in reiativety fine - 10-km resoiution with the aim 
to find the connections between the coneavity of the retief in Ticino and Friuti/Jutian Atps "comer" 
areas with the two maxima of preeipitation there (Frei and Schär 1998), and the convex barrier of 
the Trentino mountains in between these two areas with the gap in preeipitation fietd there. Some 
simutations with the rea) and with an ideaiized retief are performed to examine the importance of the 
convex Trentino mountains: with simpte kinematic simutations as weit as with dynamic meteorotogicat 
modet, for ideaiized uniform ftows, and for a wet MAP SOP case. 

1. introduction 

The impact of retief of the Atps as a whote upon ftow 
regimes and preeipitation has been studied in a near past 
by many authors (e.g. Buzzi et at. 1998, Schneidereit 
and Schär 2000 Rotunno and Ferretti 2001)). The dry 
experiments ctearty show the pronounced asymmetry as re-
gards the ftow spiitting. The disptacement of spiitting re
gion to the east conveys stronger mass ftow towards the 
west ftank of the mountain ridge resutting in stronger tifting 
there, which can exptain strong preeipitation often occur
ring in Piedmont region. The moist experiments show that 
ftow of tess moist and thus more stabte air from eastern side 
tends towards "ftow-around" and thus deftects westward and 
contributes to the convergence there, enhancing the "fiow
over" at the western side of the obstacte. At targer scate the 
preeipitation is found to be mainty supptied by the barrier 
wind. 

tn finer scate the first empiricat fact of preeipitation fietd 
at the southern side of the Atps is the gap in preeipitation 
accumutation over Trentino and South Tyrot, in between 
the two maxima in Friuti/Jutian Atps and in Ticino. The effects of deftection due to rotation can not 
exptain this feature: Ro - U/fL; so the smatter is the scate, the tess important is the deviation force. 
But in the finer scate retief characteristics might cause the direct effects of btocking and channeting 
(e.g. Bousquet and Smutt 2002). To examine such orographie effects we choose three sub-regions in 
southern Atps in a 10-km resotution, named here Ticino, Trentino and Friuti/Jutian Atps, with partty 
arbitrary choice of their borders (Figure 1). 

2. Coneavity and convexity 

The two regions of maxima of preeipitation are coneave, white the one with a gap in preeipitation 
is convex. Numericatty coneavity/convexity can be estimated by 0^h^/9.^. With this measure one 
gets for Ticino d^/d:^ - +86,78 x 10-^?r\ for Trentino d-Ä̂ /d.r̂  - -31,67 x lO^nt-* ,and 
c^/da^ = +38,30 x lO^m^ for Friuti/Jutian Atps (Figure 2). 

Figure 1: The Atps and the three subre
gions: Ticino, Trentino, and Friuti/Jutian 
Atps 
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Figure 2: Concavity/covexity of the three subregions 
3. Vertica! veiocities with 

synthetic reiiefs 

Severai synthetic reliefs of 
the Alps have been constructed, 
similar to the ones of Schnei
dereit and Schär(2000)and Ro
tunno and Ferretti (2001). Two 
of these are presented here, to
gether with kinematically ob
tained vertical veiocities, us
ing the variational analysis to 
incorporate the effects of re
iief upon the uniform south-
western flow (Figure 3). it 
is evident that in coneave re
iief shapes the non-divergence 
constraint of the variational 
analysis produces upward mo
tions. 

4. Vertica! veiocities with 
reai and modified reiiefs 

4.1 Kinematic estimates Figure 3: Two synthetic reliefs of the Alps and corresponding vertical 
vetocities, obtained with variationat anatysis of an uniform SW wind; 
dark grey areas depict upward motion, light grey depicts downward 
motion 

The reiief in 10-km reso
lution, and several modifica
tions of it (with parts of moun
tains being removed) were used 
to reproduce vertical veiocities, 
again with variational analysis of the impinging uniform south-western flow (Figure 4). The removal 
e.g. of the Trentino fvlts. in one of reiief modifications causes the belt of vertical vetocity extending 
more or less continuousty from Ticino to Friuti/Jutian Atps without a gap in-between. 
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4.2. Dynamic estimates 

Due to the Ümitations of 
the variationat anatysis to sim
uiate wind characteristics prop-
er!y atso dynamic simutations 
with MM5 were performed for a 
(dry) uniform SW ftow imping
ing upon the mountain barrier. 
Resutts - to be compared with 
ones in Figure 4 - are presented 
in Figure 5. Quatitatively a re-
semblance between Figs. 4 and 
5 can be noticed: again. with 
Trentino Mts. being removed, 
there is a rather continuous bett 
of verticat vetocity atong whote 
southern stopes of the Atps. 

7 ^ 

Figure 4: A real and a modified retief of the Alps and corresponding 
vertical vetocities, obtained with variationat anatysis of an uniform 
SW wind 

^ 1 
Figure 5: As figure 4, but obtained with dynamic simutation with MM5. 
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^7 1^7 5. MAP wet cases 

Vertica! veiocities over 
mountains, causing pre
eipitation, are not pro
duced not oniy by kine
matics, but are rather 
strongfy affected afso by 
e.g. potentia! instabit
ity reiease. Severa) MAP 
wet cases have been sim
utated with MM5 over 
the "real" retief, and 
over its different mod
ifications. Figure 6 
shows vertica! vetocities 
and accumuiated preeipi
tation for the same two 
reliefs as in Figures 4 
and 5, for MAP )OP5 
case. A convective Sys
tem over Trentino moun
tains enhances preeipita
tion there. There is 
atso a distinct maximum 
in preeipitation accumu
tation south of Trentino 
Mts. - both are dimin
ished or missing in the 
case of modified retief. However there is atso influence of reiief modification on preeipitation maxi
mum in Ticino region (left border of the pictures) which is about 20% larger in original case then in 
modified one. This effect can be attributed to the coneavity of the orography. Since coneavity/convexity 
of orography should influence ctimatologicat values of preeipitation it is expected that this effect witt 
be seen ctearer in Ionger simulations. 

LtTERATURE 

Figure 6: MM5 Simulation of MAP tOP5 case with same two reiief shapes 
as in Figs. 4 and 5 (left column: original orography; right column: mod
ified orography. Orography is plotted with thick contours, only Trentino 
subregion is plotted; see Fig. 1). Verticat vetocities at 700 hPa vatid on 4th 
October 1999 00 UTC (upper row, thin contours) and 30 hr. preeipitation 
accumutation vatid on 4th October 1999 06 UTC (lower row). initiat and 
LBC data was obtained from ERA-40 archive. 
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Anaiysis of Three Severe Fiood Cases over Centrai Europe 
Dominger M., L. Haimberger, C. Huhie, tvl. Hantei 

Department ot Meteoroiogy and Geophysics, University of Vienna, Austria 

The meteoroiogicai conditions ieading to three severe fiooding events over Centrai Europe are 
investigated. The first case (August 1991) has approximateiy a 30 year return period and effected 
mainiy the northern aipine foreiands of Austria. The second case (the Oder fiood in Juiy 1997) with a 
roughiy 100 year retum period covered additionai to the first case areas in the Czech Repubiic, 
Siovakia, Poiand and Germany. Finaiiy, the third case (August 2002) the most severe case with a 
return period of approximateiy 250 year effecting the same areas as the second case. 
A detaiied synoptic anaiysis shows that aü cases have in common that the rain event is spüt in two 
episodes. The meteoroiogicai conditions for the first episode are different for aü cases, however, for 
the second episode we find strong simiiarities, which are the deveiopment of a weak Genua cycione 
and its movement on the Vb-track towards Poiand/Beiarus. 
The estimation of fuü heat and moisture budgets gives a deeper insight about the roie of the 
convection and the moisture convergence for such severe fiood events. 
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Cyctogenesis and Severe Weather in the Vicinity of the Atias Mountains: Modeiing Studies with a Nonhydrostatic Mesoscaie Mode 
Born K., S. Bachner, C. Brienen, C. Simmer 

Meteorotogisches institut der Universität Bonn 

Northwestafrican ctimate is affected considerabty by the Attas Mountains.Severai typicat weather 
phenoma - as extratropicat fronts, orographicattyforced convection, mountain iee cyctogenesis - are 
connected to the watersuppiy in arid and semi-arid regions. One of the goais of the project 
iMPETUSWestafrica is to enhance the knowtedge about rainfaii variabiiity in the Dräariver vattey, 
which is tocated on the southern stope of the High Attas Mountains.A hierarchy of modeis ranging 
from gtobat scate to microscaie is estabtished in this region of subtropicai mountains in order to 
examine preeipitation variabittyand to perform ctimate scenarios within the next years.One of the 
regiona) cümate modeis used is the Lokalmodeit (LM) of the German Weather Service, which 
provides a nonhydrostatic atmospheric dynamic together with robust formuiations of physicai 
parameterizations. Thus, the LM is used to perform preeipitation forecasts in mountaineous regions 
on horizontat scaies of tess than 10 km gridsize.tn a first step, typicat sources of rainfatt have been 
categorized. Casestudies with the Lfvl for members of each category aüowed evaiuation of modei 
forecast quaüty. Modeted phenomena inciude extratropicai fronts approaching theAtias Mountains, 
frontai cyctogenesis, severe thunderstorms caused by strongtropicai/extratropicai interactions and 
typicai Saharan cyctogenesis events.Since the LM is atso used for seasona! forecasts and scenario 
runs, the modet shouid be abie to forecast not oniy average rainfalt but also its variabüity,especiaüy in 
extreme situations.tn order to focus on extreme events, two recent cases with severe damages and 
toss of üfes - the Alger mudftood on Nov 9/10, 2001 and severe ftoodings in Morocco near Rabat in 
the week of Dec 3-7, 2002 - are investigated in more detaii. The röte of the Attas Mountains is of great 
importance in these cases, since they act as barrier for maritime moist air and on the other hand as a 
source of potentiat vorticity for cyctogenesis. Sensitivity studies on tand use characteristics, use of 
different physicai parameterizations, corrections of the initiat State of the atmosphere and a simple 
modet outpüut statistics techniqüe contribute to a substantiat improvement of rainfaü predictions. 
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An overview of the VERTiKATOR project and resuits of Aipine 
pumping 
M. Lugauer\ H. Berresheim^, U. Corsmeier^, A. Dabas", W. Dyck\ S. Emeiŝ , J. Eggert T. Fehr̂ , 
F. Fiedier^, Ch. Freuer\ L. Gantner", S. Gi!qe\ B. Heese", M. Hornsteiner", H. Höüer", G. Jakobi', 
W. Junkermann\ N. Kaithoff, U. Kaminski , tvl. Kirchner', H. Krämer", P. Köhier\ Ch. Kottmeier^, 
B. Luksch^, H. Off, Ch. Piass-Düimer\ O. Reitebuch", M. Tagiiazucca^, T. Tricki\ S. Vogf, P. 
Winktet 
^Deutscher Wetterdienst, ̂ FZK, institut für Meteoroiogie und Kiimaforschung, Karisruhe, ̂ Meteo-
France, Touiouse, France, ̂ FZK, institut für Meteoroiogie und Kiimaforschung-Atmosphärische 
Umweitforschung, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, "Meteorotogisches institut der Univeristät München, 
"DLR, institut für Physik der Atmosphäre, Oberpfaffenhofen, ̂GSF-Forschungszentrum für Umweit 
und Gesundheit, Neuherberg, "Geophys. Beratungssteiie der Bundeswehr, Aitenstadt, ̂ Bayer. Lan
desamt für Umweitschutz, Augsburg, ^tnstituto iSAC-CNR, Boiogna, itaiy 

ABSTRACT 
The aim of the VERTiKATOR project is to quantify convective transport processes above moun
tainous terrain. The regionai cireuiation between the Aips and the foretand and verticai mass fiuxes 
invotved in this cireuiation are investigated within the VERTiKATOR sub project "Atpine pumping". 

1. introduction 
The verticat exchange of heat over hitty and mountainous terrain is insufficientiy described by 
weather forecast modets. To approach this probtem the project VERTiKATOR^ (verticai exchange 
and orography) was designed. its main goais are the identification and quantitative description of 
the physicai processes being responsibte for the generation and controi of verticai exchange. The 
resutts wiit be used to improve weather forecast modeis. Two major fietd experiments were carried 
out, each with comprehensive measurements at the surface, with remote sensing techniques and 
by aircraft. The first fieid experiment took ptace in June 2002 in the northern Biack Forest and con-
centrated on the convective transport of heat and momentum and its modification by gentiy stoping 
mountains. The second fieid experiment took ptace in Juty 2002 in the northern Aips and the adja-
cent Bavarian foretand. This campaign investigated the regionai cireuiation between the Atps and 
the foretand termed "Atpine pumping". The aim of the VERTiKATOR sub-project is to quantify the 
cireuiation and its mass budget in order to determine the transport of reactive trace constituents 
from the boundary iayer to the free troposphere. More on VERTtKATOR, the partieipants and the 
individuat projects can be found on the web site htto://www.vertikator-afo2000.de/. tn the foitowing, 
we describe some resutts of the 2^ fietd experiment "Atpine pumping". 
Atpine pumping Stands for the 
diurnaity varying mass exchange 
between the atmospheric bound
ary tayer and the free tropo
sphere above mountains. Soiar 
radiatiön is absorbed more effec-
tiveiy at mountain siope S1 com
pared to the horizontai surface 
S2 in the foretand. This proeess 
causes stronger heating and 
more intense convection within 

^ VERTiKATOR is coordinated by Prof. Fiedler, institut für Meteorologie und Klimaforschung, Universität 
Karlsruhe / Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. 
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mountainous regions and the deveiopment of a thermaiiy driven cireuiation. The basic processes 
invoived in Aipine pumping are shown in Fig. 1. it shows a) horizontai transport of boundary iayer 
air from the foreiand into Aipine vatieys - b) verticai transport of boundary iayer air from the vaiiey 
above mountain crests into the free troposphere by convection, and c) sinking motion above the 
foreiand to batance the divergent horizontat mass ftow. The synoptic Situation superimposes the 
thermaity driven cireuiation and the strength of the gradient wind determines how good Aipine 
pumping deveiops. 

2. Atpine pumping: frequency, annua! cycie and infiuences by gradient wind 
Within the Aips thermaiiy driven vattey winds are the dominant wind system most of the time. How
ever, in winter and under ctoudy conditions such vaiiey winds are oniy of tocai significance. With 
increasing soiar radiatiön in spring, the thermaity driven circutation expands towards the foretand 
north of the Atps. Atpine pumping is most pronounced in summer during situations with high radia-
tive input and weak gradient wind. The occurrence of Aipine pumping in Bavaria can be estimated 
by seiecting days with diumai sunshine duration >10 h at Hohenpeißenberg. According to this crite-
rion the frequency of Aipine pumping devetoped at ieast on 277 days in the period 1996-2000, i.e. 
in about 30% of ait days between Aprit and September. The mean air mass drift 
(Av;Ay) = (M Ar;r Af) for these 277 days at a seiection of surface stations between the Atps and 
the Donau 120 km to the north is shown in Fig. 2. 

a) Northerty Fiow Phase during Daytime b) Southeriy Fiow Phase during Nighttime 
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F/g. 2. tvlean air mass drift during daytime (ieft panet) and nighttime (right panei) for 
277 sunny days between 1996-2000. 

The teft panet of Fig. 2 shows the air mass drift during the northerty ftow phase, beginning at about 
09 and ending between 18-22 iocai time. During this phase the air mass drift by the surface wind is 
directed from NE towards the Atps and ranges between 20 and 80 km depending on the beginning 
of the northerty wind in the morning and the daiiy wind speed maximum in the afternoon. At the 
mountain stations Wank (1779 m) and Wendeistein (1832 m) the onset of northerty ftow is deiayed 
by 3-4 hours, which is the time needed for Atpine pumping to deveiop verticaity. A southeriy wind 
component at Zugspitze (2962 m) indicates that the return ftow is forming in this aititude. Addition-
aity, the surface wind above the foretand has an easterty and the wind at the tevei of the mountain 
tops a westerty direction. The fiow towards the Atps weakens further to the north and its inftuence 
ceases 80-120 km north of the Atps. The right panet of Fig. 2 shows the air mass drift during night-
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time. Within the Aips nighttime radiative cooting is stronger than above the foretand. Therefore, vai-
ieys fiii up with cotd air, which drains off towards the iower eievated foretand. 

3. Fietd experiment "Aipine pumping" 

3.1. /nvesf/gaf/on area and /nsfrumenfaf/on 
The speciai Observation area of the fietd experiment was situated between tvlunich in the north, 
innsbruck in the south and the rivers Lech and inn near Rosenheim in the West and East. The 
ground-based instrumentation concentrated in the tsar- and Loisach-vattey and the northerty fore
tand. Sodars, tidars and a radar-RASS system operated during the fieid experiment to investigate 
the evoiution of wind, temperature and aerosois within the tower atmosphere. The radars at Hohen-
peißenberg and Oberpfaffenhofen enabied to determine the 3D wind fietd within deep convective 
ceits. A wind tidar on the DLR-Faicon research aircraft measured the 3D wind fieid in the cioud-free 
atmosphere from ground up to 7 km. Three aircraft (Do-127, Enduro-ULF, Learjet) operated above 
the foretand and the Wetterstein/Karwendet mountains measuring meteoroiogy, reactive trace 
gases, aerosots and radon. The radiosounding stations Oberschteißheim, Aitenstadt and tnnsbruck 
increased their measurement frequency during the five iOPs. An additionat sounding Station oper
ated in the isar vaitey. The air fiow at the Zugspitze mountain was measured during sunny condi
tions by pitot battoons. A network of meteoroiogicai surface stations was instatted to examine the 
deveiopment of the thermaity driven cireuiation within the vaiteys and above the foretand. The near 
surface turbutence was measured at the bottom and the stopes of the isar vaitey. Air quatity meas
urements were performed at various iocations to give a representative picture of poitutant transport 
by Atpine pumping. 

3.2. Resu/ts 
The anaiysis of the fieid experiment and modeiing activities are ongoing within the VERTiKATOR 
sub-projects. An evaiuation of the wind fieid within and above the isar vaitey during the iOP 8-9 Juty 
2002 is shown in Fig. 3. 
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F/g. 3: Time height cross section of N-S wind component within the isar vattey meas
ured during iOP 8-9 Juty 2002 of VERTtKATOR fietd experiment "Atpine pumping". 
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Up-vaitey (northerty) winds began between 10 and 11 tocat time within the towest 500 m of the vat
tey atmosphere, which was topped by a temperature inversion. After the erosion of the inversion at 
about 13 tocat time, the up-vattey wind quickiy devetoped verticatiy and overtopped the crests of the 
isar vaitey by -700 m. The mass ftow through the isar vaitey is part of the thermaity driven mass 
ftow associated with Aipine pumping, which deveioped between the Atps and about 70 km north of 
the Atps. The maximum of the up-vatiey wind speed occurred between 15 and 17 tocat time and 
was tocated within the vaitey atmosphere. Vaitey openings to the north aitow a more easiiy and 
more intense air ftow into the Aips. At mountain ridges the thermatty driven air ftow is reduced. The 
transition from up-vaitey to down-vaitey wind direction took piace at about 20 tocat time. The 
boundary tayer ftow above the foretand was divergent causing significant sinking motion at the top 
of the boundary iayer as indieated in Fig. 1. We estimate from sounding data an average sinking 
motion of -0.06 ms ^ between 12 and 18 iocat time on 8 Juiy 2002. Even stronger sinking motion 
was measured during an eariy afternoon Do-127 ftight on 8 Juty 2002 above the foretand (Tab. 1). 

Tab/e 7: Median verticai motion above foreiand measured on 8 Juty 2002 between 12:45-13:26 to
cat time during Do-127 fiight 1. Ftight path above the foretand paraiiet to the Aips, path iength indi
eated in (). 

FÜght !eve! 
600 m ag 

Tota! !eg (85 km) 
-0,16 m s 

Vaüey exit(15 km) 
-0,28 m s 

mountain crest (15 km) 
-0,12 m s 

These observations show that sinking motion increases above regions where the horizontat mass 
ftow into the Aips intensities. We estimate that Aipine pumping on 8 Juty 2002 induced a downward 
air mass ftux into the inversion topped convective boundary tayer above the foretand, which re-
ptaced the whote boundary iayer air votume between 12 and 18 iocat time. This verticat ftux is in the 
same order of magnitude as the horizontat mass fiux within the boundary tayer air voiume in which 
Aipine pumping devetops. 
Verticat profites of VOC's and radon decay products measured during 2 Learjet fiights from 12-14 
and 16-18 tocat time on 8 Juty 2002 show a decrease in concentrations within the boundary tayer 
above the foretand and an increase above the mountain crests of the Aips during the afternoon. 
Above the boundary iayer of the foretand, the concentrations had increased onty stightiy untii 18 
iocai time. The concentration changes are in aecordance with the estimated downward mass fiux 
into the boundary tayer of the foretand. Trace species are then efficientiy diiuted by convective 
mixing within the boundary iayer. Simuttaneousiy, convection enrich trace species originating from 
the boundary iayer above the Atpine mountains. The upper boundary of convective transport above 
mountains was iocated between 3500 and 4300 m asi. 
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Structure of Convective Turbuience and Turbuient Fiuxes over Compiex Terrain during VERTtKATOR 
Kottmeier C, M. Hase!, U. Corsmeier, N. Kaithoff 

institut fuer Meteorotogie und Kiimaforschung Universitaet Karlsruhe/Forschungszentrum Karisruhe 

During the fieid experiment VERTiKATOR (Verticai Exchange and Orography) in June and Juiy 2002, 
shatiow and deep atmospheric convection was studied by means of ground-based in-situ, remote 
sensing and aircraft measurements. VERTiKATOR was funded as part of the German Atmospheric 
Research Programme AFO 2000 and aims at an improvement ofthe representation of turbuient 
transport in mesoscaie proeess modeis and weather forecast modeis, with particutaremphasis on 
orographie effects on the verticai exchange. The present anaiysis regards the structure of convective 
boundary iayers, frequentiy deveioping during daytime over the Btack Forest region on summer days. 
Measurements with up to five aircraft were arranged to obtain denseiy spaced observations of the 
three-dimensionat State of the atmosphere as weit as turbuient fiuxes, boundary-iayer heights and 
surface characteristics.Due to favourabie weather conditions, atmospheric convection devetoped 
much differentiy on various days, rangingfrom ctoudtess shatiow convection to deep convection with 
intense thunderstorm activity. We focus our presentationon the verticat structure of turbutent 
statistics, such as covariances (fiuxes), their agreement with resutts from measurements over terrain 
and with theoreticai studies, as weit as on the structure of individuat convective eiements by appiying 
a composite techniqüe. it is found that orographie infiuences on convection take effect through a 
compiex interaction between locaity generated turbuience, fiow effects on the mountain scaie, and 
modifications of mean atmospheric stabiiity through devetopment of mesoscaie wind Systems. The 
magnitude of turbuient ftuxes as modified by orography are tess pronouncedty changed than totai 
heating and depth of the boundary iayer. 
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Characterisation of „Aipine Pumping" by airborne Doppier iidar 
and numericai simuiations 

Oüver Rettebuch*, Aiain Dabas**, Patricia Deivitte***, Phiiippe Drobinski, Leonhard Gantner 

* DLR, institut für Physik der Atmosphäre, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany 
** Meteo-France, CNRM/GMEt, Touiouse, France 

*** iNSU, Division Techniqüe, Meudon Cedex, France 
ĈNRS, Service d'Aeronomie, Paris, France 

*Meteorotogtsches institut der Universität München, Germany 

ABSTRACT 
A mesoscaie advection towards the Aips and verticai transport above the Aips couid deveiop 
during fair weather conditions caused by the thermaiiy driven cireuiation initiated over mountainous 
terrain („Aipine Pumping"). Deep convective processes foiiowed by thunderstorms or transport of 
poliuted boundary iayer air into the free troposphere couid be initiated. The fieid experiment 
VERTtKATOR (Verticai Exchange and Orography) was conducted in June/Juiy 2002 to study the 
effect of verticat exchange processes above gentte and steep orography in the target regions 
„Schwarzwatd" and northern Atpine foretand. The airborne Doppier Lidar WtND (Wind infrared 
Doppier Lidar) was ftown on the DLR Fatcon aircraft to observe the atmospheric wind fietd and 
aerosoi tayers. WtND jointiy devetoped and operated by French and German institutions measures 
profües of the horizontat wind vector from ground to ftight ievei with a verticat resotution of 250 m 
aiong the ftight track every 3 km to 12 km. Up to now onty ground or profüe measurements above 
an instrument site gave evidence for a iarger mesoscaie cireuiation towards the Aips. For the first 
time airborne Doppter Lidar measurements aitow the characterisation of the horizontai and verticat 
extent of this atmospheric air fiow. Resutts of airborne Doppter Lidar observations on 08/09 Juty 
2002 together with numericai simutations with MM5 are presented 

1. introduction 
A mesoscaie advection towards the Atps and verticat transport above the Aips coutd devetop during 
summer fair weather conditions, caused by the temperature difference between the mountainous 
terrain and the Aipine foretand („Atpine Pumping"). Deep convective processes foiiowed by 
thunderstorms couid be initiated. Aipine pumping frequentiy extends 70-100 km to the north of the 
Atps during summer and deveiops in 30% of att days between Aprit and September on average 
(Lugauer ef a/. 2003). it contributes significantiy to the transport of potiutants from the boundary 
tayer into the free troposphere. The fietd experiment VERTtKATOR (Verticat Exchange and 
Orography) was conducted in June/Juiy 2002 to study the effect of verticat exchange processes 
above gentte and steep orography in the target regions „Schwarzwaid" and northern Atpine foretand 
of Germany. The airborne Doppier iidar WtND (Wind infrared Doppter Lidar) was ftown on the 
Fatcon 20 aircraft of DLR (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt) to observe the atmospheric 
wind fietd and aerosoi iayers. Up to now oniy ground or profüe measurements above an instrument 
site gave evidence for a iarger mesoscaie cireuiation towards the Aips. For the first time airborne 
Doppter tidar measurements woutd aüow the characterisation of the horizontat and verticai extent of 
this atmospheric air ftow. Resutts of measurements together with numericat simutations are 
presented. 
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2. The airborne Doppier Lidar WiND 
A puised airborne Doppter tidar with conicaiiy scanning techniqüe has been devetoped within the 
scope of the French-German project WiND (Wind infrared Doppter Lidar) conducted jointiy by DLR, 
CNES (Centre Nationat d'Etudes Spatiates), CNRS (Centre Nationa) de ia Recherche Scientifique) 
and Meteo-France (Werner et a/. 2001). WtND measures the wind vector from the ground to 500 m 
beiow the ftight tevei with a verticai resoiution of 250 m. The wind profite is obtained by a Veiocity 
Azimuth Disptay VAD techniqüe, which is done by conicatty scanning tooking downward with an 
angie of 30 ° from nadir within 20 s. A major part of the whoie system is a puised transverse-excited 
(TE) CO2 taser emitting at 10.6 um with a puise repetition frequency of 10 Hz, an output energy 
between 100 mJ and 200 mJ and a puise iength of 1 ps to 3 ps. The iaser putse is transmitted and 
received via a Dait-Kirkham tetescope, a Germanium Scanner and Germanium window in the 
aircraft fuseiage. The retrievai of the wind vector and the resuit of first airborne vatidation 
measurements in 1999 were reported by Reitebuch et ai. (2001). WiND was succesfuity operated 
during the speciai observing period of the Mesoscate Atpine Porgramme MAP (Reitebuch er a/. 
2003) and ESCOMPTE (Bastin ef a/. 2002, Dabas er a/. 2002). 

3. The Numericai Mode! MM5 
For the numericai caicutations we use the Penn State / NCAR mesoscaie modei MM5 (Grett ef a/. 
1995). MM5 is a three-dimensionai, non-hydrostatic modei. The modet is run with severai 
interactiveiy nested grids in a forecast domain covering most of Europe and the Mediterranean. The 
presented cross-sections are taken from domain 3, which Covers nearty the whote Atpine region and 
has a horizontat grid spacing of 6 km. The runs were initiaiized with ECMWF anaiyses at 18 UTC on 
the previous day and boundary vatues were updated every 6 hours. The modet uses a terrain 
foiiowing coordinate system with 38 iayers up to the upper boundary at 100 hPa. The iowest tevei is 
iocated about 25 m above the ground. Expiicit physies, cumutus parameterization and a soii modei 
are used. Further detaüs are given in Gantner et ai. (2003). 

A totai of 9 ftights with 26 hours were performed with WiND during the VERTiKATOR campaign. 
The presented WtND data were obtained by anaiysing 3 Scanner revoiutions with 600 iine-of-sight 
measurements within 60 s, which corresponds to an aiong-track distance of about 10 km, 
depending on the actuai ground speed. Ftight attitude was 6.4 km ASL (above sea tevei). Doppter 
tidar data couid be anaiysed from the ground to 6 km, with some gaps between the top of the 
boundary iayer and 5 km, due to tow signat-to-noise-ratio SNR in atmospheric tayers with iess 
aerosoi content. 

4. Resuits 

For the first time a dropsonde unit 
and the WtND system was instaüed 
together on the Fatcon aircraft. 
VAiSALA RD93 sondes with 
pressure, temperature and humidity 
sensors and a GPS for the 
determination of wind speed and 
direction were used. /n-s/ftv 
measurements of the dropsonde are 
transmitted to the aircraft, whüe the 
sonde is faiiing with a vertica) veiocity 
between 10 ms*̂  and 15 ms'\ 

Fig. 1: Comparison of wind speed (ieft) and direction (right) 
from dropsonde and WtND during ftight on 9 Juty 2002. 
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A comparison of the wind speed and direction measured by a dropsonde and WiND is shown in 
Figure 1. The measurements compare weii, except for aititudes between 2 km and 3 km for speed 
and 3 km and 4 km for direction. Even a very weak northerty ftow at 2 km coutd be resotved by both 
instruments. 
The Doppier tidar WtND was the key instrument to document the verticat and horizontat extent of 
the fiow during fair weather conditions. Simitar ftight patterns as shown in Figure 2 were performed 
on severai days, with 200 km iags parattet to the main Aipine crest. Favourabte weather conditions 
for „Aipine Pumping" with very weak synoptic pressure gradients and winds and high incoming soiar 
radiatiön to initiaiize the deveiopment of a thermaity driven ftow were present on 8 Juty 2002. A 
ftight with the WtND system was performed in the eariy afternoon hours (13:05 - 15:34 iocat time 
LT, Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. Fiight Track of DLR Faicon on 8 
Juty 2002, 13:05 - 15:34 LT; wind barbs 
show /n-s/f/v measurements of the aircraft; 
West-East track, where data are 
presented, is highiighted in biue; fiight 
tevei was 6.4 km ASL; orography of the 
terrain is coiour coded with maximum 
attitudes of about 3500 m ASL; area is 
tocated in the northern part of the Centrai 
European Atps. 

Verticai cross sections of the fiow are presented in Figure 3 obtained by the WtND system on a 
West-East track about 20 to 40 km north of the first aipine crest and the numericai modei tv1tvl5 for 
the same tocation. Both the measurements and the modei show a tayer with very weak wind speeds 
beiow 4 msnear the surface. in the measurements this iayer extends up to an attitude of 2.5 km 
and in the modet up to 2 km. A horizontat gradient in wind speed from West to East couid be 
resotved by measurements and simuiations. 
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Fig. 3. Cross-Section of horizontat wind speed (teft) and direction (right) as measured by Doppter 
Lidar WtND (top, 14:10-14:27 LT) and as simutated by MM5 (bottom, 14:00 LT) on highiighted 
West-East track in Fig. 2. 
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Vertica) cross sections of the horizontat wind direction (Fig. 3, right) show ctearty the northerty wind 
component measured up to 2 km ASL with southwesteriy ftow above. This northerty ftow is 
observed over a targe horizontat extent of about 200 km, which is of distinct evidence of the 
mesoscaie advection towards the Atps („Atpine Pumping"). This northeriy ftow is atso ctearty present 
in the modet up to 1.5 km. The tower height of the northerty ftow in the simutations compared to the 
measurements is simitar to the findings for the wind speed. The difference in verticat extent coutd 
be attributed to the iower atmospheric boundary tayer height in the modei, compared to the actuai 
deveiopment during the course of the day. Preiiminary resutts from simutations with more reaiistic 
soit moisture show better agreement between the measured and simutated boundary tayer depth. 

Conciusion 
tt was shown that airborne Doppter tidar are capabte of observing the mesoscaie fiow towards 
mountainous terrain during summer fair weather conditions („Aipine Pumping"). Aithough the ftow is 
very weak, which is chaiienging for /n-s/ftv as weit as for remote sensing instruments, airborne 
Doppter iidar aiiow the neariy simuttanousty characterisation of the verticat and horizontat extent of 
the ftow. This capabiiity makes airborne iidar instruments to a powerfut toot in the vaiidation proeess 
of numericat modeis. 
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1. A!pine Pumping 
The mesoscaie cireuiation system "Atpine Pumping" is often observed in summer over the Atps 
during high pressure situations. Due to radiatiön at the mountain stopes, convection starts eariier in 
the mountainous regions than in the foretand. Consequentiy a ftow from north towards the 
mountains deveiops in the pre-aipine region. The horizontai extension of the ftow reaches up to 100 
km, its verticai expansion Covers the boundary tayer and it may be directed perpendieuiar to the 
synoptic fiow. if turbutence and convection strengthens in the mountains, the horizontat inftow 
increases. tn cases of strong "Atpine Pumping" a horizontat reverse ftow to the north is found above 
the boundary tayer. A mass exchange of poüuted boundary iayer air from north of the Atps to the 
free atmosphere over the inner Aips is caused by the cireuiation. 
2. The VERTiKATOR project 
Within the German "AFO2000" Atmospheric Research Program the subprogram VERTtKATOR 
(Verticai Exchange and Orography) was estabiished to investigate among others the devetopment 
and the ftow structure of the "Atpine Pumping" as weü as its efficiency according to mass transport 
from the atpine foretand via convection to the free atmosphere. Therefore in Juty 2002 a fietd 
campaign was carried out in the area between Munich and innsbruck and between Kempten and 
Kufstein. Data from operationai meteorotogicat and air quaiity networks, readings from additionat 
ground based stations and verticai profiiers, resuits from radiosonde taunchings and measurements 
made onboard of four research aircraft operated by DWD, DLR and Forschungszentrum Kartsruhe 
are used to identify the time dependent fiow structure of the "Atpine Pumping". 
3. Case study Juiy 8, 2002 
On Juty 8, 2002, high pressure was observed over centrat and northeastern Europe whüe a tow 
pressure system was tocated over Great Britain. A moderate southwesteriy fiow over the mountain 
ränge prevaiied. tn the afternoon tow pressure was measured over the western Atps due to a heat 
isiand effect. The data measured by the research aircraft DO 128 as weü as the recordings of the 
ground based network show the deveiopment of the pumping regime. 
3. V. F/ow sfrucftvre 
Before noon, about 25 km north of the mountains in 750 m above ground tevet (agi) the wind was 
stüi very weak cominq from mainty northerty directions. tn the iayer above up to 1500 m agt the 
synoptic fiow of 5 ms' from southwest was predominant. in the tsar vattey and in the Lotsach vattey 
a vaüey wind from northerty directions had stiii devetoped in the iower tayer. tn the upper iayer 
southwesteriy winds were measured. Four hours iater, in the afternoon, in the foreiand up to the 
Starnberger See a northeast wind of constant 3 ms*̂  was recorded whüe in both vaiieys according 
to the vaiiey axis northerty winds of 5 ms*̂  were measured in the iower ftight tevet (Fig. 1). tn the 
upper ievei the synoptic southeriy ftow was stiit prevaient but the speed was reduced compared to 
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the first fiight (Fig. 2). The surface network indieated at noon oniy in the vaiieys and at stations very 
ciose to the mountain ränge weak northeriy winds, but at 16:00 CET, the time of the second fiight, 
aü stations in the preaipine region up to Munich, 70 km north of the mountain ränge, measured 
north and northeasteriy winds of 3 ms*̂  or even more. 
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Fig. 1: Time series of DO 128 measurements in the afternoon of Juiy 8, 2002. Data from the 
bottom up: height of measurements in the vaiieys of isar, inn and Loisach and above the 
foreiand; horizontai wind speed (uGto_FF); wind direction (uGio-DD); verticai wind speed 
(wwg); south-north component of wind speed (uGio_vwg) and west-east component of 
wind speed (uGio_uwg). 

3.2. Mass transport 
Finaüy the measurements of the DO aircraft, the surface network, the DLR Faicon WiND-LiDAR 
(oniy for the ftight at noon) and the radiosonde profites at Kaufbeuren were used to caicutate a 100 
km iong verticai cross section of the north-south component of the wind speed about 25 km north of 
the mountains (Fig. 3). At noon we find a weak and changing northerty ftow beiow 2 msup to a 
constant ievet of 1800 m msi. in the afternoon the fiow directed to the mountains was up to 4 ms*̂  
btowing constant from north. At the western part of the cross section the atpine pumping reaehed 
1800 m mst height white at the eastern part 2200 m mst were detected. The transport of air through 
an x-z-ptane atong the cross section from the surface up to 1800 m mst is 1.1 10̂  t h"\ Measuring a 
mean äbsoiute humidity of the air crossing the piane of 8.5 g m*̂, we caicutate 9.33 10̂  t h ̂  water 
passing the cross section and being moved towards the mountain ränge and into the vaüeys. The 
mass fiux of NOx, anthropogenic trace gases reieased by motor vehictes and industry, through the 
cross section is 4.6 t h"\ 
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Fig. 2: Ftight pattern of the DO 128 aircraft in the afternoon of Juty 8, 2002. Wind speed und wind 
direction is given by the arrows. The synoptic scate fiow above 2000 m mst is indieated by 
arrows pointing to northeast. The "Aipine Pumping" is cieariy visibie by the arrows beiow 
2000 m msi pointing to southwest and into the Loisach and tsar vattey, respectivety. 
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Fig. 3: Two-dimensionat interpotation of measurements of the DO 128, the surface network and the 
radiosonde at Kaufbeuren for a 100 km iong verticat cross section of the north-south 
component of the wind speed, 25 km north of the mountains. The originai measurements 
are encircied by thin white iines. Dark grey indicates north wind, above 2200 m south wind. 
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ABSTRACT 

The physica) mechanisms governing the morning evotution of up-va))ey winds are investigated by means 
of numericai simutations of thermaity driven ftow over ideaiized topography reproducing a vattey-ptain 
system. Thermai forcing is simpiified assuming a spatiaiiy uniform sensibie heat ftux increasing up to 
a maximum in 6/?, time. The heating at sidewatis produces both an up-siope fiow and a compensating 
subsidence in the vaiiey core. The iatter brings potentiaüy warmer air from the stabie free atmosphere 
into the vatiey core and contributes to the heating of the vaiiey atmosphere. This proeess is the main 
contributor to the vatiey-piain temperature contrast aiong the vaüey axis and uitimatety, as far as the 
motion occurs under hydrostatic batance, to the pressure gradient producing the up-vaiiey wind. 

1. Thermaiiy driven wind in a vaiiey-piain system 

Numericai simuiations have been perfomed on an ideaiized version of a typicat vatiey-piain system 
(Fig. 1). The anatyticat expression for the topography is ̂  = = ^p^y(i/)/!x(^) where 

and 
N > 3x +14 

(1) 

(2) 

The ?/ axis identifies the atong vattey direction, and the vatiey fioor has the same eieva
tion (̂  = 0) as the adjacent ptain. 5̂ , -Ŝ, are geometricai factors, and the dimen-
sions adopted for simutations are 
typicai of a medium size vaitey 
with 5*̂  = 6 km (stoping side-
watt width), 14 = 0.5 km (vat
iey fioor haif width) resuiting in 
a crest-to-crest width between 
ridge top heights at the vaüey 
sidewaüs 2(Ŝ . + 14) = 13 km. 
Beyond the ridge tops there are 
piateaus extending 1 km to the 
edges of the computationai do
main iocated at T = ±7.5 km. 
tn the aiong-vaiiey direction, we 
take 5^ = 8 km and tet 2/ = 0 
definethe "mouth" ofthe vaüey 
(i.e. /n-(0) = 1/2); the com
putationai domain extends from 
^ = -80 to - 120 km. For 
att simutations the vattey depth 
is^p — 1 km. The whoie vaüey-
ptain domain is iong enough to comptetety contain the atong-vattey wind system. The topography is 
the product of two simpter ones: a siope connecting two piateaus (*: = ^Y'(^)) and an infiniteiy iong 
vaitey (21 = /?xM); the effect of ground heating on each of them have been considered individuaiiy 

Figure 1: View of the vaüey-ptain topography and domain. 
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etsewhere (RampaneHi et at., 2003) 
Moc/e/ and sett/ng*s 

The Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) (Michalakes er j/., 2000) has been adopted. This 
is a generat-purpose mode! which can be used for operationai numericai weather prediction as weii as 
for the Simulation of ideaiized cases. The modet uses terrain-foltowing coordinates. 
The computational domain of the simulations is 200 km in the .t/ (atong-valley) direction and 15 km in 
the ;r (across-valley) direction and is covered by a rectangular grid of 200 by 15 equally spaced points 
(A?/ = A.r - 1 km). The computationat domain extends to 5 km in the vertical direction and is 
covered by 100 equally spaced grid points, starting from the ground (thus Ac = 40 m over the ptateau 
and Ac = 50 m over the vatiey ftoor). The time step adopted is 12 s for the advection terms with a 
1.2s time step to compute the acoustic modes. 

As to the boundary conditions, the terrain-foltowing coordinate is specificatly designed to enforce the 
impermeability condition at the lower coordinate surface; in addition we let the stress be zero there (free 
slip) simply to minimize the 
number of effects that may 
modify, but cannot produce, 
the vattey wind. At the up
per domain boundary, a rigid 
lid (tr — 0) is emptoyed. 
At the northern and south
ern ends of the valtey-plain 
system (?/ -= - 80 and +120 
km from the vatiey mouth, 
respectively) we place verti
cat impermeabte watls; since 
the heating cycie iasts only 
a finite time (6h), the along-
vattey cireuiation has onty a 
finite extent and the sotu-
tion features of interest here 
are not sensitive to these 
walts as long they are tocated 
far enough from the vatiey 
mouth. 
in the r direction periodic 
conditions woutd mean that 
simutations pertain tO an in- p ^ r e 2: Aiong-vaHey sections at the vaüey center at f = 6 h in the case of the 
finite series of repeating hiüs three-dimensional plain-vaüey topography of (a) cross-vaüey wind component. (b) 
and vaffeys. However in or- a!ong-va))ey wind component, (c) vertica! wind component. (d) wind vectors, (e) eddy 
der tO Study the Valley in iso- diffusivity. and (f) potential temperature. 
tation from other vatteys we choose "open" boundary conditions that aüow disturbances to pass through 
them with minima) reflection. 
We assume an initiatty motioniess (o = f = = 0), stabty stratified atmosphere defined by 
% = Pn,) + Tc, where T = 3.2 K km *̂ and #oo = 300 K. A simpte heating speeified by 
Q = sin(cjf ), where uj = 27r/(24ti), (,?„,f<.r - 200 W m"- is appiied uniformiy at ground, 
and the modet is integrated forward for one-quarter of a diumai cycle. The resotution used here is far 
too coarse to simuiate directly the ensuing turbutent motions, so recourse must be made to a parame
terization. 
The scheme devetoped by Troen and fvlahrt (1986) has been used in the modet to represent the effects 
of convective heat transfer in the vertical direction. This simpte scheme provides an excellent first 
approximation to the behavior of the convective boundary tayer as it has been shown to occurr not onty 
over ftat terrain but also over heated stopes (Schumann, 1990). 

The basic features of the convective boundary tayer are eaptured by the parameterization, such as 
a vertical heat-flux profite that is a nearty linear funetion of height, and consequentfy, a verticat profüe 
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of 6? that is nearty constant ("wett-mixed") in a boundary iayer capped by an inversion at the top. The 
shatiow superadiabatic tayer produced near the ground is an unstabie Situation as far as a mesoscate 
modet is concerned. With the resoiution used here, we found that shatiow convective circutations ap-
peared in the superadiabatic tayer at the minimum resotved scate (4A.T), white at the coarser horizontat 
resoiutions, typicat of mesoscate modeis, such circutations woutd grow too siowiy to be noticed. Hence 
the present simutations are in a resotution regime where turbutence cannot be expt'tcitty resotved, yet 
the superadiabatic tayer can induce circutations that grow to noticeabte size over the integration period. 
Recognizing the circutations as an inadequacy of the parameterization, we decided to etiminate them 
by adding a second-order horizontat fiiter. 

2. Anatysis of modei output 

3000 

tn the fottowing (M, u. M,') are the vetocity components in the (;r, ?/, 2) directions, 0 is the potentiat 
temperature and is the turbutent eddy diffusivity. Figure 2 shows the soiution at 6 hours of 
simutation (the time where 
the heat ftux at ground is at 
maximum) in a atong-vattey 
ptane tocated at the cen
ter of the vattey. Starting 
from the ptain, it can be ob
served that the wind fietd be
comes more and more two-
dimensionat in the vattey re
gion (r = 0). 
There is an up-vattey ftow for 
2 approximateiy tess than 1 
km and a down-vattey ftow at 
higher aititudes. The atong-
vattey wind speed is highest 
near the ground and shows 
a ctear negative minimum in 
the region of the vattey mouth 
(Fig. 2b). 
The subsidence region in the 
vattey core occurs through
out the vattey atmosphere 
(Fig. 2c), from the mouth to 

-40 0 40 80 120 
y[km] 

Figure 3: Time evoiution of verticai soundings of potentiai temperature aiong the 
vaiiey axis (iight soiid iines f = 3 h, botd soiid ünes t = 6 /?). The dotted-dashed 
iine marks the heights where potentiai temperature is significantiy modified from the 
unperturbed vaiue at % — 6 /? . Notice in particuiar the eievated and thicker stabiy 

the end, and the Subsequent stratified iayer. extending weii above the ridge top height. The reference temperature 
downward heat transfer pro- the dotted iines is 0 = 304X. andh the temperature scaie is shown in the iower 

right comer of the figure). The dashed iine is the shape of the vaiiey crests. 
duces a stabte boundary tayer 
throughout the entire vattey core (Fig. 2f). After comparison between Fig. 2e and Fig. 2f, it can be 
noticed that the upward turbutent heat transfer from the ground is timited to the tower part of the 
boundary tayer, and in the upper part, where the subsidence effect is stronger, a different mechanism 
has to be at work. 

tt can be shown that the ftow occurs under hydrostatic batance hence the verticat structure of the 
along valtey potentiat-temperature distribution is crucial in exptaining the vattey wind. 

Significant differences are observed between the classicat vertical profite of potential temperature 
and wind vetocity occurring over the ptain and those in the vatiey. The Iatter has been found in various 
measurements (Rampanelti and Zardi, 2000) and is in close agreement with present findings. Figure 
3 shows vertical profiles of ̂  on the vaiiey axis (2; = 0) for tocations going from the ptain into the 
valtey; these show that the central valtey atmosphere becomes progressivety warmer (potentiatty) going 
from the adjacent ptain toward the vatiey end. The same Figure further shows that the profites in the 
valtey exhibit a thick stably stratified tayer which overtays the ground-based mixed layer and extends 
well above the ridge top. 
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The occurrence of such a tayer can be explained in connection with the downward advection of po
tentiatty warmer air into the 
vattey core. This proeess, by 
which potentiatty warmer air 
is moved from upper to iower 
tevets, is somewhat analo
gous to the entrainment of 
potentiaüy warm air at the 
top of a convective boundary 
iayer (Stuii 1988, p. 453). 
Hence one might think of the 
thick stabty stratified layer of 
the valtey % profiles shown 
in Fig. 3 as a modified 
version of the entrainment 
tayer which typicaHy caps a 
CBL over ftat uniform ter
rain. 
An analysis of the different 
terms contributing to the heat 
budget in the vaitey atmo
sphere (Fig. 4) shows that 
vertical advection of poten
tiaüy warmer air downward 
from the free atmosphere is 

the most important contributor to warming in the upper iayers within and above the vaüey region. 

Ks 10 

120 -40 0 40 80 
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Figure 4: Vertica! profiles of the terms in the energy budget at {/ — -60.0.80km 
in the middie of the vaiiey: turbulent heating (sotid line). vertical advection (dotted 
üne), along-vaüey advection (diamond üne) and the numericai fitter (bullet üne). 
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The Diurnat Cireuiation of Zugspitzpiatt: Observations and Modeiüng 
Gantner L, J. Egger, M. Hornsteiner 

Meteorotogisches institut 
Universität München 

The Zugspitzpiatt is a gentiy sioping piateau in the Wetterstein massif with a steep 
eastward-orientedsiope ieading down to the narrow and deep Reintai vaiiey. Such combinations of 
piateaus and vaiieys are ubiquitous in the Aips. Measurements were taken during the VERTiKATOR 
fieid campaign and modei simutations have been performed to investigate the diurnat cireuiation of 
this piateau on fair weather days.Nocturnai outfiow as weti as an inftow of a few hundred meters 
depth are found at the edge of the ptateau. The mesoscaie mode) (MM5) configuration uses severai 
nested domains, with a very high horizontat resoiution in the innermost domain in order to represent 
the compticated orography. A trajectory modei is run using the MM5 output data and the measured 
trajectories of the pibai ascents are compared with thesimuiated trajectories. The modet is capabte of 
simutating successfuiiy the trajectories of the pi)otba))oons reieased near the edge of the ptateau. The 
modet caieuiations suggest that the inftow towards thepiateau during the day ascends from the 
Reintai and inciudes air from outside the Wetterstein massif. 
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impact of Compiex Terrain on Sea-breeze Cireuiation during ESCOMPTE !0P2b. 

5. Bastin', P. Drobinski', B. Benech-, J.L Caccia^, C. Campistron-, A. Dabas', P. Deivitie', P. Durand^, 
V. Guenard^, 0. Reitebuch", G. Werner". 

(1) iPSL/ Service d'Aronomie, France, (2) LA, France, (3) LSEET, France; (4) CNRM/Meteo France; 
(5) DT-!NSU, France; (6) DLR, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Sea breeze circutations were documented in the framework of the ESCOMPTE program that was 
performed over the Provence region, South France, during summer 2001. The instrumenta) set-up was 
we)) suited to study the effects of topography on the sea-breeze ftow. )0P2b case is very interesting to 
show the inhomogeneity and the unsteadiness of the breeze ftow Iinked to the interaction with eomptex 
terrain (mountains, Valleys, coastline shape) and targe scate flows. For this period (25 and 26 june 
2001), the thermal wind setting-up is disturbed by the devetopment of targe-scale winds from different 
directions and at various heigths. The Rhone and Durance vatleys can modify these flows by channeting, 
ftow Splitting, but their influence differs since they don't have the same orientation and width. So, the 
inland penetration, the depth of the sea-breeze and its intensity are not the same everywhere. 

1. introduction 

Breeze dynamics has been studied for a tong time theoreticalty, experimentally and numericatty. Land-
sea breeze cireuiation is known to contribute significantly to matter and energy transport and thus ptays 
an important role in pottution episodes in major cities. 

Breeze circutations can be disturbed by externa) processes such as synoptic forcing, orography, 
coastline shape. tn the Marseilte area (studied region), one major topographic feature is the presence 
of two main Valleys: (i) the Rhone valtey is a broad gap between the Alps and the Massif Central; (ii) 
the Durance valtey is a narrow vatiey that "begins" near Vinon and "ends" near Tattard (see Fig. 1). 
The bifurcation between these two vatleys is located near Luberon massif. The Rhone Valley fioor is 
nearty flat (200 m/250 km) with a maximum constriction near Vaience (20 km wide) and broadens from 
Montelimar to the coast. The Durance vatiey is steeper (200 m/80 km) and much narrower (< 10 Ar/?;). 
The combination of vatiey ftoor topography and laterat constriction may play a major role in accelerating 
the sea-breeze flow during daytime. This study aims at investigating the possible consequences of the 
presence of these two vatleys on the sea-breeze intensity, its intand penetration and its depth. These 
dynamical features of the sea-breeze impact on pottution ventitation, species concentration and inland 
pottutants transport. 

The objectives of the paper witt be addressed using the dataset coltected during the ESCOMPTE 
experiment (Cros et at., 2003). This campaign was performed over the Provence region, South France, 
during summer 2001 to improve the understanding and the forecast of the pottutants behavior during 
photo-chemical episodes. This region includes targe pottution source zones tocated near the coastline, 
especiatty the urban area of MarseiHe and the industriat area of Fos-Berre pond. Sea breeze circutations 
can easily devetop in this region during summertime since the differential heating between land and 
adjacent sea is high enough. 

2. Synoptic conditions 

The 25 june 2001, a ridge extends from Marocco to Norway at 500 hPa level. Near the surface, a 
shatlow depression is centered over the Pyrenees and a high covers the North Sea. At 850 hPa level, the 
pattern consists of a barometric marsh alt over France and the Mediterranean sea. These conditions are 
propitious to the development of a sea-breeze cireuiation but geostrophic batance dictates easterly ftow 
above the North of France and south-southwesterty flow above the Lion Gutf, which interact with the 
breeze cireuiation. The Massif Central and the Atps are natura) boundaries for these low-attitude winds. 
They can induce there deviation by biocking and ftow Splitting. The deflecting flow may be channeled 
in the Rhone vatiey which modifies the synoptic Situation in the target area. This could exptain the 
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a7*e f/7e Taefeoro/oazca/ dfafzarLs aamea* 77? fazs paper; Va/eago/e, 2-5'f ̂ a5aa, J*-6*Mferoa, -̂77;7/ar̂ . 
^-Afre^, 6-ylazo7̂ aa. 7-07*aaoe, &5*f Paa/. P-A/aafel?'a?a7'. 7̂ -l"a/e7?ce, 77-Lao77. 

north fiow that btows in the tower tayer of the atmosphere at the mouth of the Rhone vaiiey. 
The 26 june 2001, the ridge at 500hPa ievei has moved towards the east which generates a weak west
erty synoptic wind in attitude. At the surface, a depression is tocated at the south of treiand and the 
pression field is quite homogeneous over France and the east of the Europe. It results a weak southerly 
synoptic wind near the surface and until about 2-3 km height. 

3. Effects of the Rhone and Durance vaüeys on the sea-breeze 

_45 
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Figure 2: tV/ao*̂ (/a* /ro7a 7aefeo7o/oo7ca/ sar/aee .sfafzoas af f̂ /T aaa* 76^^ ̂ 71 yh'roa's 77?a*7cafe 
f/?e wzaa* a*7recf7oa a7;o* f/7ea a7*e ̂ ca/ea* fo /tf 7a7f/?7a fae 7a7770* ?afeagxfa. 

Effects of Valleys on the ftow can be quantified by considering the along-valley Rossby number 
7?/ — Vy/^ where / is the Valley width, / is the CorioÜs parameter (/ — 1.0 10"^ .s"') and 1" is the 
physical scale for the along-vattey velocity. The scaling parameter 7?/ results from a scale analysis of 
the equations of ageostrophic motion in vaüeys in the case where the Boussinesq and the hydrostatic 
approximations are appropriate (see Overland, 1984). When r?/ > 1, the non-dimensional equations 
show that the along-valley pressure gradient is balanced primarily by the ageostrophic acceleration of 
the flow down the axis of the vaüey. and gap wind results. 
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Fig. 2 shows that the sea-breeze front is iocated at about 44.2° Â  in the Rhone vattey. just before 
the maximum constriction, whereas it goes further in the Durance vaüey. 

3.1 Rhone vatiey 

The temperature surface chart from the meteoroiogicai surface stations shows that the temperature 
gradient driving the breeze fiow becomes negiigibie between Avignon and Orange and it reverses be
tween Orange and Saint Paut. The wind fietd from the airborne Doppier iidar WtND and the surface 
stations indicate that the wind direction inverses between Orange and St Paui near the surface. 

The 25 june, at 1300 UT, data from the surface stations indicate that 7?/ > 1 between tvlontetimar 
and Vatence. Looking at Fig. 2, the sea-breeze is expected not to be affected by the iaterai constriction 
of the Rhone vaüey since it doesn't reach tvlontetimar. Data aiso show that the adverse northerty ftow is 
acceierated between Lyon and Vaience (+2 m s"*) untii the vaiiey width does not impact anymore on 
the ftow between tvlontetimar and Saint Pau) (7?/ < 1). However, here the synoptic forcing is not very 
strong and we can thus compare the morphotogica) characteristics of the sea-breeze cireuiation with 
other studies for simiiar iatitude (even if the breeze front is iikety to be pushed towards the coastiine by 
the opposite wind). 

Figure 3: 6'o/%<7 /nie !.s/or f7;f 25 jtme (mo* (/os/l-ooMea' %'s /or ?7?.e 26Y/? jime ̂ O i . ^ r7?,e Tjjmo* 
/7;fe7/s/'f;</ ana* ̂  7'epre.se7?f.s 7?/ = V/// n/onu Me 7?/707?.e va//e;(/. 

Figure 3 represents the wind intensity and the associated 7?/ from the Doppter lidar WtND along 
the leg indieated in Fig. 1 between 250 m and 500 m height for the 25 and the 26 of june 2001. Note 
that the wind intensity doesn't give an indication of the wind direction and the transition between the 
northerly flow and the breeze one at this level is located near 44.1̂ A*. Figure 3b shows that the Rossby 
number for the 26 of june reaches the limit value 1 at 44.3° A* which is 0.1° (i e about 10 km) before 
the 25 june case. A priori, we can't be sure that the iow level flow that is channeled in the Rhone 
vaüey the 26th is the sea-breeze flow. But, by refering Estoque numerical's study, the breeze ceü is 
more stretched when an onshore synoptic flow is blowing than an offshore prevailing wind. As a matter 
of fact, it is in the lattest Situation that the breeze front is the nearest of the shoreline. Since, for this 
day, it is tocated near 44.1°A', we can assume that the 26th june Situation leads to a more important 
inland penetration than those of the 25th and that the breeze front reaches 44.3°N. 

For the channeling effect to be effective at Orange, one should have 7?/ > 1, i e t' > 9 7?;.s"'. 
According to the measured velocity at Orange during IOP2b (H?mT — 5 ;?7.s"'), that means in a Situ
ation of no synoptic wind or offshore synoptic wind, the Rhone valtey doesn't impact on the sea-breeze 
ftow. tn the case of an onshore synoptic wind, this vaüey may play a role. 

3.2 Durance vattey 

As the sea-breeze flow enters the Durance valtey, it accelerates and deepens (Fig. 4). Data from 
meteorological surface stations show that 7?/ > 1 everywhere in the vaüey except at Valensole which 
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wmo* mfens^fi/. 6*0/70* /zae zaa'/cafe fAe fra77S7f7077 ̂efween so7/fAer/7/ //07a 077̂  7707*f//e7*/7/ /fo?/'. 

is just at the beginning of the vatiey. The sea-breeze is thus channeited at) aiong the Durance vaitey. 
tndeed, the surface winds are oriented atong the vatiey axis and have dominant southerty component. 
This near-southerty ftow is at teast partty driven by the thermai gradients as temperature increases 
between Vaiensoie and Sisteron. 

We can make an anaiog between the perturbation pressure gradient due to constriction and a syn
optic forcing. tn the Durance vaiiey, the Rossby number 7?/ < 1 before 1300 UTC since the sea-breeze 
ftow is weak . tt corresponds to a temperature gradient c?T/c?7/ = 0.1 K km"*. As the breeze flow 
strengthens after 1300 UTC, 7?/ > 1 and 0T/d// = 0.04 K km"'. This result is consistent with Es-
toque (1962)'s study: if we assume that constriction acts in the same way as would do an onshore 
synoptic wind, then one would expect that the air advection inhibits the rise in the temperature of the 
atmosphere in the Durance valtey. The inland penetration is then expected to increase in the Durance 
vaiiey. 

4. Conctusion and futur prospects 

The study shows that valtey can play a role on sea-breeze cireuiation. In the specific case of the 
Marseille area, the two major Valleys are the Rhone and the Durance Valleys which are broad and nar
row, respectively. In the Situation of slight synoptic pressure gradient leading to a northerty flow in the 
Rhone vatiey (25 june 2001). it is shown that the vatiey width does not affect the sea-breeze cireu
iation whereas the Durance vatiey accelerates and deepens the breeze flow, decreases the along-valtey 
temperature gradient (similarty to a synoptic forcing as discussed by Estoque (1962)) and increases the 
sea-breeze penetration in the valtey. In the case of an onshore prevaiting synoptic wind, the Rhone valtey 
may affect the sea-breeze flow by channeting and aeeeierating it. Nevertheless, in terms of pollution, it 
is shown that the Durance valtey transport pottutants iniand and that pottutants may be incorporated 
into iong-range transport since the depth of the breeze flow increases. 

Even if the instrumental set-up of the ESCOMPTE campaign is weit suited for this kind of study, 
it witl be necessary to conduet ideaiized simulations with a mesoscale modet to bring answers to some 
issues that are stiit not resolved. 
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Evatuation of anaiyticai predictions of katabatic ftow on a 
tow-angte stope 
Thomas Haiden 
Centrat tnstitute for Meteoroiogy and Geodynamics, Vienna 

1. introduction 

There are two kinds of simpiified modeis of katabatic fiow: (a) butk hydrauiic modets that predict 
the aiong-siope evoiution of verticatty integrated perturbation quantities, and (b) equiiibrium modeis 
that predict verticai (or stope-normai) profües of perturbation quantities. The ciassicai Prandti modei 
(Defant, 1949) faüs into the iatter category. Examptes of the buik approach have been presented by 
Fieagte (1950), Manins and Sawford (1979), and Kondo and Sato (1988), among others. With the 
exception of Fitzjarraid (1984) such modets have generaüy been formuiated under the assumption of 
negiigibie ambient wind. Their predictions can therefore be verified best on cases where the katabatic 
fiow is significantty stronger than the background ftow. Such conditions were encountered during a 
fieid experiment that was part of the U.S. Department of Energy's Verticat Transport and Mixing 
(VTMX) program. 

2. Observationa! data 

An array of four tethersondes was piaced on a 1.6° stope in the Sait Lake Vaüey 28 km SSW of 
Satt Lake City at the foot of the Oquirrh Mountains. The surface consisted of aiternating patches of 
disked soii and wheat stubbie. The site was chosen for its uniform topographic and surface 
characteristics and accessibiiity. The main observationai equipment was a set of four tethered baüoon 
sounding Systems arranged on a tine running down the stope and separated by about 1 km. The üne 
began about 3.5 km beiow the Kennecott copper minewaste püe. For ease in referring to the individuat 
tethered baüoon Systems, the sites are designated TS1, TS2, TS3, and TS4 as numbered from the 
iowest to the highest aititudes which are 1485, 1513, 1539, and 1572 m MSL, respectivety. The 
tethered baüoon sounding Systems made synchronous coordinated ascents to heights of 200-300 m 
AGL at roughty hatf-hourty intervais. Experiments were conducted during the intensive observationai 
periods (iOPs) deciared by investigators of the Department of Energy's VTMX experiment (Doran et 
ai. 2002). This study is based on data from iOPs 1, 4, and 5 on 2, 8, and 14 October, respectivety, 
when skies were ciear, upper winds were weak, and katabatic ftows weii-deveioped on the siope. 
These iOPs were setected objectivety based on the ratio between maximum downsiope wind speed 
and ambient fiow speed. 

3. Buik momentum and heat fiux 

Figure 1 shows the observed aiong-stope evotution of the downsiope kinematic fiuxes of 
momentum and heat given by 

where the upper iimit of the integration /l (-100 m) has been chosen to coincide with the wind speed 
minimum between the katabatic fiow iayer and the synoptic wind above. Here, the temperature 
perturbation is defined as 0' - - c? so that it becomes a positive quantity in cases of katabatic 
fiow. /-/ as defined by (1) is actuaity the downsiope ftux of temperature deficit, and is aiso positive. 
During iOPs 1 and 5 the momentum fiux increases strongiy atong the stope, especiatty from TS3 to 
TS2. The increase is significantty targer than can be expiained by the observed buoyancy of the ftow. 
The dashed tines on the ihs of Figure 1 show the theoreticai atong-siope evotution of momentum ftux if 
buoyancy is the onty forcing term. This corresponds to the modet of Businger and Rao (1965), termed 
'advective-gravity' ftow by Mahrt (1982). What other forces couid be causing the observed aiong-stope 
acceteration? Hydrostatic pressure gradients due to thermat inhömogeneities were evaiuated and 
gave on average an upstope contribution to acceieration rather than the needed downsiope 
contribution. Nonhydrostatic effects can be assumed smaii due to the iow stope angte and iarge 

(1) 
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FiGURE 1: Observed aiong-stope evoiution of buik fiuxes of momentum and temperature deficit during 
iOPs 1, 4 and 5 (continuous iines). For comparison, dashed iines show theoreticai evoiution based on 
observed buoyancy, and estimated diabatic cooiing, respectivety. Tethersonde tocations are indieated 
at the bottom. 

aspect ratio of the ftow (Haiden, 2003). Friction aiways gives a negative contribution, and Corioiis and 
nonstationarity effects are too smati in magnitude to ptay a dominant rote. 

The buik heat ftux (rhs in Figure 1) shows a simitar behaviour, nameiy an increase of temperature 
deficit between TS3 and TS2 during iOPs 1 and 5 that cannot be expiained by diabatic cootinp atone. 
The dashed tines show the theoreticai evotution for a surface sensibte heat ftux of -55 W/m , taking 
into account the presence of a background potentiat temperature gradient of 2.5 K/km in tOPs 1 and 5, 
and 10.0 K/km in tOP 4. The observed increase of H from TS3 to TS2 during )OP1 is equivatent to a 
diabatic cooiing rate >100 W/rn̂  -- too targe to be exptained by turbuient or radiative heat fiux 
divergence. tt is interesting to note that during iOP4, when the ambient atmosphere is more stabte, the 
momentum ftux is atmost constant atong the stope, and the increase of heat ftux is compatibie with 
moderate cooting rates. individuat wind speed and temperature profites indicate that during iOP4 the 
ftow was approximatety in iocat equiiibrium (Haiden and Whiteman, 2002), which was not the case 
during the other two tOPs. 
4. Siope curvature 

One possibie expianation for our inabitity to ctose the observed momentum and heat budgets is 
stope curvature, and the associated conftuence and convergence effects. Figure 2 shows the 
topography of the experimentai site at a resotution of 100 m, the corresponding vector fieid of the 
normaiized topographic gradient Vẑ  /[Vz !, and siope curvature 

i = v. V: V-, (2) 

tt can be seen from Figure 2 that the siope, which is quite homogeneous to the in-situ visuai observer, 
exhibits smait-scate variations in siope angte and orientation that compiieate katabatic ftow dynamics. 
tnsofar as the topographic gradient vectors are an indication of actuai ftow direction, TS2 (x=3.2 km) is 
iocated in an area of generai conftuence. TS3 (x=2.3 km) on the other hand has a tong upstream fetch 
of divergent ftow. Moreover, it appears that one cannot assume a priori that the air sampied at one 
tethersonde site is representative of the air that ftows past the next site downstream. The anticipated 
stronger northerty component in the katabatic ftow at TS3 and TS1, which is suggested by the 
topographic gradient, is actuaiiy observed in the tethersonde wind data. However, short-term (<1/2 hr) 
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ftuctuations of ftow direction and strength that were present during most iOPs require additionai 
expianation. 
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FtGURE 2: Siope topography at a resoiution of 100 m (isoünes), and normaiized topographic gradient 
(vector fieid). The amount of convex siope curvature is indieated by shading. Short boid iines show the 
mean observed fiow direction and strength in the katabatic iayer during iOP5. 

Recent studies on the VTMX siope fiows by Haiden and Whiteman (2002) have shown that simpie 
anaiyticai modeiüng can roughiy account for variations in mean katabatic fiow strength between 
different iOPs, as a resuit of differences in ambient stabiiity. The resuits presented here indicate that 
the prediction of aiong-siope evoiution of buik quantities within a given iOP is far more difficuit, and 
may in most cases require consideration of the two-dimensionai, smaii-scaie characteristics of the 
siope. 
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Observations of the Coid Air Outfiow from a Basin Coid Pooi 
through a Low Pass 

Bernhard Pospicha]*, Stefan Eisenbach*, C. David Whiteman**, Reinhoid Steinacker*, and Manfred 
Dorninger* 

*University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria 
**Pacific Northwest Nationa! Laboratory, Richiand, WA 99352, USA 

1. !ntroduction 

A major meteorotogicat fietd experiment was conducted in the 500-m diameter Grüntoch (atso 
known as the Gstettneratm) timestone sinkhote in the Eastern Aips near Lunz, Lower Austria, from 
October 2001 to eariy June 2002 to observe the strong nighttime temperature inversions that form 
there and have been reported by earüer investigators (Schmidt, 1930; Sauberer and Dirmhirn, 
1954, 1956). As part of this experiment, instruments were depioyed to observe the nighttime outftow 
of coid air that buiids up overnight in this sinkhote through a tow pass catied the Lechner Saddie. 
Two other contribütions in this votume by Whiteman et at. (2003) and Eisenbach et at. (2003) 
discuss the inversion breakup and the structure of the coid-air poois in this sinkhote. 
2. Topography and tnstrumentation 

F/gt/re 7; Topograp/i/c 
map of me Grün/ocr? 
s/r?/(/?o/e /nd/caf/'ng me 
measuremenf s/fes and 
f/ie/'r e/e*/af/or?s. 

The topography of the 
Grüntoch region and the 
sites of meteoroiogicai 
instrumentation are shown 
in Figure 1. The Grünioch 
is situated on the wooded 
Dürrenstein piateau, 5 km 
south of Lunz, Lower 
Austria. To the northwest 
the steep, rugged 
Lechnergraben Vattey 
ieads down to the main 
Ybbs vaitey. The Lechner 
Saddie (NW10), the 
towest pass, is tocated on 
the northwest side of the 
Grüntoch at an eievation 
54 m above the 1270 m 
MSL basin ftoor. The 
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drainage area of the Grüntoch is about 2.1 knf and the highest mountain tops are 380 m above the 
basin ftoor. Because of the tow minimum temperatures in the sinkhote, a Vegetation inversion is 
present in the Grüntoch, with no trees growing at the iowest aititudes. Wind data were coiiected 
from weather stations iocated on the basin ftoor (GL00), on the Lechner Saddie (NW10), and on the 
summit of the Kieiner Hühnerkoget (HK). Fifty-eight temperature data ioggers were ptaced on three 
iines that ascended the basin sidewaits, in some nearby smatter sinkhoies, and in other iocations 
inciuding LG02, LG03, NW10 and NW16. During a speciai observing period in eariy June a series 
of tethered baitoon soundings was made from the basin center (GL00); sotar and terrestriai 
radiatiön measurements were aiso made there. 

3. Observations and Resuits 

Potentiat temperature inversions of more than 25 K over a 80 to 120-m depth form in this sinkhote 
during ctear caim nights as outgoing tongwave radiatiön produces a iayer of cotd, dense air above 
the sidewaiis that drains downward into the basin (see Fig. 2). The basin voiume betow the Lechner 
Saddie fiits with coid air very soon after sunset and continues to coot throughout the night. Once 
this confined coid-air pooi is in piace, the air ftowing down from the sidewaits is too warm to enter 
the pooi and simpiy ftows over the top of the cotd air pooi and exits in a steady 30-m-deep fiow 
through the Lechner Saddte. This fiow can be seen very ctearty in tethersonde soundings over the 
basin center (Fig.4). Soundings there show compteteiy caim winds in the high static-stabiiity cotd 
poot beiow the Lechner Saddie's attitude. Above this tevet, however, the stagnant air is surmounted 
by a iess stabte iayer in which winds biow toward the northwest through the Lechner Saddte. On the 
Lechner Saddte, a weather Station recorded winds with an anemometer at a height of 2.5 m above 
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F/gtvre 2. Pofenf/a/ femperafure f/me ser/es from 2-3 June 2002. S/fe /ocaf/ons are s/iowr? /n F/g. 7. 
Af LG02 fne /nf/uence offne bas/'n a/r can sf/V/ be seen eyen fnougn fnere nas a/ready been some 
m/x/ng w/'fn warmer amb/'enf a/r. /VA/76 /'s aboye fne s/n/fho/e /nt/ers/on. 
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ground (Fig.3). Winds on the saddie go through a short (1-2 hour) "acceieration period" from caim in 
the earty evening to a constant 0.8-1.2 m/s speed that is maintained through the rest of the night. 
The wind direction becomes steady out of the southeast, indicating a fiow out of the basin through 
the saddie. This scenario occurs on ciear undisturbed nights, varying oniy siightiy through the 
course of the year. Simiiar features have aiso been observed in Japan by Yoshino (1984) who 
reported a weak inversion iayer containing down-siope winds on the top of a stronger stabiiity coid-
air pooi. 
Two temperature ioggers were operated in the Lechnergraben, a deep gorge or channei beiow the 
saddie. Data from these ioggers (Fig. 2) indicate that the coid air that fiows across the saddie 
continues down the channei as a katabatic fiow, mixing somewhat with the warmer ambient air as it 
faiis. The fiow descends the channe! into the upper Ybbs Vatiey, whose fioor is 700 m beiow the 
Lechner Saddie. Temperatures at the two sites are marginaity warmer than the cotd air ftowing over 
the saddte because of adiabatic warming and mixing with the ambient air during the descent. The 
known saddie geometry and the mean ftow through the saddte witi aiiow us to estimate the 
nighttime voiume ftux. 
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F/gure 3. *A7nd speed (grey //ne) and w/'nd d/recf/on (b/ac/( symbo/s) af fne Lecnner Sadd/e (F/'g. 7, 
/vW70) from 7200 CET 78 Ocfober 2007 fo 7200 CET 79 Ocfober 2007. Tne sfeady f/ow from SSE 
sfarfs before asfronom/ca/ stvnsef (7704 CET) and conf/ntves unf/V fwo nours affer asfronom/ca/ 
sunr/se (0628 CET). 
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Ctassification of Coid Air Pooi Events in the Gstettneratm, 
a Sinkhote in the Eastern Atps 

Stefan Eisenbach\ Bernhard PospichaP, C. David Whiteman^, Reinhoid Steinacker^ and Manfred 
Dorninger* 
1 University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria 
2 Pacific Northwest Nationa) Laboratory, Richiand, WA 99352, USA 

introduction 
An extended meteoroiogicai fieid experiment was conducted from October 2001 through eariy 

June 2002 in the Gruenioch (aiso known as the Gstettneratm), an approximateiy 150-m-deep 
timestone sinkhote tocated on a 1300-m-high timestone ptateau in the eastern Aips near Lunz, 
Lower Austria. This sinkhote devetops strong temperature inversions on ciear undisturbed nights 
and records some of the towest minimum temperatures in centra! Europe. it is known in the 
meteoroiogicai iiterature from earty studies conducted there by Sauberer and Dirmhirn (1954, 
1956). Two other contribütions in this voiume by Whiteman et ai. (2003) and Pospicha! et at. 
(2003) discuss the post-sunrise breakup of nocturna! inversions in the Gruentoch and the outftow 
of cotd air at night through a tow pass. 

tnstrumentation and Resutts 
The data set contains 230 days of 5 min temperature data from each of fifty-eight 

temperature data ioggers that were ptaced at 1.4-m height on wooden poies on three tines that 
ran up the northwest, southwest and southeast sidewaits of the Gruentoch. instruments on the 
iines were generatty separated by 5 m in the verticai. Supporting weather data came from three 
Vaisata weather stations, one on the sinkhote ftoor at 1270 m MSL, one 54 m above the ftoor at 
the Lechner Saddte (the towest aititude outiet from the sinkhote), and one 330m above the ftoor at 
the summit of the Kieiner Hühnerkogei (Figure 1). 

Figure 2 shows an exampie of time series data from the temperature data ioggers on the 
northwest tine during a ciear, undisturbed period on 18-19 October 2001. A strong temperature 
inversion devetoped on this night. Cooting in the Gruenioch began at 1530 CET when shadows 
were east into the sinkhote from the surrounding ridges. The strongest cooiing occurred over the 
first 2.5 hours and at the iowest aititudes in the sinkhote. By sunrise the next morning an 18°C 
inversion had devetoped over the 142 m attitude interva) between the iowest and highest attitude 
data toggers. The nocturna) inversion broke up onty two hours after the sun began to heat the 
ftoor of the basin. Astronomicai sunset occurred at 1704 and astronomicat sunrise occurred at 
0628 CET. 

!n earty June 2002 a series of tethered battoon soundings were made in the sinkhote over two 
days and nights. A comparison of tethersonde temperature profites with 'pseudo-verticai 
temperature profites' from the tines of surface temperature ioggers showed that the iogger tines 
provided good proxy soundings of the sinkhote atmosphere under stabte conditions. With this in 
mind we have examined the entire temperature iogger data set and ciassified many of the 
meteorotogicai events that occurred in the sinkhote during cotd poot events over the period of 
record. tndividuai events were investigated further using data from the three weather stations. 
The ciassifications that we have used inciude the fotiowing types of events (Tabie 1): 

* formation and destruetion of diumai coid air poots 
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* earty cotd poot breakups 
* täte inversion buitdups 
* mixing events caused by the break-in of strong (e.g., foehn) winds 
* turbutent erosion at the top of the cotd poot 
* wavetike disturbances that occurred in the upper and tower basin atmosphere 
* sudden buitdup and destructions of short term cotd air poots 

Study of these events has increased our understanding of the factors that affect the 
devetopment of cotd air poots in a smaii, high aititude basin. 
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Figure 1. Topographic 
map of the Gruenioch 
area, showing the 
instrument locations. 
Weather Station W1 is 
located at the sinkhole 
fioor W2 at the outfiow 
(lowest saddie) and W3 at 
a mountain top. 

Three lines of temperature 
data Ioggers (soiid dots) 
run up the sidewaiis of the 
basin to the northwest, 
southwest and southeast 
of the basin center. 

The two operating 
tocations of the tethered 
batloon sounding Systems 
were at sites TS1 and TS2 

Coid Air Poo! Event, Oct 18 to Oct 19 2001 
-Gruenioch (0t 
-NW01 (5m) 
NW02 (12m) 
-NW03(17m) 
NW04 (24m) 
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- NW06 (34m) 
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-NW14 (100m)i 
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-NW16 (142m) 

Time [CET] 

Figure 2. Typicat temperature time series for data-togger sites on the northwest sidewall. The data are for 
18-19 October 2001. This line of data Ioggers ran northwest from the towest point on the basin ftoor 
(Gruentoch) to the towest saddte (Station NW10) and then fotlowed the northeast-ridge up to 142m above 
the ftoor of the sinkhote. The heights of the individuat data Ioggers above the basin fioor are shown in the 
legend. 
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undisturbed night 
(as in Figure 2) 
We observed both short 
summer-night cotd air 
pools and multi-day cold 
air pools in December. 

mixing event 
Strong, gusty winds 
cause a partiai mixing of 
the basin atmosphere. 

iate buiidup 
Weakening winds and 
dissolving clouds after a 
cold front passage. 

upper disturbance 
Steady, quite strong 
winds which are not 
strong enough to mix the 
atmosphere completely. 

eariy breakup 
Cold air pooi removed by 
a frontal passage with 
strong winds and clouds. 

iower disturbance 
Temperature anomaly at  
the lowest stations,  
possibly caused by  
backradiation from clouds  
moving over the area. 

turbuient erosion 
Slow removal of the cold 
air poot by quite strong 
and steady winds. 

coid pooi "window" 
Short term cold air pooi 
buiidup during a cloud-
gap or a short caim 
period. 

Tabie 1. Gruenioch cold-air pools were classified into these eight different patterns of cold air pooi evotution 
from detaited investigations of the 230-day data record. For each category we found the typical weather 
situations that are presented in this tabte. The line figures represent temperature times series patterns from 
Ioggers at different altitudes (as in Figure 2). 
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Near Surface Layer Vertica! Profites and Energy Budget in an Aipine Vaiiey during Days with Thermai or Mechanicai Forcing 
Andretta M., M.W. Rotach 

tACETH tnstitute for Atmospheric and Ctimate Science ETH. 

tnvestigating the boundary layer and his interaction with tocat winds using data from 
micrometeorotogical towers ptacedin a cross-section of the Riviera vatiey, it becomes immediately 
clear that the choice of the post-processing scheme foreddy covariance data is a major issue when 
comparing results from highty eomptex terrain against ctassical Monin-Obukhovsurface tayer theory 
or when tooking at the 1 -dim energy batance. tn particutar the problem of the coordinate System 
andaveraging iength is not triviat in the case of ftow patterns which change with time and with height 
above ground. We started using a Standard Double Rotation (DR) post-processing of the turbutence 
data, with 30 minutes averagingintervats. Resutts from days with a weii-deveioped Vatiey- and 
Stope-Wind System (VWS) were presented in previous MAP-meetings. 
We anatyzed data from two 30m towers with 3 sonic ievets, one on the vaitey ftoor characterized by 
stronghorizontal inhömogeneities and the other on a 30-35° steep west-facing stope covered with a 
homogeneous forest. Keyissues at the stope site were wind profiles with a significant vertical 
directionai shear, which causes the tateratReynotds stress <v'w'> to be of the same order of 
magnitude as the iongitudinai Reynotds stress <u'w'>. in addition the1-dim energy balance at the 
slope site has a surprisingly good closure in the daity sum, but tatent and sensible heatflux have a 
time-lag of a few hours in their diumai eyete, so that in fact the hatf hour energy batance was not 
closedat any time. At the vaiiey fioor site we found the Iocai scaüng velocity u* decreasing 
significantty with height abovethe roughness sublayer, which cloud be due to the aiong-vaüey 
pressure gradient present during VWS days. And the energybatance had a very poor 
closure.Quaütativeiy simitar resutts were obtained using an aitemative post-processing method 
(Planar Fit Method, PF). Thereis an interpretation probiem inherent of the DR method that arises 
when we are interested in vertical profiles of thefiuxes over eomptex terrain: the vertical flux vectors at 
different heights are usually not paraüet due to divergentfiow lines. in addition there is a retevant 
uncertainty in the determination of the mean vertical wind speed for eachaveraging intervai. Using the 
PF method we are abie to define a common vertical axis for aü measurement levet at onesite when 
looking at vertical profües, and we are atlowed to use Ionger averaging intervals without 
introducingunstaionarity in the orientation of the verticat axis.Our analysis shows that over complex 
terrain w(u,v)-surfaces are curved 3-dim surfaces and not inclined pianes. Thisproblem can be 
addressed defining a different (x.y)-plane for each cireuiation type which determines the Iocai 
meanfiow. We introduce a ciassification based on ANETZ stations to describe the synoptic weather 
type for the Atps and thelocat ftow type in the Riviera vaüey. Due to the fact that verticat soundings of 
the vaüey atmosphere often show amutti-iayer structure, the ctassification is refined for each site 
using its own data. This aüows to determine, forexampte, if foehn air reaches our site or not. Vertical 
flux profües and energy balance equation are investigated fordays with vaüey- and slope-wind system 
(thermat forcing) and for foehn or barrage situations (mechanicai forcing).Furthermore the energy 
batance equation is computed for different averaging intervals, investigating the effect oflonger 
averaging times on the closure. 
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On the Turbutence Structure in a Daytime Aipine Vaiiey Atmo
sphere 
Andreas H. Weigel and Mathias W. Rotach 

tnstitute for Atmospheric and Ctimate Science ETH 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zürich, Switzerland 

1. !ntroduction 

The atmospheric boundary layer mediates the exchange of energy, water vapor and momentum be
tween the heated Earth surface and the free atmosphere. Turbulent fluxes thereby represent a very 
important mechanism for the transport of these quantities. A quantitative description of turbulent 
fluxes, however, is compticated as they are highty dependent on the topography and the surface charac
teristics. Nevertheless, for all types of numericai atmospheric models a knowledge of turbulent transport 
processes is cruciat. Virtuatty att turbutence parameterizations used in these modets are based on the 
assumption of flat and homogeneous terrain - simpty, because little other information is available so 
far. Regarding the fact, that more than two thirds of the continental surface is hitty or mountainous, 
this is quite an unsatisfying State which is likely to bias the results of those models. In order to make a 
first step towards fttttng this gap in our knowtedge, an intensive measurement campaign - the so-catted 
MAP-Riviera project - was carried out within the scope of the Mesoscale Atpine Program (MAP), tn 
this contribution, we focus on the anatysis of the turbuience structure in the entire Riviera Vattey at
mosphere and its relation to the surface turbutent fluxes. 

2. The MAP-Riviera project 

A comprehensive description of the MAP-Riviera project is given in Rotach et al. (2002). The de-
clared aim of the project was the detailed investigation of the atmospheric as wetl as the hydrotogic 
processes occurring in a typicat U-shaped alpine vatiey. The observational campaign was carried out 
in the approximately north-south oriented Riviera Valley in southern Switzerland from August until 
October 1999 (see Figure 1). Eleven towers with twenty Sonics, placed on the vaiiey bottom and along 
the eastern stope, attowed for the measurement of Standard meteorological variables as wetl as turbu
tent quantities over the whote period. During intensive Observation periods, the vertica) and spatia) 
structure of the valtey atmosphere was also investigated. This was done by means of a light research 
aircraft, flying both in atong-valley and cross-valley directions with a sampling resotution of 10 Hz. 
Additionat information was obtained from radiosondes and tethered baltoon ascents. In the fottowing, 
we witt concentrate on the convective daytime boundary tayer on ctear-sky days during the intensive 
Observation periods. 

0 10 20 Kilometers % -

Figure 1: Location and experimental setup of the MAP-Riviera project. Along-valley flights were conducted in 
a plane along the valtey axis in its center, and in two ptanes atong the vattey stopes. 
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t 
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Figure 2: (a) Temperature profites as obtained from radiosoundings at 9, 12 and 15 UTC on a typical convective 
day (21 Aug. 1999). (b) Airptane measurement of the along-valley wind component, carried out on the same 
day at around 12 UTC. The strong up-valtey jet at the eastern Valley side can be clearly seen. 

3. Mean thermai and dynamic characteristics on convective days 

On alt convective days, a pronounced vattey-
wind-system, consisting of both up-slope and up-
vattey winds, could be observed. White the exis
tence of such a vatley-wind-system is not unusuat 
(e.g. Whiteman 2000), it is the structure and the 
strength of the up-valtey wind that are a surprise. 
Rather than filting out the whole vatiey, the up-
valley wind tended to have a jet-like structure 
with windspeeds of up to around 10 m/s with its 
core shifted towards the eastern stope (see Figure 
2b)< 
According to current knowledge, the morning in
version of a vattey atmosphere breaks up due to 
the combined effect of turbulent heating from 
the bottom and subsidence of the stable core of 
the residuai nocturnal layer as a consequence of 
up-slope winds (Whiteman 1982). tn the Riviera 
Vatiey, however, a different behavior coutd be ob
served: with the onset of the up-valtey wind, the 
mixed tayer growth consistentty ceased. On days 
with very strong jets, the stratification of the at
mosphere even stabilized down to the vatiey ftoor 
(Figure 2a). 
tvlore insight can be gained when tooking at the 
heating rate of the valtey atmosphere and espe
cially the terms contributing to it. Figure 3 shows 
an example from a late afternoon ftight. The 
overatl heating rate (here actuatly cooting) as weit 
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Figure 3: Profiles of heating and cooting terms in the 
thermal budget. Data were derived from aircraft ftight 
legs which were carried out in a plane parallel to the 
eastern side of the vaiiey (21 Aug. 1999, 15-16 UTC). 
The plot disptays the contribution of vertical advection 
(dotted tine) and afong-vaHey advection (dashed tine) to 
the overatl heating rate (dash-dotted). The other terms 
of the budget equation (cross-vatley advection, diver
gence of turbulent heat flux and radiatiön) are treäted 
as a residual (solid tine). 
as the contribution of verticat and along-valley ad-
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vection are plotted. The values were derived from ftight tegs which were conducted in a ptane parallel 
to the eastern stope (where the jet is located). Heating/cooiing due to cross-vatley advection, radiatiön 
ftux divergence and the divergence of turbutent heat ftux are treäted as a residuai of the overalt heating 
rate, because their direct determination from aircraft data appeared to be error-prone. In the vattey 
center and at the western side of the vatiey (not shown), this residual term often has the same order of 
magnitude as the atong-vatley and verticat advection terms, making it difficutt to identify the governing 
terms. However, at the eastern side (Figure 3), the heating rate budget is significantty dominated by (i) 
cooling due to atong vaiiey advection of potentiatty coider air and (ii) heating due to vertical downward 
advection of potentiatty warmer air. These characteristics coutd consistently be observed on the other 
convective days of the measurement campaign. A combination of cotd air advection due to the up-vattey 
jet and warm air downward transport from above is therefore responsibte for the very shatlow or even 
absent mixed tayer in this narrow valtey. This teads to the eonclusion that in this sort of environment a 
temperature inversion - if it exists at ati - may not be a usefut measure of the thickness of the turbulent 
boundary tayer. However, the exact mechanisms stitt need to be further investigated. 

4. Turbutence structure on convective days 

The aircraft fiight pattern with atong vattey ftights of approximately 15 km tength allowed the cai
cuiation of profites of turbutent quantities by means of eddy correlation. Over ftat and homogeneous 
terrain, scaling as proposed by Deardorff (1970) has proven to be very successfut in the convective 
mixed boundary layer (e.g. Wyngaard and Cote 1974). The important scating variables in this context 
are the inversion layer height c, as characteristic tength scate and — [((//#) - ?i''#'o - ^ , ] ^ as the 
velocity scale associated with surface heat ftux (f^'o = surface heat ftux, fJ — surface temperature). 
An attempt to apply this scaling scheme also over the eomptex topography of the Riviera Vatiey was 
carried out. However, as discussed above, it is quite difficutt to define a clear boundary layer thickness 
2;,. Therefore, another criterion was appiied, which was motivated by the inspection of TKE profites: 
.2, is defined here as the height where TKE becomes smatter than 0.4 /7?-/.s-. 
Figure 4a shows the Deardorff-scaied profiles of TKE ( :/c, vs. TA'E/ü'j) which were measured during 
four convective days. The tength scate was determined as defined above. The velocity scate was 
obtained from a surface site at the valtey ftoor (250m a.s.l.). tt can be seen that this scating approach 
yields fairty unsatisfying resutts, even though the TKE values were derived from ftight tegs in the vatiey 
center. Much better scaling was achieved when using «-+ as obtained from a surface site at the eastern 
stope at 760m a.s.l. (Figure 4b). The quality of scating improved even further with H'* taken from 
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Figure 4: Profiles of TKE. The vatues were derived from fiight tegs in atong-vattey direction in the vatiey center 
during four convective days. Each picture displays the same TKE-values, however scaled with different values 
of (a) on the vatiey fioor (250m a.s.t., 16m a.g.t ), (b) on the eastern slope at 760m a.s.l. (22m a.g.t.) 
and (c) on the eastern stope at 1060m a.s.t. (13m a.g.t ). 
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another eastern siope site situated at 1060m a s ). (Figure 4c). Note that in ai) three paneis of Figure 
4 the same observed vaiues of TKE and c, were used. Anaiogous resuits were obtained when iooking at 
other turbuience variabtes such as covariances or dissipation rates (not shown). Classical definitions of 

(such as inversion iayer heights) were aiso tested, however they did not prove to be successfui (not 
shown). 
The good scaüng properties of the surface fluxes at the eastern siope appear to be piausibie, because 
the eastern side is characterized by strong thermai forcing (due to sun-exposure during the afternoons) 
as weii as significant mechanicai forcing (due to the eastward pushing vaiiey jet). Much more surprising, 
however, is the poor correlation with the surface fluxes at the vaüey fioor. This could be an indication, 
that the vaüey jet, while strongly interacting with the eastern slope, is decoupled from the vaüey bottom. 

5. Conciusions 

The MAP-Riviera project provided a unique data set which comprehensively describes the flow structure 
and turbuience state of a vaüey atmosphere. Unexpected features such as hindered mixed layer growth 
and strong up-valtey wind jets were observed. Moreover, turbuience variables in the entire atmosphere 
seem to scate surprisingly well when (a) the boundary tayer height is defined by applying a TKE-threshotd 
criterion and (b) the surface ftuxes from the sun-lit stope are used rather than those from the surface 
Station directty under the ftight teg (in this case the vattey ftoor Station under the fiight legs atong the 
center of the valtey). The valtey jet appears to be the key towards an understanding of the processes 
involved, both with respect to temperature profiles and to turbuience structure. Further anatysis of the 
data as weit as targe-eddy simulations are expected to clarify the observed characteristics of the vaüey 
atmosphere. 
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Turbuience measurements in the Rhine Valley during Foehn events. 
Comparison with others experiments and meso-NH simulations 
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and Fabienne Lohou' 

' Laboratoire d'Aerologie, UMR 5560 CNRS/UPS, 31400 Toulouse; France 
"CNRM, Toulouse, France 

1. !NTRODUCT!ON 

During MAP. Five intensive Observation 
periods (iOP 2, 5, 8, 13 and 15) are performed under 
various meteorological conditions when the Foehn is 
established inside the Rhine vaiiey. During each 
experiment, the turbuience was described with 
aircraft measurements along the same fiight plan 
(Lothon et al, 2003). 

We present here: 
(i) a synthesis of the anaiyzed turbulent 

parameters, obtained during the five Foehn events, as 
the turbulent kinetic energy and the spectral length 
scale, computed along each segment of the fiight axis. 

(ii) an estimation of a dimensionless number 
representative of spectral structure of the turbuience. 
This dimensionless number links the Standard 
deviation of vertical velocity, the spectral length scale 
and the dissipation rate and will be compared with the 
values obtained during others experiments 

(iii) a comparison of the experimental 
turbulent kinetic energy data with those deduced from 
meso-NH high resolution simulations. 

2. FOEHN INDUCED 
DUR!NG MAP EVENTS 

TURBULENCE 

Table 1 summarizes the time duration of the five 
ilights in relation with the beginning and the time 
duration of the foehn event. Three flights are realized 
at the beginning phase of the fohen, one at the middle 
phase and one at the end. All the studied cases are 
relevant of a humid blocked air in the south part of 
the Alps up to the mean ränge top ( about 2500m). 
Above, the S/SW synoptic flow is generally dry. On 
the north of the Alps, the sky is generally clear with 
some scattered clouds at middle and high altitudes. 
The Rhine vaiiey is clear. The fiight tracks ( Lothon 
et al, 2003), realized near the reiief, are generally 
very turbulent due to wake and friction effects of the 
reiief . The turbuience decreases inside the Rhine 
vaiiey to the Bodenzee lake as shown Fig. 1 and 2 
which represents respectively the mean turbulent 
kinetic energy (TKE) and the turbulent dissipative 
length. calculated with a 5 km high pass filter applied 
to the MERLIN IV aircraft data. The TKE field in 
Figure 1 shows that the IOP 2 (19 September) is the 
strongest event in turbuience The values of 6 m's' 
are greater than the values found during PYREX over 
the Pyrenees. 
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Both IOP 8 (20 October) and 15 ( 5 November) 
events reveals moderate TKE. 

Figure 1: Mpo*/7 /7/7*/?7//p77/ /W7P/70 p/7P7*gy 077 t?#c/? 
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The dissipative turbulent tength ( Fig. 2) 
remains quite homogeneous in space and over the 
events. Its vatues, of the order of 1000m, is the same 
order of magnitude as the usuat ones found within a 
homogeneous boundary layer. This variable seems 
therefore to be a relevant parameter to use in the 
parameterization of the boundary layer even in the 
case of complex terrain. 

3. COMPARISON OF THE TURBULENCE 
STRUCTURE WITH OTHERS EXPERIMENTS 

The spectral structure can be atso characterised 
by a dimensionless number K linking the Standard 
deviation of vertical vetocity ( o\J, the spectral length 
scale X and the dissipation rate c ( see for instance 
Bush and Panofsky (1968)). This dimension number 
is defined as K-=o*w sX. 

The values of K estimated during MAP in the 
Rhine vaiiey have been compared with the values 
deduced from different campaigns realized (i) #/5otT 
to;?*7HPM/#/ /5oMM-%?/y /-yytT.yf Cßf,) #s HAPEX 
SAHEL(1992) in Niger during dry and wet seasons, 
EXPRESSO (1996) in North Congo/ Centre Africa 
Republic above fbrest/savannah and TRAC (1998) 
France above Beauce piain and (ii) #/3ov<? MioMM?a/n 
c/?<3Mi as PYREX (1990) above the Pyrenees 
mountain. 
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The fig. 3 presents the mean vertical profile of K 
deduced from CBL data averaged each 100m unti! 
1500 m. The data density is very large in the first 
layer near the ground with a value of K equal to2. 
The mean value of K. on the 1000m layer is near of 
1.8.The K. value obtained during PYREX is near of 2 
and this during MAP reaches 2.9. The K. values above 
1400m are not representative due to the low number 
of data. 

This graph seems to justify the constant value of 
K fbr the cases of strong turbuience due to the 
thermal convection and reiief. This resutt shows that 
turbuience parameterization for the atmospheric 

boundary tayer can be satisfactory applied in 
mountain flows. 
Fig. 4: 

4. COMPAR!SON WITH MESO-NH 
These results seams to suggest that the classical 

parameterization of the turbuience into the model can 
be used in complex terrain as mountain flow. Figure 5 
present one example of comparison of experimental 
and simulated mean turbulent kinetic energy 
computed along the fiight tracks, during the IOP 8. 
The simutated data are computed from mesoNH 
model with a resolution of 3 km. The model 
underestimates strongly the experimental data, in 
particular at high levels. 
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To identify the rote of the mode! resolution , a 
study of comparison between experimental and 
simulated data is running actually. The mesoNH 
model is used with a 650m resolution. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The statistica! study over the five events shows 

that the intensity of the turbulent kinetic energy can 
vary with a factor of five. The dissipative turbulent 
length remains homogeneous in space and over the 
five events. 
The dimension number, defined as K=o*ŵ EA., shows 
that the value calculated from Foehn data is near the 
data evaluated during PYREX and CBL analysis. 
The comparison of experimental and simulated 
turbulent kinetic energy shows that simulated data are 
underestimated. The effect of model resolution is 
actually analysed. 
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Effects of a Forest Canopy on Fiow over a Hü! 
Ross A.N.(1), S. Vosper(2), A. Lea(1) 

(1) tnstitute of Atmospheric Science, Schoo) of the Environment, University of Leeds, UK. 
(2) Met Office, Bracknett, UK. 

Many mountainous areas are at ieast partiy covered by forests. Traditionaiiy a roughness iength has 
been used to parameterise this surface. Recent anatytic work by Finnigan and Betcher (2003) has 
anaiysed the effect of a canopy on the ftow over a hitt and east some doubt over the appropriateness 
of the roughness iength assumption. Here numericai resutts are presented for neutrat ftow over a hitt 
with a forest canopy at the surface. Comparison with the anatytic sotution shows good agreement. 
The numericai modet can atso be used to investigate canopies where the assumptions of the anatytic 
modet break down - in particutarty shatiow canopies and steeper hiits. The canopy modei is compared 
with more traditionat roughness tength modets and the appiieabitity of these roughness modets is 
discussed. Further simutations investigate the effect of a partty forested hiii. 
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Gust Factors 
Hätfdän Ägüstsson, Haraldur Ötafsson 

University of icetand, icetandic Meteoroiogicai Office 

ABSTRACT 

Gust factors are anaiyzed for wind speeds greater than 10 m/s in a iarge set of data from 13 automatic 
weather stations in tcetand. The average gust factors appear to be independent of the stabiiity of the atmo
sphere, but there is strong dependency on wind speed and the nearby topography. The mean gust factor 
decreases reguiariy with increased wind speed. High mountains ctose to the weather stations give strong 
gusts and the data suggests that to get an average gust factor of 1.7 or more in stabie ftows, a mountain 
within 6 km upstream of the weather Station must rise at teast 600 m above the Station. 

1. introduction 

in this study, data from seiected automatic weather stations in Southwest-tcetand (marked in fig. 1) is used 
to investigate gust factors. The gust factors are caicuiated and compared to the stabiiity of the airmass, wind 
speed and the topography surrounding the Station. For more detaiied information on the study than is given 
here, a paper is avaiiabie on the web at http://www.vedur.is/-̂ haraidur/artikei.pdf. 
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2. Data 

The wind data used in the study was cotiected from 13 automatic weather stations, shown in figure 1. The 
10 min mean wind speed, /, maximum 3 second gust, and wind direction, were cotiected from the 
years 1999, 2000 and 2001. in order to iimit the votume of data, onty observations with / > 10 m/s were 
considered. 
Radiosoundings from the Kefiavik (WMO 4018) upper-air Station are used to determine the stabiiity of the 
airmass, but they are considered to represent weit the stabiiity of the airmass over Southwest-tceiand. Apart 
from the study of the connection between atmospheric static stabiiity and the gust factors, unstabte and near 
neutra) situations are not considered in this study. 
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With heip of topographic maps and photographs, the directions, ;/,„, to nearby hiüs and mountains were 
found. The height of the mountains above the weather Station, /V, and the distance, D, to the mountains are 
atso determined for each Station for mountains up to 20 km away from the Station. 
3. Catcutation of Gust Factors 

The gust factor (7 is defined as G = For att the stations, the average gust factor G„n- was catcutated 
using att wind speeds above 10 m/s. The gust factor G/ is caicuiated for 2.5 m/s intervats in wind speed. A 
gust factor G,/ is atso catcutated for each wind direction with 10° intervats. 

3.1 Gust Factors and Static Stabiiity 

Figure 2 shows the entire dataset ptotted against the temperature difference between 850 hPa and 925 hPa 
as observed in Kefiavik.The figure reveats very tittie dependence of the mean gust factor on static stabiiity of 
the airmass, as it remains ctose to 1.4 for unstabie as weü as very stabte air. 
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3.2 Gust Factors and Wind Speed 

The gust factor G/ was ptotted as a funetion of wind speed / , for aü 13 stations (figure not shown here). For 
tow and moderate wind speeds the gust factor decreased regutarty with increasing wind speed. For every 
5 m/s increase in mean wind speed, with / between 10 and 22 m/s, there was a reduction of about 0.03 in 
the gust factor. At higher wind speeds an irreguiar behaviour was observed that is presumabiy retated to a 
timited amount of data. 

3.3 Gust Factors and Surrounding Topography 

The gust factor G„, is catcutated for wind biowing from nearby mountains (direction ;/,„). tt is assumed that for 
most of the data the wind direction at the weather Station correetty indicates airfiow coming off the mountain. 
Figures were made to investigate the behaviour of G,„ as a funetion of mountain height, /V, and distance to 
mountain from weather Station, D. 
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Figure 3 shows two exampies, with C,„ as a funetion of D for 200 m < /V < 600 m. Each dot on the graphs 
corresponds to wind coming from the direction of a certain mountain. The horizontai iines correspond to 
C„, — 1.4, but the straight, sioping, iines indicate best fit using the ieast Squares method and serve oniy to 
highüght a possibie trend in the data. Figure 3 shows that G,„ increases as D decreases. Simiiar figures for 
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other mountain heights indicate that the average gust factor grows with the mountain height and the inftuence 
of the mountains extends further away as the mountains get higher. Figure 4 is simiiar to figure 3, except D 
and // have been interchanged. 
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A cioser took at figures simitar to figures 3 and 4 teads to the Suggestion that to inftuence the ftow at a 
distance of approximatety 6 km, a mountain needs to be at ieast 600 m high. For smatter distances tower 
mountains appear to be abte to have strong effect on the gust factor, but mountains tower than 200 metres 
do however oniy have a minima) effect on the gust factor. 
An attempt to summarize the effect of topography is made in fig. 5 where the gust factors are piotted against 
distance from mountain and mountain height. Not unexpectediy, gust factors greater than 1.7 are onty found 
in the upper teft comer of the graph. At) have a mountain of at teast 600 m height within a distance of tess 
than 6 km. Lower gust factors scatter aü over the figure, but there is a trend towards higher density of iow-C 
at the tower end of the figure. 

4. Summary and Conctusions 

A targe cottection of data from automatic weather stations has been anaiyzed in an attempt to investigate 
gust factors and parameters inftuencing the gust factors. Onty data with mean wind speed greater than 10 
m/s has been considered in this study. 
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The average gust factor in the dataset is ctose to 1.4, and appears to be quite independent of atmospheric 
stabiiity. The exptanation of the gusts at different ends of the stabiiity curve may however be quite different. in 
unstabie air, turbutent eddies can give strong gusts, white in a stabie airmass there is tess turbutence, except 
where the airftow interacts with topography. tn such a case, strong gusts can be produced, in particutar 
downstream of the mountains. The data in this study suggests that the gust-producing effect of topography 
may compensate for damping of gusts by static stabiiity. 
An attempt has been made to create a parameter space for stabiy stratified ftows where mountain height and 
distance from the weather Station are key parameters. To have a gust factor of 1.7 in this space, the data 
indicates that mountains must in generai reach at ieast 600 m above the weather Station and not be further 
away than approximateiy 6 km from the Station. 
Finatty, the data indicates a regutar decrease in the gust factor for increased wind speed. The reduction of 
gust factor in stabte fiows is about 0.03 for every 5 m/s increase in 10 min mean wind speed for the wind 
speed ränge between 10 and 22 m/s. 
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Transformation of Sotar Radiation in the Atmospheric 
Boundary Layer 

Marian Ostroziik, Frantisek Smoien 
Geophysicai tnstitute of SAS, Dübravskä cesta 9, 845 28 Bratisiava 45, Stovak Repubtic, 
e-mait: geofostr@savba.sk 

ABSTRACT 
Measurement and registration of the gtobai sotar and the diffuse radiatiön are systematic made 
at the meteorotogicat observatories of Geophysicai tnstitute of SAS at Skainate Pteso (h = 1778 
m a.s.t.) and Starä Lesnä (h = 810 m a.s.t.), tocated at the High Tatra Mountains. Based on the 
experimentai data at these different high-mountain tevets the transformation of the sotar 
radiatiön in the atmospheric boundary tayer is studied. As the basic data the measurements at 
the ctear sky were used. The measurements of the radiative fiuxes and sunshine duration, as 
weit as the observations of the ctoud amount were compteted by the measurements of the air 
temperature and the air humidity. These measurements enabie to study the rate of the radiative 
cooiing and heating as weii as the emissivity of the atmospheric boundary tayer which are due 
to the absorption of the direct soiar radiatiön in the investigated iayer. 

1. introduction 
Present knowiedge on the radiative fieids distribution in the atmosphere shows that the 
atmospheric boundary tayer ptays an important roie at the transfer and the transformation of the 
radiant energy. For practica) purposes it is often important to know the radiative fieids 
transformation, associated with the transformation of the short-wave radiative f)uxes by 
absorption and scattering in the atmosphere. Compiexity of the transformation proeess of the 
short-wave radiative fiuxes consists in their muttipte corretation with the meteoroiogicai 
processes in the troposphere which are generatty characterized by the stochastic character. 
Creation and evoiution of the ctouds are one of the such processes which in a substantiat 
measure inftuence the radiative fiuxes distribution in the atmosphere. Deformation degree of the 
radiative fieids by the ctouds is dependent as on the type and the tota) devetopment of the 
ctouds as on their physicai state - air temperature, water content and its phase composition. 

2. Materia! 
Measurements of the gtobai soiar radiatiön and diffuse radiatiön at Skainate Pieso (index 1) (tp = 
49°12' N, X = 20°14' E, h = 1778 m a.s.t.) and Starä Lesnä (index 2) ((p = 49°09' N, ̂  = 20°17' 
E, h = 810 m a.s.t.) covering the 1991-1995 period were used to study the absorption and 
scattering of the direct soiar radiatiön in the approximateiy 1000 thick atmospheric iayer. A 10-
minute intervai is used for att radiative measurements. These data are stored in the centrai 
measuring system. The hourty averages (from 6 vatues) are ioaded on magnetic medium 
(Ostroziik and Janickovicovä). Observation of fractionai cioudiness vaiues are avaiiabie at 
intervats of 1 h. 

3. Resuits 
Taking into consideration that the direct sotar radiatiön ftux density incoming on the horizontai 
area (/sin h^) can be expressed as a difference of the gtobai soiar radiatiön (0) and the 
diffuse radiatiön (D) (Yan/s/ievŝ //, 7957), then at the both teveis 

/,sinho= ß-D,, (1) 
/,sinhc= (2) 
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where h^ ts sun eievation. 
in an annuat mean sense the direct sotar radiatiön ftux density incoming on the horizontat area 
at actear sky (ctouds amount tess than 2/10 and sunshine duration equai 10 at the both 
observatories) represents 396.5 W m̂  at Skainate Pteso and 350.0 W at Starä Lesnä. 
However, stiti more higher vatues occur in June 511.5 W m'̂  and 447.8 W m̂ , respectivety. 
During the day these vaiues can reach up 863.2 W m̂  at Skainate Pieso and 799.2 W m*̂  
at Starä Lesnä from 12 to 13 h. it foitows that the atmospheric iayer between Skainate Pteso 
and Starä Lesnä attenuates the direct soiar radiatiön ftux density. This reduction corresponds to 
the absorption of direct soiar radiatiön because the effect of scattering was etiminated. 

3.1. Absorption of the direct sotar radiatiön 
Using the equations (1) and (2) the attenuation of the direct soiar radiatiön by absorption in the 
tayer between Skainate Pteso and Starä Lesnä is caicuiated as 

A/sin h = /isin ti - ̂ sin ti = ( d - Di) - (Q2- D2). (3) 
Based on assumption that in the High Tatra region a retativeiy smaii atmospheric turbidity exists 
(mean vaiue of turbidity factor 7p ranges from 1.57 in December to 2.61 in August at Skainate 
Pteso (Smo/er?, 7986)), the absorption by turbid partictes can be negtigibte. Simitarty, the 
absorption by carbon dioxide (CO2) and some another gases is atso negiected in the sun 
spectrum (K/jo-zVan L/'o/j, 7980). Therefore the attenuation of the direct soiar radiatiön in the 
investigated iayer can be adjudged onty to the water vapour which amount is identified as an 
optica) thickness of water vapour in the verticat atmospheric cotumn. 
Caicuiations have shown that the absorption of the direct sotar radiatiön by water vapour 
suddeniy decreases up to 10 h (Fig. 1). The reduction represents 10% from the vaiue of the 
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Fig. 1. Daity course of absorption (1) and scattering (2) abitity of the atmospheric tayer between 
Skainate Pteso and Starä Lesnä teveis at the ctear sky, during thel991-1995 period. 
direct soiar radiatiön incoming on the horizontat area at Skainate Pteso at the ctear sky. This 
sudden decrease of the absorption of the direct soiar radiatiön can be caused by two factors: by 
the devetopment of the verticat air ftow, but mainiy by the decrease of the reiative masse of 
water vapour, which is dependent on the path of ttie sun-beams through the atmosphere 
(Fo/fz/p and /-//'nzperer, 7958; Sc/im/dr, 7938). 
To quantitative express of the optica) thickness of water vapour the fottowing equation was used 
(Zd/jr?/<ows/</, 7963; Smo/er? and Osfroz7/7(, 2007) 

A;/ 
/A-

(4) 
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where g is the specific air humidity, g is the gravity acceieration, p and po are the air pressure at 
the optionai ievei, and at the see ievei, respectivety. 
The functionai dependence of the absorption on the opticai thickness of water vapour can be 
written 

A/ sin h^ = ae^" + c, (5) 
where A/ sin h^ is the attenuation of the direct soiar radiatiön by water vapour, zl/j is the opticai 
thickness of water vapour, and a, b, c are regression coefficients. Numericai vaiues of 
regression coefficients are -88.423; -15.535, 101.815. Graphicai iiiustration of this dependence 
is given in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of absorption of soiar irradiance on opticai thickness of water vapour in the 
iayer between Skainate Pieso and Starä Lesnä, during the 1991-1995 period. 
3.2. Scattering of the direct soiar radiatiön 
Scattering abiiity of the defined atmospheric tayer was expressed as a difference of diffuse 
radiatiön ftux density at Starä Lesnä and Skainate Pteso 

AD = - D,. (6) 
Based on this equation the atmospheric iayer between Skainate Pteso and Starä Lesnä scatters 
24.1 W rn^at the ctear sky. This vatue represents 6% from the direct soiar radiatiön fiux density 
incoming on the horizontat area at Skainate Pieso and up 25% from the diffuse radiatiön at 
Starä Lesnä. increasing of the cioud amount expressiveiy contributes to the increase of the 
scattering abitity. The highest scattering abiiity occurs in the morning hours at the targe sotar 
zenith angies (Fig.1). 
3.3. Radiative heating rate 
Radiative heating rate in the troposphere is mainiy generated by water vapour absorption. To 
study this probtem the fotiowing reiation was used 

3T / , , t A/sin ho 
— (A/smhJ = — (7) 
ot Cp/; Az 

Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, /? is the mean air density, and Az represents the 
thickness of atmospheric iayer between Skatnate Pieso and Starä Lesnä. 
it was shown the radiative heating rate in the investigated atmospheric iayer is characterized by 
the expressive daity course and the most intensive radiative heating occurs in the morning 
hours, approximateiy one hour after the sunrise, at the ctear sky. 
3.4. Water vapour emissivity 
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Direct soiar radiatiön absorbed by water vapour is transformed and at the same time emitted 
back to space in the form of thermai (infrared) radiatiön. Let as assume that at the iocai thermai 
equiiibrium aü absorbed short-wave radiatiön which is transformed to infrared radiatiön and 
emitted into space. in this case the partiai part of the water vapour emissivity is the 
consequence of the absorption of the short-wave radiatiön. There is a question: What portion of 
the absorbed direct soiar radiatiön by water vapour takes piace on the totai emissivity of water 
vapour? Based on the previous assumption the partiai part from the integrai water vapour 
emissivity and can be expressed in the form 

A/ sinho 
<̂ (.Vsmho) = -4 (8) 

where A/sin h^ is the soiar radiatiön absorbed by water vapour and transformed to iong-wave 
radiatiön, T is the mean temperature of atmosphere between Skainate Pieso and Starä Lesnä. 
According to equation (8) the mean vaiue of partiai portion of water vapour emissivity, caused 
by its absorption of the direct soiar radiatiön, is 0.141 at the ciear sky, what is 40% from the 
integrai water vapour emissivity and 19% from the totai emissivity of the approximateiy 1000 m 
thick atmospheric iayer. The ciouds amount increases the partiai portion of water vapour 
emissivity on the totai emissivity. 

4. Conctusion 
Evaiuation of the experimentai data of the radiative fiuxes in the atmospheric iayer between 
Skainate Pieso and Starä Lesnä has shown: 
* soiar radiatiön is substantiaiiy more attenuated by water vapour absorption than by 

scattering. For exampie, in the morning hours the attenuation by absorption is 2.8 times 
higher than by scattering, 

* functionai dependence of absorption on water vapour opticai thickness, 
* cioud cover increases absorption, and scattering, respectiveiy, 
* the most intensive radiative heating occurs in the morning hours in summer at the iarge 

soiar zenith angies, 
* the partiai portion of water vapour emissivity represents 40% from the integrai emissivity of 

water vapour and 19% from the totai emissivity of the 1000 m thick atmospheric iayer. 
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Observation of transport of anthropogenic ozone 
to the Mt. Cimone Station: contribution to the 
background ozone concentration 
P. Cristofaneiü, U. Bonafe, F. Caizotari, F. Evangeüsti and P. Bonasoni. 
Nationa! Research Councü, tnstitute of Atmospheric Sciences and Cümate, tSAC-CNR, via Gobetti 
101, t-40129 Botogna, ttaty. 

ABSTRACT 
Mountain regions can be strongty affected by phenomena of poiiuted air masses transported from 
anthropogenic urban areas. tn these cases, high ozone concentrations, harmfui to human heaith 
and dangerous for Vegetation, can be found atso in mountain regions. Therefore, measurements 
performed in these regions are usefut to investigate how pottution due to anthropogenic activity may 
modify the cümate and the ecosystem. The research and measurement activities carried out since 
1996 at Mt. Cimone (2165 m asi), the highest peak of itaiian northern Apennines, aüow these 
phenomena to be studied in order to define their impact on the free tropospheric Compounds. The 
eievation of the measurement site is such that the Station is above the pianetary boundary tayer for 
most of the year. Neverthetess, during specific meteoroiogicai conditions characterizing in particuiar 
the warm season, the contribution of anthropogenic air masses rieh in ozone concentrations can be 
highiighted thanks to the ozone continuous monitoring program carried out at the measurement 
site. tn this work we focus on the transport to high mountain areas of air masses rieh in ozone 
coming from poituted regions. A brief outiook of these events is presented correiating the ozone 
concentrations recorded at Mt. Cimone with the different paths and origins of air masses that 
reaehed the measurement site in the period 1996-2001. 

1. introduction 
The surface ozone concentration at the Mt. Cimone Station (44°12'N, 10°42'E; 2165 m asi) is 
considered representative of the north Mediterranean-south European free troposphere (Bonasoni 
ef a/., 2000; Fischer ef a/., 2002). The yeariy ozone (O3) behaviour (1996 - 2001) is characterized 
by a mean vaiue of 54 ± 11 ppbv (1 Standard deviation) with a winter minimum of about 40 ppbv 
and a maximum in summer of about 68 ppbv. Because this Station is sited south of the Atps and the 
Po Vattey, in spite of its baseiine condition, during the warm season it can be affected by air 
masses transported from the iower troposphere and rieh in anthropogenic ozone. in order to 
evaiuate the contribution of poituted air masses on the ozone concentration, we have anatyzed 
ozone vatues recorded in the period 1996-2001 as a funetion of three-dimensionai backward 
trajectory data. The anaiysis is based on identification of poMed a/r masses by using a fiiter 
funetion appüed to the caicuiated backward trajectories. Moreover, a methodoiogy based on the 
appiication of the statistics Seibert's method (Seibert ef a/., 1994) have been appüed to these 
po///jred fra/ecfor/es in order to define the source regions of anf̂ ropogen/'c ozo/ie reaching Mt. 
Cimone. 

2. Methods 
Atthough Mt. Cimone (MTC) is above the ptanetary boundary tayer during the most part of the year, 
during the warm season high ozone concentrations can be recorded. tn fact, due to the typicat 
summer weather conditions in the southern Europe, poituted air masses rieh in anthropogenic 
ozone can be transported to the measurement site from the industriatised and urbanized north 
itaiian areas (i.e. Po Vaüey) or from the continentat Europe. tn this work, we have estimated the 
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anthropogenic ozone contribution to the MTC background concentrations by considering oniy those 
air masses which had recent mixing with iower tropospheric air before to reach the measurement 
site. For this purpose three-dimensionai back-trajectories caicuiated by the FLEXTRA modei (Stoht 
et ai., 1995) have been anaiysed. Eight trajectories for each day have been provided (from 00h to 
21h UTC, 3 hours resoiution) from 1996 to 2001. in order to seiect air masses which spent a 
sufficientiy iong period in the iower troposphere, we have considered oniy the air masses which 
traveiied beiow the 780 hPa pressure ievei (MTC is typicaiiy at 790 hPa) for at ieast 24 hours before 
arriving at the Station. Considering that during summer the typicai weather condition in the southern 
Europe can favour the Stagnation of air masses in the Po Vaiiey, this approach can be considered a 
very efficient fiiter to seiect po/7/jfed co/id/Y/ons at the MTC Station, particuiariy during summer 
months. 
in order to study the infiuenee of the different source regions of anthropogenic O3 to the background 
concentrations recorded at MTC, we have appiied an approach based on the trajectory statistics 
method of Seibert et ai. (1994). The appiied method aüows to caieuiate the concentration fieid on a 
geographica) gridded domain for a specific atmosphere Compound (i.e. O3) recorded at a reeeptor 
site (i.e. Mt. Cimone). The concentration of the measured Compound is equaüy attributed to each 
point aiong the trajectory arriving at the time of measurement. Considering ai) trajectories and aü 
data avaiiabie, an averaged concentration is deduced for each grid point on the geographica) 
domain. This way, possibte source regions of the O3 measured at MTC can be identified. in order to 
evaiuate the average contribution of poituted air masses transported from the iower troposphere, we 
apptied this methodoiogy to the po/Med frajeefor/es, as previousiy defined. 

3. Main resuits and conciusions 
From 1996 to 2001, the anaiysis highiighted a totai number of 2813 poituted trajectories (20% of the 
totat) chosen according to the defined fiiter funetion. The 65% of these trajectories (13% of the totai 
trajectories) characterised the warm season (Aprii-September), white the 35% (7% of the totai 
trajectories) the cotd season (October-March), confirming that the warm months appear as favoured 
for verticai exchange between tower and free troposphere. 
A yearty O3 concentration of 56 ± 13 ppbv was obtained for the poituted ozone conditions, higher 
than the yeariy mean vatue for non-poüuted conditions (54 ± 11 ppbv). Comparing the seasona) 
ozone cycie for poüuted and non-poüuted conditions (Fig. 1), some differences are evidents. 
Principaity, white during the warm season the highest O3 concentrations were recorded for po/Med 
cond/f/bfis, during the cotd season the highest O3 concentrations were recorded for non-poMed 
co/id/Y/o/is, stressing the contribution of the free troposphere on the MTC ozone tevets. tn order to 
seiect onty poüuted conditions characterized by air mass Stagnation, a more restrictive criterion was 
appiied. We considered onty MTC O3 vatues associated with poMed rra/eĉ or/es and wind intensity 
iesser than 5 m/s. For these sfag/iaf/o//* cor?d/Y/or?s the MTC highest O3 concentrations were 
recorded (Fig. 1) with yeariy vatue of 61± 8 ppbv. During the warm season, the contribution of 
sfagnaf/or? cond/f/ons to ozone was particutarty retevant, rising its concentrations to 65 ± 10 ppbv. 
To study the correiation between anthropogenic ozone concentration at MTC and air mass path and 
origin areas, we appüed the trajectory statistics method of Seibert et ai. (1994) for the po/Med 
cond/f/ofis. Considering the anaiysis for the whote years (Fig. 2a), the appüed methodoiogy showed 
that the highest O3 concentration (> 60.5 ppbv) was recorded when poüuted back-trajectories come 
from highty industriaiised and poputated north-centrat itaiy areas, Po Basin inciuded. Considering 
oniy the warm season (Fig. 2b), the high O3 vaiues recorded at MTC during poüuted conditions 
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(mean vatue: 62 ± 10 ppbv) were retated to the regionat-scate O3 formation, favoured by the typicat 
meteorotogicat conditions and by transport from Centrat Europe. However, the industriatised and 
densety inhabited areas of the northern and centrat itaty seem to be the dominant sources of high 
O3 vatues recorded at tvlt. Cimone during the warm season. Comparing the tocat maximum present 
in the Po Basin area (>66 ppbv) with the mean vatue of 60 ppbv recorded at tvlt. Cimone for non-
pottuted conditions, we can conctude that during warm season air masses coming from the iocat 
boundary tayer of the Po vatiey can contribute for about a 10% in the O3 tevet concentration. This 
appears in good agreement with previous studies (Bonasoni et ai., 2000; Bonasoni and 
Cristofaneiii, 2001) concerning the transport of poituted air masses from the Po Basin area to tvlt. 
Cimone. 
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ABSTRACT 
Two episodes of carbon dioxide and water vapor fiuxes over Aipine grassiand at Seebodenaip are 
compared. Photosynthesis was stiii active in November 2002. A synoptic-ciimatoiogicai assessment 
can be expiain this unexpected behavior with the exceptionaiiy müd weather in that season. 

1. introduction 
Carbon dioxide and water vapour are the most important greenhouse gases in Earth's atmosphere. 
Their giobai budgets show iarge uncertainties even today because not aü sources and sinks are 
quantitativeiy weii determined. This is even worse in mountainous areas where measurements are 
sparse or absent. The EU project CARBOtvlONT seeks, among other goais, to quantify the carbon 
dioxide and water vapour fiuxes over grassiand in the mountains. This shaii contribute to a more 
precise determination of the giobai carbon and water baiance. 
Here, a preüminary anaiysis of our data is presented. We compare carbon dioxide and water vapour 
ftuxes of a summer period, when Vegetation is at its highest photosynthetic activity, to a winter 
period with very iow photosynthetic activity. 

2. PSi's Carbomont fieid site at Seebodenaip 
PSi has set up a fieid site at Rigi-Seebodenaip in Centrat Switzeriand. The site is weü exposed to 
the Swiss fvliddtetand and, with an eievation of 1030 m ast, considered as typicai for Atpine farming. 
The site is equipped with eddy covariance sensors for wind, carbon dioxide and water vapor, 
sampiing with 20 Hz, and instaiied 2 m above ground (Fig. 1). Standard micrometeoroiogicai 
equipment consists of thermocoupies, PAR (photo-syntheticaiiy active radiatiön) sensors, wind 
vanes and cup anemometers at different heights to measure verticat gradients, and of a net 
radiometer. 

Fig. 1: The eddy covariance instruments mounted on a 2-m tower at Seebodenaip. At the time of 
this photograph a NOAA infrared gas anatyzer (iRGA) was mounted besides the Standard Licor Li-
7500 tRGA and the Soient Giü HS uitrasonic anemometer. 
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tvlicrometeorotogicat and ftux measurements started in June 2002 and shaii conttnue untii 2004. 
During wintertime a reduced set of sensors is operated continuousiy. The near-by NABEL (nationa) 
air-quaiity monitoring network) Station provides iong-term ciimatoiogicai data for both meteoroiogicai 
and air quaüty parameters. 
3. Preüminary resuits of fiux measurements in summer and winter 
Standard eddy covariance techniques were appüed to caicutate the turbuient ftuxes. For this study, 
two periods with good data avaüabüity and suitabte weather conditions were setected. The first one, 
termed week31', covered five fair-weather summer days from 27-31 Juiy 2002. Week45' iasted 
nine mostty rainy days from 6-14 November 2002. 
Fig. 2 (ieft) shows the diurnat Variation of the verticat CO2 ftux, averaged over the respective 
periods. tt can cieariy be seen that in summer, when photosynthesis of the ptants is at maximum, 
the amptitude of the CO2 Variation (uptake and respiration) is about twice as targe as in täte faü. 
There is aiso a deiay of two to three hours for the start of CO2 uptake in täte faü due to shading 
effects at the site in the morning hours. 

Seebodenaip: C02 ftuxes 

Fig. 2: Diumai Variation of CO2 ftuxes (teft) and H2O fiuxes (right) for Juty (week 31, diamonds) and 
November (week 45, Squares). Each point ts averaged over up to 5 (week 31) or 9 (week 45) 
measurements. Negative signs mean downward ftuxes. 
The diurnat verticat water vapor ftuxes for the two periods are shown in Fig. 2 (right). The difference 
in amptitude between summer and iate faü is more striking than for CO2, as the H2O ftux shows 
atmost no diurnat Variation in täte faü. 

4. Discussion 
The diumai Variation of the ftuxes during the summer period is typicat for ptants in the growing 
season, with CO2 uptake from the atmosphere during the day due to photosynthesis, and CO2 toss 
to the atmosphere due to ptant respiration during the night. The totat CO2 ftux during 24 h is -5.2 g 
m^ d ̂  in summer, and +0.05 g m ^ d ̂  in iate faü. Water vapor ftuxes are 3330 and 502 g m"̂  d ̂  for 
summer and täte faü, respectivety. 
in täte faü, photosynthesis ts reduced, and the exchange between the ptants and the atmosphere 
decreases. However, as tong as the temperature does not drop betow the cotd iimit of 
photosynthesis, carbon uptake is stiü continuing. With temperatures of around 5 °C this was not yet 
the case, and the ptants were stiit active. The nearty constant water vapor ftux in November 2002 
was the resuit of the water vapor pressure deficit, which varied between 2 and 5 hPa. At this time of 
the year, such smatt vatues wiü produce smaii ftuxes. 
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5. Synoptic-c!imato!ogica! assessment of the measurement period 2002 
The tast quarter of 2002 was exceptionaüy wet and warm in Switzeriand, especiatty November and 
the second hatf of December. There are ciear signs at iower aititudes that the Vegetation was more 
active than normaiiy woutd be the case at this time of the year. For exampte, spring fiowers iike 
primroses started to btossom at the end of December. Such ciimaticaiiy extreme periods might 
affect the annuai carbon baiance of the atmosphere. 
We compared iast year s autumn/winter weather extremes at our fieid site with iong-term 
ctimatotogicat vatues. The generat weather characteristics can be described with the Aipine 
Weather Statistics (AWS, Schüepp 1979; Wanner et ai. 1998), which contains a synoptic 
ciassification of the weather for each day in the centrai Atps. The frequencies of the synoptic groups 
defined in Wanner et ai. (1998) for Juty and November are shown in Fig. 3. 

Seebodenatp: Weather type ctassification 

July 

Fig. 3: Frequencies of the synoptic groups as observed in Juiy and November 2002, compared to 
expected vaiues from the 12 years 1990-2001. H, F, T are convective weather types, W, N, E, S are 
advective, and X is a mixed type. 
it is evident that in 2002 H (high pressure) and T (iow pressure) situations occurred tess frequentiy 
than normai during both months, white S (southeriy fiow) situations occurred more often than 
expected. in Juty 2002 N (northerty ftow) situations were about twice as frequent. This was aiso the 
case for X (mixed) situations in November. E (easteriy fiow) situations were compieteiy absent in 
both months. Juiy 2002 was more ctoudy than normai due to the increased frequency of F (fiat 
pressure) situations at the cost of H situations, and thus net radiatiön (not shown) was below 
average. The müd November can partiaüy be explained with the occurrence of S situations that 
advect warm subtropicai air masses, and to another part to the reduced occurrence of H Situation 
with clear skies and tow surface temperatures. The X situations contributed particutarty to the 
excessive preeipitation (160 % of 1990-2002 average) in November. 

6. Conciusions 
The two episodes discussed here show diurnal cycles of CO2 and H2O ftuxes over Alpine grassiand. 
We showed that ptants were stiü active in November 2002, i.e. much iater than is usually assumed 
for the Vegetation period in this area. We couid explain this behavior with synoptic-cümatoiogical 
methods, appiying Schüepp's synoptic weather type Classification. 
We conciude that a significant amount of the annuai carbon budget wiü be lost if measurements 
stopped too earty in the year. 
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Deriving a Vertica) Sounding of the Atmosphere over 
Aipine Terrain 

Based on the aLMo Modei Output 
Geraid Spreitzhofer, Norbert Raderschall 

WSL, Swiss Federa! tnstitute fbr Snow and Avaianche Research SLF 
CH-7260 Davos-Dorf, Flüeiastrasse 11, Switzerland 

ABSTRACT 
Based on the vertica! structure of the atmosphere produced by the operationai mesoscale tbrecast model 
aLMo (Alpine Mode!, MeteoSwiss), an artificia! sounding is created for a specified Alpine location. 
Some of the techniques applied are model bias adjustment (based on aLMo verification studies), the 
introduction of horizontal filters, the assimiiation of Observation data and the vertical displacement of the 
boundary !ayer. The combination of the utiüzed methods differs from parameter to parameter. The 
deve!oped downscaling techniqüe has been applied to the initialisation of snow drift models. 

t. Introduction 
At the Swiss Federa! Institute fbr Snow and Avaianche Research (SLF), the high-resolution wind field 
over complex topography, needed to drive a combined system of snowpack and snow drift models, is 
computed by the mesoscale atmospheric model ARPS (Advanced Regional Prediction System, University 
of Oklahoma) (Xue <?/ <?/., 1995) in its SUBMESO version (Guilbaud 2/ 3/., 1997). ARPS mode! runs, as 
processed at the SLF (Raderschall & Lehning, 2003), start from horizontaüy homogeneous initial fields. 
since a fu!l three-dimensional initialisation is not reasonab!e: the used horizontal grid spacing of ARPS is 
just 25 m. Till recently. the mode! was launched with operational vertical soundings of the atmosphere, 
assumed to represent the atmospheric structure in the inflow region of the ARPS domain. This 
initialisation with radiosondes has two major drawbacks: First, the soundings stem from Iowiand sites far 
outside (100 - 200 km) of the proper ARPS mode! domain, and second their time resolution of 6 hours is 
too poor to conveniently describe the evolution of weather phenomena like the propagation of frontal 
zones that exercise a strong influence on snow drift. 
in order to bypass the deficiencies of radiosonde initialisation. a scheme has been developed, using the 
forecast of the non-hydrostatic model aLMo (the Alpine Mode! of MeteoSwiss) fbr the creation of 
artiflcial soundings for the desired Alpine location (abbreviated in the rest of this paper by 'POL, point of 
interest). aLMo is very similar to the Lokal-Mode!) of the German Weather Service, described in Doms & 
Schattier (2002). The horizontal grid distance of the used version is 7 km. 

2. The downscaling method 
In the following some basic features of the method developed to produce artiflcial soundings over 
complex topography from the aLMo prediction are described. For more details, see Spreitzhofer & 
Raderschall (2003). The processing of the model output data is organized in form of consecutively 
executed modules. Some of these are optional, and some are only applied to specific parameters. A 
schematic review of the used structure is provided in Figure 1. 

2.1 Bias correction 
In order to get an estimate of the reliability of the used aLMo forecasts, and in the hope of Unding the 
basis for the con ection of known systematic aLMo model errors before the proper usage of the produced 
forecasts, some existing aLMo verification studies were screened (Doms & Schattier 2002. Arpagaus 
2002). TypicaHy, these compare fbr certain time periods the vertical structure of the atmosphere 
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simuiated by aLMo with Standard soundings obtained at radiosonde stations. piotting graphs of the mean 
error (bias) and the Standard deviation. 
Based on the knowledge of aLMo errors, a bias correction was introduced. For the purpose of this study, a 
good forecast quaüty of aLMo is particuiarly important for the iower troposphere. Since wind, 
geopotentiat and humidity tbrecasts seemed to be quite reasonabie ibr that part of the atmosphere. oniy 
the temperature at aü aLMo gridpoints and ieveis invoived in the downscaiing proeess was bias-adjusted. 
A maximum correction of 0.4 °C was processed between 950 and 500 hPa. 
The bias correction moduie is optionai because the correction factors are specific to a certain modei 
version and to the used verification period. 

!NPUT 
Vertica! profües of the 

atmosphere for a number 
of gridpoints around the 

point of interest, computed 
by the aLMo mode! 

Height Adjustment 
* Vertica! displacement of the boundary layer 

(fbr some parameters only) 
* Definition of vertica! !eve!s above the point of 

interest 
* Linear or logarithmic interpoiation to these levels 

Correction of the aLMo mode! bias (optional) 
* Systematic model errors of aLMo (detected 

through a verification study of MeteoSwiss) are 
adjusted 

OUTPUT 
Estimation of the 

atmospheric condition 
tbove the point of interest 

Az_ 
Horizonta! Füter (optional) 
* Weighted horizontal average of the height-

adjusted aLMo output fbr the gridpoints around 
the point of interest (fbr aü defined vertical levels) 

Assimüation of Observation data (optional) 
* Measured wind data are fit into the created 

artillciai sounding 

Figure 1. Schematic review of the structure of the used downscaling techniqüe. 

2.2 Height adjustment 
As a preliminary approximation, the vertica! profile caicuiated for the aLMo model node dosest to the 
POl can be used as a basis to simuiate the atmospheric condition at that place. 
Presuming that the aLMo model topography corresponds with the real one and that aLMo forecasts 
perfectly describe the reaüty, the problem of deriving the atmospheric condition above the POl through 
aLMo is related to the knowledge of the relationship between the 'mountain atmosphere' around free-
standing hiüs or peaks and the surrounding undisturbed 'free atmosphere'. Now the prineipa! task is to 
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find a good estimate for the 'mountain atmosphere' at the PO! (towering severa! hundred meters above 
the aLMo mode! topography in the studied appücation) from the 'free atmosphere' provided by aLMo. 
Beside other studies, some c!assicai concepts like that of a 'dividing streamüne' in stably-stratifled 
airflow encountering a hü! (Etling, 1989) or theories about the 'fractiona! speed up ratio' of flow over 
hiüs (Taylor <?/. 1987, and many others) were screened and checked fbr their usefulness in so!ving the 
problem. Unfortunately, these approaches were developed just fbr a highly idealized topography. 
Nevertheless, the concept of the upward displacement of the boundary layer over elevated terrain. 
introduced in the fractional speed up ratio theories, was considered to be a useful basis for obtaining the 
vertical wind field at a desired mountain location. Beside this, the work of Müüer <?/. (1980) was used 
who found through baüoon measurements that in the central Alps drag influences extend up to about 
1000 m above the local mean ridge altitude of 3000 m. Combining these two items, it was decided to 
leave the aLMo wind profile above 4000 m unchanged, but to compress or expand it below that altitude, 
leaving the vertical flow structure immediately above the POl similar to that just above the aLMo model 
surface. 
Concerning temperature, there have been many investigations comparing the air adjacent to mountain 
slopes with that of the free atmosphere. As a rule of thumb the mountain atmosphere is generaüy colder 
than the free atmosphere. mostly due to dynamic processes. Thermal processes may for some weather 
patterns cause the mountain atmosphere to be warmer than its surroundings. Most of the studies were 
based on radiosonde observations processed at piaces at least 50 to 100 km away from the mountain 
temperature measurements. Since the aLMo horizontal resolution is much better than that and the amount 
of the dynamic cooling is difficult to assess without the exact knowledge of wind directions and luff/lee 
position, it was decided not to change the vertica! temperature profüe of the aLMo gridpoint closest to the 
POL 
Also, there were no changes to the geopotential and relative humidity profües of the closest aLMo 
gridpoint processed. For this, a detailed knowledge of the high-resolution topography and wind field in 
the area of interest would be necessary. Otherwise the detection of dynamic pressure disturbances is as 
difficult as the efficient estimation of condensation processes due to forced lifting beyond those already 
intemally described by the aLMo model. 

2.3 Horizontal fiiter 
In order to minimize potential aLMo errors due to the random position of its topographic grid (a shift of 
this by e.g. half a grid space would yieid a different output), the possibility of using a horizontal füter is 
provided. This can be applied upon a square of 3 x 3 gridpoints, centred on the node closest to the POL 
Before the proper füter application, for all involved gridpoints height-adjusted proflies have to be created 
in the way it was demonstrated in the previous section. The füter essentiaüy calculates a weighted 
average of aü gridpoints involved and is applied layer by layer at the discrete level heights at the POl. 
The weights used were 0.2 for the aLMo gridpoint next to the POl and 0.1 for the surrounding eight 
nodes. 

2.4 Assimüation of Observation data 
So far, the described derivation of the vertical atmospheric profüe for the desired location is exclusively 
based on forecast data. In order to further improve the quality of the constructed sounding, an Option for 
simple data assimüation was created: Observation data from sensors close to the surface, referring to the 
same time as the aLMo forecast data, can replace those. Döing this, ARPS and thus the coupled 
snowpack/snow drift - modelling system cannot be operated in a forecast mode any longer. 

3. Conciusions and fina! remarks 
* The presented procedure is directed towards high efficiency in relation to the chosen degree of 
complexity. Despite a number of simpliflcations, the described method proved to deliver results quite 
useful for the chosen application (initialisation of a coupled snowpack/snow drift modelling system). 
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* There are certainiy many possibilities to improve the quaüty ofthe developed techniqüe. but most of 
these are quite time-consuming to impiement and without guarantees to significantty improve the output. 
However, an interesting research topic reiated to this study wouid be to find sophisticated ways to 
assimüate observations recorded ciose to the surface with artificiai sounding data. 
* A deilciency in working with the described method is that the exact verification of its output is quite 
difficuit. This is because measured verticai profües of the atmosphere from the interior of mountain 
ranges are very scarce and usuaüy just avaiiabie for limited periods of time. As soon as adequate 
Observation data are avaiiabie, a detailed verification ofthe method can be started. 
* When comparing artiflcial soundings produced by the presented method with real ones, one has 
always to consider that discrepancies between those two may not only be due to shortcomings in the 
chosen downscaling approach, but can also be caused by defects ofthe utilized model. in our case aLMo. 
This suggests, that an important application of the method, reasonable quality presumed. might be to 
check the Performance of mesoscale models over mountainous terrain. 
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Airborne Poüen: a Good Marker of Medium to Long Range Transport by Wind 
Ctot B., R. Gehrig 

MeteoSwiss, P.O. Box 316, CH - 1530 Payeme 

Poüen grains are among the targest bioaerosois. Responsibte for the poüination of many natura) and 
cuitivated ptants, they atso provoke one of the most important environmentat disease in industriaiized 
countries, poüinosis (poüen aüergy), which concerns 13 - 20 % of the poputation. The wind transport 
of poüen grains has atso received speciai attention in the study of gene fiow, in particuiar the GtvIO's 
risk assessment probiematic. 
Two case studies wiü üiustrate the potentiai of poüen for being an interesting marker of transport by 
wind. The first one wiü show the transport of chestnut poüen from the vaüeys south of the Alps to the 
north under south wind episodes. The second one demonstrates that most of the ragweed poüen 
cotiected in western Switzertand originates from the Lyon area in France. But it aiso shows that 
aerobioiogicat measurement suggested the presence of this invasive and highiy aitergenic species in 
Geneva. 
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Sahara Dust Events at the Jungfraujoch: Event Determination by Waveiength Dependence of the Singie Scattering Aibedo 
Coüaud Coen M.(1), E. Weingartner(2), U. Baitensperger(2) 

MeteoSwiss(l), Pau) Scherrer !nstitute(2) 

The singte scattering aibedo (<omegaO>) and its waveiength dependence are one of the key 
parameters aiiowing the caicuiation of the direct aerosoi radiative forcing. tt is the ratio between the 
scattering coefficient and the extinction coefficient <omegaO> = <sigmaSP>/(<sigmaSP> + 
<sigmaAP>) and describes the fraction of the tight extinction due to scattering. tt can be determined 
from measurements of scattering and absorption coefficients. 
The scattering and absorption coefficients are part of the ctimaticatty important aerosot parameters 
that have been continuousty measured at the high aipine research Station of the Jungfraujoch (JFJ, 
3580 m ast) since Juty 1995. The JFJ is prevaientiy situated in the free troposphere, but remains 
infiuenced by the pianetary boundary tayer during the warm months. For ati operationai 
measurements, the aerosois are sampied by a heated iniet, that evaporates potentiai cioud droptets 
and protects the iniet from freezing. The aerosot sampiing procedure ensures an aerosoi RH < 20%. 
The singie scattering aibedo presented here retates therefore not to ambient outdoors aerosoi, but to 
dry aerosois. 
Whüe the scattering coefficient has aiways been measured with three waveiengths, the absorption 
coefficient was measured with a white iight. Since March 2001 a new aethatometer is working at 
seven waveiengths. The singte scattering aibedo for the iast two years can therefore be catcutated at 
severa) waveiengths. To perform these caicuiations, the scattering coefficient was fitted with a power 
iaw dependence on the wavetength. The singie scattering aibedo is atso fitted with a power taw that 
aüows to obtain the exponent <aipha>(<omega0>). 
The singie scattering aibedo shows a seasonat cycte with a minimum during winter and higher vatues 
from March to September. The mean maximai and minima! singte scattering coefficients are 
comprised between 0.92 and 0.71, respectivety, depending on the wavetength. The day to day 
variabiiity is however iarge, <omega0> reaching vatues between 1 and 0.4. 
Usuaüy, <omega0> decreases with increasing waveiengths so that its exponent 
(<aipha>(<omega0>)) is positive. During Sahara dust events, the <omega0> waveiength dependence 
is however inversed meaning that <a)pha>(<omega0>) becomes negative. Such wavetength 
dependence inversion can be expiained by the greater size of minerai dust. For coarse partictes, 
scattering is dominated by geometric processes, so that no wavetength dependence of the scattering 
coefficient is observed. This phenomenon associated with an observed greater waveiength 
dependence of the absorption coefficient during Sahara dust events ieads to the observed negative 
<aipha>(<omega0>). Therefore, <aipha>(<omega0>) aüows to determine the occurrence of Sahara 
dust event at the JFJ with a hourty precision. Such events were measured about 15 times in 2001 
and 25 times in 2002, and iasted between some hours and some days. According to this two years 
anaiysis, tong Sahara dust events are more frequent during the October to December period. 
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Capanna Margherita - The highest meteorotogicat Station in 
Europe. ts it possibie to consider it as representative of 

synoptic weather? 

Salvatore Martorina'*'. Alberto Olivero'', Nicola Loglisci' Renata Pclosini' Giovanni Paesano 

ARPA PIEMONTE (Regional Agency fbr Environmental Protection) - Piedmont - Italy 

From 2002 the Piedmont Region has started a monitoring project of meteorological parameters aimed to 
study the interaction of weather Systems at the synoptic scale with the alpine topography and to anaiyse 
climate features of the highest mountains of Western Aipinc Chain. The first part of the project, carried 
out in 2002. has bccn the instäiiation of four automatic weather stations distributed along the main 
watershed: nearby the Gran Paradiso mountain (3272 m), by the Monviso (3325 m). at Rocca Dcll'Abisso 
(2753 m) and near Monte Rosa (4560 m). 

-i ..̂  
CAPAhNAMA 

^ ̂  -iß ̂  1 ^ 

AI 

RO DELL 

fig. 1 - the Piedmont weather Station network (indieated are the high altitude automatic weather stations). 
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The Monte Rosa Station is iocated at the Capanna Margherita sheiter and can bc considered the highest 
automatic weather Station in Europe (fig. 2). 

"1 

flg. 2 - the Capanna Margherita sheitcr. 

The instruments (fig. 3) are mounted on the roof of the sheitcr and consist in a precision pressure gauge, 
an air temperature gauge. an anemometcr. giobai and UV radiatiön gauges: aü of these instruments have 
been designed and buiit to resist extreme weather conditions. The wind direction gauge is painted with 
biack Tef!on@, the vane is reaiised with titanium: wind speed gauge is rcaiised with !XEF@ and giass 
fibre and the maximum vaiue of the measuring ränge has bccn increased from a previous maximum 
threshoid of 44 m/s (160 km/h) to a vaiue of 70 m/s (252 km/h). The air temperature gauge is sheitcred 
with a titanium screen painted with white Tcf!on@ and the minimum vaiue of the measuring ränge has 
bccn changed from -30 °C to -45 °C. The giobai and UV radiatiön gauges are protectcd with a titanium 
screen painted with white Tefion@. The barometer is a high precision instrument with a measuring ränge 
trom35hPato !310hPa. 

P=fct3dwMhw!dh 

fig. 3 - instruments on the roof ofthe Capanna Margherita sheitcr. 
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With the present work wc tried to verify whether the Capanna Margherita measurements couid bc 
considered representative of the weather at synoptic scale or, on the contrary, they are influenced by iocai 
topography and conditions. For this purpose wc present the comparison between the data coming from the 
Capanna Margherita sensors and the radiosoundings data from the regions surrounding the Monte Rosa 
area. Different periods, from November 2002 to February 2003, and different weather conditions, for 
instance a cold or warm front passage, have been analysed during the last Winter and a reference to 
weather maps has been made for a better understanding of the synoptic conditions. 
The results show how the Capanna Margherita data can be rightly considered representative of the 
synoptic weather conditions: the observed data are very sensitive to the changes in pattem configuration. 
In particular, we verified: 1) a quick response to wind direction's rotation in the middle troposphere due 
to synoptic forcings; 2) a sudden decrease of air temperature caused by the approaching of cold fronts 
toward the Alps. The main changes in the flow and in the characteristics ofthe air masses in the Piedmont 
region are first revealed by this high aititude weather Station. The advantages with respect to 
radiosoundings' measurements consist in the high frequency of data coiiection and in the usc of different 
meteorological parameters (temperature, pressure, wind) simultaneously to frontal passages. 
Here it has been carried out, as an example, the analysis of the period from 25*'* to 28'** January 2003: 
from the 25*'* to the 27"* of January the Azores anticyclone spreads towards West Europe causing 
northeriy flow over the Aips (flg. 4). On January 28"* a trough from North Europe forces a westerly fiow 
over the Aipine Chain, bringing cold Atlantic air with süghtly higher relative humidity at middle levels 
(Rg.5). 

Gtopottntia) M.ight (dem) of hPo SOO 

/?g. 4 -ylna/As^ 0/C20 300 /:f<7 on 27"' <?/ /2 n. 

6' 

//g. 3 - /ffm/Asy-; o/Ĉ o 300 cn 2<T /2 n 

From the radiosoundings of Payerne (flg. 6 and flg. 7), located in the North ofthe Alps, it is possible to 
verify the wind rotation from Northeast to West, associated with a cooling of temperature profile (the 
Freezing Level drops from 2687 m to 1470 m) and a moistening of the atmosphere above 700 hPa. 

, x \A 

/?g. 6 - r̂ J/o-soMn̂ /ng c/ Payerne on 27̂ ' #f 72 n. 

N'vU'L/, ,:-.,< .... 

/?g. 7 - raJ/o.TOMĤ /ng q/" Payeme on 2<3''' af 72 n. 
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The wind direction recorded at Capanna Margherita (fig. 8) shows the rotation at the end of the day 27". 
according to the radiosoundings measurements. The coid front passage. associated with the trough. is weü 
revcaied by the sharp decrease of temperature (20 °C in 24 h) and pressure (20 hPa in 24 h) as reported in 
tlgurc 9. 
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The described episode caused a tbchn event in the Piedmont region with a very dried atmosphere up to 
500 hPa and higher temperature beiow 700 hPa (see flg. !0 and fig. ! i showing radiosoundings at Cuneo 
Station, in the flat area of Southern Piedmont). 
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From the comparison among radiosoundings data, weather maps and Capanna Margherita data it comes 
out the capabiiity of this high aititude Station to revcai at once the changes in the synoptic fiow and in air 
masses characteristics which are going to affect the Southern part of the Aips. Moreover. the data 
recorded at Capanna Margherita are an usefu! too! to underständ the fiow interaction with the mountain 
chain and to study foehn effects. 
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C!imato!ogica! Comparison of a Sateüite Based Atpine Cioud 
Ctimatoiogy with Observations of Synoptic Stations 

Martina Kästner*, Peter Bissoüi**, Kathrin Höppner* 
'German Aerospace Center (DLR), German Remote Sensing Data Center (DFD), 

Oberpfaffenhofen, D-82234 Wessiing, Germany 
"German Meteoroiogicai Service (DWD), Postbox 100 465, D-63004 Offenbach, Germany 

ABSTRACT 
A five-year (1992-1996) cioud ciimatoiogy of the Aipine region in a 15-km resoiution has been 
evaiuated by means of the APOLLO cioud detection aigorithm appiied to daiiy AVHRR data of 
severai NOAA sateiiites. The study area comprises three different cümatic regions, the 
moderate cümate north of the Aips, the Aipine cümate and the Mediterranean cümate in the Po-
vaiiey. Synoptic observations of the totai cioud cover (cc) at 50 stations have been compared to 
the sateiiite based monthiy mean data. Houriy ground observations aitowed to estimate the 
variance in the monthiy means of totai cioud cover due to the fact that the sateüite overpass 
time shifts from noon to afternoon for the NOAA-11 piatform and for different NOAA sateiiites as 
weii. This time shift of sateiiite Observation hardiy effects the cioud ciimatoiogy, because the 
changes of the cioud cover are smaii between 11 and 16 UTC. The comparison of monthiy 
means reveais an overestimation of the sateiiite cioud cover of about 10% mainiy due to 
additionai detection of thin cirrus. Overaü there is a rather good agreement in the Aipine and 
rurai moderate ciimates (corr. coeff. r > 0.75), whereas the cioud detection in the sateiiite data is 
too high in the Mediterranean zone due to urban and aerosoi haze effects. in both data sets a 
rather smaii ampiitude of the annuai cycte of cc resuits in the mountains compared to the 
towtands. The high spatiat variabiiity of cc in mountainous terrain is obvious with the sateüite 
data and is substantiated by the sparse synoptic stations within the Aips. 

1. introduction 
Ctouds essentiaüy effect the radiatiön baiance and the water cycte in our cümate. tn recent 
years, an increasing number of sateüite based ctoud ctimatotogies was generated. Such cioud 
ctimatoiogies exist in different spatiai resoiutions and are used not oniy for gtobai, but aiso for 
regionat ctimate monitoring. 
For the Aipine region, a specia) sateüite cioud ctimatoiogy, the Atpine cioud ctimatoiogy (ACC), 
was devetoped at the German Aerospace Centre (Kästner & Kriebei, 2001), using NOAA-
AVHRR data and the aigorithm package APOLLO (AVHRR Processing scheme Over cLouds, 
Land and Oceans). The rather high spatiai resotution of the ACC is about 15 km. This sateüite 
data set enabies ctimatotogicat investigations in a region that extends from southern Germany 
to northern ttaty and from eastern France to centrat Austria. The study area comprises three 
different cümatic regions, the moderate cümate north of the Atps, the Atpine one and the 
Mediterranean in the Po-vaüey. The ACC sateüite based cioud data provide an appropriate 
areai suppiement to the ground based synoptic Station network. 
tn co-operation of the German Aerospace Centre with the German Meteoroiogicai Service an 
extended comparison study has been performed, using both the ACC data and the synoptic 
observations. On contrary to former timited vaüdations (Kriebei et at., 2003, Kästner & Kriebei, 
2001) this study bases on the compiete 5-year sateüite data set and 50 synoptic stations within 
the ACC area. The evaiuations consider seasonat maps, annuai cycies of monthty mean cc in 
different ctimate zones, singuiarities, comparison between mountains and adjacent vaüeys, and 
statisticat vaiidation quantities for the monthiy mean totat cioud cover. 
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2. Data 
The APOLLO cioud detection reiies on the NOAA-AVHRR pixei resoiution (1 km). For this study 
one daytime overpass per day was used from the 5-year period 1992 tiii 1996. Then, the daiiy 
cioud cover was spatiaity averaged into a 0.2° iat x 0.125° ion grid, yieiding a high spatiai 
resoiution of about 15 km for the totai cc. After a piausibiiity check of this data base, monthiy 
means of each grid box were caicuiated. 
Houriy totai cc observations (11-16 UTC) at 50 synoptic stations within the study area (Fig. 1) 
have been used covering for the same period. For each Station and Observation hour the 
monthiy totai cc was determined. Stations, that did not report throughout the whoie period (iike 
Munich and others) have been exciuded from the comparison for homogeneity reasons. The 
synoptic stations were chosen in that way that every height step and each of the cümate regions 
inciudes a proper number of stations as far as possibie. 

3. Resuits 

3.7. C/oMd cover observaüons from synopf/c dafa 
The ACC study area in Centrai Europe and the synoptic stations used here are indieated in 
Fig. 1. in the northern part the stations are more denser distributed than south of the Aips. The 
annuai cycie of cioud cover determined at a certain hour is nearty the same for severai daytime 
hours (Fig. 2). The majority of the days of a month are either overcast or ctear sky and onty the 
minority of days shows a diumai cycte due to convective situations. This resuit retying 
exciusiveiy on synoptic data is important for interpreting the sateüite data set, that consists of 
asynoptic observations between 11 and 16 UTC. Thus, the objection the ACC being a midday 
cioud ctimatoiogy can be rejected, because the Variation of cc due to at ieast five daytime hours 
is an order of magnitude smaüer than the natura) variabiiity from year to year which is about 5% 
to 20% depending on the month and the cümatic zone. 

10803 Freiburg 1994 
i 1 1 1 r r 

80 - — 

!1 UTC )2UTC !3UTC i4 UTC )5 UTC )6 UTC std 

Figure 1 (teft): Study area in Centrai Europe (rectangte) and distribution of used synoptic 
stations (points). 
Figure 2 (right): Annuai course (1994) of monthty mean tota) cioud ciover (cc) for severai hours 
(11..16 UTC) at the synoptic Station Freiburg, Germany. The smaü horizontat bar at the right 
axis indicates the annuai mean cc. The thick soiid üne gives the mean monthiy cc, the thick 
dotted tines are the Standard deviations. 
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The annuat cycte of cc in the Mediterranean zone is characterized by a doubie wave with 
minima in March and August and maxima in December and Aprit. There, the monthty mean cc 
has vatues between 35% and 75%, indicating a rather high annuat amptitude of 40% in 
comparison to the other two ctimate zones. The high mountain stations above 2900 m as! show 
a smati annuat amptitude of about 20% with a cc minimum in winter and maxima in May and 
September. The moderate cümate has the typicai annuat cycte with a stow decrease of cc from 
January to August (summer minimum) and a steeper increase at the end of the year (winter 
maximum). Fig. 3 shows three annuat courses from stations in the concerning three different 
ciimates. Singutarities, üke the sheep cotd in June, are detectabie in att three curves with a smatt 
peak or tess steep decrease of cc, atthough this feature is not significant. 

10852 Augsburg 12 UTC 11146 Sonnbhck 12 UTC 16090 Vitlatranca 12 UTC 

393 - -

Figure 3: Annuai courses of 12 UTC cc at synoptic stations in three different ciimates. Left: 
moderate - Augsburg, Germany, mid: Atpine - Sonnbiick, Austria, right: Mediterranean -
Viüafranca, itaiy 

Another important resuit of the synoptic data of adjacent stations (nearer than 15 km, three 
pairs) in eomptex terrain is that the cc of one Station cannot be inferred from the nearby other, 
because mountainous and vaitey stations have compietety different annuat courses of cc (not 
shown). 
3.2. C/otvd cover observaf/ons from safe///fe dafa 
This high naturat variabifity of the totat ctoud cover especiatty in eomptex terrain is more obvious 
with the sateüite observations (Fig. 4). Usuaiiy the vaüeys have iess ctouds in summer than the 
mountains, in winter it is converseiy (not shown). Typicat summer cc north of the Atps is about 
65%, within the Atps rather 80% due to intensified convection, and in the Po vaüey 
(Mediterranean) around 40% due to much tess fronta! passages than in the moderate cümate. A 
detaited discussion on the ACC data is given in Kästner & Kriebei, 2001. 
3.3 Compar/son of safe///fe and synopf/c dafa sefs 
First, ait avaiiabie ground based monthty mean ctoud cover data (12 and 15 UTC) have been 
compared to the sateüite based data set, but the corretation coefficient was poor, aithough 
significant. A ctoser view to the data reveats that there is a majority of synoptic stations that has 
a r > 0.7 and even a tot of them has a r > 0.75, the maximum is 0.84. Aü these ptaces are in the 
northern part of the study area. On the other hand, the southern stations show poor corretation 
between 0.34 and 0.51, a ctear hint, that a systematic error occurred in the sateüite ctoud 
detection in the Mediterranean ctimate zone. tt coutd be addressed to aerosot haze and urban 
effect which now is prohibited in a more recent APOLLO version. 
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Figure 4 (!eft): Totat cc in June (1992 to 1996) from AVHRR sateüite data 
Figure 5 (mid): Scatterpiot of monthiy mean cc at Payerne (CH): sateüite observations 
(APOLLO) vs. synoptic observations (data from DWD). 
Figure 6 (right): Coior coded regression coefficient at each synoptic Station of cc comparison 

Fig. 5 shows a typicai exampie outside the probiematica) Mediterranean zone ofthe comparison 
between ground and sateiiite observed cc. Each cross (n = 60) Stands for one monthiy mean 
totai cioud cover in the time period 1992 to 1996. The annuai courses of ground and sateiiite 
data agree very weii (not shown) within the monthty Standard deviation of the five years, here it 
is around 5%. The sateüite cc is typicatiy somewhat higher than the ground based eye 
observations due to a better thin cirrus detection. The coior coded corretation coefficient r of aü 
used synoptic stations is given in Fig. 6. The quaüty can be divided into three groups, the 
aiready mentioned 7 ttaiian stations with r < 0.52, the moderate group between 0.5 and 0.7 (14 
stations, mainiy big cities), and the usuaüy rurai or Atpine sites with r > 0.7 (21 stations). 

4. Conctusion 
Using the tesson tearnt from this vatidation and a.o.p). ted to a more sophisticated APOLLO 
ctoud detection and ctassification scheme which is now in use to evaiuate a tong-term sateüite 
cioud ciimatoiogy at the German Aerospace Centre that Covers the whoie European area using 
an extended time period (1986 tiii now) and two or more daiiy overpasses of the NOAA 
sateiiites. it is ptanned that this European cioud ctimatoiogy (ECC) wiü be inciuded in the future 
sateüite cümate monitoring system of the German tvleteorotogicat Service (project SAT-KLttvl). 
This system wiü become operationai in 2004 and wiü provide the pubiic with ctimatotogicat 
resutts via the Web. 

LtTERATURE 
Kästner tvl, Kriebei KT (2001) Atpine ctoud ctimatoiogy using iong-term NOAA-AVHRR sateüite 

data. T/ieor. App/. C//mâo/. 68: 175-195. 
Kriebei, KT, Geseti G, Kästner tvl, Mannstein H (2003) The ctoud anatysis tooi APOLLO: 

improvements and vaüdations. /r?f. J. Remofe Se/is/ng, in press. 
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integrated Precipitabte Water Maps for Northern ttaty Obtained from GPS Tropospheric Sotutions during MAP SOP Campaign 
Boccoiari tvl., S. Faztagic, L. Lombroso, R. Santangeto 

Geophysicat Observatory, Dipartimento ingegneria dei tvlateriaii e deii'Ambiente, University of fvlodena and Reggio Emitia 

This paper presents a meteoroiogicai appiication based on tropospheric correction of the Giobai 
Positioning System (GPS) eiectromagnetic signat. 
The wet component (ZWD) of the tropospheric detay in GPS signais is nearty proportionai to the 
quantity of water vapor integrated (iPW) atong the signat path and presents typicaiiy the iargest 
source of variabie atmospheric deiay. ZWD is catcutated removing the modetted Zenith Hydrostatic 
Detay (ZHD) from the Zenith Totai Detay. 
tPW maps are shown and anatysed for some tOP events from 1999 tvlAP/SOP campaign over 
Northern itaty region. ZTD for the tOP events are obtained from Tropospheric sotutions avaiiabie from 
iGS Anatysis Centers. ZHD are caicuiated from ECtvIWF re-anatysis avaiiabte for tvlAP/SOP 
campaign. The comparison of such GPS based tPW maps with meteoroiogicai anaiysis of the actuai 
weather processes show a good agreement with temporat and spatiai deveiopment of synoptic 
processes. 
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!ce-free Sensors - The EUMETNET SWS !! Project 
Jacques Rast\ A!ain Heimo\ Bengt Tammeiin^ and Miene! Leroy^ 
^ MeteoSwiss, ̂  Finnish Meteoroiogicai institute, ̂  MeteoFrance 

1 tntroduetion 
ice and rime aecretion upon meteoroiogicai sensors due to atmospheric icing is a major probiem 
for aceuracy of measurements performed under coid cümate conditions at high iatitudes or high 
aititudes. Most of present sensors operated e.g. by the nationai weather Services are not ice 
free sensors, even if they may have some partiai heating. 
The EUMETNET project "Specification of Severe Weather Sensors 1997-1998" summarized the 
icing effects on meteoroiogicai sensors. Foüowing the first SWS EUMETNET started the second 
SWS program in Juiy 2000 in order to define fieid test procedures for sensors in icing conditions 
and to test a number of ice-free sensors from different types (anemometers, thermo 
hygrometers, pyranometers and heiiometers) designed for coid cümate conditions, at three 
different types of sites in Finiand, France and Switzeriand. 
The EUMETNET SWS ii project and the measurements done at the three test sites are 
presented in the foüowing. The fuü resutts have been pubiished in March 2003 by EUMETNET 
in the fina! report (see Reference 1). 

2 Test sites 
The three test sites were chosen within areas of strong icing conditions (with a number of icing 
day per year greater than 15), but aiso taking into account the different cümatoiogic conditions 
prevaiiing at the chosen sites and inftuencing the duration of icing on the sensors. 
The French test Station is tocated on top of the Mont Aigouai at an attitude of 1657 m, at iatitude 
of 44° N. The Finnish test Station is iocated north of the poiar cirete (68° N) at an attitude of 515 
m and the Swiss test site is situated on the top of the Säntis at an aititude of 2490 m and at 
iatitude of47°N. 
Looking at the ciimatotogy during the campaign (October 01 to Aprit 02), it was observed that 
the Säntis tocation presents tower maximai temperature and is dryer than the two others, as 
iüustrated by the Tabte 1. 

Parameter/station Säntis (CH) Luosto (FiN) Aigouat (F) 
T avg [°C] -3.8 -6.9 2.0 
T min [°C] -6.5 17.1 -0.6 
T max [°C] 1.2 3.8 4.5 
RH avg [ 69.7 90.6 80.6 
Tabte 1: site cümatotogy during the measurement campaign 

The sensors were mounted on a piatform as iüustrated for Säntis in Figure 1. Data were 
coitected automaticaüy and 10 minutes averages were buiit. Aigouai (MeteoFrance personäi) 
and Säntis (externa) persona)) are manned stations and this opportunity was taken to perform 
regutar (7 times per day at Säntis) visuai observations. At Luosto three heated cameras 
determined the Status ofthe sensors. 
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Figure 1: Säntis test Station 

3 Sensortypes 
The setected sensors betong to four types: anemometers, thermo hygrometers, radiatiön 
sensors and ice detection sensors. The third category was instatied at Säntis oniy. Aü 
instruments are commerciaiiy avaiiabie and were chosen according to the wishes of the 
participating Met Services, in order to attow cross comparisons between the sites, a set of 
identicai instruments was instaiied at the three sites. The sensors are iisted in the foüowing 
paragraphs (L for Luosto, S for Säntis and A for Aigouai, brackets contain the abbreviation used 
in Figure 2): 
Wind sensors: RM. Young Wind Monitor-Modei 05103-45 (A), irdam SA WST 7000HS (A, L), 
Metek USA-1 55 W (L), [MET] Metek USA-1 125 W (A, S), Degreane Deoiia 300 (A), [G!L] Giii 
Windobserver ii (S), Firma Kroneis Zamg 263PRH (A), Theodor Friedrichs Type 4035.0000 and 
Type 4123.0000 (L), A. Thies Uitrasonic 2D (L), Lambrecht Static Wind Sensor M16420 (A, L), 
[ROS] BF Goodrich Rosemount M1774W (A, L, S), [NOW] Meteoiabor NOWA (S), [FT7] FT 
Technoiogy FT702 (S), [VA!] Vaisaia WAA252 (L, S), [HAN] Vaisaia WAS425 (A, L, S). 
Temperature and humidity: [ROT] Rotronic ventitated radiatiön shieid (A, L, S), [THY] 
Meteoiabor Thygan (A, L, S), Eigenbrodt ventiiated shieid with HMP45 (L), [HMP] Vaisaia shieid 
with HMP 243 and additionaiiy irdam WST7000HS (A, L), Metek USA-1 (A, L, S), GiLL 
Windobserver (S), NOWA (S) as anemometers with additionai capacity. 
Soiar radiatiön: [CM1, CM2] Kipp&Zonen CM21 with MeteoSwiss ventiiation, uncieaned and 
cieaned (S), [CM3] Kipp&Zonen CM21 with Kipp&Zonen ventiiation (S), [CM4] CM11 with FMi 
ventiiation system (S, L), [SOL1, SOL2] Hänni soiarimeters cieaned and uncieaned (S). 
icinp: Labko LiD-3503 (L, S), BF Goodrich Rosemount ice detector (A, L), Vaisaia FD12P (L). 

4 Method and resu!ts 
This abstract is restricted to presentation of resuits obtained at Säntis. Further information can 
be obtained in Reference 1. The method used to compare the instruments was the foüowing: 
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> Quantification of meteoroiogicai and instrumenta) icing by Observation or evaiuation of 
camera pictures (Luosto), determination of reiative icing as ratio of cases with observed ice on 
the instrument by cases with observed ice on the reference cyiinder. Figure 2 shows the reiative 
icing for aü instruments instaüed at Säntis, ciassed by type. STRUCT represents the structure 
supporting the instrumentation (neither heated nor cieaned). Observers reguiariy deiced Cfv12 
and SOL1. THY and anemometers are heated and present therefore better Performances than 
other instruments. ROS is a very simpiy shaped and heavy heated anemometer. 

Sensor !ce / FM! Cyiinder [cc 
SäMlS october 0! to aprit 02 (-1200 observations) 

200 
!80 
160 
140 
120 

^ 100 
SO 
60 
40 
20 
0 

radiatiön temp./hum. wind 

Hciass 3 
Dciass 2 
Dciass 1 

<^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Figure 2: reiative icing for Säntis 
> Determination of a reference and scatterpiots of the instrument's signai against 
reference's signai with the icing ciass as parameter. This aüows estimating the effect of an icing 
Situation on the sensor's signai. Figure 3 iüustrates this for a mechanicai anemometer, where 
the effect of icing cieariy iowers the output. in this case the reference is the ROS. 
> Determination and comparison of weekiy means. This gives an idea of the integrai 
sensitivity of the different instruments to icing. 
> Case studies, aiiowing understanding ineubation (the time between ice aecretion start 
on the cyiinder and aecretion start on a speeified sensor) and heaüng (the time the sensor 
remains iced after the stop of ice aecretion). 
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SWS Säntis, october 0! to aprii 02 
VA! ff vs ROS ff (open sector !25-275 deg, !0 min avg) 
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Figure 3: Signa) of anemometer VA! vs. reference ROS for different c!asses of icing 

5 Conciusions 
> Onty one anemometer type can be retiabty operated in severe environment. Figure 2 
ctearty shows that ROS is the unique instrument withstanding att the time the severe icing 
conditions at Säntis. This Observation was reported from the three sites.Att other sensor types 
need regutar de-icing. Even when differences were observed in the behavior of the different 
sensors the onty way to ensure correct measurements is to manuaiiy deice the instruments. 

> No icing detector was found on the market with acceptabte Performances. 
> Heating power, but aiso mechanicat design, materiat and heating appiication are 
retevant for a robust instrument. The power demand of the different sensors instaiied was 
comprised between 0 W and 1500 W, but the worst behavior was not observed with the iowest 
heating power. This means that manufacturers have to anaiyze and test accuratety where to 
appiy the heating power and what happens to the metted ice. 
> Need for further deveiopment of instruments, and in particutar of icing detectors. This 
iast conciusion summarizes the previous one: an ideai instrument is not oniy ice free, but aiso 
accurate, stabte and economic in acquisition and Operation. The project contributed to show 
where further devetopments are needed. 
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SW.SSMETNET: RENEWAL OF THE SW.SS METEOROLOGtCAL 
NETWORKS 
A. Heimo & T. Konzeimann, MeteoSwiss, CH-1530 Payeme, Switzeriand 

Abstract 
The Swiss Federa! Office for Meteoroiogy and Ciimatoiogy (MeteoSwiss) has iaunched the 
SwissMetNet project for the renewai of its presentiy operationai meteoroiogicai networks (subproject 
SDM) consisting of ANETZ (72 stations), ENET (44 stations) and KLiMA (25 stations). Furthermore, a 
new camera network (subproject CAM) wiü be instaüed consisting of 25 stations distributed around 
Switzeriand to provide on-üne information for now-casting information as weü as for increasing the 
information potentiat concerning the aeronauticai ftight corridors over the Aips. Finatiy, an Upgrade of 
the visuat Observation network (subproject OBS: 70 stations) wiü be performed by making use of 
modern Computer techniques in order to increase the user-friendüness and therefore the quaüty of the 
observations. 

1. History 
The first automatic Station ofthe ANETZ network was instaüed in Switzeriand in 1975 and the iast one 
in 1989. This means that the otdest Station reaches today an operationai period of more than 27 years. 

For various reasons such as the difficuities in guaranteeing the renewat of the spare parts, a 
increasing oid technoiogy (fieid stations and centrat data acquisition Station), a wear of the materiai, 
the tack of ftexibitity, an aging system of transmission of the data, etc, it was decided in 1998 to carry 
out an inquiry ofthe future requirements ofthe users and ofthe Operators responsibie for maintenance 
and correct Operation of these networks. During the resuiting numerous discussions, the need for a 
generai concept became progressive^ obvious to work out a giobai strategy for MeteoSwiss 
concerning aü the ground-based measurements for terrestriat and atmospheric meteoroiogicai 
information. This anaiysis was caited "Messkonzept 2010" and was carried on in paraitet ofthe project 
of renewat of the meteorotogicat networks. Very quickty, it was recognized that: 

* in the iong term, aü the networks of MeteoSwiss were to be renewed together with a totat 
cteansing of the sites; 

* onty an integrai and standardized renewai of the networks woutd make it possibie to optimize 
the operationai aspects, and to decrease the operationai costs; 

* MeteoSwiss had the possibiiity to offer its competences in this fietd to other institutions in 
Charge of meteoroiogicai networks. 

The direct consequence of these findings was an extension of the preüminary project (which took then 
the name of SwissMetNet) to aü the existing meteorotogicat networks. 
The definitive goais of SwissMetNet were defined as foüowing: 

* Renewat of the automatic and conventionat meteorotogicat networks in Switzertand that are 
ptaced under the responsibiiity of MeteoSwiss (automatic backbone network ANETZ: 72 
stations, automatic extended network ENET: 44 stations, "manuat" cümatic network KLiMA: 25 
stations). 

* in the future, and when suitabte, take in Charge other meteorotogicat networks of the 
Confederation, Cantons, Communes and other partners to ensure their maintenance and 
Operation ("Service provider"). 

* Deveiop and put in Operation a new network of 25 camera stations (either fixed or mobiie). 
* Separate the visuat observations from the existing networks and devetop a new stand-atone 

network for visuai observations (70 stations) making use ofthe most modern technotogies. 
* Participate to the EUMETRNET/SWS experiment together with Finiand and France. 
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2. Configuration of the network 
Foüowing the recommendations yieided by the Concept MK2010, the foüowing configuration of 
SwissMetNet was defined: 

* 45 stations of type WEeather STAtion WESTA B (basic ciimatoiogicai stations, high quaüty 
Standards), 

* 49 stations compiementary stations of type WESTA S1 (identicai WESTA B with reduced 
instruments' configuration), 

* 35 compiementary stations of type WESTA S2 (simptified stations, reduced instrumentation), 
* 70 visuai Observation stations of type WESTA O, 
* 25 camera stations of type WESTA K. 

2.1 Dafa Acqtv/s/f/or? Sysfems 
The decision was made to compieteiy renew the data acquisition Systems of the automatic weather 
stations. in view of the voiume of the task, the immediate consequence was that an intemationai Caii 
for Tenders foüowing the ruies of the Worid Trade Organization WTO wouid be mandatory. 

2.2 Transm/ss/on offne dafa 
From the 1.1.2001, the Federat Office for informatic and Teiecommunications (FOiTT) is responsibie 
for ati the data transmissions within the Swiss Confederation. This new Situation makes it possibie to 
make use of the advanced technoiogies estabüshed and operationaity used by the FOiTT. For 
SwissMetNet, the foüowing conditions were defined: 

* Use of the BVnet ("BundesVerwaitungs Netz") network of the Confederation (FOtTT). 
* instäiiation of Cisco " routers " on the fieid faciiity in the Data Acquisition enciosure. 
* TCP/tP Sessions between the measuring site and the Centrai Station 
* Avaiiabiiity and retiabiiity of about 100%. 

2.3 Cenfra/Server 
The basic requirement for a standardization of the meteorotogicat networks iead to the obvious 
conciusion that the WTO Caü for Tenders shoutd inciude the deiivery of the centrat Server with a 
piausibiiity test unit as Option, which wouid futfiü the existing requirements and make fuü use of the 
major improvements in the fieid of Software and teiecommunications. 

3. CURRENT STATE OF THE SWiSSMETNET PROJECT 
3. V Mety aMfomaf/c /nefeoro/og/ca/ nehvor^ fSDM) 

At the end of year 2002, the SwissMetNet project has reaehed the foüowing state. 

A Preüminary Anaiysis phase was first taunched in order to anatyze the prevaiiing Situation and to 
submit the different possibiüties for the future network. A tentative budget pianning was performed as 
weü as the determination ofthe human resources needed. This preüminary phase ended in December 
2000. 

it was foiiowed by a "Concept" phase where the speeifications and requirements for the new network 
were defined, in order to iaunch the intemationai WTO Caü for Tenders (4.2.2002). The resuit of this 
action was then evatuated and a reduced number of potentiat manufacturers seiected, whose offers 
went through a second detaiied evaiuation. The finai decision was made on the 27.5.2002 with the 
seiection of Atmos Systems as suppiier for the SwissMetNet. This ended the Concept Phase. 

tt was then possibie to initiatize the Reaüzation phase that is dedicäted to the testing of the offered 
hardware and Software. This is presentiy being performed by proeeeding to the instäiiation of two piiot 
stations at tow aititude on the "ptateau Suisse" (types WESTA B & S2 at Payerne) and of one piiot 
Station in mountain (Guetsch, aititude 2300 m a.s.t.). This test period wiü give enough information to 
meet a finai decision based on the resuits yieided by this piiot network, opening the way for the 
introduction phase in Juty 2003. 
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At the same time, the new centrat Server has been instatted at Zürich (Standard version), so that the 
Acceptance Test procedures for the pitot network (2 pitot stations with a reduced set of measurements 
connected through the BVnet to the centrat Server) was performed successfutty at the end of 
November 2002. 

3.2 Mew nefwor/f of camera (CAM) 

A pretiminary anatysis was conctuded in January 2002, based on the evatuation by the ctients 
(MeteoSwiss forecasters) ofthe pictures yietded by a test Station instatted at the tntemationa) airport of 
Geneva and equipped with 3 types of cameras (fix, mobite and a "Totat Sky tmager"). tt was fottowed 
by a Concept phase where the definitive iayout of the future network was defined as weit as the 
procedures to be appiied for the instäiiation of totaiiy new techniques for the MeteoSwiss staff. tt was 
then decided that the Reaiization (piiot) phase had to be based on the instäiiation of 5 piiot stations. 

At present time, the instäiiation of 3 pitot sites has been performed at Martigny (mobite camera), San 
Chrischona (mobite camera) and Murtet (fix camera), the iatter being atso used for the Worid Ski 
Championships that wiit take piace in February 2003 at St. Moritz. The time resotution of the pictures 
is 10 minutes with the first set of 6 pictures for 360 degrees azimuth and a camera-eievation of 0 
degree and the second set of 6 pictures for 360 degrees azimuth and a camera-etevation of 45 
degrees. 

3.3 v7stva/ observaüons fOBS) 
A Preüminary Phase was conducted in November 2001 based on the evaiuation by the ctients and the 
experiences gathered with the current system. it was fottowed by a Concept phase ending in Juty 
2002. The on-going Reaiization phase is spüt into a "Proof of Concept" (detaii-specification, 
Performance, user guidance, security aspects, avaiiabiüty, etc.) and a piiot phase to impiement the 
new toot at severai pitot sites. 

3.4 E(//Wf 77VE77Severe M^ea^er Sensors fS!/y$) 
The EUMETNET^ project "Specification of Severe Weather Sensors 1997-1998" summarized the icing 
effects on different types of meteoroiogicai sensors. Foüowing the first SWS project, the SWS it 
project was started by the EUMETNET in Juty 2000 in order to test a number of ice-free sensors, as 
weü as other measurement arrangements designed for cotd ctimate conditions. Three different sites in 
Finiand, France, and Switzertand were seiected for this purpose. For more detaüs see the dedicäted 
iCAM-2003 poster. The finai report ofthe project is presentiy being reviewed within EUMETNET. 

The objective of the project is to systematicatiy test and anaiyze ice-free instruments (humidity, 
temperature, wind speed, wind direction, ventiiation/heating of sotar radiatiön instruments) under 
harsh icing conditions to produce representative data for scientific studies: 

* for inter-comparison of ice-free sensors used or preferred by EUMETNET members; 
* for information on errors and the amount of heat needed for sensors to be ice-free; 
- for estabiishing the basic procedures to deveiop a network providing certification for sensors 

that are free of icing probiems. 
Test sites 

The three test sites are tocated in different parts of Europe under various types of cotd ctimate and 
icing conditions. Aü these sites are within areas of heavy or strong atmospheric icing (with number of 
icing days more than 15 d/y and high wind speeds). However, in the far north the winter days are short 
with very üttie sotar radiatiön to meit the ice, white cioser to the Mediterranean daity sotar energy 
significantty reduces the amount of ice upon sensors (depending e.g. on the size, shape and coior of 
the sensors) but aiso affects the structure of ice. One reason to have the test sites at such piaces is to 

' EUMETNET is a network of 18 Nationa! Meteoro!ogica! Services: those ofthe EU ptus Iceland, Norway and 
Switzerland; www.eumetnet.eu.or 
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have enough events with atmospheric icing for representative anaiyses of icing effects upon sensors 
and measurements under different cümatic conditions. 
4. Conctusion 

* The project SwissMetNet is weii on schedute for aü the subprojects SDM, CAM, OBS and 
SWS. 

* First experiences with piiot stations are satisfactory 
* Definitive instatiations wiü start for SDM on the Ist quarter 2004, for CAM on the 2nd haif 

2003, for OBS on the 2nd hatf 2003. The SWS subproject is aimost conciuded. 
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The Data Warehouse System of MeteoSwiss: Concept and First 
Experiences 
Estetie Grüter*, Christian Häberii*, Dimitrios Tombros**, Nadine Tschichoid*, Waiter Krottendorfer f, 
Rudoif Höfter t 
MeteoSwiss*,STCG**, PSEf 

ABSTRACT 
in a worid where the amount of measured data increased incredibiy over the iast years, an efficient 
system to störe and handte data and to assure its quatity is of cruciai importance. Large quantities 
of numericai and muiti media) data are cotiected for meteorotogicat and ctimatotogicat purposes 
coming in from automatic Systems as weit as from observers. Data from most diverse sources have 
to be integrated in one centrat database system where it undergoes various quatity contro) and 
consistency check procedures. At the same time the data is continuousty used by meteoroiogicai 
and ctimatotogicat appücations. This paper gives an insight into the data warehouse system and its 
architecture devetoped for the speciai needs of MeteoSwiss (the nationa) weather service of 
Switzertand). 

1. introduction 
Automatic meteoroiogicai measurements with high temporai resotution are carried out in 
Switzertand since the täte seventies. After more than two decades the need of a new efficient 
system to störe and treat the continuaity increasing amount of data using state-of-the-art 
technoiogies became more and more urgent. Since the appiication of data warehouse technoiogy in 
the domain of science can be advantageous for maniputating iarge quantities of sensor data, 
performing statisticat anatysis and extracting meaningfui trends, this approach was chosen to meet 
the various and compiex requests. 
2. Concept of MeteoSwiss Data Warehouse 
The data to be stored in this new centrai system originates in different data sources such as 
automatic weather stations, observations made by observers, modet output, synop data deüvered 
by the Gtobat Teiecommunication System and others. They have to be ioaded according to their 
varying structure and afterwards to be checked of their piausibiiity using a compiex system of ruies 
and tests. tn a next step aggregations are carried out to provide customers with data of a iower 
temporat resotution such as daity, monthty and yearty vatues. Finatty homogenization of data series 
takes ptace. Appücations aüow an extraction of data of different quaüty ievets. 
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Foüowing figure is supposed to give a short insight in the data proeess chain at MeteoSwiss: 
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Fig. 1: General data flow at MeteoSwiss 

Since the needs of customers ask for different requests as far as Performance and appücations are 
concerned it was decided to part distinctivety the various steps of data processing. This poiicy was 
foiiowed when the abstract architecture of the Data Warehouse was designed. 
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Fig. 2: Simpüfied abstract architecture of MeteoSwiss Data Warehouse System 
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As shown in Figure 2 the conceptua! architecture consists of four iayers. tt is a further deveiopment 
of the conventionat data warehouse seeing that Data Warehouse technotogy is combined with 
ctassicai retationat database technotogy. 
1. Layer: Data Sources: This contains a wide variety of sources for meteorotogicat and 

ctimatotogicat data such as point measurements from observations and 
automatic stations, profite measurements from upper-air stations, picture 
data, votume data from weather radars and weather forecast modets. 

2. Layer: Staging Area: tt comprises att databases and toots to digitize, toad, check and integrate 
data. Speciai emphasis is given to data quatity contro) Systems. Att chan
ges made on vatues are togged and thus historised. 

3. Layer: Storage Area: This is the ctassicat data Warehouse which contains an integrated set of 
data to support meteoroiogists and ctimatotogists in weather forecasting 
and cümate research. 

4. Layer: Anaiysis Area: This iayer contains various anaiysis, visuatization and data extraction 
toois 

4. Reaiisation and first experiences 
The main goai of this project is to estabüsh an efficient way of processing data and to come up with 
an integrated data set of high quaüty. Since the compiexity of this system is a huge chattenge as 
weü as risk it was decided to have an iterative project proceeding. First the architecture of the whote 
system was designed. Due to the fact that MeteoSwiss has not a core competence in reatizing data 
warehouses, a caü of tenders (WTO) was pubiished and a Company couid be found. tn 
coüaboration with the partner the 'backbone' of the system was devetoped and impiemented in a 
first step for a few automatic stations to proof if the concept meets the demands. in a second step 
the set of stations was enhanced to have different data sources invoived. Additionatty more features 
were devetoped and integrated. The further ptanning of the project foresees defined reieases in 
which iegacy Systems wiü be removed as weü as new toots made operationai. The idea of the 
retease ptanning was to keep the compiexity of the system under contro). 
5. Conciusions 
tn the described MeteoSwiss Data Warehouse System we have devetoped an architecture which 
uses severat eiements from Data Warehouse as weü as other technotogies. The distinction in four 
tayers aüows the requested fiexibiiity as far as demands about data quaüty or Performance are 
concerned. The iterative proceeding proved to be very worthwüe to keep under controi the 
comptexity of the system and is weü recommended atso for other projects. The coüaboration with a 
partner Company enforced very ctear specifications of the demands which resutted in a good 
documentation as weü as an earty determination of upcoming probiems. 
LiTERATURE 
Häberti Ch., and D. Tombros, 2001: A Data Warehouse Architecture for MeteoSwiss: An 

Experience Report, /nfernaf/ona/ M/or/rsnop on Pes/gn and Managemenr of Dafa 
t4/are/?ô ses (Y3/WW07J /n con/t/ncr/on w/fn me 73' Conference on AoVanced /nformaf/on 
Systems Eng/neenng fCa/SE'07). [avaiiabie from Swiss Life, iT Research&Deveiopment, 
CC/iTRD, P.O. Box, 8022 Zürich, Switzertand]. 

Tschichotd N., 2000: Konzeptbericht zum MeteoSchweiz Data Warehouse Vs. 1.1; MeteoSchweiz 

Konzetmann, T. et ai.,1998: New treatment of reai time ctimate data sets from smi weather stations. 
Proceedings 2^ European Conference on Appiied Ctimatoiogy, 19-23 Oct 1998 
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QUAUTY CONTROL TOOLS FOR METEOROLOGE AL DATA )N THE METEOSW!SS 
DATA WAREHOUSE SYSTEM 

Marc Musa, Esteüe Grüter, Markus Abbt .Christian Häberii, Esther Häiier, Ursuia Küng, Thomas 
Konzetmann, Rudoif Dössegger 
MeteoSwiss, Zürich, Switzertand 

ABSTRACT 

There is an ongoing trend to further automate meteorotogicat and ctimatotogicat observations and to 
increase their temporat and spatiat resotution. The increasing amount of data is a chaitenge for data 
processing, management and quatity assurance. Within the MeteoSwiss Date Warehouse System a 
new quatity controi system was impiemented. The different moduies of this System attow to checking 
and treating data at a high temporai resotution (usuaiiy 10 min). 

1 !NTRODUCT)ON 

The ongoing automation of meteorotogicat and ciimatoiogicai measurements and observations is a 
chaitenge both for data processing and data management. The aim is usuatty an increase in temporat 
and to a iesser extent spatiat resotution. This resuits in a much targer amount of data as weit as new 
needs and possibitities for quaüty assurance. For the use in ctimatoiogy the homogeneity of the data 
set has to be achieved. 
Currentiy, MeteoSwiss operates four networks consisting of 117 automatic surface stations, 25 
conventionai ctimate stations (with three Observation terms per day) and some 350 rain gauge 
stations. With the modernisation of some of the networks in the project SwissMetNet, the number of 
automatic stations witt increase to 136. 
To cope with these new chattenges and needs, MeteoSwiss taunched a project to design and 
imptement a corporate Software and database architecture for the management and processing of 
ctimatotogicat and meteoroiogicai data (Haeberii and Tombros, 2001). Quaüty controi (QC) toots are a 
cruciai point within this architecture. The request forftexibüity and expansion has ied to a moduiar 
architecture, which consists within the MeteoSwiss data Warehouse System of five main parts (CC-
moduie, PuMAB, PuMtB, VERAJHOMAS) 

2 DATA TRANSFORMATtON PROCESS AND CONCEPTUAL ARCHtTECTURE OF THE SYSTEM 

The vast majority of data from surface stations is transmitted via teiecommunication ünks to 
MeteoSwiss. Onty a smatt fraction of data is taken by observers on sheets and has to be digitised. Fig. 
1 depicts the transformation proeess to successivety improve the data quaüty according to defined 
criteria and methods. This proeess aiso creates aggregated vaiues (e.g. daüy vatues) and adds 
context information regarding the transformations appüed and the measuring and observing 
conditions. Historicat cümate data sets are stored in the database in ieveis 3,4 and 5 depending on the 
source. 
The different quaüty teveis are the resutt of the various quatity contro) moduies. The toots to reach 
ieve) 2 data wüt be devetoped in the project SwissMetNet. These toots are not part of this abstract and 
wii) not be discussed any further. Thus the appücation of the CC-modute transforms tevei 2 data into 
those of ievet 3, white the toots of automatic and interactive processing and VERA are used between 
tevei 3 and 4. By apptying the toot for homogenization tevei 5 is reaehed. 
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Fig. 1: Levets of data quatity at MeteoSwiss 

Fig. 2 shows the integration of the new quatity controi toots in the corporate, conceptuai data 
warehouse architecture which is being reaiised at MeteoSwiss. Ait QC moduies are impiemented and 
are currentty becoming operationat. 
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Fig. 2: Conceptuai architecture of the MeteoSwiss data warehouse system. The 'anaiyticat 
database' is the core 'data warehouse' of the system. The 'data marts' disptayed here are not 
data marts in a strict sense (i.e. repiicates of the 'anaiyticat database') but rather 
independent, atready existing databases for mainiy anaiyticat processing which are 
integrated into the architecture. 
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3 MODULES OF THE QC SYSTEM 

The CC-modu!e (catc&check modute) checks the consistency of the data coming in from the stations 
for a singte Observation term and catcuiates as weti derived parameters such as wet-buib or dew point 
temperature in the same temporai resoiution as the source data. Att data are then ioaded into the 
Work-DB. This is the first quaüty check of the data in the data warehouse system. 

The moduie (PuMAB) verifies the vaiues using an entarged set of tests inciuding tests for temporat 
variabiiity. This proeess starts automaticatiy once a day. PuMAB treats so-caited meteobtocks which it 
extracts from the Work-DB. A meteobiock contains data of 33 h for each Station and ait parameters 
measured and observed at that Station, tn a first step, the data are tested in a simitar way as in the 
CC-Moduie but within timeseries and a iarger number of tests (e.g. variabitity tests). tn a next step 
PuMAB automaticatiy generate repiacement vaiues, if there are short gaps in the data. 

Cases, which can not be handied automaticatiy, are handed over to the third moduie (PuM!B) for 
interactive processing. The tooi for interactive processing has a graphicat interface which presents the 
data on a spreadsheet as weü as time series piots. Corrections can be performed on either 
representation. The two parts of the interface are synchronized and aitered vatues are updated 
immediatety. At any stage of the work, the Operator can test the corrections. As soon as ait corrections 
are compteted, the data are checked again. tf there are no more tests viotated, the case is considered 
as being soived. tt wiü no Ionger appear in the iist. tf not then the case wiü immediately be given back 
to the editor. tt is aiso possibie to test and treat interactiveiy any data from the work DB for which tests 
are defined. 

The VERA Moduie (Vienna Enhanced Resotution Anatysis) was devetoped at the Department of 
Meteoroiogy and Geophysics at the University of Vienna. This system is used for spatiai piausibiiity 
tests with nearby stations and was atready appiied in the context of the 'Mesoscate Atpine Programme' 
(Groehn et at., 2000), (Steinacker et at. 2000). The system gives information of the percentage of 
suspicious vatues, possibte systematic errors, representativeness of a Station and the bias in 
consequence of subscaie effects (e.g. urban heat istand). VERA coutd be successfuüy integrated in 
the MeteoSwiss Data Warehouse System. 

The tooi THOMAS (Tooi for Homogenization of Monthiy Data Series) was devetoped at MeteoSwiss. 
With this toot homogenization of monthty data series using standardised methods is possibte to use. 
The toot has a graphicai user interface which aüows an interactive work with the data series. The 
homogenization tests are stored in a iibrary which can be easiiy extended with new tests. Further 
information can be found in the finai report of the project Norm90, which wiü be pubiished this year 
(Begert et at. 2003). The toot THOMAS wiü be impiemented in the MeteoSwiss Data Warehouse 
System this year. 

4 OVERVtEW OF THE QUAUTY CONTROL TESTS 

The QC tests used at MeteoSwiss fotiow the recommendations of WMO (WMO, 1993). Additionai 
tests were added to take into account the partieuiarities of Aipine weather (e.g. Foehn, strong coid air 
poots). At present about 190 tests are impiemented. They faü into four main categories: 
1. Limit tests. Most variabtes are compared to physicai ('hard'; i.e. 0 and 360 deg for wind direction) 

and ciimatoiogicai ('soft') ümits. For the ctimatotogicat ümits, the 99.9% percentües were 
determined for each month and Station from 15-20 year time series of high temporat resotved data 
(usuaiiy 10 minute data). These tests are apptied in the CC-moduie, PuMAB and PuMiB. 

2. Variabiiity tests. There are two different types of variabiiity tests: one which tests the maximaüy 
attowed variability during a speeified time intervai (e.g. the difference between two subsequent 
vaiues) and one which tests the minima) required variabiiity during a certain period ('dead band' 
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ränge). For the minima! as weü as for the maxima) variabiiity, physica) and ctimatotogicat ümits are 
defined. This kind of tests is apptied in PuMAB and PuMtB. 

3. !rtter-parameter consistency tests. Vatues measured at the same time and at the same ptace 
may not be inconsistent to each other (e.g. 8 octas of totat ctoud cover with bright sunshine). 
These tests are apptied in the CC-modute, PuMAB and PuMtB. 

4. Spatia! consistency tests. Vatues of the same parameter measured at the same time at nearby 
stations may not differ too much from each other. This kind of tests is appiied in VERA. 

tn order to assure that aü modutes use the same set of tests and constants, the 'piausibüity test Server' 
(PTS) was impiemented as the core of the QC system. The PTS is a set of C-tibraries and is used by 
the CC-modute, PuMAB and PuMtB. 
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support the XX Winter Otympic Games ptanning 
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!ntroduction 

!n the period 10-26 February 2006 the Piedmont Region wiü host the XX Winter Oiympic Games: 2500 
athietes wiü compete in 15 different speciaiities and more than 78 medai events are expected. The 
Organisation Committee of the Turin XX Winter Oiympic Games, TOROC, has drawn up a unique 
partnership with Regionai Agency fbr Environmcntai Protection of Piedmont, to provide the most 
accurate timeiy and vcnuc-spccific weather forecasts and snow condition evaiuation during the Oiympics 
and aü the preparatory activities. 
The aim of this work is to anaiyse the typicai and extreme ciimatoiogicai weather at severa! Oiympic 
venues during the competition period. The anaiysis is based on historica! data coming from ground 
stations, manua! measurements as weü as from synoptic data inciuding radiosoundings and re-anaiyscs 
ERA-15 (ECMWF) e!aboration. The know!edgc of the frequency and persistency of the potentiaüy 
critica! and favourabic weather conditions provides an usefu! support for a good ptanning of the Games: 
define the final schcduüng ofthe competition, optimise the snow-making procedures, guarantee the safety 
on the road system. The resuits are aiso fundamental fbr the impiementation of a good meteoroiogicai 
monitoring pian of the area concerned. 

Weather effects on 0!ympic activities 

The weather Situation and partiaiiy the snow conditions are the oniy uncontroüabic variabics, which are 
abie to modify "in reai time" the schcduüng and the course of the competitions. The main effects 
considered in this study are the problems reiated to sport competitions and ceremonies delays and 
postponements, which have a great impact in terms of costs. Another faced problem is the evaiuation of 
the snowniaking favourable conditions and the probabiüty to have them during the Games. The amount of 
new snow must bc considered to plan the snow removai task. transportation and avaianche artificia! 
reiease Systems managing. it aiso must be considered spectators safety and comfort, timeiy medical 
emergency response, protection of temporary faeiüties. 

Potentia! weather concerns 

Weather during the 2006 Winter Oiympics will be influcnced by a number of factors. it's possibie to 
identify three typicai synoptic configurations of the Oiympic period: 
+ a general stabiiity condition, due to the northern extension ofthe Azores anticyclone, associated to 

üght winds, thermai inversion into the vaüey, few episodes of poor visibiiity at the inversion Ievei, 
often beiow the start ofthe downhiü races. Sometimes an casterly flow brings coid air and causes a 
temperature decrease. affecting the comfort of athietes and spectators. 

+ snowy days, due to the presence of a trough over the Mediterranean Sea. which drives moist air 
towards the mountains. 

* coid front passages coming from the Atiantic. associated to a iow moving over the Centrai Europe. 
The interaction of the coid front with the mountains enhances the winds and restricts the 
predictabiüty of the phenomena associated. Often the strong winds are combined with iow visibiiity 
at any aititude. 

From the analysis of the iast 25 years it comes out that the above weather regimes are characterised by a 
iarge variabiiity during the Oiympic period and bad weather conditions are not persistent, it means that 
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with a good schcduüng of the sport competitions, which aüows minor adjustments. the games wiü not be 
severeiy affected by the weather. 

Meteoro!ogica! parameters 

it must bc considered wind potentiai effects during the competitions and the prize-giving ceremonies. !n 
partieuiar in the high aititude outdoor venues there is a !% chance of calms. a 38% chance of üght winds, 
a 43% chance of fresh winds. a i 3 % chance of strong winds and a 4% chance of galc. The main probiem 
reiated to wind are the frequency and intensity of gusts. in partieuiar in the high aititude outdoor venues, 
where the IM) km/h gust probabiüty (maximum daiiy gust) is about 20%. 

vetocity 
14 km/h 
20krrvh 

70 km/h 
100 km/h 

snowmaking 
ÜftfjWÜt"?? 
SPPrtwnMWon 
temporary faditbes 

10' wind vetocity 
6% L - 0.05% H 

59% 
8% 
_2%_ 
0% 

5* wind gust 
94% L - 51%H 

99% 
43% 
.24%. 
13% 

Wind veiocity is aiso critica! for a series of 
activities such as ski jumping, 
snowmaking. üft faeiütics Operation and 
temporary facilitics use. The criticai vaiues 
of wind veiocity are summarised in the 
tabie on the ieft, which shows the 
probabiüty of wind threshoid breaking 

Since the strong winds are often associated with iow temperature vaiues, the chiiüng effect has been 
evaiuated in order to avoid discomfort of pubüc, athietes and peopie working outside. Aithough the Wind 
Chiü index is expressed on a temperature scaie, it oniy expresscs a human Sensation. Anaiysing the wind 
chiü vaiues, achieved in the period between 10 to 26 February. it is possible to observe that the hazards 
are ümited in the venues considered. 

wind chi)t>0 
-10<wind chitXO 

10<wind chi!!<-25 

wind chii!<-25 

46% 
37% 

16% 

1% 

Slight increase in discomfort 
Uncomfortabie 
Exposed skin feets cotd 
Risk of hypothermia if outside for 
long periods without adequate 
protection 
Risk of skin freezinq (frostbite) 
Check face and extremities for 
numbness or whiteness 
Risk of hypothermia if outside for 
iong periods without adequate 
protection 

The probabiüty of having vaiues beiow -25 
(warning ievei) is about 1%, whüe 16% is 
the probability to have moderate vaiues 
(tabie on the ieft). it means that with 
adequate protection, athietes and spectators 
wiü not be subjected to dangerous 
conditions. 

The tabie beiow shows the extreme recorded wind chiü index for each outdoor venuc. in Torino, where 
the opening and ciosing ceremonies wiü takc piace, are found the miidest conditions. 

7!a/3 /- /ja/rt?/?^ ff/;?;/ (///// //7̂ av //? //?6> O/iv/i/J/c #/*p# 

Venues Eia&pratjon Years Pate Wind Chiü Wind vetocity km/h Temperature °C Torino JJ3. 15-feb-$4 
Bardonecchia Villaae 12 24-feb-93 7.4 12.7 
Bardonecchia Altitude 12 12-feb-99 37.2 ^1 
Prpqelalp Attitüde 12-feb-$9 ^2 15 -14.4 
S. Sicario 13 13-feb-94 -26 22.3 
Sestriere Altitude 13 13-feb-91 -37 _6_9̂3 ^0 
Praaetato ski-iump hioh 2$-feb-Q1 LL4 
Praqelato ski-jump low 26-feb-01 18 6.8 13.1 
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As regards temperature, the daily average in the mountains venues aiways beiow 0°C (tabie beiow), 
guarantees good and uniform conditions of the snowpack throughout the daytime. 
in Torino the daiiy averaged temperature is positive (2.1°C), as weü as extreme temperatures. The chance 
of having the daüy averaged temperature above zero in Torino is about 97% 

Venues Aititude 
H Years T averaqed T min averaqed T max averaqed 

t ^ j Sestriere Attitude 2701 
Sestriere Viüaqe ^020_ -8.4 -4.8 ^3-
Bardonecchia Viüaae 135ß_ 12 -4.7 -3.1 6J. 
Bardonecchia Aititude 1800 12 -7.6 -4.2 3.4 
Praqeiato 
Torino 

.1321 
240 13 

-5.6 
2.1 

-5.6 
1.6 11.7 

The chance of having the daüy averaged temperature above zero in Sestriere, where the main outdoor 
competitions wiü take piace, is oniy about 10%. When Sestriere temperature is beiow zero, the chance of 
having the daüy averaged temperature beiow -2°C is very high (88%). 

Venues 
SestneteAMude 
Sestriere VHaqe 

BadonecchiaVHaqe  
Badonecd̂ aAMude 

PrageRp 
Tbmo 

Attitüde 

2701 
2020 
1353 
180C 
1521 
240 

Yean 
13 

Tmax absotute 
^1 
10.1 
14.6 
-13-
JL5_ 
14.8 
24.3 

Trrwi absolute 
rei -22 
-17.: 

1̂57. 
-14.2 
-5.6 

At higher eievations on the 
mountain, temperatures are even 
iower: the iowest one has been 
recorded at Sestriere Altitude 
Station on 23"* February 1993. 

The chart beiow (flg. 1) shows the snow make working temperature during the Oiympic period: the best 
and good condition are found for wet bulb temperature below -4°C. For wet buib temperature between 
-4°C and -2°C it is very expensive to produce snow, whüe fbr wet buib temperature above -2°C it is not 
aüowed to make snow. 

Considering the wet bulb temperature 
during the night-timc, there is a 
reasonable probabiüty (28%) to make 
snow during the Oiympic period in 
Sestriere. aithough there is oniy a 15% 
chance of having the best condition. The 
considerable probabiüty (56%) of having 
no condition at aü to make snow during 
the Oiympics, suggests the preventive 
action to produce artiflcial snow before 
the Games, according to the snow height 
condition ofthe winter season. 

Anyway. during the Oiympic period. the probability of having snow height above 40cm on the alpine ski 
run is almost 100%, whüe the probability of having snow height above 70cm is 50% (contribution of 
artificiai snow not considered). 
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As regards preeipitation. a detaiied study on rainy days has bccn performed at Torino. where the opening 
and ciosing cerimonics wii! take p!acc. Snowy days have bccn considered tbr the outdoor mountain 
venues. 
Based on data recorded in the years ! 990-2002 at Torino Station (Fig.2, ieft) there is no chance of having 
rain on !()'*' February during the Opening Ccremony. There is a 30% chance of having rain on the 26" 
February during the ciosing ceremony. but for that day. the amount of daüy preeipitation expected is oniy 
0.7 mm. Oniy two snow episodes are recorded in Torino in the iast 12 years: 24/2/92, with 4cm of new 
snow. and 21/2/96. with 7cm. 
Considering a Ionger series of rainfaü data (1928-2002) (Fig.2. right) at Torino Station, it comes out a 
20% chance of having preeipitation throughout the whoie Oiympic period, with an averaged daüy amount 
of 7 mm. 

f/g. 2 - 7br//,f7 - P/Y;/w/?/7/a q/ /Y//// &;.ŝ /̂ ; //^/^r/b;/ / 0^-2^2. /c//. /92A'-2077.?. /-/g/;/ 

n x < i 

in the mountains area. on average. 2-3 days characterised by snowfaü are expected, with daüy intensity 
going from 5 to 30 cm. The maximum value of accumuiated snow during the Oiympic period (over the 
years 1997-2002) is about 60cm. A good ptanning of snow removai actions could minimisc the problems 
related to snow. No rain episodes happened in the mountains venues in the last 12 years. 

F/g. 3 - .S'('.s7/*/c/-f - M//;?/w s/?fju'i' <7c;r.s ;//;<:/ /if H' s/:̂M' (/c f!///?///;//̂ / ̂/////:g f/ie O/rMi/j/c /w/o<7. 

um-) - Snowvdavs! 

Years 
1997 
1998 
1999 2000 
2001 
2002 

max snow 
heiaht 
144 
105 
.59. 
59 
109 
95 

mm snow 
116 
54 
47 
40 
75 
.34_ 
61 

intensity of 
snpwfaü 
17 
10 
1 1 
.31 
15 

As regards the visibility. no historicai data arc avaiiabie: an estimate of visibility condition can bc derived 
by relative humidity which shows only a 5% probabiüty of having very bad visibility. and a 18% 
probabitity of having iow visibiiity. During the fieid experiment carried on during February 2003. a series 
of direct measurements of visibiiity over main ski runs have bccn performed. The data conflrm the rather 
cases characterised by bad visibiiity: oniy on the i 6'' and on the 28'' of February the visibiiity was bad at 
the slatom start, while it kept quite good at the downhiü start. !t was due to thermal inversion at medium 
tevei forced by the low ievei eastcriy flow. !n conciusion. during the Oiympic period. fog should not be a 
scrious problem, white conditions of poor visibiiity arc connected w ith the snow risen up by strong wind. 
Bcsides there arc no probiems due to tightning during the Oiympic period. 
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Meteorotogicat tndexing of Topographic Surfaces -
GtS Anatysis of an Austrian Digitai Etevation Modet 
Markus Kerschbaum, 
Austro Contro), Geseiischaft für Ziviituftfahrt m.b.H., Schnirchgasse 11, A-1030 Vienna, Austria 

ABSTRACT 
Which atmospheric processes can be exptained by considering the orography oniy? Since the fiow 
fieid is strongty tied to orographie features, the information contained in digitai eievation data has 
the potentiai of expiaining many mesoscaie weather phenomena and structures in the Aipine area. 
GtS methods are appiied to a high-resoiution Austrian topography in order to test and evaiuate 
some of the meteorotogicat concepts reiated to mesoscaie terrain effects. 

1. Subgrid scaie orography 
Simpie height estimates such as the estimation of tops of iow cioudiness in sateitite images can be 
performed directty by using an etevation modei, the various topographic scates can be reiated to the 
corresponding weather phenomena (Smith, 1979) and their forecasting. Using subgrid scate 
topographic information we can determine fieids of derived parameters such as terrain siope (Figure 
1), orientation, or anisotropy (Lott and fvliiier, 1997). 

1 
* - .-3 * 

Figure 1: Stopc-Paramctcr at 10 x 10 km (left) and 40 x 40 km resoiution (right). Whereas the major vaiieys 
and basins are wet! distiguishabte in the finer resoiution. the greater averaging smoothes the topography to a 
great extent, smaiier vaüeys and basins are repiaced by slopes. 

Figure 2: The potentia! for biocking of coid air (flow parameters arc U=! 5m/s, stabiiity N=0.005/s) is shown 
by the üght grey cotor. The major vaüeys contribute to the formation of an 'effective' topography. On the 
right hand side the depth of a tayer capped by an inversion at 500 m ms) is shown for comparison. 
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2. Ftow effects 
Effects due to ftow over and around obstactes are anatysed by using an effective topography 
(Fig.2). Atmospheric waves are reiated to topographic iength scates. Standard GtS functions can be 
retated to effects of thermat circutations (Fig.3) and the development of coid air poots. 

Figure 3: The lhs shows the depth of the vatiey atmosphere in the catchment area of the inn vattey. On the rhs 
the corresponding topographic ampiification factor is shown (Steinacker, 1984). 

3. Preeipitation pattern 
The stope of a 'btocking' orography gives a good indication of regions with a potentiai for strong 
upstope preeipitation (Fig. 4). GiS methods can atso give some hints with regard to preferred areas 
of orographicaity triggered convective preeipitation. 

Figure 4: The siope of the 'effective' topography reproduces major features of the preeipitation pattem atong 
the northern side of the Atps. Observed annuat preeipitation is shown for comparison (Auer et al. 2001). 

The demonstrated concepts shati hetp to better underständ the atmospheric processes inftuenced 
by topography, to refine the anaiysis of these processes and to improve the forecasting of terrain-
induced weather phenomena. 
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Assessment and Correction of the Dry Bias In Radiosonde Humidity Data during the 
MAP-SOP 
Ch. Häberii, Dept. of Meteoroiogy and Geophysics. University, i09() Vienna. Austria and MeteoSwiss, 8044 
Zürich. Switzeriand 
Introduction 
Water vapor is a eruciai component of the atmosphere. The spatio-temporai distribution of watcr vapor, its tem
porai Variation and its iteraction with the atmospheric thermodynamics and dynamics controi the moist processes 
in the atmosphere. Thus, it is not surprising that there is a strong need for precise humidity measurements. But 
water vapor is a difficuit quantity to measure: its concentration varies by over three orders of magnitude between 
the earth's surface and the tropopause. Humidity varies strongiy on smaii horizontai spatiai scaies, since there is 
no strong dynamic constraint. 
As in the giobai Observation network and in many fieid experiments before MAP. radiosondes arc the primary 
source of water vapor profües. It is weü estabüshed that this Observation system has reduced aceuracy and reii-
abiiity especiaüy but not oniy at coid temperatures. With respect to giobai anaiyses. the importance of the incon-
sistency in radiosonde data caused by biases between different sensor types was studied e.g. by Eüiot and Gaffen 
(!99 i), Parker and Cox (!995) and Soden and Lanzante (! 996). The bias of singie sensors was examined for the 
Vaisaia HUMICAP by Fieming (!998) and Turner et ai. (2003) and for the VIZ hygristor by Ficming (!998) and 
Brousaides (i97i). During the iast few years the consequences of a dry bias in radiosonde reiative humidity mea
surements on the interpretation of resuits from Tropica! Ocean and Giobai Atmosphere Coupied Ocean-Atmo-
sphere Response Experiment (TOGA/COARE) were anaiyzed by Zipscr and Johnson (i998) and Guichard et ai. 
(200!). Wang et ai. (2002) propose a correction scheme for thee HUMICAP sensor used on Vaisala's RS80 radio
sonde. The correction scheme was deveiopped in ctose Cooperation with engineers from Vaisaia. The same cor
rection was aiso applied to the radiosonde data taken at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) 
program's Southern Great Piains Cioud and Radiation Testbed site in northern Okiahoma from i994 to 2000 by 
Turner et ai. (2003). They find exceiient agreement between preeipitabie water vapor (PWV) integrated from the 
corrected radiosonde data and those from a microwave radiometers (MWR). However they found that the correc
tion does not reduce the variabiiity neither between radiosonde caiibration batches nor within individua! catibra
tion batches. The correction scheme proposed by Wang et a!. (2002) does a!so not remove day-night differences 
in humidity measurements and it introduces an attitude-dependent artifact to the radiosonde humidity profüe 
which is prominent in weü mixed boundary !aycrs. 
In the vicinity of a !arge mountain ridge as the A!ps. orography is the main factor which controts preeipitation. 
Ncverthcicss systematic errors in the humidity fietd may significantty distort resutts of simutations and verifica-
tions. The impact of inconsistent humidity data on NWP was studied by Garand et ai. (t992). They report the 
speciat importance of humidity understimation near Saturation, because of the high sensitivity of mode! conden
sation schemes in this area. Lorenc et a!. (!996) found that humidity measurements from both Vaisaia and VIZ 
radiosondes exhibited a dry bias in the Upper troposphere that. when assimüated into an numerica! weather pre
diction mode!. !ed to underprediction of ctouds and preeipitation. 
Based on the ctear evidence of the dry bias of radiosonde humidity measurements and the high importance of 
retiabie humidity data for MAP, the present study aims to assess the Performance of radiosode humidity measure
ments taken during the Speciat Observing Period of MAP (MAP-SOP. 7. 9.1999 - !5.1 !.!999). to present resuits 
of the appiication of Wang's (2002) correction a!gorithm combined with additiona! correction schemes and to 
compare the resuits to the originat data. Since the radiosonde network during the MAP-SOP reüed heavity on 
routinety operated stations. this is the tlrst attempt to correct humidity data from operationai Systems. 
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Chracteristics of the Radiosonde Humidity measurements during the MAP-SOP 
Most upper-air stations in the MAP domain (outer data domain as weü as high resoiution data domain) used Vais
aia RS80 radiosondes during the SOP (fuü iists can he found at http://mailbox.univic.ac.at/-haeberc3/ 
OPRaso.htm). These sondes are equipped with the HUMICAP sensor. Few stations (e.g. 0830!. ! 1035) used the 
newer RS90 with an improved version of the same sensor. Some stations (06610. 06842. 06843) used the SRS-
400 equipped with VIZ hygristors. 
The HUMICAP are thin film capacitative sensors. The sensor consists of a highiy porous electrode through 
which water molecuies diffuse into a thin poiymer layer on glass. Water modeeuies are eaptured at hinding sites 
within the poiymer structure in concentrations proportional to the ambient water vapor density, which alters the 
capacitance ofthe poiymer. This temperature-compensated capacitance is then converted to relative humidity 
with respect to liquid water by the data processing system. The sensor is described in detaii in Paukkunen (1995) 
and Antikainen and Paukkunen (1994). 
Some characteristics of humidity measurements for the stations in the MAP high resolution data domain are 
shown in Fig. 1. It becomes cieariy visibie. that some stations (e.g. 08301 or 16560) have a very iow frequency of 
high RH vaiues. 

Humidity Error Sources and Correction Schemes 
This chapter summarises the main error sources in humidity measurements and correction schemes for humieap 
sensors. The combined effect of the correction scheme is demonstrated in Fig. 2. 
* Outiiers: It is possible that a specific source for outüers occurs repeatedly during an ascent producing an 

overaü bias in the measurements. 
* Temperature-Dependence Error: The temperature-dependence coefficients for the RS80-A humidity sen-sor 

describe a linear funetion of temperature. which is an approximation to the actua! non-ünear tempera-ture 
dependence of the sensors. The ünear approximation !cads to a temperature-dependent error that increases 
suhstantiaüy with decreasing temperature beiow about -30"C. This error is not a iimitation ofthe sensor but a 
shortcoming of the data processing aigorithm. The latter is not changed mainiy ior two reasons: (i) the more 
accurate non-linear temperature correction scheme is already used ior the newer RS80-H and RS90-H sensors 
(ii) it would he difficult and costly to modiiy the many existing RS80-A data processing Systems. 

* Time-Lag Error: The sensor caiibration procedure and the caiibration modeis represent steady-state 
conditions. whereas during its tlight the sensor responds with a time constant that increases exponentiaüy 
with decreasing temperature. At coid temperatures the sensor does not react quickly to changes in the ambient 
humidity profile. Based on simulations Miloshevich (200!) estimates the maximum time-!an errors from 
about +/- 5% at -2(TC to +/- 15% at -40°C, +/- 25% at -50°C +/- 30% at 60°C and +/- 35^ at -70°C for a 
cioud iayer at ice Saturation between dry iayers at RH = !0%. The time-lag error smoothes the humidity 
profüe and the abiiity to resolve fine structures in the humidity profüe decreases with decreasing temperature. 

* Dry Bias due to Chemica! Contamination: The contamination of the sensor poiymer materia) can result in a 
dry bias. Non-water molecuies occupy binding sites in the sensor poiymer and reduce the ahiüty of the sensor 
to absorb watcr molecuies. The non-water moiecules originate from the sonde packing material that out-
gasses after during the storage of the sonde. Wang et al. (2001. 2002) show that this is a dry bias depending on 
the measured humidity. the sensor type, and the age ofthe radiosonde. 

* Sensor Arm Heating Error: The sensor arm heating error is due to the radiational heating o! the humidity 
sensor prior to launch in daytime ascents. The heated humidity sensor resuits in a high Saturation vapor 
pressure and icads to erroneously low RH measurements in the lowest 200 to 300 m of the sounding. The 
correction is -4% RH for a temperature difference of !°C between the ambient and the the sensor arm. 

* Ground Check Error: The ground check correction ior radiosonde measurements is an on-site pre-iaunch 
adjustment oi temperature. RH and pressure based on the comparison of radiosonde measurements and 
reference values. Usually the values obtained during the ground check are appüed to the entire ascent. The 
humidity ground check correction for Vaisaia sondes is based on the sonde measurement at 0% reference RH 
when the sensor is inserted into a desiccant box. The desiccant is used to dry the air inside the box to 0% RH. 
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Hand!ing errors and/or degradation of the desiccant may resuit in ground check corrections with do not 
necessariiy improve the measurement aceuracy. 

0 0 2 5 

E 

E 
E 

E E 
E E 

Fig. i.Frequency distribution [%J of aü reiative humidity measurements during the SOP. Green bars: without 
correction: biack iine: with correction. Verticai dotted iines show RH vaiues of 20. 40, 60 and 80 %. 
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Sensor Aging error: The iong term instabiiity ot the sensor ("aging error") ieads atso to a dry bias. The driit is 
mainiy due to the reduced water vapor sensitivity ofthe poiymer sensors and is therefore more pronounced at 
vaiues near Saturation. The drift oi the RS 80 A HUMICAPO is about -5% RH after two year storage and tess 
than -0.5% RH/year thereafter. The driit is partiaiiy eiiminated by the ground check correction. 

... X 

- . XI 

60000 70000 

Fig. 2.Combined effect of the correction for outtiers, temperature dependence and chemicai contamination 
assuming a ! year oid RS 80A sensor. 

Effect of the correction 
Fig. ! shows that the correction reduces the frequency of tow RH vatues (<40%) and increases the frequency of 
vatues between 60 and 80% RH as weit as the frequency of RH vaiues near to Saturation. 
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Checking the Homogeneity of Radiosonde Time Series using 
ERA-40 Anaiysis Feedback Data 
Leopold Haimberger 
institut für Meteorotogie und Geophysik, Universität Wien 
Atthanstrasse 14, A-1190 Wien, teopotd.haimberger@univie.ac.at 

ABSTRACT 
The apptication of ERA-40 first guess minus radiosonde Observation difference statistics for 
detecting breaks in the time series of radiosondes is proposed. These statistics are avaiiabie in the 
ERA-40 anaiysis feedback fites. The potentiat of the method is iüustrated with a few case studies for 
Atpine radiosondes. 

1. introduction 
Long-term upper air observations of the cümate State are indispensabte for understanding cümate 
change and for vaiidating cümate modets. Radiosonde observations are the onty data source that 
can provide a three-dimensionat picture of ctimate change over at ieast a ctimate epoch (30 years) 
in terms of temperature, wind, geopotentiai and moisture. tn order to be usefui for cümate 
appücations, the time series of observations need to be temporatiy homogeneous to a rather high 
degree (Gaffen et at. 2000, Santer et at. 1999). Atmost att time series of meteorotogicat 
observations contain temporat inhömogeneities (due to e.g. instrument changes, Station 
reiocations) that can introduce spurious trends or iow frequency signais. tt has been reaiized 
reiativeiy quickiy that the radiosonde series after 1958 cannot be used without prior homogeni
zation. Severai activities are going on in order to provide such a dataset. White much progress has 
been made in Station documentation and data avaitabitity (e.g. CARDS, Eskridge et at. 1995; 
HadRT, Parker et at. 1997) and atso in the deveiopment of statisticat methods for homogenization 
(Aiexandersson and Moberg, 1997; Easteriing and Peterson 1995; Lanzante et at. 1996), there is 
stiü uncertainty how the homogenization of temperature series can be made (Free et ai. 2002). 
When focusing on other parameters, particutarty humidity, the picture becomes even worse. 
Concerning homogenization methods, there are different strategies. One is to compare a 
radiosonde series with neighboring radiosondes or with composites of radiosondes in predefined 
iarge-scate regions. By comparing a series with composites of neighboring stations it is tried to 
achieve not oniy temporat but spatio-temporai consistency ofthe time series (Thorne, 2001). This 
approach has been quite successfui for the homogenization of surface stations (Peterson et ai. 
1999). The apptication to radiosonde data is more difficutt due to the high frequency of breaks and 
sometimes due to tack of independence ofthe neighbouring radiosondes. 
The time series of first guess (6h forecast) fieids from the European Re-Anaiysis project (ERA-40, 
Uppaia 2003) comprise a new dataset that can be compared with the time series of radiosondes. 
Within ERA-40 the differences between observations and first guess data are routineiy evaiuated 
and saved into the so-caited anaiysis feedback (AF) fites, tt is known at ieast since the 80s that the 
anatysis feedback provides vaiuabte information about the Performance of the observing Systems 
(Hoitingsworth et ai. 1986). Since the data assimiiation system of ERA-40 (see Simmons, 2003) has 
been kept constant throughout the 45 years of assimiiation the first-guess series in ERA-40 shoutd 
contain onty weak inhömogeneities. in generai the differences between first guess and the 
radiosonde to be tested are quite smaii. Thus they are suitabie in principie for homogenization 
purposes. However one needs to demonstrate that the first guess data are temporatiy sufficientiy 
homogeneous despite the introduction of more and more satettite observing Systems during the 
assimiiation period. Further one needs to demonstrate that the first guess data are sufficientiy 
independent of the radiosonde series to be tested, particutarty in remote regions. 
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tt is ptanned to homogenize the giobat radiosonde datasets using the ERA-40 anatysis feedback. 
The Atpine region is an exceiient testing area for the method for various reasons. First resuits of 
such tests are shown betow. 

2. Resutts 
Figs. 1 and 2 show examptes ofthe data avaiiabie. Ait data have been retrieved from the ERA-40 
anatysis feedback archive that has been aimost compteted (onty 1971, 1972, 1984, 1985 have been 
missing). Fig. 1 shows time series ofthe monthty mean difference and monthty mean rms 
difference of specific humidity at radiosonde Station Stuttgart. The difference is generatty smati, a 
jump occurred when the radiosonde type was changed from GRAW to VAiSALA in 1988. The ctear 
visibiiity of the break suggests that the dependency of the first guess on the observations to be 
tested is sufficientiy iow even for specific humidity series. The monthiy mean difference series 
shows further interesting variations, e.g. the reiativeiy iarge annuat cycte in the 1980s and 1990s 
that is much weaker in the 1960s and 1970s. 
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Fig. 1: Time series of monthty mean (sotid curve) and rms (dashed curve) specific humidity differences first 
guess-observation at Station Stuttgart at the 300 hPa tevei. Grey area indicates number of observations per 
month accepted by the ERA-40 data assimiiation system. Dashed tines are dates of changes ofthe radiosonde 
equipment as found in the CARDS dataset. No information about changes in the reporting frequency in 1962 
and about quality problems in 1979 as visible here have been reported in the CARDS metadata 
Fig. 2 shows time series ofthe temperature difference between Stuttgart and the nearby radiosonde 
Payerne (distance 250 km, upper panei) and between Stuttgart and first guess at Stuttgart (iower 
panet). The Standard Normai Homogeneity Test (Aiexandersson and fvloberg 1997) has been 
apptied to each ofthe periods 1958-1970, 1972-1983 and 1986-1999. The test quantity reaches 
much higher (and significant) vatues in the tower panet whereas it is smatt in the upper panet. This 
is consistent with the extremeiy smatt Standard deviation (0.29K) of the difference series in the 
tower panet and with the high tinear corretation between radiosonde data at Stuttgart and first guess 
at Stuttgart. The better the correiation of the time series in the absence of breaks, the better is the 
chance to detect artificiai breaks in one of the datasets. The peaks of the test quantity in the tower 
panet need carefut interpretation. The compticated curve indicates severat inhömogeneities. 
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!nteresting!y the difference series in the iower picture shows a reiativeiy strong negative trend whüe 
the difference series between the radiosondes shows oniy a weak trend. in order to decide which 
trend is more credibie one needs to consider time series of ensembies of radiosonde observations. 
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Fig, 2: Comparison of monthiy mean temperature difference series a) radiosonde Payerne - radiosonde 
Stuttgart (distance -250km), b) ERA-40 first guess - radiosonde Stuttgart at 700 hPa. S/g is Standard deviation 
of difference series, Corr is corretation between the series compared. /V is number of months evaluated, Mann 
Kenda// is vatue of Mann Kendatt test statistic for trends ofthe difference series (insignificant in the upper 
panet, highty significant in the tower panet). Dotted tine is the test quantity of the SNHT (right axes, 
Atexandersson and Moberg, 1997). its maximum vatue (SM/-/7) is insignificant in the upper panel but suggests 
several breaks in the tower series, particutarty in the tater years. 
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Fig, 3: Comparison of monthty mean temperature difference between summit Station Sonnbtick and 700 hPa 
ERA-40 anatysis. Seasonal Variation of 700hPa surface has been taken into account. Statistical parameters as 
in Fig. 2. 
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Concerning the homogeneity of ERA-40 data the Aipine summit stations provide interesting 
intercomparison possibiiities. Fig. 3 shows a time series of differences between anomaües of the 
ERA-40 dataset and anomaües of a temperature series from summit Station Sonnbück, as avaiiabie 
in the ALPCLiM dataset (Böhm et a!. 2001). These series are truiy independent since the summit 
Station data are not assimiiated into ERA-40. The correiation is not as good as in the comparison 
with radiosondes, probabiy due to the iocai microciimate at the summit. Further one needs to 
correct deviations due to the seasonai Variation of the height of the 700 hPa surface. The 
comparison indicates that the trend in ERA-40 (0.8K/40a) is smaiier than at Sonnbück (1.2 K/40a). 
At stations Zugspitze and Saentis the trend difference is iarger since at these summits stronger 
trends (1.4K/40a) are observed. The homogeneity test appiied detects no significant inhomgeneity. 
The trend difference is simiiar to that between ERA-40 first guess and radiosonde Stuttgart in Fig. 2. 
This may be a coincidence, given the inhömogeneities suggested in Fig. 2 but is nevertheiess 
interesting. The reasons for these trend differences need to be thoroughiy investigated. 
As a conciusion it can be stated that the appiication of homogeneity tests to the ERA-40 anaiysis 
feedback dataset provides us with a sensitive tooi for detecting undocumented breaks in time series 
of upper air measurements. !t can be used in addition to existing methods for detecting breaks in 
radiosonde time series. in data sparse regions or for iess weii maintained radiosonde sites the use 
of the anaiysis feedback dataset may be the oniy possibiiity for detecting inhömogeneities. 
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An tntercomparison of the Numerics of Three Different Modeis by Means of ideaiized High Resoiution Runs with Steep Orography 
Hartjenstein G., L. Gantner, H. Noppe), G. Zängt 

Meteoroiogicai tnstitute, University of Munich 

The aim of the study is to show the numericai probiems which emanate from steep orography in high 
resotution modeis with terrain-foitowing coordinates. The numerics of the modets LM (Deutscher 
Wetterdienst), MM5 (Penn State University, NCAR) and KAMM2 (Karisruhe University) are tested by 
running the modets principaity without physies (physicai parameterizations). The initiai State, the 
horizontat and verticat resotution, the surface data as weit as the orography are chosen to be the 
same in att three modets. The Situation considered is an isoiated mountain embedded in an 
atmosphere at rest. Three types of temperature and moisture profites are assumed initiatty. it turns 
out that LM and MM5 produce unreaiistic verticai motion over the mountain. it is shown with MM5 that 
this probtem vanishes if the quasi-horizontai temperature diffusion is computed truiy horizontaity on 
geometricai height surfaces. tt seems that with LM the probtem witi not totaity be sotved by the 
reformuiation of the temperature diffusion because in contrast to MM5 the erroneous verticat motion 
originates atso from the surface and not onty from the tropopause as in MM5. KAMM2 oniy produces 
neady vanishing verticai motion over the mountain. 
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inftuence of nonhydrostatic effects and time-integration schemes 
on numericai simuiations in a compiex orography environment. 
Raffaete Satemo 
Epson Meteo Center (CEM), via de Vizzi 93/95, Ciniseüo Baisamo (Mi), ttaty 

ABSTRACT 
Comptex orography is a big chattenge for att numericat weather prediction modets (NWP) and the 
nonhydrostatic ones ptay a centrat rote, due to the importance of verticat acceterations in 
topographicaiiy compiex domains. Furthermore, time integration schemes may have an impact on 
orographie waves. in this work, test runs made by CEM modet, in different configuration, have been 
performed, for ideai and reat cases. in the iatter, high-resoiution grids have been used on a domain 
covering northern itaiy and the nearby areas. The differences between simuiations have been 
expiored. Some resutts are briefiy discussed, showing the influence of the different schemes and 
features on the representation of ftow regimes in compiex orography. 

1. tntroduetion 
Nowadays, many weather prediction modeis are extensiveiy using the nonhydrostatic (NHY) Option. 
Usuaity, NHY effects may be negiigibte for scaies targer than 100 km, and the hydrostatic (HY) 
assumption is a good approximation, weti respected in the atmosphere down to scaies of 10-15 km. 
However, for these scates, the dynamicai effects, exciuded by HY assumption (e.g. interna) wave 
breaking and overturning), start to become non-negiigibie and the use of NHY modeis is necessary. 
NHY modeis can be divided into two categories: those containing acoustic modes; those that fiiter 
such modes by certain types of approximation. in the tatter case, verticai acoustic modes are 
treäted impücitiy to remove the time-step ümitation due to the Courant- Frederich-Levy (CFL) 
stabiüty condition. With high-frequency acoustic waves, a very smaü time-step is required to prevent 
numericai instabiiities in an expücit time-scheme. in the recent years, fuity compressibie NHY 
modets have become poputar, foüowing the improvement of both numericai techniques and 
computationai resources (Kiemp and Wiitiamson, 1978), reducing computationai time. However, the 
imptementation of semi-impücit (St) techniques has been a considerabie devetopment in numericai 
atmospheric modets, (Juang, 1992), reiaxing the strict constraint of extremety smaü time steps, due 
to its capabiiity to stow down the fastest propagating waves. The semi-iagrangian (SL) treatment 
has aiso become popuiar in NWP modets, for its feasibiiity of using greater time steps than 
permitted by CFL constraints, a very attractive characteristic for operationai runs. 

2. Work outüne 
in the aipine areas, it is important to consider grid resoiutions as weit as a detaiied description of 
verticai motions. tn this region, the atmospheric behaviour might strongiy depend on NHY 
processes. Fine resoiutions, required in a very compiex topography environment, may require high-
order aceuracy. Spectrat methods can assure this aceuracy, and they have many advantages, 
inciuding the absence of truncation errors, phase errors and aiiasing, permitting an efficient use of 
semi-impücit time integration. in this work, test runs made by CEM muttiscaie modet, in the HY, 
NHY, St and S!-SL versions, have been performed. Particutarty, resutts using different grid 
resoiutions (40, 20, 10, 5 and 3 km) for variabie domains have been anaiysed for some reat cases, 
comparing simutations made in different configurations, characterized by the steep orographie 
gradients of atpine regions. Muttipie simutations have atso been made for an ideaiized mountain, 
anaiysing atso ftow regimes at various Froude numbers. The differences between simutations, 
made by using the semi-impücit, semi-iagrangian time scheme or the semi-impücit one oniy, have 
been exptored, aiso used some ideaiized test at various CFL numbers. Onty a very few resutts and 
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a brief comment witi be presented here, showing some inftuence of the different schemes and 
features on the representation of ftow regimes in eomptex orography. 

3. Mode! Description 
A brief summary of the modet structure is given here. The futiy-compressibte, NHY system, can be 
written as: 

(// d* T d(tn er) d.v /2 1) 

d v f d(in o* ) c v (2 2) 

(2.3) 

+ + — 
d̂̂T dv /?T do- d.v /?T de di' ̂  

(2.5) 

^ ^ (2.6) 
where q = tn(p), 8 is one for NHY runs and zero for the HY ones, S is the square of the map scaie 
factor, m, and K is: K=0.5*(Lf+V^) 
Conservation of totai energy is assured if the continuity equation is strictiy retained. The time 
integration is semi-impücit (Si) and, there is atso a semi-Lagrangian version (Si-SL). Laterat 
boundary reiaxation is considered; it may be either expiieit or impiieit, time-spütting. Since non-zero 
boundary conditions may cause diffieuities with semi-impücit time schemes, the perturbation method 
is appiied for the resotution of the equation, because zero iaterai boundary condition can be 
satisfied and diffusion can be appüed to perturbation oniy (Juang, 1992). Ftux computation in the 
surface iayer fottows the tvlonin-Obukhov simüarity profüe (Arya, 1988) with a muiti-tayer soit modet 
in which different ciasses of Vegetation and soit types are considered. Verticat turbutent eddy 
diffusion of momentum, heat and vapour is computed in this study via a non-iocat approach in the 
boundary iayer where in the free atmosphere the formuiation is based on scate parameters 
obtained from Observation (another Option avaiiabie is a tvleitor-Yamada improved TKE scheme). 
Deep convection has been treäted with a retaxed Arakawa-Schubert scheme (tvloorthi and Suarez, 
1992; a modified Greit scheme and Kain-Fritsch (1993) parameterization are avaiiabie). The 
microphysics treatment empioys five prognostic species inciuding water vapour, cioud water, cioud 
ice, snow and rain. 

4. !dea! cases and a short discussion 
Test runs have been made in both HY and NHY mode. initiat resutts were obtained by comparing 
HY versus NHY simuiations of ideaiized barotropic and baroctinic instabiüties. Simutations of 
barotropic and baroctinic instabitity in the NHY mode are neariy identicai to those using the HY one, 
but it appears that the reiativeiy siow growth continues weü into the nonünear regime. The 
sensititivity of the modei to the ränge of ftows in ideaiized non-iinear two-dimensionai anatysis has 
been atso tested. An isoiated mountain of 800 m high and a reference horizontai wind of 10 m/s 
have been used. inverse Froude number flows ranging from 0.2 to 2 have been anaiyzed. Resutts 
indicate that for a meteorotogicaüy significant ränge of fiows over a mountain, the finai drag State is 
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sensitive to the devetopment of a wett-mixed boundary tayer, which reduces the existing gravity 
wave activity. The magnitude of the mountain wave response to surface heating is a funetion ofthe 
boundary tayer depth itsetf. The main differences are mostty evident for smatt Froude numbers, 
when onty weak mountain waves devetop. Non-btocked ftows with suitabte cross to parattet ftow 
axis ratios coutd be approximated by the two-dimensionai case anaiog. 
Addressing the Si-SL time-integration scheme, it is known that two kinds of resonance can occur 
when stationary forcings are introduced. The first kind is a quasi-barotropic resonance, which can 
occur both in shattow-water St-SL Systems as weii as in 3D Systems. The second kind is a very-
short verticat-scaie resonance, which can occur onty in 3D Systems. This is connected to the fiow 
regimes. tn an ideaiized context, the fiow is hydrostatic when 
2&' 
Z..V 

R7*. 

U is the fiow speed, L is the mountain width, H is the height, N is the Brünt-Väisätä frequency, T, is 
the temperature at a reference state. The hydrostatic hypothesis modifies the wave propagation, in 
an independent manner of the characteristic of the fiow. This means that the geometricat 
characteristics of the ftow can make the propagation nonhydrostatic even if the verticat vetocities 
remain in the hydrostatic domain themsetves. 
There are some probiems using the semi-impücit techniqüe. Even if it is desirabie a stow-down of 
the fastest propagating waves gravity waves are excessiveiy stowed down with a targe time-step 
compatibte to CFL vatue. This may have consequences for the interactions of important dynamicai 
processes and, therefore, this may iead to a tess accurate representation of the cascade of energy. 
tn the semi-iagrangian framework, as the equations are time-stepped atong the advective 
characteristic iines, there are no iimitations imposed by numericai stabiiity on the magnitude of the 
time-step due to the advective terms. Therefore, the method is effective onty if there is not too much 
energy at the smaiiest scates. in the St-SL version, there are no timitations due to stabiiity regarding 
time-step magnitude with respect to any physicai proeess described by the momentum equations. 
However, the presence of orography is troubiesome in the semi-Lagrangian context, effectiveiy 
reducing the aüowabte time-step. St-SL is atso retated to the same probiems as in semi-impücit 
methods aione. 

5. Rea! cases 
Resutts have been obtained from reai situations. Onty a brief discussion on a singte reat case is 
presented here (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1. A verticat section at 9°E of vertica! veiocities for HY (left) anf NHY (right) 5 km simuiation. 

5. f. February, 23-24^ 2002 
A iarge and deep tow-pressure area, piaced between icetand and Scandinavia, drives coid air 
toward the aipine region. A cotd front goes across the Atps during the night between day 23 and 24. 
This is the typicai Situation of foehn condition in south atpine regions. Both HY and NHY runs show 
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a generaüy correct representation of foehn in south Atps. Atso, both 20 km and 10 km runs show 
the same characteristics. Structures are better defined in NHY simutations. The importance of NHY 
effects is evidenced in aü grid simuiations, depending on the baiance between buoyancy and 
gravity, and the angie between the wind and the mountains. With 5 and 3 km of grid mesh size, the 
verticai structures in the NHY run are evidentiy more organized than in the HY one. 

6. Considerations about time schemes 
Spurious orographie resonance, which is an undesiderabie characteristic of Si-SL time schemes, is 
treäted in the modei as in Ritchie and Tanguay (1996), with a space and time average of the forcing 
term, together with a modification of the surface pressure equation. Some cases have shown, 
however, that the treatment can be unsuccessfui, especiatty at very high resotution, showing again 
spurious noise. A partiai benefit can be obtained adding a smoothing fitter though reducing the 
representation of orographie waves. The fitter seems to be effective due to the spectrat nature of 
the modet, but this cannot be demonstrated at the moment. Even if further anaiyses shouid be 
made, it does not seem recommendabie using Si-SL at very high resoiutions (< 10 km). At 3 km of 
grid mesh size, a short time step has to be used, further away the greatest aüowabie one, to avoid 
an unsatisfactory representation of orographie waves. 

7. Conciusion 
The growth of Computer Systems and the improving of atmospheric physies atgorithms have iead to 
a wider use of NHY modeis. The infiuenee of verticat aeeeierations is important in orographicatty 
eomptex domains. Many runs, both test ideaiized and reai cases, have been made in HY and NHY 
mode by CEM modei. Different resoiution grids, centered in the Atps region, have been used for 
case studies. Reat cases of mountain waves have been considered. it has been evidenced that, for 
HY simuiations, finer resoiutions iead to stronger verticai motions associated with mountain waves 
and detaüs of the mountain waves and high winds may be pooriy eaptured. With 10 and 3 km grid 
mesh sizes, the downstream tüt ofthe main wave in the HY case was much smaüer than in the NHY 
one. Verticai structures of propagating piumes of verticai motion were stronger and fairiy weü 
organized in the NHY mode runs. Spurious orographie resonances have evidenced in some cases 
at very high resoiution, despite of the treatment to avoid it. A smoothing fitter partiaiiy overcomes 
this probiem, and it seems to be effective though reducing the detaüs. it shouid not be 
recommendabie to use St-SL at very high resoiutions, but further studies and anaiyses are 
required. 

LiTERATURE 
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Spectra! Btending initiatization of ALADtN Modet 
by tncrementat Digitat Fiiter 

Dijana Kiaric 
Meteoroiogicai and Hydrotogica! Service, Gric 3, HR-10000 Zagreb, Croatia 

introduction 
tncreasing of the LAM resotution entarges the rote of the fine initiatization methods by 
introducing the more sensibte toots for controt and reduction of unreatistic amptitudes of 
interna) gravity waves from the initiat meteorotogicat fietds produced by coupting numericat 
modets. The idea of the "Btending type" initiatization method reties on assumption that the 
anatysis of the coupting numericat modets provides the correct targe scate waves, but the 
short wave features are artificiat and teads to the unbatanced initiat state. Btending method 
introduces the fine scate structures, by composing the correct targe scate waves, from the 
resotution of the coupting modet anatysis, with short wave first guess forecasts from coupied 
LAM modet. 

The Digitat Fitter initiatization method was introduced P.Lynch [1], P.Lynch and ait [2] in the 
numericai weather prediction modei as the accurate numericai method that reduces 
spuriousty targe gravity wave components. The DFt method was devetoped at ALADtN modei 
successfuiiy and now it is operationai initiatization method for many ALADiN modet 
configurations. 

The spectrat btending initiatization of ALADtN modet by Digitai Fiiter initiatization, is 
described by R. Brozkova at ati, [4], as the meso-scaie anaiysis without the observations. 
The bending is performed in the two steps: btending assimiiation with the iong cut-off anaiysis 
and btending production with short cut-off anatysis of the coupiing modet and modei 
integration. The btending of the tong waves and the short waves is preformed at the tower 
truncation ratio, where the DFi is toot to separate the processes of the shortest time and 
space scates. 

Experiments on MAP !OP3 cases 
The comparison between the three different ALADiN initiatization options: dynamicai 
adaptation, DFi btending method and tncrementat DFt btending method was performed on 
MAP iOP3 case for 25 of September 1999. The experiment was performed at Meteo-France, 
by ALADiN/France modei with 9km mesh size,31 verticat ieveis over the MAP domain. 

The moist cotd front passages over the MAP domain was studied. Many isoiated preeipitation 
ceüs ahead of front observed by radar characterized the event. The comparison of evatuation 
of divergence, for the each time step of the modet, Fig1, at the approximateiy 1500m above 
the ground shoes the significant differences between the dynamicai adaptation (thin soiid 
üne), DFt btending and tncrementat DFt btending type of initiatization. By resutts of the 
experiment it is evident that the initiai state without the btending method is to inactive in 
approximatety first hour of integration ( first 60 time-steps), before the modei deveiops the 
meso-scate motions by the modei's dynamics. 
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Divergence at 17th ieve! for point Mitan 
MAP top s i - ^ ^ r -

Fig.1: ALADtN/France modet integration: the divergence at the 17* tevet of the modet for the 
point Mitan, for the first 100 time-steps of integration. Thin iine: dynamicai adaptation, soiid 
tine: DFt btending, dashed tine: tncrementat DFt btending. 
The comparison of the initiatization methods with the verticat vetocity fieids at 500hPa tevet is 
presented at Fig2. The dynamicai adaptation, at the first coiumn of graphics, shows that the 
frontat system is not described at initiai anatysis. For that case ALADtN modet is abte to 
devetop the cotd front just after 6 hours of integration. ALADtN biended initiat state for DFt 
and incrementai DFt methods are more reaiistic, the frontat system is finety defined with the 
reaiistic gradients, white the smatt features are fottowing the orographie effects. 

Conctusion 
With the many experiments over the different MAP tOP cases it is proven that the biending 
initiat conditions are more baianced, with reaiistic divergence fieids and the sharper intensities 
of the frontai Systems in comparison with the dynamicai initiatization method. The biases of 
the MSLP and surface wind were reduced, white the finer structure and the more accurate 
positions of the orographie preeipitation were introduced. 
The biending initiatization is the robust and efficient method for the improving of initiai state of 
the LAM. The meso-scaie features are represented more reaiistic in the first few hours of 
modei integration. The biending initiatization ensures the weii-batanced initiai state for the 
outgoing ALADtN 3D-VAR devetopment. 

References: 
[1] P. Lync/i, X.-Y.HMano/, 1994: Diabatic initiatization using recursive fiiters, Te)!us,46A, 583-
597 
[2] P.Lynch, 1997: The Doiph-Chebyshev Window: A simpte Optima) Fiiter, 
Mon. Wea. Review, Vot. 125, 655-660 
[3] P.Lynch,D.Giard,V.ivanovici, 1997: improving of efficiency of Digitai fütering scheme for 
diabatic initiatization, Mon. Wea. Review, Vo!. 125,1976-1982 
[4J R.BrozKova, D.K/ar/'c, S./vafeK-Sa/7dar7,J. F.Ge/eyn, V.Casse, M.S/ro/(a, G.Radnof/, 
M-Ja/iot/seK, K.Ŝ ad/bac/ier, ano* fiSe/de/, 2001: DFi an aitemative tooi for preparation of 
initiat conditiones for LAM, CAS-JSC 
WGNE Report N.30 
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Figure 2:ALADiN/France mode) for 25of September 1999, 00 run (iOP3).The first 9 hours of 
modei integration: initatized anatysis and +3h Outputs of verticai vetocity fieid at 500hPa. 
Dynamicat adaptation (first cotumn), DFi biending (second cotumn), tncrementat DFt Btending 
(third cotumn) 
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Operations! use of the dynamicai adaptation for high-resoiution 
ALADtN forecast in Dinaric Aips 
Stjepan tvatek-Sahdan 

tvleteorotogicat and Hydroiogicai Service, Gric 3, HR-10000 Zagreb, Croatia 

ABSTRACT 
Resutts from the operationai forecast using ALADtN modet in extreme weather situations 
concerning strong fiow across the Dinaric Atps wiü be presented. The use of tess time-consuming 
dynamicai adaptation techniqüe ieads to successfui operationai forecasting of strength, occurrence 
and spatiai distribution of strong winds (b/jra) that frequentiy disturb traffic aiong the eastern Adriatic 
coast, and became the irrepiaceabte part of the ALADiN-Croatia operationai suite. ALADtN modet is 
used for the operationai 48h forecast on two domains with 12-km and 8-km resoiutions. First, 12-km 
resoiution modei is nested inside the gtobat modet ARPEGE operationaiiy used at Meteo France, 
and the 8-km resotution modet is nested inside the 12-km one. Output wind fietd from the 8-km 
resoiution modet is dynamicatiy adapted to the 2-km resotution topography, and 2-km resotution 
output surface wind fieid is used for operationai forecast. Forecast data wiü be compared to the 
measurements from automatic and SiNOP stations. 
1. introduction 
tn the Croatian Meteorotogicat Service ALADtN is running operationaüy twice a day, for 00 and 12 
UTC. Coupting fites are retrieved from ARPEGE (Meteo-France gtobai modet). Modet resoiutions 
are 12.2 km for LACE domain, 8 km for HRv8 and 2 km for dynamicai adaptation domains. 
tnitiaiization of ALADtN on LACE domain is provided by Digitai Fiiter initiatization (DFt). When the 
48 hours forecast on LACE domain finishes, 48 hours forecast on HRv8 starts, without initiatization, 
with coupting fües from LACE. Coupting frequency and frequency of output fites for LACE and HRv8 
domains are the same, 3 hours. 
tn operationai suite 5 domains (Kariovac, Senj, Mastenica, Spiit and Dubrovnik) for dynamicai 
adaptation of the wind fieid in the tower troposphere to orography are used. Four of them cover the 
coastai part of Croatia with Dinaric Aips in iniand part of domains. And fifth (Kariovac) has Dinaric 
Aips in domain too. Dynamicai adaptation is run sequentiaüy for each output fiie, every 3 hours tiü 
48 hours. 
The historicai output fites from the LACE and HRv8 integrations and the dynamicai adaptation are 
retrieved from SGi machine to one LtNUX PC during integration. The production of GRiB fües, the 
visuaiization of numerous meteoroiogicai fieids and the production HRiD meteorotogicat diagrams 
are done. Comparison of forecasts with StNOP data is done every hour for today's and yesterday's 
runs. The products are avaiiabie on the intranet & internet, internet address with some of the 
ALADtN products, preeipitation and 10 m wind fieids are: http://prognoza.hr/atadin_prognoza_e.htmt 
and http://www.tet.hr/dhmz/prognoza/aiadin_prognoza_e.htmt . 

2. Resuits of dynamicai adaptation ofthe wind füed in the iower troposphere 
Resutts from the operationai forecast using ALADtN modet in extreme weather situations 
concerning strong ftow across the Dinaric Aips wiü be presented. Terrain of the Croatian coast is 
represented as smoothed in LACE and HRv8 domains. For exampte Zavizan Station is piaced at 
1594 m height, aititude in LACE is 715 m, in HRv8 888 m and in Senj domain for dynamicai 
adaptation 1512 m. increase in resoiution produces a targe impact on the spatiat variabiiity of the 
surface wind fieid. That was a reason why to use dynamicai adaptation of the wind fieid. Figure 1, 
represents direct modei output of the 10 m wind speed for Mastenica domain vatid at 13^ March 
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2003 21 UTC, start of the modet is 12 March 2003 00 UTC. Resutt from the 45 hours forecast of 
the wind fietd from HRv8 domain, with 8-km resotution, is dynamicatty adapted to orography with 
horizontat resotution of 2 km. 
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Resutt of dynamicat adaptation for the 10 m wind speed in Mastenica domain vai 
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3. Comparison S!NOP data 
Modei resutts are compared with wind speed from StNOP data. On Figure 2, comparison of 10 m 
wind speed (m/s) for 12-km, 8-km resoiutions modet, dynamicat adaptation of wind fietd with 2-km 
resotution with StNOP data are presented for period 12'" March 2003 00 UTC tiii 14'" March 2003 
00 UTC. Resuits from modets (LACE and HRv8) and dynamicat adaptation are connected with 
tines, data exist for every 3 hours. Maximum frequency of SiNOP data is every hour. if there is 
StNOP for every hour, data are connected with iine, if there is some gap in data then the iine 
doesn't exist. On a teft side of the figures, inside of the Figure 2, names of the domain or Station 
(postaja), coordinates and attitude of the Station or nearest point in the modei are written. 
There is improvement of forecast with increase of resoiution for higher wind speed, especiatty for 
stations that are out of urban areas tike airport (iocat name-aerodrom). Forecast is usuaiiy better for 
points near to the high mountains and out of urban areas iike it is for Dubrovnik_aerodrom. 
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pula_aerodrom stbernk 

makarsko aubrovnik aeroarom 

Figure 2. Comparison of 10 meter wind speed (m/s) for 12-km, 8-km resoiutions modeis, dynamicai 
adaptation of wind fieid with 2-km resoiution with StNOP data for period 12'" March 2003 00 UTC tiii 
14'" March 2003 00 UTC 
4. Comparison with data from automatic measurement Station 

Masienick! most Mokarska 

Figure 3. Comparison of 10 meter wind speed (m/s) for 12-km, 8-km resoiutions modets, 2-km 
dynamicai adaptation of wind fieid with data from automatic measurement Station for period 12'" 
March 2003 00 UTC tiii 14'" March 2003 00 UTC 
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On Figure 3, measured 10-min mean and maximum wind speed, forecast of wind speed on LACE 
and Hrv8 domains and dynamicai adaptation of wind fieid to orography with 2-km horizontai 
resoiution. 
it is shown that if forecast of driving modei was reasonabiy good, dynamicai adaptation of the wind 
fieid is abie to produce better forecast, if the forecast of driving modei is bad, it is not possibie to 
improve the forecast. it is very important for traffic purpose that starting time of strong wind is 
predicted. That was the case for Mastenica and Makarska automatic measurement Station. 

5. Conc!usion 
The Croatian coast is iined with mountains that are reiativeiy smaii in area but rather steep, with 
tops above 1500 m, very ciose to the coastiine. Orography piays an very important roie in 
controüing the weather, but orographicaity induced weather in the area are pooriy resotved or not 
resotved at aü in targe-scaie modeis. For some point in mountains difference between orography in 
modet and reat one is 879 m, it is more than haif of the reat one 1594 m. 
in generai there is improvement of the forecast of the wind speed with the increase of the horizontai 
resotution of the modet. 
tt is proved that dynamicai adaptation of the wind fieid to orography in the tower troposphere is very 
usefut for forecast. tt is shown that if forecast of driving modei was reasonabiy good, dynamicat 
adaptation of the wind fieid is abte to produce better forecast, if the forecast of driving modei is bad, 
it is not possibie to improve the forecast. 

LUERATURE 
Tudor tvl. and S. tvatek-§ahdan, 2002: MAP iOP 15 case study. Croaf/ar? Mef. Jour., 37, 1-14. 
Zagar, tvl. and J. Rakovec, 1999: Smati-scate surface wind prediction using Dynamicai adaptation. 

Te//us, 51A, 489-504. 
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Statistica! Verification of Limited Area Mode! Preeipitation Forecasts over the !ta!ian A!pine Regions 
Accadia C, tvl. Casaioü, S. Mariani, A. Lavagnini 

tnstitute of Atmospheric Sciences and Cümate - Roma branch, ttaiian Nationat Research Councii (CNR), Rome, ttaty 

tvleteorotogicat Limited Area tvlodets (LAtvIs) are operating in severai itatian tvleteorotogicat Services. 
Among these, to study the forecast's skiü in predieting precipitations over the itaiian Atpine Regions 
two LAtvIs, LAtVtBO and QBOLAtvl, are setected. The LAtvlBO modei is an eta-modei operating at the 
Emiüa-Romagna Regionai Weather Forecast Service (SfvIR-ARPA) in Boiogna; the QBOLAtvl modet, 
a paratiet version of the BOLAM modei, is operating at the Department of the ttatian National Service 
of the Prime Minister Cabinet (DSTN-PCM) in Rome. 
Preeipitation forecasts are verified against raingauges observations avaiiabie on the ttaiian side of the 
Aips. For verifying the predieting behaviour in preeipitation forecasts a statisticat methodotogy is 
appiied. The statistica) method is based on non-parametric skiü scores joint with a computer-based 
bootstrap techniqüe as hypothesis test to assess statisticat significance of score differences. 
Long time series of observations and forecasts are used in order to obtain a robust statisticat 
comparison. 
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A New Operations! System for Preeipitation Forecasting at the Mountain 
Stations 
Otiiia DiACONU 

The Nationa! tnstitute of Meteoroiogy and Hydroiogy - Bucharest Romania Sos. Bucuresti -Pioiesti, Nr. 
97. Cod. 75222. Emaü: oti!ia.diaconu@meteo.inmh.ro 

ABSTRACT 

The new devetoped system gives the probabiüty forecasts for three categories of preeipitation. Aiso. the 
probabiüty forecasts are transformed into categoricai forecasts and so the "best category" is provided. The 
fvlodet Output Statistics - MOS- techniqüe is used with output from the Limited-Area Fine Mesh - ALADtN 
modet to deveiop statisticat forecast equations for each mountain Station. The resutts of statisticat procedures 
of setection are different from a Station to another. but generatty. this procedure indicates that the direct 
modet preeipitation and boundary-tayer wet bu!b temperature accounts for most of the reduction of variance 
for "heavy rain" category. Verification of the new system on one-year independent data sampies indicates 
that the scores for at! three categories are generaüy good and the equations are stabie. The paper shows 
the verification resutts of the Statistica! Operationai Modets versus Direct Modet Output. 

1. introduction 

Objective interpretation of the output of Numericat Weather Prediction (NWP) modets started at the National 
tnstitute of Meteorology and Hydrotogy in 1989 with a PP approach. for Bucharest Station, for the extremes 
temperatures. using ECMWF output modets. tn 1998 MOS and PP techniques were devetoped using 
ARPEGE modet for the extremes temperatures. six hours temperatures. wind, ctoudiness and precipitations. 
for 140 meteorotogicat stations in Romania. These modets are updated every two years. Considerable 
efforts have been devoted to devetoping an objective means of forecasting precipitations at specific tocations. 
Dynamic numericat weather prediction (NWP) modets such as the ümited-area fine mesh (LFM) modet 
provide usefu) forecasts of many variabtes such as pressure, humidity verticat vetocity and preeipitation 
amount. However. deterministic forecasts of preeipitation may contain severe biases as a resutt of inadequate 
parameterization or poor resotution of tocat effects. As a resutts. most of them are using a statisticat interface 
that correlates observations of precipitations with meteorotogical quantities which the dynamic NWP mode) 
can predict. 

2. Devetopment of equations 

The MOS approach correiates predictand data (tocat weather observations) to combinations of predictor data 
(output from numericat modets, surface data, etc). A discriminant anatysis is used to determine statisticat 
retationships between each predictand - precipitations and the predictors. The methods used inetude: 

* canonicat regression - for each predictor. using the vatues of the 4 points around the Station. 1 
canonicai predictor is catcutated. 

* the setection procedures - stepwise methods - have been apptied using canonicai predictors. 
* the optimum number of predictors setected has been estabtished empiricaüy. using the graphicai 

procedures. 
tn the MOS devetopment. predictors inetude forecasts of temperature. thickness. temperature advection. 
reiative humidity, verticat vetocity. horizontat wind components. wind speed. stabiiity. etc. The statisticat 
modets use the stepwise procedure in order to setect the variabtes to the discriminant equations. The 
variabte chosen is the "best variabie" in the sense that it shows the highest additionat Mahatanobis Distance 
of the predicted variabte. Ait forecasts equations were evaiuated using Heidke Skiü Score. Percent Correct 
and Brier Score achieved upon verification for one year of independent data. The resutts are promising and 
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the modeis can be appüed nowadays in operationai forecasting at very minima) Computer costs. For each 
forecast projection and for each Station we devetoped individua) equations. in the singie-station approach. 
equations for a given Station are devetoped by using data from that Station oniy: consequentty. forecasts 
generated by such equations inetude the effects of iocai topography and ctimate. The MOS technique(G)ahn 
and Lowry 1972) uses muttipte regression / discriminant anatysis to statisticatty retate predictand data with 
predictor data. MOS guidance are produced for 6 hour periods after 0000 and 12000 UTC modet initfaüsation 
times. 6-h forecasts are avaitabte for 6-12, 12-18,untit 42-48 projections for MOS-ALADtN. From these 
probabitities. a "best category " forecast for QPF is produced. 

2.1. Predictors 

The tists of predictors used : 

Variabtes 
Temperature (T) 
Geopotentiat(Z) 
Pressure (P) 
Total precipitations(RR) 
Reiative humidity (R) 
Vertical vetocity(W) 
Wind (FF, U, V) 

Atmospheric ieve! (mb) 
2m,1000, 950, 925. 850. 700. 500 
1000. 950. 925. 850. 700. 500 
Surface 
Surface 
1000. 950. 925. 850, 700. 500 
850.700,500 
10m, 1000, 950, 925, 850, 700, 500 

Tabie 1: List of predictors used. 
Predictors inetuded only modet data were avaiiabie at 0000 and 12000 UTC daity. 

2.2. Predictands 

For PoP. the predictand is the occurrence of at teast 0.2 mm of preeipitation in a 6 h period. As a binary 
predictand a vatue of one indicates the accumutation of at teast 0.2 mm of preeipitation in the period of 
interest, and zero othervise. For QPF, the predictands are the conditionat occurrence of at teast 0.2 and 2.0 
mm. These data were avaitabte from SYNOP observations archived in NiMH. The mountain stations used 
are: 

IOMM Station Latitude Longitude Aititude(m) 
15033 tEZER 47.37 24.39 1785.0 
15052 RARAU 47.27 25.27 1550.0 
15108 VF. TOACA 46.56 25.55 1897.0 
1511; STtNA DE VALE 46.41 22.37 1108.0 
15119 VLADEASA 46.46 22.47 1838.0 
15163 BAiSOARA 46.34 23.22 1384.0 
15254 PALTtNIS StBIU 45.39 23.57 1453.0 
15262 LACAUTt 45.51 26.21 1776.0 
15280 VF.OMU 45.27 25.27 2504.0 
15282 POtANA BRASOV 45.36 25.33 1026.0 
15301 FUNDATA 45.28 25.18 1383.5 
15302 PREDEAL 45.30 25.35 1090.0 
15315 SEMENtC 45.07 21.58 1433.0 
15316 CUNTU 45.18 22.31 1450.0 
15317 TARCU 45.15 22.31 2180.0 
15320 PARING 45.23 23.28 1548.0 
15325 SiNAiA 45.23 25.30 1510.0 

Tabte 2: List of stations used. 
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2.3. The anaiysis period 

Deve/opmenf samp/e 1 st of oct. 2000 - 1 st of oct. 2002 
7esf samp/e Ist of oct. 1999 - Ist of oct. 2000 

Tabte 3: Deveiopment and test periods. 
2.4. Method used 

PoP and QPF equations were devetoped separately. A categoricat preeipitation forecast is generated from 
MOS described above. To aecomptish this, forecasts are compared to threshotds derived in the devetopment 
proeess. These threshotds were catcutated for each modet cycte. forecast projection and Station. The 
setection atgorithm compares the forecast probabiiities to the threshotds in order from highest to iowest and 
setects the highest category for which the forecast exceeds the threshotd as the "best category". The goai 
was to find threshotd wich woutd maximize the Threat Score, minimizing the fatse atarm rate and maintaining 
a bias ciose to unity. Our categoricat forecasts are: 

dass Definition Liniits(mm) 
Ciassl NoPP (?<0.2 
Ciass 2 Weak PP 0.2 < (3 < 2.0 ] 
Ctass 3 Moderate to Heavy (2 _ 2 

Tabte 4: Ctasses timits. 
3. Resuits and conciusions 

The resutts presented in the next maps and graphics were obtained using one year independent data set. 
The maps of percent correct distribution for att meteorotogicat stations shows that the MOS is better than 
Direct modet for att stations but especiatty for the mountains stations. 

Ctasse 1 is unbiased for att time ranges. for MOS and for DM atso. The quatity of forecasting for ciasse 
2 are improved using MOS. but the ciasse 3 has aimost the some quatity for MOS and for Direct Model. 
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<;<) MOS n.-hu)tv th) Dtrcu \!odet Output resutts. 

Figure i: Percent Correct disuihution ibr iM-24 hours time projection. Direct Modei versus MOS 

The present statisticat operationai system generates a comptete array of weather etement guidance in 
support of the 6 to 48-h forecasts for att mountains meteorotogicat stations. Forecasts of weather eiements 
such as max/min temperature. ctoud amount. PoP. preeipitation and wind(direction and speed) are disseniinated 
twice daity during the 0000 and 1200 UTC forecasts eyetes using ALADiN dynamicat modets. 
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<a) MOS restttb th) t)ireet \tcdet Output resutts. 

Finure 2: Bias Score. Averauc tot ati niountain stations. Direct Mode! versus MOS 
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(a) \t()S tesutt- (h) t)iteet Mudet Output resutts. 

Figure ß: Probabiüty o) detection. Average t'or aü mountain stations. Direct Mode! versus MOS 

...... & 
(a) Heidke Skit! Secre. th) Peteent (l'tieet 

Figure 4: Heidke Skiü Score and Percent Correct. Average tbr aü mountain stations. Direct Mode! versus 
MOS 
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Resutts for MOS forecasts based on the independent data showed considerabie improvment skiü over 
Direct Mode! Output, for ai) time projections and for at) meteorotogicat stations. Diferences in skiü exist 
between stations in att types of forecast. They may be associated with many factors, for exampte the 
quaüty of the prognoses of the moisture fietd. possibte variations in the importance of tocat topographic 
effects and in the case with wich a statisticat techniqüe can incorporate their infiuenee. it shoutd be noted 
that the PoP forecasts identified fine days more ctearty than rain days. The forecaster in Charge has a 
important mission. to make the consensus forecast using alt the informations avaitabte. On the basis of the 
resutts presented. it is obvious that remains considerabie room for improvement in forecasting quantitative 
preeipitation. especiatty amounts exceeding 2.0 mm. or rare events. 
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On the Ciosure of the Surface Energy Baiance in Highiy Compiex 
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ABSTRACT 
During the MAP-Riviera fieid program detaited near-surface energy baiance observations were 
made in a narrow aipine vaitey in southern Switzeriand. A comprehensive anaiysis of the energy 
batance components shows that at none of the sites (though with specific differences) the surface' 
energy batance is ciosed. tn fact, the residuai term is so pronounced that it cannot be expiained by 
the sum of observationai errors. in the present contribution, first the temporat and spatiat 
characteristics of this non-ciosure are presented and estimations are given on measurement 
accuracies. Then, the anaiysis is expanded to the fui) energy batance of the towest iayer. tn this 
context, advective ftuxes enter the probtem. it is shown how the additionai components of the futi 
energy baiance are estimated from the avaiiabie data (this is not straight forward due to the targe 
amount of stations required). The anaiysis ts focused on ctear-sky, weak synoptic days with the 
deveiopment of a so-catted vatiey wind system. 

1 introduction 
The surface energy baiance puts an important constraint to atmospheric fiows and is therefore 
used in essentiaüy aü numericat modets to, in one way or the other, compiete their iower boundary 
conditions. A common scheme wouid thereby be to determine turbuient surface ftuxes through a 
ciosure scheme from, e.g., gradients of mean variabtes. The surface temperature woutd then be 
estimated from the strong temperature dependence of outgoing tong wave radiatiön via the energy 
batance equation. Cieariy many variants of this generat procedure exist. Additionaiiy, the surface 
energy batance provides information on how the surpius or deficit net radiatiön is spüt up on the 
different forms of energy fiuxes. tn many studies over non-ideai terrain (and often even over near-
ideat terrain) the surface energy baiance is found to be unciosed (e.g., Turnipseed et a). 2002; 
Panin et ai. 1998). in its most simpte form, the surface energy batance equation reads (e.g., Rotach 
and Caianca 2002): 

NR = Ho+LvEo+G. [1] 
Here, /VR denotes the net radiatiön, /-/„ and L̂ Eo are the surface furbu/e/if %uxes of sensibie and 
iatent heat, respectivety and G is the ground heat ftux. 7/7eoref/ca//y eq. [1] hotds at the very 
surface and this is the reason for its popuiarity for instance in numericat modets. However, true 
surface turbutent ftuxes are hardiy possibie to measure, mainiy due to instrumenta) restrictions or 
difficuities. Therefore, if near-surface turbuience observations cannot safeiy be interpreted as 
surface fiuxes (as over ideai terrain), the surface energy baiance has to be repiaced by an energy 
baiance of the iowest iayer over the surface. Then, fiux divergence of the various terms in [1] 
become important as weit as advective processes and the so-catted storage term (see betow for 
detaüs). 
in this short contribution we use data from the MAP-Riviera project to investigate the effect of 
highiy compiex terrain on energy baiance considerations. 
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2 Data 
Düring the MAP-Riviera project detaiied surface turbutence observations were conducted in the 
Riviera Vaitey in southern Switzeriand (Rotach et ai. 2000). At eieven sites in a cross section 
through the vaiiey att components contributing to the energy baiance (at some sites onty some of 
them) were measured continuousiy between August and October 1999. For a Figure showing the 
iocation of the vattey, see Weigei and Rotach (2003). Fig. 1 shows the experimentat sites and their 
tabeiing. We present here oniy data from the vattey ftoor (A1), where three teveis of turbutence 
observations were avaitabte, and from a forested site on the eastern siope (B), where again three 
observationai tevets were avaitabte. Tabte 1 summarizes detaüs concerning these observations. 
The vattey itsetf is about 1.5 km wide at its ftoor, and the stopes are roughty 30° and 35° on the 
eastern and western siopes, respectivety. 
The vatiey fioor consists of agricuiturat tand (grass, com, hedges and groups of trees) and a 
number of vitlages and isoiated farmhouses. A highway, the raiiroad and the Ticino River att run 
atong the vaiiey axis. The stopes are covered mainty with forest (chestnut up to about 1000m asi, 
birch and fir) with a characteristic height of 10-15 meters. Above roughty 1200m as! meadows are 
interspersed with rocks and areas of rubbie. 

K3. 

\ 2-0. jaay. 
LA 

A 30m Tower 7 Scintittometry * SODAR % Temp Profiter 
o Smatt tower *̂ Tethered battoon P Radto soundings Cross vaüey Might 

F/g. 7 Topography of frte Riviera Va/fey higMigfifing the measurement /ocations. 
Turbutence data were measured with a frequency of 21 Hz. For the present resutts, the turbutence 
statistics were caicuiated using a doubie rotation procedure and a running mean (fiiter tength 
300s). Andretta et at. (2002) discuss the inftuence of different procedures (pianar fit vs. doubie 
rotation) on the resutting turbutence statistics. Net radiatiön was measured at 1.5m above the 
surface at site A1 monitoring aü 4 components individuaiiy. The Observation was over short grass 
at some 2m distance from a com fieid (with variabie height). The inftuence of shadowing of 
shortwave diffuse radiatiön or tongwave emissions due to the canopy on the net radiatiön is 
estimated to be minima). 

3 Resutts 
Figure 2 shows the daiiy cycte of the components of the surface' energy baiance (eq. 1) for site 
A1. Here, averages over 15 fair weather days with a weii-deveioped vatiey wind system are 
presented. Basicatty, these days correspond to situations with weak synoptic forcing and hence 
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dominated by thermai cireuiation in the vaiiey (Andretta et ai. 2001). At both sites, the net radiatiön 
is seen to be substantiaiiy iarger than the sum of the three other terms in eq. [1]. This is true for any 
individuat hour on average and for individuai days (not shown), as weii as for the daiiy totais on any 
of the days. At site B it is furthermore observed that the nocturna) energy batance is ctearty 
unciosed as weit. 
Observation Site A1 Site B 
Net radiatiön Att 4 components 1.5m Net radiometer 11.5m 
Turbulent sensible heat flux Sonic (Sotent), 3.5/15.6/27.6m Sonic (Soient), 15.3/23.8/29.8m 
[Turbutent tatent heat ftux KH20, 3.5 27.6m KH20 23.8m 
Soit heat ftux Com field -0.05m Forest -0.05m 

Meadow -0.05m 
Tab/e. 7 Observaf/ons. means and fie/g/ifs af s/fes A7 and 6. KH20 sfands for a Krypfon absorpf/on 

fiygromefer. For ffie so/7 /ieaf f/uxes f/ie surface fype /s g/ven. 
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f/gure 2 Mean da/7y cyc/es of ffie co/nponenfs of f/ie near-surface energy ba/ance ̂ eg. f7Ĵ  af s/fe /̂7 (/eff 
pane/) and 5 fr/g/if pane/). Dafa are averaged over 75 va//ey-w/nd days' fsee fexf/ /3ar/r s/ierf das/?; 
sens/b/e /ieaf f/ux, gray s/iorf das/i; /afenf /ieaf f/ux, So//d //Ties; nef rad/af/on, /og gray das/i; ground 
/ieaf f/ux. 

The aceuracy of the instruments is aiways a source of uncertainty in energy batance Systems. As 
for the turbutent ftuxes a detaiied intercomparison study was performed invotving ait the sonic 
anemometers and Krypton hygrometers (Christen et at. 2000). The resutting uncertainty of 
turbutent fiuxes of better than 20% is, of course, onty a retative measure. Neverthetess it might be 
used as an indication of the expected possibie error in the turbuient fiuxes. The soii heat ftux was 
measured with Hukseftux heat ftux piates. The manufacturer gives the aceuracy of these 
instruments as better than 20%. Being the smaiiest contribution of alt, however, this estimate witt 
not atter any of the conetusions in any sense. The radiatiön measurements have an aceuracy of 
roughty 0.35% for the short wave components. The aceuracy for the tong wave components is not 
expiicitiy speeified but inciuded in caiibration curves by the manufacturer (tvlatzinger et at. 2003). Ati 
together, based on these numbers and on comparison of the net radiatiön from the individuat 
components and a net radiometer at the same site (not shown) it is estimated that the absotute 
uncertainty of the net radiatiön is about 20 Wm'̂ . in conciusion, it can be stated that the observed 
residuai cannot be due to measurement errors atone. 
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Rather, the residua! can be expiained by the fact that we are not considering a true surface energy 
baiance here. Lee and Hu (2002) have used the conservation equation for a scaiar aiong with the 
continuity equation to arrive at an energy conservation equation for a Situation in which the 
observations cannot be safeiy interpreted as surface variabtes. This generaiized energy equation, 
which essentiaüy refers to an energy baiance for the iowest atmospheric iayer beiow the 
observationai height ẑ , reads 

NR- S - G = H(zJ + L.E(z J + / ^ 3 z + i^zjAy. [2] 
0 

- _ / ^ 
Here, S is the totai heat storage in the tayer, y = pĉ P + p/.^ and Ay = ̂ (z^) - J* t7%z. The iast 
two terms on the rhs of eq. [2] refer to the horizontai advection (which can easity be extended to the 
third dimension) and a subsidence term. 
Using the present data set, we can estimate the storage term from the temperature profüe 
measurements at site A1 but not at site B (no observations within the canopy). The horizontai 
advection term for site A1 is estimated using two data sources: near-surface temperature 
measurements were made at site A2 (Fig. 1) some 500m south of A1. Aiso, on a targer scaie, two 
synoptic stations of MeteoSwiss, south and north of the Riviera Vaitey routineiy measure 2m-
temperature and wind speed. The subsidence term finatty is avaiiabie from the sonic anemometer 
measurements but prone to targe uncertainties. it may, therefore atso be considered as a residuai. 
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ABSTRACT 
Temperature and veiocity fiuctuations are frequentiy observed features of drainage fiows in the 
Riviera vaiiey. They occur coherentiy at different stations at the siope and compressionai warming 
seems to be one trigger mechanism of occurring upsiope fiows. A case study shows, that periods 
expected to resuit from interna) gravity waves are somewht ionger than those observed in the 
downsiope fiow. On the other hand, the down-vaüey fiow in the buik of the vaiiey atmosphere 
exhibits a periodicity very ciose to that expectd for interna) gravit waves. Consequentiy, interfering 
temperature fiuctuations between the down-siope and the down-vaüey fiows resuit in a secondary 
energy maximum in downsiope fiows, indicating that gravity waves may enhance / supress 
exchange mechanisms at the siope. 
1. tntroduction 
Many observations of nocturna) drainage fiows have indieated that surges or fiuctuations are 
characteristic of katabatic winds. The periods of reported osciüations ränge from 10 min (e.g.: Stone 
and Hoard, 1989) to 90 min (Doran and Horst, 1981). Whüe the basic mechanism for katabatic 
winds is fairiy weü understood the reason for the osciüations is not fuüy ciear. They are mainiy 
expiained by the theory of compressionai warming (Fieagie, 1950) or by moduiations of the fiow by 
gravity waves (Gryning et ai., 1985). 
Nighttime fiows in the Riviera vaüey are characterised by wave iike structures. Osciüations with 
periods of 10 to 25 min are a very common feature of the nighttime fiow and they often occur 
coherentiy at severai measurement stations. 
2. Sites and measurements 

Scope of the MAP-RiViERA project was the 
investigation of boundary tayer processes 
in compiex terrain. Mainiy on the vaitey 
ftoor and on the westward exposed stope of 
the mountain ränge (30-35°) a number of 
permanent sites were instaüed. A detaiied 
description of the measurements is given in 
Rotach et ai. (2002). Measurements used 
here inetude the foüowing stations: E1 (2 
tevets of turbutence measurements above a 
meadow), E2 (6 ieveis of turbuience me
asurements in and above a forest, with a 
horizontai distance of roughty 500 m to E1), 
A1 (radiosonds) and D (passive microwave 
temperature profiter MTP5). Figure 1: Topographica! map based on the digitat eievation mo

dei of the Riviera vaüey. 
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3. Resuits 
Nocturnal drainage fiows are often accompanied by surges which manifest themseives as 
fiuctuations of wind veiocity. Figure 2 shows one time series of the slope wind component (û ), wind 
direction and potentiai temperature it gives a first impression of the fiow characteristics 
observed at Station E2 above the forest. One can easity make out three to four periods per hour in 
veiocity and temperature signais, and spectrai anaiysis indicates, that the peak frequency of 
temperature and u$ is 15 and 14 min respectivety. The wind direction is highiy variabie and winds 
are often directed siope upwards for severai minutes. Connected with a positive siope wind 
component are decreasing temperatures and vice versa, which is supportive of Fieagies theory of 
compressionai warming (Fieagie, 1950): radiative cooiing of sioping surfaces causes the adjacent 
air to cooi more than the free air at the same eievation, resuiting in a downsiope fiow. However, as 
the air moves downsiope, compressionai warming reduces temperature deficit and pressure 
gradient. Adiabatic heating then exceeds radiative cooiing and resuits in a reversai of the pressure 
gradient. As the air deceierates, friction decreases, and radiative cooiing increases the pressure 
gradient. The cycie then is repeated. 
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Figure 2: Time series showing 1 sec biock means of Station E2 of a) siope wind component 
(positive vaiues: upstope), b) wind direction (v stand for vaiiey, s for slope. + for up and - for 
down) and c) potentiai temperature. For easier orientation values where is positive are 
marked with biack dots. 

Having osciüations of reiativeiy iarge scaie we expect to find simiiar fiow features at other stations. 
in order to get an idea of the frequency of occurrence caicuiations of the auto correiation (cross 
correiation) of Station E2 (E2 / E1) were carried out and searched for a second maximum. The 
correiation of the temperature signai between the stations often reaches very high vaiues (not 
shown) and it is confirmed, that these osciüations are a very common feature of the nighttime fiow 
(occurrence in 70% of aü nights) and that they often occur coherentiy at both stations (50%). 
in the foüowing the fiow characteristics of the night from September 29 to 30 are further anaiysed. 
The choice of this time period is rather pragmatic as on the one hand during this night osciüations 
were observed and on the other hand additionai data from radiosondes and fvlTP5 were avaiiabie. 
Figure 4 shows measurements of the radiosonde of September 29 started at 2356 CET. One can 
discern three iayers. From the vaiiey fioor up to 1250 m a.s.l there is a reiativeiy strong temperature 
increase with height. The higher vaitey atmosphere is stratified more isothermai and above the 
mountain ridge there is a secondary increase in the potentiai temperature. Wind vetocities in the 
vaiiey are moderate and increase markediy onty above mountain ridge height. Richardson numbers 
indicate that the atmosphere ts susceptibie to gravity waves (Ri<0.25). With a simpte approach to 
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Figure 3: Vertica! profüe of potentia! temperature and wind speed from the radiosonde of 
September 29 2356 CET. Grey symbois at the very right indicate where the Richardson number 
is <0.25. b) Vertica! profües of wind direction. 

modei of interna! gravity waves (e.g Haitiner, 1971) we catcuiate the osciüation period to be 18 min. 
The mode! reiates the period P of osciüations to the horizontai tength scaie (L) and the height of the 
vaüey (/-/) by P=27ry/vt1+(L//-/)̂]°̂, where /V is the Brunt-Väisätä frequency and computed for the 
whoie vaüey atmosphere. The wind direction in the vaüey (Fig. 4.b) changed from southeriy fiow in 
the afternoon of September 29 (upvaüey wind) to northerty fiow (downvaüey wind) in the night whüe 
in the upper vaüey winds were directed upvaiiey during the whoie time period. Above ridge height 
wind direction changed from a westerty to a more southern fiow. The profües of wind veiocity and 
wind direction indicate strong shear between these three iayers. 
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Figure 4: Contour p!ot of vertical profües of potential temperature measured with fv1TP5 
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Figure 5: a) Schematic of interference between vattey (grey tine) and stope temperature (thin biack iine). The resuiting 
temperature difference is given as black thick iine. b) Giobai waveiet spectrum of siope wind component (E2). 

Figure 4 shows verticai profites of the potentiat temperature, measured with the MTP5. One can 
cieariy see the growing of the coid air iayer on the vaiiey fioor with time. More interesting are the 
wave iike structures that are discernabte in the vatiey atmosphere during aimost the whoie night. 
These structures are in phase through the whoie iayer and thus stationary reiative to the ground, 
which is indicative for terrain generated waves. The period of these waves (18 min) is somewhat 
iarger than those observed at the siope but is equai to the period modeted with radiosonde data. 
There is a phase shift of roughty 3.5 min between the vattey and the stope temperature. 
Temperatures in the vattey core and at stopes interfere such, that difference maxima are reaehed 
roughty every 120 min (Fig. 5). At approximateiy this period (130 min) a secondary maximum is 
found in the spectrum of stope winds. This indicates, that siope and vattey ftow osciüations are not 
independent and that waves may enhance or suppress osciüations caused by compressionai 
warming. 

CONCLUSiONS 
There is evidence for compressionai warming being a cause of osciüations in katabatic fiows in the 
Riviera vaiiey. Radiosonde and MTP5 measurements however indicate that wave iike structures in 
the vaitey core might be induced by dynamic instabiiities. tt is proposed that interna) gravity waves 
may enhance / suppress stope boundary tayer osciüations and by doing so strongiy modify the 
exchange of momentum and scaiars. 
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ABSTRACT 
Parameterisation of verticai exchange processes in meso-scate modets is stiit based on data taken 
over ftat terrain. The task here is to find orography-reiated tength and veiocity scaies which controi 
the magnitude of turbuient viscosity in the boundary-iayer over compiex terrain. in 2002 two fietd 
experiments were successfuiiy executed in the Biack Forest (medium orography) and in the Atps 
(steep orography) with measurements of the wind fietd, turbutence, and poitutant concentrations 
over different orographie structures in which iMK-tFU operated a SODAR, two LtDARs, and a UL 
aircraft. A considerabie difference between the magnitude and the verticat profite of turbutent 
viscosity over the Btack Forest and over the Atpine foretand has been found from first evaiuations of 
the SODAR data. The LiDAR data show the diumai Variation of the aerosot content in different 
heights as a funetion of verticat turbutent diffusion, convection, and advection. During the Aipine 
campaign LiDAR measurements at two sites, one 6 km in front of the mountains and one in an 
aipine vaitey, reveai the characteristic influences of the orography on the aerosoi concentration. The 
UL data provides information on verticai profites of ftow and turbutence over different orographie 
features. A first try of a modified parameterization of turbuient viscosity is presented. 

1. tntroduetion 
Mountainous regions are expected to contribute significantty to the export of poüuted boundary-
iayer air into the free troposphere. The turbuient and convective processes invotved differ from 
those found over ftat terrain and must be investigated in detaii. The parameterisation of these 
verticai exchange processes in meso-scaie modets is stiü based on data taken over ftat terrain. tn 
order to improve this Situation, in partieuiar the formutation of turbutent viscosity - an anaiogy to the 
moiecutar viscosity - is investigated. The physicai dimension of this viscosity is a product of a iength 
and a vetocity scaie. The parameterization task is to find orography-reiated tength and vetocity 
scates which controi the magnitude of turbutent viscosity in the boundary-iayer over eomptex terrain. 

tn 2002 in the framework of the project VERTtKATOR of the German research programme 
AFO2000, two fietd experiments were successfuiiy executed in the Biack Forest (medium 
orography) and in the Aips (steep orography) with measurements ofthe wind fietd, turbutence, and 
poitutant concentrations over different orographie structures. This gives the basis for the testing of 
parameterisations of turbutent viscosity and for studying the overaü upward transport in and above 
Atpine vaüeys. itVtK-tFU contributed measurements with a SODAR (verticat profites of wind and 
verticat component of turbutence), two aerosot LtDARs (verticai profües of aerosot concentration), 
and an uttraüght aircraft (UL, high-speed wind probe (10Hz), meteorotogicat and aerosoi data). 
2. Resuits 
A first evaiuation of the SODAR data yieided a rough estimate of the time-height distribution of the 
magnitude of turbuient viscosity over a crest in the Biack Forest and over the ftat Atpine foreiand. A 
ctassification into shear-generated and thermaity triggered turbuient viscosity is possibie from this 
data (see Fig. 1). A considerabie difference between the magnitude and the verticat profite of 
turbutent viscosity over the Btack Forest and over the Atpine foreiand has been found from first 
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evatuations of the SODAR data. Over the Biack Forest the turbuient viscosity is higher and the iayer 
with this high turbuient viscosity is deeper than over the Aipine foreiand. 

SODAR BUch Fofes! June 11. 2002. 7 14 CET SODAR Btack Fores! June 30. 2002. 3 15 CET 

— 600 

4G0 

c 200 - ' 

Fig. 1. Mean wind speed in m/s, in m/s, turbuient viscosity in hundreds of rrf/s, and turbuient 
heat fiux (normaiized to unity in the height of 85 m) from SODAR measurements (average over 7 
hours). Turbuient viscosity is derived from and verticai wind shear, turbuient heat flux from 
Oŵ/z. Left frame: Situation dominated by mechanicai turbutence production, right frame: Situation 
dominated by thermai turbuience production (piease note the different scates at the x-axis). 

Fig. 1 shows two exampies of averaged conditions in the boundary tayer over the Btack forest for 
two different weather situations. tn the near-neutrat Situation with high wind speeds turbuient 
viscosity is around 30 to 100 m̂ /s, in the thermaity unstabte Situation with much weaker winds 
turbuient viscosity is around 80 to 200 nf/s. 

This resutt can be compared to a possibte parameterization for turbuient viscosity over 
mouintainous terrain derived by Emeis (1994) from numericai simuiations with a mesoscate modet: 

v, = 0.0007 UL 

with a vetocity scate U for the ftow over the mountains and an orographie iength scate L. Putting 15 
m/s for U (see ieft frame in Fig. 1) and 5000 m for L yieids a turbutent viscosity of 52.5 nf/s which is 
very weit comparabie with the viscosity in the ieft frame of Fig.1. At the top of a iogarithmic 
boundary tayer over ftat terrain in about 100 m height one wouid expect oniy \'t - 20 nf/s using vt = 
KU*z (with u- = 0.5 m/s). Thus, a ctear orographie infiuenee on the turbutent viscosity is visibie which 
is even more enhanced for thermaiiy unstabte situations (right frame in Fig. 1). 

The LiDAR data show the diumai Variation of the aerosoi content as a funetion of verticai turbutent 
diffusion, convection, and advection. in the Atps, due to the phenomenon of Atpine Pumping, these 
three processes are intimateiy retated. Measurements at two sites, one 6 km in front of the 
mountains and one in an aipine vattey, reveat the characteristic influences of the orography on the 
aerosot concentration. The stratospheric LiDAR was operated at iFU (Camuth et at. 2002) and 
scanned atong the vatiey and paraiiei to the Wetterstein mountains. The mobiie LiDAR (Camuth 
and Trick) 2000) was piaced 6 km outside the mountains (Mumauer Moos) and scanned atong the 
Loisach vatiey. 

For this report we focus on the two subsequent campaign days Juiy 8 and 9, 2002 (Fig. 2). 
Aithough warm fair-weather conditions had buiid up for severat days prior to this period there are 
ciear differences between the observations on both days. Fig. 2 shows diumai series of profites at 
both LtDAR sites obtained by projecting the siant-path measurements for a setected angie onto the 
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vertica! axis. !t is obvious that the infiuenee of pronounced verticai transport to heights above the 
morning PBL (i.e. between 2000 and 3500 m) is seen at both sites on Juiy 9 (frames c and d). On 
Juiy 8 (frames a and b) just a minor expansion of the PBL during the day was observed at both 
iocations. 

a) 
IFU. July 8. 2002 

8 UTC 
. . 9 UTC 

10 UTC 
12 UTC 
14 UTC 

1 0x10*° 
Backscatter Coefficient fm^sr^l 

IFU. July 9. 2002 
8 UTC 
9 UTC 
10 UTC 
11 UTC 
12 UTC 

Backscatter Coefficient [m sr* ] 

July 8. 2002 
9 UTC 
10 UTC 
12 UTC 

Backscatter Coefftoent im sr 1 
d) 

9 UTC 
10 UTC 
11 UTC 
12 UTC 
13 UTC 

0 0 I 5x10 

Backscatter Coefficient [m sr 

Fig. 2. Four diumai series of the two iFU LiDARs at the sites !FU and Murnauer Moos on Juiy 8 and 
9, 2002 (see inserts). The iarge peak above 3500 m in frames c and d is ascribed to advected fire 
piumes from North America. 
On Juiy 9 the verticai transport near iFU resembies more a verticai expansion of the PBL than a 
vaitey-wind - anti-vaiiey-wind cireuiation. The upward transport starts as eariy as at 9 UTC which is 
quite unusuai. in contrast to this a bimodai distribution was observed above fvlumauer ivloos. !n 
addition, the first Observation of significant aerosoi above the morning PBL occurred at 11 UTC, i.e., 
two hours iater than above iFU. Both facts indicate that advection from the upper part of the vaiiey 
shouid have caused the increase of aerosoi above the height ofthe morning PBL. This is supported 
by the fact that the measured upper-ievei wind speed of 5 to 8 m/s wouid resuit in an air trave! time 
of iess than 2 h between the Wetterstein mountain ränge and the fvlumauer Moos site, in some 
agreement with the observed detay. We conciude that the transport above Aipine vaüeys may be 
rather eomptex and more different mechanisms must be distinguished than in the past. 
tn contrast to the SODAR and the two LtDARs the UL aircraft data (Junkermann 2001) provide 
information on ftow and turbutence over different orographie features. An exampies from these 
aircraft measurements at cross sections running from the Atpine foreiands into the interior of the 
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Aips is shown in Fig.3. The UL measurements show that the boundary iayer height increases when 
the aircraft approaches the Aips due to enhanced thermai heating and turbuience there. Further 
evaiuation ofthe aircraft data is ongoing. 
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Fig. 3. UL measurements of aerosoi particie number (> 0.01 pm, ieft) and height - iatitude cross 
section of UL fiight path (right, the Aips are to the ieft of the frame) on the morning of 5 Juiy 2002 
from 09:05 to 11:11 CET over the Aipine foreiand. Horizontai bars in the right frame indicate tops of 
iayers with higher particie content. 

3. Conctusions 
A ciear orographie infiuenee on the turbuient viscosity is visibie from the SODAR data which is even 
more enhanced for thermaiiy unstabie situations. Aerosoi LiDAR measurements have proven to 
yieid vaiuabie information on orographicaiiy induced verticai transport. The transport of air 
poiiutants from the boundary-iayer into the free troposphere due to diffusion, convection and aipine 
pumping wii) be quantified by bringing together the turbuience information from the SODAR and UL 
aircraft and the concentration measurements. A first try of parameterizing the effect of orography on 
the size of the turbuient viscosity was promising. The modified parameterization of turbuient 
viscosity has to be tested in numericai modeis which have to simuiate the effects of convection over 
mountains. 
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1. introduction 

During the GAP project within MAP, a dense network of automatic weather stations, atong with 
aircraft and radiosonde upper air measurements was used to study Föhn ftow in the Brenner Aipine 
cross-section. Over 30 automatic weather stations provided high resolution data in the Wipp and tnn 
Vaiieys, along with more timited data in some of the tributary vatieys. Three turbutence towers were 
aiso operated during GAP, iocated at the Brenner Pass and at iower points in the Wipp Vaiiey, shown in 
figure 1. Each tower had 3 axis sonic anemometers at two heights of about 7m and 13m, giving profües 
of heat and momentum ftuxes. The aim was to determine the rote of turbuient fiuxes in promoting 
surface iayer acceteration and heating during Föhn. This work compares the diurnal turbulent heat ftux 
patterns measured during Föhn and vaiiey ftow conditions, and considers the response of fiux quantities 
to the onset of Föhn. 
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Figure 1: Orography map of the Wippta! region showing network of 35 measuring sites. The three turbuience 
measurement sites are lab^iicd. 

Two distinct types of fiow were identified from wind direction observations. 12 days were termed 
vaiiey wind days for which a thermalty-driven flow exists up-valley during the daytime and down-valley 
at night, and 17 days were associated with a pressure-driven south Föhn ftow and potentiaüy warmer 
air from aioft reaching the ground. 
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2. Diurna! turbutent heat fiux pattern 

Figure 2 shows typicai exampies of the diumai pattern of turbulent heat fiuxes, defined positive away 
from the surface, on vaiiey wind and south Föhn days. 

a) VALLEY FLOW b) LOHHN FLOW 

Figure 2: Diurna! heat, flux pattern at Uenzens and Matreiwald. observed on a) vaiiey flow (11/10/99) and b) 
Föhn How (5/11/99) days. 

tn both cases, heat fluxes are generally towards the surface at night and become positive away from 
the surface after dawn when surface heating is initiated. Nighttime negative heat fiuxes are enhanced 
during Föhn conditions reiative to vatiey wind days at both sites as Föhn continues to transport warm 
air down toward the surface at this time. 

On vattey wind days, the response time between transition to positive heat ftuxes and the change 
from down-vattey to up-vatley ftow was measured to be of the order 2 hours. In this time, stabte night
time surface tayers are destroyed by heating from below and entrainment from above before up-vatley 
winds are established at a partieuiar vaiiey ftoor iocation. 

The most striking feature of observed heat ftuxes occurs in the eariy afternoon when a targe abrupt 
transition from positive upward heat fluxes to downward heat ftuxes of up to lOOWm"- takes ptace. 
The general features of the event are the same for each vattey site, independent of whether valtey wind 
or Föhn conditions are present. Variations in temperature and wind speed are observed to occur at this 
time, as shown in figures 3 and 4 for the vattey and foehn ftow examples discussed. 

Figure 3: Change in surface layer temperature structure (bold) and diurnal heat flux pattern at Matreiwald and 
'Uenzens, during a) vaiiey flow and b) Föhn cases. 
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At fvlatreiwaid on vaiiey wind days the transition to downward heat fluxes is associated with a 
dramatic change in temperature structure from a Situation where temperature decreases with height, 
producing upward heat fluxes, to one where temperature increases with height, consistent with the 
caicuiated downward heat fiuxes. A smaii drop in temperature of about 0.5°C occurs at both heights at 
this time. At Tienzens, temperature decreases with height in the surface iayer aimost throughout the 
observing period. Despite this, a decrease in the difference between temperatures at the two measuring 
heights may be seen in figure 3, particutarty during Föhn conditions when temperature measurements 
were more steady. This impiies that air nearer the surface becomes reiativeiy iess warm than that above. 
tt may be speculated that the transition to downward heat ftuxes invoives a stight surface layer cooling, 
which is most severe at tower tevets to the extent that an inversion iayer is formed at fvlatreiwaid. 

Figure 4: Change in surface iayer wind veiocity structure (boid) and diurna! heat f!ux pattern at Matreiwald and 
Tienzens. during a) vaüey flow and h) Föhn cases. 

Figure 4a) shows winds to decrease with height at fvlatreiwaid during the time of upward heat fluxes, 
before increasing with height from the time of heat flux transition. tt wouid appear that there is a gen-
erai decrease in wind speeds at this time, aithough reiativeiy iow wind speeds increases uncertainty. A 
reason for the decrease in wind speed away from the surface is yet to be ascertained. At Tienzens, wind 
speeds increase with height aimost throughout the observing period. The positive difference between 
winds at the two measuring heights is increased as heat fiuxes become negative, however. it wouid 
appear that targer-scaie effects mask these patterns at both sites during foehn conditions, when winds 
increase with height much more reguiariy. 

The heat ftux transition occurs eartier at fvlatreiwaid than Tienzens by about 1^ hours, independent 
of ftow type. This hightights two possibte mechanisms for the downward heat fiuxes. The first invoives 
coid air from the inn vaiiey being advected up through the Wipptat. A second mechanism suggests 
downward sensibie heat fluxes occur to maintain the local energy baiance at a time of decreasing net 
radiatiön and significant upward iatent heat fluxes. 

3. Turbutent ftuxes during onset of Föhn events 

Figure 5 shows the response of turbutent sensibte heat ftuxes to onset of Föhn to be a sudden drop in 
heat flux vaiues, of up to 75Wm"* in magnitude. As Föhn winds bring warm air from aloft there is a 
net heat transfer from above to the surface. The magnitude of the response is shown to be dependent 
on the time of foehn arrivai at each site. On 19 October 1999 (Julian day 292), for exampie, Föhn 
conditions begin at Tienzens during the early morning when nighttime heat fiux values are negligible and 
the subsequent drop in heat fluxes is about 25Wm***. At fvlatreiwaid, heat fiuxes are acting downwards 
before the onset of Föhn and the resuiting increase in negative heat ftux vaiues at the Föhn front passes 
fvlatreiwaid is about three times as great as that at Tienzens severa! hours eartier. Figure 5b) suggests 
that the Föhn case of 30 October 1999 (Julian day 303) is sufficientiy strong to prevent strong positive 
heat fiuxes developing iater in the day. 
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FigUie 5: Exampies of heat fiux response to Lohn onset measured at Upper height at Tiengens and Mat reiwaid. 
The tabeüed vertica! arrows indicate times of Föhn arriva! at each site. 

Simiiar responses in momentum ftux can be seen in figure 6. Föhn onset in the Wipptai may be 
characterised by a sudden increase in downward momentum ftux vatues, as a faster moving air mass 
descends to the surface. tt is interesting to note the particuiariy sharp drop in momentum ftux for 
Tienzens on 19 October 1999 (Juiian day 292) in figure 6a). This iiiustrates that a particutarty strong 
response in the momentum ftux pattern does not impty a strong heat ftux response to the same event, 
and suggests the decrease in momentum ftux to be more retiabte evidence of Föhn onset than changes 
in heat ftux vatues. 

Figure 6: Examptcs of momentum flux response to Föhn onset measured at upper height at Tienzens and Matrci-
waid. ! t f iabeiied v-rticai arrows indicate times of Föhn arriva! at each site. 

Figure 6b) shows a distinct increase in turbutent momentum flux to positive vatues at both Tienzens 
and tvlatreiwatd typicaity up to thirty minutes before the onset of Föhn at each site. This indicates 
the presence of Föhn air above the measuring site. As Föhn ftow aioft erodes the cotder air at the 
vattey surface a wind reversat occurs above the height of measurement between northerty surface ftow 
and southeriy Föhn ftow. Positive horizontat momentum is verticatty transported from betow to the 
ftow moving in the opposite sense atoft. Under conditions where ftow is initiatty southeriy before Föhn 
onset, such as at Tienzens on 19 October 1999 (Jutian day 292) (see fig. 6a)), this positive momentum 
ftux is not observed. As Föhn descends betow each measuring height winds above and betow act in 
the same direction and increase in magnitude with height, ieading to the strong downward momentum 
fluxes observed. The transition to downward momentum ftuxes at this time occurs siightiy eariier at the 
upper measuring height than betow as anticipated since Föhn conditions are incident at this height first. 
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Temperature inversion Breakup in the Gstettneratm Sinkhoie 
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P̂acific Northwest Nationai Laboratory, Richtand, Washington USA 
Ûniversity of Vienna, Vienna, Austria 
Âgricuiturat University, Vienna, Austria 
"University of British Coiumbia, Vancouver, Canada 

1. !ntroduction 
The Gruenioch (or Gstettneratm), a iimestone sinkhoie or o*o//r?e in the eastern Aips near Lunz, 
Lower Austria, is weii know for having recorded one of the iowest temperatures in centrat 
Europe, -52.6°C. A meteorotogicat fietd experiment was conducted there in June 2002 
(Steinacker et ai. 2002) to investigate the nocturna) temperature inversions and iow minimum 
temperatures reported by previous investigators (e.g., Sauberer and Dirmhirn 1954, 1956). 
Accompanying papers by Eisenbach et at. (2003) and Pospichai et ai. (2003) discuss the coid-
air poots that form in the Gruenioch and the outftow of coid air at night through a tow pass. The 
present paper compares the post-sunrise breakup of nocturna) temperature inversions in the 
Gruenioch and in the simitar-size Peter Sink doiine in the Rocky Mountains (Ciements et at. 
2003), where the minimum temperature has reaehed as tow as -56°C. 
2. Topography 
Topographic maps of the two doiines are shown in Fig. 1. The Gruentoch, on the Hetzkoget 
Piateau 5 km south of Lunz, Austria, has a fioor eievation of 1270 m MSL, a drainage area of 
2.12 km*\ and is compieteiy surrounded by higher terrain up to the iowest pass (the 
Lechnergraben Saddie) northwest of the basin center at 54 m above the basin ftoor (ABF). The 
Peter Sink, tocated on the crest of Utah s Bear River Range (USA) 150 km NNE of Sait Lake 
City, has a ftoor etevation of 2500 m MSL, a drainage area of 2.25 km̂  and the towest pass at 
an etevation of 35 m ABF to the southwest of the doiine. 

3. Observations 
Figure 2 shows sequences of potentiai temperature soundings from tethered baüoon ascents 
from the ftoors of the Gruentoch and Peter Sink doiines during the ctear, undisturbed mornings 
of 3 June 2002 and 9 September 1999, respectivety. For reference, astronomicat sunrise was at 
0410 Centrai European Standard Time (CEST) at the Gruenioch and at 0601 Mountain 
Standard Time (MST) at the Peter Sink. The inversions had devetoped normaiiy during the 
course of the previous nights and winds had become near-caim in the doiines. A temperature 
jump at 50 m ABF in the Gruentoch near-sunrise soundings marks the height of the 
Lechnergraben Saddte. Nighttime temperatures are comparativeiy cotder in the enciosed coid-
air pooi betow this outtet height. Soundings in both doiines show successive downward 
disptacements of the potentia) temperature and mixing ratio (not shown) curves after sunrise, 
consistent with inversion destruetion by subsidence (Whiteman 1982). The compensatory 
subsidence over the center of the doiine occurs in response to the removat of air from the basin 
inversion by upsiope fiows that deveiop over the heated sidewaits. tn other words, the sinking 
motions effectiveiy transfer the heat reteased at the sidewaits through the entire basin cross 
section. We have been abte to simuiate the Gruentoch inversion breakup soundings weii using 
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Figure 1. Topographie maps of the Gruentoch (teft) and Peter Sink (right) dotines showing the 
tethersonde iocations (TS1) and, for the Gruentoch, the basin boundary (dashed tine). 
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Figure 2. Potentiai temperature soundings in the Gruenioch on 3 June 2002 (ieft) and in the 
Peter Sink on 9 September 1999 (right). Peter Sink times are MST. 

Whiteman and fvtcKee's (1982) Pattern 2 thermodynamic modei of subsidence heating, which 
we have extended into three dimensions by assuming a circutar basin with a ftat ftoor and 
constant angte sidewaiis and by using a topographic amptification factor to account for the heat 
budget consequences of the changing distribution of doiine air votume with height (Steinacker 
1985). The inversions in both dotines extended to about 120 m ABF, but the Peter Sink 
inversion was much stronger (22K versus 13K) . Despite this, it took about the same amount of 
time after sunrise (3 h) to break the two inversions. These dotine inversions break up much 
more quickty than the 3.5 to 5 hours required for deeper inversions in wider Coiorado 
(Whiteman and McKee 1982) and Swiss (Mütter and Whiteman 1988) vatteys. The 
thermodynamic modet simutations show that the inversion mass removai in the Gruentoch can 
be aecompiished by votume ftuxes of 1.5 to 3 m̂ ŝ * per meter of circumference around the 
doiine periphery at the height of the (sinking) inversion top. However, because of asymmetric 
sotar heating, the upstope ftow is expected to be deeper and/or stronger on the more strongiy 
ittuminated western stope. tn the remainder of this paper, we witt concentrate on doiine 
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energetics - the determination of the fiuxes of heat into the doiine atmosphere during the 
inversion breakup period. 

4. Inversion breakup energetics in the two doiines 
Figure 3 shows the cumuiative heat gains in the doiine atmospheres foüowing sunrise, as 
accumuiated with time and to a height of 120 m ABF for two experimentai nights per doiine. The 
caicuiation accounts for the changing atmospheric voiume with height (from maps) using a 
horizontai homogeneity assumption. The numbers are affected somewhat by the different 
voiumes of the doiines, but the primary effect is the differing surface energy budget ciimates 
which produce a much reduced input of sensibie heat fiux into the Gruentoch atmosphere. 
Figure 3 atso shows the rates of heat gain, determined from pairs of potentiat temperature 
profites, and normaiized by dividing by the respective doiine drainaae areas at 120 m ABF. The 
rate in the Peter Sink rises rapidiy after sunrise, reaching 160 w m within 2 hours after sunrise. 
The rates then drop as the inversion is destroyed and the input of sensibie heat becomes 
distributed through a much deeper convective boundary iayer extending above the doiine (and 
above the 120 m caicuiation voiume). 
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Figure 3. a) Cumuiative heat gain (fvlJ m ), and b) the rate of heat gain (W m ) as integrated up 
to 120 m ABF in the Gruentoch (GL) and Peter Sink (PS) dotines for the dates indieated 
(Gruenioch dates in 2002, Peter Sink dates in 1999). Times are Locat Standard Time (LST). 
Figure 4 shows that the fraction of the theoreticai incoming (i.e., extraterrestriat) insoiation at the 
inversion top that must be converted to sensibie heat fiux to exptain the observations is not 
constant with time, as assumed in the thermodynamic modei. This fraction decreases with time 
for both doiines, but is initiaity much higher in the drier Peter Sinks doiine than in the Gruenioch. 
Thus, the avaiiabie energy initiaity goes mostty into sensibie heat fiux but progressiveiy goes 
more and more into ground and iatent heat ftuxes. The Gruentoch inversion takes about the 
same amount of time to be destroyed as a nocturna) inversion in the Peter Sinks doiine, which 
is tocated in a much drier ctimate setting. Apparentty, the drier setting produces more outgoing 
radiatiön at night, stronger inversions at sunrise, but aiso stronger heating after sunrise and, 
thus, simiiar destruetion times. 

0.8 
to 120 m Peter Sink 3.6 

0.4 
0.2 

1 2 3 
Time after sunrise (h) 

Figure 4. Rate of gain of sensibie heat in the dotine voiume to 120 m ABF as a fraction of 
theoreticai sotar radiatiön on the horizontat surface at the 120 m ABF initiai height of the 
inversions ptotted against time after sunrise. For 3 June2002 (Gruenioch) and 9 September 
1999 (Peter Sinks). 
Our future ptans are to investigate heat and mass budgets in basin, vattey and dotine 
atmospheric votumes of different shape and size and to extend the thermodynamic modet 
further to simuiate inversion breakups in other three-dimensionat topographies. 
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Dua! Radar Anatysis of Preeipitation and Microwave Attenuation 
at C-Band in the Lago Maggiore Target Area during the MAP-
SOP 
Ufrich Btahak and Ktaus D. Beheng 
tnstitute for Meteoroiogy and Ctimate Research, Reserch Centre / University Kartsruhe 

1. tntroduetion 
The treatment of attenuation to be apptied to measurements by conventionat preeipitation radars is a 
tongstanding chattenge. Though not a major error source at C-Band (which is widety used in Europe), 
attenuation may degrade the radar measurement to a considerabie degree in situations tike a preeipita
tion event in the radar shadow of a strong convective cett, or it may affect preeipitation accumutation 
estimates at distances far from the radar site. tn the past, numerous ättempts were dedicäted to this 
probtem and untit recentty different aigorithms for correction are proposed in titerature. Most of these 
atgorithms rety on an assumption of a power-taw retation between the extinction coefficient /c and the 
equivatent reftectivity factor Z. Those retations can easity be derived for rain according to, e. g., Mie 
scattering theory with assumptions on the shape of the drop size distribution provided the scatterers 
are drops uniformty fitting the radar beam. These conditions are setdom futtfitted in heavy preeipitation, 
therefore the A-Z-retation may be rather a statisticat mean. 
The question arises how variabte attenuation actuatty is, which can onty be answered by a carefutty 
conducted measurement. For this purpose, the combined Operation of the C-Band Monte-Lema-Radar 
of MeteoSwiss and the S-Band duat potarization radar S-Pot of NCAR (distance onty 40 km) in the 
Lago Maggiore Target Area offers a unique possibitity for such an investigation. Horizontaüy poiarized 
reftectivity data of the two radars are anatyzed with a Duat Radar Method in an area southwest of 
Monte Lema, where both measuring votumes were overiapping and Screening effects were minima). 
Attenuation being much smatter at S-Band, the S-Pot data serve as a reference for the C-Band radar 
data for deriving attenuation coefficients and path integrated attenuation. Our focus is on att tOP's 
where stratiform or convective widespread heavy preeipitation in the region southwest of Monte Lema 
occured and where data from both radars are avaitabte for that region (tOP 2, 4, 8, 9 and 15). 

2. Setup of the measurements and region of interest 

3. Anaiysis of preeipitation amounts seen by the two radars on the same cartesian grid 
To investigate how attenuation affects the estimates of accumutated preeipitation derived from the C-
Band Monte-Lema-Radar, we compare rain accumutations derived with both radars. The methodotogy 
is as fottows: First, we chose a subset of 72 from att avaitabte votume scans where both radars where 
measuring at the same time and where the radome of the Lema radar was most tikety dry (radome 
attenuation exetuded!) - due to the different scan strategies of S-Pot data, we onty chose 120° sector 
scans in the northwesterty sector to ensure comparabihty. Second, reftectivities of both radars are 
converted to an equivatent rain rate with the same Z-7?-retation (Z = 300 E* ^). Third, these rain 
rates are interpoiated to the same cartesian grid with a horizontat and verticat resotution of 500 m 
(radius-of-inftuence-method with Cressman weights). 
The resutts for the height of 2500 m ASL are shown in fig. 1. The teft ptate shows the rain accu
mutation A in mm of the setected 120" S-Pot sector scans. tn the tine-shaded region there are no 
S-Pot data avaitabte. The right ptate shows the corresponding retative difference to the accumutation 
obtained from the Lema-radar: ((A$Po/ - ALema)/^SPo^)- A positive retative difference indicates that 

0 60 

tn our anatysis, we compare reftectivities measured by the Lema 
radar and the S-Pot radar at the same spot and took at the dif
ferences in order to get information about attenuation affecting the 
Lema-reftectivies. This is onty possibte in areas where the measuring 
votumes ofthe two radars are sufficientty overtapping, determined by 
their scan strategies. Geometricat considerations invotving the weü 
known 4/3-earth modet for ray propagation in the atmosphere (va-
iidity was checked by ray propagation catcutations with radiosonde 
data) and considerations about Screening effects caused by the eom
ptex topography as weü as data avaitabitity ied to the definition of 
our region of interest. This region together with the tocations of 
both radars in the Lago Maggiore Target Area is depicted in the 
teft figure, being timited by the azimuths of 215° and 255° and a 
maximum ränge of 60 km (white cirete) retative to the Lema-radar. 
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Fig. 1: Left: accumuiated rain sum in mm of S-Po) of 72 voiume scans (120°-sector scans). Right: 
corresponding reiative difference in rain accumutation to the Lema radar. The cross in the upper right 
comer marks the Lema radar, the other one marks the S-Poi. See text for further detaits. 
Aspo/ is iarger than A^em, artd vice versa. Because of beam btockage effects and the different scan 
strategies, oniy accumutation and retative difference within the two regions indieated by btack ciosed 
tines shoutd be interpreted. tt can be seen that the retative difference increases stightty with increasing 
distance from the Lema radar, though considerabie scatter is present and the Lema radar systematicatty 
accumutates tess rain than S-Pot (systematic component up to 60 % in regions with considerabie pre
eipitation amount). Lema-attenuation contributes to the increase of retative difference with distance 
but is strongiy overiaid with other measuring errors tike differing absotute catibration of the two radars. 
Atso, attenuation acts nontinearity on the reftectivity of every singte radar ray and accumutates on the 
ray path, so it appears smeared and obscured in accumuiated rain sums. 

4. Method of examining C-Band attenuation on a singte ray path 
Writing the radar equation in a simpiified manner as 

(P,(r)) = CA- Z, - CZ, (1) 
attenuation is represented by the one-way extinction factor A* which is - as fottows from Lambert-
Beer's Law - deftnded by A- = exp [- Jjj A(r')&-'], A — extinction coefficient and r, r' = distance. 
The reiation between the attenuated reftectivity Z, and the non-attenuated Z(, is then (cf. eq. 1) 
Za = A'*Zc. Note that Z, is the measured quantity and Ẑ  is the one required for quantitative 
preeipitation estimation. Expressing this reiation in a dB-scaie resutts in (( denotes reftectivities in 
dBZ) 

0 0 
thus defining // as the two-way attenuation coefficient atong the ray path with the dimension of dB km"^. 
tt can be seen that attenuation accumutates atong the ray path. The integrai over // on the right hand 
side is defined as path integrated attenuation (P7.4). tn incoherent singte scattering theory, // is defined 
as oc 

^ " hTIö/ ̂ D)Q,,,(D),/D (3) 
b 

with iV(D) particte size distribution, D diameter of the partictes and ,., extinction cross section -
simpty the sum of Q^, per scattering votume. At C-Band and for rain with a drop size distribution 
foüowing the modet of fvlarshaü and Paimer, an approximate //-7?-power-taw reiation can be derived 
catcutating /; from eq. 3 with Q^? according to Mie scattering theory, which reads // = 0.0022R̂  ̂", 
// in dbkm"', rainrate R in mmh^*. if V? = 20 mmh"\ then // = 0.11 dBkm"*. 
it ts now assumed that because attenuation is in most cases much weaker at S-Band than at C-Band, 
the S-Pot radar data can be used as a reference. However, for a reiative comparison one has to ensure 
that same ränge bins at same times have been taken into account. 
Because of attenuation at C-Band being a smatt effect, one has to ensure a quite high aceuracy of the 
S-Pot derived reference data (e. Since reftectivity shows a high spatiat and temporat variabiiity on att 
scates (it has properties of a fractai funetion rather than being deterministic), this has proven to be an 
extremety difficutt task: Two radars cannot operate perfectty synchronous, so there are atways spatiai 
and temporat shifts according to the scan strategies, in our case up to 200 s, which yietds an offset of 
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! 999/09/20 00:55 UTC, ozimuth Lemo = 232.5° , etevotion Lema = 1.5° 

1999/09/20 01:45 UTC. ozimuth Lemo = 242.5° . etevotion Lema = 1.5 
oy Spot 

40 50 

Fig. 2: Two exampies of measured reftectivity in dBZ atong a Lema ray ("ray Lema") as a funetion 
of ränge in km together with interpoiated S-Po! refiectivies Q without ("ray Spot") and with timeshift 
correction ("ray Spot COTREC"). 

4 km for a wind speed of 20 m/s. tn conjunction with the above mentioned variabiiity of reftectivity, 
this can be deteriorating for the estimation of (<, especiatty in strong convective preeipitation. Aiso, the 
diverging radar beam together with the poiar measurement strategy causes different spatiai resoiutions 
of the two voiume data sets at the same spot. 
The ränge resotution of the S-Pot radar is 150 m and that of Lema is 1000 m, so the S-Poi data can in 
most cases be thought of as being subscate to the Lema data. A straightforward method of estimating 
(je is therefore to regard S-Pot reftectivities as point measurements (which they are not!) and cateuiating 
a weighed average of Z$Po/, using the effective beam weighting funetion of every Lema radar bin as 
weighing funetion (gaussian funetion in azimuth and eievation, uniform in ränge over the singte radar 
cet)). Further, to account for the time shift probtem, the coordinates of the S-Po) data are horizontatty 
shiftet with disptacement vectors derived from a reftectivity cross correttation method (simitar to the 
COTREC-method of LAPETH Zürich) based on Lema data together with the precisety known time 
differences, prior to averaging. 
Fig. 2 shows two examptes of Lema reftectivities of singie rays ("ray Lema" — "Z^ in dBZ" = (,) 
together with the corresponding S-Po) estimates of Q ("ray Spot", "ray Spot COTREC"). The soiid 
tine shows the Lema data, the dashed tine the corresponding S-Pot estimates without timeshift correc
tion and the dash-dot-dotted tine the same with timeshift correction. in the upper ptate, timeshifts 

0 2*)0 4x10 6x1c 8x*0 ix'Cr 40 45 50 55 60 65 

Fig. 3: Left: P7A (= AdBZ) in dB for the Lema radar over a 40 km path as esimated from singte 
rays of the 1.5°- etevation of Lema from some convective preeipitation events as funetion of the path 
integrated Z ° ^ ^ (onty rays with a maximum Lema reftectivity of greater than 40 dBZ). Right: The 
same poputation as a funetion of the maximum Lema-refiectivity on the 40 km path. 
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were generatty tess than about 40 s, and the attenuation caused by a targe 50-dBZ convective cett is 
quite obvious as increasing difference of Lema reftectivities and S-Pot estimates with increasing Lema 
ränge. Differences of the S-Pot estimates with and without timeshift correction are marginat. This is 
different in the tower ptate. There the timeshifts were up to 100 s, and the effect of the time shift 
correction is more obvious (see first convective cett on the Lema ray path). tn these examptes, the 
methodoiogy worked quite wett, but there are other cases where the matching was not as good, i.e., the 
S-Pot estimates coutd onty roughty reproduce the refiectivity structure ofthe Lema data, introducing a 
tot of scatter in the S-Pot-Lema reftectivity difference which is expected to be an increasing funetion 
with ränge, tn those cases, the spatiat and temporat variabiiity of the reftectivity fietd was too hight 
and too nontinear to aitow for a proper timeshift correction. 
5. Anatysis of Path integrated Attenuation 
From eq. 2 it fottows that the PA4 from ränge /'i to / ̂  atong a ray path is defined as 

P M = / ,<(''')&-' = ((,(<'2)-(„(r2)) - (Q(n)-(„(r,)) (4) 

An attempt is made to estimate the PA4 for the Lema data ((J„) over a 40 km path with eq. 4, i.e., 
ri = 20 km and r*2 = 60 km, derived from singie rays tike those in fig. 2. Again, Q is estimated from the 
S-Pot data. The resuits are depicted in Figure 3 for the convective events of 1999/09/19, 1999/09/20 
and 1999/11/06. The ieft ptate shows the PA4 for ati avaitabte rays from the region of interest with 
a maximum Lema reftectivity of targer than 40 dBZ as a funetion of the integrated Ẑ ' ^ = L̂̂ ?;n 
atong the 40 km path (denoted as 6* in the figure). The exponent 0.8 was chosen here because it 
is known from scattering theory for rain that the attenuation coefficient ̂  varies roughiy tinear with 
Zj?'S at (-Band waveiengths. Here, PA4 is up to about 10 dB, siightiy increasing with increasing .S', 
but shows a iarge scatter, probabiy due to the probiems of the matching method mentioned in the 
previous section. The right ptate shows the same poputation, but as a funetion of the maximum Lema 
refiectivity atong the path. There is a siight increase with increasing maximum reftectivity, overtaid by 
much scatter, but the dependence is much weaker, which can be exptained through the fact that 6* 
represents an average over the whote reftectivity distribution atong the ray. whereas the maximum of 
this distribution is just one vatue. 

6. Anaiysis of attenuation coefficient // 
tt can be shown that the two-way attenuation coefficient ̂  for the Lema radar may be written as 

- ^ (5) 
negiecting the attenuation at the ionger wavetength of the S-Poi radar. As can be seen, the first 
derivative of the difference of (J, and the Lema measured reftectivity („ has to be estimated. Again. 
(e is obtained through a kind of temporat and spatiat interpotation and averaging procedure from the 
S-Pot data and does not represent reat measured vatues, as mentioned eartier. The differentiation of a 
difference is numericaiiy very unstabte, and therefore, even the smaiiest "noise" present in the difference 
(e — C" caused by temporat and/or spatiat mismatch of (Je. can be amptified so much that a derivation 
of // with eq. 5 makes no sense. At that point, the aceuracy of the estimation method for Q is not 
good enough to get any meaningfui resutts for //. 

7. Conciusions and outiook 
The topic of this paper is an attempt of estimating (-Band attenuation from the combined reftectivity 
measurements ofthe (-Band Monte-Lema-Radar of MeteoSwiss and the S-Band duat potarization radar 
S-Pot of N(AR during the MAP-SOP. For this purpose, an estimate has to be made of what reftectivity 
the S-Pot radar wouid have been measured exaetty at the same time, at the same iocation and with the 
same spatiai resotution as the Lema radar. Because of unavoidabte temporai and spatiat differences in 
the votume measurements of the two radars in conjunction with a high temporat and spatiat variabiiity 
of the reftectivity and the smatt absotute effect of attenuation at (-Band, a quantitative estimation of 
the two-way attenuation coefficient // seems not possibte with these data, even though this measuring 
configuration is considered to be one of the best for this purpose. One woutd need an S/(-Band duat 
wavetength radar to overcome those deficiencies. However, a derivation of the P/.4 seems possibte, 
with the prospect of deriving an empiricat formuia for this quantity as a funetion of the distribution of 
the measured, attenuated (-Band reftectivity atong the ray path. (oncerning an attenuation correction 
scheme, this woutd aiiow us to fix the maximum correction at the end of a measured ray, derived 
soieiy from the reftectivity statistics atong this ray, and then to "tune" the //-Z power taw reiation in a 
"ctassicai" iterative attenuation correction aigorithm, which wouid make the iatter stabte. 
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Tempora! Disaggregation of Rain-Gauge Anatysis using Radar 
Hagen M.(1), C. Frei(2), C. Schär(2) 

(1) tnstitut fuer Physik der Atmosphaere, DLR, Wessüng, Germany, (2) institut fuer Atmosphaere und 
Kiima, ETH, Zuerich, Switzeriand 

The present rain-gauge anaiysis for the MAP-SOP (Speciat Observation Period of the Mesoscate 
Aipine Programme) exhibits a temporat resotution of one day and a spatiai resotution of 25 km. This 
gridded anatysis is considered to be quantitativeiy comparativety accurate, as a resutt of the density 
of the undertying Observation network, despite the presence of systematic and sampiing errors. A 
higher temporat resotution of the anatysis is not possibte, since most of the stations used provide onty 
daiiy preeipitation sums. Aiso, due to the spatiai distribution of the rain-gauges it is not advisabie to 
use finer meshes for the anatysis. The Atpine radar composite, on the other hand, has a temporat 
resotution of 30 minutes (15 minutes for this study) and a spatiat resotution of 4 km. The Atpine radar 
composite was generated for quaiitative usage. Due to the nature of the input data the composite can 
not directty used for quantitative purpose. Both, the radar composite and the gridded rain-gauge 
anaiysis are extensivety used for the evaiuation of numericai weather forecasting modets. Yet, so far, 
these products were used targety independent from each other. 
The aim of this study is to combine both datasets to retrieve a temporai high resotution gridded 
anatysis of the rainfatt fietd. The resutt is a temporat disaggregation of the gridded rain-gauge 
anaiysis, or, comparabie to a recaiibration of the radar fietds using daity preeipitation sums. The radar 
estimated preeipitation fietds are used to generate 1-hour and 24-hour preeipitation sums. These high 
resoiution fieids are aggregated to the coarse net of the gridded rain-gauge anatysis using the same 
interpoiation scheme as used for the rain-gauge data. The 24-hour rain-gauge anatysis is used to 
generate a catibration factor for the 24-hour radar fietd. This catibration factor is used to catibrate the 
1-houriy radar preeipitation fieids and as a resuit a 1-hour rain-gauge anatysis for the Atpine region 
can be generated. 
For a vaiidation of the retrieved 1-hourty rain-gauge anaiysis we use the data from rain-gauges with 
high temporat resotution in severa) distinct areas. tt is obvious that due to the iarge probtems 
associated to radar measurements in the Atpine region the radar data can not be atways considered 
to be representative to the rainfatt observed at ground tevet. On the other hand, rain gauge 
observations are mainiy representative to vatteys, and can therefore not compieteiy represent att tocai 
structures of the highty variabie topography. The spatiat distribution and temporat Variation of the 
catibration factor is used as a indicator of regions where the representativeness of the radar or 
rain-gauge measurements for this area is not compieteiy guaranteed. 
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Combining Raingauges and Radar Measurements: an 
Appiication to the Upper Reno River Ciosed at Casaiecchio 

(Boiogna, itaiy) 
Cinzia Mazzetti, Ezio Todini 
Dept. of Earth and Geo-Environmentai Sciences, University of Boiogna, itaiy 

ABSTRACT 
A new techniqüe was recentiy introduced to combine raingauge and RADAR rainfaii estimates. 
it aims at obtaining rainfaii estimates that can be used as reiiabie inputs for hydroiogicai modeis. 
The techniqüe, based upon Biock Kriging and Kaiman Fütering optimaiiy combines, in a 
Bayesian sense, spatiai preeipitation fieids estimated from meteoroiogicai RADAR with the 
same fietd estimates obtained using point measurements of preeipitation, such as the ones 
provided by a network of raingauges. 
The paper presents an apptication of the Bayesian combination techniqüe to the upper Reno 
river ciosed at Casatecchio, near Botogna (itaiy), where severai raingauges and a 
meteoroiogicai RADAR are present. The resuiting rainfaii fieid is then used as input to a 
hydrotogica) modet, the TOPKAPi modet, and the Performances are assessed in terms of 
computed and measured ftood waves. 
1. tntroduetion 
Recent progress in hydroiogy brings out the need for accurate reat-time anatysis of preeipitation, 
which can be used for the anaiysis of areas at risk from ftooding as weii as inputs to reai-time 
fiood forecasting Systems. 
Traditionatty, rainfaü measurements are obtained using teie-metering raingauge networks, which 
are considered to provide measurements with good point aceuracy, but offer iittie information on 
the spatiat distribution of rain and are not suitabie for measuring the great variabiiity of 
preeipitation in space and time. 
Great hopes are piaced in the use of weather RADAR Systems, particutarty after the introduction 
of the duat potarization Systems and Doppter RADAR. Meteorotogicat RADAR is capabte of 
measuring rainfaü continuousty in space and time, but, because of various meteoroiogicai, 
equipment and methodotogicat factors, its estimates are characteristicaüy in error. For this 
reason, there is an increasing interest in merging raingauge and RADAR measurements in 
order to reduce the finai product bias and uncertainty. 
Recentiy a new techniqüe for merging RADAR and rainfatt measurements was introduced at 
University of Botogna. The techniqüe, caüed Biock Kriging Bayesian Combination (Todini, 
2001), uses btock Kriging and Kaiman fütering in order to optimaiiy combine, in a Bayesian 
sense, rainfaü estimates provided by RADAR and raingauges. 
The paper presents an apptication of the Biock Kriging Bayesian Combination techniqüe to the 
upper Reno river ciosed at Casaiecchio, near Boiogna (itaty). RADAR and raingauge rainfaü 
data were processed using the Btock Kriging Bayesian Combination techniqüe, then the 
resutting fieid was used as input to a hydroiogicat modei, the TOPKAPt modet, and the 
Performances were assessed in terms of computed and measured ftood waves. 
2. The Btock Kriging Bayesian Combination techniqüe 
tn order to consistentiy combine the point measurements provided by the gauges to the spatiat 
estimates provided by the RADAR, the Btock Kriging Bayesian Combination techniqüe 
regionatizes the raingauge measurements on the same pixeis on which RADAR data are given, 
by means ofthe btock Kriging techniqüe (De Marsiiy, 1986). 
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Btock Kriging is an extension of the geo-statisticai techniqüe caited Kriging to the case in which 
one is interested in the estimation of the mean vaiue of a variable over an area (i.e. the RADAR 
pixets) and has measured the vatue of the variabie in a set of points (i.e. the raingauges). The 
weight each gauge has on a pixei is computed using a funetion of the distance, catied 
Variogram, which describes the spatiat dependence between the estimation area and the 
measurement points. The Biock Kriging Bayesian Combination techniqüe Updates the 
Variogram funetion at each time step, using a Maximum Liketihood estimator (Todini, 2001, Part 
1). 
The rainfaii estimates provided by the RADAR and by the btock Kriging of the gauges are 
comparabie and can be considered as independent estimates of the same unknown fieid, 
namety the true rainfatt fietd. A Kaiman fütering approach is then used to find the a posteriori 
estimates, nameiy the combination of RADAR and raingauge measurements, by combining the 
a priori estimates, namety the RADAR estimates, and the measurement vector, nameiy the 
biock Kriging of the raingauges. 
The Biock Kriging Bayesian Combination techniqüe Updates the gain matrix of the Kaiman fiiter 
at each time step, as a funetion of the evoiution of the estimation errors covariance of RADAR 
and btock Kriging estimates. The Bayesian combination techniqüe is not timited to a RADAR 
bias correction; on the contrary, it offers a muitivariate Bayesian combination of RADAR 
estimates and raingauge measurements on the basis of tocai retative uncertainty. 
Figure 1. The Btock Kriging Bayesian Combination 

Raingauges 
(point measurements) 

BLOCK KRIGING 

RADAR estimates 
(A PRtORt ESTtrviATE) 

Btock Kriging of the raingauges 
(MEASUREMENT) RADAR PtXELS 

KALMAN FtLTER 

Btock Kriging Bayesian Combination 
(A POSTERIORI ESTtrViATE) 

3. The TOPKAP! modet 
TOPKAP! (Todini et a!., 2001) is a physicatiy based distributed rainfati-runoff modet derived 
upon the assumption that the horizontat fiow at a point in the soit unsaturated zone, the ftow 
over the surface and the ftow in the channei network can be approximated by means of a 
kinematic wave modet. 
The TOPKAPt modet is based on the idea of combining the kinematic approach with a digitat 
etevation modet (DEM) describing a generat basin. Surface cover, soit properties and channet 
characteristics are assigned to each grid cett that represents a computationat node for the mass 
batance and the momentum batance. The ftow paths and stopes are evatuated from the DEM, 
according to a neighborhood reiationship based on the principte of minimum energy, nameiy the 
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maximum eievation difference which takes into account the ünks between the active ceü and the 
four surrounding ceüs connected aiong the edges; the active ceü is assumed to be connected 
downstream with a soie ceü, whüe it can receive upstream contribütions from up to three ceüs. 
At present, the modei is structured around three fundamentat modutes, which represent the 
subsurface ftow (soii water modet), the overiand fiow (surface water modei) and the ftow through 
the drainage network (channet water modet), respectivety. 
The horizontat fiow in the soit unsaturated and saturated zones is assumed to occur in a iayer of 
iimited thickness and with generaüy high hydrauiic conductivity due to the preferentiat ftow paths 
and macro-porosity. This mechanism piays a fundamentat rote in the modet both as a direct 
contribution to the ftow into the drainage network, and most of aü as a factor reguiating the soii 
moisture batance, particutarty with regard to the dynamics of the saturated areas. The version of 
the TOPKAPi modet considered in this paper does not account for water percoiation towards 
the deeper soit tayers and for their contribution to the discharges. 
The excess rainfaü on the saturated ceüs generates Saturation overtand fiow, and the flow in the 
soit ex-fütrate can atso feed the overtand ftow. The totai runoff (surface and sub-surface) is then 
drained by the drainage network. 
Evapo-transpiration is taken into account as wafer /oss, subtracted from the soii's water 
baiance. 

4. The case study: an appiication to the upper Reno river ciosed at Casaiecchio 
The Reno river basin at Casaiecchio (near Botogna, itaiy) measures approximateiy 1051 Km 
and it shows a significant Variation in eievation (atmost 2000 m), which, combined to the 
prevaiiing extension of ctay soiis, gives rise to important fiood waves. 
On the Reno basin, ARPA-SfvIR (tvleteorotogicat Service of Emiiia Romagna) runs 25 
raingauges and a C-band Doubie Potarization Doppter RADAR. The RADAR is instaüed at San 
Pietro Capofiume, at approximatety 40 Km from the Reno basin, and provides rainfaü estimates 
on pixeis of 1 Km size. 
The case study considers raingauge and RADAR data at hourty time-steps, for the period of 
time between the 13'̂  and the 22" of November 2000, in which a fiood wave was observed at 
Casaiecchio. 
RADAR and raingauge rainfaü data were processed using the Btock Kriging Bayesian 
Combination techniqüe and the resutts, as weü as RADAR data and data provided by the btock 
Kriging of the raingauges, were used as inputs in the TOPKAPi modei. 
Figure 2. Discharge at Casaiecchio 
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Figure 2 shows the comparison between computed and measured ftood waves. As can 
be seen, the peak of the observed discharge hydrograph is comparabie to the ones 
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obtained using data from the Biock Kriging techniqüe and the Bayesian combination 
techniqüe, white the peak of the discharge computed using RADAR data oniy is 
broadiy overestimated. 
5. Conciusions 
A new techniqüe for combining raingauge and RADAR data has been apptied together with a 
physicatty based rainfait-runoff modet, the TOPKAPt modei, and the resuits have been 
compared in terms of differences between observed and computed ftood waves. 
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DAQUAMAP: Review of Resuits and Lessons Learned 
Häberti C.(1), R. Steinacker(2), !. Groehn(2), W. Pöttschacher(2), W. Gepp(2), tvl. Dorninger(2) 

(1) MeteoSwiss, CH-8044 Zürich 
(2) Dept of Meteoroiogy and Geophysics, University, A-1190 Vienna 

During the MAP Meeting 1997 in Beigirate, first discussions about the iaunch of a project deaiing 
withthe quatity contro) of data cotiected within MAP. Quite soon after the meeting, the project was 
acceptedby the MAP-NWS board and in February 1998 a first Workshop about quaüty contro) of 
meteorotogicat andctimatotogicat data in the Atpine Region was hetd in Vienna. Besides the 
refinement of the method andcomputer Software apptied in DAQUAMAP, the main task in the project 
was compieting and correcting theinventory of surface stations in the MAP area and supporting the 
MAP data centre with cottecting the datafrom the MAP seasons and episodes. Further tasks were the 
devetopment of interfaces for the presentationof resutts via the internet. During the whoie project, the 
measurements exchanged via the Giobat Tetecom-munication System, were checked using the 
DAQUAMAP aigorithms. The resutts were distributed to the dataproviders and discussed with them 
during various meetings. The checking procedure was restricted to pressure, temperature, humidity 
and wind, mainty for stations beiow 700 m as! and iater on to radiosondedata. 
The presentation wiit give an review of the resutts of DAQUAMAP and their potentiat use in 
furtherscientific work. Data quaüty during MAP wiü be compared to data quaüty during ALPEX which 
was the iasttarge fietd experiment in the Atps before MAP. Finatty, we wiü summarize the tessons 
iearned during thisproject. 
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NOWA: A Sensor for Measuring Wind, Temperature, icing and 
Preeipitation 
Jürg Joss*, Thomas Brossi" and Hans Richner* 
* CH-6655 intragna 
* /abor ag, CH-8620 Wetzikon 

* institute for Atmospheric and Cümate Science, tACETW, CH-8093 Zürich 

1. introduction 
When measuring environmentat variabies such as wind speed under severe weather conditions, 
we need sensitive, fast measuring and robust instruments. A device that meets these require
ments shouid be insensitive to mechanicat impact of ice and haii. Furthermore, the anemometer 
must continue to measure during heavy preeipitation and within strong storms. The sensor 
needs to be heated to keep it free of ice and water. The design of the anemometer body shaü 
impede the penetration of water into the sensor. 
The deveiopment of our sensor has been based on the prineiptes of hot-wire anemometry. 
However, oniy iittie of the originai concept couid be kept. in the new sensor caiied NOWA 
(Neues Orthogonates Wärmeübergangs-Anemometer), the "wire" is protected from preeipitation 
and the housing is heated to keep the entire instrument free of ice and water. The power 
needed for heating the different parts reveais information on the wind speed and the rate of 
preeipitation and/or icing. When the temperatures are above 0 °C, the rain rate or cioud water 
content, respectivety, may be estimated. 
Speciai efforts have been made to minimize energy consumption as much as possibie, in order 
to aiiow for efficient Operation in remote tocations. Energy may be saved by reducing the size of 
the instrument, and by apptying power directty and onty where needed. Aü these possibiüties 
were considered when deveioping the new instrument. 

2. Specifications 
NOWA is a universai sensor without moving parts, thus, responding to the need for a robust 
device, needing minima) maintenance and having onty iow power consumption at remote sites. 

it measures meteorotogicat variabtes continuousiy, despite of 
extreme temperatures, strong winds, icing, heavy preeipitation and 
iightning. To avoid icing and for the measurements themseives, the 
instrument is heated. tt estimates wind speed and direction, icing, 
temperature and preeipitation. These estimates are based on 
measuring temperatures and the heat transfer within and around 
the instrument. 
NOWA is 726 mm iong using a 338 mm sensor rod with a diameter 
of 16 mm (see Fig. 1). Many of the sensitive eiements are piaced 
within the top 3 cm of the heated instrument. Temperatures are 
measured inside at 10 tocations, in addition, various etectricat 
power tevets needed to keep the parts of the sensor and its 
housing heated to the desired temperatures, are continuousiy 
determined. 

Fig. 1: NOWA, a universat sensor without moving parts. tt is a 
robust device, needing minimai maintenance and having onty tow 
power consumption for remote sites. tt estimates wind speed and 
direction, air temperature, amount of icing and preeipitation in a 
very wide ränge of meteorotogicat variabies. 
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For battery Operation - i.e. to reduce the power required by providing the heat oniy where 
needed - inductive heating is appiied inside of the instrument using a high-efficiency crysta) 
controited osciiiator at 1 MHz with adjustabte power output. A heated sensing eiement in the 
inside is protected from preeipitation and icing by a housing. it is kept at constant temperature 
and determines speed and direction of the wind via the eiectricai power (appiied to the sensing 
eiement) and based on the resutting temperatures. Various thermai gradients on the outside, 
which is exposed to the weather, are used to determine the temperature of the air around the 
instrument as weti as a rough estimate of the preeipitation and/or icing rates. The ränge of esti
mated wind speed is from 0.1 to 80 m/s. We expect the average power to be 4 W from a 12 V 
battery, depending on the wind and preeipitation regime. The peak power of 40 W is required 
during heavy preeipitation with icing at 80 m/s. To estimate the high winds, this power must be 
suppiied by a 48 V, 50 Hz suppiy, either from mains or from battery. 
NOWA is a robust instrument with a iarge dynamic ränge. The iarge ränge of measurabie wind 
is achieved because the signat originating from the heat transfer is proportionat to the square 
root of the wind speed (and not to the square of the wind speed as in anemometers using 
movabie parts or the dynamic pressure of the air around the instrument). it is buitt in stainiess 
steei, to survtve and measure in ati imaginabte Stresses inciuding those encountered ctose to 
transmission antennas and caused by indirect iightning to the immediate neighbourhood. tt is 
micro processor controited and provides a RS-232/485 interface. 

3. Concept of the measurements 
3.1. yy/nd speed and IfV/nd d/reef/on 
To measure wind speed, an inner, protected part of the sensor is heated to a significantty higher 
temperature, e.g. 50 K above the ambient air temperature. This eiement is iocated in the centre 
of the sensor head. tt has a iength of 5 mm and a diameter of 7 mm and made of stainiess 
steei. tt is thermaity and eiectricatiy insutated from the housing of the sensor. This insuiation 
keeps the toss of heat to the housing at a constant and tow ieve). To prevent icing of the sensor 
and to avoid preeipitation from entering into the housing onto the sensing eiement of wind-
speed and direction, a heated tube, atso made of stainiess steei with a diameter of 16 mm, 
protects the sensing eiement. in this tube, 16 concentric stots aiiow onty air to pass through 
(Fig. 2). Larger rain drops are sptashed when impacting on the outside, smaiier rain drops and 
big cioud droptets are iost because of their inertia on the 
curved path of the airflow to the inside. Very smait drops 
of rain and ctoud are evaporated before reaching the 
sensing eiement. Much care has been apptied to avoid 
any water from touching the sensing eiement. This is 
needed because of the targe amount of heat needed for 
evaporating water. Any movement of air witt caü for an 
increase of energy to keep the temperature difference 
between sensing eiement and the ambient air at constant 
vatue. This increase for keeping the temperature 
difference constant is a funetion of the wind speed. 

Fig. 2: Detaüs of the sensor head with the 16 stots 
aitowing the wind to enter into the instrument. Because of 
the geometry and the heat apptied, water droptets or ice-
partictes cannot reach the heated wire and the sensitive 
thermocoupies used for determining wind speed and 
direction within the instrument head. 
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To measure the direction of the wind, four copper-constantan thermo-eiements are arranged 
circuiariy around the sensing eiement (within the housing). in stiti air, diffusion distributes the 
heat eveniy and the four thermo-eiements measure the same temperature. Any air movement 
wiü shift the heat with the wind, ieading to a cooiing of the thermo-eiement in the iuff and to a 
warming on the iee-side. in other words, the distribution of the temperature sensed by the four 
thermo-coupies in the sensing eiement, reftect the sine and cosine ofthe wind direction. 

3.2. A/r temperature 
Temperatures are measured at ten iocations within the sensor. The distribution of temperature 
in the NOWA is infiuenced by the heaters, air movement, icing, preeipitation and radiatiön from 
the sun. Knowing the thermai properties of the NOWA, the temperature of ambient air may be 
determined from the distribution of temperatures and power within the sensor (Joss and Brossi, 
2000). 

3.3. /c/ng and Prec/p/tat/on 
The energy dissipated from the sensor s surface, reftected by the temperature distribution within 
the sensor is infiuenced by the heat transfer by convection, radiatiön, icing and preeipitation. 
The energy dissipation from the sensing eiement protected by the housing is primariiy infiu
enced by the wind speed. The difference between the totai heat transfer, and the heat transfer 
by wind speed may be used to estimate the rate of icing (when air temperature is beiow 0 °C) or 
the rain rate (when the air temperature is equai to or above 0 °C). 

3.4. Data aegfv/s/t/on 
The data are averaged over 3 seconds (according to WMO-recommendations); data is 
processed and stored within the NOWA. Data averaged over 10 minutes may be stored for over 
10 days. Resuits may be further processed for transmission via a PC connected to a GSM-
mobiie phone. 

3.5. Energy regu/rement 
The energy needed to run the sensor, inciuding a timited amount of heating power (sufficient 
under normai operating conditions), is provided by 12 V DC battery or power suppiy. To heat 
the sensor in strong wind with heavy rain and in icing conditions, 48 V AC provide the neces
sary energy. The tow energy requirements aitow the use of soiar panets. More information is 
given on the home page of the Company Meteoiabor AG which produces the NOWA 
(http://www.meteotabor.ch), and in Joss and Brossi (2000). Dimensions and technica) data are 
given in Fig. 3. 

4. Apptication and Verification 
Experience with the preceding anemometer OWA (Orthogonaies Wärmeübergangs-Ane
mometer) stimuiated the NOWA devetopment. The NOWA using direct current (DC) has been 
successfuiiy tested in urban conditions, in the iaboratory and in wind tunnets. Experiments 
performed in a project on Mount Säntis at 2505 m above sea tevet (EUMETNET SWS i) have 
been fairiy successfui, but showed insufficient heating during extreme icing conditions, this in 
spite of its high heating power density on the surface of the instrument. This experience has ted 
to an improved design using etectric fietds of 1 MHz frequency to heat directty at tocations 
where the heat is needed. This not oniy saves heating power but avoids atso probtems of over-
heating within the instrument. 
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Fig. 3: Dimensions of the instrument, 
giving an idea ofthe size ofthe device. 

5. Discussion and Outiook 
tt is hoped that the deveiopment of the NOWA wii) eventuaiiy iead to a new generation of robust 
anemometers. NOWA is an exampie of an apparatus which integrates a number of measuring 
devices into one instrument. This ieads to severai advantages such as the reduction of power 
consumption and the synergies for estimating five parameters from a singie measuring device. 
Furthermore, the NOWA, by not having any moving part, shouid have tess probtems caused by 
aging (e.g. mechanicat aging caused by increased friction in bearings), resutting in an extended 
mean-time-between-faiture. 
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Fig. 1. Map of HKtA, its 
approach/departure corridors and 
surrounding areas. Terrain contours are 
given in 100 m intervats. 

L!DAR Observations of Terrain-induced Fiow and 
its Appiication in Airport Wind Shear Monitoring 
CM. Shun, CM. Cheng and O. Lee 
Hong Kong Observatory, Hong Kong 

1. introduction 
Hong Kong instaüed a Doppier Light Detection And 
Ranging (LiDAR) System at the Hong Kong intemationai 
Airport (HKiA) in mid-2002 to detect wind shear under 
ciear-air conditions. The LiDAR is the first of its kind in 
the worid for operationai airport weather aierting. 
in aviation, wind shear is a sustained change (i.e. iasting 
more than a few seconds) in headwind, resuiting in a 
change in the aircraft iift. A change of 15 kt (7.7 ms'̂ ) or 
more in headwind or taiiwind is considered significant 
wind shear requiring corrective action by the piiot. 
Reports of wind shear received from aircraft ianding at or 
taking off from HKiA since its opening in 1998 indieated 
that iow-ievei wind shear coutd occur in rainy weather as 
wetl as in ciear-air conditions. A majority of the ctear-air 
events were associated with disturbed airftow reaching 
the airport after passing over the hiüy terrain of Lantau 
Istand - a mountainous isiand south of the airport, with peaks up to around 1 000 m. Figure 1 ittustrates 
the eomptex terrain of Lantau and the tocation of HKtA and its approach/departure corridors retative to 
this terrain. Since eariy 1997, a Terminat Doppter Weather Radar (TDWR) has been used to monitor the 
wind ftow around HKtA. During passages of tropica) eyetone, it eaptured features in the air ftow revealing 
the presence of high- and iow-speed streaks, re-circutation vortices, periodic vortex shedding and gap-
reiated downsiope fiow on the tee of Lantau isiand (Shun and Lau, 2000). The newty instaüed puised 
Doppier LtDAR, operating at 2 micron wavetength, suppiements the TDWR in monitoring the wind ftow 
around HKtA in rain-free weather. Shun and Lau (2002) provided a detaiied description of the LtDAR 
imptementation. See Figure 1 for tocation ofthe LiDAR and TDWR. 

Since its instäiiation in mid-2002, the LtDAR has 
observed interesting terrain-induced phenomena 
downwind of Lantau, inciuding disrupted ftow during the 
passage of a tropica) cycione, cases of apparent 
hydrauiiejump, and downsiope flow from mountain gaps. 
These LtDAR observations are presented betow. 
2. Terrain-induced Fiow in Tropica! Cyc!one 
On windy occasions such as the passage of a tropica) 
cycione, streaks of high wind speed were observed to 
emerge from vaüeys of Lantau. Lying between these 
high-speed air streaks are iower speed air streaks 
downwind of peaks. Aircraft traversing these aiternating 
high-speed and iow-speed air streaks wouid encounter 
aiternating headwind iosses and gains aiong the 
approach and departure paths. Figure 2 shows such a 
Situation as observed by the LtDAR during the passage 

!̂  i nr^HT^ ^ onn^F °" of Severe Tropica) Storm Hagupit on 11 September 2002, at 11:00 UTC on 11 Sep 2002 (dotted hnes . L,̂ ,. ̂ ^ , ̂. , t-crr-< ^ indicating high-speed streaks and t " when HKtA was affected by strong BSE iyw.nds. 
indicating tow-speed streaks in between). 
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3. Downsiope Fiow and Hydrauüc Jump 
Based on water tank studies using a physicai 
modei of Lantau, Baines and fvlanins (1989) 
simuiated the existence of hydrauüc jumps 
downwind of Lantau in SW through E'iy winds 
when iow-ievei temperature inversion was present. 
Before the instäiiation of the LiDAR, iittie evidence 
was avaiiabie to ascertain the presence of 
hydrauüc jump over Lantau. Chan and Tarn (1996) 
referred to the presence of Foehn effect in respect 
of higher temperatures at Sha Lo Wan (SLW) 
reiative to Cheung Chau (see Figure 1 for their 
iocations) in SE'iy fiow. Lau and Shun (2000) aiso 
noted an updraft reaching 3 ms*̂  as measured by a 
wind profiier at SLW under a strong E'iy fiow. 

stagnant 
f ow 

<22 

Fig. 3. RHi radiai veiocity at 100 deg azimuth at 
00:55 UTC on 11 Nov 2002. 

o Fu Tau 

Fig. 4. RHi radiai veiocity at 95 deg azimuth at 
01:54 UTC on 20 Jan 2003. 

The first LiDAR Observation (Figure 3) of a jump 
iike feature was noted in the morning of 11 
November 2002 on a Range Height indicator (RHi) 
scan pointing at 100 degrees, i.e. towards a hi!) 
named Lo Fu Tau (465 m, see Figure 1) when the 
upstream fiow was ESE with fiow speed (Uo) ** 
5 ms"\ The jump-üke feature consisted of: (a) 
downsiope flow with radiai winds of up to about 
-10 ms(i.e. towards the LiDAR) aimost reaching 
the ground; (b) an eievated iow-ievei jet connecting 
to the downsiope fiow further downwind; and (c) a 
stagnant ftow region above the downstope fiow. 
White the tower atmosphere was stabty stratified 
with a Brunt-Väisäiä frequency (N) of 0.0135 s'̂  (from the radiosonde ascent at 00 UTC (iocai time = UTC 
+ 8 h) at King's Park (KP), about 25 km east of HKiA), oniy a very weak inversion was present (0.4 °C) 
beiow 500 m. The vaiue of Nh/ Uo is estimated at 1.3, consistent with the vaiue Nh/Uo > 0.85 obtained by 
Huppert and ivtites (1969) for wave breaking. 
Another jump-üke feature was observed on the LiDAR RHt scan on 20 January 2003 downwind of Lo Fu 
Tau (Figure 4). Here the downsiope fiow did not quite reach the ground but reverse fiow can be seen 
above the jump and beiow it. The tower reverse ftow region can be cteariy seen in the 1.0 degree 

etevation LtDAR scan in Figure 5. Smaiier pockets of 
reverse ftow were atso observed, being shed downwind from 
this region in the subsequent LtDAR scans (not shown). 
From the KP radiosonde ascent at 00 UTC, two ciosely 
spaced temperature inversions of 1.1 °C and 1.5 °C were 
present between 500 and 700 m, producing a change in the 
potentiat temperature (A0) of 3.6 K. Taking N - 0.013 s 
(average vaiue beiow 600 m), we obtain Nh/Uo - 10, again 
greater than the 0.85 threshotd for wave breaking. Aiso, 
with a significant inversion tayer in this case, it is possibte to 
estimate the Froude number (Fr) = Uo/(g'D)̂  at 0.7 taking 
Uo - 6 ms"\ g' = gAO/0 = 0.12 ms^ with 0 = 291 K, and D -
600 m. Together with the dimensiontess mountain height fvl 
= h/D - 0.8, this Fr vaiue faüs into Regime üb of Schär and 
Smith (1993), viz. wake regime associated with the 

^, 5 p ^ a i ,t i o !rq formation ofa hydrauüc jump inciuding reverse ftows in the 
etevation at 01:54 UTC on 20 Jan 2003. vvake. 
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4. Springtime Wind Shear 
Aircraft reports of wind shear over the past few years 
indicate that spring is the peak season of terrain-induced 
wind shear at HKiA. Based on TDWR and aircraft 
observations, Lau and Shun (2000) conctuded that in a 
stabiy stratified easteriy fiow with N - 0.014 s*̂  and Nh/ Uo 
in the ränge 1.05-1.26, mountain wake with reverse fiows 
were present on the iee of Lantau, bringing wind shear to 
aircraft on approach to HKiA. With the instäiiation of the 
LiDAR and additionai anemometers on weather buoys 
(see Figure 1), we are now abie to better underständ the 
compiex fiow ieading to such phenomena. 
On 5 March 2003, HKiA was affected by strong easteriy 
fiow which veered rapidiy with height to the south, 
reaching gaie force on hiiitop of Lantau. 26 wind shear 
reports with headwind changes of 15 kt (7.7 ms*̂ ) or more 
were received, four of them reaching 30 kt (15.4 ms'̂ ). At 
00 UTC, the KP radiosonde ascent indieated the presence 
of a iow-ievei SE'iy jet with maximum speed of 19 ms 
near 750 m and a sharp temperature inversion of 3.7 °C 
between 400 and 600 m. Figure 6 shows the LiDAR 
Doppier radiai veiocity at 1.0 degree eievation at 
03:17 UTC, just 1 minute after an aircraft reported a 30 kt 
wind shear on approach to the northern runway from the 
west. it shows a pattern quite different from that shown in 
Figure 2 when HKiA was affected by strong ESE'iy ftow 
associated with a tropica) cycione. Specificaity, Figure 6 
reveais severai jets, oriented in different directions, 
downwind of Lantau (tabetted as J1-J5), with J2-J5 
apparentiy emerging from mountain gaps. White J2 may 
not be obvious in Figure 6 due to its southeriy direction 
being aimost tangentiai to the LiDAR beams, its presence 
is corroborated by surface wind Observation at around the 
same time (Figure 7). 

Fig. 6. Radiat vetocity at 1.0 deg eievation 
at 03:17 UTC on 5 Mar 2003 (arc indicating 
the ränge of data presented in Fig. 8). 

R2E J1 R2C J5 R2W R1E 
-VB1 R1C J4 
V̂B 2 

J2tvswi J3 
NLS 3f 

Fig. 7. Surface wind observations at 
03:20 UTC on 5 Mar 2003. 

Examination of surface measurements at WB1 (see Figure 7 for tocation) reveated a jump in the 
temperature from 20 °C (which was ctose to the measured sea surface temperature at WB1) to 24 °C 
once the wind turned from ENE to SSE between 01:30 and 01:40 UTC. Simiiar changes were observed 
eariier at two nearby stations: (a) a change in the temperature from 20 °C to 25 °C at WB2 as the wind 
turned from E to SSE between 01:00 and 01:10 UTC; and (b) an increase in the SE'ty winds at SW1 from 
4 ms'̂ to aimost 20 msbetween 00:40 and 01:00 UTC. Ait these changes strongty suggest that J2 was 
a resuit of downsiope fiow over Lantau (most probabiy through the gap above the vattey of Sham Wat 
(see Figure 1)), bringing a southeriy air mass with high potentiai temperature (0 - 297 K) from aioft. From 
the KP radiosonde ascent at 00 UTC, such potentiat temperature corresponded to a height of 600 m or 
above. As simiiar temperature increases were aiso noted at SLW and over HKtA but not at WB3, it 
appeared that J3 was aiso a manifestation of downsiope ftow. Based on the KP radiosonde ascent at 
00 UTC, if we take N - 0.02 s(average vatue betow 1 000 m), h - 934 m (height of Lantau Peak, see 
Figure 1), we obtain Nh/Uo ̂  1 since Uo < 19 ms*\ This is consistent with the resutt of Hunt and Snyder 
(1980) in which a descending flow and even a hydrauüc jump can be expected downwind of a modei hiti 
for Nh/Uo ̂  1 and Nh/Uo» 1 respectivety. 
tt is apparent that the wind shear event over the approach to the northern runway around the time of 
Figures 6 and 7 was a resuit of the interactions between J2 and J1. To iiiustrate the temporat variations 
of these interactions, we ptot a Hovmütter diagram (azimuth versus time) of the LtDAR radiat vetocity at 
1.0 degree eievation at a fixed ränge (with 3-gate averaging) which cuts across the iocations of WB1 and 
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2300 UTC on d March to 0700 UTC on 5 March 2003 
Fig. 8. Mean radiai veiocity over 3 ränge gates between 4.3-4.6 km at 1.0 deg eievation 
(shaded areas indicate -ve veiocities; arrows indicate time of aircraft reports of wind shear). 

WB2 (Figure 8). The onset of the downsiope fiow J2 (-ve radiai veiocities, shaded) was concurrent with 
the northward shift (i.e. increase in azimuthai iocation) of the easteriy fiow associated with J1 (+ve radiai 
veiocities) between 00:40 and 01:40 UTC. Thereafter the interface between J2 and J1 (signified by near-
zero radiai veiocities) remained ciose to the WB1 iocation with iarge radiai veiocity gradient appearing just 
to the north of WB1 between 03 and 04 UTC and aiso after 05 UTC. Within these periods, six aircraft 
reports of wind shear (time of occurrence indieated in Figure 8) were received. 
To summarize, in a strongiy stabiy stratified atmosphere with surface easteriy flow veering rapidiy with 
height to the south, the strong S'iy winds aioft were abie to descend to the surface near Sham Wat after 
crossing Lantau, bringing about a surface S'iy jet (J2) which interacted with the surface easteriy fiow (J1) 
over the airport approaches. However, as J2 (and J3 as weii) appeared to have emerged from mountain 
gaps, further anaiysis wiü be required to underständ the extent of contribution of the "gap-fiow" 
mechanism to the formation of these jets. 
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Automatic Cioud Cover Detection by Surface Downward Longwave Radiation Measurements 
Dürr B., R. Phiüpona 

Physikatisch-Meteorotogisches Observatorium Davos, Worid Radiation Center (PMOD/WRC) 

The presence of ciouds heavity infiuences the energy baiance in the atmosphere and at the surface. 
However the representation of ciouds in giobai cireuiation and weather prediction modets is stiit 
unsatisfactory due to coarse horizontat and verticat grid resoiution. Therefore a comparison of ctoud 
infiuenee in ctimate and weather modets to accurate iongterm ctoud observations at the surface is 
needed. Further on weather Services are interested in ctoud information with high temporai and 
spatiai resoiution for iocai weather forecasts. Up to now mainiy human observers determine cioud 
cover and ctoud type from the earth surface. Eye observations are to some extent subjective and 
normaiiy have a coarse temporat resotution of 3 or 6 hours. Some few airports and research institutes 
maintain automatic cioud cover detection Systems based on ceitometers or whote sky imagers which 
both cause high initiai cost and expensive data processing. in the tast few decades many 
meteoroiogicai sites woridwide gave up their eye observations due to raising diffieuities to recruit 
human observers. 

We present an automatic ctoud cover detection method based on Standard downward iongwave 
radiatiön, temperature and retative humidity measurements at the surface. The method was 
devetoped and tested in the Aipine Surface Radiation Budget (ASRB) network. The ASRB network 
was buitt by PMODANRC in coüaboration with MeteoSwiss at 11 ANETZ and ENET iocations in 1995. 
At every site gtobat shortwave and tongwave radiatiön are measured with 2 minutes time resoiution. 
3 tocations additionaiiy measure reftected shortwave radiatiön and surface thermai emission. 
We discuss to what extent synoptic cioud cover observations are comparabie with the inftuence of 
ciouds to the tongwave radiatiön measurements at the surface and compare synoptic ctoud cover 
observations to automaticatiy detected ctoud cover vatues at different ASRB sites for day- and 
nighttime. 
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A New 4D Variationat Data Anaiysis Scheme in the Framework of 
VERA 
Woifgang Gepp, Reinhotd Steinacker, Matthias Ratheiser, Manfred Dorninger 
Department of Meteoroiogy and Geophysics, University of Vienna, 
Aithanstraße 14, A-1090 Vienna, Austria 
Te!.. +43-1-4277 51901; FAX.. +43-1-4277 9519, woifgang.gepp@univie.ac.at 

1. introduction 
The VERA (Vienna Enhanced Resotution Anaiysis) high resoiution anaiysis scheme has been used 
for operationai 2D anaiysis in recent years (Steinacker et at. 2000). in order to make the system 
more reiiabie and efficient data from different height teveis and points of time have to be inciuded. 
Adapting the otd version to four dimensions wouid iead to iong caicuiation times since the oid 
impiemented aigorithm becomes quite inefficient when extended to more than two dimensions. 
Therefore a new approach had to be found to keep the aigorithm simpie and computationaiiy 
inexpensive. This ieads to a new 4D version using one temporai and three spatia) coordinates. The 
VERAXX 4D aigorithm has been deveioped at the Department for Meteoroiogy and Geophysics at 
the University of Vienna since earty 2002. tt is not onty an advancement and extension of the oid 
VERA scheme but a comptete innovation. 

2. Method 
Caicuiation is carried out on a reguiar four dimensionai grid. A variationat approach is used. in a first 
step observations are error corrected. So observed and anaiysed vatues can be assumed equai in 
the cost funetion. Therefore onty the penatty funetion remains to be minimized. First and second 
order derivatives can be weighted differentiy. Both scaiar and vector quantities are anatyzed 
whereas for vector fietds onty first order derivatives are catcutated. The vatues of the grid points are 
unknowns in the resuiting system of equations. 
Data are avaitabte at irregutarty distributed stations in the domain. To perform computation at ieast 
some grid points must have defined vaiues to sotve the resuiting System of equations. it is the job of 
a speciai interpotation method to derive grid point vatues from the data at the stations. The method 
works as a sort of tinear interpoiation weighted with the product of the distances between Station 
and grid points. The vatue at the Station can be expressed by the sum of the weighted vatues at the 
surrounding grid points. These equations are added to the system of equations resutting from the 
variationat approach. So the same minimization is apptied between grid points as weit as between 
stations and grid points. 
Aithough the aigorithm is capabie of Computing the whoie domain in one step it wouid generate 
extremety iarge matriees and therefore cause tack of memory on conventionai Computer Systems. 
Apptying a specific partiai grid computation method heips to overcome these deficiencies. A 
5x5x5x5 grid points subdomain is defined, sotved and finatty shifted to the next overtapping 
position. information from the previous caicuiation is used for the next one. 
The Fingerprint techniqüe that uses a priori knowiedge on smati scate physicat processes over 
compiex terrain to transfer information from data rieh to data sparse regions was revised to fit the 
new atgorithm but has not been operationatty imptemented in the atgortthm so far. 
The anaiysis can be carried out on different resoiutions and arbitrary target areas. Starting the 
caicuiation on a wide area with tow resotution and successiveiy zooming in on a restricted area with 
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high resotution is possibie. Therefore smati scate phenomena can be studied and information from 
outside the target area can be easüy inciuded. 
3. Resutts 
Untit now 3D grid caicuiations for scaiar fietds have been carried out. The two figures beiow show 
cross sections of the temperature fietd for a Foehn case in November 2002. The grid is horizontatiy 
centered at the Austrian town of Zett am See which is tocated at the northern rim of the Atps. No 
Fingerprint techniqüe and no smoothing aigorithm were used during computation. Fig. 1 dispiays 
the horizontat cross section and Fig. 2 the verticat S-N cross section. Large crosses indicate grid 
points, smaii crosses show the positions ofthe stations. 
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Fig. 1: Horizontat cross section at 220m tvlSL Fig. 2: Verticai cross section 

The iarge temperature gradient in the North of the Aips as weii as an extensive inversion zone can 
be ctearty seen. 
4. Outtook 
tmptementing the Fingerprint techniqüe as weti as extending catcutations to 4D wiü be the next 
steps. A new Bayes error correction method witi repiace the currentiy used aigorithm shortiy. tvlodet 
vaiidation appücations, short term extrapoiations and muitivariate approaches are ptanned. 
LtTERATURE 
Steinacker R., Ch. Häberti, W. Pöttschacher: A transparent method for the anatysis and quatity 

evaiuation of trreguiarty distributed and noisy Observation data, tvlonthty Weather Review, 
2000, Voi. 128 Nr.7, 2303-2316. 
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Mutti-Data Source Vatidation of LAM Preeipitation Forecasts over the Atps 
Aiexander Beck, Bodo Ahrens 
institut für Meteorotogie und Geophysik, Universität Wien, emaü: aiexander.beck@univie.ac.at 
1. introduction 
Forecasting preeipitation over eomptex terrain is a chattenging task, in particutar, for high-
resotution timited-area modets (LAM). Ib assess the quatity of high-resotution preeipitation 
forecasts severa) vatidation strategies might be envisaged. These strategies inetude comparison 
with rain-gauge observations, estimates from radar data, and atso indirect vaiidation through 
assessment of the usabitity in appücations such as hydrotogica) modeting Systems. Preeipitation 
forecasts from the LAM ALADtN are compared to the high-resotution rain-gauge anatysis (Frei 
and Häüer 2001) avaitabte for the Mesoscate Atpine Programme Speciat Observation Period 
(MAP SOP, Sept 7. to Nov 15., 1999). This preeipitation anatysis has a time resotution of 24h and 
a spatiat resotution of 25 km, thus the forecasted preeipitation fietds are aggregated to 25 km. Tb 
assess the impact of the undertying vatidation grid, additionat comparisons have been carried out 
for gridspacings of 50 and 100 km, respectivety. The hydroiogicai apptication considered is runoff 
simutation with the hydrotogica) modet WaSiM-ETH (see, e.g., Jasper et at. 2002) in the Atpine 
"Ticino-Verzasca-Maggia" (TVM) watershed upstream of Lago Maggiore. 

2. ALADiN simuiations 
ALADiN (Aire Limitee Adaptation Dynamique devetopement tnterNationat) is a spectrat 
LAM with a terrain-fotiowing hybrid pressure coordinate, a semi-impücit semi-Lagrangian 
advection scheme and comprehensive physies. (see, e.g., Bubnova et at. 1995 and 
http://www.cnrm.meteo.fr/aiadin/). Here, we investigate simutations with the configuration 
ALADtN/Vienna (operationai at the Austrian weather agency) with about 10 km horizontat grid 
spacing. 
We have performed sequences of 65 forecasts (Sept 12. to Nov 15., 1999), each over 30 

hours discarding the teading 6 hours of the forecast to avoid a possibte spin-up within the modet. 
From these forecasts daity preeipitation amounts are obtained as the difference between forecasts 
vatid at t+30 and t+6, respectivety. Additionat simutations with gridspacing of 4km have been 
investigated for setected periods within the MAP SOP. These simutations indicate that preeipitation 
amounts are over-estimated presumabty due to overrated orographie effects (Ahrens et at. 2003) 

bias 
mm/day l 

RMS 
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m 

r.var HR POD TSS 
Hl [t] H] 
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50km 
tOOkm 

0.4 t 
-0.38 
0.43 

6.99 
6T8 
5.32 

0.49 i .72 
0.52 t.69 
0.58 !.!9 

0.78 0.7 i 0.39 
0.80 0.75 0.42 
0.8 t 0.80 0.39 

Tabte t: Statistics of preeipitation tietds computed with respect to MAP SOP rain gauge anatysis for 
gridspacing of 25, 50. and tOO km. 

Tabte 1 summarizes the Performance of ALADtN preeipitation forecasts in terms of bias, RMS 
and skiü scores for gridspacings of 25, 50, and 100 km, respectivety. Statistics is computed 
for a vatidation domain covering the European Atps. The individuat entries in Tabie 1 are bias 
(computed as anatyzed preeipitation minus modet prediction) [mm/day], RMS [mm/day], rank-
correlation (cor), variance ratio (r.var; computed as ratio modet/anatysis), hit rate (HR), probabitity 
of detection (POD), and true-skiü-score (TSS). The modet shows a moderate negative bias of 
-0.4 mm/day and thus overestimates preeipitation on average. increasing the gridspacing of the 
undertying vatidation grid resutts in smatter RMS differences as weü as higher correiations as 
expected due to the inherent smoothing of the fietds. 
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Figure 1: Bias (ieft) and RMS (right) [mm/day] computed from the 65 consecutive dates and gridspacing 
of 25km. Bias is computed as rain-gauge anaiysis minus mode! forecast. 

Fig. 1 shows bias and rms fieids for the vatidation domain computed as difference rain-gauge 
anatysis minus mode! forecast for 65 consecutive dates. The strongest bias is found on the 
windward side of the Atps with targest vatues of -10 mm/day. 
3. Hydrotogica! simuiations 
Fig. 2 shows mean areat preeipitation time series (top panet) as weit as watershed runoff 
(tower panei) for the TVM watershed. The top panet shows hourty preeipitation rates obtained 
from rain-gauge stations within the watershed (pStat), derived from radar data (pRad), as weit 
as forecasted from ALADiN (pAVtlO). Note that the radar data is caiibrated to fit the SOP 
preeipitation amount as obtained from the rain-gauge stations within the watershed. The shaded 
curves betow show differences pStat minus pRad (top) and pStat minus pAVtlO (bottom). Fig. 2 
suggests, that the timing and accumuiated preeipitation amounts are simiiar aithough significant 
discrepancies are found for the peak vatues. Comparing differences it is evident the overatt bias 
is simitar aithough the modet underestimates preeipitation for iOP 3 (Sept 24 to 27, 1999). On 
the basis of these inputs runoff simuiations have been carried out with WaSiM-ETH. Comparing 
time series of watershed runoff suggests that the differences between the individuat simutations 
compared to observed runoff are simitar. Again the shaded curves show differences qObs-qStat, 
qObs-qRad, and qObs-qAVNO, respectivety. 
4. Conciusions 
Preeipitation forecasts over the Atps have been compared to the MAP SOP rain-gauge 
anatysis for different vatidation grids. The smattest gridspacing considered here for the vatidation 
grid is 25km. The modei shows a negative bias of aoout -0.4 mm/day. The average TSS is 
between 0.4 and 0.5 depending on the vatidation grid considered. indirect vatidation of the 
preeipitation fietds reveais that in terms of simuiated runoff the differences among the individuat 
simutations are comparabie. 
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Figure 2: Time series of mean watershed preeipitation from rain-gauge anaiysis (pStat). derived from 
(caiibrated) radar data (pRad), and ALADIN forecast (pAVIiO) as weii as watershed runoff as observed 
(qObs), and simuiated with Station data (qStat), radar data (qRad), and ALADIN forecasts (qAVIiO). 
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Verification of LAMi (Locai Area Modei itaiy) Using Non-GTS 
Data over Mountaneous Regions 
Eiena Oberto (*), Stefano Bande (*), Massimo Miletti (*) 

(*) ARPA Piemonte, Torino, itaiy 

1. introduction 

The itaiian version ofthe non-hydrostatic Lokai Modeit (LAMi, used in the framework ofthe COSMO 
Consortium between Germany, Switzertand, ttaty, Greece and Potand) wili be compared to the observed 
vatues of preeipitation over the western atpine chain (Piedmont, Liguria and Vatte d'Aosta regions). 
There, a very dense non-GTS network of rain gauges is avaitabte and makes possibte a high-resotution 
verification. tt is important to check the retiabitity of the modet in case of eomptex orography since 
Piedmont region wit) host the XX Winter Otympic Games in 2006 (from the lOth to the 26th of Febru
ary). tn the light of this candidature. the Performance of the LAMt configurations witt be evatuated 
using the stations above 1000 m. Staudard schemes of preeipitation verification have been used, such 
as contingence tabtes for different preeipitation threshotds, from which it is possibte to create statisticat 
indices tike the BiAS, the Faise Atarm Rate (FAR), the Equitabte Threat Score (ETS) 3nd the Hit Rain 
Rate (HRR) for the two days of the forecast. 

Moreover, the new radiosounding of Gesana Pariot (1545 m), ptaced in the Otympic area, witt be 
used to compare the observed values of temperature, relative humidity and wind intensity to the corre
sponding forecasted verticat profites. 

2. Verification of preeipitation 

The very dense non-GTS network present on the north-west part of the Alps (see Figure 1), permits to 
verify the forecasted preeipitation fietd with great detail. 

Figure 1: Distribution ofthe U)2 rain ganzes above ]()()() tn iii the north-west Atpine Cham 
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tn partieuiar we considered the LAM) modet (12 and OOUTC runs) from October 2002 to February 
2003. The reason for this is that the amount of preeipitation during the winter season (djf) was very 
iow, as it couid be seen in Figure 2. Consequentty, we inciuded part ofthe autumn. 

Threshotd (nun) 10 20 .10 
12/02 - ('2 o:; 3!)2 t73 50 t!) 
10/02 - 02/03 1010 .10.3 2!'0 i!)0 

Figure 2: Xttmber of staüons wiiieti have reeoi'der a preeipitation event according to ttie retative 
threshotd. during the speeiti'-d titne periods 

We averaged in time over 6h and 24h and we compared the behavior of the modet with respect to 
the first and second day of integration (+24h and +48h respectivety) tt has to be noted that since 
December 2002 the modet arrives at +72h of integration, but due to the scarce number of events of 
rain, it has not been verified. The model is entirety driven by the initiat and boundary conditions taken 
from GME. the globat modet ofthe Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) and, in addition, a version ofthe 
modet with the nudging option is avaitabte from December 2002, but agatn, tt cannot be taken yet into 
consideration for verification purposes. 
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Figure 3: DIAS of the modet as a funetion of ttie threshold 

As an exampte, in Figure 3 we inetuded the BiAS of the first and second day of integration, aver
aged over 24h, for the two runs of the model, as a funetion of the threshotd of preeipitation. tt can be 
remarked that the Performance decreases for high vatues of preeipitation. except for the first 24h of the 
12UTC run, which is, in generat, the best one. For tow threshotds, the difference between the modet 
runs is minimal. 

3. Verification of verticat profites 

Since August 2002 in Gesana Pariot (a vitlage in the Oiympic area) there is an automatic sounding 
system which works every day at OOUTC. During the Otympic period, from the lOth to the 26th of 
February, the probe has been taunched atso at 12UTC. The measured quantities are temperature and 
dew-point temperature. wind direction and speed and retative humidity. Since December 2002. also 
the forecasted verticai profite are avaitabte in the modet and the verification of the variabtes coutd be 
implemented. 
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We have verified the scaiar quantities for the winter period December 2002 to February 2003 and 
in particular for the Oiympic period (10/02/03 - 26/02/03). Both runs (12UTC and OOUTC) and both 
time forecasts ( + 24h and -t 48h) have been considered. 

A first resuit can be seen in Figure 4 where the mean error of the verticai temperature profüe is 
ptotted. The OOUTC run and the +24 forecast has been considered in this case. tt can be pointed out 
that the error is always in the ränge between +1 and -1 K. except at 675 hPa where it is siightiy targer. 

4. Preüminary conciusions 

As far as the preeipitation is concerned, the 12UTC run of the modet performs best, as it has been seen 
atso in previous works, for different periods and different areas, meaning that probabiy there is more 
inertia of the atmosphere at OOUTC for the triggering of preeipitation. 

A eonclusion on the verticat profiles cannot be taken yet since the results are stiü preliminary. 
Nevertheless the mean BtAS in the temperature is quite small and satisfactory. 

Mean Error (B!AS): Temperature 
3U0 
J50 
4UU 

Q- 45U 
5UU 
550 
b'JU 
b5U 
7UU 
75U 
8U0 

ZU U.U 1 U 
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Figure 4: BIAS for ttie vertical profite of temperature at 00UTC from 10/02/03 to 26/02/03, +241i 
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Performance of COSMO-LEPS over the Alpine region. 
Chiara Marsigü, Andrea Montani. Fabrizio Nerozzi. Tiziana Paccagnella 

ARPA SAIR Regional Aleteorological Service of Emilia-Romagna. Boiogna. Itaiy 

ABSTRACT 

The iimired-area ensenibie piediction system COSMO LEPS has been running operationally at 
ECMWF since November 2002. Five runs of the non-hydrostatic limited area model Lokai Model 
(LM) are avaiiabie every day, nested on ßve selected members of three consecutive 12-hour lagged 
ECMWF global enscmblcs. The limited-area ensemble forecasts ränge from 24 to 120 hours and 
LM-based prohahilistic products are disseminated. COSMO LEPS has be construeted in order 
to have a prohahilistic system with high resolution, focussing the attention on extreme events in 
regions with complex orography. Heavy preeipitation events affecting Northern Italy in Autumn 
2002 are presented, showing that the occurrence of intense preeipitation was correctly forecast 
some days in advance, with good spatial localisation. 

1. Introduction 

The forecast of localised and severe weather events is still a challcnging problem. The key role 
played by mesoscale and orographic-related processes can seriously limit the predictabiüty of in
tense and localised events. Although the use of high resolution limited-area models (LAMs) has 
improved the short-range prediction of locally intense events, it is sometimes difncult to forecast 
aceurately their space-time evolution for ranges longer than 48 hours. Thanks to ensemble pre
diction Systems (EPSs). many weather centres. and ECMWF among them. have given more and 
more emphasis to the probabiüstie approach. Regarding the use of limited-area models w ithin 
ensemble Systems, ARPA-SMR developed LEPS. a Limited-area Ensemble Prediction System. 
Out of a 'super-ensemble" of 153 eiements of three consecutive operational ECMWF EPS runs. 
ßve Clusters are identißed and. for each of them. a ciuster representative member (RAI) is cho
sen. Each of such RMs provides both initial and boundary conditions for a LAM integration. 
generating in this way a small-size. high resolution ensemble. The LEPS methodology allows to 
combine the heneßts of the probabiüstie approach (a set of different evolution scenarios is pro
vided to the forecaster) with the high-resolution detail of the LAM integrations. with a limited 
computational investment (Marsigü et al.. 2001: Molteni et al.,2001: Montani et al., 2001. Mon
tani et ai.. 2003). In the quoted references it has been shown that, over a number of fest cases 
and for several forecast ranges (48-120 hours), LEPS performs better than EPS concerning the 
quantitative forecast of intense preeipitation, as well as the geographical localisation of the regions 
most ükely affected by the events. Foüowing the encouraging results of an early experimental 
phase, the generation of an "experimental operational" limited area ensemble prediction system, 
the COSMO-LEPS project. has recentiy started on the ECMWF Computer system under the aus
pices of COSMO. COSMO (COnsortium for Small scale MOdcüing. www.cosmo-model.org) is 
a consortium involving Germany. Italy. Switzerland. Greece and Poland on the developement of 
the limited-area non-hydrostatic model Lokal Modell (LM). COSMO-LEPS aims therefore at the 
development and pre operational test of a "short to medium-range" (48-120 hours) probabiüstie 
forecasting system using a LAM over a compaiatively large domain (see ßg. 1). covering all coun
tries involved in COSMO. COSMO LEPS forecasts are disseminated to the COSMO Community 
for evaiuation. The products are usually available by 7UTC, well in time to be evaluated by oper
ational forecasters. 

2. Methodoiogy 

Three successive 12-hour lagged EPS runs (started at 12 UTC of day Af-2, at 00 and 12 UTC 
of day N-i) are grouped together so as to generate a 153-member super-ensemble. Then, a hi-
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Figure 1: Operationai COSMO LEPS domain. 

erarchical ciuster analysis is performed on the 153 members so as to group aü eiements into 5 
Clusters (of different populations); the clustering variables are Z. U. V and Q (specific humidity) 
at three pressure levels (500, 700. 850 hPa) and at two forecast times (fe+96 and fc+120 for the 
"youngest' EPS): the ciuster domain Covers the region 30N 60N, 20W-40E. Within each Cluster, 
one representative member (RM) is selected according to the foüowing criteria: the RM is that 
element closest to the members of its own Clusters and most distant from the members of the other 
Clusters: distances are calculated using the same variables and the same metric used in the ciuster 
analysis: hence, 5 RMs are selected. Each RM provides initial and boundary conditions for the 
integrations with LM, which is run 5 times for 120 hours, always starting at 12UTC of day JV-J 
and ending at 12UTC of day + ̂. The limited area model LM is used in a conßguration with 
a horizontal resolution A.r ̂  10 km, 32 vertical levels and the time-step used for the integrations 
is 60 sec. Probabiüty maps based on LM runs are generated by assigning to each LM integration 
a weight proportional to the population of the ciuster from which the RM (providing initial and 
boundary conditions) was selected. Deterministic products (that is, the 5 LM scenarios in terms of 
surface and upper-level ßelds) are also produced. The system is being tested to assess its usefulness 
in met-ops rooms, particularly in terms of the assistance given to forecasters in cases of extreme 
events. An objective probabiüstie verißcaüon of the system is also being carried on. 

3. COSMO-LEPS Performance. 

In order to show the behaviour of COSMO LEPS in forecasting heavy preeipitation, one case 
of intense preeipitation affecting many areas of Northern Italy has been selected. 

Figure 2: Available stations where observed preeipitation cumulated over 24 hours exceeded 
50mm/24h (left panel) and 100mm/24h (right panel). 

On 14th. 15th and 16th of November 2002, heavy preeipitation was recorded in many stations. 
In ßgure 2, a black square shows the available stations where preeipitation exceeding 50mm/24h 
(left panel) and 100mm/24h (right panel) have been recorded. Data refer to the 24 hours between 
14/11/2002 at 12 UTC and 15/11/2002 at 12 UTC. The probabiüty maps produced with the 
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Figure 3: Prol)ability of preeipitation exceeding 50mm/24h (left panel) and 100nnn/24h (right 
panel) as forecast by COSMO LEPS. The 5 members are weighted according to ciuster population. 
The forecast ränge is +96h. 

% 
.120 

Figure 4: Probability of preeipitation exceeding 50mm/24h as forecast by the super-ensemble of 
153 EPS members. The forecast ränge is +96h. 

COSMO LEPS runs of the 11/11/2002, weighted according to ciuster population, are shown in 
ßgure 3, for the thresholds of 50mm/24h (left panel) and 100mm/24h (right panel). The forecast 
ränge is +90 hours. The overcoming of both preeipitation thresholds in the aimost correct areas 
is forecast with rather high probability by the system, at ieast in the regions where observations 
are available. No information is available for the region with longitude between 9 and 10.5 degrees 
and latitude around 46 degrees. As a reference. in figure 4 is shown the corrispondent probabiüty 
map obtained with the 153 global model runs which constitute the super-ensemble. The forecast 
ränge is the same, but only the probability of preeipitation exceeding 50mm/24h is shown, because 
no signal was recorded at higher thresholds. Oniy a small probability of exceeding the 50mm/24h 
threshold is recorded over one of the areas actually interested by heavy preeipitation. 

For this heavy preeipitaton event, the regions where high values of preeipitation were actually 
recorded are almost correctly located by the COSMO-LEPS probabiüstie forecast. A signißcant 
amount of information is addedd by the limited area runs to the füll size lower resolution ensemble 
on which the system is based. 
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Prediction of Preeipitation over Western Himaiayan Region Using MM5 Mesoscaie Modei 
Srinivasan K. 

Snow & Avaianche Study Estabtishment Research & Deveiopment Centre Chandigarh (india) 

During winter months, the major part of the Western Himaiayan region gets the snow preeipitation 
due to passage of Western Disturbances. The distribution of preeipitation over this region varies due 
to the compiex topography. The Pennsyivania State University (PSU) / Nationa) Centre for 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Fifth Generation MM5 (Version 3) Mesoscate modet was empioyed to 
study a few Western Disturbance cases affecting the Himatayan region. This was done with a view to 
predict preeipitation for operationai use over Western Himataya. 
The basic input data was taken from gtobat anaiysis of Nationai Centre for Medium Range Weather 
Forecasting (NCMRWF), New Dethi. Further, the boundary conditions were updated at an interva) of 
24 hours with giobat spectrai mode) (T-80) output of NCMRWF. Apart from this, a denser network of 
surface meteorotogicat data, state-of-the-art automated surface observations, few 
radiosonde/rawinsonde data of Western Himaiayan region were aiso used to generate reai time 
operationai three dimensionai grided data sets. The MM5 modet was run for 96 hours of forecast 
tength with a nesting of one domain. The mother domain of the modet was taken with 100 X 80 X 11 
grid points with a horizontat grid distance of 30 km. The nest domain was taken with 91 X 91 X 11 
grid points with a horizontai grid spacing of 10 km, covering the Western Himaiaya. The Standard 
pressure ieveis have been considered in the verticai. 

The modet simutations of various snow storms / Western Disturbances were carried out for winter 
months using Siiicon Graphics Origin 3800 Computer system. As part of verification, the amount 
preeipitation predicted by the modet were compared with the observations. The resutts suggest that 
the modet couid predict fairiy weit the preeipitation pattern over the region of interest. Aiso, some of 
the modet runs with different boundary conditions suggest that the 72 hour and 96 hours modet 
predicted preeipitation vatues are more ctose to observations with the use of gtobai modet (T-80) 
output as boundary conditions instead of using the initiai day anatysis itseif. Coiiectiveiy, it 
demonstrates the abiiity to predict fairiy weit the preeipitation pattern over Himaiayan region using the 
MM5 mesoscaie modet. 
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Operationai Forecasts of Strong Preeipitation Events over Compiex Topography 
Eckert P., R. Kretzschmar, C. Appenzeüer 

MeteoSwiss 

The prediction of high impact weather, such as strong winds, fioods oravaianches is a chaiienging 
meteoroiogicai topic. The cumuiation ofthese events in the aipine region over the iast ten years but 
aiso apossibie change due to giobai cümate change has increased the pubiieawareness. Aithough 
numericai modei showed a continuous increase inskiii, they under predict systematicatiy these 
stronger events. Evenif the synopticat Situation is correctiy forecasted, the iimitedresoiution and the 
incompiete physicai parameterisation can iead to aninaccurate representation of the phenomena over 
compiex terrain. 
in this study we expiore two techniques to issuing pre-wamings (2 to5 days) for strong preeipitation 
events in the Aipine region. 
First the reievant weather parameters is renormaiised with respect tothe modei ciimatoiogy which in 
the case of severe weather can be quitedifferent from the reai ciimatoiogy. This approach has been 
initiaitydeveioped at the ECMWF. Together with a probabiüstie forecast itprovides an Extreme 
Forecast index (EFi). 
Second the potentiaüy active situations are recognised by statisticaimethods. This is traditionaiiy done 
by showing a certain amount ofpredictors and predictands to a system which wiü try to 
findcorreiations between both. The iinear methods are generaüy notsuited for extreme cases, so that 
we expiored severai non iinearmethods based on neurai networks. 
The two methods wiü be compared in terms of hit rate and faise aiarmrate for the case of strong 
preeipitation. A few case studies wiiiaiso be presented. Finaiiy the two methods wiü be compared with 
firstresuits of a iimited area modei ensembie predeition system (LEPS)devoiped within the 
Consortium for smaii scaie modeiing (COSMO). Theidea of a LEPS is to \\\"down-scaie\\\" the giobai 
EPS with a iimited areamodei. 
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MAP: Where do we stand? 
Phüippe Bougeautt, Chair, MAP Steering Committee 
CNRM, Meteo-France, Touiouse 

The Mesoscate Atpine Programme was born in 1994 at a dedicäted Workshop in Zürich, became 
the first Research and Devetopment Program of the WMO Wortd Weather Research Program in 
1997, hetd its Speciat Observation Period (SOP) in faii 1999, and pubiished an extended set of 
resuits as a Speciat issue of the QJRMS, January 2003 Part B (pius a Speciat tssue of Hydroiogy 
and Earth System Science to come soon). ts this it? Weit, i do not think so. For the second year, 
MAP is hoiding its annuai science meeting in conjunction with a regutar Conference in mountain 
meteoroiogy. This is because time has come to expose our resuits, to get exposed to fresh air and 
new ideas, and to convince a targer Community of the vatue of the MAP data archive. 

1. The achievements of MAP 
Even before the SOP, many data have been concentrated in the MAP Data Center (MDC), making 
http://www.map.ethz.ch a weii-know site and the best reference for aipine data. As described in the 
overview paper by Bougeautt et ai. (2001), the SOP was organized in 8 projects. Usuaiiy, fietd 
experiments focus on a few scientific questions. Each of the 8 MAP projects was about the size of a 
"normai" fieid experiment. Thanks to the generous support of 25+ agencies, to the exceptionai 
weather conditions, to the cetebrated "MAP spirit", we have been abie to make this chaiienge a true 
success, and to reaiize ait the opportunities of the exceptionai synergy between the objectives and 
the Observation piatforms brought by no tess than 100 Pts from 14 nations. Some other features 
have made the SOP quite unique among fieid experiments: a dedicäted forecast team reiying on 
severa) operationai NWP modeis; a reai-time concentration of radar data, resutting in composite 
maps that were used to pian the observations; a reai-time meso-gamma scate NWP suite was run 
every day, and in many cases the research missions were organized to verify the meso-gamma 
scaie forecasts; these data are atso freety accessibie from the MDC. 
Some of the scientific questions which formed the basis of the MAP Science Pian are now starting 
to receive answers: The inftuence of cotd-air damming in the Po vattey has been expiored in much 
detaii. Paradigmatic modeis of orographie precipitations regimes have been designed, again with 
due regards to upstream stabiiity. The fine-scate structure of orographie preeipitation has reveated 
ubiquitous faitstreaks of rain and snow, each of duration iess than 5 minutes. The coexistence of 
iiquid and ice phase mechanisms has been shown instrumenta) to exptain the observed high 
effieieneies of orographie preeipitation. An optimai Z-R reiation to estimate rain rates from aipine 
radars has been proposed. Many modeiing studies have iargety advanced our understanding of the 
meso-beta scate ftow Organization around the Atps, and we start to underständ why the ctimate 
rainfatt patterns exhibit so much geographica) variations. The history and destruetion of a 
tropopause-ievet high-PV anomaiy was documented and its fine scate structure coutd be 
reconstrueted by Lagrangian techniques, attributing a ciear origin to many observed detaits, in 
some cases up to three days eariier. A new techniqüe was deveioped to estimate rainfatt from river 
flow in mountainous catchments. Combining iidar and aircraft observations, the air vetocity was 
mapped to an unprecedented aceuracy inside the narrow Wipp vaitey during severai gap ftow 
events, and mesoscate modets reveated abte to capture many detaits of this eomptex 3D ftow, 
inciuding hydrauüc jumps. The Föhn ftow in the targer Rhine vaüey was aiso weü documented, 
simutated, and the rote and evotution of pre-existing cotd poots, preventing the Föhn jet to reach 
the ground, was anaiyzed. The influence of cotd air fiiting the vaüeys on the iee-wave patterns was 
reveated, and meso-gamma scaie modeis were shown abte to reproduce the tee-wave 3D patterns 
and intensity to a remarkabte aceuracy. Upstream diabatic heating was shown to exert a strong 
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inftuence on the intensity of the tee waves. The inftuence of individuat mountain summits was found 
to persist severai hundred kms away in orographie wakes under the form of secondary PV-banners. 
The PV ftux associated to these structures was estimated for the first time. Meso-scaie modets were 
shown abte to capture some of these substruetures quite reatisticaity. Many additionai resuits are 
atready pubiished and more are on the way. 
New questions arise: Strong, systematic drainage fiow have been discovered in the Atpine vaiieys 
during rainy events: where do they come from? Steiner et ai. argue that snow metting ptays a 
prineipai rote, but recent modet studies highüght more the rote of dynamic biocking. in a few cases, 
meso-gamma scate modets have been abte to simutate organized convection and rainfatt ctose to 
the aipine stopes in a stunning way, but the sensitivity of these simuiations to the initiat condition 
and to the microphysics parametrization is stiü very high, and we must ascertain whether good 
simuiations refiect predictabiüty or just chance. The influence of diabatic processes on the fine scaie 
structure of the PV-streamer passing over the Atps was demonstrated, but a detaiied conceptuai 
modei and numericai simuiations of this proeess are stiü to come. 

2. What MAP stiü has to do 
White it is fair to say that during the SOP, the scientists and forecasters were generaüy pteased with 
the Performance of operationai NWP modets, post-anatysis of meso-scaie simutations definiteiy 
showed room for improvement. The MM5 reveated targe errors on 2m temperature and wind. The 
comparison with river fiows pointed to targe biases of accumuiated rainfaü: the Swiss tVtodei 
overestimated the rainfaü by 16%, and the MC2 underestimated it by 77%! The prediction of the 
iocation and timing of breaking gravity waves proved unreafistic, and the prediction of the detaiied 
patterns of convection was deemed "unusabie" by forecasters. 
White many of the above faiiures couid weit be due to insufficient horizontai resotution, MAP is 
bound to achieve progress on the physies of modets and on the Observation requirements for initiai 
conditions. The exceptionaf microphysicat data acquired during MAP (in situ aircraft, poiarimetric 
radars, surface disdrometers) must be anatyzed systematicaiiy and compared to the microphysics 
representation in meso-scaie modets, in order to find out how reaiistic the present parametrizations 
are. The same is true for turbutence measurements by research aircraft. We wiü reaiize the 
potentia! benefits of MAP oniy if we are abie to use its data to achieve a better catibration of the 
modei physies. Much work has aiready been performed towards this objective. The study of the 
sensitivity to initiai conditions (especiatty the upstream humidity) is aiso necessary: in some cases, 
detaits of the humidity fietds can be traced to airmass transformation over North-Africa. The 
specification of observationai requirements over the Mediterranean shouid strongty benefit from 
MAP studies. 

3. On-going work and the future 
The MAP Steering Committee (MSC) has devetoped severat projects in response to these 
commitments: First, buitding on the tessons from previous fietd experiments, such as ALPEX, a 
strong focus was put from the beginning on the controi of data quaüty. A speciat project 
DAQUAMAP was funded by the MAP Organization on severat years. This effort is now coming to a 
conctusion, and a report wiü soon be avaiiabie. The resuits of data quatity Screening and in many 
cases a suggested correction, are avaitabte from the MDC. 
Second, a reanatysis project has been advertised via an open announcement of opportunity. 
ECMWF was the winner and after a year of work, the MAP-ECMWF reanatysis is now avaiiabie 
from the MDC (40km resotution, every 3h). We encourage aü modeting groups to access these data 
and engage into numericat experimentation. Another outcome of the reanaiysis project is 
constituted by the Observation fües: att MAP observations have been sorted out from the MDC, 
recoded in BUFR format (a wideiy-used format in NWP) and can be used to train assimiiation 
Systems. We especiatty encourage assimüation experiments at the meso-scate, a new frontier in 
data assimiiation. 
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Third, the news of a persistent dry moisture bias in Vaisaia radio-sondes observations has siowiy 
spread out, and in view of the potentiai importance of this probiem, the MSC decided to fund a 
project to correct these bias. Supporting information has been acquired from the data producers, 
and the corrected observations wiü soon become avaiiabie. it is too eariy to make any definite 
Statement on the reai importance of the probiem. 
From the beginning of MAP it was a high priority to associate forecasters in order to exchange ideas 
between scientists and forecasters and between forecasters of various aipine countries. The FACT 
working group tried to continue the tradition, and may soon merge with other initiatives from the 
operationai side. MAP wiü continue to encourage such effort. Aiso, the exchange of ciimatoiogicai 
data between aipine countries is highiy necessary, and wiü be pursued. 
Last but not ieast, our Sponsor Organization, the Worid Weather Research Program, is urging MAP 
to head towards a Forecast Demonstration Project and to embark on a subprogram on societai and 
economic impacts. Of course this pressure is higher on the wet-MAP side than on the dry-MAP 
side. This wouid indeed mark the reai achievement ofthe wet-MAP objectives, as they were defined 
neariy ten years ago, "fo /mprove fr?e forecasf of/nfense orograp/i/c ra/r? et/e/ifs and re/afed //ood/ng 
ep/'sodes". A specific Workshop was dedicäted to this probiem iast October in Bad Töiz, Germany. 
As discussed above, a ciear demonstration of the advances of MAP in NWP wiü probabiy have to 
wait for another few years, but shouid stiü be considered as the uitimate goai of MAP. A Forecast 
Demonstration Project in the spirit of MAP shouid cieariy reiy on meso-gamma scaie modeis. The 
Computer resource wiü soon be avaiiabie to run such modeis routineiy for a few months. They wouid 
have to be coupied to iarger-scate modeis, and given the present uncertainty on initiai conditions, 
the most appeaiing frame is cieariy a coupiing with seiected members of the ECMWF EPS. it is no 
surprise if a very simitar project is aiready running in itaty, and happens to be run by scientists aiso 
engaged in MAP. i beiieve a MAP effort couid be a continuation of this project at higher resoiution, 
with improved modei physies. 
The societai and economic impacts side is more compiex. is it our roie, as atmospheric scientists 
and hydroiogists, to expiore what exaetiy is done with our forecasts, how many iives and how much 
money can be saved by, e.g., improved fiood warnings? Weii, to some extend, i beiieve yes. The 
most usefui forecast for society is not necessarity the one we, scientists, beiieve. Think of the 
trade-off between aceuracy and iead time, think of the trade-off between faise aiarms and hit rates. 
Without estabiishing a good iink with economists, societai experts, and civii security experts, we 
cannot know how to optimize our forecasting Systems within the ümits of current knowiedge and 
resource. Aiso, without devetoping a first-hand access to economic data on weather-reiated 
catastrophes, we deny ourseives a strong ievy to demonstrate the economic benefits of better 
weather Observation networks and numericai prediction Systems, and we ieave an open fieid to 
uneducated, unscrupuious competitors. 

LiTERATURE 
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Hydrotogica) Runoff Data and Modeüing for the Estimation of Area! 
Rainfaü Völumes in an Aipine Basin 

ABSTRACT 
One ofthe scientific objectives ofthe Mesoscaie Aipine Programme was 'to provide data sets for 
the vaiidation and improvement of high-resoiution numericai weather prediction, hydroiogicai and 
coupted modeis in mountainous terrain'. To provide some answers to this question streamfiow data 
and water ieveis in reservoirs were coiiected at 30 recording sites in the Toce river basin and its 
surroundings, upstream the Lago Maggiore, for the September 19-20 1999 iOP-2b event. These 
data were used to verify a distributed hydroiogicai modei, forced by raingauge data and the Output 
ofthe BOLAM meteoroiogicai mode!, for fiood simuiation and forecasting. Secondiy, the data were 
used to soive an inverse probiem: from the runoff data area! rainfaü voiumes have been estimated 
in 17 mountain subbasins ofthe Toce river, where orography and the ümits of actua! monitoring 
Systems prevent an accurate measurement of preeipitation. Uncertainties in the estimates ofthe 
area! rainfaü votumes based on raingauge data and via the inverse soiution are assessed. Runoff 
votumes and peak ftow data for other major ftood events were used to verify the Performance ofthe 
modei forced by both raingauge and meteorotogicat mode! simuiations. 

1. introduction 
Runoff data measured at straguages or computed from the water batance at reservoirs can be used 
for severat modeüing purposes. Generaüy these data are used to verify the aceuracy of runoff 
simuiations based on hydrotogica) modets and to catibrate their parameters. As an aitemative 
opportunity runoff votumes can be used to estimate the rainfatt votume at the basin scate. tn the 
case that snow and ice-meit votumes are negtigibie and provided that the basefiow votume is taken 
into account measured runoff voiumes are, indeed, the towest possibte vatue for the rainfaii input, 
because from an impervious basin the totai runoff cannot be higher than the rainfatt votume. For 
partiaüy pervious basins, as often happens, the estimate of rainfatt from runoff data is more 
uncertain. Because of the presence of threshotd vaiues and the non-iinearity of the reiationship 
between the rainfatt input and the runoff production, the uncertainty in the rainfatt votume estimates 
based on runoff data is smatter for very intense events and for more impervious basins. in this work 
a theoreticai framework to assess this uncertainty based on a simpiified conceptuaüsation of the 
runoff response at the basin scate is presented. it is described more in detait by Ranzi et ai. (2003), 
but some further improvements are presented here, with speciat attention to the weü monitored tOP 
2b event occurred in September 19 and 20 1999 over the Toce river basin. 

2. Uncertainty in the rainfaii input estimates 

When severat raingauge data are avaitabte, as happened for the MAP-Speciai Observing Period 
experiment in 1999 in the Lago Maggiore target area, mean areai preeipitation over a basin can be 
estimated by a weighted mean of point measurements at N raingauges. tf the weights are set equat 
the estimation variance of the areai preeipitation can be obtained assuming the observations at two 
generic points M, and ̂  having a correiation /9(M,-Mj. tf the rainfatt fietd can be assumed 
homogeneous aiso with respect to its variance, ĉ , the estimation variance is 

Roberto Ranzi, Baidassare Bacchi, Giovanna Grossi 
Department of Civit Engineering, University of Brescia, Brescia, itaiy 
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where the expected vatue, Ê -), of the corretation is computed over ati the pairs of points with 
coordinates tv, and U; within the measurement area. During a heavy and iong tasting rainfatt event, 
with rain spread over a wide area, the preeipitation fieid can be assumed to be homogeneous in 
time and stationary in space. tn mountain areas orography is a major factor inducing non-
homogeneity in the fieid. For the tOP 2b event, aithough the orographie controi was present, no 
ciear aititudinat trends were identified. The spatiat Organisation ofthe preeipitation event was quite 
eomptex. When the data of 38 raingauges with hourty data in the iOP 2b event in the Toce basin 
and its surrounding area are anaiysed, a correiation structure is identified, with a spatiai scaie of 
about 80 km (Figure 1 top). When daiiy preeipitation data for the 58 daity preeipitation gauges for 
the two days of September 19 06:00 UTC to September 21 06:00 UTC are anaiysed, instead, the 
corretation structure is no more evident and the fietd seems to be uncorreiated. This is quite 
surprising because stationarity and homogeneity wouid impiy that the tonger is the averaging time 
window, the higher is the corretation of the fietd. tt is not ctear whether this experimentai evidence is 
a resutt of the timited sampie of the daity preeipitation data or of the non stationarity of the fieid (in 
space and time). As a consequence it can be assumed, in a first approximation that the EA[/?(̂ -L//)] 
in equation (1) is zero, so that the variance in the estimation of areai preeipitation is simpty crVN. 
This vatue can be compared with the variance of the estimated preeipitation, P, based on the 
measured runoff votume O, and its measurement variance, varo, and the basin-average storage 
capacity, S (with variance vars), the key parameter of a simpiified hydrotogica) modei. 

Varp dp var. 
6P 

var< 

= -<M + ^ 2 

ap 

[2(0.45 + (?) + 3.25] 
2̂ (0.4 5+ e)" -4(0.045' -0.85g) 

0.4 + [0.8(0.45+ ())-0.325+ 3.2(2] 
^ 2 ̂  2̂ (0.45 + p)' -4(0.045' -0.85g) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The two uncertainties, the first based on raingauge measurements and the second based by 
soiving an inverse-probtem (given the runoff, Q, estimate the rainfatt input, P) are compared for 17 
subbasin of the Toce. For some of them the hydrotogy-based estimate is more accurate than a 
raingauge-based one. 
To verify the aceuracy of the hydrotogica) mode) the measured runoff votumes and the simuiated 
ones are compared in Figure 2. it coitects the resutt of the simuiation of 6 major ftood events 
occurred in the Toce basin in 1993 (Brig and Locarno fioods), 1994 (Piedmont fiood), 1997, 1999 
(iOP 2b) and 2000 (Piedmont and Rhone fiood). Streamgauge data and reservoir votumes were 
used for measured vatues, white the meteoroiogicai forcing of the hydroiogicai distributed modei 
was provided by the aititute of the snowiine and rainfaii and surface air temperature either 
measured or simuiated by the BOLAtvl meteoroiogicai modei. On averge, the simuiated voiumes 
(without catibration ofthe hydrotogica) mode)) are overestimated by 23% when both raingauge data 
and the mesoscate forecasts are used. Further detaits of the hydroiogicai modei verification can be 
find in Bacchi et ai. (2002). 
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Variogram of houriy preeipitation - iOP 2b 
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Figure 1 - Covariance structure of hourty (top) and daity (bottom) preeipitation over the Toce basin 
and its immediate surroundings. 
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Ensembte verification of the hydroiogicai mode) 
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Figure 2 - Comparison of the totai runoff voiume observed and simuiated during 6 major fiood 
events in the Toce catchment. Triangies refer to runoff simuiatioins used with raingauge data as 
preeipitation input and circies to simuiations based on the BOLAM meteoroiogicai mode) forecasts. 
LiTERATURE 
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On resoiution of preeipitation forecasts in Aipine watershed modeiüng 
Bodo Ahrens. Atexander Beck 

institut für Meteoroiogie und Geophysik. Universität Wien, e-maii: bodo.ahrens@univie.ac.at 

ABSTRACT 
Numericai experiments with the grid-based hydroiogicai modei WaSiM-ETH are performed in 
an Aipine watershed. The impact of resoiution of preeipitation fietds as the main meteoroiogicai 
input into the hydroiogicai modei is investigated. The experiments indicate that the scate gap 
between hydroiogicai and numericat weather prediction modeis impiies significant errors in runoff 
forecasts. However. resoiution enhancement appiying unrobust methods iike increasing the nu
mericai grid resoiution of meteoroiogicai modeis might even be worse. instead. simpie and robust 
stochastic downscaüng is favoured. 

1. introduction 

Distributed hydroiogicai modeiüng (modei grid spacing ̂  t km. i h and iess) in Aipine watersheds 
needs high-resotution preeipitation input. Spatiai resotution of operationai numericai weather 
forecasting modeis or regionai ctimate modeis is coarser by at teast one order of magnitude, but 
wii) increase steadüy. Schär (2001) antieipates that the horizontat resotution of timited-area mod
ets (LAMs) is about 1 km in the year 2015. This provokes a number of questions. How much 
information do we tose with coarse-grid preeipitation input in hydrotogica) modeüing? if we appty 
higher resotution model forecasts, do we improve the hydroiogicai forecast necessarily or is the 
iess robust high-resolution forecast detrimentai? Can simpte stochastic downscaling provide the 
necessary fine-scaie information? 

Here, we briefly discuss hydrotogica! simutations with WaSiM-ETH (e.g., Jasper et at., 2002) 
driven by preeipitation fietds derived from Station data, from radar data in different resoiutions, and 
by simutations with the LAM ALADtN with and without simpie post-processing by averaging, and 
stochastic downscaüng. Target area of the reported investigations is the Atpine "Ticino-Verzasca-
Maggia" (TVM) watershed (totai area: 2627 km-) upstream of the Lago Maggiore with eomptex 
orography (eievations between 200 and 3400 m ASL). The period of interest is the MAP Speciat 
Observation Period: 7 September to 15 November 1999. 

2. Modets and data 

Our specific hydrotogica) apptication is modetiing with the distributed grid-based hydrotogica! 
modet WaSiM-ETH (see Jasper et at.. 2002, and references therein). Sequences of houriy ob
served or simutated meteorotogicat fietds are used as input. The data is interpoiated onto the hy
drotogica) grid using an aititude-dependent inverse distance weighting scheme apart from radar 
and forecasting preeipitation data. The raster of these preeipitation data is directty mapped onto 
the hydroiogicai grid. WaSiM-ETH has been caiibrated by continuous runoff modeüing for the 
period 1993 to 1996 and there has been no re-caiibration for the SOP. 

The apptied LAM is ALADiN, an atmospheric modeüing system developed by a coüabora
tion of severat nationa) weather agencies for operationai short-range weather forecasts at the 
regionat scate (see in the World Wide Web at www.cnrm.meteo.fr/atadin and the references given 
there). ALADtN is a spectrat, fuüy compressibte LAM with a terrain-fotlowing hybrid pressure 
coordinate, a semi-impücit semi-Lagrangian advection scheme. and a comprehensive physies 
package. ALADiN is operationai in hydrostatic configurations. Here. we focus on simutations with 
grid spacing of about 10 km: and thus on an assumed effective resoiution of preeipitation forecasts 
of 4 x ,/.\ = 40 km (cf. Grasso. 2000). 
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Preeipitation Runoff 
STAT A40 R1 R4 R16 R32 OBS STAT A40 R1 R4 R16 R32 

mean 0.47 0.48 0.47 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.34 0.33 0.30 0.36 0.35 0.34 0.34 
max 15.7 9.68 9.43 9.41 9.30 8.71 3.25 2.70 3.36 4.45 4.34 3.95 3.68 
RV 1.00 0.46 0.61 0.61 0.63 0.65 1.00 0.52 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.27 0.32 

Tabie 1: Statistics of the time series of houriy preeipitation and observed or simuiated runoff 
rates. The reference of the bi-variate /?\" is the anatysis STAT or the runoff Observation OBS, 
respectivety. A40 refers to ALADtN aggregated to 40 km and R1 to R32 refers to radar data with 
1 to 32 km grid resotution. Units are mm/h. 

in the resoiution experiments we used radar data from the operationaf rain product of the 
Monte Lema radar, Meteo Swiss, as given at the MAP Data Centre. The radar data is caiibrated 
to meet the accumutated SOP preeipitation amount in the TVM watershed as analysed from Sta
tion data. Since we are mainiy interested in the impact of preeipitation fieid resotution, i.e. fietd 
variabiiity, and not on absotute amounts this catibration is not cruciat. The rain Station anatysis 
is based on a retativety dense network with about 50 stations within or ciose to the watershed. 
The hourty resotution of the anatysis is derived from 14 hourty reporting stations. The Station 
data is corrected for wind-induced tosses and interpolated by an altitude dependent interpotation 
scheme. Fig.1 shows examptes from the hourty Station anatysis, the radar data, and an ALADtN 
forecast aggregated onto a grid with 4 x ;/.\ - 40 km grid length. Obviously, the spatial variabiiity is 
different and depends on resotution of the data set. 

a) STAT b) radar c) AV! 4dx=40km 

Figure 1: Watershed preeipitation distribution for Sep. 20, 1999. 12 to 13 UTC in mm/h. Shown 
are (a) the preeipitation anatysis STAT, (b) the observed preeipitation as seen by the Monte Lema 
radar, and (c) the simutated preeipitation fietd with ALADtN at grid resotution of 4 x J.\ = 40km. 

3. Experiments and resutts 

Here, we briefty discuss experiments with WaSiM-ETH driven by various meteorotogicat data 
sets. Fig. 2 shows preeipitation time series and observed simulated watershed runoff. Evidentty, 
the preeipitation time series show discrepancies in peak heights, but the timing and tota) amount 
is comparabie. Table 1 compares the time series by the mean and maximum vatue and by the 
bi-variate statistics AT' = i -MA^(.\.v)/M^E(y()aggcd).\ ), where M/l/T is the mean absotute dif
ference of time series v and v and y(tagged) is here the time series v tagged by 12 h. \ shows 
more skitt than the persistence estimate y(tagged), if /?V > 0 and is optima) for /?V = i. in terms 
of these statistics the preeipitation forecast of ALADiN is comparabie to the caiibrated radar data, 
tt is notabte that aggregation improves the AT' vatues of the radar data. Smoothing uncertatn 
fietds improves the bi-variate statistics. This is confirmed by apptication of ALADtN at the numer
icat grid of about 10 km yieiding stightty tess skilt in preeipitation and in simulated runoff (Ahrens. 
2003). At the same time smoothing reduces the peak heights and temporat variability. This is 
not desirable. The probtem is iüustrated in Fig. 3. Smoother preeipitation fietds in an otherwise 
identicaf experiment setup reduces simutated runoff peak heights systematicatty. The reason for 

Precip. 
[mm/h] 

D 6.3-16. 
Q 2.5-6.0 
Q 1.0-2.5 
D 0.4-1.0 
Ig 0.16-0.4 
H <0.16 
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Figure 2: Time series of watershed mean preeipitation (ieft panei) given by the rain Station anai
ysis (STAT), radar (radar) and ALADiN simuiation aggregated to 40 km resoiution (AVi40km). of 
watershed runoff (right panel) as observed (OBS), simulated with input S1AT or input AVi40km. 

RV 
R1 

Preeipitation 
R4 R16 R32 

1.00 0.99 0.96 0.88 
R1 

Runoff 
R4 R16 R32 

1.00 0.95 0.84 0.74 

Tabie 2: The bi-variate statistics of 
the time series generated by the 
radar data. The references are 
the time series with the radar data 
at 1 km grid resotution. 

the reduction is reiated to the non-linear response of WaSitvl-ETH changing the distribution of 
runoff water between fast surface and siower sub-surface runoff processes. 

The resolution impact is quantified in Tab. 2. For exampie. in case of aggregation of 1 km 
grid radar data onto a grid with 32km grid iength introduces an error as targe as 12% of the 
M/iE - 0.5Smm/h of an persistence preeipitation forecast with a time iag of 12 h. The A/,\A of a 
persistence runoff forecast is smaiier: in our exampie 0.17 mm/h. tf the aggregated radar data 
is apptied in hydrotogica) Simulation instead of the 1 km data a M/tA* of 26% of the error of the 
persistence forecast is introduced. A persistence forecast with a iead time of 2 hours based on ac
tuai 1 km radar input is better than a forecast apptying aggregated future radar data. Therefore, in 
runoff forecasting there is need for preeipitation fieids with kilometre-scale resolution, but the intro
duced uncertainties shouid be smaiier than the positive impact of higher resolution. Experiments 
with dynamical downscaüng with a non-hydrostatic configuration of ALADiN were disappointing 
(Ahrens et ai., 2003). Atternativeiy, we applied stochastic downscaüng with a muttiplicative cas-
cade modet assuming preeipitation scaüng. This scheme conserves preeipitation amounts of the 
coarse-grid fietds and adds spatiat variability and thus extreme values. Experiments show that 
apptication of stochastic downscaling to ALADtN fields improves the skiü of preeipitation forecasts 
and subsequently of runoff forecasts süghtty to R\" = 0.2 i (Ahrens, 2003). The skiü can be further 
enhanced if an ensembte of downscaling experiments woutd be done and averaged instead of 
one downscaling experiment. 

4. Conctusion 

Numericai experiments with the grid-based hydrotogica! modet WaSitvl-ETH have been per
formed. These experiments reveal that the scate gap between the hydrotogica) modet and pre
eipitation forecasts of present-day LAtvIs )ike ALADtN introduces significant errors. On the other 
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Figure 3: Simuiated watershed runoff with 
radar preeipitation input. The radar data is 
given on grids with 1, 16, and 32 km grid 
resoiution. 
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hand hydroiogicai Performance with coarse-grid input is better than with non robust and uncer-
tain high-resotution input. This impties that resotution enhancement of LAtvIs is useful oniy if the 
quatity of fine-scate preeipitation forecasts is at teast of the order of the quatity of present LAM 
forecasts. Untii this can be reaehed it is more important to improve the forecast at the present 
day LAtvl scates and to ctose the scate gap apptying simpte and robust stochastic downscaüng 
schemes. 
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STUDY ON H!GH WATERS !N THE RiVERS 
OF RiLA MOUNTA!N )N BULGARiA 

1. !!\TRODUCT!ON 
The Riia Mountain is reach in water sources, which are iocated in a big aititude, spread aü over 

sub-aipine zone. !n order to use correctiy the Riia's water is necessary to know the river runoff conditions 
and in partieuiar the conditions during the period of high waters when pass the major voiume of annuai 
runoff. !n the present study the origin and formation of high waters period as a phase of runoff regime, the 
terms of his beginning and the course at time are investigated. 

2. DATA USED 
in order to eiueidate the spring high waters period in the rivers of Riia Mountain were used 

historicai hydro-meteoroiogica! data from severa! gauging stations, which embrace the whoie massif and 
are iocated denseiy in the eastern part (Fig. 1). The missing data were restored. The data were 
systematized and processed with the heip of statistica! methods. 

Sauging Station 

Figure 1. Location of the watersheds in the Riia Mountain 
The studied watersheds are with different physicai geographica! conditions. The watersheds suriaces 

are between 8.47 - 741.3 km", the mean aititudes fluetuate between 1128 and 2377 m and the mean 
siopes are 0.254 - 0.5!9. tn respect to their exposures, soii structure, Vegetation cover. iakes, etc. there is 
a !arge diversity. So it can be considered that the gauging stations refiect correctly and detai! the runoff 
regime of the rivers which take its source from Riia massif and provide a possibiiity to ciarify the 
character of spring high waters period. 
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3. RESULTS AND D!SCUSS!ON 
The runoff data anatysis shows that there is a good expressed vertica! zonality. concerning to the 

beginning and end dates of the high waters period and other characteristics. The stabiüty of the spring 
high waters as a phase of run-off regime depends on the watershed attitude. The most stab!e high waters 
period is noticed in the regions over 2000 m attitude where the feeding conditions are steady. This 
stabiüty is smaüer when the watershed attitude decrease, so in the rivers which take its source from the 
pre-mountain regions the spring high waters degenerate frequentty in a weak expressed run-off increase. 

The beginning of spring high waters coincide with the first considerabte warm with positive air 
temperature when starts the intensive snow metting in the watershed. The high waters ilnishes when the 
snow metting definitety is terminated in the whote watershed. This period is stabte onty when the snow 
reserves are targe (Tabte t). The bigger part of Rita Mountain betongs to the transitionat continentat 
ctimate sub-type and there is pronounced the mediterranean cümate inftuence on the snow cover. This 
effect disappears in the regions with attitude over 2300 m and the high water hydrograph is becoming 
stabte. 

Tabte 1. Mean monthty depth ofthe snow cover (cm). 
Station Attitude Months 

IX X Xi XH tt V! 
Ovnarsko 1550 86 75 84 t30 !24 too 135 40 
Sitniakovo t742 K6 90 too ! !5 !40 198 175 65 
Saragio! 1960 50 85 88 99 !35 190 255 215 !t9 20 
Hidja Musata 2392 75 90 160 205 280 290 365 350 320 HO 

The data anaiysis shows that the high waters beginning coincide with the date of the stabte air 
temperature transition trough 0"C. Furthermore, there is ctear pronounced reiationship between the 
temperature transition trough 0"C and attitude, (Fig. 2). Hence, the high waters beginning is displaced 
from March to May when the attitude encreases. The average date of high waters in the Rita rivers 
ftuctuates from tO March to 10 May depending on watershed physicai geographica! conditions. 

2900 

2700 

— 2500 
g 2300 
3 
2100 
1900 
1700 
1500 

Months 
Fig. 2. The reiationship between the average date ofthe stabie air temperature 
transition trough 0"C and the attitude at gauging stations of the Riia Mountain. 

The mean duration of spring high waters period tbr most rivers in the Riia Mountain varies from 
three to four months and it is determined by the watershed attitude and does not depend on exposure. The 
high waters period at gauging stations tocated over 2300 m attitude proiong from 80 to 90 days (Tabte 2). 
for watersheds with 2000 - 2300 m altitude extend from 90 to 100 days, for watersheds with 1400 - 2000 
m proiong from tOO to 110 days. 

The high waters duration in certain years is different from the mean vatue. The deviation fiom 
the short and protonged duration of the high waters for the studied period in Rita rivers is from one month 
to month and hatf. Naturaüy during the years with intensive snow metting, the high waters duration is 
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considerably smaHer than the years with proionged snow meiting or with heavy rainfaii. The dry years 
have high waters period with short duration than the humid years. 

The run-off voiume during the high waters period in certain years is unsteady. It is due to the 
magnitude of snow reserves. which change a great many according to cümate particuiarities for each year. 

Tabie 2. Run-off characteristics of the spring high waters period for rivers iocated in the high 
part of Riia Mountain 

Rivers Aititude 
(m) 

Duration ofthe high 
waters 

(ten-days) 

Mean Runoff 
(in % of annuai 

runoff) 
Cv 

Maritsa 2377 67.80 0,24 
Maritsa 2205 67,90 0,22 
Maritsa i966 )() 72,00 0,3 i 
ibar 2236 !0 73,60 0,29 
Biaia Mesta 2109 67,90 0.26 
Kriva 203! !0 57.70 0.25 
Solan 2294 67.00 0.30 
Bistritsa 2113 73,60 0,24 
Cherni Iskar 1899 ]() 65,10 0,i9 

The mean runoff percentage of annual values in the studied rivers varies from 58% to 74%. 
These percentages vary comparativeiy weak in certain years. The run-off percentage during the high 
waters is bigger in the high parts of mountain because prevaiis snow in the annua! preeipitation. 
Altogether, the Variation coefficient of the run-off volume during the high waters period for all gauging 
stations in concem fiuetuate between 0.19 and 0.3! (Tabie 2). 

4. CONCLUS!ON 
On the basis of this study can be made the foüowing conciusions: 
During the high waters period the run-off in the rivers of Riia Mountain comes mainiy from 
snowmelt depending on meteoroiogica! pecuüarities in each year and watershed eievation. The high 
waters is good pronounced and is delineated as steady phase. 
The duration of high waters period in the Riia massif is around 3-4 months. The rivers which are 
located in the high parts there are shorter high waters duration than the rivers which are located in the 
lower mountain regions. 

The run-off percentage in the high waters period increases with growth of the aititude. 
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Monitoring of Hydroiogicai Parameters on Mountain Areas Using 
Microwave Radiometric Measurements 
G. Maceüoni*, P. Pampatoni*, S. Paioscia*, E. Santi*, R. Ranzi**, tvl. Tomirotti**, S. Barontini 
*CNR-iFAC, Via Panciatichi 64 - 50127 Firenze (ttaty) 
**Dept. of Civii Engineering of University of Brescia (itaiy) 

ABSTRACT 
An experiment (MASMEx -Microwave Atpine Snow Metting Experiment) was carried out in spring 
2002 on the eastern ttaiian Aips aimed at studying the metting and refreezing cyctes of snow and 
retrieving the main hydrotogica! parameters by means of passive microwave measurements 
combined with micrometeoroiogica! and snow data. 

1. introduction 
Monitoring of the soit and snow parameters in mountain watersheds and modeting the metting cycte 
of snow have a significant importance for the management of water resources, and for fiood and 
avaianche forecasting. in view of meteoroiogica) appücations sateüite-based passive and active 
microwave data can provide usefut information about the interface processes between the earth 
surface and the atmosphere, especiatty when ctouds, often present in mountain areas, prevent the 
use of opticai data. Soii moisture and snow cover contro! the ftux of water vapor and energy, 
respectivety, at the tower boundary of the atmosphere. The operationai use of microwave data for 
their monitoring and assimüation into meteorotogicat and hydrotogica) modets is stiü far from being a 
Standard practice, atso because uncertainties affect the vaiue of data cotiected by in-situ and 
satetüte-borne radiometers. 

2. The Experiment 
From March 20^ to June 30^ 2002 an experiment was carried out on the eastern itatian Aips 
(Mount Cherz ptateau, tocated at about 2000 m a.s.t in the basin of the Cordevoie river) for the 
purpose of investigating the water batance after soii thawing and the radiatiön budget, by combining 
microwave remote sensing measurements with ground and micrometeoroiogicat data. 

This site was setected because of its reiativeiy smooth topography and the avaiiabiiity of historicai 
data and a digitai etevation modei. At the beginning of the experiment, snow cover on the test site 
was about 35 cm deep; severat snowfaiis occurred in Aprit, and the terrain was snow covered unti) 
May 10̂ . After May 10"\ the experiment deatt with measurements of soii moisture, water batance 
and radiatiön budget. 

A set of microwave and infrared radiometers was instaüed in a speciai Container. The infrared 
sensor operated at 8-12 micron waveiength band. Muiti-frequency radiometric data were coüected 
at C-band (6.8 GHz), Ku (19 GHz), and Ka-band (37 GHz) on snow covered soiis from 20^ March 
2002 to 10^ May 2002, and at L- (1.4 GHz), C- and Ka-bands on bare soii, from May 20 to June 
30" 2002. 

The sensors operated 24 hours /day at incidence angie of 55°. Anguiar scans between 30 and 70 
degrees were carried out under specific conditions. During the experiment, severai parameters of 
the snow cover were coüected on the site, together with the main meteorotogicat parameters. 
Conventionai parameters of snow were measured atong verticai profües at each significant change 
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during the daüy cyctes of snow metting and refreezing. For each characteristic tayer, the 
measurements inctuded, grain shape, grain dimensions, tiquid water content, snow density, and 
snow water equivatent. Moreover, snow hardness and snow temperature were measured atong the 
profüe. Using Standard semi-empiricai methods, and two eiectromagnetic probes, measurement of 
the tiquid water content was carried out. 

A meteoroiogicai Station was instaüed to measure wind speed and direction, air temperature and 
retative humidity. in order to measure net radiative fiux and ground ftux, which are generatty 
estimated indirectiy, severai instruments intended for the study and simuiation of physicat and 
radiative properties of the ground were instaüed. tn addition, a tipping-bucket raingauge and TDR 
probes were instaüed on the site, in order to provide continuous rain rate and soii moisture vatues. 

3. Experimenta! resutts 
The experiment performed pointed out the potentiat of mutti-sensor measurements in characterizing 
different states of snow cover and soii moisture. in partieuiar, the higher frequencies were found to 
be very sensitive to the characteristics of snow, whereas the tower ones were much more 
inftuenced by the soii conditions. On the other hand, micrometeorotogicai data, such as net 
radiatiön, soii temperature and heat ftux, provided additionat insight into the water cycte, inciuding 
percoiation and heating of the soii. As an exampie, in Fig. 1 the temporat trends of the brightness 
temperatures at 1.4, 6.8 and 37 GHz , the Voiumetric Soii moisture and 1 Hour Rainfatts are 
represented for the period May 22-June 26, 2002. The behaviour of microwave data is weü reiated 
to daiiy metting-refreezing cycies: the increasing phases are reiated to the snow metting and the 
decreasing ones to the snow refreezing. The Variation of the signai was much higher at the highest 
frequency (37 GHz) than at 6.8 GHz; indeed, at the iatter frequency penetration is high and the soii 
contribution is dominant. The maximum vaiue of brightness temperature is usuatiy reaehed when 
the snow wetness attained a vaiue ctose to 2-3%. tn the same diagram it coutd atso be noted that, 
whereas the moisture content of soii siowiy decreases with time, the average vaiues of the 
brightness temperatures increase. 

i Jr U- !L 
19/05/02 26/05/02 02/06/02 09/06/02 16/06/02 23/06/02 

37GHz o 6.8 GHz * 1.4 GHz * Soit Moisture 1 hour rainfaü 

Figure 1- Brightness Temperatures at 1.4, 6.8 and 37 GHz (H potarization, 55 degs of incidence 
angie), Voiumetric Soii moisture and 1 Hour Rainfaü as a funetion of time 
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By directty comparing the brightness temperatures at the three frequencies with the voiumetric soii 
moisture vatues (SMC) of the first centimeter soit tayer, we obtained the diagrams of Fig. 2 (a. 1.4 
GHz, b. 6.8 GHz and c. 37 GHz). From these diagrams it can be observed that the best correiation 
with soii moisture is shown at 1.4 GHz, with a rather high corretation coefficient (R̂  =0.9). That 
means that this frequency, which characterized by a high penetration power and therefore much 
infiuenced by the soii conditions, is not very much affected by the presence of snow in the winter 
period and thick grass cover in spring time. The sensitivity of about 2 K per percent of SMC is rather 
high and comparabie to that obtained in previous experiments carried out on bare or süghtty 
vegetated soits. As the frequency increases, the correiation worsens, since the contribution of the 
Vegetation iayer becomes more important. 

1.4 GHz- H- Poi - Theta = 60 degs 
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Figure 2 a,b - Brightness temperatures at 1.4, and 6.8 GHz (H poi., 55 degree incidence angte) as a 
funetion of the voiumetric soit moisture content (SMC). Points represent experimentai data and tines 
the regression equations computed for the data sets 
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Figure 2 c - Brightness temperatures at 37 GHz (H pot., 55 degree incidence angte) as a funetion of 
the voiumetric soit moisture content (SMC). Points represent experimentai data and iines the 
regression equations computed for the data sets 

4. Conciusions 
The performed experiment pointed out the potentiai of mutti-sensor measurements in characterizing 
different states of snow cover. in partieuiar, microwave radiometry was found to be very sensitive in 
detecting the metting-refreezing cycies of snow. High amptitude fiuctuations of the brightness 
temperatures at 19, and even more at 37 GHz, have been reiated to changes in the snow iiquid 
water content. Data at 37 and 19 GHz are sensitive to the snow conditions in the upper iayers, white 
at 6.8 GHz penetration is high and the contribution of soit is dominant. The highest sensitivity to the 
voiumetric soit moisture, in fact, was found at 1.4 GHz (the tower frequency), aithough a fairiy good 
sensitivity was stiit present at 6.8 GHz, in spite of the presence of a thick grass cover. 
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Atmosphere-Ground Monitoring and Modeiüng of Thaw Processes in Aipine Permafrost Regions 
Hauck C. 

tnstitute for tvleteorotogy and Cümate Research, University of Kartsruhe/Kartsruhe Research Center 

tn view of a warming cümate and the recent retreat of most Atpine gtaciers, the need for continuous 
monitoring of continuousty frozen mountain stopes in Atpine regions has been identified, especiaiiy in 
the context of a possibty increased frequency of permafrost induced naturai hazards. Thawing 
permafrost may tead to reduced stabiiity of steep mountain stopes and may trigger enhanced debris 
ftow and rock faü occurrences. A number of permafrost monitoring programs (such as the EU funded 
PACE project (Permafrost and Cümate in Europe)) have been estabiished using energy baiance and 
ground temperature measurements in shattow and deep borehotes. However, as most mountain 
permafrost occurrences are situated in remote and rather inaccessibie regions, driüing Operations are 
very costiy and often impossibie to conduct. On the contrary, surface geophysicai measurements 
present a cost-effective aitemative and are appiicabie even in harsh and remote environments. 
in this contribution a coupied meteorotogicat and geophysicai monitoring approach is presented as an 
exampie for muiti-method investigations in the fieid of mountain permafrost research. A geoeiectric 
tomography techniqüe is appüed to monitor subsurface freezing and thawing processes throughout a 
fuü year at a high eievation permafrost site in the Swiss Aips (Schiithorn, 2970m). Eiectricai resistivity 
changes are reiated to subsurface freezing and thawing processes and energy baiance data. The 
2-dimensionai tomographic approach yietds information about spatiaiiy variabte transient processes, 
üke the advance and retreat of freezing fronts. A comparison between energy batance data, borehote 
temperatures and resistivity data emphasizes the dominant roie of the snow cover evoiution in winter 
and net radiatiön in summer for the ground thermai regime, in combination with borehote temperature 
data the temporai evotution of the unfrozen water content was catcutated showing a strong decrease 
during winter months in the near-surface tayer and a quasi-sinusoidat behavior at greater depths. A 
combination of radiatiön, snow cover and resistivity measurements seems promising for future 
iong-term monitoring programmes of the permafrost evoiution at tow cost. 
tn addition, ongoing and future modeüing activities wiü try to reatisticaüy simuiate the water and 
energy exchange processes between atmosphere and ground in mountain permafrost regions by 
using a coupied soii-atmosphere modei system. The coupied modet system wiü consist of a 
non-hydrostatic mesoscate modet and a soi) Vegetation atmosphere transport (SVAT) modet which 
wiü be extended to incorporate expiicit treatment of frozen water in the subsurface, as weii as reaiistic 
representation of the snow cover evotution and its interaction with ground freezing processes. 
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Locai tvleteorotogy over a Smatt Atpine Lake 
fvlassimitiano de Franceschi. Anna tvlarzadro and Dino Zardi 
Dipartimento di ingegneria Civiie ed Ambientaie. Universita di Trento. via fvlesiano 77. Trento, itaiy 

ABSTRACT 

Preüminary resuits of meteoroiogica) investigations performed in Summer 2002 over the Lake of Tove) 
(Trentino, Northern ttaty) are reported and discussed. The main goat ofthe meteorotogicat monitoring 
was the study of smaü-scate atmospheric processes and the effects of wind, radiatiön and other atmo
spheric forcings on the dynamics of the iake. Long-term measurements of wind speed and direction, 
air temperature, retative humidity and tong-wave net radiatiön have been performed from Juiy untii 
eariy November (as far as the take was compieteiy free of ice) over an equipped ftoating piatform in the 
middie of the take. The anaiysis of data atiowed the identification of diumai cyctes of the investigated 
quantities disptaying specific features, aiong with their seasonai Variation. 

1. introduction 

The Vaiiey of Tovei is iocated in the northern part of the Brenta massiv (Fig. 1). The vaiiey is approxi
matety SSW-NNE oriented and disptays a iength of about 17 km form the iniet (Tuenno, 630 m a.m.s.i.) 
to the uppermost ending (Cima Brenta, 3150 
m a.m.s.i ). The take is in the middte (46°16' 
N - 10°15' E), at a height of 1177 m a.m.s.t., 
and dispiays a iength of roughiy 1 km in the 
NE-SW direction and a width of about 750 m 
in the NW-SE direction. The catchment has 
an area of iess than 40 km* and the mean ete
vation ofthe surrounding rocky crests is about 
2500 m a.m.s.t. 
The take was partiy originated from gtaciai ex-
cavation and partty by subsequent iandsiides 
which obstructed the vaüey. Nowadays it is 
surrounded by a dense forest of European sit-
ver fir (Ab/es a/ba M/7/.), norway spruce (P/cea 
ab/es Karsf), scotch pine (P/ntvssy/vesrr/s L), 
beech (Fagussy/var/ca L) and iarch (Lar/xc/e-
c/dua M/V/.). 
A pecuiiar feature of the iake used to be the 
huge btoom of G/enod/n/urr? sangu/neurr? (Fig. 
2), a species of aigae producing red pigments, 
which used to gather at the surface during 
warm seasons and coior the iake surface with 
an unusuai red. This phenomenon came sud-
deniy to an end in 1964 and has no more been 
observed iater. The meteorotogical measure
ments presented here are part of a targer mui-
tidiscipiinary project (B)ooms & Environment: 
science for Tovei - SALTO) aimed at quantify
ing the externa) forcing that coutd be respon-
sibte for this sudden change. 
)n the foüowing the instrumenta) setup wit) be briefty described, foüowed by some preüminary resuits 
from the anaiysis of data, with specia) emphasis on the variabtes mostty affecting the take dynamics, 
namety net radiatiön, air temperature and wind speed and direction. 

*6* 

Lake of Tovei 
7/ 2rT 1 

VAL DI 

Post-wurmian morain 

TOVEL 

Figure 1: 
of Tovet. 

Schematic picture of the basin surrounding the Lake 
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2. The measurement campaign 

The meteoroiogica) measurements have been performed 
in the period 1 Juty - 11 November 2002 by means of a 
conventiona) weather Station piaced on a ftoating ptatform 
anchored in the middie of the iake. On the (2.5 x 2.5 m") 
piatform operated by the tstituto Agrario di San fvticheie 
aii'Adige, a iow-inertia cup anemometer was piaced on the 
top of a thin mast at 2.3 m above the iake surface. The 
shietded and naturatty ventiiated thermohygrometer was 
fixed on the same mast, 1.7 m above the take surface. On 
the contrary, the net radiometer was piaced ciose to the 
water surface (approx. 30 cm), in order to minimize the 
infiuenee of the ptatform on the radiatiön measurements 
and to atiow a more correct evaiuation of the iong-wave 
component emitted by the iake. 
A sampiing time of 30 s was set for ait the sensors and the 
average vatues as weit as Standard deviations have been 
stored every 10 minutes. This atlowed an adequate detec
tion of phenomena evotving over short time-scaies. 

^4 

Figure 2: The G/enoo*/n/'tvm sangu/neum. 

3. Data Anaiysis 

The anaiysis has so far focused on the diumai cycies observed during Juiy and August, which are 
expected to be representative of the Summer season and to dispiay the most suitabte conditions (i.e. 
iake's temperatures above 14°() for the btoom ofthe G/e/ioJ/'n/urr? sangu/neum. A first took at the over-
ati meteorotogicat conditions of these two months highiighted that significant perturbations occurred 
during the Summer of 2002. For this reason, the simpte mean diurnat cycies over the 60 day-period 
coutd hidden the specific atmospheric phenomena which are the main goat of the investigations. From 
the two-months time series, onty those days characterized by sufficientiy fair weather conditions have 
been extracted. Exciuding the rainy days, the difference between aeeeptabte and non-aeeeptabte days is 
of course somewhat subjective. We decided to identify suitable days by detecting the occurrence of an 
undisturbed diurnat cycte of net radiatiön (dispiaying a "ctear betl-shaped" curve) and a ctear succession 
of up- and down-vattey winds. The above features are obviousiy retated, as the up- and down-vattey 
winds are the response of the vattey atmosphere to the sotar energy input (Whiteman, 1990; 2000), 
white the occurrence of both allows to exclude spurious phenomena. The setected days are reported in 
Tabte 1, and in Fig. 3 the effects of this setection are ctearty visibte in the piots of the net radiatiön 
cycte: the average net radiatiön evaiuated over the sub-set of data dispiays a higher maximum vatue 
around noon in comparison to that obtained from the whote dataset (around 250 W m"" of difference) 
and atso reduced Standard deviations. The Iatter are stiit somewhat targer in the afternoon with respect 
to nocturna) and morning vatues. This may be exptained with the frequent formation of convective 
ctouds around the Iake which reduced the incoming radiatiön. As to time march of the energy input 
one may notice that incoming sotar radiatiön occurs oniy in the window 0800-1600 and dispiays a rapid 
rott-off in the afternoon. Both these effects are induced by the high mountain crests surrounding the 
iake, which resembie more a basin rather than a vattey. 

Month Seiected days for the anatysis 
Juty M - 9 - 20 - 28 - 29 - 30 
August 13 - 14 - 15 - 16 - 17 - 22 - 30 - 31 

iahte 1: Days of Juiy and August 2002 seiected for the anatysis. 
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Figure 3: Mean net radiatiön diumai cycic: a) Juiy and August 2002: b) oniy seiected days reported in Tabie 1 
Bars denote the Standard deviation around the mean vaiue (continuous soiid iine). 

Down-vattey 
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The reduced soiar energy input atong with the interaction of the atmosphere with the dynamics of 
the take (heat exchange) strongiy affects the diurnat cycte of air temperature (Fig. 4). The tempera
ture maximum occurs about two hours tater than the radiatiön maximum, and the afternoon cooting 
phase disptays a stow drop, which is very likety 
amenabte to the heat ftux stowty reteased by 
the water surface a tong time after sunset. 
Moreover, the Standard deviations are atmost 
constant atong the diumai cycie for the con
sidered dataset, thus suggesting a weaker de
pendence of the day-to-day temperature cycte 
on the sporadic presence of afternoon cumu-
ius ctouds with respect to the sotar radiatiön. 
As aiready mentioned, the energy input drives 
att the atmospheric processes, and in partieu
iar the deveiopment of a vattey-wind system. 
tn Fig. 5 the diurnat cycte of wind speed 
and wind components (U: West-to-East; V: 
South-tO-North) are reported: these are aver- Figure 4: Mean air temperature diurna) cycte for seiected days. 
age vatues Over the same sub-set seiected as Bars denote the Standard deviation around the mean vatue (con-
speeified above. tinuous sotid tine). 

The wind intensity during nighttime is quite intense (approx. 1 m s"^) except short after dawn - around 
0700 - when the net radiatiön becomes positive and the down-vattey wind is strongty attenuated. The 
wind direction graduatty turns into up-vattey and the intensity steadiiy increases, reaching a maximum 
approximatety around 1400, a coupie of hours after the net radiatiön maximum, in agreement with the 
air temperature time evotution. The retativety high resotution in time of the series as weti as visuat 
observations of the wind-induced lake's waves, provide the evidence of appreciabte intermittency in the 
devetopment of the up-vattey wind, tt seems that the eomptex terrain surrounding the take and the 
strong inhomogeneity in iand coverage inhibit the onset of a steady up-vattey ftow, which is usuatty 
observed in larger vaiieys displaying a wide connection to adjacent ptains, providing a continuous suppiy 
of air masses to the vatley-atmosphere System, as atso in targer atpine basins (Kossmann et at., 2002). 
During the afternoon, in coincidence with the rapid rott-off of the net radiatiön around 1500, we observe 
a quick change in wind direction towards down-vattey, without any sign of a wind speed minimum such 
as that reported by de Franceschi et at. (2002) in the case of the Lakes Vattey ctose to the city of 
Trento. tn the case of the Lake of Tovei. the drainage currents ftowing down from the steep slopes and 
channetting atong the valtey and over the take, rapidty reptace the up-valley wind. However these fiows 
do not seem to affect significantty the air temperature over the take, which continues to suppty heat to 
the air, thus damping the cooting effect of the katabatic flows. 
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Figure 5: a) Mean diurna! wind speed. Thick iine: mean vaiues: bars: Standard deviations. b) Mean diurna! wind 
speed components. Soiid iine: West-to-East direction: dotted iine for tiie South-to-Xorth direction. 

4. Conciusions 

The time evoiution of the net radiatiön measured in the midd!e of the Lake of Tove! gives a ciear 
picture of the effects induced by the high mountain crests surrounding the iake on the diumai energy 
distribution and on the consequent devetopment and duration of up- and down-vaüey winds. The effects 
of the smatt dimensions of the whote catchment and of the characteristic steepness of the surrounding 
mountains have atso been outiined. These preüminary resutts suggests that drainage ftows prevait and 
up-vaiiey winds dispiaying appreciabie intensities are an intermittent phenomenon confined to 3-4 hours 
per day oniy. 
Beside the acquisition and anatysis of conventiona! data, intensive measurements performed in August 
2002 with an ultrasonic anemometer have given first information on the surface turbuient exchanges 
of heat and momentum which aiso appear to be strongiy infiuenced by the presence of many natura! 
surface inhömogeneities, as atso by the specific orographie context. The anaiysis of these data is stiü 
under way. 
Another fietd phase is ptanned for the warm season of 2003 with a setup very simitar to that adopted 
in the campaign described here, in order to better underständ the processes hightighted so far. 
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Frequency of Dry Spetts Defined by Threshotds of Accumuiated Potentiai Evapotranspiration Sums (PETs) in Austria 
Formayer H, S. Eckhardt, M. Lexer, P. Haas 

tnstitute of Meteorotogie and Physies BOKU, tnstitute of Sitvicuiture BOKU, 
Bioctimatoiogy Department of Ecoiogy Technica) University of Munich 

Aim of this study is to investigate dry spe))s in Austria. Common approaches, defining dry speits as 
periods without preeipitation, are not directty suitabie for studying effects of dry spetts on Vegetation. 
More appropriate for this appiication is the PETs-method, because the transpiration of the Vegetation 
is directiy driven by the potentiai evapotranspiration. 
A main probtem for using PETs in ctimatotigicat studies, is the tack of meteorotogicat data to catcutate 
PETs with the Penman-Monteith approach. To estimate the PETs from Standard meteoroiogicai data, 
we catcutated the daity water vapour deficit sum (WVDs). For periods with oniy daity measurements 
at 7, 14 and 19 h we used tinear regression to estimate the WVDs. WVDs are highty corretated with 
PETs catcutated with the Penman-Monteith approach. A tinear regression between PETs and WVDs 
for four Austrian stations in different aititudes and 5 years of data (oniy Vegetation period Mai to 
October) shows a R2 of 0.8. The apptication of this regression on independent data of this stations 
(1 year) ieads to a mean error of - 1 %. 
For caicutating the dry speits in Austria we used 180 Station from the ZAMG with tong daity time 
series. For every day during the Vegetation period (Mai to October) the daiiy PETs are catcutated. 
Next the difference of daity PETs minus preeipitation (nPET) is catcutated. Though the resutts shouid 
be used for appücations in forests we defined that, if nPET is greater zero and the preeipitation tess 
than 2 mm, this day is a dry day. in the next step we summed up the nPET of sequentty dry days and 
if a given thresh hoid is exceeded, one dry speü for this Vegetation period is counted and the 
summing up of nPET starts again. Oniy Vegetation periods with no missing data of preeipitation and 
oniy stations with at ieast 30 Vegetation periods (within 1948 and 2000) are used. Therefore onty 131 
stations coutd be used in this study. The dry speits are caicuiated for the thresh hotds of 20, 40, 60, 
80 an 100 mm. 
This Station data are upscated to the area using a two step approach. The resuits for the stations 
shows a high dependency to the etevation. in the first step we used a 2 iayer tinear regression modei 
for the etevation dependency. This modei was appiied on a digidat eievation modei with -250 m 
resotution. in the second step the residues from the etevation dependency are catcutated for every 
Station and this residues are interpoiated with kriging. At iast this two fietd are added up. 
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CLiMATOLOGiCAL CONDiTtONS AND THEtR EFFECT ON THE 
VEGETAHON !N BULGARiAN ALPtNE REGiON 

*L7̂ /ver̂ /̂  o/ Forâ Z/T, Dep̂ /7/77e/7/ q/ Eco/ogi', /?7v/ĝ7*/d7. 

ABSTRACT 
The subaipine and alpine regions in Buigaria are spread in Riia and Pirin Mountains. In these 

belts predominate the ecosystems of grassy species, semi-bush and small bush. 
The purpose of this research is to study the climatological conditions and their effect on the 

ecosystems in Buigarian alpine region. The average dates of the beginning and end of the growing season 
and basic bio-climatic indexes for grassy and rocky Vegetation were determined. 

l.!NTRODUCT!ON 
Nature protection is one of the major probiems at present. A number of worids, regional and 

national programs have been worked out and carried trough in reiation to it. An important part ofthat task 
occupy the research and practica! efforts directed at the preservation of the Earth's genofund. Special 
stress is laid on the species and plant taxonomic categories spread only in some regions, countries and 
areas: the endemic plants. They usually occupy very limited territories, for small population set in narrow 
ecological niches where the genetic speciation processes are still active. Therefore, they are especially 
vulnerable to the continuousiy increasing anthropogenic influence. The construction of ski installations in 
the last years can cause extinction a number of some species. 

The sub-alpine and alpine regions in Buigaria (2000 - 2900 m) are spread in Riia (2925 m) and 
Pirin (2915 m) Mountains, which is situated in the southwestem part of country and Covers an area of 148 
184 ha (fig.l). 

In these regions predominate the ecosystems of grassy species, semi-bush and small bush. The 
conservation of biologica! variety in the alpine region is of major importance fbr revealing the pattems in 
the formations and growth of plants. The development of tourism in winter and summer seasons and 
climate change increases the risk of extinction a number of specific species. 

Oa-*apcxoWc*!nwttO!!o°tKaMTOM Mapnn.1 

Figure 1. Location of the Riia and Pirin Mountains 
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The purpose of this research is to study the ciimatoiogicai conditions and their effect on the 
ecosystems in Buigarian aipine region. which are ones ofthe most important abiotic factors. 

2. DATA USED 
The investigations have been performed on the basis of phenoiogicai data of the piants and 

meteoroiogicai data (temperature and preeipitation) from stations. which are iocated in the study region. 
in order to estimate the warm and humidity conditions was caieuiate the severai bio-eiimatie indexes: the 
date of threshoid above 0°C, 5°C and I0°C, the duration of growth period, the sum of positive 
temperature and the preeipitation during the growth period. The data were systematized and processed 
with the heip of statistica! methods. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
!n the Riia subaipine zone grows the f 7777/.S /7H/go, ,4/;7M.s &///A* .y/Vay/aca, ca/p̂ a, 

(7Hf/'6Y7, etc. in the higher part ofthe mountain is found aipine Vegetation, which in separated piaces 
consist of rocky-scree Vegetation such as &Mj///Y/g;/. 67/(77? /p/W??;?/?/;//̂/?;/. Cc77/7̂ 777̂ /?7777c/̂ 7, etc. In the 
higher part ofthe Pirin Mountain there is good detached aipine be!t prevaiiing the grassy formations such 
as &7.sV<?7767 C0777CSYV. FcM/Ca 777o?77.T7.S\ Fp.y/7//# ̂ 7777777(73, C#7*CY (7771 7/7YV, ,4g7Y7.S/77.T 77//JCS777.S. ./7//7(7/.S 
//7//t/;/777 and low-bush formations 7*e//c7//̂ 7̂, 5#//.\ Ac/Tj^c^, Dz/m or/r^^^/^. On the limestone 
terrains prevai! the species tSe.?/?/ /;; ̂/Y?/?̂ ^̂ *, E///773 ̂/o/Y///, Ĉ /av (77̂ /7j?///̂ 77o. In the subaipine belt 
grows the formations of P7777/.S 7777/go and in regions where it is destroyed is arisen secondary bush 
Vegetation with 77/777p?777̂  .$/73777(Y7 and iawn formations with F(?.?/77(Y7 ̂ 77 7777̂7. In the region of Riia and 
Pirin Mountains can be found around 40 -70 ba!kan and 22 - 25 buigarian p!ant endemics. In the Tabie I 
is shown a üst of the most spread species, which grows in the buigarian subalpine and alpine zones. 

Tabie !. P!ant endemics in the buigarian subalpine and aipine zones 

Species Location Altitude (m) Flowering Maturity 
Arenaria pirinica Pirin 2300-2400 VII -VIII VIII-IX 
Papaver degenii Pirin 2100-2900 VII - VIII VIII-IX 
Aiyssum cuneifoiium Pirin, Rüa 2250-2900 VII -VIII VIII-IX 
Sempervivum erythraeum Pirin, Rüa 2000-2750 vi-vm vm - IX 
Saxifraga discolor Pirin. Rüa 1600-2900 VI -VII! VIII-IX 
Saxifraga spruneri Pirin 1900-2900 VI-VIII VI1I-IX 
Geum bulgaricum Rüa 2000-2800 VII - VIII VIH-IX 
Potentüa apenina Pirin 2000-2800 VI-VIII VII!-IX 
Anthüiis vulneraria Pirin, Rüa 2200-2800 VII - VIII VIH - IX 
Galium demissum Pirin 2150-2500 VII - VI) VIII-IX 
Thymus pirinicum Pirin 1900-2900 VII - VIII VIII-IX 
Veronica keüererii Pirin, Rüa 2500-2900 VII VIH-IX 
Centaurea achtarovii Pirin 2000-2600 VII VIII 
Poa pirinica Pirin 2350-2900 VH - vm VIII- IX 
Festuca pirinica Pirin 2400-2900 VII VIH 
Carex pirinensis Pirin 2000-2700 VIII VIII - IX 

The basic climatic factors, which affect the ecosystems in the region, are atmospheric 
preeipitation and air temperature. The average annual temperature varies between 3,3 "C in the sub-alpine 
part and -3,0"C in the higher part of Mountains. The mean temperature in January ränge from -5.0 "C (low 
part) to -10.9̂ C (Musala Peak). The mean values for July and August fluetuate from 10,2"C (Bcli Iskar 
Dam) to 5,3°C (in the higher part). The average annual preeipitation is from 970 mm (Sitniakovo) to 1 iOO 
mm (Musa!a Peak). The major part of preeipitation occurs in the cold period of year. 

The spring-summer period when occur the prineipa! proeess of p!ant species growth and 
production formation for the studied regions is short with comparatively low air temperature. The stabie 
temperature transition trough 0"C occurs in the second half of Aprü and continues to the end of October 
(Table 2). 
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Tabie 2. Mean dates of the air temperature transition trough OT, 5T and 10T 

Meteoroiogicai 
Stations 

Aititude 
(m) 

OT 
Start End 

5°C 10T 
Start End Start End 

Musaia Peak 2925 24.V 7.X !5.VII 19.VH1 
Musaia Hut 395 26.1V 3X1 i4.VI 2!.iX 
Kaiin Dam 300 28.1V 8.XI 6.VI 23.1X 
Beü Iskar Dam i895 31V 25.X! 9.V ii.X 27.V1 30.V1H 
Sitniakovo i742 27.IH 26X1 3.1V i8.X 8.V1 11.IX 
Vihren Hut 1470 7.1V 29.X1 9.V 13.X 2!.Vi 29.V1H 

The positive temperatures in the subalpine and alpine belts of Buigaria are retained from 135 
days (higher parts) to 190 days (iower parts), whereas the temperature sums are within the limits of 460 -
1000 T (Table 3). The stable temperature transition trough 5T occurs in the middle of June and 
continues to the end of August for the higher parts of the mountain. whereas ibr the lower parts come on 
the middle of September (Table 2). The average period duration with temperature over 5T in the regions 
with altitude from 2000 - 2900 m is 90 - 34 days. whereupon are accumuiated temperature sums of 160 -
800 T. In the lower parts of the massifs, the period is proionged to 150 days and the temperature sums 
are on the increase to 1400 T. 

Table 3. Mean duration and temperature sum of the periods with air temperature above 0T, 5T, 10T 

Meteorological 
Stations 

Duration (days) 
0T 5°C 10"C 

Temperature sum (T) 
0T 5T 10T 

Musaia Peak 135 34 465 160 
Musaia Hut 190 98 1020 755 
Kalin Dam 193 108 1050 830 
Beli iskar Dam 235 154 63 1605 1405 700 

In the last years is became noticeable perceptible change in the temperature and humid 
conditions in the studied region. Therein it was investigated the variations of these conditions during the 
growing season for high parts of the massif. For this aim were used data fbr the period 1999 - 2000. 
where in respect of the temperature and preeipitation distribution is a great many different (Fig. 2, 3). 
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Fig. 2. Monthly temperature at Musaia peak 
during the growing season 

Fig. 3. Monthly preeipitation at Musaia peak 
during the growing season 

As it can be noted. the monthly temperature in the treäted years are comparatively higher than 
cümatic norm (Fig.2). hence the warm resources in the region are increased and can provide a 
accumulation of bigger biomass. On the other hand during the 2000 year when the preeipitation in the 
reproduetion period is below the norm, the biomass decreases considerable. 

The reproduetion period duration of the bigger part of the plant species in the alpine belt in Rüa 
Mountain fluctuates from 49 to 64 days. During this period the temperature sum are between 330 - 415 
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"C (Tab!e 4). The mean preeipitation during the reproduetion period is 94 mm but in some years, e.g. 
during the 2000 year its sum is three times lower than norm. 

Tabie 4. Bio-eiimatic characteristics for endemics reproduetion period at Musaia peak Station 

Years Dates 
F lowering Maturity 

Duration 
(days) 

Temperature 
sum (T) 

Preeipitation 
sum (mm) 

i999 30.V! 2.IX 64 415 101 
2000 6.VH 24.VHI 49 330 2K 
200! 27.V1 !4.VH! 5K 370 154 
Mean l.VH 27.VIH 57 372 94 

CONCLUSION 
The resuits of this study show that the development of Vegetation in the subalpine and alpine 

belts of the Riia and Pirin Mountains occurs at comparatively low temperatures. On the basis of the above 
described analysis it should be said that the reproduetion period has average duration 28 days, but 
depending on the preeipitation varies from 49 to 64 days. During this period the temperature sum are 
between 330-415 T. 
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Trends of Spring Time Frost Events and Phenoiogicai Dates in 
Centrai Europe 
Heifried Scheifinger*, Annette h/lenze!**, Eiisabeth Koch* and Christian Peter* 
*Centrai institute for tvleteorotogy and Geodynamics, Hohe Warte 38, 1190 Vienna, Austria 
**Department of Ecoiogy, TU fvlunich, Am Hochanger 13, 85354 Freising, Germany 
With the tatest warming trends in Europe one woutd expect potentiat ptant damaging events, iike 
täte frost events, to shift atso to eariier occurrence dates. The most interesting question here is, how 
piant phenotogy reacts to such trends of the cümatic seasons. Does piant phenoiogy shift at a 
higher or iower rate towards earüer occurrences than potentiai piant damaging events? in case the 
piant phenotogy moves with a higher (tower) trend towards eariier occurrences then the risk of iate 
frost damage shouid be enhanced (reduced). Phenoiogicai data from Germany, Austria, 
Switzeriand and Siovenia have been avaiiabie with more than 6500 stations and 13 phenoiogicai 
spring phases from 1951-1997. For the anaiysis of iast frost dates daity minimum temperature time 
series from 50 German, Austrian and Swiss stations couid be used. tn order to have temperature 
and phenotogicai time series combined at a Station, phenoiogicai time series are interpoiated to 
ctimate Station coordinates. This investigation is based on the iast occurrence dates of minimum 
temperatures betow a ränge of threshotd temperatures. The advantage of this parameter is its 
regutar occurrence, various threshoid vatues can be observed each year and the time series of tast 
occurrence dates can directiy be compared with phenotogicai time series. 
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Fig. 1: Trends of phenoiogicai and iast occurrence dates of daiiy minimum temperatures betow -
2°C based on aü 13 phenotogicai phases. Trend vatues have been differentiated according to their 
significance (p < 0.1), which resuits in 4 groups with trends of both, phenoiogicai and temperature 
time series, significant respectivety not significant and either trend vaiue significant or not 
significant. 
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Trends of phenoiogicai and tast occurrence dates of daity minimum temperatures beiow -2°C are 
compared in the Figure 1. Onty 83 from 650 cases (13%) show significant trends for phenoiogicai 
and temperature time series. The majority of dots is to be found at the right hand tower hatf of the 
piot, which indicates that the trends of the temperature time series are stronger than those of the 
phenotogicai time series. A positive trend of the difference time series (phenoiogicai dates - iast 
occurrence dates of daity minimum temperature threshotd vatue of -2°C) means that dates of the 
temperature events are moving faster towards eariier occurrences than those of phenoiogicai 
events. The difference time series reveai that eariy phases show trend vatues comparabie to that of 
temperature dates, whereas the trends of the phases occurring iater are not as iarge as the 
temperature trends (Fig. 2). Very earty phases are tess frost sensitive and do therefore not seem to 
care so much about possibte täte frost events. They foiiow more cioseiy the temperature trends. 
Later phases seem to have more reason to be concerned about possibie iate frost events and react 
more cautiousiy towards higher spring temperatures and eariier tast frost dates. They fottow the 
temperature trends with a greater temporai distance. 

TCoryius avettana BP 
Gatanthus nivatis BF 
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+ Fagus syivatica LU 
AAescutus hippocastanum BF 
C Syringa vutgaris BF 
Anemone nemorosa BF 

180 

Fig. 2: Trends of difference time series (phenotogicai occurrence dates - iast occurrence dates of 
daity minimum temperatures betow -2°C) for each of the 13 setected phenoiogicai phases 
averaged over aü 50 ctimate stations and piotted according to the mean occurrence date of the 
phase. 
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Atpine Piant Phenoiogy in Switzeriand 
Defiia C. et at. 

MeteoSwiss 

The aim of the science of phenoiogy is to temporatty register the annuatiy recurrent growth and 
devetopment of ptants, as weti as to study the inftuences thereon. The phenophases - such as 
fotiation, beginning of ftowering, futi bioom, ripening of fruit, ieaf cotouring and ieaf fatt - are observed 
and the retevant occurrence dates recorded. The Swiss phenotogicai Observation network, was 
founded in 1951 and covers ait the regions and aititudes of the country. Today 160 Observation posts 
register 69 phenophases of 26 different piant species. 
A seiection of 896 phenoiogicai time series (1951-1998), carried out at 68 Observation stations in 
different regions and aititudes of Switzeriand and concerning 19 different phenophases couid be 
examined for trend anatysis. Taking into consideration aü stations and phenophases showing a 
significant trend, the average was an eariy appearance date in spring of -11,6 days and a täte 
appearance date in autumn of +1,7 days. This resutted in a proiongation of the Vegetation period of 
13,3 days within 48 years. Defita & Ciot (2001) showed, that the tendency for earüer appearance 
increased with aititude. We therefore performed a separate anaiysis for the the towtands (betow 600 
a.s.t.) and the atpine data (above 1000 m.a.s.L). 
tn spring a mean earüer appearance of the phenotogicai phases of -6.7 days in the iowiands and -9.3 
days in the Atps was measured. tn autumn Vegetation deveiopment showed a weak trend towards 
iater appearance dates in the towtands (towtands +3.0 d; Atps -0.3 d). The anatysis of the 
deveiopment of the tength of the Vegetation period depended very much on it^s definition, especiaity 
for the towtands. tf the Vegetation period was defined as the difference between the mean trends of aü 
spring (fotiation and ftowering) and aü autumn phases (ieaf coiouring and ieaf faü), a proiongation of 
9.7 d in the towtands and 9.0 d in the aipine regions was estabiished.tf the Vegetation period was 
defined as the photos 
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Seasona! and tnner-Seasonai Variations of Snow/ice Extent and Cioud Coverage of the Aips as seen from NOAA Operationai Sateiiites imager 
Becker R. 

Deutscher Wetterdienst, Offenbach 

Within the context of the Sateiiite Appiication Facitity on Cümate Monitoring (CtvtSAF) preparationof 
an operationai chain to derive cioud amount and cioud macrophysicai parameter is ongoing.Basetine 
area of the evaiuations covers Europe and eastern part of the Northatiantic. Spectrai techniques 
based on 1.6 and 3.8 micron data obtained by the Advanced Very High Resotution Radiometer 
(AVHRR) onboard NOAA (and further EPS) meteorotogicat sateiiites aüow for detection of snow and 
surface icein case of absence of ciouds. The horizontai resoiution of sateüite input is 1.1 km at 
nadir.Due to a overfüght frequency of at teast once per day during dayüght for a singie orbiter (a totai 
of five currentiy operating) there is a high potentiai to track snow and ice extent of the atps with 
itsseasonai and inner-seasonat variations. Starting with Aprii 2002 a test appiication is running at 
theDeutscher Wetterdienst for this purpose. The output is mapped to a reguiary grid with a footprintof 
1.3 * 1.8 km̂ 2 containing ctassification of gridpoints to cioudfree surface, cioud or 
snow/icecontamination. Content of the presentation wiü be a short introduction of the CMSAF concept 
and itsintentions, the methodoiogy to discriminate between ctoud, uncovered tand/sea surface and 
snow/ice usingimager data, vaiidations of the sateüite derived cioud amount with aipine SYNOP 
stations cioud coverageand the course of snow/ice extent of the atps for the time being. 
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Duration of Snow Cover in Switzertand and Austria 
Lucia-Maria Wieike, Leopotd Haimberger, Michaei Hantei 
University of Vienna - Department of Meteoroiogy and Geophysics - Aithanstrasse 14 
A-1090 Vienna 
iucia.wieike@univie.ac.at 

The seasonat snow cover ftuctuates from year to year both in amount and duration. These fiuctuations 
are mainty due to ctimate noise. The retation between the observed duration of snow cover, temperature 
and Station height has been studied quantitativeiy. A Statistical modet that has been originatty devetoped 
for estimating the sensitivity over Austria has been thoroughly tested before it has been apptied to the 
Swiss data. The records of 59 Swiss stations between 273 and 3580 m above sea tevet for the years 
1961 to 1990 have been used in order to estimate the sensitivity of the snow cover duration to possibte 
climate changes. 

We assume that the number of snow days A* at a Station depends on the seasonat mean European 
Temperature T. As sensitivity we define .s = dn/fiT with /; — A//Ao the retative duration of snow 
cover. We expect that .s is smatl for stations at tow tevets ('never snow') as weii as for stations at very 
high Ieveis ('atways snow'). At intermediate tevets where many skiing areas are tocated the sensitivity 
is reiativeiy large. 

For the interpotation of this reiationship any togistic funetion can be chosen, e.g. the tangenshyperbotic 
funetion. The unknown parameters of this funetion, .sn and To i.e. the temperature where 6 is iargest, 
are fitted for the data set of a singte Station. The sensitivity is negative everywhere and adopts its 
(negative) maximum at H = 0.5. 
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Figure 1: Locat snow-temperature relationship: Retative duration of snow cover n as a funetion 
of the European Temperature 7* for the Station Meiringen in winter. Every point is valid for 
one individual year. The three curves represent the different hts. i.e. rectified LR (broken line). 
extended LE (thick line) and nonlinear LX (dashed line) fit. 

We assume that the best estimates for the unknown constants, based on the given measurements of 
the two different physicai variabtes, number of snow days and temperature, are those vatues the sum 
of Squares of the derivations is a minimum. 

s =-0.465 
y = 0.196 
s =-0.045 
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A priori we have to deciare where the unknown stochastic error might be. We cail the fit rectified fit if 
the uncertainties in measurements of the number of snow days are negiigibie compared with those of 
the temperature. The opposite case is caiied nontinear fit. tn case of the extended fit both data sets 
are treäted with unnegügibte uncertainties. 

Figure 1 shows the iocat snow-temperature reiationship for the Station Meiringen in winter. The maxi
mum sensitivity .s strongty depends on the fit apptied. tt varies between 5% per Keivin and 47%/K; the 
extended fit considered as the most retiabte one yietds an .sr, of 20%/K. The differences of the three 
curves are due to scatter in the data. 

tn order to estimate the sensitivity vatid for a targer region the Station records have been combined to 
a singte dataset. To account for the different Station heights the Atpine Temperature - = V - 7̂Y, 
a combination of the European Temperature T and the height of a Station 7/ has been defined. This 
attows us to ptot the retative duration of the snow cover n as a funetion of r, practicatty independent 
of height, for the whote region. 

0.4 

C.2 F. ! .* 

. ;,;;Tp,F.:-..-
" ..''.'V̂ VS.'* 

r [K] 

Schweiz (DJF) 

Figure 2: Gtobat snow-temperature reiationship: Retative duration of snow cover ?i att Swiss 
stations piotted against the Atpine Temperature r in winter. The undertying parameters are taken 
from the global extended fit. sn — -0.3/K. 

Our anatysis shows that a rise in the European Temperature by 1 K may reduce the duration of snow 
cover in the eievations of maximum sensitivity by 4 weeks or 30% during winter. Away from these 
eievations the sensitivity is graduatty getting smatter. 

The maximum sensitivity of Switzertand is observed in eievations around 740 m (1460 m) during winter 
(spring). The same anatysis apptied on Austrian data shows simitar behaviour, with the maximum 
dependency at eievations around 580 m (1370 m) during winter (spring) as a resutt of stightty tower 
mean temperatures at the same eievations. tn a broader view, taking together the two different data 
sets of Switzertand and Austria teads to the fottowing numbers: The highest sensitivity for the combined 
data set is found in 630 m (1380 m) for winter (spring) season respectively. Tests of the Statistical 
model have shown that the retiabitity of the resutts for winter is higher than for spring. 

LtTERATURE 
Hantet, fvl., Ehrendorfer, tvl. and Hastinger, A. 2000. 'Ctimate Sensitivity of snow cover duration in 
Austria', /nr. J. C/zmafo/. 20, 615-640. 
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The Snow Cover Cümate in Estonia 
Tooming H. 

Estonian tvleteorotogicat and Hydrotogica) tnstitute.Taüinn, Estonia 

The snow cover forms tocat ctimate through a positive feedback - coid ctimate causes snowfaiis, the 
snow cover, in turn, conduces to the cooiing of the air near the surface. The reason is that the snow 
cover refiects most of the incoming radiatiön back into the atmosphere and space and, as a resutt, 
the radiatiön budget of the surface decreases. 
For Estonian territory, the snow cover tasted 111 days per year on an average during the period 
1962-2000, varying between 61 (1992) and 155 days (1966), the average territoriat difference 
reaching 50 days. The snow cover depth reaches its maximum in uptand areas up to 24 cm as the 
mean in February, 50-60 cm in some years and even 76-77 cm in some tocations. The snow cover 
water equivatent both in the forests and fietds occurs in March and is in the intervai of 48-90 mm, in 
some years 130-135 mm. The mean annuai surface aibedo for Estonian territory was 0.27 and it 
varied from year to year between 0.22 and 0.31. The snow cover duration and surface aibedo are 
annuaiiy the most stabte in February, when the mean number of snowy days is 25.3 and its Standard 
deviation is 5.5 days. The mean vaiue for aibedo in February is 0.71. The most variabie month is 
March, when the average number of snowy days is 22.9 with the Standard deviation of 9.1 days. The 
mean vaiue of the surface aibedo in March is 0.56 with the Standard deviation of 0.18. 

Remarkabie trends in the snow cover duration and surface aibedo, vaüd for the whoie Estonian 
territory were reveated between 1962 and 1995. Both characteristics show downward trends over this 
period. At the end of the observed period the number of snowy days during the season turned out to 
be 25-30 days shorter than at the beginning of the period. The respective decrease in the annuai 
aibedo is 0.032. 
The differences in area) distribution of the snow cover duration and atbedo over Estonian territory are 
caused by the inftuence of the Battic Sea ice conditions due to huge variations in Estonian cümate 
which is maritime in the coastai areas and continentat in the uptand areas inside the maintand 
Estonia. The snow cover duration, the depth of snow and surface aibedo are the highest in the upiand 
areas. The snowy period is the shortest on the istands and in the coastai areas of the Western part of 
Estonia where it is matched by the iowest surface aibedo. 
tt is found that the surface atbedo is in ciose correiation with the snow cover duration. Due to muitipie 
refiection between the surface and ctouds base, the incoming gtobat radiatiön depends on the surface 
atbedo. The Estonian snow cover, the surface aibedo and indirectty atso the gtobai radiatiön depend 
on the extent of ice in the Battic Sea. Without ice cover, the Baitic Sea is a big warm body of water, 
around which the snow meits quickly and Springs are müd. in coot winters the Baitic Sea is covered 
with extensive ice and the surrounding areas have iongiasting snow cover and high atbedo. Atso 
giobai radiatiön is then somewhat higher than in the case of bare soii with the iow atbedo and thus 
Springs are atso mostty coot. Consequentiy, Estonian snow cover and radiatiön ctimate are ruted 
besides astronomicai parameters and cycionic activity aiso by the conditions in the Baitic Sea. 
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Study ofthe tnftuences of Geographica! Factors and 
Meteorotogicat Parameters on the Snow Cover Evotution in 

Romanian Mountainous Basins 
Gheorghe Stancaüe, Anisoara !ordache, Simona Catana 
Remote Sensing and GiS Lab, Nationa) institute of Meteoroiogy and Hydroiogy  
Soseaua Bucuresti -Ptoiesti 97, sector 1, 71552 Bucharest, Romania  
e-maii: qheorghe.stancaüe(a)meteo.inmh.ro 
ABSTRACT 
The surveiiiance and the management of the water resources in Romania 
represent an issue of nationa! importance considering the fact that the naturai 
potentia! of the water courses is rather reduced. 
The paper presents the study carried out within the Nationai tnstitute of 
tvleteorotogy & Hydrotogy, Romania regarding the infiuences of geographica) 
factors (tocation, retief, tand cover/iand use) and meteorotogicat parameters (air 
temperature, preeipitation, wind speed and direction) on the snow cover 
characteristics and evotution (snow pack depth, snow cover extent, snow 
density and water equivatent) in Carpathians mountainous basins. 
The working methods consisted in statisticat anatysis of the database cümatic 
parameters for the 1990 - 2000 period of more than 25 meteorotogicat stations 
and "in situ" measurements issues from the representative basins and other 
tocat observations, corretated with the aiready mentioned geographica) factors. 
The obtained resutts emphasized the important differences in the evoiution of 
the depth and duration of the snow pack due to different tocat geographica) 
conditions and the variety of mountainous microctimate. There are presented 
the infiuences of wind, air temperature and iiquid preeipitation on the snow 
conditioning, ripening and metting, corroborated with the stope and exposures. 
There is atso pointed out the roie of the vegetai cover, especiatty of the forest 
on the quantity, pattern of snow accumutation and meiting. 
1. introduction: 
The study of the snow cover evotution is an important task for a rationa! 
management of the water resources and for the water-demands forecasts 
etaboration. The snow metting and the discharge resutted from the snow pack 
accumuiated during the wintertime constitute one of the important stage of the 
hydrotogica) cycte in the Carpathian basins. Thus, for an efficient surveiiiance 
and an optima! use of the water resources in these basins, it is necessary to 
take into account the significant contribution of the water coming from snow 
metting during the spring, and atso the spatiat distribution of the water votumes. 
The paper brings its contribution to the knowtedge of the geographic factors and 
meteorotogicat parameters, inftuencing the snow cover evoiution in the 
Romanian mountain basins. For the anaiysis data measured by the weather 
stations and rain-gauges within the nationa) hydro-meteorotogica) network, 
during the period 1990-2000, topographic and thematic maps and satettite data-
images have been used. 
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The anaiyzed meteoroiogicai parameters are: air temperature, preeipitation, 
wind speed and direction, snow pack parameters (depth, extent, density and 
water equivatent), usefui for the assessment of the snow cover water resources 
and their dynamics during the meiting period. !n Fig 1. is represented the study 
areas over Carpathian basins of Romania: Bistrita (right), Arges (down) and 
Somesut tVtic (teft). 
2. tnftuences of geographic factors 
tt is wett known the fact that, in the mountain area, the retief is uneven, so hard 
to be accessed for tocating the weather stations. Thus, the weather stations 
repartition on attitude tevets is the fottowing: from a totat of 186 weather 
stations, onty 29 stations are tocated at aititudes higher than 800 m (considered 
as minimum attitude of the mountain area, Fig. 2), being distributed as fottows, 
according to different aititudinai ranges: 800 -1000 m = 2 stations; 1000 -1200 
m = 4 stations; 1200 -1400 m = 4 stations; 1400 -1600 m = 8 stations; 1600-
1800 m = 4 stations; 1800-2000 m 
above 2200 m = 1 Station. 

= 3 stations; 2000-2200 m = 3 stations; 

3000 

2500 

2000 

^ii^innr! 

Fig. 1. Location of the study areas over Fig 2. Weather stations repartition on 
Romanian territory attitude tevets 

The ratio of the retief units in Romania is: 30% piains, 42% hitts and 28% 
mountains. From the anatysis of the weather stations repartition on different 
etevation ranges, it resutts that the mountain area is scarcety covered (16%). 
This Situation imposes supptementary "in situ" measurements. 
The generai atmospheric cireuiation at the tevet of Romania, ts strongty 
inftuenced by the Carpathians. Thus, there appear differences retated to the 
preeipitation amounts and the snow cover evotution, as fottows: the western 
sector of the Carpathians, even with tower aititudes (betow 1849 m), registers 
preeipitation amounts simitar to the higher attitude ievets in Southern and 
Eastern Carpathians (for exampte, at Stana de Vaie Station the mean mutti-
decade maximum vatue is of 84 cm, white at Sinaia Station was catcutated the 
vatue of 50 cm and 51 cm for Rarau Station). Stana de Vaie Station is piaced on 
the western stope of Bihor Mountains, being exposed to the prevaiting western 
cireuiation. 
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The retief inftuence at tocat scate is very wet) emphasized at Predeat Station, 
and Poiana Brasov Station. Predeat Station is tocated on the western stope of 
Baiuiui Mountains; the ptatform is piaced on a north-oriented terrain. Poiana 
Brasov Station is tocated at the Postavaru Massif foot, on its north-western 
stope. Aithough the difference of attitude is not too big (64 m), there appears a 
difference in the snow pack depth of over 20 cm, mean muiti-decade vatues, for 
the anatyzed period. The same phenomenon was observed at Baisoara and 
Vtadeasa 1400 stations, where the snow pack depth is 30 cm bigger than at 
Baisoara Station. The use of DEM hetps in stressing upon the inftuence of these 
tocat conditions (exposure and stopes). 
With respect to the forest rote during the snow accumutation period, it couid be 
noticed that, generatty in the forest, the snow cover has a smatter depth than in 
an open piace, being aiso remarked considerabie differences even in the 
forested areas, funetion of the trees type and density. The observed differences 
diminish as the snow metamorphism proeess moves forward. During the 
meiting period, the rote of the forest is to preserve the snow cover, the snow in 
the forest is wet, but the water reiease is made in smatter rates than in the case 
of the open terrains. Within N!MH, the "in situ" measurements, annuatty 
performed by the team of the remote sensing and GtS iaboratory, rend evident 
these differences (ex. 25 cm in the forest and 45 cm in the open terrain). From 
the anatysis provided for by Fundata and Baisoara stations, it can be noticed 
that at Fundata Station, the snow cover depth is of about 15 cm bigger than at 
Baisoara Station. The difference is given by the forest presence in percentage of 
70%, ctose to Baisoara Station, whüe Fundata Station is tocated in a vattey. 
3. infiuences of meteoroiogica! parameters 
The temperatures of the winter months differ from one year to another, because 
Romania is piaced at the meeting and interpenetration area of the tropica) air 
with the poiar one, undergoing aitemative invasions of the continentat and 
oceanic air masses, with varied characteristics. From the anatysis of air 
temperature data and snow pack depth, it resutts that once the temperature 
raised, the snow pack depth decreases. it can be noticed that between 
Vtadeasa 1400 Station, piaced in the western part of the country, Fundata 
Station, piaced in the centrat-southern part of the country and Poiana Stampei 
Station, piaced in the Bistrita basin, the differences seem insignificant: the mean 
annuat temperature is of 4.3° C for att the stations. tn January, the mean 
temperatures vary between -3.6° C at Vtadeasa 1400 Station, -5.3° C at 
Fundata and -6.9° C at Poiana Stampei. The mean temperatures in Juty situate 
between 13.6° C at Vtadeasa 1400, 13.5° C at Fundata and 14.3° C at Poiana 
Stampei. The differences of temperature over the year are due to the cümate 
continentatization from west to east. 
tt can be noticed that on Omu and Toaca Peaks, the number of the freezing 
days (t° min < 0° C) is the same (254), aithough there exists a ievei difference of 
about 600 m, due to the advections of northern cotd and stabte air masses (as 
resutt of the Battic infiuences upon the Bistrita basin). 
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The repeated frost-thaw cycies during the winter iead to the modification of the 
snow pack density, respectivety the increase of density as the snow freezes 
again. 
By comparing the data coming from Vtadeasa (1836 m attitude) and Omu Peak 
(2505m attitude) stations, it can be noticed that due to the Vtadeasa Station 
iocation in the western part of the country, the preeipitation are more abundant: 
1151.3 mm per year, in comparison with 999.1 mm per year at Omu Peak, 
atthough Vtadeasa Station is piaced 700 m betow Omu Peak Station, as resutt of 
the peaks raise over the stratiformis ctouds during the coid period ofthe year. 
The snow cover has a non-uniform accumutation, due to the interaction 
between the wind and the varied retief forms in the three mountain basins, in 
the sheitered spaces being formed iayers with considerabie depths, and in the 
spaces in which a "jet effect-iike" is formed, aimost att the snow being drifted. 
tVlean wind speeds of over 10 m/s at Omu Peak Station (doubte in comparison 
with Baiea Lac Station) tead to scarce snow pack depths (38 cm mean muiti-
annuai vatue), compared to Baiea Lac Station (70 cm mean mutti-annuat vatue). 
Another exampte: at Vtadeasa 1400, the mean wind speed reaches 7.6 m/s 
from SW (prevaiting direction) and the snow pack depth reaches 16 cm (mean 
mutti-annuat depth), white at Vtadeasa Station, the mean wind speed is of 10.3 
m/s from W and the mean mutti-annuat snow pack depth is of 7 cm. The Station 
obturation tevet on the prevaiiing wind direction ieads to the absence of the wind 
inftuence upon the snow cover (for exampte, Baiea Lac Station is obturated on 
N and SE directions, where there are aiso recorded the prevaiiing wind 
directions). At Fundata Station, the prevaiting wind directions are NE and SW, 
opposite directions ieading to its tack of inftuence. 
Conciusions 
One important conctusion of the paper is retated to the tevet of objective 
representativity of the weather stations versus the areat characterization of 
snow cover parameters, due to the geographic site. tn order to extract the 
usefui information for a correct and accurate estimation of the snow pack 
conditions and the snow water resources, the main soiution is the use of GtS 
techniques, which aiiow to take into account different data referring to 
topography (organized in DE!Vt), tand vegetai cover, iand use, soit types, 
meteorotogicat parameters, organized in separate iayers or interconnected. 
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Snow Conditions 
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1. introduction 
The impact of gtobai cümate change is one of the main topics of recent cümatic 

research. it has certain specific features in every partieuiar region. tt can be easity 
supposed that snow cover reacts sensitivety to ctimate change. Change of the 
atmospheric cireuiation besides of air temperature rise is perhaps one of the possibie 
reasons for preeipitation and snow cover variations and changes. in iong-term aspect, 
snow cover parameters can be used as an indicator of cümate change. 

Butgaria is situated on the middte part of the Batkan Peninsuta. The mountains 
occupy aimost one third of it territory. The highest point is peak Musata - 2925 m. 
The snow cover in Buigarian mountains has great spatiat and time variabitity. tn the tow 
part of the country snow cover has üttie depth, is unstabte and appears severat times 
during the winter. The regime of snow cover in mountains is quite different from that in 
the towtands. Due to the tow temperatures through the most of the winter, snow cover 
persists and becomes deeper because ofthe frequent and heavy snowfaiis. 
2. Data and Method 

The data used in this study inciude maximum snow depth, snow cover duration, 
winter preeipitation and mean winter temperature from 15 mountain stations tocated 
above 800 m. The data have been compteted for the period 1921-2000, but most of the 
stations have shorter period. Ait data used in this study beiong to the database of the 
Nationat tnstitute of tvleteorotogy and Hydroiogy. 
To eiiminate the high frequencies inter annuat variations or short-term fiuctuations were 
used 5-years moving averages. To identify statisticatty significant trends, the originai 
data series were tested with Mann Kendai rank statistics, assuming 95% significance 
tevet (WMO 1990). 
3. Resuits and Discussion 

The maximum depth of snow cover in different parts of the mountains depends 
on the specific meteoroiogicai conditions and cireuiation during a given winter. tn some 
winters the maximum snow depth varies widety. Thus at an attitude of 1200 to 1500 m, 
winters with a snow cower depth between 50 and 100 cm are most frequent, white 
those with snow cower depth betow 50 cm, occur 20-30% of the time. At aititudes 
above 2000 m, winters with maximum dept of snow above 100 cm are about 70% of 
the totai number. it shouid be noted that the maximum snow depth depends of the tay 
and the exposure of the terrain. 

The maximum snow depth shows decreasing trend, which is significant for 
Cherny vrah-Vitosha (-0.409) according to Mann-Kendai rank test. During the 
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investigated period maximum snow depth changes considerabiy from year to year. !n 
the beginning ofthe period from 1921 tii! 1940-1945, the maximum snow depth siowiy 
increases, and then a period of siight decrease and not significant changes of the 
maximum snow depth exists (fiig.1). During the 1960s, the snow cover depth is 
reiativeiy smaü. The next period of maximum snow depth decrease spans the years 
between 1980-1994 and reveais in aimost ati stations. 

The snow cover is a seasonat phenomenon in the Butgarian mountains. The 
period between the first and the iast snow cover increase from 100 -110 at an attitude 
of about 1000 m to 240 days for aititudes up to 2000 m in the high mountains Rita and 
Pirrin. A stabte snow cover is not formed every winter in the iow mountains. tn Stara 
Pianina, Rita, Pirin and Vitosha at an aititude of 1000 m snow cover is presented in 70-
80% of the winters, in the highest part of the mountains a durabte snow cover forms 
each winter. The snow cover duration varies, depending on the retief and the exposure 
of the stope. 

Undoia Samokov 
100 140 
80 

110 60 
40 80 
20 

50 
1931 1941 1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 

Year 1921 941 961 1981 Year 
Fig.1 Maximum snow dept; time series, 
5-years moving averages (boid tine) 
and tinear trend 

Fig.2 Snow cover duration; time series, 
5-years moving averages (boid tine) 
and iinear trend 

Snow cover duration has approximateiy the same changes for ait stations in the 
period 1921-2000. tt shows a period of stight increase from 1921 to 1945 and 
maximum around 1945 (fig.2). Between 1940 and 1950 exists a period of decreasing 
snow cover duration. The next maximum is around 1980, after that fottows a period of 
decrease extended to 1994-1995, when there is second minimum. The previous 
minimum is around 1960. Snow cover duration has an insignificant decreasing trend in 
atmost att of the stations according to Mann - Kendai rank test. 

Winter preeipitation in Stara Pianina, Vitosha, Pirin and Riia-Rhodope regions 
varies from 120-130 mm at an attitude of about 1000 m to 280 mm for the highest part 
ofthe mountains (up to 2500 m). tt increases uniformiy with the attitude rise. 

Winter preeipitation (December-February) changes considerabty in the 
mountain part of Butgaria. tn the beginning ofthe studied period, from 1921 titt 1940 the 
winter preeipitation grows up, then a period of decreasing preeipitation between 1940 
and 1955 fottows. The next period of decrease is between 1982-1984 and 1994-1996. 
The iast period reveais in aü stations. The period 1982-1994 is one of the driest in the 
country according to (Koteva, Siavov, Aiexandrov 2001) and (Atexandrov 2000), 
considering its tow part. The changes of winter preeipitation for the investigated period 
are presented on fig.3. Winter preeipitation shows significant decrease for mountain 
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peaks after 1970. tt gets to 30 - 40% of the ctimatic norms in the period 1990-1995. 
According to Mann-Kenda) rang test winter preeipitation has a decreasing trend, 
significant for the peaks Cherny vrah (-0.401) and tvlusata (-0.411) and stations: 
Borovetz (-0.219), Jundota (-0.168), Bansko (-0.242). 

Chepetare 
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Fig. 3 Time series, 5-years moving 
averages (botd tine) and tinear trend 
for winter preeipitation. 

Fig4. Time series, 5-years moving 
averages (botd tine) and tinear trend 
for winter temperature 

The temperature conditions during the winter are determined manty of the 
attitude. Mean winter temperature in January at an attitude of 1000 m is about -2 - -3 ° 
C, white for a tevet of 2000 m it is - 6 - -7 ° C. tvlean winter temperature on peak 
tvlusata is about -10 °C. 

The winter temperature has an insignificant increasing trend, for att stations; 
onty for Station Borovetz the trend is significant (+0.216). 
The investigated period shows a minimum appearing about 1945 (fig.4), which reveats 
in att stations. The next retative minimum is about 1982-84, fottowed by one distinct 
estabtished period of increasing temperature titt 1990-1992. There is atso one retativety 
wett-estabtished maximum of winter temperature around the end ofthe studied period. 

4. Conciusions 
Generatty, snow cover duration, maximum snow depth, winter preeipitation and 

temperature for mountain regions of Butgaria have not significant trends, except winter 
preeipitation and maximum snow depth in the highest parts of the mountains. During 
the recent years the number of days with snow cover decreases, especiatty in the 
period 1982-1994. The maximum snow depth decreases in the period 1980-1994. 
Winter preeipitation has two periods of decrease: 1940-1955 and 1982-1995. The tast 
period reveats in att stations. On the other hand winter temperature increases in the 
same period. 
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Estimation of the Water Equivatent of Snow Cover from the Other 
Meteorotogicat Measurements 
Lubos Nemec, Vit Kveton, üona Setnickovä, Hana äkächovä 
Czech Hydrometeoroiogicat tnstitute 

ABSTRACT 
The estimation method of the water equivatent of snow cover from the other meteorotogicat 
measurements is described. Some resutts of using this method are given. 

1. introduction 
Water equivatent of snow cover is very important in more spheres of economy and environment 
(determination of snow toad, ftood forecasting, water reserve etc.) 
Water equivatent of snow cover is measured once a week at approximatety 200 ctimatotogicat 
stations of the Czech Hydrometeorotogicai tnstitute and at the majority of rain-gauge stations (there 
are ca. 700). Because of difficuity of the measurements and retativeiy high fiuctuation of stations it 
is possibte to use onty tess than hatf of the totai number of stations for data processing for the 
period since the year 1961. 
tn mountain regions snow cover is spatiaiiy very variabte however retativeiy tittie dependent on time. 
Vatues measured once a week can be considered as vaiues weit characterizing the state for the 
whote period among individuat sampiings. it is practicaiiy sure that in mountain regions the 
difference between the actuai maximum and the highest measured vatue is retativeiy tittie, whereas 
in iower tocations, where snow cover is very variabie in time it is not possibte to guarantee that 
measured vatues can characterize the reat State. 
For that reason an aigorithm for compieting water equivatent for stations without measured vatues 
and in days, when the measurement is not taken, was worked out and tested. 

2. Computation aigorithm 
Water equivatent is computed on the base of four meteorotogicat eiements measured at stations 
every day (daity preeipitation tota!, height of new snow cover at 7 a.m., tota) height of snow cover at 
7 a.m. and mean water vapour tension). tvlean water vapour tension has to be taken over from the 
nearest ciimatoiogicai Station. 

List of variabies: 
input: SRA 

SNO 
SCE 
E 

Output: SVHV 

Auxiiiary variabtes: R 
RP 
FR 
P1 
P2 
P3 

daiiy preeipitation totai (0,1 mm) 
height of new snow cover (cm) 
totai height of snow cover (cm) 
water vapour tension (hPa) 
water equivatent catcutated (0,1 mm) 

density of snow cover SVHV/SCE (%) 
density of snow cover (%) 

increment from snow preeipitation (0,1 mm) 
increment from water preeipitation (0,1 mm) 
increment from air humidity (0,1 mm) 
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Caicuiation: 

if(SCE>0) than SVHV= (SCE-SNO.i)*RP + P1.i eise SVHV = 0; 
if (SCE.1 > 0 and (SCE - SNd > 0)) 

than RP = (R.1 + (P2_i +P3.i)/SCE./(1 + (SCE.1 - SCE + SNO.i)*FR 
eise RP = 0: 

if (SCE > 0) than R = SVHV/SCE eise R = 0: 
if (R>0) than FR = EXP̂ -R/(90 - R)) eise FR = 0; 
if (SNO/SRA > 0,05) than P1 = SRA; 
if (SNO/SRA <= 0,05) than P1 = 20*SNO; 
if(SRA = 0) than P1=0; 

P2 = MiN(SRA - P1 ;SCE*FR*10); 

P3 ̂  E/2*FR*SCE 

The vaiues with the index -1 are reiated to quantity of previous day. 
if the caicuiation begin when the SCE > 0, it is necessary to determine the initiai vaiue of SVHV. it 
can be or mesured vaiue or vaiue estimated according to dependence of snow cover duration 
(5*SCE < SVHV < 30*SCE). 
This method enabies to find possibie errors in measurements and give us the vaiues of water 
equivatent for stations with weekiy measurement in days without measurement and aiso for those 
without any measurements. 
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Fig. 1: Comparison of measured and computed vatues. Churanov 1118 m mst, winter 2000/2001 
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Computed water equivaients were statisticaiiy anaiyzed on the sampie of fifty years time series of 
seiected 30 stations in the Czech Repubtic. Ratios of computed water equivaient to the 50 years 
maximum on given Station were evaiuated for every Station. Probabiiities of not being exceeded for 
three regions were computed (Fig. 2). 

1.0 
MOUNTANS 0,9 

0.8 —.* -MiDDLELOCATtONS 
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0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 
Probabiüty of not being exceeded 

Fig. 2: Probabiüty of not being exceeded of retative water equivatent for mountains, middte tocations 
and towtands. 

! 
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Snow Me!t Processes and Runoff Observation in Aipine Environmenl 
Hotzmann H.(1), W. Schöner(2), H.P. Nachtnebel(l) 

1)inst. for Water Management, Hydroiogy and Hydrauüc Engineering (iWHW), Univ. of Naturai 
Resources and Appüed Life Sciences (BOKU) Vienna,(2)Centrai institute of Meteoroiogy and 
Geodynamics Vienna (ZAMG) 

With the ongoing discussions of cümate change impact to the snow meit processes and the depietion 
of the giaciers in the Aipine environment iocat proeess studies and fieid observations are of growing 
importance. Since more than ten years the ZAMG carries out snow batance measurements in the 
Goidbergkees giacier at the southern siopes of the Sonnbück peak. Snow profiiing, inciuding snow 
density and snow temperature measurements, is usuaüy done once in spring period. At some 
reference piots snow and ice depietion is observed during the entire period. in the summer 2002 a 
runoff gauge for continuous observations of the water ievet at the meitwater brook was instaüed. 
Temporai runoff measurements by means of veioeimeters enabied the creation of a rating curve 
funetion to enabie direct transformation of water ievet observations into discharge data. The runoff 
during the two month Observation pehode ranged from 150 Litres up to 1200 Litres. The contributing 
catchment size of the gauge is about 2.5 km2, the eievation ranges from 2400 m a. si. up to 3106 m 
a. st.. The tatter represents the peak of the Sonnbück, where the meteoroiogicai observatory is 
iocated. The aim of the Observation program, which wiü be continued during the next summer 
periods, is to retate the runoff observations to some snowmeit procedures. The speciat emphasis is 
on the test of simpie modeis, which can atso be apptied for ungauged catchments with timited 
avattabiiiity of meteoroiogicai data. Therefore the first ättempts are based on temperature index 
methods considering etevation zoning and daity air temperature ampiitudes. The presentation at the 
Conference wiü focus on the requirements for runoff gauging faeiüties in atpine environments related 
to resistance against storms, maintainance effort and data transfer. One issue is aiso the 
identification of mixed metting processes. As the catchment is - due to its etevation distribution -partty 
covered with snow and partty with ice, the parameterization of the modet has to be done dynamicaiiy, 
based on the State and areat distribution of the snow cover. 
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Cümate Change and its impact on Mountainous Region: a Study of Snow and ice in Himaiayan Mountain Ecosystem 
Shanmuganandan S. 

Madurai Kamaraj University 

Giobai cümate change is expected to bring severe impacts in Aipine regions particuiariy with 
reference to snow hydroiogy of mountainous regions of the worid. The Aipine regions are particuiariy 
vuinerabie to the impacts of giobai cümatic change both from an economic and environmenta) 
perspective with cümate dependent economies and a vuinerabie environment. Usuai environmentat 
risk üke torrents ftoods and avaianches are supposed to increase. The Himatayas is amongst one of 
the youngest foided mountainous formations of the wortd, and the youngest in india. By comparison 
the Himatayas date back to onty 40-45 miiüon years. They traverse an arc for about 2500 km between 
the indus and the Brahmaputra. The average width of this mountain ränge atong the entire 
iongitudinat extension ranges from 100 to 400 km. Being the wortds' highest mountain chain, the 
Himatayas is characterized by a eomptex geoiogie structure, snoweapped peaks, targe vaüey 
giaciers, deep river gorges and rieh Vegetation. A eomptex interptay of cümatic and geotogicat 
processes, patterns of resource use and economic conditions have ted to resource degradation and 
associated environmentat consequences in the Himaiayan ecosystem The present study is an 
attempt to anaiyse the extent of gtobat change and its impact on snow and ice in the tast severat 
decades and aiso to observe the major ecoiogicai concerns and the undertying driving factors (both 
human and naturai processes), socio-economic impacts and the responses. This is foüowed by an 
overview of the State of the environment in the region and a detaiied anatysis of key environmentat 
issues: water resources and their sharing, biodiversity ioss, giacier recession, deforestation, iand 
degradation and agrieuiture Systems, natura) disasters This is foüowed by an overview of the State of 
the environment in the region and a detaiied anatysis of key environmentat issues. The current 
emptoyment pattern might be disrupted by cümate change. tn partieuiar tocat Atpine communities and 
districts wiü feei the effects. An attempt is done to quantify the expected tosses due to ctimate change 
on a iocat ievet. As the pace of warming is stiü unknown the scenarios of warming are provided. Locat 
decision makers shouid be enabied to judge the economic magnitude of the probiem and to devetop 
counter strategies against cümate change. The study was based on the secondary data coüected 
extensiveiy from case studies and atso from pubiished reports avaiiabie for Himaiayan region on 
various aspects of snow and ice and atso about the Himaiayan ecosystem. The study atso used the 
hydro meteorotogicat data to observe the Variation in water resources potentiat due to the impact of 
cümate change in the tast severat decades. The data on setected variabtes of cümate change and 
ecosystem were anaiyzed with the hetp of factor anatysis to identify the major dimensions and spatiat 
pattern of Variation is observed. The anatysis of findings reveated that there is a need to work out a 
strategy for sustainabte mountain ecosystem in view of the changes introduced by man made 
changes on mountain ecosystem and atso the changes effected by cümate change. This Study 
ättempts to examine the theoreticai and statisticat modeiüng aspects of cümate change and its impact 
on Himaiayan mountain ecosystem and MAP activities in a broad sense. The study atso highüghts the 
societai impact and its significance in reiation to occurrence of extreme weather events. 
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Warm Storms Associated with Avaianches Hazard and Fioods in the Andes Mountains 
Vergara J. 

Departemente- de Geoftsica, Universidad de Chiie, e-mai): putaendo@entetchiie.net 

Rain-on-snow events produce avatanches of different magnitude depending on the snowpack 
properties and rain intensities. Winter storms in this mountain ränge typicaiiy have rain/snow ieveis 
between 1000 and 2200 m. above sea ievei, but warm storms with higher rain/snow of to 3000 m. 
above sea tevei. occur in extreme winters and have the potentiai to generate rain on snow fioods 
and wet-snow avaianches. For exampie, the fiood of June 29 of 2000 occurred after one of extremety 
wet June of the tast 40 years were snowfaii was 991cm in the Aconcagua Vattey. tnfrequentty 
storms activity generated a huge snowfatt and rainfaii over the Andes mountains on June of 2000 
(1525mm in Ei tvlauie Vaitey) and the end of the unusuatiy period, the fiood was triggered by rising 
temperatures on the mountains and heavy rain (199mm in 24 hours) fatt over the fresh snow on the 
morning of June 29 and ftoods wave devetoped and moved down atong of the ait river iocated on 
Centrat part of Chiie, the foods peak was 2970.5m3/s on the Et tvlauie basin in the morning of June 
29. This paper studies the characteristics of warm storms the had the potentiai to generate wet-snow 
avatanches and ftoods. 
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Snow Atmosphere interaction in Steep Aipine Terrain 
Lehning tvl., S. Bethke, C. Fierz, O. tvlartius, N. Raderschatt 

WSL, Swiss Federa) institute for Snow and Avaianche Research, SLF 

The seasonai buiid-up and meit of the snow cover is aimost entireiy driven by atmospheric forcing. 
On the other hand, the forcing of snow covered ground on the atmospheric boundary iayer differs 
substantiaiiy from the forcing of other earth surfaces. First snow has a very high atbedo. Then snow 
aiters the surface roughness. Finaiiy, specific snow processes such as ventiiation or drifting and 
biowing snow aiter mass and energy exchanges (turbuient ftuxes). 
The presentation discusses the importance of these processes for steep Aipine terrain. To this end, a 
coupied modei system is devetoped that combines fine scate modeiing of a) atmospheric ftow and 
turbutence b) the radiative energy baiance, c) drifting and biowing snow and d) snow cover 
devetopment. 
The presentation focuses on the surface energy baiance. Radiationai energy baiance is obtained 
using a view factor approach. The infiuenee of different surfaces such as rock, snow or forest on the 
radiationai energy batance in steep terrain is shown. Backscattering from nearby stopes is important 
especiatty for short wave radiatiön. The infiuenee of emitted radiatiön from the terrain vanishes at a 
few hundred meters distance. The radiationai energy baiance is combined with a formuiation of 
turbuient fiuxes that takes snow specific processes such as ventiiation into account. tt is argued that 
stabiiity effects are of minor importance in steep terrain. The compiete surface energy baiance is then 
obtained by using the detaiied snow cover modei SNOWPACK in a distributed way for aü modei grid 
points. SNOWPACK handtes aü snow processes and describes the snow cover deveiopment. 
The modei system is evaiuated against measurements at our experimentai site Gaudergrat and for 
snow surface conditions on ski pistes. Satisfactory to good agreement between measured and 
modeied surface temperature deveiopment is obtained for different expositions. The mode) system is 
appiied to modet snow cover devetopment in stopes and to forecast snow conditions for Wortd Cup 
ski racing. 
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Predieting Snow Conditions for the Optimisation of 
Piste Preparation 
Sven Bethke*, Chartes Fierz, Michaet Lehning, Ottvia Martius and Hansueii Rhyner 

WSL, Swiss Federat institute for snow and Avaianche Research SLF, Davos, Switzeriand 

Abstract 

The preparation of high quatity atpine Wortd Cup race ski pistes is a chaitenging task. Mainty improve-
ments in producing mechanicat made snow and piste preparation devices have enhanced the quatity of 
race stopes. 
Modetting snow and its energy batance is an usefu! information for further improvements. For exampie a 
mode! can answer the question of the ideai time of preparation, considering weather deveiopments and 
the time untit the race. Further, the modet can answer the question of how much tiquid water can be in-
jected into the snow so that it witt freeze during the night and improve the snow hardness. Such processes 
as weit as the snow surface temperature are infiuenced by different aspects, aititudes and forest shadow
ing effects. 
A forecast system, which is based on a mesoscate meteorotogicat mode! forecast. driving an energy bat
ance modet for steep terrain that is coup!ed to a distributed snow pack modet is used for snow predictions. 
With the mode! system, key parameters fbr the preparation are caicuiated with sufficient aceuracy at sev
erat points atong the race track. 

Introduction 

A!pine ski race tracks must be highiy robust and guarantee the same conditions ibr aü skiers during a 
race. They must withstand the effects of weather and the severe wear caused by skiers as iong as possibie. 
The slope shouid have a sufficientiy hard surface iayer of approximately 20 cm, possibly covered by a 
siightiy icy tayer, with a smooth transition to a tower tayer composed of simitar density. The curing ofthe 
top layer is done by compressing the snow severa! times with grooming machines. Today, aü World Cup, 
Oiympic and World Championship race slopes consist predominantty of mechanicat made snow. which 
aüows to obtain the required strength much easier than with natura! snow. Furthermore, mechanicai made 
snow requires less maintenance and is less vulnerable to outside influences (Fauve et al. 2002). 
The main natura! influence consists of the upper boundary condition, namely the atmospheric forcing that 
plays a central part in the thennal balance on the snow surface. These meteorotogicat parameters are: 
radiatiön (short wave and long wave), air temperature and humidity, wind and preeipitation (snow and 
rain). They affect the mechanicai properties of snow, which depend on density, bonding between the 
grains. water content and temperature of the snow. 
During the World Championships in St. Moritz 2003 snow cover predictions for the foüowing day have 
been made. The forecast system includes an energy balance mode! fbr steep terrain (DEBAT) that is cou
pled to a one-dimensional snow cover model (SNOWPACK.) (Bartelt et al. 2002, Lehning et at. 2002a, 
Lehning et a!. 2002b). The weather forecast is based on a mesoscate meteorological forecast model, pro
viding input parameters in a simple ASCH fonnat. With the mode! system. snow cover conditions for the 
foüowing days are calculated fbr several important points along the race track to optimise the time of 

Corresponding Author: Sven Bethke, Swiss !-cdcral tnstitute for Snow and Avatanehe Research, t-tüciastrassc i ], CH-7260 Davos 
Dorf. Switzeriand. +4t-8!4!70t05, bcthkc@s!f.ch 
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preparation, time of sintering after preparation and, if needed, the quantity of artificialiy injected üquid 
water and its refreezing time. To this end, a permanent weather Station was instaHed, which is constantly 
measuring the conditions of the snow surface (temperature and radiatiön) and meteorological conditions 
in general. The data record is used to statisticaiiy improve the aceuracy ofthe weather forecast (MOS). 

Resuits 

As an example three calculated Outputs are presented. First, the modelled snow surface temperature is 
compared with the measured data from the weather Station. The weather Station was located along the 
men downhill race track in St. Moritz at 2588 m.a.s.l. This location was basically the only flat part on the 
track. For security reasons the tower was 8 m high (at the time of the races approximately 5m above the 
snow surface) with a 5 m long beam measuring the radiatiön terms and the surface temperature (via infra
red) above the prepared track. SNOWPACK was run with the measured meteorological parameters from 
the Station and with snow profile information taken at the same location for 5 February 2003. Figure 1 
shows the comparison ofthe measured and modelled surface temperature for the period of 5 February to 
11 February. The weather changed from variable, windy and some snow fall for the first three days to 
clear and steady conditions for the following days. lt can be seen that the modelled temperature differs 
mainly from the measured one during the period with changeable weather, while the stable period is rep
resented aceurately. A better result could be derived by daily snow profile re-initialisation, since a miscal-
cuiation is always taken into the next modelling. Especially the surface conditions change drastically with 
modelled snow accumulation since the race tracks are always kept free from fresh snow. 

Surface Temperature 

measured 
modeHed 

u -14 

1200 1200 1200 0 1200 1200 0 1200 0 1200 

Fig. ); Evaluation comparison measured modelled surface temperature for the men's race track at the rattie 
snake', 5 - 11 February. 

Second. a typical caicuiation for the refreezing time of artificialiy injected water is presented. Typically. 
the water injection reaches the top 20 cm of the race track. For this action a water injection bar is used, 
which is equipped with very fine nozzles that injecte the water with high pressure, depending on the den
sity of the prepared snow. Usual values are around 2.0-10̂  Pa and a typical amount of injected water is 20 
1 m*". These vaiues have been used fbr the presented caicuiation. The weather conditions are the second 
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important factor for this action. !t is obvious that iow air and snow temperatures and ciear sky conditions 
acceierate the refreezing proeess, whereas ciouds reduce the potentiai outgoing iong wave radiatiön and 
therefore the proeess. The caicuiated night of 13 February was mainiy cioud free with air temperatures 
varying between -3°C in the afternoon and -!0°C the foüowing moming. The snow profüe was taken at 
the starting area of the giant siaiom at approximateiy 2450 m.a.s.i. 
Figure 2a shows the modeüed temperature profüe without additionai water, whereas Figure 2b shows the 
same protlie with injected water. Figure 2a shows a typicai temperature gradient infiuenced by a nightiy 
cooi down effect. Mainiy, the upper most 50 cm are infiuenced most whüe the iayers beiow are not ef-
fected by the diumai sequence under these conditions. The effect of the injected water is weü visibie in 
Figure 2b. The temperature of the upper most 20 cm raises to 0°C whüe the snow beiow doesn't change 
much in comparison to the untreated snow. After 5 hours the upper most iO cm have been refrozen ai-
ready whüe a iittie iayer in between stiü contains water. At midnight the gradient approaches the one of 
untreated snow and after one night the originai temperature profüe is recovered. 
Figure 3 shows the water content for the discussed exampie. The penetration depth and the dweü time of 
the injected water fbr the different iayers are weü represented. As mentioned above, the time of refreezing 
is greatiy infiuenced by the meteoroiogicai and snow conditions, since the density of the different snow 
iayers affect both the penetration depth and the meteoroiogicai boundary conditions. 

! I 

Fig. 2a: Snow temperature pro fiie without injected water. 

Fig. 2b: Snow temperature profüe with injected watcr. 
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Fig. 3: Votume content of injected water in %. 

It was shown that SNOWPACK. can be used for snow surface temperature modelling and for the caicuia
tion of the refreezing time of artificial injected water for race pistes. The model will be used again in 
winter 2003/04 at the site in St. Moritz and in the vicinity of the Parsenn ski area in Davos. 
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interaction between Cümate and Tourism: a Research on 
Skiabiiity Conditions in Severa) Skiing Compiexes on 

Piedmontese and Doiomitic Aips 
Massimitiano Fazzini*, Simona Fratianni**, Augusto Biancotti**, Carlo Bisci *** & Renato Zasso**** 
* Dip. Scienze Geotogiche, Universitä Roma Tre, Roma, itaiy 
** Dip. Scienze deüa Terra, Universitä di Torino, Torino, itaiy 
*** Dip. Scienze deiia Terra, Universitä di Camerino, Camerino, itaiy 
**** ARPAV - Centro Vaianghe, Arabba (BL), itaiy 

1. introduction 

Station 
Aiieghe - Coi de Baidi 
Arabba - Monti Orneiia 
Cortina - Ravaies 
Bardonecchia - Camini Frejus 
Limone Piemonte - Pancani 
Macugnaga - Passo dei Moro 

Position Eievation 
summit 
siope 
piateau 
stope 
summit 
ptateau 

1900 m 
2200 m 
2615 m 
1800 m 
2020 m 
2820 m 

Aspect 
SW 
N 

SW 

Tabie 1 - Geooraohic iocatization ofthe surveved stations 

tn this work there have been studied nivo-meteoroiogicai data, pertaining to the winter-season (No-
vember-Aprii) from 1991/92 to 2000/01, cotiected in six automatic stations iocated in weti-known 
skiing compiexes on Eastern Aips (Doiomites) and Western Atps (Piedmont) at aititudes between 
1800 and 2800 metres a.s.t., 
att with different geographica) 
position and exposure to air 
masses carrying precipita
tions. On both mountain areas 
the stations have been cho
sen at simitar etevation, geo-
graphic position and aspect, 
so as for a compare-son to be 
easier (tab.1). Surveying 
fietds are piaced at the top 
height of each respective skiing district, with the exception of Bardonecchia, iying on a stope that is 
ctose to the highest attitude, so that ati ciimatic-touristic parameters obtained represent the average 
conditions of middie-high mountain environments. Moreover, white stations in the Dotomites are 
piaced in a fairiy homogeneous physicai-geographic context, being at simitar distance from both the 
main watershed ränge to the North and the pre-atpine system to the South; the ones in Western 
Aips, on the other hand, are scattered in a considerabty wider area (southern area: Limone 
Piemonte - Maritime Atps; centrat area: Bardonecchia - Cottian Aips; northern area: Macugnaga -
Pennine Atps) and ati of them ctose to the main watershed anyway (fig.1). 
As a consequence, there is a considerabie ciimatotogic differentiation of a dynamic nature, on a 
mesoscate tevei, reftecting mostty on the distribution of precipitations in Space and time. tn fact, 
perturbed ftuxes bringing the most momentous precipitations mainty come from the second quad
rant (ievanter and sirocco), and iess frequentiy from the third quadrant (south-western and Atiantic 
fiux) in the Doiomites; in Piedmont Aips said ftuxes create more abundant precipitations in the vai
ieys in the middie-southern area (Limone and Bardonecchia), white the northern area receives as 
many precipitations from the passage of coid fronts of a poiar-maritime origin coming from the North 
Sea. As these pressure configurations are typicai of different times of the year, the above men
tioned differences have a specific effect not in partieuiar on average quantities, but more on mete-
oric regimes in both Atpine areas. tn fact, at an average height of 2000 m, piuvio-nivometric totats 
ränge between 1200.1400 mm and 500-600 cm on Maritime Aips, between 700-900 mm and 400-
500 cm in Cottian Atps, and between 1200-1300 mm and 500-700 cm in Pennine Aips. tn the 
Dotomites sector these vatues ränge between 900-1200 mm and 400-600 cm (Bisci er a/., 2001; 
Fazzini ef a/., 2002). Annuai distribution of precipitations, on the other hand, shows sub-mediterra-
nean characteristics in the centrai-southern areas of Piedmont Atps, where a bimodai subtittorai re
gime prevaits, with its main maximum in autumn, a secondary peak in spring and main minimum in 
the summer. in the Pennine Atps, sub-continentai characteristics with a higher concentration of pre
cipitations in the warm semester and a drastic decrease in the winter trimester have estabiished. 
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F/OL/re 7 - Geoorao/i/c oos/f/or? of fhe s^d/ed srar/ons. 
A manifest change in nivometrica! regimes fottows, ranging from unimodat with a maximum in the 
spring, iike Limone and Macugnaga, to batanced in Bardonecchia. in the Dotomites area, on the 
other hand, continentat characteristics prevaii with unimodat meteoric regime featuring a maximum 
in the summer and a manifest minimum in the winter. As a consequence, nivometricat regime is bi-
modai with maximums in Aprit and December in Atieghe and Arabba, onty to switch to unimodat 
with a maximum in the spring in Cortina. At the same height there can atso be seen a different 
thermai frame, highiighting the higher Mediterranean quaüty of the centrai-southern area of Pied-
montese Aips when compared to that of the northern area and Doiomites, mainiy deriving from a 
shorter distance from the sea and the stronger effect of Tyrrhenian Sea as compared to Adriatic. 

2. Work procedure 
The twofoid purpose of this work is that of perfecting the previous touristic cümatic index for aipine 
skiing (Fratianni & Motta, 2002) whüe trying to quantify the number of days the ski-tracks are not 
usabie. More specificaiiy, the nivo-meteorotogicai parameters taken into consideration are the foi-
towing: 
- Thickness of snow cover (beiow 30cm); 
- Minimum air temperature at 2 m above the snow cover (beiow -3°C) that, atong with retative hu
midity, determines the possibitity to create artificiat snow; 

- Wind intensity (> 20 m/s) usuaity determining the ctosure of rope skiing faciüties; 
- Air humidity (> 85%) usuaity provides information on the presence of thick fog; 
- Liquid precipitations (> 5 mm) determine a decay in the conditions ofthe ctoak of snow and annoy 
skiers; 

- Daity average temperature of the air (< 8°C combined with wind > 10 m/s - wind chiü or < 10°C 
with iess or no wind), determines conditions of intense cotd, so as to hamper or prevent skiing; 

- Maximum air temperature > 6°C, especiaüy if adding foehn, causes a quick metting of snow. 
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White the first three en
vironmentat condi-tions 
technicatty deter-mine 
the impossibiiity of ski
ing, the frequency of the 
others does not attow 
for a comptete enjoy-
abitity of said touristic 
activity, so that to each 
of them has been as-
signed an empiricai 
weight ranging from 0 to 
1 (0,4 to high tempera
tures, 0,7 to fog and 
rain, 0,8 to exceptionatiy 
coid temperatures). tf 
during a singte day 
more than one condition 
took piace (for instance, 
fog and rain), that day 
has been deemed unfit 
for skiing (vaiue 1). tn 
this way, a quite ptausi-
bie quantization of days 
unfit for skiing has been 
made in reiation to the 
whoie cotd semester 
from November to Aprii 
(about 180 days) for att 
of the tast decade. 
Thus, for each Station, 
"year - number of days 
unfit for skiing" Carte
sian diagrams have 
been buiit, specifying for 
each variabte its contri
bution (Fig.2). 

Comparing the above Charts and iooking for shared evidence and manifest differences between the 
areas, a generai tack of snow in the month of November turns out to be quite widespread, even at 
higher aititudes that - when combined to temperatures that are stiit reiativeiy warm, especiatty in the 
Piedmontese area betow 2500 metres - aimost aiways prevents from opening ski-iift facitities. 
Starting from the month of December, with often insufficient precipitations, the drastic decreasing of 
minimum temperature determines, at any height, the possibitity to produce artificiai snow and to 
open the skiing season in concurrence with Christmas hoiidays. January and February are 
characterized by the retative frequency of days with intense coid, especiatty on the Dotomites. 
March and Aprit show frequent conditions of thick fog and, at average height, days when the 
temperature is high enough to deteriorate the quaüty of the snow cioak, often appearing wet and 
triggering a proeess of acceterated fusion. 
From the anaiysis of seasonat Charts, on the other hand, a few differences appear that can be 
traced back to the different physicat-geographic environments (and therefore ciimatotogic-dynami-
cat) the stations are comprised into. Firstiy, there cannot be seen any correspondence between 
seasons with the highest number of days unfit for skiing, not onty between different Atpine areas, 
but atso in the same area. Then, there is a strong variabiiity in the number of days unfit for skiing 
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characterizing the stations of Limone and Bardonecchia, suffering from the effects ofthe tvlediterra-
nean Sea the most, whüe the Doiomitic stations of Aiieghe and Arabba, piaced at the same height, 
sport a higher uniformity in this parameter. it is aiso apparent, in the centrai-southern Piedmont 
area, that there is an overaü higher scarcity of snow and thermai-hygrometricai conditions favour-
abie to its production, whüe the situations featuring intense cotd and thick fog are more frequent at 
the beginning of the winter in the Doiomites. Atso the number of days featuring tiquid preeipitation, 
though usuaity quite tow even at an average height, tends to be higher in Piedmont. 
On the whote, however, the number of days unfit for skiing ranges between 30 and 35 around 2000 
metres oniy to drop to about 20 above 2500 metres. At such an attitude, temperatures (often quite 
rigid) become the main obstacte to skiing, white periods when snow is scarce and the temperature 
is so high as to prevent the production of artificiai snow are exceptionaüy rare or even non-existent, 
as in tvlacugnaga - in favourabte conditions both because of its height and its piace of passage on 
the main watershed - , whüe the number of days so windy as to prevent the faeiüties' opening in
creases dramaticaüy. Focusing the anaiysis on a micro-scaie tevet, manifest differences can be no
ticed, especiatty in the Piedmont area, where stations are ptaced in ciimatotogic environments that 
are different from each other. For instance, white in Bardonecchia the season that suffered the most 
disadvantages was the '92-'93, most of aü because of the tack of snow, in Limone there were defi-
niteiy better conditions, whüe the Situation Switches round in the season '94-'95. During the 1999-
2000 season both stations suffered a definite disadvantage, because of scarce presence of snow at 
the beginning of the winter and warm temperatures in December. it is worth noticing how the iast 
season examined has been the one featuring tess skiing-reiated issues, most of aü thanks to the 
abundant snow precipitations recorded starting from the iate autumn. 
tn the Dotomites, an extraordinary homogeneity of behaviour can be noticed in Aiieghe and Arabba, 
piaced not far from one another atong the same vattey (Vat Cordevote), but featuring quite different 
geographic exposure. it is therefore manifest that meso-scaie dynamic cireuiation piays a funda
mentat rote, as compared to the tocat one, in determining the conditions of perturbed or dry 
weather. The behaviour of the Station in Cortina is peeuiiar, in reiation to the 1999-2000 season, 
characterized as it is, in December and January, by a iocat compiete iack of snow, which was 
brought to the other two Doiomitic stations by a ftux of NW currents which Ravaües is downwind 
from. in the Dotomites, the tatest season has atso been characterized, at teast above 1500 metres, 
by heavy snowfaiis that aüowed for exceüent skiing conditions and an especiaüy iong season. 
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Storms and Fioods in the Aipine Region: Towards Combining a Database of Naturai Damaging Events 
and MAP Data for Eight Seasons 
Hans Voikert (1) and Rita Hausmann (2) 

(1) institut für Physik der Atmosphäre, DLR Oberpfaffenhofen, Wessiing, Germany 
(2) Geo Risks Research Department, Munich Re-insurance Company, Munich, Germany 

ABSTRACT 
This presentation reviews for the Aipine region and the MAP seasons 1992-1999 materiat which 
is avaiiabie from the NatCaLSERWCE of MunichRe and at the MAP Data Centre (MDC). The gap 
between these different sources refiecting respecitiveiy a pureiy economicai and a soieiy atmo
spheric science perspective is stiü wide. But there appears to be potentiai for a more integrated 
approach in the future. 
1. introduction 
The MAP Steering Committee decided at its summer session in 2002 to deveiop a Societai im
pact Subprogramme in order to better expose the potentiai benefits of the research programme in 
atmospheric and hydroiogicai sciences for the society at iarge. During a dedicäted Workshop heid 
in Bad Töiz in October 2002 presentations and discussions made ciear that there is an overiap 
between the database for naturai desasters of MunichRe, a iarge re-insurance Company, and the 
archives of the MAP Data Centre at ETH Zürich for the so-catied MAP seasons, June to November 
of the years 1992-1999, which preceded and finaiiy inciuded the Speciai Observing Period (SOP) 
of MAP. A generai probtem in the societai impact area ties in the quantification of (potentiai) ben
efits. Damages, and especiaüy the subset of the insured ones, can be reiated to monetary vaiues 
and an assumed (partiai) prevention appears, at teast at first sight, to be readiiy measurabie. 

During the ptanning phase for the MAP-SOP conventiona) meteorotogicat data were coüected 
and stored at the MDC for eight hatf year periods which embedded the SOP duration (7 September 
to 15 November). Furthermore tweive episodes were setected as test cases for newty devetoped 
high resotution simutation modeis. Among these are the heavy preeipitation and fiash fiood events 
named after the most pronounced impact iocation, i.e. Vaison (20-24 Sep. 1992), Brig (21 -25 Sep. 
1993), Piedmont (3-6 Nov. 1994), the heavy thunderstrom occuring during the SETEX campaign 
in southern Bavaria (5 Juiy 1994) and the heavy preeipitation episode over Friuü (16-20 Sep. 
1995). Some of these cases were aiso investigated during the European projects HERA (i.e. 
Heavy preeipitation in the Atpine region; cf. Voikert 2000) and RAPHAEL. Ait five aiso show up 
within the NatCat database of MunichRe with damage reports exceeding 100 miü. US doiiars. 

This presentation aims at an inspection of the NatCat data taiiored for the Aipine region during 
the eight MAP seasons and at an exempücation of the spatiat extent of past preeipitation events 
with iarge damages. Finaüy hints are given of possibte future cooperations. 
2. NatCat at MunichRe 
The Geo Risks Research Group within Munich Reinsurance has been gathering information about 
naturai damage events and natura) desasters on a systematic and giobai basis for approximateiy 
25 years. For this purpose a considerabie number of reiiabie sources, e.g. press agency re
ports and newspaper articies, are reguiariy scanned. in addition to generai information, such as 
iocation, date, and duration of damage events, there is a brief description which gives a quick 
idea of the size of toss events due to naturai hazards. tf avaitabte, information is stored about 
damaged or destroyed buüdings, effects on the infrastrueture, iosses to üfeiine facitities, and agri-
cuiturai iosses. The number of peopie affected (fataüties, injured persons) is aiso registered, as 
are economic and insured iosses. These data are coüected by year, country and in four distinct 
categories: earthquakes, ftoods, storm and others (e.g. avatanches, forest fires). A generai idea 
of the cottection can be gained from a pubüciy avaitabte CD-ROM (Berz and Siebert, 2000). 
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Tabte 1: Number of damage events due to ftood (F), storm (S) and other (O) natura) desasters (e.g. 
avatanches, forest fires) in five Atpine countries during the MAP seasons June to November 1992-
1999 as weii as summed up over the Atpine region and ait categories (E). Source: MunichRe 
NatCatSE7?V/CE. 
year Switzeriand 

F S O 
Austria 

F S O 
Germany 
F S O 

France 
F S O 

itaiy 
F S O 

Alpine region 
F S O Z 

1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 

- 4 5 
5 7 2 
3 5 2 
6 1 3 

2 
1 4 
1 2 
1 1 

2 3 -
2 9 -
2 4 -
5 - 1 

3 3 2 
4 2 -
3 4 1 
2 - 1 

2 -
8 12 9 29 
14 22 4 40 
10 17 4 31 
16 2 7 25 

1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 lölaT 

1 7 2 
1 3 4 
1 9 1 
3 1 

"20 37 19* 

2 1 
1 1 
1 2 

2 
15 10 

3 1 1 
5 1 

1 5 -
1 4 -

16 31 3" 

2 3 -
1 - 3 

1 4 
15 13 12* 

2 3 3 
2 4 1 
1 3 2 
2 3 -

15 15 6" 

15 6 31 
13 10 28 
19 4 27 
11 6 23 

73 111 50 234 

For the three ciasses 'Stroms', 'Ftoods' and 'Other' ait stored entries of the years 1992-1999 
were retrieved from the NatCat database for the inner-Aipine countries Switzertand and Austria, 
and the neighbouring ones Germany, France and ttaiy. Ati off-season events (Jan.-May, Dec.) 
and those not geographicaiiy reiated with the Aipine region (for D, F, t) were eiiminated. This 
resuits in a coitection of 234 events, which are stratified in categories, countries and years as 
given in Tab.1. 

The comparativety few severe and costty cases (among them the mentioned MAP episodes) 
inciude figures of economic and insured iosses (severai hundreths of miiiion US doiiars), white 
for the majority of tess prominent events officiai estimates of damage are not avaitabte. Better 
information about the spatiai extent and the duration of partieuiar events appear to be desirabie, 
not the teast to buiid up a spatiat scate of risk and damage. A generai overview concerning the 
compticated chains iinking the type of the physicat event, of its risk, and of the vunerabitity from 
an insurance perspective can be found in Krön and Thumerer (2002) for the category 'ftoods'. 

3. Severe weather information at MAP sources 
Different etectronic and openiy accessibte archives exist within the MAP Community to provide me
teoroiogicai information that may be retevant for an atmospheric extension of NatCat. The MDC 
provides surface observations for the basic parameters pressure, temperature, dew point, wind 
speed and wind direction from SYNOP stations of 29 European countries on a daity basis together 
with daity preeipitation sums (access via http://www.map.ethz.ch/map-doc/pubindex.htm ). At the 
same address descriptions of the mentioned MAP episodes are avaitabte together with sampie 
resuits from numericat simuiations. 

-*f 

-4. * * 

Figure 1: Vaison case: 24 h Figure 2: Brig case: 24 h Figure3: Piedmont case: 24 h 
accumutated preeipitation un- accumuiated preeipitation un- accumuiated preeipitation un-
tii 23 Sep. 1992, 06 UT. Maxi- tii 24 Sep. 1993, 06 UT. Maxi 

mum: 405 mm/24 h. mum: 327 mm/24 h. 
tii 6 Nov. 1994, 06 UT. Maxi
mum: 351 mm/24 h. 
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Additionat information and instructive graphics can be accessed from the recentiy buiit Web
site of the MAP working group 'Numericai Modeiüng (WGNUM)' c/o Lab. d'Aeroiogie in Touiouse 
( http://www.aero.obs-mip.fr/map ; cück 'preMAP episodes' or 'WGNUM'). Figures 1-3 are ex
ampies depicttng the considerabie spatiai extent (the geographica) one-degree-grid shows weü 
the 111 km separating the iatitude circies on the steoreographic projection) of the south-Aipine 
preeipitation events of Vaison, Brig and Piedmont as weü as the very different iocation reeeiving 
the highest preeipitation amount. 
4. Conctusion 
Within a deveioping Societai impact Subprogramme (SiS) the MAP seasons June to Novem
ber 1992-1999 are ready to serve as a piiot period for a Cooperation between the re-insurance 
industry and the communities of the meteoroiogica! and hydroiogicai sciences. The quite diverse 
nature of the avaiiabie data cataiogues cieariy point to an intensification of the diaiogue between 
the partners. Then, it is feit, better and more quantttative data concerning spatiai and temporai 
extent of severe-impact weather in the Aipine region as weii as threshoids for severity ciasses can 
be deduced. 
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Foehn and Forest Fires in Aipes-Maritimes (South-East of France) 
Carrega P. 

University of Nice-Sophia Antipoiis / CNRS 
UtvIR Espace - GVE Team 

A study which has been conducted in the Atpes-tvlaritimes Department (in a mediterranean and 
mountainous part of France) over 21 years shows that most of the fire-affected forested areas were 
burnt by few fires. The more dangerous season is summer (juiy and august), but forest fires aiso exist 
in winter, especiatty during march, in mountains. 
A more accurate study of meteoroiogicai conditions during big fires (burnt area > 200 ha), gives 
informations on the inftuence of high temperature, tow hygrometry and high wind speed which favour 
fire rate of spread. 
According to this study and to additionat meteorotogicat synoptic anatysis, more than 75% important 
fires must be iinked to Foehn effect. As no precipitations have been recorded upwind in many cases, 
it is sure those Foehn situations are not « ctassicai » (rainy conditions upwind and dry conditions 
downwind), and are onty due to topographicat wave effects. 
A discussion is done concerning the way to determine Foehn occurrences from automatic Station 
data (15 minutes intervats) and to exptain reiationships with fire devetopment; and fires exampies 
during Foehn occurrence are deveiopped. 
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Use of Dynamicat Adaptation in Research impact Studies 
Martina Tudor 
Meteoroiogicai and Hydroiogicai Service, Gric 3, HR-10000 Zagreb, Croatia 

ABSTRACT 
Successfui operationai forecasting of strength, occurrence and spatiai distribution of strong winds 
(bura) that frequentiy disturb traffic aiong the eastern Adriatic coast encouraged further usage of the 
dynamicai adaptation method in impact studies. These events are so common that high-resotution 
operationai wind speed forecast provided by the dynamicat adaptation became the irrepiaceabte 
part of the ALADiN-Croatia operationai suite. Roads and bridges in the Dinaric Aips region get 
ciosed due to very strong winds with gusts of more than 40 m/s. Resuits from an impact study of 
severe wind on the Mastenica Bridge and pianned highway in the Dinaric Aips region witt be shown. 

1. introduction 
The surface wind is the meteorotogicat parameter that is the most dependent on the description of 
topography in the modei. tn mountainous regions surface wind prediction shows important 
deficiencies due to infiuences on a smati scate - topography detaits not resotved at the scaie of the 
targe-scaie modet. 

2. High-resoiution wind modeiing 
Surface wind fieid is operationaity forecasted with 2-km resoiution for the coastai (mountainous) part 
of Croatia (eastern Adriatic coast) obtained by dynamicat adaptation. The procedure takes the 
output fietds from the operationai ALADtN with 8-km resoiution, interpotates to the 2-km resoiution, 
perturbs the fieids and destroys the quasi-stationary State. The modei fieids adapt to high-resotution 
retief by running the numericai modet from this initiat State with the new resoiution for a time 
necessary to achieve the quasi-steadiness (30-min, 60 sec time step). Part of the modet physies 
describing the moist and radiatiön processes is exciuded and the number of teveis in the upper 
troposphere and stratosphere is reduced. This approach is not abie to predict iocat thermat 
cireuiation or convection induced cireuiation. The method might atso faii in the case of front 
propagation because the stationary state is not reaehed, and when iarge-scate forecast of the 
driving modei faiis. 
The method performs much better when the wind is strong enough to overcome the cireuiation 
induced by iocat thermai or convection induced cireuiation. it is especiatty usefut when the main 
wind forcing is the pressure gradient over mountains, as it is the case with bura. 

3. impact study 
tn Croatia, there is a highway construetion under way. The highway witi connect iniand part with the 
Adriatic coast, it wiit cross the Veiebit mountain and Vetebit channei over the Mastenica bridge. 
Bura is generated by the interaction of synoptic forcing with orography; the wind is strongest 
downstream of the iowest passes in the mountain ränge and most frequent and strongest on the 
Northern Adriatic. 
When the originai impact study for the highway was done, the data was avaitabte from the 
automatic meteorotogicat Station on Mastenica Bridge. Therefore, ALADtN modet was used to 
estimate the strength of the wind atong the new road. Dynamicat adaptation of the surface wind 
speed has atready proven to be very good for Mastenica Bridge in strong bura situations on a study 
on MAP iOP 15 case. Now, data from few new automatic stations aiong the future highway path are 
avaitabte and it can be seen that the choice is justified. 
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4. Mode! resuits and measured data 
4.7. Represenfaf/on of f/re orography 

n — -

Figure 1. Orography representation is the 8-km resoiution domain (ieft) and 2-km resoiution domain 
(right) used for dynamicai adaptation. The biack iines represent iand/sea mask and poiiticai borders 
from the graphic Software. The fvlastenica Bridge is situated in the center of the domain, 
(ion=15.52,iat=44.25). The road Stretches eastward, to ()on=15.65,iat=44.25). 
4.2. Examp/e fro/n fhe #rsf sfivcfy 
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Figure 2. Surface wind fieid (ieft) and verticai cross-section (right) with 2-km resoiution for 16 
December 1999, 21 UTC. Arrows on both pictures represent the direction of the horisontai wind, 
and shaded areas correspond to the wind speed in (m/s). The verticai cross-section is aiong the 
iat=44.24, and the highway Stretches aiong this cross-section from iat=15.52 to iat=15.65. 

4.3. Mew dafa 
The first study was based on a few cases of bura. New automatic stations were estabüshed in the 
autumn of 2002 and beginning of 2003. Measurements from those stations show that the choice of 
dynamicai adaptation to 2-km resoiution using operationai ALADiN modei was justified. 
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Figure 3. Measured wind speed for the Ledenik Tune! automatic Station and modetted data from the 
dosest modet point for February 2003. Measured 10 min average wind speed is dark btue (dark 
grey), 10 min maximum (grey), ait modet forecasts for February (00 and 12 UTC runs) with 8-km 
resotution in orange (grey) and 2-km resoiution (iight grey). 2-km resoiution predicts occurrence and 
strength of the 10-min average wind speed weü. The 'bad forecast' for 6̂  of February probabiy 
corresponds to bad targe scate modei forecast. 
Recent modei data from new automatic stations have shown that the 2-km resoiution dynamicat 
adaptation corresponds weü with the observed data. The use of dynamicat adaptation with the 
ALADiN modet for the imact study was proven as a good choice and the use of ALADiN forecast 
operationai products. tn the Figure 3, 8-km and 2-km resoiution forecast data for each operationai 
modei run (every day, 00 and 12 UTC run) are compared to the measurements, 10-min average 
and 10-min maximum wind speed. it can be seen when the modet starts, surface wind speed in 
anatysis is much iower than the measured one, because it is originatiy from the gtobat anatysis. The 
wind adapts to the 8-km orography during the first 3 hours of integration, but the measured strength 
is not reaehed, because the 8-km resoiution representation of orography is insuficient. Further 
dynamicai adaptation of the wind fietd to 2-km resotution orography gives much better resuits. The 
obvious faiiure of predieting wind speed for the period from 6' to 7 of February 2003 is caused by 
the wrong iarge scate forecast, as can be seen in detaii in Figure 4. 
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Vijodukt Baricevic Most Krk 

.,..-< 

Ledenik Maslenicki most 

Most Pag 
Figure 4. Measured wind speed for the 
Baricevac Viaduct (top, ieft), Krk Bridge (top, 
right), Ledenik Tunei (middie, ieft), Mastenica 
Bridge (middte, right) and Pag Bridge (bottom, 
ieft) automatic stations and modeited data for 
the 00 UTC run on 5̂  February from the ciosest 
modet point for the period from 5̂  to 7̂  
February 2003. Measured 10 min average wind 
speed is dark biue (dark grey), 10 min maximum 
(grey), ait modet forecasts for February (00 and 
12 utc runs) with 8-km resotution in orange 
(grey) and 2-km resoiution (iight grey). 
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tcing Conditions of the Territory of Buigaria 
Nikolov D. 

Nationa! tnstitute of tvleteorotogy and Hydroiogy, Sofia, Butgaria 

The icing of the technicai constructions is a serious probtem in Butgaria. The geographica) tocation of 
our country is especiatty favourabie for heavy icing depositions, which have been observed 
approximatety every two or three years. They cause heavy damages, mainty on the system of 
etectric power tines.This paper generatizes the resutts from the investigations, which were carried out 
in our institute in the tast years. Date from 15 weather stations for the period 1981-2000 have been 
used for this purpose. The meteorotogicat conditions by icing as weit as the characteristics of the 
proeess (beginning, ending and duration; the period of appearance and the frequency of the 
phenomenon) have been investigated. Some integrai distributions have been drawn. The information 
for the diameter, mass and the reduced to density 0.9g/cm3 thickness of the deposited ice by cases 
of damages has been expanded with new date and has been statisticat treäted. The infiuenee of the 
reiief has been taken in to account. The synoptic situations by some heavy icing cases have been 
investigated aiso. 
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Ecohydroiogy of an Aipine Mountain System: A Study on Himaiayas Orographie Preeipitation and Hydroiogicai Mechanisms 
Shanmuganandan S. 

Madurai Kamaraj University 

The birth of the Himaiayas is the resuit of a caiamitous event of break-up of the peninsuiar part of 
present india (the Deccan Piateau) from the super-continent Gondwanaiand, 140 miiiion years ago. 
The Himaiayas are stiü geoiogicaity active and structuraüy unstabie. For this reason, earthquakes 
continue to be a frequent occurrence in the entire Himaiayan region. The Himaiayas is the worids' 
highest mountain chain characterized by a compiex geoiogie structure, snoweapped peaks, iarge 
vaiiey giaciers, deep river gorges and rieh Vegetation. A compiex interpiay of cümatic and geoiogicai 
processes, patterns of resource use and economic conditions have ied Himaiayan Ecoiogy resource 
degradation and associated environmentat consequences in the Himaiayan ecosystem. The present 
study is an attempt to anaiyze the geo and ecohydrotogicai characteristics of the atpine mountain 
system with reference to Himatayas with reference to its preeipitation processes and the hydroiogicai 
mechanisms owing to the inftuence of south Asia Monsoon system and hydrotogica) mechanisms 
such as reüef rainfaii and aiso the infiuenee of ice and snow cover giaciated system. The study aiso 
probes into the preeipitation mechanism on the Himaiayan mighty river system in increasing the water 
potentiai of the region. The study atso made an attempt to examine the impact of cümate change on 
hydroiogicai baiance and Stresses on the cruciai issue of water sharing between countries in the 
South Asian region. Finaüy, the mechanisms for management of water resources in the Himaiayan 
region, at the nationai, regionai and intemationai ievets are discussed. The study was based on the 
secondary data coüected from pubiished records and atso case studies avaitabte at various tevets. 
The data were anatyzed with the heip of descriptive and muitivariate statisticat techniques to exptain 
the dimensions of aipine mountain ecosystem of Himaiayas with a view to dehve a conceptuai 
framework for a sustainabie mountain ecosystem. The study observed that the Himaiayan region is 
characterized by intense rainfaü in the east and heavy snowfait in the western reaches, which feed 
some of the iongest giacier Systems in the worid and are the source of major rivers. The water 
resources of the Himaiayan region are a cruciai part of the üves of miiiions of peopie iiving in the hiüs 
and the piains. Rivers originating in the Himaiayas bring fertiie siit and irrigation water, which is 
essentiai to the devetopment of the agro-economy in the piains. This dependence of the neighboring 
ptains on mountain water resources has ted to the description of the South Asian civiiization as a 
'hydrauüc society' (Stone, 1992). The Himaiayas contain over haif the permanent snow and ice fieids 
outside the Potar Regions and it is estimated that roughiy 50,000 sq. km of giaciers feed into the 
worid's iargest water drainage system of the tndus, Ganga and Brahmaputra rivers. This perenniat 
river system of the Himaiayas is fed by meit water contribütions from snow cover, giaciers and 
permafrost regions. The contribution of snow to the runoff of major rivers in the eastern Himaiayas is 
about 10% but more than 60% in the Western Himatayas. Thus the study stressed an importance and 
the rote of mountain hydroiogicai system for the sustainabie devetopment of integrated water 
resources management. 
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Towards an Hydrotogica! Quaiification ofthe Simuiated Rainfaii in 
Mountainous Areas 
Eddy Yates, Sandrine Anquetin, Jean-Dominique Creutin 
Laboratoire d'etude des Transfers en Hydroiogie et Environnement, Grenobie, France 

ABSTRACT 
Within the generai concern of fiash fiood producing storms in the southern and eastern edges ofthe 
French Massif Centrai, this communication aims at presenting a new approach to quaiify numericai 
simuiation. Two convective cases have been simuiated with the non-hydrostatic research modei 
MesoNH. The simuiated rainfaii fieids have been compared with radar and rain gauge data sets. 
The vaiidation procedure is based on the distribution of the simuiated and the observed water 
depths in regards of hydroiogicai surfaces extracted from the stream channei ofthe region. 

1. The Cevennes - Vivarais Region and its Hydrometeoroiogicai Observatory 
The studied area iies between the Mediterranean Sea and the French "Massif Centrai" (Fig. 1a). 
This geographic Situation makes the region subject to severe rainfaiis, especiaiiy during autumn. 
The atmosphere cooiing above the warm sea creating convective instabiiity associated to 
orographie iifting iead to severe rainfaii events generated by quasi-stationary mesoscaie convective 
system. For exampie, the case of September 8-9 2002 stayed 20 hours on the region with intensity 
tocatiy greater than 80 mm/h. The rainfaii maximum reaehed 800 mm ieading to sudden and high 
discharge fiows that devastated the Gard region. 
The topography of the region is composed by deep vaiieys (Fig. 1b); this makes smaii watersheds 
(500 up to 2,500 knf), with short response time. Therefore, the region is reguiariy subject to fiash 
fioods : the stream discharge can rise from normai to fiood ievei within 6 up to 9 hours. 
Since 2001, the Cevennes-Vivarais fvlediterranean Hydrometeoroiogicai Observatory (OHM-CV) 
has been created to estabüsh a coherent data set on a 10 years period. The data network consists 
in 3 S-band radars (Ntmes, Botiene, Sembadei) of the ARAMtS network of Meteo-France, about 
200 rain gauges and about 50 discharge captors managed by 3 operationai Offices (Meteo-France, 
Direction Departementaie de f'Equipement Ardeche et Gard (DDE07, DDE30), Direction inter 
Regionaie de i'ENvironnement (DiREN) (Fig. 1b). The Laboratoire d'etude des Transfers en 
Hydroiogie et Environnement (LTHE) is in Charge of this naturai iaboratory running. 
Beside its Observation task, the OHM-CV aims at reaching an efficient hydrometeoroiogicai 
prediction tooi. The deveiopment of the knowiedge and methods devetoped within a strong 
coüaboration between meteorotogists and hydroiogists aims at improving the fiash fiood forecasting 
procedures and aiso the fiash ftood assessment techniques through a better understanding of the 
triggering factors. 
The first step is therefore dedicäted to the vaiidation of the simuiated rain fietds, using criteria 
showing whether this rain fietd is "good" or not at forcing an hydrotogica) modet ; this vatidation must 
be adapted to the hydrotogica) goa), and therefore show if the rain fietd prediction's aceuracy is 
compatibte with the topotogic speeificities of the region (i.e. short time and spatiai scates) ; this 
vatidation must find out the scates at which the hydroiogicai modeis can efficientiy use the rain 
simuiations. 
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Figure 1 : (a)The Cevennes - Vivarais region; (b) Reiief of the studied area and the OHM-CV data 
network (radar Ntmes and Botiene, 202 rain gauges) 

2. Atmospheric simuiation and hydroiogie vaiidation 

2.1. S/mM/a#on mode/ 
Two meteorotogicat events have been simuiated with the aneiastic non-hydrostatic MesoNH modet 
(Lafore et at., 1998). The modet aitows running simuttaneousty severai grids in a two-way interactive 
mode. it reties on physicai packages to reproduce the different atmospheric processes such as 
turbuience, convection, radiative transfer, microphysicai parameterisations and soit-atmosphere 
exchanges. More detaüs on the compiete set of parameterisations avaiiabie in the tvlesoNH modet 
can be found in the scientific documentation (The tvlesoNH Atmospheric Simutation System, 2001). 
A buik microphysicat scheme governs the equation of the two tiquid categories (ctoud and rain 
water) and of three ice categories (graupet, snow and primary ice). 
The initiai states ofthe simuiations have been deepty investigated in order to produce more reaiistic 
preeipitation fietds (Ducrocq et ai., 2001). They used mesoscate observations such as mesonet 
surface observations, radar reftectivities and METEOSAT data to prescribe an initiai state. The 
description of the humidity fieid in the initiat state appears cruciat for the forecast of the convective 
Systems. The targest domain was forced with boundary conditions given by a iinear temporat 
interpotation of the ECMWF anaiyses given every 6 hours. 

2.2. Va//daf/on surfaces 
Two vaiidation surface types are investigated : a simpie rectangutar division of the domain, and a 
"hydroiogicat" division, that is a grid that deiineates the area constituted by the two hitt stopes that 
drain water towards a reach. 
The VisuaiDem digitat etevation modet (DTM) (A = 75 m) is used to automaticatiy map the stream 
channet and divide network of the vaiidation surfaces. The studied domain covers approximateiy 
^ = 32,000 /r/77" where the main watersheds of the Cevennes-Vivarais region are inciuded (Fig. 
1). 5,300,000 pixeis have then been treäted with ftow pathway atgorithms in order to extract 
hydrauüc network. This study uses the ciassicai TOPMODEL concepts (Bewen and Kerby, 1979), 
which stress that tocat hydrauüc gradient is approximated by the iocat ground surface stope. 
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2.3. \Za//daf/on method 
2.3.1. Method 
This paper aims to identify at which spatiai scaies a simuiated rainfaii can be deciared reievant for 
hydroiogicai purposes. Therefore, severai vaiidation surface networks at different resoiutions are 
extracted from approximateiy 10 km̂  to 2500 km̂ . The simuiated and observed rain fieids are then 
distributed among these surfaces in order to find out the rain depth on each surface. 
From the comparison of the evoiution of the observed and simuiated water depth versus surface of 
vaiidation, the trends characterize both the impact of the deiocaiisation and the underestimation of 
the simuiated rain fieid. 

2.3.2. Testing the method 
The method is first tested on 49 radar-based rain fieids extracted from the OHM-CV database. The 
objective is to separate the possibie error sources by creating perfectiy known errors and anaiyse 
their impact on the water depth evoiution. The infiuenee of a deiocaiisation can be tested by 
comparing the rain fieids with themsetves after introducing a shift. The effect of the interpoiation is 
aiso tested. The radar rain fieid is therefore extracted at each rain gauge iocation and then 
interpoiated. 
Fig. 2, the impact of the interpoiation appears on the iower vaiue of correiation coefficient which 
therefore show the timit of a rain gauge network to spatiaity quatify the water depth. The impact of 
the detocatisation of the rain fieid is readabie on the stope rupture Fig.2(a). The determination of 
this bending point is more precise when the vatidation surface are extrapoiated from the stream 
channet. 
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Figure 2 : (a) Correiation coefficient between the reference rain fieid and the 10 km-shifted rain 
fietd; (b) Corretation coefficient between the reference rain fieid and the interpoiated rain fieid 

(rectangutar vaiidation surfaces) 
2.3.3. Cases studied 
Two convective cases have been anaiysed: 13-14 October 1995 and 6-7 October 2001. These two 
meteoroiogicai events are quaiified to quasi-stationary mesoscate convective Systems (MCS) and 
have produced cumuiative surface preeipitation reaching 300 mm in 9 hours over the Cevennes-
Vivarais region. 
These two events have been seiected for both their hydrotogica) impact and their stationary phase 
that attows us to use statisticat anaiyse to highüght the space variabiiity of the rainfaü fietd. 
The simuiation of the 1995 case is much better than the one of 2001 when considering the 
iocaüsation. Both simutations underestimate the amount of rain (Fig. 3) with a süghtty better 
estimation for the 1995 case. 
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in this part, the first step is dedicäted to identify the reference fieid which wiü be used for the 
comparison. As shown Fig. 1, 50% of the rain gauges are iocated beiow 300 m in aititude. 
Therefore, even with an important number of stations (147 for the 1995 event; 174 for the 2001 
event), we are faced to the probiem of representativeness of punctuai observations that are too 
coarse to describe the spatiai and temporai variabiiity of the rainfaii within mountainous region. 
Here, the houriy surface rain gauge data are used as a reference. Simpie kriging is used to 
interpoiate rain gauge data. Kriging aims to minimize the estimation variance that characterizes the 
amount of variabiiity that the estimator can not expiain in its formuiation. This estimation variance is 
therefore deepiy iinked to the rain gauge network configuration and to the variogram. For a given 
estimation variance threshotd, a surface may be drawn to deiineate a confident zone where the 
krigged vatues are retiabte. 
Fig. 3, the observed and the simuiated cumuiated rain fietd are piotted for the 1995 event. The 
retiabte surfaces (defined with the estimation variance threshotd of 60%) hide the fietds that wiü not 
be taken into account in the anaiyse. 
Then, the vaiidation surfaces are extracted from this resuiting map. As previousiy, the observed and 
simutated water depths are caicuiated on each vaiidation surfaces. 
The finai anaiyse aims at verifying if the method deveioped above can give objective criteria that 
characterize the hydrotogica) retevance ofthe simuiated rain fieid. 
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Figure 3 : 11 hours cumutated rain fieid for the 1995 case 
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The Rote ofthe Antecedent Soit Moisture Condition on the 
Distributed Hydrotogtc Modetting of the Toce Atpine Basin Ftoods 
Nicota Montaldo, Giovanni Ravazzani, Marco Mancini 
Dipartimento di ingegneria idrauiica, Ambientaie, infrastrutture viarte, e dei Riievamento, Potitecnico 
di Milano, itaiy 

ABSTRACT 
Event-based hydroiogie modets need the spatial distribution of the antecedent soit moisture 
condition, as criticat boundary initial condition for ftood simutation. Land-surface modets (LSMs) 
have been devetoped to simuiate mass and energy transfers, and to update the soit moisture 
conditions through time from the Solution of surface moisture and energy batance equations. They 
are recentiy used in distributed hydrotogic modeting for flood prediction Systems. The evolution of 
distributed hydrotogic modeting tead to increasing of parameterization and compiexity of LSMs. in 
this study we address the foltowing objectives: 1) investigate the roie of soii moisture initiat 
conditions in the modeting of Atpine basin ftoods; 2) define an adequate compiexity Ievet of the LSM 
for the modeiing of Atpine basin fioods. 

1. introduction 

The study of river ftoods as the response of the watershed to rainfatt events is a task to which 
modern surface hydroiogy addresses a substantat research effort (Rosso, 1994). Recentiy, the 
frequencies of occurrences of extreme ftoods atso due to ctimate change, have increased the need 
for better investigation of ftoods. The rising and fatting of the stream discharges foltowing a rainfalt, 
reftects the integrated effect of ati the complex processes occurring within the catchment. 
Comprehension of processes invotved is difficult because of a complex nonlinear relationship with 
the pattern of heterogeneity of catchment characteristics (Seyfried ard Witcox, 1995). in the context 
of ftood simutation and prediction, it is widely recognized the inftuence of soii moisture condition 
prior to storm events on the formation of ftoods (Troch et at., 1993a, 1993b). Sanarath et at. (2000) 
demonstrates the modet Performance improvements through the use of a formuiation that performs 
continuous soit moisture aecounting The need to predict soii moisture ted to the advent of SVAT 
(Soil-Vegetation-Atmosphere-Transfer) models that simuiate mass and energy transfers at the iand 
surface, and update the sott moisture conditions through time from the Solution of surface moisture 
and energy batance equations. Encapsulation of physic processes description into distributed 
models shouid improve estimation of antecedent moisbre condition and so rainfait-runoff 
transformation. On the counterpart a common strategy of improving Performance of physicatly 
based modets is to increase number of parameters and modets' framework compiexity. On the 
contrary, before any apptication of rjiysic-based model, an effort should be made for the 
comprehension ofthe dominant physicai processes involved in the rainfat^runoff transformation of a 
speciftc watershed (Beven, 2001). The aim of this study is to verify the rote of a right representation 
of the antecedent soii moisture condition on the distributed hydrotogic modelting and find the 
minimum compiexity scheme for a good simutation of important flood events in an atpine watershed. 
The Toce basin is the case study; it is tocated in the North Piedmont (itaiian Atps), and it has a total 
drainage area of 1534 km2 at Candogtia section. The Toce is a typicat atpine catchment, mostly 
without soit and more rocks and the proeess atong the hittstope is mainiy hortonian 
Three modets of different tevei of compiexity are devetoped and compared: two (TDHM and SDHM) 
are continuous distributed hydrotogic modets, one (FEST03) is an event distributed hydrotogic 
model based on the simptified SCŜ CN method for rainfalt abstractions. The TDHM model is a two-
tayer distributed LSM, which inciudes both Saturation and infittration excess runoff, and simulates 
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the evotution of the water tabte spatiat distribution using the topographic index; the SDHM mode! is 
a simptified one-iayer distributed LSM, which onty inciudes hortonian runoff, and doesn't simuiate 
the water tabie dynamic. 
Objectives of this study are: 
1. investigate the importance of soii moisture initiat conditions in Toce ftood simutation. and 
how can be improved the modeting using continuous modets. 
2. understanding if, for an Atpine steep basin, it is enough to simptify the continuous LSM due 
to the no soii conditions. 
2. The Toce basin case study 
The case studied is the Toce river basin which, in the past decade, has been frequentiy ftooded, in 
partieuiar with disastrous effects in September 1993 and, very recentiy, in October 2000. The Toce 
basin anatysis is a case study of the RAPHAEL (Runoff and Atmospheric Processes for ftood 
Hazard forEcasting and controL) European Union research project, through which a comprehensive 
set of hydrotogic, meteorotogicat and physiographic data were cotiected. 
The Toce watershed is a typicai giacia! bastn with steep hiüsiopes bounding a narrow vaiiey iocated 
in the North Piedmont (itaiian Aips), and partiaiiy in the Switzeriand (10% of the totai area). The 
tand cover is divided among: forest areas (70 % ) , bare rocks (9%), agricutturat (7%), natural 
grassiand (6%), urban (4%), water bodies (3%), and giaciers and perpetuat snow (1%). The Toce 
tithotogy can be ciassified in five main ciasses: augean gneiss (49%), micaeeous schists (27%), 
cateareous schists (11%), grindstones (7%), and granites (6%). Catchment hifisfopes are mostty 
covered by bare rocks and trees deveioped in thin tow soit tayers rested on iayers of rocks. The sdi 
depth (i.e. soit conductivity) just increases in the downstream atiuviat area. Hence, hittstope 
mountain areas significantty contribute to the ftood generation, and the overtand ftow is mainiy 
hortonian. 
3. The distributed hydroiogie modeis 
We devetoped and tested three distributed hydrotogic catchment modeis: 1) the FEST03 modet 
(Montaido et af., 2002a), 2) the topographicaüy based distributed hydroiogie mode! (TDHM), and 3) 
the simptify distributed hydrotogic modet (SDHM). They are improvements of the spatially-
distributed modeting framework initiated at the Potitecnico di Mitano over the past decade (e. g., 
Brath et at., 1989; Ortandini et at., 1996; Mancini et at., 2000; Montatdo et at., 2002a). The main 
difference is that FEST03 is an event modet, white TDHM and SDHM are continuous modet. They 
atso differ in the mechanism for surface runoff generation: the first one computes the surface runoff 
using the SCS-CN method, white the tast two use an Hortonian mechanism (in part TDHM atso use 
a Saturation excess mechanism), and simutate soit water batance evotution performing continuous 
soit moisture aecounting (Figure 1). Finatty, they differ in the base ftow computation: a tumped 
conceptuai approach, namety a simpte tinear reservoir method (Sorooshian, 1983) in the FEST03 
and SDHM, white in the TDHM base fiow at the basin outtet section is computed through a tumped 
routing topographicatiy based as in Sivapatan et ai., 1987. 
Detaits on FEST03 modet are reported in Montatdo et at. (2002a), white detaüs on fuxes 
computations in the TDHM are in Famigtietti and Wood (1994). 
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Figure 1. Representation of iocai hydroiogicai processes inciuded in the TDH modei (a) and in the 
SDH model (b) 
4. Appiication ofthe continuous hydroiogicai modeis to the Toce basin 
TDHM and SDHM have been appiied for the two-year (1996 and 1997) Simulation period, during 
which two major fioods occurred in the November 1996 and in June 1997. The modeis have been 
validated comparing cumuiative simulated and observed runoff at Cancbgiia (Figure 2). )t was 
observed a spin-up period tiii first remarkable fiood event (November 1996) that reset soii Saturation 
condition. 
The three modei Performances in the Simulation of the two major fioods are compared in figure 3. 
Benchmark indexes for a rapid comparison are showed in table i. 
interestingly, the resutts indicate that the SDHM modet is abie to sufficientty wetl predict the major 
fioods of this Alpine basin; this modet is a good compromise between the over-parameterized and 
eomptex TDHM modet and the over-simptified FEST03 modet 
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Figure 2. . Comparison between observed and modeied cumulative runoff after spirhup period. The 
two main ftood events are indieated. 
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Figure 3. . Comparison of the results of the three models for ftood simUation of the two major 
events. 

Table t. tndexes retated to the two major ftood events simutation for a rapid comparison of modets 
resutts: for the three modets are reported the simutated/observed reiationship of peak flow and ftood 
volume, the Nash and Sutcliffe (1970) efficiency, the root mean square error and the time to peak 
error. 
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1. introduction 
ECMWF, iSAC-CNR and University of Brescia are carrying on a joint research project mainiy aimed 
at verifying the capabiiities of numericai meteoroiogicai forecasting Systems to assess the variance 
of prediction of some important fiood indexes (such as the time to peak, the peak fiood, voiumes, 
etc.) induced by variabiiity of rainfaii forecasts. The project is focused on the major 1966 
widespread storm and fiood event, which caused disasters mainiy in Fiorence, but aiso in other 
parts of north-eastern itaiy, such as the town of Trento and in many vaüeys situated in the eastern 
Aips, in the period 3-5 November. 
ECMWF data used for this study consist of the high resoiution reanaiyses, deterministic and 
ensembie forecast data for a period covering the end of October and the beginning of November 
1966. Reanaiyses, deterministic and ensembie forecasts for the iast days of the simuiated period 
were atso used to define the initiai and boundary conditions to generate the BOLAM (iimited area, 
hydrostatic) and MOLOCH (non hydrostatic) mesoscaie modei forecasts. 
Since one of the objectives of the project is to investigate the possibiüty of using the ensembie of 
predicted meteoroiogicai fieids to drive hydrotogica) modeis, preeipitation and surface temperature 
fieids simuiated by ECMWF and iSAC-CNR were verified versus observed raingauge preeipitation, 
temperature and runoff data coüected for the Arno and Adige basins and surrounding areas. 

2. Preeipitation observed during the 1966 fiood event over the Arno and the Adige basins 
Preeipitation during the period ieading to the fiood event was unusuai for continuity, intensity and 
extension. About 85% of the area monitored by Servizio idrografico di Pisa observed extreme totai 
preeipitation. The peak discharge observed at the section of S. Giovanni aüa Vena (8186 km̂ ) was 
2290 rn^/s, the areai preeipitation over the same basin for the 48 hour period speeified in Figure 1 
was 164.1 mm. 
Figure 2 shows the corresponding 96-hour accumuiated preeipitation for an area around the Adige 
river, over North-Eastern itaiy. 
The correct iocaüzation in Space and time of the preeipitation maxima over the two ftooded areas 
wii! atso be verified by objective criteria, providing some insight in the vaiue of meteoroiogicai 
information, avaitabte today at higher resoiution than that avaiiabie in 1966. 

3. The work in progress 
Attention is focused on the 4-day preeipitation accumuiated between 2^ and 4̂  of November. From 
6 days before the event @9*̂  of October, t+120-144h, vatid for 3-4̂  November) the Ensembie 
Prediction System (EPS) predicts consistentiy increasing probabiiities that intense rainfaü (TP>50, 
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75 mm/d) coutd hit northern (Friuii) and centrai (Tuseany) itaiy. Over Friuii, 48-72h EPS forecasts 
give a 40-60% probabiüty of TP>75mm where this amount was observed. 
High-resotution runs have been performed with the BOLAM modet, using seif nesting strategy and 
the ECMWF high resoiution (T_511L60) reanaiyses as initiai and boundary vaiues. Figure 3 shows 
a 36 hour accumuiated preeipitation fieid predicted by a 6 km resoiution run, starting from 3 
November 00 UTC and ending 48 hours iater. tn the period considered in Figure 3, most of the 
preeipitation shown in Figures 1 and 2 was accumuiated, so that a direct intercomparison is 
meaningfui. tn fact tittie rain feit on the areas considered out of the period considered in the modei 
run. 
White the simutated preeipitation over the Atps is satisfactory in terms of both amount and 
distribution, over Tuseany oniy the preeipitation ciose to the northern Apennine chain is reaüsticaüy 
eaptured. The rainfaii swath, oriented in the SW to NE direction, affecting the southern part of the 
Arno river basin, is not represented by the modet. Considering atmospheric profites, it is iikeiy that 
organized convection was mainiy responsibie for the observed preeipitation over this area. 

The three key aspects that are under investigation are: 
* the sensitivity of BOLAM integrations to changes in the starting initiai conditions, 
* the sensitivity of preeipitation forecasts to the hydro-static approximation, and 
* the vatue of coupting meteo and hydrotogica) modei simutations. 
This iatter aspect wiü be investigated by coupting the meteorotogicat modei BOLAM with the Univ. 
of Brescia hydrotogica) mode). 

The map is taken from Annaie tdroiogico 
1966 - Parte Prima, Servizio idrografico di 
Pisa 

Figure 1. 48 hours accumuiated preeipitation 
observed at measurement sites managed by 
Servizio idrografico di Pisa. The observing 
period starts 03-11-1966 08:00 UTC and ends 
05-11-1966 08:00 UTC 
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Figure 2. 96 hour accumuiated 
preeipitation observed at 
measurement sites spread over 
the Adige basin. The observing 
period starts 02-11-1966 08:00 
UTC and ends 06-11-1966 08:00 
UTC 
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Figure 3. 36 hour accumuiated preeipitation in 
the period 3 November 18 UTC to 5 November 
00 UTC, 1966, as simuiated with the BOLAM 
modei at 6 km resoiution, embedded in a coarser 
run that uses the ECMWF high resoiution 
(T)_511L60) reanaiysis as initiai and boundary 
conditions. 
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Mountain Preeipitation and Hydroiogy in the Middie East 
Ronaid. B. Smith*, Jason Evans*, Robert Ogtesby** 
*Yaie University and **NASA Marshaü Space Ftight Center 

1. introduction 
Like the Atps in Europe, the massive Zagros, Tauros and other mountain ranges in the Middte East 
exert a dominant controt over the hydrotogy ofthe region. Perhaps, in a retative sense, the rote of 
terrain is even more striking in the Middie East because of the surrounding dry ciimates of the 
fvlediterranean zone, and deserts of Saudi Arabia and Centrai Asia. in both Europe and southwest 
Asia, eievated terrains have higher preeipitation rates and siower evaporation rates than iower 
eievations, causing excess water to run off the iand into streams and rivers. in the coid season, 
water is stored in the frozen State untii the spring thaw, deiaying and smoothing out the river 
discharge profüe. 

Conversety, the mountains may atso be partty responsibte for the surrounding dry cümates. An 
important aspect of orographie preeipitation is the rain shadow effect. Recent studies have tried to 
quantify this effect on Aipine terrain [Smith et at. 2003a]. in the tvliddie East, there are severai 
important water sources inciuding the Btack, Caspian, Red and Mediterranean Seas and the 
Persian Guif. Understanding vapor transport and toss away from these various source regions is 
essentiai for regionat hydroiogy. For exampte, do the Btack or Caspian Seas in the north and east, 
contribute to preeipitation in the Tigris and Euphrates watersheds? And, does the coastat ränge 
atong the tvlediterranean trap preeipitation that wouid otherwise moisten the steppes and deserts 
of Syria and traq? 

Mountains atso have an indirect effect on preeipitation. Mostty through eievated heating, they 
generate atmospheric subsidence that warms and dries the surrounding areas [Broccoii and 
Manabe, 1992]. Evans et at. [2003] have shown that summer subsidence forced by the tranian 
Piateau adds extra warming and drying to Mesopotamia. A simpte modet of this is the response to 
heating in a steady stratified stream [Smith and Lin, 1982]. The upstream tiit of heat-generated 
waves produces descent and zona! acceieration. The resuiting increase of the CorioÜs force 
deftects the air over Mesopotamia to the right (southward), opposite to the deftection expected 
from the mechanicat tifting. The acceieration and turning may assist the strong northwesterty 
Shamai wind. 

2. Orographie Preeipitation 
Mountains exert a strong inftuence on preeipitation patterns in the region. Recent statisticai 
anatysis [Evans et at, 2003] indicates that compared to cümate indices such as storminess and 
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moist instabiiity, an "upsiope index" — ̂ / - V/?(x,y) has more predictive power for seasona) 
and inter-annuai preeipitation. There are five dominant regions of orographie preeipitation. 

The Mediterannean coastai ränge inciuding the hiüs of Lebanon 
The Tauros mountains of Turkey, 
The Zagros mountains of iran 
The Pontic ränge by the Biack Sea 
The Eiburz ränge by the Caspian Sea 

The first three of these areas have a winter/spring maximum in preeipitation associated with 
upsiope winds in baroctinic weather Systems. The tvlediterranean coastai orography has a width of 
oniy 50km, so gtobai and many regionai modets faii to reproduce observations. Smaüer scaie 
modeis may do a better job [Atpert and Shafir, 1991; Smith and Barstad, 2003]. 

wind & mix(12) & preeip, day=75.75 

Preeipitation patterns in the Tauros, Zagros, and the high Cito-Sat ranges at their junction, are 
targer scate features and thus are eaptured more easiiy by coarse resotution modeis. Preeipitation 
in the southern foothiüs of these mountains Supports the rain-fed agrieuiture in the Fertite 
Crescent. Preeipitation in the higher mountains feeds the southward fiowing Tigris and Euphrates 
Rivers. Recent ättempts to simuiate preeipitation in the Eiburz region have faiied, in part due to 
poor forecasting of regionat wind seasonaüty and in part due to probiems on the ctoud physies 
parameterizations in current mesoscaie modets [Evans et at, 2003]. 

3. Water sources 
An added geographica) compiexity is the reiationship between mountain iocation and bodies of 
water that act as water sources. Etsewhere, good examptes of this retationship inetude the Bay of 
Bengat supptying water to the Himaiayas and the Ligurian Sea supptying water to the Atps.. tvliddie 
East hydroiogy inetudes many examptes of this kind of source-mountain retationship. Source-
mountain pairs inciude: Btack Sea-Pontic Range, fvlediterranean Sea - Levantine hiüs, Persian 
Guif- Zagros Mountains., Caspian Sea-Etburz Mountains. 
Some insight into source-mountain reiationships can be gained with regionat cümate modeis. 
Recent work has shown that the upper reaches of the Tigris-Euphrates watershed in Turkey-tran 
reeeive water vapor from both the Mediterranean Sea and the Persian Guif [Evans ef a/, 2003]. An 
exampie is shown in Figure 2 for February 2, 1990. As a depression migrated eastward in mid-
iatitudes, distinct streams of moist air were drawn from the Mediterranean Sea and the Persian 
Gutf. These moist airstreams merged and were iifted by the high Cito-Sat Ranges, inciuding Mt. 
Ararat (5165m). 

F/gure 2. Wind vectors and water vapor 
mixing ratio (shaded) at 700hPa on February 
16, 1990. Preeipitation amounts are 
contoured. Data of from a RegCM2 
simuiation of a preeipitation event on the Cüo-
Sat Range (square box). 
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4. interannuai variabiiity of snow-pack and river discharge 
The interannua! variabiiity of river discharge in the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers are associated both 
with preeipitation and temperature fiuctuations. The infiuenee of temperature fiuctuation is feit both 
through evaporation and snow pack storage changes. An overview of the snow pack variabiiity in 
January is seen in Figure 3. Not surprisingty, the highest terrain near Lake Van and Mt. Ararat 
have snow in every year, whüe vast areas of mid-aititude terrain are variabie in this respect. it can 
be shown that the interannuai differences in snow area corretate with monthiy temperature 
anomaties, but the exact spatiat patterns are more difficutt to predict. 

.i,< 

3 -3. 
^7 

F/'gure 3. The frequency of snow 
cover in the Mountains of Turkey 
and tran over the period 1983-
1994, derived from AVHRR data 
[Smith et ai, 2003a]. 

The impact of cümate variabiiity on snow pack and discharge can be estimated using a simpte 
spatiaity distributed bücket hydroiogy modei [Smith et ai. 2003a]. in this modet, the monthiy 
preeipitation, evaporation, soii moisture, snowpack and runoff from each 5-km pixet in the Middie 
East are computed. The modet assumes that the maximum storage capacity of the soii is 100mm 
of cotumn water. The modet is driven by the observed monthty ctimatoiogy for the region from the 
period 1950 to 1975. The runoff from each pixei is aggregated for each watershed. One resutt 
from the modet, the monthiy discharge in the Euphrates, is shown in Figure 4. 

5000 
rmsm125 

Euphrates rmsm75 
450C rp+25 
400 rp-25 

J5 350 
300 rt-5 
250 reference 
200C Hit 1924-32 O1506 
100G Hit 1964-72 

500 F/p/ure 4. Monthiy Euphrates 
river discharge. Record 
begins in the month of 
November. 

The reader shoutd first examine the reference run and the two curves showing observed discharge 
at Hit, a gauging Station near Bahgdad. Note that the reference run is obscured by two neariy 
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identicai curves with aitered maximum soii moisture (MSM). The reference modei discharge peaks 
in February at 3000 cubic meters per second. For the eariier cümate period, the peak discharge 
vaiues are iower than predicted (1800 m3/s) but for the more reievant iater period, the agreement 
is satisfactory. in comparison with both periods, the computed peak is too eariy, due to a tack of 
storage deiays in the modei. 
To test the sensitivity of discharge to cümate, the input monthiy cümate vaiues can be aitered 
systematicaiiy. When the preeipitation is increased or decreased by 25% everywhere, the 
discharge reacts quaiitativeiy as expected. The quantitative response is strong however. The 
annuai discharge increases by about 40%, nearty twice as iarge as the imposed preeipitation 
change. The ampüfication is due to the fact that discharge is a "threshotd" phenomena. Oniy 
preeipitation above the evaporation amount wiü run off the tand. 

in the second cümate sensitivity test, the temperature in each month is increased or decreased by 
5°C. The watershed response to this change is profound. For the cooier case, the peak discharge 
increases to 4300 m̂/s due to reduced evaporation. Furthermore, the peak is deiayed by one 
month due to the iater snow-pack meit. tn the warmer case, the peak discharge is iess than 2000 
rn^/s and occurs in December, generaüy tracking the preeipitation time series. Littie snow-pack 
storage effect is seen. 

5. Conciusions 
The hydroiogy of the Middie East is strongty controited by its distribution of mountains and seas, 
and is suseeptibte to significant interannuai Variation. The region is generaüy data poor, and iittie 
regionai ctimate modeting has occurred. Our recent modet studies, using both tinear modeis, 
GCMs, fuü regionai cümate modets and simpie hydroiogy modets reveai some of the speciai 
characteristics of the region. The criticai physicai processes in the region are orographie 
preeipitation on different scaies, water vapor sources, rain shadow, heat-induced descent, and 
snow-pack storage of water. 
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Seasona! Runoff Forecasting Using Modei-Assimüated Preeipitation Data in Semi-Arid Mountainous Regions 
Schär C, L. Vasiiina, F. Pertziger 

tnstitute for Atmospheric and Ctimate Science, ETH Zürich, Switzertand 
Swiss Arai Sea Mission, Regionai Center of Hydroiogy, Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

tn many mountainous regions, runoff from snowmeit represents the dominant contribution to the river 
fiow and freshwater suppty during the summer season. tn a semi-arid ctimate, knowiedge of winter 
snow accumutation thus provides a soiid basis for seasonat runoff forecasting. An exampie of this 
type is the Arai Sea basin. Here the Syrdarya and Amudarya rivers have their source region in the 
high mountains of the Tian Shan, Pamir and Hindukush. The economy and ecoiogy of the Centrat 
Asian region heavity reties on the two rivers, and the expioitation of this precious but iimited resource 
has ied to the dramatic dessication of the Arai Sea. in a heavity overused system such as the Arai 
Sea basin, appropriate seasonai forecasting (tead time up to a few months) is particuiariy important in 
order to optimize the highty eomptex water management Systems. The main chaitenge to seasonat 
forecasting in the Arai Sea basin is, however, the estimation of winter and spring snow accumutation. 
tn an area of approximateiy 500'000 km2, covered by highiy compiex mountainous terrain, there are a 
mere 30 preeipitation stations. This Station density is far too iow to support a reiiabie estimate of snow 
water equivaient in the runoff formation region. tn this study, we thus assess the potentiat of 
modei-assimiiated preeipitation data to fiii this data gap. 
To this end, an examination is undertaken of the abiiity of modei-assimiiated preeipitation data to 
represent the interannuai (year-to-year) variations of observed runoff in the Arat Sea basin. 
Preeipitation from the Reanatysis (ERA15) of the European Center for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecast (ECMWF) for the period 1979-1993 is compared against the observed natura) runoff in the 
Syrdarya (166'000 km2) and Amudarya source regions (321*000 km2). tt is demonstrated that-
despite the tow spatiat resotution of the ERA15 data set - it is wett abie to describe the seasonai cycie 
and the targer-scaie geographica) distribution of preeipitation in Centrai Asia. For the Syrdarya basin, 
it is found that the accumuiated November-Aprii preeipitation correiates weii with observed 
May-September natura) discharge. The corretation between the two time series amounts to R=0.87. 
This high corretation suggests that a rather retiabte seasonai forecast can be construeted from 
assimiiated preeipitation data. Such a forecast couid for instance be based on preeipitation products 
from the operationai reat-time ECMWF data assimiiation system. For the Amudarya basin, the 
corretation between preeipitation and subsequent runoff is substantiatiy tower, indicating that a more 
thorough consideration of the precipitation-snowmett-runoff proeess is needed. 
The study thus suggests that in targe-scate regions with insufficient observationai in-situ data, 
modei-assimiiated preeipitation from giobat numericat weather prediction Systems may be used as a 
Surrogate for observed preeipitation. Such data appears particutarty promising when used in a 
combination with other products, such as in-situ observations and remoteiy-sensed snow-cover 
maps. 
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DESIGNING FLOOD FORECASTING, WARNING 
AND RESPONSE SYSTEMS FROM A SOCIETAL 
PERSPECTIVE 
Dr Dennis J Parker 
Fiood Hazard Research Centre 
Middiesex University 
Enfield 
London, UK 

Introduction 

This presentation discusses recent deveiopments in the design of fiood forecasting. warning and response 
Systems (FFWRS). its focus is upon the societai context in which we beiieve that FFWRS shouid be 
embedded in order to be effective. The concentration in this presentation is mainiy upon iniand flood 
wamings. Most ofthe recent deveiopments and experience are from Engiand and Waies where there has 
been a major new impetus to improve FFWRS. However, the content of the presentation is infomied by (a) 
previous research on fiood warning Systems in a number of European Union countries where there is aiso 
renewed interest in FFWRS, and (b) research and experience on flood and cycione wamings in the USA, 
Austraiia and a number of other countries. 

The author is an academic geographer/sociai scientist who has worked cioseiy with fiood managers and 
practitioners over a thirty year period. He has participated as a rescarcher, consuitant and advisor in 
deveioping fiood and hazard warning Systems in the United Kingdom, Hong Kong. Austraiia and the 
Repubiic of Mauritius. The author is a founder member of the UK's Fiood Hazard Research Centre at 
Middiesex University in London. This Centre. estabüshed in 1972. undertakes research, consuitancy and 
professionai training in flood, hazard and water management, and in 2000 won the UK's Queen's 
Anniversary Prize ibr its achievements in the UK and international^. 

There is increasing pressure to improve the Performance of FFWRS in Europe. This pressure comes from 
a variety of sources inciuding rising concem about climate change, increasing exposure to fiooding. and the 
perceived potential ofthe information and communication technology revolution. Many structural fiood 
protection projects depend upon FFWRS for their effective Operation. Unfbrtunately, there have been a 
series of fioods where FFWRS were either not avaiiabie. under-performed or in some cases faüed, 
contributing to loss of life and economic damage. There has been quite a history of this nature in England 
and Wales and in a number of other European countries leading to demand for improvements. In England 
and Wales the under-performance of FFWRS in the late 1990s led to considerable activity and innovation 
designed to improve the Situation. 

Conceptua! perspectives 

FFWRS are a five-stage proeess. The tendency the worid over has been to focus upon the early stages of 
flood detection and tlood forecasting. This is very understandable since the impetus for the development 
of FFWRS has generaüy come from the hydro-meteoroiogica! research and technicai flood management 
Community. As many Conference participants will be oniy too aware. there is stiü much to be done to 
improve flood detection, measurement and forecasting capabilities. inciuding through better understanding 
of meteorological processes. Although enhanced computational power made available by the infonnation 
technology revolution has improved forecasting capabilities there is evidence of a decline in research into 
flood prediction procedures in recent years. Of partieuiar pertinence to the effectiveness of the response to 
ilood wamings is progress designed to increase the flood warning lead time (i.e. the time between the 
receipt of a flood warning at a flood-prone address and the onset of fiooding at that address). Improvements 
to aceuracy and reiiability of forecasts and wamings are also very important. The latter stages of warning 
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message design, warning dissemination and communieation and warning response have frequentiy been 
negiected, and this was the case in Engiand and Waies. in brief - the importance of the sociai aspects of 
wamings are often under-estimated and under-deveioped. 

A usefu! perspective is to consider designing FFWRS from the sociai end of the spectrum rather than from 
the technicai end. To do this we wouid ask the foüowing questions: (1) what are the sociai, economic and 
poütica! benefits of a weü-organised, timeiy, accurate and reiiabie FFWRS and (2) who are FFWRS 
designed for and what are the requirements of these 'customers' for FFWRS to be effective from their 
point of view ? This presentation considers answers to these questions, drawing upon research and practice 
from a number of countries, and focuses partieuiar attention on the diversity of requirements of FFWRS 
customers and the impücations this has fbr the design of FFWRS. The Fiood Hazard Research Centre 
advocates a strong customer-oriented approach to the design of FFWRS as one ofthe design inputs. We 
are not aione in advocating such an approach. Austraiia has deveioped and is impiementing a simiiar 
concept which is termed the 'totai fiood warning system', and the need for such an approach is generaüy 
weü understood in the USA. 

How communities organise themseives to cope with fioods when there is no forma! ilood protection or 
flood ibrecasting and warning service avaiiabie to them is instruetive in the design of forma! FFWRS. 
Socia! scientists have observed the deveiopment of infbrma! (i.e. unofficia!) Community flood warning 
Systems in a number of countries. !n Engiand and Waies our !eading regional ilood warning officer in our 
nationa! flood defence agency has made a specia! study of such iniorma! ilood warning Systems. What is 
apparent is that communities are sometimes able to deveiop their own FFWRS capabiüties and have ready-
made warning dissemination processes within the community's socia! network. Sometimes these infbrma! 
FFWRS faü to perform adequately, but on other occasions they appear to meet many of the requirements of 
those who need flood wamings. This presentation considers some of the lessons to bc !earned from 
informal flood warning Systems and how their advantages can be best harnessed in designing forma! 
FFWRS. 

A new impetus in Eng!and and Waies 

The Environment Agency is the national and regional flood defence agency for England and Wales. This 
Agency has the responsibility for designing and imp!ementing effective FFWRS. England and Wa!es has 
up to 2 miüion properties located in flood prone areas including along coastlines. The estimates ofthe 
exposure of properties to fioods has been progressively revised upwards as higher quaüty floodplain maps 
have become available. and growth of development on floodplains continues to occur principaüy because 
of development land shortage. Over half of those at risk from ilooding in England and Wa!es are defended 
by struetura! and related flood protection projects, but many of these struetura! projects (including the UK's 
iargest ilood defence system - the Thames tida! flood barrier) rely upon FFWRS fbr them to be operated. 
By global Standards, Britain's rivers are relatively short and so flood warning lead times vary from at the 
most about 72 hours down to very short lead times of 30 minutes or less. Flash iloods are common in 
metropoütan and other urban areas where convectionai activity can lead to intense rainfaü which rapidly 
overloads urban drainage capacities. Fiash iloods are also common in upiand Britain and some of our worst 
ilood disasters have been in these upiand areas. 

Serious ilooding occurred in the midiands of Engiand and Wales in April 1998 and only about 30 per cent 
of those ilooded received a warning of any sort prior to the ilood. Since then the UK has experienced 
ilooding of unusual irequency, geographical extent and duration. As oiten occurs. a period of infrequent 
flood activity (in this case during the eariier part of the 1990s) has been foüowed (in the case in the latter 
part of the 1990s and the early part of the twenty-first Century) by ilood activity which is unusuaüy intense 
and frequent. The April 1998 iloods led to a special independent inquiry which found that the country's 
FFWRS were inadequate in many respects. The Environment Agency came under extreme pressure, of a 
public, press and political nature. at the time and may not have survived this experience without 
formulating and impiementing a major investment programme designed to improve the nation's FFWRS. 
This programme has now run for four or so years and has had a strong social perspective component. At 
the core of the investment programme is an understanding of the factors. many of them social, which are 
likely to determine the effectiveness of FFWRS in the future. This presentation considers these factors. 
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Fiood warning codes and messages integrated with weather forecasts 

Most hazard waming Systems utilise a graduated scaie of wamings. and experience and general opinion is 
that such waming scales provide the most appropriate means of categorising risk and communicating it to 
those who need to know about the risk. Graduated waming scales take some ofthe work and time out of 
fbrmuiating ilood warning messages, and ensure a level of consistency over time and space in their use. 
The public can also become used to their meaning. Such waming scaies and codes convey pre-formuiated 
message wordings and meanings. Since September 2000 Engiand and Wales has empioyed a new, 
graduated, 4 stage ilood waming code designed by the Environment Agency to categorise the severity and 
urgency of unfolding events so that this can be conveyed to the public and to organisations. including ilood 
emergency response partners. National and regional teievision weather forecasts are now fuüy integrated 
with ilood wamings and codes. and with details ofthe Agency's Floodline telephone number. A similar 
approach is used by local radio Services. Research with flood warning reeipients revealed that the previous 
'colour-coded' (i.e. yeüow. amber, red) ilood waming codes were ibund to be deficient in various ways 
and were interpreted rather like Britain's road traffic lights which is inappropriate. Experience with the 
new waming codes reveals a number of issues. One of these is that, once a pre-formulated waming 
message has been communicated, additional warning messages and meanings usually need to be 
formulated and conveyed at the local Ieve! to gain the most appropriate response from warning reeipients. 

Warning communication 

Two of the prineipa! issues in making FFWRS more effective have been improving (1) the proeess of 
dissemination and communication ofthe waming and (2) the proeess of responding to wamings in 
appropriate ways. A great deal of attention has thereibre been paid to these two issues on the past four 
years since research showed that neither worked weü previously. 

Amongst the problems of disseminating and communicating wamings effectively are the following: (1) 
having up-to-date and sufficientiy accurate floodplain maps and iists of flood-prone customers: (2) 
providing a sufficientiy rapid waming; (3) disseminating wamings through Channels of communication to 
which customers have access; (4) providing a 24 x 7 warning service; (5) providing severa! Channels of 
communication fbr wamings to each customer (there is a need is ibr redundancy in the communication 
Systems) (6) providing a warning confirmation service since warning research clearly indicates the need ibr 
warning reeipients to be able to confirm that the waming is a real one before they act; and (7) providing a 
ilood information service in support of wamings so that customers can reguiariy update themseives on the 
progress ofthe event. Overcoming these problems has led to a stream of innovations in flood warning 
service provision in England and Wales, and the progressive employment of information and 
communication technology advances. This presentation explains some of these advances and experience 
w ith them inciuding the use of Automatic Voice Messaging. Multi-Media Warning Dissemination Services, 
Fioodüne. internet and other methods. The way in which these methods increasingly address the 
requirements of a diverse waming reeeiver group, thereby improving FFWRS. is a key point responding to 
the societai context. 

W arning response 

FFWRS and ilood risk information form the basis of risk management by the individual Citizen and 
relevant authorities. They should be designed to facilitate appropriate and effective action to minimise risk 
to life. property and infrastrueture. improving the response to ilood wamings once received is therefore a 
very important issue in improving FFWRS. In the April 199H iloods in England and Wales a disappointing 
19 per cent ofthose flooded actually took actions to reduce flood damage (and some of these actions where 
inappropriate). Apart from failure to reeeive a flood waming. the most important reason ibr peopie not 
taking action was that they were unaware of appropriate actions which could be taken. Contributory factors 
are likely to inciude infirmity and disabiiity which prevents peopie from responding to wamings to 
minimise loss. Also in a working population peopie may not be at home to take appropriate actions when a 
ilood w arning is sent. A ränge of methods is described which has been deveioped to address these 
probiems and to force appropriate response upwards. These include the setting up of internet sites. various 
types of flood information campaigns. ilood fairs and fiood forums. A distinct problem in England and 
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Waies has been reiativeiy frequent reorganisation and renaming of the nation's fiood defence agency. This 
has meant a reiativeiy iow ieve! of pubüc awareness of which agency is responsibte ibr ilood wamings 
and for flood risk information. In tum this may have reduced the public's ability to obtain the ilood risk 
information and awareness which they need as a pre-requisite ibr increasing their knowledge of appropriate 
responses to ilood wamings. 

The socia! Performance of fiood warning technologies 

Research and practice is now moving on to addressing the sociai barriers to FFWRS improvements. The 
'social Performance' of ilood warning methodoiogies is being investigated. Because of financial, 
educational and other factors, some flood waming reeipients. who might be regarded as 'exciuded groups' 
in society, have limited access to some information and communication technologies, and there appear to 
be psychological and sociai barriers to the adoption of some of these technologies. 

An evolving philosophy is to provide the diverse ränge floodplain users with an array of warning 
communication and information methods and Channels from which they can seiect according to their own 
requirements and circumstances. This marks a transition from the provision of a 'singular' method of 
warning for all (emphasising homogeneity ofthe reeipient population) which perhaps characterises 
previous a previous philosophy. This is not to say, however, that simpie, rapid methods are inapplicable in 
particular situations where flood waming lead time is particularly short. 

Conciuding remarks 

To conciude, although it is not the only requirement, thorough attention to social aspects of FFWRS is 
needed to make most Systems work effectively. it may thereibre be necessary, in some cases, to 
reconceptualise FFWRS, and it is nearly always necessary to build effective multi-diseiplinary teams to 
construct them. There is no doubt that information and communication technology has opened up 
new avenues for accessibie and rapid ilood waming dissemination in a manner which can be designed to 
address the needs of the at-risk Community more than ever before. There is a stream of innovation and 
experience here which is building up which has applicability in most FFWRS. Maintaining the at-risk 
population's awareness of ilood risk and getting a large proportion of warning reeipients to respond, and to 
respond appropriately to wamings, still remains a chaiienge in many localities. 
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Severe Weather Wamings and impacts on Poiitics and Society in 
Switzeriand 
Patrick Hächier 
MeteoSwiss Zürich 

ABSTRACT 
For severa) years MeteoSwiss, the nationa) weather service, disseminates wamings of severe 
weather conditions such as strong winds and strong rain or snow faiis. Due to different effects high 
precision of wamings is not easy to achieve: compiex terrain, mountain induced effects iike 
stationary preeipitation ceüs or the penetration of strong winds into the aipine vaiieys. 
On the other hand different probiems have arisen by the question how to inform authorities and the 
poputation about these phenomena, and finaiiy the contact with the media which are not oniy 
interested in objective and scientific information caused severai diffieuities. 
The actuai State of our wamings as weü as the discussion with our different partners is presented 
and anaiyzed. 

1. introduction 
On the 2"̂  of January 2003 a strong storm crossed Switzeriand. its highest gusts were between 80 
and 130 km/h in the iower regions and up to 173 km/h in the hightands. MeteoSwiss disseminated 
severai wamings starting a bit more than two days before. The quaüty of these wamings was neariy 
perfect. 
Nevertheiess in the foüowing days there was a quite considerabie echo in the Swiss press. The 
probiem was not caused by the weather service, but by the fact that in some Swiss cantons certain 
measures were taken, whüe in the most regions peopie was not informed at aii by the authorities. 
Were the measures appropriate? Was the safety of the poputation in the cantons without any 
measures aiways guaranteed? 

2. The Swiss Warning procedure 
MeteoSwiss is monitoring the weather at any time. There are three Offices in duty: Zürich, Geneva 
and Locarno, the tatter onty at daytime. Basicaüy this is reguiated by the Swiss taw about 
meteoroiogy (MetG). Thus the confederation is responsibie to provide the necessary information in 
case of any severe weather. 
MeteoSwiss has started in the 1930ies to issue first wamings in case of strong winds on the iakes. 
Nowadays there are atso produced wamings in case of frosty nights in spring, when icy conditions 
on the roads are iikeiy or in cases of snow on the atpine roads. This type of wamings is caüed 
routine-warnings. The reeipients are the corresponding speciaiists, for exampte take poüce. 
Since 1983 wamings of a new type are made: for extended and huge precipitations in the southern 
parts of the country. They are addressed to the authorities of the canton Ticino, because they can 
affect severat and wide areas with the possibiiity of a generat danger for the poputation. 
Since the year 2000 we have estabüshed wamings in aü parts of Switzeriand. The threshotds are 
fixed on the base of ctimatotogicat data, examptes are shown in the tabte betow. 
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Weather type North ofthe Aips South ofthe Aips 

Rain in 24 hours 50 mm 100 mm 
Wind gusts 100 km/h 100 km/h 
The wamings are distributed to aü poiice communication centers of the concerned cantons and aiso 
to some institutions of nationa) importance. Now they are responsibte to take measures or not, to 
inform civii protection units such as fire brigade or poiice. tn some cantons they atso have crisis 
management staffs. But there are now 26 different methods to cope with the probiem! 

3. Meteoroiogicai exampies 
Few cases of heavy weather events wiü be presented at the Conference. 

4. Quaüty of wamings 
tvleteorotogicat forecasts are never perfect. The anatysis of our forecasts of important precipitations 
(more than 10 mm forecasted or measured) show about 20% of cases where the measured rain 
was more than the doubie of the forecast, and on the other hand 20% showed tess than the hatf 
amount. 
Wamings are even tess exact because they deai with rare events were the modets and the 
forecasters are tess used. 
The evaiuation of the quaüty wiü be discussed with POD (probabiüty of detection) and FAR (faise 
aiarm rate). For perfect wamings we need POD=1 and FAR=0. 
Our POD in the case of the common wind wamings is around 40%, for thunderstorms in the TAFs 
for Zürich airport we found 20%. For the severe weather wamings in 2002 tvleteo Zürich had a vatue 
between 60 and 70%. tn the US they seem to have siightiy more than 70% for tornadoes. 
The FAR vaiues are 50% for wind wamings, 80% for TAF Zürich thunderstorms and 40% for severe 
weather wamings. 
So in fact the quaüty numbers of the wamings are not bad. Three remarks are to be added: 

the number of cases is tess than 20, thus quite smaü 
in situations of heavy rain the time criterion is quite iarge: the forecaster has severai 
chances 
and the wamings of sudden severe thunderstorms were not yet impiemented 

As goai we think the POD shoutd be at teast 80% and FAR tess than 20%. The main reason is that 
the poputation does not underständ any measures ordered by the authorities - and nothing 
happens. An evacuation can onty be done if we are very sure that the disaster wiü happen. in 
Switzeriand this is possibie in the case of avaianches, because in some areas they are quite 
frequent. But tomadic thunderstorms happen once in a Century in Switzeriand! Bad PODs or FARs 
are atso the fastest method to toose credibiiity. 
On a scientific base the goais mentioned above seem to be quite Symmetrie in the POD-FAR tabte. 
For peopte who are responsibte for the safety of the poputation, for exampte take poüce, it is 
important to have as few accidents as possibte. They strietty want to have a good POD and aeeept 
a comparativeiy bad FAR. But for those who have to pay for standby organizations it is much 
different: they prefer a FAR=0 and risk to have a bad POD: take care yoursetf! 
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5. Responsibiüty and Poiitics 
!n society and some media usuaüy they want to have somebody responsibte if something is going 
wrong. if the weather service misses a warning they immediateiy want to know what happened. As 
a consequence MeteoSwiss seems to be guiity and incapabie. The newspaper makes proposais 
how to improve our business and private meteo Offices try to act the big shot. The consequence can 
be an increasing number of wamings because we don t want to miss the next case. FAR wiü 
increase and credibiiity wiü decrease. 
A stiü unsoived probiem is how to inform the popuiation in such situations. We have seen that the 
responsibiüty for further dissemination and for taking measures is a matter of the Swiss cantons. 
But how can they give simiiar instructions in aii regions. This seems neariy impossibte and couid 
iead to a federai soiution. But again: the cantons are responsibte for safety. 
in the Swiss parüament severe weather events usuaüy iead to inquiries. The actuai activities in this 
country are in part caused by Lothar in 1999. And aiso in iast summer after a severe thunderstorm 
and heavy rain there was given a proposai to reatize a simiiar warning system as they have in the 
US. But it is difficuit to expiain that ctimatoiogy in the aipine region is different from that one in the 
tornado-beit. 
tn Switzeriand it seems to be more important to work on the whote chain of decision and 
management. Many damages are not oniy caused by meteoroiogicai effects but mainiy by 
geoiogicai instabiiities. But their tocation in a certain Situation is probabiy extremety difficutt. 
Nonetheiess in 2010 every canton shoutd have a potentiai damage map. 

6. information Management 
Peopie and atso the media want to have as much information as possibie. We underständ: 
everybody wants to study himseif the meteorotogicat and prognostic data and make his own 
forecast. The gain is doubtfui, but there is of course a right to know the basic weather data. 
MeteoSwiss is preparing to open a big part of its data to the popuiation. 
On the other hand the authorities need to be in advance and to have a priviteged access to data 
they need for decision. Decision making cannot be a pubiic affair. Our strategy must be to give as 
many as needed data to the authorities. But for their protection we have to make a certain fiiter in 
time and quantity, in order to avoid that the generai pubiic knows more than they. 

7. Future deveiopments 
The procedures of the wamings are continuousiy improved. tn this year a speciat course for the 
staff peopie of the cantons is ptanned, in order to teach them some principtes of the meteorotogicat 
business. tn this summer we want to test a new toot to detect heavy preeipitation by radar. 
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METEOFHSK 
Staudinger C. 

ZAMG 

Meteorisk is a pianned project within the aipine region that shoutd improve the exchange of know-how 
between the operationat forecasters within the weather Services. Participating countries are Stovenia, 
itaiy, Austria, Germany and Switzeriand. The coüaboration focuses on extreme meteorotogicat events 
üke storms, heavy preeipitation, etc., that have high impact on society, traffic and infrastruetures. The 
experience of the summer 2002 in the Atps showed that forecasters' knowiedge about different 
modets in a given Situation is an extremety vatuabte asset in the decision making proeess and shoutd 
be shared not onty between the forecasters of a partieuiar weather service, but on a iarger scate 
between the different countries and regions invoived. Main toots wiü be a Website with discussion 
forums for designated users and teiephone Conferences scheduied upon demand. To support the 
forecasters in the decision making proeess the network of the weather Services wiü be densified. 
Further meteorotogicat networks of other institutions wiü be inciuded into the meteorotogicat data 
stream and the interpretation of modets, noweast data from radar and other sources wiü be optimised. 
A statisticat evaiuation of extreme events shoutd hetp define the necessities in different regions. 
Finatty, a structured information poücy for decision making authorities and the pubiic wiü hetp deüver 
the improved products to the reeipients. 
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Rotor Dynamics in the Lee of Three-Dimensionai Ridges 
James D. Doy!e* and Daie R. Durran" 

'Navai Research Laboratory, Monterey, CA, USA 
"University of Washington, Seattie, WA, USA 

1. introduction 
Mountain waves forced by eiongated ridges are often accompanied by iow-ievei vortices that 
have horizontai cireuiation axes paraiiei to the ridgeiine. These horizontai vortices, known as 
rotors, were the subject of a number of studies in the 1950's inspired by the observationai and 
theoreticai resuits of the Sierra Wave Project (Hoimboe and Kiieforth 1957). Low-ievei rotors 
are a manifestation of boundary iayer Separation that occurs due to adverse pressure gradients 
associated with mountain-induced iee waves and are modutated through boundary iayer proc
esses and tee-wave-induced perturbations (Durran and Doyie 2002). Rotors are considered 
severe aeronauticai hazards as evinced by the numerous commerciai aviation accidents in the 
iast severai decades that have been attributed to rotors. in spite of their obvious importance, 
mountain-induced rotors stiü remain pooriy understood, particuiariy with respect to three-
dimensionai aspects of the fiow. in this study, the dynamics of rotors forced by three-
dimensionai topography are investigated through a series of high-resoiution ideaiized simuia
tions with the non-hydrostatic COAMPS modei. The focus of this investigation is on the interna) 
structure of rotors and in partieuiar on the dynamics of smaii-scaie intense circutations within 
rotors that we refer to as "sub-rotors". 

2. Numericai Simuiations 
Three-dimensionai noniinear numericai simuiations are conducted using the atmospheric por
tion of NRL's Coupied Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscaie Prediction System (COAMPS), which in
tegrates the fuüy compressibte equations of motion as described by Hodur (1997) and Doyie 
and Durran (2002). Six nested grid meshes are used in this study with horizontai grid incre
ments of 5400 m, 1800 m, 600 m, 200 m, 67 m, and 22 m, respectivety. The verticai grid is 
comprised of 90 tevets with a verticai grid increment of 20 m at the iowest ievei and is stretched 
to an increment of 500 m at 13.1 km, which is the modet top. At the iaterai boundaries, a radia
tiön condition is appüed to the normai vetocity assuming constant phase propagation. A iinear 
radiatiön condition is used at the upper boundary to mitigate the spurious refiection of upward 
propagating gravity waves. Simuiations are conducted using an upstream reference state rep
resentative of the conditions under which rotors form in the reai atmosphere; in partieuiar a ver
ticai profüe approximating the conditions upstream of the Coiorado Front Range on 1200 UTC 3 
March 1991. This is a few hours prior to a B737 crash at the Coiorado Springs, CO airport that 
was initiaiiy ünked to rotors and near the time when rotor ciouds were observed in vicinity. The 
topography is speeified as a 1000-m high, eiongated ridge with a hatf-width of 15 km on the up
stream portion and 5 km on the downstream side. tn severai experiments, a 500-m circuiar 
peak with a haif-width of 7.5 km superposed on the uniform ridge is used to investigate the sen
sitivity of the rotor dynamics to topographic variations in the cross-fiow direction. 
The resuits from a simutation using the eiongated ridge with the circuiar peak indicate a thin 
sheet of high-vorticity fiuid deveiops adjacent to the ground aiong the iee siope and then as
cends abruptty as it is advected into the updraft at the ieading edge of the first trapped iee wave. 
This sheet of vorticity is apparent in the verticai section of the y-component of vorticity and 
streamünes averaged for the 3-4 h simuiation period as shown in Fig. 1a. The verticai section is 
oriented aiong the mean ftow and perpendicutar to the ridge axis. This vortex sheet is primariiy 
forced by mechanicai shear associated with frictionai processes at the surface. instabitity of the 
horizontai vortex sheet occurs aiong the ieading edge of the "parent" rotor and coherent sub-
rotor circutations subsequentiy deveiop, as shown in Fig. 1b for the 3-h 19-min. simutation time. 
These sub-rotors intensity and are advected downstream or back toward the mountain into the 
parent rotor at iow-ieveis teading to an enhancement of the near-surface horizontai vorticity. 
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Fig. 1. Verticai section of the streamünes and y-component of the vorticity (shaded) derived from grid mesh 5 (Ax=67 m) for the (a) 3-4 h mean fieids and (b) 3 h 19 min. simuiation time. The y-vorticity greater than 0.02 s ̂  is shaded and greater than 0.05 s ̂  is hatched. 
The y-component of the horizontai vorticity within the sub-rotors are enhanced severai foid. A 
preüminary vorticity budget indicates that horizontai vorticity generation due to the stretching of 
vorticity is 2-3 times iarger than tüting and 5-10 times iarger than baroeiinic generation. The 
horizontai vorticity generation appears to be enhanced near the edges of the wake emanating 
from the circuiar peak due to vortex stretching of the parent rotor and atso further maximized 
due to stretching associated with three-dimensionai turbuient eddies. The resutts suggest that 
preferred regions of intense rotors may exist near topographic features that enhance vortex 
stretching. A second simuiation with a uniform eiongated ridge without a circuiar peak contains 
substantiaüy shaüower and weaker rotors and sub-rotors, which may resutt in part from a de
crease in the stretching ofthe vortex sheet. 
3. Future Directions 
The characteristics and dynamics of rotors remain an enigma. High-resotution, three-
dimensionai simuiations suggest that the interna) structure of the rotor is eomptex and contains 
muitipie sub-rotor vortices that are generated atong the vortex sheet at the ieading edge of the 
rotor. tt is anticipated that remote sensing piatforms, with sufficientiy high resoiution to resoive 
the interna! rotor and sub-rotor circutations, wiü be required to provide further insight into rotor 
and sub-rotor dynamics that wiü uitimateiy iead to retiabte forecasting methods. The forthcom-
ing Terrain-induced Rotor Experiment (T-REX), which wiü have two measurement phases dur
ing 2004-2006, wiü eoiteet observations to heip unravei the mystery of mountain-wave induced 
rotors and sub-rotors. 
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Terrain-induced Rotor Experiment (T-REX) 
Vanda Grubislc*, Joachim P. Kuettner** 

* Desert Research institute, Reno, NV, ** National Center for Atmospheric Research, Bouider, CO 

ABSTRACT 
Terrain-induced Rotor Experiment (T-REX) is a new intemationai initiative to study mountain-
wave/rotor fiows, and iow- and upper-ievet turbuience in airfiow over complex terrain. T-REX is 
pianned as a two-phase effort with Phase i in 2003-2005, and Phase ii in 2006. The geographical focus 
area of T-REX is Owens Vaiiey in the southern Sierra Nevada in Caiifornia. 

1. introduction 

Rotors, tow-ievel horizontal vortices that form downstream of and paraiiel to the mountain crest, can 
pose severe aeronauticai hazards and have been cited as contributing to numerous aircraft upsets and 
accidents invoiving commerciai, miiitary and civiiian aviation (Camey et al. 1988). Rotor circutations 
can aiso be important for the iifting and transport of aerosois and chemicat and biotogicat contaminants 
(Ratoff 2001). Despite their considerabie impact on human activity, rotors have untii recentiy received 
relatively tittte theoreticai attention (Kuettner 1959, Doyte and Durran 2002, Hertenstein and Kuettner 
2002, Vosper and fvlobbs 2002) and aimost no modern observationai study. One reason that so tittte 
is known about rotor intensity is that it is very hard to measure the ftow within a rotor. Rotors are 
dangerous and difficutt to sample using in situ aircraft measurements, and they are intermittent phe
nomena that are too smatt in spatiat scate to be routineiy sampied by conventionat observing networks. 

T-REX is a response to these chatlenges. The experiment is envisioned as a two phase effort. Phase 
1. taking ptace in 2003-2005, consists of a ground-based observing program, and a number of numeri
cai, theoreticai and ctimatotogicat studies. Phase ti, the hattmark of which is a major fietd experiment 
featuring the tatest advances in remote sensors and an airborne observing program, is pianned for 
February-Aprii 2006. 

2. Fieid Site: Owens Vaiiey 

The proposed fietdwork in Phase i and Phase tt of T-REX witt be carried out near the town of in-
dependence in Owens Vattey, just east of the southern Sierra Nevada. The southern Sierra Nevada, 
which contains the highest peak in the contiguous United States (tvlount Whitney; 4,418 m), is the 
taitest, steepest, quasi-two dimensionai barrier in the tower 48 states. The Owens Vattey itseif is a 
narrow feature approximatety 150 km tong and 15-30 km wide (Fig. 1). The average eievation change 
between the Sierra crest and the vattey ftoor is roughty 3,000 m. 

The Owens Vaitey was the site of the Sierra Wave Project, which was a U.S.-Air-Force-funded study of 
mountain waves atso invoiving a two-phase field experiment: the first phase in the winter of 1951-52 and 
the second phase in the spring of 1955. A comprehensive overview of the synoptic situations favorabte 
for wave and rotor activity and a description of a dozen case studies documented during this project 
appear in Hotmboe and Klieforth (1957). 

3. Phase i 

Phase t of T-REX has been designed to estabüsh quantitative characteristics of the rotor behavior 
inciuding the tocation and the frequency distribution of the rotor-inducing mountain-wave events in 
Owens Vatiey. This phase of the experiment has aiready received funding from NSF (US). The ground-
based observing program in Phase i is ted by the Desert Research tnstitute (DRi; Pt Grubi5ic), in 
coüaboration with the University of Washington (UW; Pi Durran), Navai Research Laboratory (NRL; 
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Figure 1: (a) Topographic map of the central and southern California. The town of Independence is 
iocated in the Owens Valley; Oakland, Vandenberg and Lemoore are locations from which radiosondes 
will bc launched. (b) An enlargement of the Owens Valley and the southern Sierra Nevada showing the 
GBUAPCD network of stations (A) and other existing surface stations (*). The GBUAPCD wind profiler 
is indieated by the solid triangle. 

Doyie) and the Nationai Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR; Kuettner). The University of Leeds 
(U Leeds; Pi Mobbs) is seeking funding from NERC (UK). An integrai part of Phase i are aiso theo-
reticat/numericai studies of rotor fiow dynamics with mesoscaie and microscate modeis. in addition to 
the above institutions, the Coiorado Research Associates (CoRA; Pi Hertenstein) in coüaboration with 
NCAR (Kuettner) is invoived aiso in the numericai modeiing effort. Ciimatoiogicai study of mountain 
wave events using sateüite data (Grubislc and Cardon 2002) is tied ctoseiy with the ground-based ob
serving program. 

The core ofthe ground-based instrumentation in Phase i consists of a network of 32 automatic weather 
stations (AWS) to be instaüed by DRi (16 stations) and U Leeds (16 stations) in the centrai portion 
of Owens Vaiiey near independence (Fig. 2). Aü 32 AWS wiü measure winds at 10 m, temperature 
and humidity at 2 m, and wiü be equipped with microbarographs. The DRi AWS wii) have a teiemetry 
system to aitow remote transmission of temporatiy averaged data to the centra) repository at DR) to 
aüow near reat-time data access. 

tn addition to the AWS, the pianned ground-based instrumentation in the Owens Vaüey inciudes three 
15 m turbuience towers set up to record raw turbuience data and provide momentum and heat ftuxes (U 
Leeds), three sodars (U Leeds), a sun-photometer (NRL), video cameras, and two integrated Sounding 
Systems (tSS) (DR) & NCAR). The tatter witt be deptoyed during a two-month intensive Observa
tion Period (iOP) in March-Aprii 2004. Each iSS consists of a 915 MHz windprofiter, baüoon-borne 
radiosonde sounding system, an automatic weather Station, and a Radio Acoustic Sounding System 
(RASS). Additionai surface measurements in and around Owens Vaüey are avaitabte from the Bureau 
of Land Management (BLM) and the US Forest Service RAWS (remote automatic weather stations), 
Cattech's Owens Vattey Radio Observatory (OVRO) near Big Pine, and a network of surface meteoro
iogica) sites near (dry) Owens Lake in the south part of Owens Vaüey maintained by the Great Basin 
Unified Air Poüution Contro) District (GBUAPCD). 

Given the importance of documenting the upstream thermodynamic and kinematic ftow structure for 
interpreting the mountain wave response, substantiat effort has been made to obtain adequate upwind 
upper-air sounding data. The NWS reguiar sounding stations dosest to the area of interest and up
wind ofthe Sierra Nevada are iocated in Oaktand, CA and at Vandenberg AFB, CA (Fig. 1). During 
Phase i, supptementai upstream soundings wiü be carried out at the Navat Air Station (NAS) Lemoore 
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(675 m ASL) in the San Joaquin Vaiiey, which iies upwind of the area of interest under southwesteriy 
winds (Fig. 1). During the iOP in fvlarch-Aprii 2004, NCAR mobite GPS/Loran Atmospheric Sounding 
System (GLASS) wii! be depioyed on the western siope of the Sierra Nevada to augment the Lefvloore 
sounding in order to obtain a more compiete depietion of the properties of the mean cross-mountain fiow. 

4. Phase !! 

Phase ti of T-REX, with a fieid program of substantiaiiy larger scope, is pianned for eariy spring 
2006. Resuits of Phase t wiü provide essential scientific guidance in ptanning for the second phase of 
the experiment. Core objectives of Phase ti of T-REX are the rotor flow dynamics inciuding rotor/wave 
interaction, topospheric and stratospheric gravity-wave breaking, sensitivity of mountain-scaie fiow to 
upstream and downstream conditions, numericai predictabiüty of mountain-wave/rotor ftows, and the 
aviation safety aspects under rotor fiow conditions. Supporting objectives identified so far inciude oro
graphie preeipitation mechanisms, rotor/wave ciimatoiogy, stratospheric/tropospheric exchange, phase 
transition in iee wave ciouds, and "iayering" of humidity upstream of and within ienticuiar clouds. 

The emphasis with Phase it instrumentation is on enhanced ground-based remote sensing Systems 
and research aircraft. Among the tatest advances in remote sensing instrumentation ptanned for this 
experiment for documenting rotors and rotor substruetures are duat Doppter tidar and K-band radar 
arrays to be located in Owens Vaüey. The research aircraft requirements to study the airftow between 
ground and 55,000 ft are iüustrated in Fig. 3. They may also inetude gliders as well as unmanned 
platforms. 

5. Summary 

We have presented a short overview of Phase i and Phase tt of T-REX, a new intemationai initia
tive to study mountain-wave/rotor ftows, and tow- and upper-tevet turbutence in airftow over eomptex 
terrain. 
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Figure 3: Verticai cross-section over the Sierra Nevada, Inyo Mountains and Owens Vaiiey showing verticai 
ranges of aircraft pianned in Phase II of T-REX. 
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Rotor Streaming in the Falklands Experiment 
Rita Cardoso, Stephen Mobbs. Raiph Burton*. Simon Vosper ** 
University of Leeds*, Met. Oftice** 

t. !ntroduction 
It's weü known that interna! gravity waves generated by orography p!ay an important rote in the transport 
of energy and momentum in the atmosphere. These waves are often associated with dramatic changes in 
the ftow around the mountains, e.g. severe ctear air turbutence (CAT). 
When the vertica! atmospheric profite exhibits a sharp change in stabiiity or in wind direction, the wave 
energy might be ducted horizontaüy downstream and trapped tee waves are generated. Under the wave 
crests. horizontat vortices (rotors) may form. These rotors pose a severe threat to aircraft and have 
contributed to a number of aviation accidents. Atthough rotors have been observed ibr severai years (e.g. 
Lester p/ <?/., 1971; Ralph (V <?/., 1997; Ozawa <?/., 1998 and Clark ;//., 2000) they have been 
overlooked in numericai simulations. More recentiy. Doyle and Durran (2002) analysed rotor dynamics 
due to the flow over a Witch of Agnesi. Their simulations demonstrate that rotor formation is related to 
boundary-layer Separation, which, in turn, is favoured by the adverse pressure gradients associated with 
trapped mountain tce-waves. According to Doyle and Durran. surface friction creates a layer of strong 
vertica! shear, i.e., a tayer of high y-component vorticity in the downstope winds to the tee ofthe crest. 
This tayer of high vorticity air is separated from the surface in a region of adverse pressure gradient 
associated with the first lee wave downstream from the ridgeline. After rising from the surface. this 
vortex sheet is advected upward into the crest of the first lee wave; part of it eaptured in the region betow 
the wave crest and helps the formation of the rotor. Their simulations showed that the magnitude of the 
reversed flow in the primary rotor was highly correlated with the strength ofthe adverse pressure gradient 
in the primary tee-wave. However. the degree to which the two-dimensiona! rotors represent the three-
dimensional and unsteady rotors in the atmosphere is currentty not ctear. The present work describes a 
recent fietd campaign. which aimed at making extensive observations of rotor events, and describes one 
of such events. The campaign is described in section 2. The rotor event is described in section 3. Section 
4 summarises the main characteristics of other events. Conclusions are drawn in section 5. 
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Figure 1: The terrain of East Falktand and location of the 
automatic weather stations. 

2. The Faiktands Experiment 
The Falkland Islands are tocated 
in the South Attantic Ocean 
between 51°S and 53"S. The 
campaign took place between 
November 2000 and October 
2001 on East Falkland and on 
three smaü adjoining islands 
(Fig.l). Most measurements were 
made in the vicinity of Mount 
Pleasant Airport (MPA), which is 
well known for the frequent 
occurrence of severe tow-tevet 
turbuience and aiong a North/ 
South transect across the two 
ridges to the North of MPA. Each 
automatic weather Station 
consisted of a microbarograph, a 
RM Young propeüer anemometer 
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mounted on a 2m mast, temperature sensor housed in a radiatiön shieid and a reiative humidity sensor. 
Data from aii instruments were recorded with a sampiing rate of 3s and recorded as 30s averages in the 
dataiogger. A WebCam, pointing North towards the mountains, was piaced at MPA. This camera was 
used to record cioud patterns fbr the whoie experiment. Two Sodars were aiso depioyed, at MPA, at the 
beginning of the campaign (these did not remain fbr the whole duration of the experiment). Turbuience 
measurements were also made at two sites close to MPA. At each of these sites, two sonic anemometers 
were mounted on !5m masts at 7.5 and 15m high. 
The Met. Ofilce released radiosondes twice a day at 11 OOUTC and 2300UTC. On days when rotors were 
present an extra radiosonde was also released. 
The topography of the region were most of the stations were deployed is shown in Fig. 1. MPA is South of 
the two East/West mountain ridges. The maximum height ofthe terrain is about 650m. 

3. 5"* of November 2000. A rotor event. 
On the 5"' of November 2000 a rotor event was reported by the forecasters at MPA. The 11 OOUTC 
radiosonde showed a sharp temperature inversion between 375 and 712m (Fig.2a). Note that the highest 
level of the topography lies between these two levels. The increase in temperature is of 9.2"C. which 
implies a 0.27" Cm ' temperature gradient. The vertical wind seed and wind direction profiles are shown 
in Fig.2b. The wind direction tbr this event was N/NW, i.e. normal to the ridges, and has a significant 
speed in the lowest 600m. These three features are common when rotors are reported at Mount Pleasant. 

a) b) 
Figure 2: Radiosond measurements of (a) temperature, (b) wind speed (grey line) and wind direction (dashed 
line) for 11 OOUTC ascent on 5 November 2000 

Figure 3 shows the pressure difference, at the surface, between the most northem Station and two stations 
at MPA. At around 900UTC there is a sharp increase in pressure difference to 5hPa, which is a good 
indicator of the presence of gravity waves. Only at 1700UTC does this pressure difference become 
smaller. In Fig. 4, which shows the pressure at the two most northerly sites (fig.4a) and the two sites at 
MPA (fig.4b). the reason for the increase in pressure difference is evident. The presence ofthe lee-wave 
and the rotor reduce the pressure at MPA dramatically. 

The wind vector components show an increase in wind speed at the surface, upstream the two ridges 
(fig.5a). The strongest component is the northerly component (normai to the ridges). Downstream, at 
MPA, (fig. 5b) at the same time of the pressure reduction there is a sharp increase in the northerly 
component. The wavy pattern of the easteriy component indicates that there are large changes in wind 
direction, of about 90" during this event. Although not shown. these changes are also present in the other 
stations in the vicinity of MPA and they are not synchronous. which is an indication of highiy unsteady 
flow over very short distances. 
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4. Summary of other cases 
The high quaüty of the data obtained during the campaign enabled us to capture the most relevant features 
ofthe flow in cases of strong downwind winds, severe turbuience and rotors. The radiosond wind profiles 
for these cases show that rotor events occur for northerly flow to heights above 600m. The surface wind 
data is also northerly and highly unsteady over short distances. 
The presence of a high pressure difference between the upstream stations and the downstream stations is a 
ubiquitous feature in al! cases. 
Aithough the radiosondes are launched at MAP, which is located downwind in cases of rotor events, the 
presence of the temperature inversion up to around 700m is required for rotor and trapped waves 
formation. its strength might not be truly representative of the real inversion upstream owing to the 
tightening of the isentropic surfaces due to the downsiope windstorm. Thus, its amplitude must be viewed 
with a degree of caution. 

5. Conciusions 
The occurrence of rotors in the vicinity of Mount Pleasant airport can be characterised by the presence of 
a sharp temperature inversion in the vertica! temperature profile and this temperature inversion has to 
reach heights above 650m. A strong northerly wind upwind from MPA is also a prerequisite fbr the 
formation of lee waves and rotors. 
At the surface rotors induce a highly unsteady flow and large wind direction changes over small periods 
and small distances. Downwind, the flow at the surface is also mainly northerly. 
A high pressure difference between the upwind and the downwind stations is also present in all cases. 
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A Mesoscaie Gravity Wave Event during MAP: a Possibte Source 
Renzo Richiardone^Massimiiiano ManmW \ Bemard Campistron^*, Viadisiav Ktauŝ ^ 
(*) Universitä di Torino, itaiy, (t) Observatoire Midi-Pyrenees, France, (t) Meteo France, France 

ABSTRACT 
During MAP experiment a microbarometric network was depioyed in the Piedmont region in 

order to outiine the presence of gravity waves. An episode during which a mesoscaie wave 
inftuenced the preeipitation was detected during iOP8, in the morning of 21 October 1999. 

The wave had a period of about one hour and a wavetength of about 100 km. The episode 
took piace at the end of a period characterized by synoptic conditions suggested in the iiterature 
as favorabie to the generation of this kind of waves. 

Wind profiiers data showed the coincidence of the maximum of the wave activity with the 
presence of the tropospheric jet stream above the site. The resuits of a iinear stabiiity anaiysis 
based on wind profiters and radiosoundings data are presented. They indicate that in this episode 
the atmosphere couid support a gravity wave according to the observations. 

1. introduction 
During MAP experiment the University of Turin depioyed in the western part of the Po vaiiey 

(ttaiy) a microbarometric network and a high precision piuviometer. On the morning of 21 October 
1999, during conditions of moderate, stratiform preeipitation, a simuitaneous increase of gravity 
wave activity and rain rates was observed (Fig. 1). 

This episode occurred during synoptic conditions (20-21 October) that Uccettini and Koch 
(1987) suggested to be favorabie to mesoscaie 
gravity waves. These authors proposed a 
modei in which the generation mechanism is 
thought to be the geostrophic adjustment 
proeess (without exciuding the shear instabitity) 
occurring in an environment characterized by 
the approach of an upper-ievei jet in a highty 
diffiuent ftow pattern, and north of a warm or 
stationary front at surface (Fig. 2). tn their 
modet the mechanism that prevents energy-
toss and assures that the wave is maintained 
for many cycies is wave dueting, that confines 
the wave propagation to horizontat, preventing 
energy ioss due to verticai ieakage. it requires 
the presence of a stabie tayer of sufficient 
depth beneath a reftecting iayer wherein the 
Richardson number is iess than 0.25. The wave 
is trapped in the duet (no titt of phase tines with 
respect to height). 

On 20-21 October these conditions were 
fuifiiied and from 09 UTC of 20^ up to 00 of 2f* 
the infrared images from Meteosat satettite 
showed the appearance of tinear structures 
atong NW-SE direction moving from the 
Ligurian sea to the Austrian border, with a 
speed in the ränge 15-20 m/s and a 

waveiength of about 40 km. The microbarometric network showed an increase of the pressure 
fiuctuations amptitude, but they were much tower than those observed tater between 0600 h and 
1200 h iocai time (i.e. 0500 h -1100 h UTC ) on 21". 

tn this 6 hours intervai, pressure and rain rate in Trino Vercetiese (about 70 km SW of Miian) 
had the same periodicai behavior, with a period of about 66 minutes for the pressure and about 64 

Figure 1 Pressure fiuctuations and rain rate 
observed at Trino Verceüese between 0600 h 
on 20 October and 1800 h on 21 October 
(tocai time). 
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minutes for the rain. The wave propagated in Nord direction with a phase speed of about 25 m/s, 
impiying a waveiength of about 100 km (Richiardone and Manfrin, 2002). 

A verticai cross section of northward component of wind veiocity measured by the Meteo 
France VHF wind profiier in Lonate Pozzoto (about 30 km NW of Miian) showed (Fig. 3) that the 
episode occurred when a jet was crossing above the area at the height of about 10 km and that 
the fiow had the same direction of wave propagation 
through ati the troposphere. 

Jet streams are known to be an important source 
of gravity waves, because they possess a considerabie 
amount of kinetic energy with veiocities comparabie to 
some of the horizontai phase veiocities that are often 
observed (Mastrantonio et at., 1976). By sotving 
numericaity the equations of motion in the tinear, 
inviscid, irrotationat and Boussinesq iimit, these authors 
showed that a tropospheric jet stream can support 
gravity waves with a wavetength of the order of 100 km 
by shear instabitity. 
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Figure 3 Tempora! evoiution (20-21 October 1999) of 
horizonta! wind from VHF wind profüer in Lonate 
Pozzoto (Mi) 

Figure 2 a) Schematic setting of 
synoptic environment typifying 
occurrence of mesoscaie gravity 
waves. Light shading shows region 
of wave activity between the axis 
of inftection and the ridge axis 
(from Koch and Sateeby 2001). 
b) 300 hPa height and wind 
anatysis at 1200 LT on 20 October 
1999. 

2. Linear stabiüty anaiysis 
A tinear stabiüty anaiysis of the atmospheric fiow when pressure fiuctuations reaehed the 

maximum of intensity (around 0800 h UTC of the 21 October) has been performed foüowing the 
techniqüe used by Canavero et ai.(1990). 

The background State of the atmosphere has been supposed to be speeified by the 
temperature T(z) and the wind speed F7(z) atong the direction (x) of the wave propagation. The 
equations of motion and gas taw for a dry atmosphere have been used, with virtuai temperature 
repiacing the temperature in order to take into account the inftuence of water vapor on density. 

Perturbation quantities of horizontat and verticat vetocities (tv' and w ), temperature T', 
pressure p' and density p' have been supposed to be sinusotdat waves : 

^'(.Y,z,/)= Re(^'(z)p"^'"'-^) 
where Ref J indicates the reat part of a eomptex number, o)=Mr +i(0j is the compiex frequency, 
kx=2n/A. is the reat horizontai wavenumber and X is the waveiength. The compiex quantity A'fz) 
represents the verticai structure ofthe wave. 
if an auxiiiary variabte D'(z), whose time derivative is essentiaüy the verticat vetocity, is introduced 
(tV(z)='-r̂ /DYz) ), the probtem of soiving the tinearized equations of motion and state is equivatent 
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to soive a singte second-order ordinär/ differentiat equation (Chimonas, 1970) 

+ r(/V^ - Q-)D'- 0 
</r t 1 - Q - / ( ) 

whereQ=oj-/^77, /* = pf', N"=-g(p ^p /̂/z + g/f') 's the square of Brünt-Väisäia 

frequency, f-expj (g/c'(z');/z*), and f" =y/?T represents the speed of sound in the air and 

y = t^, /t , is the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure and voiume. The boundary conditions 
impiy zero verticat dispiacement at the ground and the radiatiön condition for z-->°° (see Latas and 
Einaudi, 1976). By sotving numericaiiy (shooting method) this equation, eigenvaiues (o and Kand 
the associated eigenfunctions DYz) are found. The verticai profües of the other perturbation 
quantities can then be derived from D'̂ z). They have been normaiized by matching the amptitude 
of pressure perturbation at ground with the vatue measured by the microbarometers. 

< - ^ -. 

04 0.6 

Figure 4 Vertica! profües of: wind component in the direction of wave propagation (ieft), Richardson 
number (center) and virtua! temperature (right). See text for exptanations. 

The techniqüe of integration requires that the background profües are given as anaiyticat 
functions, and therefore the experimentai profües have been fitted with a iinear combination of 
Gaussian and hyperboüc tangent functions. tn Figure 4 the continuous, thick üne represents the 
i7(r) profüe that has been used to fit the VHF (continuous, iight iine) and UHF (dots) radar wind 
profües at 0746 h UTC (crosses indicate the weighted mean vaiues in the zone of overiapping, 
where both instruments give doubtfui resuits). Other VHF profües have been added to outtine the 
evotution near the jet. The dotted and the dashed tight tines indicate the VHF profües at 6.45 and 
7.15 UTC respectivety; the dashed and the dotted thick tines indicate the VHF profites at 8.15 and 
8.45 UTC. 

The 0600 h UTC radiosounding of tvliian has been used to caicuiate the virtua! temperature 
profite. Two iayers where 0<R/<0.25 (at 8.6 km and 10.5 km) appear in the Richardson number 
profüe catcutated from wind and temperature anaiyticat profües (Fig. 4). 

The stabiüty anaiysis shows the existence of an unstabie soiution with parameters according 
to observations (period equai to 62 minutes, X.=100 km, phase vetocity equai to 26.9 m/s). Figure 5 
shows the amptitude and phase profites of the perturbation verticai veiocity and temperature. it can 
be observed that beiow the tower criticai tayer at 8.6 km the wave, that propagates horizontaüy, 
presents a standing pattern in the verticat direction, with 3 nodes at 3.3 km, 5.5 km and 7.8 km. 
Above the upper criticai tayer (10.5 km) the wave is upward propagating energy. 

it appears therefore that during the morning of 21 October the atmosphere had the right 
characteristics to support a wave unstabie mode according to the observations. The wave couid 
have been generated by the instabiiity of the tropospheric jet, being then trapped in a duct that 
encompassed aimost the whote troposphere. A wave resonance couid expiain the iarge pressure 
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Figure 5 Vertica! profües of the wave-induced temperature perturbation T' (top): amptitude (teft) and phase 
(right). Vertica! profües of the wave-induced verticat wind perturbation W (bottom): amptitude (teft) 
and phase (right). 

fiuctuations that were measured. 
Even if on 20^ and 21" of October the synoptic conditions were favorabie to mesoscate 

gravity waves generation, it is the transit of the tropospheric jet above the Po vaitey that seems to 
have triggered the iargest, periodic pressure fiuctuations. 
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Simutations of the 8 November Gravity Wave Fieid 
Smith S., A. Brown 

Met Office (UK) 

On the morning of the 8th November 1999, mountain waves were produced by the strong northeriy 
fiow which occured over the Aips foüowing the passage of a front. The UK Met Office C130, the 
NCAR Eiectra and the DLR Fatcon ftew a combined sortie over the north-western part of the Atps, 
gathering both in-situ and dropsonde data within the wave fietd. Due to the eomptex nature of the 
terrain, the gravity wave fietd appears to be quite compiex on this day, making the anaiysis of the 
observationai data extremeiy difficuit.Therefore, the data anaiysis is being aided by the resutts of a 
high-resoiution, non-hydrostatic simuiation using the Met Office Unified Modei. This is achieved 
through a series of nested domains with horizontat resoiutions of 12, 4, 2 and 1km, the 12km 
mesoscaie modei being driven by a giobai simuiation initiaiized at Oz. The simutation is being 
vatidated using atmospheric profües observed by a number of radiosondes reteased around the 
Aipine region. So far this indicates that the modet is doing a reasonabie job of reproducing the targer 
scate ftow. 
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Gravity Wave Breaking Over Greeniand 
James D. Doyie*, Meivyn A. Shapiro", Diana Barteis , and Qingfang Jiang* 

'Navai Research Laboratory, Monterey, CA, USA 
"NOAA/Office of Weather and Air Quaüty, Bouider, CO, USA 

Nationai Severe Storms Laboratory, Norman, OK, USA 

1. introduction 
The importance of mountain waves is underscored by the numerous studies that document the 
impact on the atmospheric momentum baiance, turbuience generation, and the creation of se
vere downsiope winds. Large-ampiitude interna) gravity waves are frequentiy generated when 
stabiy stratified air is forced to rise over topography. The ampüfication of upward propagating 
gravity waves occurs, in part, due to the decrease in atmospheric density with height and may 
resuit in subsequent wave overturning and turbuient breakdown. 
Extensive studies have been made of the dynamicai characteristics of nonünear gravity wave 
breaking. As wave ampüfication and overturning occurs, momentum transport and turbuient 
dissipation is significantty enhanced. Many of the eariier numericai studies of gravity wave 
breaking have been carried out with two- and three-dimensionai modeis with simpie, ideaiized 
initiai states. in spite of the extensive previous work, many questions remain regarding gravity 
wave breaking in the reai atmosphere. Outstanding issues that are potentiaüy important for 
mesoscaie numericai weather prediction inciude: turbuient mixing and wave overturning proc
esses, mountain wave drag, downstream effects, and predictabiüty of wave breaking. The cur
rent iimit in our knowiedge of gravity wave breaking can be partiaiiy attributed to iack of obser
vations. During the Fronts and Atiantic Storm-Track Experiment (FASTEX), a iarge amptitude 
gravity wave was observed in the tee of Greeniand on 29 January 1997 (e.g., see Doyie and 
Shapiro 1999). Data coüected during FASTEX represents a unique opportunity to study topog-
raphicaiiy forced gravity wave breaking and to assess the abiiity of high-resoiution numericai 
modets to predict the structure and evoiution of such phenomena. in the present study, a non
hydrostatic modet simuiation is vaiidated with continuous research aircraft and dropwindsonde 
observations from the NOAA/G-4. Reai-data and ideaiized modei simutations are used to 
document the evoiution, characteristics and dynamics of this breaking gravity wave event. 

2. Observations 
Measurements from the NOAA G-iV research aircraft were used to document the structure of 
the iarge-ampütude gravity wave event over Greeniand, which aiso provide mesoscaie observa
tionai vaiidation data for simutations using the Coupied Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscate Predic
tion System (COAMPS^) (Hodur 1997). Verticat cross section anaiysis of continuous ftight-
tevei (--12 km) and dropwindsonde data, with 50-km horizontai spacing, document the presence 
of a iarge-ampütude breaking gravity wave extending from above the 180 hPa ievei to 500 hPa 
(Fig. 1a). The dropwindsonde profües documented deep iayers with isentropic overturning and 
an up-shear tiit to the gravity wave. Fiight-ievet data (-180 hPa or 12 km) reveated a horizontai 
shear of over 10*3 s*i across the wave with 25-K potentiai temperature perturbations. The wind 
speeds downstream of the breaking wave decreased by 30 m s*i resuiting in the reduction of 
the cross-mountain fiow to near zero with iocaiized fiow reversai areas (Fig. 1b). 

3. Numericai Simuiations 
The atmospheric component of the Navy's COAMPS (Hodur 1997), which integrates the fuüy 
compressibie equations of motion, is used in this study. Physicai parameterization schemes 
appiied inciude: expiicit mixed-phase cioud microphysics, subgrid-scate convection, short- and 
iong-wave radiatiön processes, and pianetary boundary-iayer mixing using an expiicit equation 
for the turbuient kinetic energy. Four grid meshes are used in this study with horizontai grid in
crements of 45 km, 15 km, 5 km, and 1.7 km, respectivety. The modei top is at22 km with 45 
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Fig. 1. Verticai cross section anaiyses based on the NOAA-GiV /n s/fu and dropwindsonde ob
servations for (a) potentia) temperature (K) and (b) section paraite) wind speed (m s ̂) (biack) 
and isentropes (gray) vaüd at approximateiy 1200 UTC 29 January 1997. 
verticai ieveis. A radiatiön upper-boundary condition is used to minimize the refiection of verti-
caüy propagating gravity waves. An 18-h simutation was performed from the initiatization time 
of 0000 UTC 29 January 1997. The initiai fieids for the nonhydrostatic modei are created from 
muitivariate Optimum interpotation anaiyses of upper-air sounding, surface, aircraft and sateiiite 
data that are biended with 12-h COAtvIPS forecast fieids. Coarse-mesh iaterat boundary condi
tions use Navy Operationai Gtoba) Anatysis and Prediction System (NOGAPS) forecast fieids. 
The COAtvIPS nonhydrostatic modei simuiation captures the temporai evotution and three-
dimensionai structure of the wave. The modei resuits indicate that westeriy ftow (-10-15 m s*i) 
in the iowest küometer above the Greeniand ice sheet may have been enhanced by katabatic 
effects. Verticatty propagating gravity waves emanate from near the surface atong the steep 
giaciai siopes as the cotd-air mass acceierated down the western portion of Greeniand. Near-
surface wind speeds greater than 40 m s*i were present in the simuiation aiong the steep siopes 
and documented in the dropwindsonde data. Additionaiiy, onboard scientists observed snow 
piumes driven by strong surface winds atong the giaciai siopes. 
Figure 2a shows the west-east oriented cross section of potentiai temperature for the 11.5-h 
simuiation time (1130 UTC 29 January) for the fourth grid mesh (Ax=1.7 km). A iarge amptitude 
gravity wave is apparent in the upper troposphere with wave breaking in the stratosphere estab
üshed in a deep iayer between 9 km and 15 km. The wave structure has obvious simiiarities to 
the verticai cross section based on dropwindsonde and fiight-ievei observations (Fig. 1), how
ever the modei underestimates the verticai amptitude of the wave, particutarty in the tropo
sphere. Characteristics of the breaking wave inciude an upshear verticai tiit, significant supera
diabatic iayers, and weü-mixed near-neutrai conditions that extend downstream from the break
ing region. A verticai cross section of simuiated wind speed for the 11.5-h time (1130 UTC 29 
January) is shown in Fig. 2b. Laterai shear of -10*3 s*i is maintained in the vicinity of the break
ing wave in the iayer between 9 km and 11 km. As a resutt of intense verticai shear (50 m s*i 
/1000 m) and isentropic steepening associated with the wave ampüfication, turbuient kinetic en
ergy is generated that ieads to enhanced momentum fiux and dissipation (hatched area in Fig. 
2a). This is in agreement with anaiysis of the dropwindsonde data that indicate a iarge increase 
of high frequency structure in the verticai veiocity within the wave as opposed to tess turbutent 
conditions upstream. 
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Fig. 2. Verticai cross section from a COAtvIPS simuiation (Ax=1.7 km) for (a) potentiai tempera
ture (K) with turbuient kinetic energy greater than 10 m̂  s"̂  hatched, and (b) section paraitei 
wind speed (m s ̂) with regions of reversed fiow hatch vatid at 1130 UTC 29 January 1997. 
A series of three-dimensionai ideaiized simuiations were carried out to determine the quantita
tive impact of ptanetary rotation and the topography shape on upper-ievei wave breaking. The 
ideaiized experiments indicate that a criticai terrain siope exists beyond which upper-ievei wave 
ampiitudes are enhanced to a point that turbuient breakdown occurs. Steep terrain upstream 
enhances biocking and the iee-side wave response such that the effective Ro is increased. 

4. Summary 
This study presents a numericai simuiation of an observed breaking gravity-wave event that oc
curred in the iee of Greeniand on 29 January 1997, performed with the NRL COAtvIPS nonhy
drostatic mesoscaie modeiing system. The simuiation captures the deveiopment of the targe-
ampiitude gravity wave and the resutts compare favorabty with research aircraft and dropwind
sonde observations obtained during FASTEX. Wave overturning and turbutent breakdown in 
the stratosphere (-12 km) occurs in the iee of Greeniand above the steepest topographic 
siopes. The resutts of this study suggest that the simuiation and prediction of fine-scaie struc
tures associated with breaking gravity wave events may be routineiy possibte in both research 
and operationai apptications using sophisticated nonhydrostatic modeting Systems. Predictive 
capabiiity of events, such as documented in this study, is necessary to improve our understand
ing of topographicatty forced gravity waves. 
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Mountain Waves Forced by Narrow Topography in the Presence of 
Verticai Shear 
Doyle J.D., Q. Jiang 

Navai Research Laboratory 

The Aips is famous for its highiy three-dimensionai topography that features numerous narrow peaks 
over 3500 m, deep vaiieys, and steep mountain siopes. Three research aircraft were depioyed to 
observe modest-ampiitude gravity waves over the southwestem French Aips in the Massif du Peivoux 
region on 13 November 1999 during intensive Observation Period 13 of the Mesoscaie Aipine 
Programme (MAP). A iarge-scaie mid-tropospheric depression was present to the southeast over the 
Mediterranean Sea during this time period, which resutted in tower-tropospheric southeasterty fiow of 
10-15 m/s impinging on the western Atps. Locat radiosonde ascents and upstream Gtobat Positioning 
System (GPS) dropsondes depioyed by the research aircraft indicate the ftow was characterized by 
topographicaity biocking and Stagnation beiow 2800 m, a tayer of strong stabiiity and reversed shear 
of the horizontai wind speed beiow 5 km that was capped by much weaker stabiiity with retativeiy 
weak fiow in the upper troposphere and tower stratosphere. 
The in situ verticat veiocity data from the iowest-ievei aircraft, the NCAR Eiectra, indieated the 
presence of gravity waves at 5500 m that were characterized by retativeiy Short horizontai 
waveiengths of approximateiy 8 km with a maximum amptitude of 3.0 m/s and a maximum verticat 
disptacement of 800 m. Backscatter data from the downtooking Scanning Aerosot Backscatter Lidar 
(SABL) data was enhanced by severat tayers of iow-tevet ctouds and moisture that suggested 
maximum peak-to-trough wave amptitudes of 1 km and typicai horizontai waveiengths of 7-10 km 
present in the iee of the narrow topographic peaks. Spectrat decomposition of the topography atong 
the aircraft transects indicates three dominant horizontat waveiengths of 28, 8, and 2.2 km and is 
consistent with the Short waveiength gravity wave response. Two transects from the Eiectra indicate a 
sharp verticai vetocity maximum and a targe upward parcei disptacement suggestive of wave 
breaking near the 5500 m ievet, which was tocated in the strong wind shear tayer. The in situ verticai 
vetocity data from the Etectra, Met Office C130 and DLR Fatcon measured weak gravity waves above 
6000 m with verticai veiocities iess than 1.5 m/s in the upper troposphere and iower stratosphere. 
Backscatter data from the downiooking DLR DiAL tidar onboard the Fatcon atso confirm that a rapid 
decrease in the wave amptitude with height was present in the iayer between 5500 and 6500 m. 
Factors that may contribute to the rapid decay of wave ampiitude inetude: the decrease in the Scorer 
parameter with height that resutts in an evanescent wave response and dueting of smati horizontai 
waveiengths, gravity wave breaking in the shear iayer, and a directionai criticai tevet that witi partiaiiy 
absorb wave energy. 
Numericai simutation resutts from COAMPS using 5 nested grid meshes with a minimum horizontat 
resotution of 556 m and 55 verticat tevets are used to diagnose the gravity wave dynamics in this 
case. Mountain waves with dominant horizontat waveiengths of tess than 10 km are simuiated, in 
generai agreement with the in situ aircraft and tidar observations, however, some phase errors occur 
in the positions of the significant wave crests and troughs. The modet resutts suggest that tow-tevet 
topographic biocking resutts in a reduction of the effective height and width of the Atpine peaks, which 
ieads to a reduction of the amptitude and dominant horizontat waveiength of the mountain waves. 
Gravity wave breaking characterized by convective instabiiity and a turbutent kinetic energy maximum 
is simutated in the tee of the first substantia) topographic peak in the 3000-5500 m iayer, in ctose 
agreement with the in situ Etectra and SABL data. The retative roies of the directionai criticat ievet 
and the wave trapping wiit be further expiored using three tayer tinear anatytic sotutions with an initiai 
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Effect of Surface Condition on Downsiope Wind and 
Mountain waves 

Wen-Yih Sun' and Wu-Ron Hsu' 
'Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences. Purdue University, USA, wysun^purdue.edu 

"Department of Atmospheric Sciences, Nationai Taiwan University, Taiwan 

The NTU-Purdue Nonhydrostatic Modei (Hsu and Sun 200!) with both free-shp and viscous surfaces has been 
appüed to study the Bouider Wind Storm of January 11, 1972 (Lilly. 1978 and others). The domain consists of 
47! grids in x-direction witü Ax=2km and 400 levels vertically with Az=75m, except the Hrst level above the 
surface where Az=25m. With mountain height of 2 km and a free-shp surface, the simulated downsiope wind 
reaches 70ms ' and vertical velocity 30 ms ' after 2.5h integration. The potentiai temperature, x-component wind 
u, vertical velocity w, and perturbation pressure (departed from horizontal average) are shown in Figs. !a-d. The 
simulations at t=3.5h and the time sequence of vertica! ve!ocity at z=3625m after 1.5h, 2.5h, and 3.5hr 
integrations are shown in Fig. 2. Results show that the downsiope wind reaches 80 ms and the updraft reaches 
35 ms"', both hydrauüc jump and strong downsiope wind propagate farther downstream as time increases. 

13 

7 ( 

Fig. 1: Simulated (a) potential temperature 0. (b) u. (c) w, and (d) perturbation pressure after 2.5hr 
integration for free-slip surface. 
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Fig. 2: modei simuiations for (a) 0. (b) u (c) w after 3.5hr integration; (d) vertica! veiocity at z =3625m 
after 1.5hr integration (red). 2.5 hr integration (green), and 3.5hr integration (biack). 

Furthermore. in addition to gravity waves and over-turnings occurring in the upper iayer. a few branches of 
strong verticai motions aiso deveiop in the iower atmosphere between mountain peak and hydrauüc jump as 
shown in Fig. 2c, which have aiso bccn simuiated by Hsu and Sun (2001), Chen and Sun (200!), as weü as 
others. 

Simüarity equations arc appüed between the surface (where u=v=w=0) and the !ayer at z= 25 m for non-süp 
surface. !t is aiso assumed that neither potentiai temperature gradient nor heat fiux exchange exists between soii 
and the atmosphere. The modei generates a downs!opc wind reaching more than 40ms ' near surface and a 
hydrauüc jump with vertica! veiocity of 20ms"' after 2.5hr integration. as shown in u. v. 0. and perturbation 
pressure (Fig. 3a-d). The maximum veiocities arc weaker than the inviscid case shown in Fig.l because of 
surface friction. Note that train waves with significant amplitude show up on the ice of hydrauüc jump. aithough 
the ampütude and waveiength decrease with the increase of distance. Furthermore, the retuming flow (u<0) 
forms in the boundary !ayer on the right hand side ofthe jump. 

Comparing the simulated results at t=2.5h (Fig. 3) and 3.5h (Fig. 4). wc see that the tocation of hydrauüc jump 
does not move with time over a viscous surface, which is consistent with Richard et al. (i9R9). Mcanwhile. the 
horizontal iength scaie of the updrafts increases with time as shown in Figs. 4a- f. The ampütude of train waves 
is about 5ms"' or more in the !ower atmosphere. The !cc waves do not show up in the hydrostatic mode! of 
Richard et ai. The train of !cc waves is apparent in the potentiai temperature and verticai velocity at z =3625m 
after 1.5hr integration (red). 2.5 hr integration (green). and 3.5hr integration (biack) (Figs. 3c,f). Eventuaüy. the 
flow pattem in the lower atmosphere becomes quite different from the case with a frec-süp surface condition. 
Surface friction consumes the energy of downsiope wind so that the iocation of hydrauüc jump remains the same. 
which acts as an obstacle to the westerly flow to produce a train of waves to the lee side. Mountain waves 
triggered by dry line or surface front were aiso reported by Sun and Wu (1992). 
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Numerica! simulations show as the mountain height decreases, the intensity of downsiope wind and hydrauüc 
jump decreases for both surface conditions. The train of lee waves becomes the dominant feature fbr the 
mountain height of 1 km or iess. The waves dissipate more quickiy over a non-siip surface than 
a free-süp surface. Results also show that hydrauüc jump disappears when the mountain height is about 500m or 
less (Fig. 5), as discussed by Durran (1986), although waves and turbulent mixing stiü exist in the middle and 
upper atmosphere in our simulations. 

Fig. 3: Model simulated (a)0, (b) u, and (c) w, and (d) perturbation pressure after 2.5h integration fbr 
non-siip surface. 

ix 
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Fig. 4: simuiated (a) 6. (b) u, (c) w. (d) perturbation pressure after 3.5hr integration: (c) 
z=3625m after 1.5 (red), 2.5h (green), and 3.5h (black) integrations. 

I E 35" 
and (f) w at 
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Fig. 5. Vertical vclooty after 3.5h integration: (a) free slip surface, and (b) no siip surface. 
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Numericat Simutations of the MAP-iOP 10 Foehn Case in the Rhine Vattey 
Günther Zäng)*, Barbara Chimani**, and Christian Häberiit 

* Meteoroiogisches institut der Universität München 
** institut für Meteorologie und Geophysik, Universität Wien 
t institut für Meteorologie und Geophysik, Universität Wien, and MeteoSwiss, Zürich 

1. introduction 

The Mesoscaie Aipine Programme (MAP) was conducted to improve, among others, our understanding 
of gap fiows, foehn, and the three-dimensionai propagation characteristics of orographie gravity waves. 
Moreover, a huge database was prepared to provide a reference against which high-resoiution numericai 
modeis can be vaiidated. The target areas seiected for the Observation of foehn/gap fiow were the 
Austrian part of the Wipp Valley and the Alpine part of the Rhine Vaiiey. Both vaiieys are known to 
have a high frequency of foehn, but their topographic structure differs substantiaiiy from each other. 
White the Wipp Vaiiey runs aimost straightty and ends in a major Alpine valtey (the inn Vatiey), the 
Rhine Vaiiey has severat bends and ends in the Alpine foretand. Thus, the tocal structure of the foehn 
flow can atso be expected to differ between the two vaiieys. 

The goai of the numericat simutations presented in this study is twofotd. First, it is aimed to anaiyze 
the tocal-scate structures ofthe foehn ftow in the Rhine Vattey, inciuding a brief comparison with some 
characteristic ftow features reported previousiy for the Wipp Vattey (Zängi 2003). Second, the foehn 
case is used to assess the importance of a modet improvement recentiy impiemented by Zängt (2002). 
After a brief description of the modei set-up in section 2, an overview of the synoptic Situation is given 
in section 3. The resuits are presented in section 4. A comprehensive pubiication ofthe work presented 
here has been submitted to A/o7?M7?/ H/ea%/?er Reihen;. 

2. Mode! and set-up 

The numericat simutations have been conducted with the Penn State/NCAR mesoscate modet MM5. 
Four interactively nested modet domains are used, the horizontat mesh size being 27 km, 9 km, 3 km 
and 1 km, respectivety. The coarsest domain (domain 1) covers an area of about 2100 km x 2100 km 
and aitows for capturing the retevant synoptic-scaie features (see Fig. la). Domain 3 covers most of 
the east-west-oriented part of the Atps and the adjacent ptains to the north and to the south. Finatty. 
domain 4 covers the Rhine Vattey and most of its tributaries so as to attow for a proper resotution of 
the tocat ftow patterns. A subdomain of domain 4 is dispiayed in Fig. lb. tn the verticat, 38 uneveniy 
spaced sigma-tevets are used. The iowermost one (o* = 0.998) is about 14 m above ground, and the 
vertical resotution ranges between 50 m near the ground and 800 m near the model's top (100 hPa). 

The simutations are started at 00 UTC, 24 October 1999. initiat and boundary data are taken from 
ECMWF anaiyses, but the initiat temperature and moisture fietds the modet domains 3 and 4 are re-
ptaced with radiosonde data in the three Iowermost Standard pressure teveis (1000, 925 and 850 hPa). 
The simulations employ a compiete set of physies parameterizations, including boundary-layer processes, 
radiatiön, ctoud microphysics and, for domains 1 and 2 onty, sub-grid scale convection. Compared to the 
original MM5, the imptementation of the horizontat diffusion was modified in order to reduce the numer
icat errors in narrow vatteys (Zängt 2002). The numericat diffusion is computed truiy horizontaüy for the 
temperature, the water vapor mixing ratio and the ctoud water mixing ratio. For the remaining variabtes, 
the Standard MM5 imptementation is retained, which means that the diffusion is computed atong the 
coordinate surfaces. The improvements brought about by this model change witt be demonstrated betow. 

3. Synoptic Situation 

Fig. la provides an overview ofthe synoptic Situation on October 24. An intense low-pressure system 
over Great Britain and high pressure over eastern Europe induce a ctassical foehn Situation over the 
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Figure 1: (a) Sea-leve! pressure (solid Ünes, contour interval 2 hPa) and geopotentia! height at 500 hPa 
(dashed tines, contour interva! 4 gpdam) at 15 UTC, October 24. The fuü coarse model domain (horizontal 
resotution 27 km) is displayed. Shading denotes the height of the mode! topography, starting at sea level 
with shading steps every 400 m. (b) Subdomain of the fourth model domain. Contour lines and shading 
indicate t he model topography with intervals of 300 m and 600 m, respectively. Stations referred to in the 
following discussion are Chur (Ch), Vaduz (Vd). Buchs-Grabs (BG), Ruggell (Ru) and Fußach (Fu). 

Aips. The 500 hPa geopotential (dashed lines) show that the south-westeriy fiow reaches high enough 
to ciassify the foehn as deep. Note the strong cross-Alpine pressure difference, which is aiso typicai for 
foehn. In the afternoon of October 24, a shallöw cold front passing north of the Alps terminated the 
foehn in the tower Rhine Valley (see Fig. 4). 

4. Resuits 

Surface wind and surface potentiai temperatures (#sfc) at 8 UTC are displayed in Fig. 2. At that 
time, strong wind is btowing in the Rhine Vattey between Chur and Ruggett, in the Seez Vattey, in the 
region of Appenzell (see Fig. lb for tocation) and at most of the mountain crests. Reiativeiy weak 
wind is found south-west of Chur, in the Waigau, in the northern part of the Rhine Vaiiey and over 
the Lake Constance. tn the Prättigau, the air is virtuatty caim. The corresponding f?^. fieid (Fig. 2b) 
shows a highly inhomogeneous pattern. The cotdest air is iocated over the Lake Constance and the 
adjacent part of the Rhine Valtey. Retativeiy coid air is also found in the Rhine Valley south-west of 
Chur and in the Prättigau. tn the remaining part of the Rhine Vattey, temperatures are higher with 
a pronounced tocat maximum to the north of Vaduz, tn the iatter region, potentiatty very warm air 
descends from the mountain ränge east of Vaduz (the Rätikon). tt is likely that the flow-splitting at 
the Seez Vatiey junction, which has aiready been investigated by Drobinski et ai. (2001), supports the 
penetration of this extraordinariiy warm air into the Rhine Vattey: as part of the air arriving from the 
south-east rushes into the Seez Vattey, continuity requires subsidence of higher-ievei air. tn addition, 
turbutent verticat mixing of the stabiy stratified near-surface air might contribute to the increase of 
the surface potential temperature. it is mentioned that the observed difference between Chur and 
Vaduz is in good agreement with the simutated one. At 8 UTC, the observed difference was 8 K white 
the modet indicates 7.5 K. 

tt is interesting to compare the downvattey increase of f^. in the Rhine Vattey with that observed 
in the Wipp Vattey (see Zängi 2003). On October 24, the f?^. increase atong the Wipp Vattey ranged 
onty between 2 K and 4 K, and it is known from Seibert (1985) that vatues above 5 K occur very 
rarely. This difference can be explained by the fact that the surface ftow in the Wipp Valley runs aimost 
Valley-parallel, so that an along-vatley increase of r?sfc can be induced by turbulent verticat mixing only. 
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Figure 2: Mode! results for the surface level at 8 UTC. Shading denotes the height of the model topography 
as in Fig. lb. (a) Horizontal wind speed (füll barb — 5ms"\ (b) potentia! temperature (contour interval 
1K). 
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Figure 3: Model results at 11 UTC. (a) Horizontal wind speed (füll barb = 5ms"\ (b) vertical cross-
section of potentia! temperature (contour interva! 1 K) and cross-section parallel wind speed (shading steps 
every 5ms"\ white below 10ms"*) along the line displayed in Fig. lb. 

Three hours tater, the foehn is about to reach the Lake Constance (Fig. 3a). As evident from the 
verticat cross-section atong the Rhine Vattey (Fig. 3b), the cotd air iying in the tower Rhine Vattey is 
now targefy eroded. Fig. 3b atso provides an exptanation for the marked surface wind maximum found 
around Vaduz. Evidentty, the wind maximum is iinked to a pronounced gravity wave at ievets above 
2 km. The occurrence of this gravity wave can be traced back to the three-dimensionai propagation 
properties of gravity waves. Waves excited by an isoiated mountain are subject to a horizontat dispersion 
in cross-stream direction, which means that the gravity waves excited over the adjacent mountain ridges 
radiate into the area above the Rhine Vattey. tt is mentioned that a simitar dynamicat behaviour is atso 
found in the Wipp Vattey. There, a pronounced wind maximum retated to three-dimensiona) gravity 
wave propagation is usuaity found in the exit region of the valtey (Zängt 2003). 

An exemptary modet vatidation is provided by Fig. 4, showing surface potentiat temperatures for 
Buchs-Grabs and Fußach (see Fig. lb for tocation) as weit as surface wind speeds for Fußach. in the 
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Figure 4: Comparison of model results and observations for Buchs-Grabs and Fußach (see Fig. lb for 
location). Abbreviations arc cxplained in the text. 

figure iegend, the simutation discussed so far is denoted as "REF" (reference run). The good agreement 
between the REF run and the observations is obvious. At Buchs-Grabs, the differences are betow 1 K for 
most ofthe time, and the oniy notabie discrepancy at Fußach is that the simuiated coid front passage 
is about one hour too eariy. The rapid foehn breakthrough between 11 UTC and 12 UTC, which ied to 
the ioss of a tethered baüoon operated at Fußach (Piringer et at. 2001), is eaptured atmost exaetty by 
the modet (Fig. 4c). 

The sensitivity experiment wtth the originat MM5 diffusion scheme (OTD) shows that the im
provements impiemented by Zäng] (2002) contribute significantty to this good modet Performance. At 
Buchs-Grabs, the OTD run exhibits a 2 K cotd bias during the foehn phase and a detay of the cotd 
front passage by about 2 hours. Even iarger discrepancies are found at Fußach. There, the foehn break
through is simutated five hours too earty, ieading to a warm bias of about 8 K before the observed foehn 
breakthrough. Moreover, the highest surface wind speed is predicted before the observed time of foehn 
breakthrough. in another sensitivity experiment (REF-3d), the modified diffusion scheme is retained 
but the innermost modet domain is removed, ieading to a finest resotution of 3 km instead of 1 km. it 
demonstrates that a factor-of-three reduction of the modet resotution has much tess detrimentat effect 
on the resutts than using the original diffusion scheme. 

tt is mentioned that the 3-km-resolution MC2 forecast performed during the MAP-SOP suffered 
from a simitar systematicai error as the OTD run. Aithough we do not want to specutate whether this 
might have contributed to the ioss of the tethered battoon, it is interesting to note that the horizontat 
diffusion is computed atong the sigma surfaces in the MC2 modet, too. This suggests that the modified 
diffusion scheme shoutd atso be tested in other models than the MM5. 
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High resolution Simulation of the 4D interaction between the 
Foehn air and the colder boundary layer: impact of a meso-Beta 
analysis and Validation on a very well documented Foehn event 
(MAP IOP15). 
Jaubert G.(l), B.Benech(2), H.Berger(3), B.Chimani(4), C.Flaniant(5), C.Haeberli(6), M.Nuret(l), 
S.Vogt(7) 

1 CNRM (CNRS and Meteo-France), Toulouse, France. 2 Laboratoire d'aerologie, Lannemezan, 
France 3 MeteoSuisse, Payerne, Switzerland 4 U. Vienna, Austria 5 Service d'aeronomie (CNRS), 
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The cold pooi erosion and the arrival of the Foehn at the vaiiey fioor, as weil as the Foehn break down, are 
particularly well documented during the IOPI5 of MAP, in the Rhine Valley target area (5-6 November, 1999). 
In addition to the measurements provided by the network of high resolution radiosoundings and surface mea
surements (fig.l). a joint mission of the ARAT and Merlin aircraft provided Water-Vapor LIDAR measurements 
combined with in-situ measurements over the Rhine Valley. The instantaneous 2D view of the cold pooi from the 
LEANDRE lidar (on the ARAT) was comph-mented by the temporat evolution of the boundary layer profile at 
the RASS profiler location. Several Constant Voiume Balloons, launched in the Rhine vaiiey. fiew in the Foehn 
How. 
Previous Foehn simulations have shown that with a realistic forcing at the scale of the Aips, it is possible to 
simuiate the Foehn How intensity (MAP !OP2, Jaubert and Stein, 2003), and that the Foehn / coid air interface 
is well reproduced if the cold pooi couid be build during the Simulation - that is when t he cold pooi is fed by the 
foothill cold air How (MAP IOPR, BefTrcy et al. 2002). 
It is not the case during the beginning of the IOP15 
Foehn event: the Foehn Hew over a stagnant boundary 
layer air mass, relatively cold due to tiie radiative cooling 
during the previous night, heated and croded during the 
day. Then, the Foehn touches the ground, but only at 
some iocations and intermittent in time. 
Several simulations are performed with the non
hydrostatic model meso-NH. with two nested modei 
(meshes 10 and 2.5 km) in a two way interactive mode. 
using the operational Arpege analyses or a mesoscale 
analysis with a mesh of 2.5 km. The referenced run, 
initiaiized and forced by large scale anaiysis, ailows us 
to simuiate the Foehn How, but the jet over the Rhine 
vaiiey is too low in altitude, and the boundary layer is 
too warm. The mesoscale analysis includes radiosound
ings and surface measurements performed in the Rhine 
vaiiey. This ailows us to simuiate, during many hours, a 
realistic cold pooi. 
After an overview of the temporai evolution of the Foehn 
at the surface. this paper focuses on the afternoon of 5 
November, when the cold pooi present in a large part of 
the Rhine vaiiey prevents the Foehn fiow to touch the 
ground. A companion paper focuses on the end of the 
Foehn period, just before the arrival of the perturbation 
north of the Rhine vaitey (Vogt and Jaubert). 

Konstanz 

-69 km 
Figure 1. Tbpoorop/?.y a/^e Rame aâ e?/ area. *. 
Raaaosoawama aj^a sar/ace mea-saremea^s. + . 
sar/ace 7aeasa7*e77teâ s, o .* raeasareme?;^. 
Lme; Cross-secr&m m /?a.3 aaa* ̂  

Model and Mesoscale analysis 
The 2.5 km domain (500 x 500 /rar) includes North-Italy and Switzerland. Experiment REFOO starts at 00 UTC 
November 5th and is initiaiized with the ARPEGE operational analysis. The A00 and A12 simulations start 
respectively at 00 UTC and 12 UTC November 5th. They are initiaiized with two mesoscate analyses. performed 
at the resolution and on the horizontal grid of each of the two nested models, with the CANARI/DIAGPACK 
assimiiation system. developed at Meteo-France and based on optimal interpoiation (Calas et al.2000). The 
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characteristic tengths ofthe guess error corretation have heen tuned in order to represent the mesoscate eircutation 
features. Ttie tunings of the mesoscate statisticat modet are the same for the 10 km and the 2.5 km resolution 
analyses (table 1). it atlows to increase the confidence attributed to the observations. 
The guess is the operationat analysis 
AHPFCF. l i n - surfaee pressure, the wind, 
the temperature and the humidity. in atti
tude and at ttie surface. an- inctndcd in ttte 
mesoscale analysis. Ute surface parame
ters are used in the anatysis of the fietds 
in altitude. with a vertical characteristic 
tength of about 150 hPa. Input data have 
been received in real time from ttie GTS 
(SYNOP and SHIP messages from ttie sur
faee stations and 1 F,\!P messages from the 
radiosounding measurements). The sur
faee and radiosounding SOP speciat mea
surements arc added in ttie Rhine Valley 
area. 96 (respectively 129) observations 
are accepted in the analysis of the altitude 
parameters for the 2.5 km domain at 00 
UTC (12 UTC). including 10 (12) sound
ings, 5 (7) in the Rhine vatiey area. 

Surface data 
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Time evolution of the Foehn phe
nomena at the surface 
The Foehn reaches the ground in the upper 
Rhine vaiiey (Chur to Malans) between 10 
UTC and 15 UTC November 5th (fig.2). 
During this period. the cold pooi warms 
in the tower Rhine vaüev (Yihers to Ai-
tenrhein), tmt its potential temperature is 
still colder than the Foehn air by 5 K. Be
tween 15 UTC and 1!) UTC. ttie Foehn 
reaches the south of the lower Rhine Val
ley, in relation with the increase ofthe drag 
forec across ttte Alpine raiige (increase of 
1 hPa of ttie pressure difference between 
Lugano (south of the Alps) and Vaduz). 
The Foehn fioods the Rhine valtey. as far 
as Feldkirch, at 19 UTC. After a decrease 
near 23 UTC. and a second increase. the 
cotd air due to the synoptic perturbation 
ftoods ttie Rhine vattey at low levels at 01 
UTC November 6ttt. 
The same figures are plotted for the different Simulation at the surface stations location. A0Ü and A12 recover 
the temporat evolution ofthe phenomena. it) particular ttie two maxima in the Foehn period. However. the Foehn 
reaches the lower Rhine Valley at 10 UTC for the A00 simutation. This is due to a too early decrease of the coot 
poot thickness. Due to the resolution of the model (2.5 km) and to the width of the Valley, the intensity of ttte 
phenomena is smooth. particularly near Vaduz. 

Figure 2. Tzme /â zTaae cross seef^oa o/ f^e sizr/ace pa-
raatefers m fAe Rame aa//ea &̂ a*eea .W^o.'^&'TC aaa* 
/A977̂ 6';7̂  [/TC. Po^ea^a/ %empeTa%?j.re, coafo?^rmfer-
ca/ 7 A'. Tcraperarwe preaier f.aaa. 2<%/t". 2<33,rC 2.92. 
m pre?/ , Rzpat' Â o?̂ aa/a?*̂  campaaea^ o/ ajma*, caa^oar 
zy^eraa/ i ?a/$. aepaf^ae ̂ peea* /%p/?̂  p7*e7/. pos^/ae $pefa* 
a/eafer ̂ //aa 5 ra/s za a*ar̂  preu. 7bp; oo.scrra^oa.$. â a'a'/f .* 
4 ^ A/jaa/a^oa, ̂ a^aa;; ,47^ .snaa^a^oa 

Cold pooi and Foehn air in the Rhine vaiiey 
The observations avaitabte near 15 UTC over the Rhine Valley are used to buitd a representative picture of the 
Foehn air and of the cotd poot (figure 3). The cold pooi thickness is 300 m, the potential temperature in the 
Foehn jet is S K higher than in ttie cold poot. the balloon documents an intense downdraft at the location of ttte 
core of the Foehn jet. where the horizontat speed is higher than 17 m/s. The Mcrtin aireraft fties just above ttte 
cold poot, and penetrates the Foehn air core above Weite. The lidar LEANDRK 2, on-board the ARAT aircraft, 
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documented the along-valley humidity structure (figure 4). The large increase of reftectivity at low level is highly 
correlated to an increase of the humidity to values larger than 70 %. As the cold pooi is very humid and the 
foehn air very dry, the cold pooi limit is defined by the largest gradient in refiectivity. The cool pooi limit is just 
north of Weite; its thickness is 100 m since Rankweil, where it increases to 250m. 
The three simulations (figure 5) are able to simuiate the Foehn air and the cold pooi. However, the cold pooi is 
poorty represents in REFOO . The jet of Foehn is more intense in AOÜ . but it is too thick, and the cold pooi is 
too warm. The updraft located at low level near the tatest mountain and due to the Hrst ascent of the mountain 
wave, is distinct from the updraft due to the ascent of the foehn How at the cold poot location, in a hydrauüc jump 
feature, in REFOO A00. The larger extent of the cold pooi in A12, more realistic in regard to the measurements, 
results in merging these updrafts in the same feature. The humidity field of the cold pooi, thicker at km 40 
than at km 50, is also closer to the LEANDRE measurements. A temporal comparison with the RASS profiler 
measurements located at Rankweil (Vogt and Jaubert. 2003) demonstrates that A12 is the most accurate a long 
time after t he beginning of the Simulation. 

Conclusion 
As the arrival of the Foehn at the ground is connected to the intensity of the mountain wave and to the erosion of 
the cold pooi. three ingredients are necessary to forecast it: an accurate mesoscate Simulation, a model resotution 
suHisant to resolve the topography of the major Valleys, an accurate representation of the local features in the 
Valleys. The use of a mesoscale analysis at very high resolution is able to obtain this accurate representation in 
a mountainous terrain. 
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Remova! of the Coid Air Poo! during !OP15 as Seen by a Boundary-Layer-Windprofiier RASS System and Comparison with the Non Hydrostatic Modei Meso-NH 
VogtS., G. Jaubert 

institut fuer Meteoroiogie und Kiimaforschung, Forschungszentrum Karisruhe, Germany; 

Centre Nationai de Recherches Meteoroiogiques (CNRS and Meteo-France), Touiouse, France. 

One of the scientific objectives of the MAP-FORM Program addressed the interaction of Foehn and 
the boundary iayer and the proeess of removai of the coid air. The iOP15 (4. - 6. Nov. 1999) was an 
ideai case study: This Foehn event iasted more than two days and the Foehn wind was descending 
siowty but steadiiy from higher aititudes down to the vaiiey fioor. Within 20 hours the coid air pooi in 
the Rhine vaiiey target area near Oberried-Rankweii became more and more shaiiow untii the warm 
Foehn air touched the vaiiey fioor. But the Foehn stayed intermittent. 
Right in the middie of the Rhine vaiiey near Rankweii our wind -temperature profiier was in 
continuous Operation. This system has a 5-beam geometry for two bistatic radiofrequency (rf) and for 
one acoustic (a) antennas. The rf and a antennas are emitting continuous waves that are frequency 
moduiated with a saw tooth (FM-CW-Doppier-RADAR), to provide high average transmitted power. 
Thanks to this unique technicai design redundant wind profües are derived for both the ctear air and 
the RASS signai with high resoiution in time and height. The temperature profües are es-timated 
simuttaneousty from the RASS signai. 

We witt present detaiied information about wind and temperature fietds (time height-cross sections, 
time series, frequency distributions etc.) in order to characterize the down dweiiing of the Foehn. Part 
2 is devoted to a short description of the non hy-drostatic modei MESO-NH and the comparison of the 
simutation to the observations. Then, the simuiation is used to set the profiier measurements in the 
4D evotution of the Foehn phenomena. 
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ABSTRACT 

The föhn/cotd-poot interactions in the iower Rhine Vaüey have been weü documented in the framework 
of tOP 15 of MAP (5 November 1999). The present study focuses on the measurements acquired with 
the airborne differentiat absorption tidar LEANDRE 2 (on-board the ARAT) over the iower Rhine Vaüey. 
LEANDRE 2 documented the along-vaiiey structure of the coid-poo) as weü as the water vapor fieid 
in the tower troposhere with unprecedented verticat and horizontat resoiutions. LEANDRE 2 measure
ments atso reveated the presence of gravity waves at the top of the coid-pooi near the cold-pool " nose" 
(the southmost part of the cotd-poot) and in the vicinity of the Boden See. LEANDRE 2 water vapor 
measurements reveated that the cotd-poot was approximatety 2-4 g/kg moister (on average) than the 
föhn ftow. 

1. introduction 

To this day there are stiü a number of open questions retated to tife cycte of föhn-retated phenom
ena in the Rhine Vaüey. For exampie, the mechanisms by which the cotd poot is removed is not fuüy 
understood. Understanding the processes controting the structure of the coid-poot atong the Rhine 
Vaüey, i.e., the respective rotes of the entrainment proeess and advection, the origin and the rote of 
gravity waves deveioping at the föhn/eoid-poot interface, is key to forecasting of the tife cycte of föhn 
in this region. 

tn this paper we investigate the föhn/cotd-poot interactions in the tower Rhine Vaüey documented 
in the framework of iOP 15 (5 November 1999) of the Mesoscate Atpine programme (MAP) Speciat 
Observing Period (SOP) by the airborne water vapor differentiat absorption tidar LEANDRE 2. The 
moisture budget between the cotd-poot and the föhn ftow atong the Rhine Vaüey are atso investigated 
based on a MANDOP 3DVAR-type anatysis ofthe numerous in situ and remote sensing measurements 
made atong the tower Rhine Vatiey. 

2. Operations on 5 November 1999 

On 5 November 1999, surface and upper tevet air measurements of pressure, temperature, retative 
humidity and wind (speed and direction) have been used to anaiyse the tife cycte of föhn in the Rhine 
and Seez vaüeys. in addition, numerous remote sensing instrument operated on that day: (2 sodars, 
a RASS, a scidar and a backscatter tidar). A coordinated mission was atso carried out by the Mertin 
tV and the ARAT over the Rhine vaüey (see Fig. 1). The ARAT (equipped with the downward tooking 
differentiat absorption tidar LEANDRE 2 for water vapor mixing ratio profiting in the tower troposphere) 
fiew over and atong the Rhine Vattey between 1445 and 1500 UTC. The Mertin ftew atong the Rhine 
Vaüey at 3 tevets (880. 1330 and 1815 m asi). 

3. The coid-poo! structure at the scaie of the vaiiey as observed by iidar 

The atmospheric reftectivity and water vapor mixing ratio fietds monitored at 732 nm with LEAN
DRE 2, were used to document interactions between the föhn flow and the cotd-poot. The atong-vaüey 
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Figure 1: Base map showing the main topographic/geographic features referred to in the text: the 
Boden See (light bitte), the Rhine river (dark blue) and the site from which the balloon soundings 
were launched (diamonds). Stmiperimposed is the ARAT fiight track for the 5 Xovember 1999 
mission (dashed line). 

structure of the coid-pooi is shown in Fig. 2. in the refiectivity measurements, the coid-pooi is identi
fied as the region of high refiectivity (200 u.a. or higher). Water vapor mixing ratio vaiues obtained 
with LEANDRE 2 are comprised between 6 and 8 gkg"* in the coid-pooi and approximateiy equai to 
4 g kg"^ above (Fig. 3). 

Between 47.13°N and 47.20°N, enhanced refiectivity was observed which is thought to be head of 
the coid-pooi. in this regton, Keivtn-Heimoitz-type waves are evidenced at the top of the coid-pooi, itkeiy 
supported by wind shear at the coid-pooi/föhn interface and the stabte stratification. Between 47.20°N 
and 47.33°N, a marked increase in reftectivity was observed near the vatiey fioor. Aiso, LEANDRE 
measurements evidenced what appeared a front, sioping northward with aititude. This sharp refiectivity 
front coutd materiaiized an increase in retative humidity (to which tidar reftectivity is highty sensitive) 
associated with the cotd-pooi in the tower Rhine vatiey. Between 47.33°N and 47.43°N, the depth 
of the coid-poot was approximateiy constant and equai to 300 m. The tidar derived high resotution 
measurements, atso reveaied the existence of coherent verticai motion in that region of the coid-pooi. 
At the top of the coid-poot, the wavetength of the waves was typicaiiy on the order of 1 km. 

Surface pressure measurements (1 sec. temporat resotution) made by microbarographs in Vaduz 
between 1400 and 1500 UTC on 5 November 1999 atso reveaied the presence of wave activity. Fast-
Fourrier-Transform anaiyses over 2048 data points (corresponding to 34 min, centered on the 1440-
1515 UTC period) reveaied the presence of waves characterized by a period of 5.5-6 min in Aitenreihn 
and 5 min in Vaduz. The wave-itke patterns in the surface pressure measurements was more pronounced 
in Vaduz. They confirm the presence of waves observed in the tidar and tvleriin in situ measurements 
north of Buchs-Grabs. 

Between 47.45°N and 47.57°N, in the Boden See basin region, the structure of the cotd-poot 
appeared to be dramaticatiy impacted by the presence of gravity waves: the top of the cotd-pooi 
underwent important wave-type fiuctuations, the waveiength ofthe perturbation being on the order of 
2 km. North of 47.57°N, the depth of the coid-pooi was observed to dimish over the sioping terrain. 
These gravity waves are suspected to be either Ketvin-Heimoitz-type waves. The important wind shear 
resutting from the opposing northerty cotd ftow undertying the strong southeriy föhn ftow coutd exptain 
the production of Ketvin-Hetmottz waves. The reason behind the observed change in Keivin-Hetmoitz 
wave between this region and the region between 47.20"N and 47.33̂ N is currentiy being investigated. 

tn Fig. 2, we have superimposed the verticai veiocity measured by the tvleriin above the coid-poot 
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Figure 2: Atmospheric refiectivity at 732 um as obtained from LEAXDRE 2 along leg AB between 
1445 and 1500 UTC. The solid line corresponds to the vertical velocity as measured by the Merlin 
along the leg AB between 1533 and 1553 UTC. Also indieated are the location along the Rhine 
vaiiey of some of the measurement sites of interest to this study: M: malans; T: Trüebbach: H: 
Hciligkreuz: B: Buchs-Grabs: F: Feldkirch: R: Rankweill; D: Diepoldsau; and L: Lustenau. 
(between 1533 and 1553 UTC, at 450 m asi the towest tevet ftown by the Mertin atong this ieg). Verticai 
veiocity exhibited marked gravity-wave type perturbations in the Boden See basin (between 47.45°N 
and 47.57°N). To the south, wave iike fiuctuations are not as weit marked. Note that these fiuctuations 
were aiso oberved on temperature and RH measurements. 

4. Perspectives: Moisture budget aiong the iower Rhine vaiiey 

The diffieuity associated with the computation of the moisture budget at the scale of the tower Rhine 
vattey is esentiatty due to the difference in spatiat resotution at which wind and moisture measurements 
were made. On one hand, LEANDRE 2 measurements of water vapor mixing ration were obtained at 
high horizontal (160 m) and vertical resotution (30 m). On the other hand, despite a dense network of 
profiling sites (5 over a distance of 30 km), the wind fietd at the scate of the valtey was not resotved 
enough to match the LEANDRE derived moisture fietd. The wind field was well resotved on the ver
ticat. tn addition, batioon soundings did not provide an information on the verticat component of the 
wind. Thus, we used a MANDOP 3DVAR-type anaiysis (Montmerie and Lemaitre, 1998) ofthe wind 
and moisture measurements from different sources to grid both fietds at the same resotution (5 km on 
the horizontat and 180 m on the vertical). Note the the MANDOP anatysis atso enabies to retrieve 
information of the verticat component of the wind. 

Batioon sondings in Buchs-Grabs, Fetdkirch and Diepotdsau as wett aswind profiter (Rankweill) and 
sodar (Lustenau) measurements acquired during the ARAT and Merlin overpass were used to compute 
the three-dimensionat wind field in the tower Rhine vattey using MANDOP. For the time period between 
1445 and 1500 UTC, the wind fietd component paratte) to the tower Rhine vattey axis is shown in 
Fig. 4 (arrows), white the vertical component is given by the isotachs. The sheared cireuiation is wett 
reproduced, with the northerty cotd-poot flow in the tower 300 m agl and the southerty föhn flow above. 
The water vapor mixing ratio fietd has atso been derived from the MANDOP anatysis of LEANDRE 2 
measurements as wett as Merlin balloon in situ measurements. 

This approach witl enabte to compute alt advection terms in the moisture budget. The anatysis witl 
be comptemented by the anatysis of moisture exchanges between the cotd-poot and the föhn due to 
turbutent motion based on sodar (Lustenau), wind-profiter (Rankweitt) and LEANDRE 2 measurements, 
just south of the Boden See. 
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Figure 3: Mean LEANDRE 2 derived water vapor mixing ratio profiles (9(2), solid line) in different 
locations along the Rhine vaiiey: between (a) 47.02°N and 47.07°N, (b) 47.12°N and 47.17°N, (c) 
47.24°N and 47.27°N, (d) 47.34°N and 47.4°N, (e) 47.48°N and 47.55°N, and (f) 47.56°N and 
47.61°N. The dotted lines represent g(^) ± where a*q(z) is the Standard deviation computed 
as a fonction of altitude for each latitude interval. 
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Figure 4: MANDOPAS analysis of the horizontal along Rhine vaiiey wind Reld (arrows) and vertical 
wind held (contours) between Buchs-Grabs and Lustenau. 
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Spatia! variations ofthe boundary iayer structure in the Rhine Vaüey 
Kathrin Baumann-Stanzer, inga Groehn, Martin Piringer 
Centrai institute for Meteoroiogy and Geodynamics 

ABSTRACT 
Can we identify a weii defined mixing iayer in a iarge vaiiey iike the Rhine vaiiey? This question is 
investigated based on radiosonde profües from five stations which were operated with up to 3 hours 
frequency in the Rhine Vaiiey during the MAP speciai Observation period. Mixing heights are 
determined by a combination of conventionai procedures: a criticai inversion height criteria, the 
advanced parcei method, considering a criticai Richardson number, the gradient of the mixing ratio 
and the wind profüe within the stabie boundary tayer. Aithough these methods are based on very 
simpie straightforward concepts, they often render vatuabte information about the thickness of the 
cotd air pooi and the increased mixing when the foehn fiow erodes the former vaitey boundary tayer. 
Apart from the height and the verticat structure of the boundary tayer in a vattey, which can be 
determined from a singie radiosonde profüe, it is interesting to know more about the spatiai 
variations within the vaitey. Hence there is the question how far a singie radiosonde Station can be 
representative for a whote vatiey and its surrounding crests. Not onty temperature, humidity and 
wind profües but atso mixing heights vary significantty from Station to Station. 

1. introduction 
The height of the pianetary boundary tayer z, is determined by the top of the ground-based inversion 
at night (in stabie conditions) or by the bottom of the first eievated inversion (in neutrat and unstabte 
conditions). tn neutrat or unstabte conditions, the mixing height /i is approximateiy equat to Z; or 10 
percent targer than Zj considering an entrainment iayer. 
tn stabte conditions, muttipie stabte iayers are frequentiy found and reai equiiibrium conditions are 
setdom. Mechanicat turbuience may create a mixing iayer even though strongty attenuated by the 
downward sensibte heat ftux. Under night-time conditions, /i is usuaity much tower than Zj and can 
vary from a few tens of meters with iight winds to severat hundred meters with strong winds. 

2. Data 
Between September 7 and November 15, 1999 an intensive fieid experiment, the MAP Speciai 
Observation Period (SOP) has been conducted with various additionai ground-based instruments, 5 
additionai radiosonde stations (Figure 2) with a iaunch frequency of up to three hours and other 
sounding instrumentation and aircraft measurements. 
ZAMG contributed to the MAP objective "Non-stationary aspects of Foehn in a iarge Atpine vaitey" 
by putting up verticat sounding devices (a cabte car sonde, a mutti-sonde tethered batioon system, 
and a boundary-tayer sodar) near Bregenz and Lustenau in the target area Rhine vaitey (Figure 2). 
These profüe observations at the cabie car and with the tethered baüoon system describe in detaii 
the behaviour of the ABL in the target area on seiected days in the three months period of the fieid 
experiment. The sodar data are avaiiabie continuousiy. The mixing heights determined from 
radiosonde profües were verified using these additionai boundary iayer profües. The resuits shown 
in this presentation focus on the radiosonde data oniy. 

3. Methodoiogy 
A iarge number of different parameterization schemes to determine the verticai structure of the 
boundary iayer from radiosoundings has been appiied and discussed in the iiterature for the tast 
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decades. The estimates for the mixing height from different approaches often differ extremety, as it 
has been shown by comparison studies severai times (e.g. tVtarsik, 1995; Piringer et ai., 1998). 
Seibert et at. (2000) give an exceiient overview of methods for mixing height determination from 
profües discussed in the iiterature between 1967 and 1999. 
A combination of different schemes, which are briefiy described in the foüowing, is used. Figure 1 
depicts an exampie of a midnight and noon sounding and the Variation of the mixing height 
estimates from the different schemes for a (non-Foehn) day in the Rhine vaitey. 

dtepotdsau 16.09.1999 00 UTC diepotdsau 16.09.1999 12 UTC 

3 .-<. ' 700 

2000 

*iK<i' 0̂Q 90fJ T̂ 2 m/s 

T( ).Td(__ ) [°C] 

Figure 1: Vertica! profites of temperature, dew point temperature and wind from radiosoundings at Diepotdsau 
and deduced mixing heights (horizontat iines) according to the different methods (see text) on 
September 16, 1999 at 0 UTC (ieft) and 12 UTC (right). 

The mixing height is often identified as the base of an etevated inversion or stabte tayer. 
Heffter(1980) formuiates a criteria to anaiyze potentiat temperature profües for such "criticai" 
inversion heights. The mixing height is determined as that ievet within the towest tayer with a 
potentiai temperature tapse rate equai to or targer than 5 K/km, where the temperature is 2 K higher 
than at the inversion base. 
The parcet method (e.g. Hotzworth, 1967) has turned out to be most retiabte in convective 
situations. The dry adiabate is foüowed from the measured surface temperature (or an expected 
maximum temperature) to its intersection with the temperature profüe from the radiosounding, 
depending on the surface temperature and the existence of a pronounced inversion at the CBL top. 
The mixing height is taken as the equiiibrium tevei of an air parcei with this temperature. This 
method was refined by Garrett (1981), Stutt (1991) and Wotawa et ai. (1996) by adding an excess 
temperature ("advanced parcet method"). 
The buik Richardson number method (e.g. Vogeiezang and Hottsiag, 1996) can be used both in 
convective conditions and in mechanicai turbutence. The mixing height /? determined as the height 
where the Richardson number becomes equai or targer than the so-caiied criticai Richardson 
number around 0,25. in situations dominated by mechanicai turbutence, the butk Richardson 
number approach was found to be most appropriate, whenever temperature and wind profites are 
avaitabte. Under convective conditions, the mixing height is sometimes identified as the height of a 
significant reduction of air moisture, often accompanied with wind shear (e.g. Lyra et ai., 1992). 
The height of a iocai maximum of wind speed within the boundary iayer and the next distinct wind 
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minimum above are determined. tn the stabte boundary tayer, a wind maximum is often found ctose 
to the top of the stabte boundary tayer and the height of the wind minimum above indicates the top 
ofthe residuai iayer (Stuit, 1997). This method is interpreted for nocturnai profites onty. 

4. Resutts 
Time-series of mixing heights determined form the MAP radiosonde data reveat coherent structures 
as weit as differences within the Aipine part ofthe Rhine Vatiey during foehn episodes (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Map of the Rhine Vaitey - sites of radiosoundings (btack circies), tethersonde. sodar and cabie car 
(biack Squares) and time-series of mixing heights caicuiated with Heffter (HE), Richardson (Ri), 
advanced parcet (PA), humidity-jump (HU) method and the combined mixing height from these 
schemes (h) from on October 20 - 24, 1999. 

On the foehn day Oct. 20 1999, intense mixing is seen at Maians and Heitigkreuz, white the time-
series of the mixing height at Masein, Buchs and Diepoidsau have a two-peak structure indicating 
the intermittent occurrence of the foehn fiow at these sites (Figure 2). 
On Oct. 22 1999, the boundary iayer at Masein and Matans is weti-mixed due to the foehn; Buchs: 
a tow inversion iayer is observed during the morning hours, the mixing height rises immediateiy with 
the grounding of the foehn; Diepoidsau: the coid air poot with iow mixing height persists here 
throughout the day, a feature, which occurs frequentiy near the iake. 
On Oct. 24 1999, an increase ofthe mixing height during the day due to the foehn fiow reaching the 
ground through the vaitey is observed at ait radiosonde sites except at Matans. 
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5. Conciusions and Outtook 
Time-series of mixing heights determined from radiosoundings measured in the southern part of the 
aipine Rhine vaiiey (Swiss/Liechtenstein area) and further north near the Lake of Constance differ 
wideiy, indicating the patchy structure ofthe foehn flow in the vaiiey. in some foehn cases, coherent 
structures in the temporai deveiopment between stations can be found. 
in the further course of the project CABL (Ciimatoiogy of Aipine Boundary Layers), the combined 
mixing height determination using severai schemes wiü be used to compute statistics of the mixing 
height at aii radiosonde stations in the iarger Aipine area based on ten years of data from the 
quaüty checked CALRAS data set. 
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Variation of the Aeroso! Stratification Over the 
Rhine Vaüey During Foehn Deveiopment: a 
Backscatter Lidar Study 
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ABSTRACT 
This work presents backscatter iidar measurement during Foehn event. The deveiopment of the Foehn wind 
was monitored by scintiiiometers. The measurements show the decrease of the coid pooi top and suggests to a 
proeess of mixing between the coid pooi and the Foehn. 

1. Site and Instruments 
During the SOP of FORM (Foehn in the Rhine vaiiey during MAP) a backscatter iidar was operated in 
Trübbach, 9°28'E. 47°04'N; 490 m as! [Frioud et a!., 2003]. The hdar probed in direction zenith. its 
operationai waveiength was 532 nm and the fuü overiap region started from 300 m above ground ieve! (ag!). 
The aeroso! vaiues determined from the üdar signa! wcrc: the range-correctcd signai (RCS). the gradient of 
the ränge corrected signa! (CSG) [Frioud et at., 2003], the variance of the RCS [Mcnut et a!., 1999] at 
constant aititudes, and the aerosoi backscatter coefficient (ABC), where the iatter is determined from a üdar 
backscatter signa! inversion procedure [Fcrnaid. !984]. 
The horizontai wind a!ong and the vertica! wind above the Rhine vaüey were monitored by two 
scintiiiometers [Furger. 2000]. The scintiiiometers fietds-of^view (FoV) wcrc oriented in a horizonta! 
direction. where the transmitter was in Tricsenbcrg (1070 m as!) and the rcccivcrs were in Oberschan 
("South" channei. K40 m as!) and in Sevelen ("North" Channel, 920 m asi). The FoV of the scintiüometcr and 
the üdar practicaily crossed each other, so it was possibie to co-!ocate the resuits of the two instruments. A 
combination of surface meteoroiogica! observations and radiosoundings in the vaüey ensured monitoring of 
the Foehn wind deveiopment. 
Here wc present the resuits fbr the Variation of the aeroso! stratification above Trübbach during the FORM 
intensive Observation Periods (!OPs) 4-5. i.e. during 1-3 October 1999. 

2. Resuits 
The icflt pane!s of Figs ! and 2 present singie profües of RCS. ABC and CSG. Center and right pane!s of Figs 
1 and 2 present the potentia! temperature (PT) and its gradient (PTG). and wind from radiosondes !aunchcd in 
Buchs-Grabs. Figure ! shows measurements before the occurrence of Foehn. whüe Fig. 2 depicts 
measurement during the occurrence of Foehn. We scc in Fig. 1 a coincidence between the ahitude of the CSG 
sharp iocai minimum. the PTG ioca! maximum. and the aititude of the mountain peaks surrounding the vaüey 
about 1900 m asi. This altitude may bc associated with the top of the PBL in the vaüey [Mcnut et a!., 1999]. !t 
is also interesting to scc that altitudes of less pronounced CSG minima at 1000 m and 1400 m arc close to 
wind shears in the vaüey wind system. During Foehn, as we scc in Fig. 2. there is a coincidence of the 
aititudes ofthe iowest CSG iocai minimum with the aititude where the Foehn tayer starts. At this attitude PTG 
atso has its closest to the surface maximum. From thcsc coincidcnces and with the assumption that the cotd 
poot is an aerosot-mixed iayer. wc may associatc the aititude of the towest tocat minima in the CSG with the 
cotd poot top. 
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Figure 3 presents the deveiopment during !OP 4-5 of the iidar RCS, the Foehn veiocity determined by the 
scintiiiometers (horizontai and verticai wind components), the meteoroiogica! parameters from the surface 
stations surrounding the site. The overaü decrease of the RCS presents the combined effect ofthe decrease of 
the aeroso! concentration or/and the relative humidity and lasts during the time of Foehn. The biack iine 
shows the altitude of the minimum of the CSG, i.e., the top of the aerosol mixed layer in the cold poo! as seen 
in Figs 1 and 2. This altitude decreases to the Ieve! of the lidar overlap around 07h00/2 Oct. and likely stays 
below this overlap tili around 22h00/ 2 Oct. when it appears again above it. This time of cold-poo! top 
"vanishing" below the lidar ovcr!ap eoincides with the highest values of the Foehn horizonta! velocity 
determined by the scintiüomcters. Also, the time of the decrease of the cold pooi depth between approx. 
19h00/l Oct. and 6h00/2 Oct. eoincides with the Foehn phase with iower wind speed. During this period the 
southern scintiüomctcr shows a downward wind. 
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Figure 1. Measurements on 01/10/1999. Lidar (16h05-!7h00), left: RCS in solid black üne, no scale, CGS in 
gray, ABC in dash; Radiosonde (17h00), center: PT in dash line, PTG in gray üne 
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arc shown in saturated coiors. The biack üne indicates the evoiution of the first aititude 
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measured by the Scintiiiometers. Bottom panei: temperature (red iines, right sca!c) and 
reiative humidity (b!uc iines. ieft scaie) measured at the surface stations. 
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Figure 4. Evoiution of the aititude of CSG 
minimum and aititude of iidar signai variance 
maximum during !OP 04-05 (!-2/10/1999) for the 
start ofthe Foehn deveiopment. 
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Figure 5. Evoiution ofthe ABC during !OP 04-05 
(!-2/10/1999), with approximately 30 min 
resoiution. The legend indicates the center of the 
measurement periods, in format "dd hh:mm". 

The reference [Mcnut et al., 1999J shows an exampie of convective PBL where the highest values of RCS 
variance (centroid) indicate regions of mixing of the aerosol-rich and the acrosol-poor layers. Figure 4 
presents both the altitude ofthe maximum vaiue of the RCS variance and the altitude of the local minimum of 
CSG from 19h()0/l Oct. tili ßhOO/ 2 Oct. The coincidence of these two altitudes indicates a mixing proeess 
developing at the cold pooi top during the Foehn deveiopment. Figure 5 shows ABC profiles in sucecssion 
during the IOP: The time-sucecssion of the ABC profiles suggests an erosion of the aeroso! stratification, a 
decrease of the ABC at altitudes of the co!d poo! to approximatety 4()%-5()% of the value prior to Foehn. 
combined with a slight increase of ABC at altitudes above the coid-pooi top compared to the profüe prior to 
the Foehn development. A possible exptanations fbr the last is an advection of aerosol-rich air mass with the 
Foehn flow from ptaces upwind of the lidar site. 
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Foehn Measurement by a Sodar in a Smaü Atpine Vaüey during MAP-FORM Experiment 
Berger H., B. Catpini, D. Ruffieux 

MeteoSwiss Payerne Switzeriand 

During the MAP/FORM experiment a monostatic doppter sodar was operated near St-Lutzisteig, 
a smati atpine vaiiey adjacent to the main Rhine vaitey. This smati vaiiey is in fact a shortcut 
for the winds, avoiding the Sargans region were a iarge ftow spiitting may occur between the main 
Rhine vaiiey and the Seez vaitey. 
The poster wiü present how the sodar measures in terms of wind components and signat to noise 
ratio various on/offset of the foehn between ground and 400 mag). Comparisons are made with some 
neighboring surface stations as weü as radiosoundings in the main Rhine vaiiey. 
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Some aspects of doudness and of the current of douds 
on an atpine stope 
Werner Richard 

Schoo! of Engineering. Brcgcnz 

Ctoud ana!ysis from video tapes has been done to estimate cases with different types of cioud motions. The 

estimation ofthe totopgraphics and the aproximated physicai parameters of ctoud characteristics. 

West-East-Profüe ofthe Rankweüer Stope 
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The frequencies of the cioud dimension in videos from Hoher Kasten (MAP) are presented. 

the groupe vetocity of ciouds on a west-stope of the Rhine-vattey (Rankweiter Hang) in september and october 

1999. has been derived and is shown graphicatty . 

Fig 1: An exampte of an image ofthe Rankwciic Hang September t999 (detaii ofthe upper stope aerea) 

Schönherr. K.. und M. Wüte (2002): digitate Wotkcnbitdanatyse, Diplomarbeit an der HTL Brcgcnz, 

unveröffentiieht. 

Adress: Werner Richard. Schoo) of Engineering. Rcichsstrassc4. A-6900 Bregcnz 
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VERA-Anatyses of MAP- Foehn Cases Compared to MM5-Mode! 
Resutts 
Barbara Chimani*, Reinhoid Steinacker*, Manfred Dorninger*, Woifgang Gepp*, Woifgang 
Pöttschacher*, Matthias Ratheiser*, Simon Tschannett*, Günther Zängi** 
*Department of Meteoroiogy and Geophysics, University of Vienna, Austria 
Afthanstraße 14, A-1090 Vienna, Austria 
Tei: +43-1-4277-51901; FAX: +43-1-4277 51902; barbara.chimani@univie.ac.at 
**Meteoroiogisches institut der Universität München, Germany 

During autumn 1999 the Speciai Observing Period (SOP) of the Mesoscaie Aipine Programme 
(MAP) took piace. This period was used to gather meteoroiogica) high resoiution information over 
the Atps. The Rhine Vaitey was chosen as the target area for foehn retated research because of the 
high foehn frequency during the retevant time period and the eomptex topographicai structure. For 
that purpose, the vatiey was equipped with many additionai measurement piatforms iike surface 
stations, radiosondes, RASS, LiDAR and SODAR. 
The tMGW (Department of Meteoroiogy and Geophysics of the University of Vienna) used a 
modified version of the anatysis method VERA (Vienna Enhanced Resoiution Anatysis) to anatyse 
the fietd of reduced pressure and potentiat temperature within the Vaitey. The dense network of 
meteoroiogicai surface stations, which was avaitabte during the SOP, enabted us to picture the 
distribution of these parameters on the meso-gamma scaie. The grid distance was about 2km. 
Modifications ofthe anaiysis scheme made it possibie to take the atpine smaii scaie topography into 
account. 
The anaiyses were done for every hour of most of the foehn periods during the SOP. 
Using these anaiyses it was possibte to do a new sort of modet vaiidation. So far the onty way to 
vatidate a VHR modet output was to compare it to singie stations. This is due to the fact that the 
resotution of modei and anatysis were not on the same scate. There have been no fine scaie 
anaiyses which were abte to resotve the scaie of the MM5 for exampte. With the anaiyses described 
above, this probiem was soived and so it was possibie to get an impression of the spatiat 
distribution ofthe differences between modet and anatysis within the whoie vatiey. 
There have been some smati differences between the piacing of the grid points, as the modei has a 
grid point distance of 1km, which is smatter than the one of the anatysis. But a simpie interpoiation 
of the surrounding grid points sufficed to get a satisfying vatue at the anatysis grid points. 
The comparison was done for three different days during the SOP, the 19 Sep. during tOP 2b, the 
24 Oct. during iOP 10 and for the 5 Nov. during iOP 15. The differences were catcutated hourty 
from about 8 a.m. to 4.p.m. 
The resutts were quite varying. First of att the magnitude of the differences changes during different 
meteorotogicat conditions. So the discrepancies showed a maximum on the 24 Oct., whüe they 
were much smaüer on the 19 Sep. and on the 5 Nov. Especiatty if the front passage in the modei 
starts too earty and the anatysis stiit shows foehn in a region the differences of potentiai 
temperature are quite big. in such a case the biggest differences can be found in the northern part 
of the vattey. Secondiy there are speciai areas within the vaüey in which the differences often differ 
from those at the surrounding grid points. One of those is the region around Baizers or the region 
south of Viiters. (Fig.1, Fig.2) 
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When interpreting the resuits one has to take into account that the anaiysis cannot be as precise in 
regions where there are iess measurements as in regions where a dense Station network is 
avaiiabie. 
Using this new approach of modei vaiidation it shouid be possibie for modeiers to find the weakness 
in their modei and to get ideas how to emend them. 
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Fig.1: 
Anaiyse ofthe potentiat temperature ofthe 24 
Oct. 1999 at 12UTC 
isotine spacing: 1K 

Fig.2: 
Potentiai temperatur difference (modet - anaiyse) 
Within the vaiiey the iargest differences can be 
found south of Vitters (-9,5/-47,0) and around 
Diepoidsau and Goetzis (-9,7/-47,4). in the north 
of the graphic the high vatues in the West can be 
found around the edge of the foehn area. 
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tdeatized Numericat Simutations of Ftow Sptitting at the Bifurca
tion between Two Vatteys 
Phitippe Drobinski', Sophie Bastin', Jan Dusek-

(t) institut Pierre Simon Laptace/Service d'Aeronomie, France 
(t) institut de fvlecanique des Fiuides de Strasbourg, France 

ABSTRACT 

The characteristics of steady two-dimensionai flow cireuiation at the junction of three vaiieys, and 
particuiariy flow spiitting, is investigated numericaiiy using ideaiized vaiiey shapes. The vaiiey geome
try, the Reynoids (/?() number and the aiong-vaiiey pressure gradient are the controüing factors of the 
vaiiey fiow. 

1. introduction 

The understanding of flow cireuiation in a compiex vaüey network in mountainous regions is of high 
importance for iocai and meso-scaie air mass trajectory prediction and associated matter and energy 
transport, and for pottution event forecast. 
Most of the studies conducted on flow cireuiation in a main vaüey and sidevaüeys concern thermaity-
driven ftows which govern poiiuants dispersion and vaüey ventiiation. tn these studies, vaüey fioor and 
sidewaii siopes prevaii on horizontat channeited ftows since the favourabie conditions are weak synoptic 
forcing. Comparativeiy, the dynamicat processes driving strong channeited fiows between severat vaüeys 
have escaped significant study. 
The three-dimensionaiity of atmospheric ftows makes theoreticai anaiysis of the mechanisms driving 
the flow in compiex vaüey network difficuit to conduet. The aim of this study is to focus on the two-
dimensionat aspects of channeiied fiow cireuiation in three vaüeys, and precisety ftow spiitting between 
two of the three vaüeys. We thus negiect verticat wind component, we exetude siope winds and thermai 
stratification. This study aiso assumes steadiness. This study addresses in partieuiar the effects of 
vaiiey geometry, pressure-gradient, eddy viscosity and Corioiis force on (i) the ftow pattern in the three 
vaüeys and particuiariy, the existence of vaüey sidewatt Separation (and possibte retrograde cireuiation) 
and reattachment at the vaiiey sidewaits; (ii) the tocation of the spiit (Stagnation) point, which partty 
determines the flow spiit ratio; (iii) the ftow spiit ratio, which is of great interest for mass and momen
tum batance studies. 

2. Governing equations 

Here we present the equations for the mean ftow and the retevant non-dimensionai parameters. We 
consider two-dimensionai steady nontinear sotutions for the vaüey ftow using K-theory to modei the 
smaü-scaie turbutence. The non-dimensionai equations of motion are: 

(i) 

where 
2 = L.r* 

t' = <7r* (2) 
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The variabtes (/ and L are characteristic basic current and valtey width, respectivety (see Fig 1). The 
subscript (*) indicates non-dimensionat variabtes. 

Figure 1: Sketch of a junction between three vaiieys showing the geometry and the variables that 
are speciRed in the present study. 

The scaüng parameters are the Rossby and Reynotds numbers Rf — cVL/Jv^ and Ro = 
respectivety (the Reynotds numbers Rf/ = c7;L;/A'„t, Rf„; = (7^L^/yY^ and Rf^r = ̂ „,.1̂ 7-/.̂  
characterize the ftow regimes in the tower, upper teft and upper right vaüeys, respectivety). in this 
study, the pressure p/ at the tower vaüey entrance is prescribed to be larger than the pressure at the 
exits of the two upper vaüeys /j„/ and p̂,.- The incident fiow is thus expected to come from the tower 
vaüey and spiit between the two upper vaüeys, which is the phenomenon under scrutiny. The ftow spiit 
ratio (.SR) defines the ratio between the incident ftow rate and the ftow rate at the exit of the upper 
right vattey, i.e. 5'R = cY^Lur/f^/L/). A typical vatue for the atong-vattey axis wind (?7) and the vaüey 
width (L) are 5-10 m s"* and 1-10 km, respectivety. The Rossby number Ro ranges between 3 and 
oc, so Eq. (1) shows that the atong-vattey pressure gradient is batanced primarily by the ageostrophic 
acceieration of the ftow down the axis of the vaüey and gap wind results (Overtand, 1984). The CorioÜs 
force is thus negtected in the foüowing. The eddy viscosity A'„, within vaüeys can take vatues as high 
as 200 rrr s"* (Campistron ni, 1991) compared to typicat 5 m̂  s"* for smooth and ftat terrain. tn 
the paper, Reynotds number Rr ranges between 25 and 500. 

3. Numericat resuits 

Figure 2 dispiays the wind field for (L„,;%„,) = (0.5;0"), (L,„.;6<ur) = (0.7;90") and Rf/ = 25 (a), 
50 (b), 100 (c) and 200 (d). The pressure drop between the in- and outftow is equat to one for both 
outfiow vaüeys. The sharp turn to the right teads to vattey sidewaü Separation, undergoing significant 
streamline curvature in the proeess. Flow Separation proeess in the inn vaüey is caught in Zängi (1999)'s 
three dimensionat numericai Simulation. The size and structure of the Separation zone demonstrate a 
strong R( /-dependence. For reiativeiy smaü Rf/, a boundary tayer forms at the tower sidewatl but no 
retrograde ftow exists downstream of the turn. For Rc/ > 50, a recirculation region is formed atong the 
upstream sidewali of the upper right vaüey. The lowest pressure regions are tocated near the upstream 
sidewaiis adjacent to the interfaces in the recirculation regions. The adverse pressure gradient is re
sponsibte for an inversion ofthe vorticity sign in the ftow near the upstream sidewaü and wall Separation 
is generated (Longuet-Higgins, 1973). tn most cases, this pressure gradient losts strength and the ftow 
reattaches the wall (Bradshaw and Wong, 1972). The shape and size of the recircutation regions are 
represented by the reattachment tength and the width of the Separation (defined by the Separation 
streamfine). The higher wind vetocities near the downstream sidewaüs resutt from the acceieration of 
the flow outside the recircutation zone, since it must ftow over the widest part of the separated region. 
For the simutations, 6*R is 0.52 for aü considered Reynolds number Rf/, whereas the reattachment 
tength is about 1.5. Size and vetocities within this zone increase with Rr/ (Fig. 2). tn these situations, 
the Stagnation point, i.e. the singular point where ftow Separation occurs (Tobak and Peake, 1982) at 
mid-distance between the bifurcation point and the right-hand side wall. 

The sensitivity of flow pattern to Rf/ does not prectude the sensitivity of .S'R to Rf/ as it is shown 
in Fig. 3 which disptays the derivative rJ5'R/dRf/ as a funetion of Rf/. Figure 3 shows that for a given 
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200 Re = tOO 

(a) 

Figure 2: Wind vectors and streamünes for (L,,/:^/) - (0.5;0") and (L„,-:0„r) - (0.7:90̂ ) and 
Re/ = 25 (a). 50 (!)). 100 (e) and 200 (d) 

vattey configuration and for Re/ > 100, that is for typicat Reynotds number corresponding to strong 
channeted ftows (Campistron er n/., 1991), .SR does not depend Rr/. This is of course a key resutt in 
terms of mass ftux batance within a vattey which can be interpreted as fottows: 

> at smatt scate, i.e. in the bifurcation area, the /?(/-dependence ofthe ftow pattern can have strong 
effect in Stagnation and recircutation of air mass and matter, 

t> at targer scate, whatever the turbutence intensity, the mass ftux is constant far away from the 
bifurcation, except for iowRe/ vatues where the sptit point tocation depends on Re/ vatues. 

At tow Re/, Fig. 3 shows that .SR becomes dependent on Re/. tndeed, the sptit ratio .SR is partty 
determined by the position of the sptit point 5' (Fig. 1). The distance IRS'I between the bifurcation 
point R and 6* for the four situations shown in Fig. 2 is 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.2 for Re/ = 25, 50, 100 
and 200, respectivety. The distance IRS'I is thus dependent on Re/ for tow Re/ vaiues. intuitiveiy, this 
can be expiained by the fact that at tow Re/, the Separation zone does not have a iarge extent or does 
not exist at ait and so the streamünes have a iarger curvature when entering the upper right vatiey 
than for high Re/ vaiues. This wouid be simiiar to the soiution of two-dimensionai, incompressibte 
and irrotationai potentiai ftows ftowing atong sidewaiis making a right angie (Longuet-Higgins, 1973; 
Drobinski c? 2001a) and is so equivatent to disptacing the sptit point ieftwards and consequentty 
increasing .SR. At high Re/ vaiues, the Separation zone acts as a virtuat sidewaü so that the upper 
right vatiey is "narrower" than at iow Re/. The ftow "feeis" the sharp turn "iater" than for iow Re/ 
vatues making the streamtines having a straight shape before entering the upper right vaüey at right 
angie, which is consistent with a iower sensitivity to Re/. 

x tO 

)()() 200 300 400 
Re. 

Figure 3: Quantity eASR/c?Re; as a funetion of Re/ for att the simutations (more than 60). 

The effect of the vatiey width is investigated in Fig. 4 which disptays the wind vetocity fietds for 
various vaiues of Z,,, , L„/ being kept constant. At fixed 7\",„, the ftow regimes in the upper vaüeys are 
modified, since Re,,,., which governs the dynamics in this vaüey, foüows the ftow rate variations. tn order 
to restrict the study to the effect of vaüey width in this section, it is important to consider cases for 
which Re„, in the upper right vatiey is near constant. According to Fig. 4, the vaüey width affects the 
structure of the ftow. The recircutation zone doesn't exist for narrow upper right vaiiey and Re^r — 30 
(Fig. 4a) whereas this zone devetops as width increases (Figs. 4b and c). tts horizontat extent (across-
and atong-vattey) grows appreciabty with width. intuitivety, as the ftow regime is kept constant, the 
downstream taterat sidewaü can squeeze the flow to the other sidewaü and prevents recircutation. This 
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effect weakens as the distance to the downstream sidewaü increases. !n terms of sptit ratio, .SR vatue 
increases with width: .SR is equai to 0.42, 0.49, 0.62 for equai to 0.5 (a), 0.7 (b) and 1 (c) 
respectivety. These vaiues indicate a deceteration of the fiow in the upper right vaiiey when it widens. 

r 
Re, = 67 
Re =28.3 

Figure 4: Wind vectors and streamünes for (L^/:^/) - (0.5:0") and (L,„ A,.) = (0.5:90") (a), 
(Lur^,) - (0.7;90") (b). (L,„:3,„-) = (1.0:90") (c). 

The effect of the angie between the upper right and upper teft vaiieys on the fiow pattern and 6*7? 
has been studied by performing caicutations for different %„/ vaiues with constant L„,, Z,„/ and 
(not shown). tn summary, the geometry has two major impacts: 

[> as the upper right vaiiey width increases, the devetopment of a recircutation is facititated, the sptit 
ratio increases and the wind weakens at the exit of the upper right vatiey, 

[> as the angie between the Upper teft and upper right vatiey increases, the deveiopment of a re
circutation is inhibited (an increase of Re/ is needed to generate a retrograde cireuiation in the upper 
right vaitey) white the sptit ratio increases. 
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Gap Fiow in Long Channets 
Gabersek S., D. Durran 

University of Ljubtjana, University of Washington 

The existing iiterature on gap fiow dynamics focuses mainiy on the fiow mechanisms in an infinite 
gap. in our previous work, we have shown that both the gap entrance and exit can piay a dominant 
roie in the fiow dynamics. in this paper, we extend the iength of the gap in an isoiated obstacie. 
isoiating end effects enabied us to compare the fiow dynamics with the resuits obtained using infinite 
channeis. Resuits from simuiations with a nondimensionai mountain height Nh/U=1.4 suggest that 
there is a systematic descent into the gap - far away from the end regions, resuiting in the 
enhancement of the gap fiow. The increased channei iength aiso aiiowed us to study effects of 
varying gap cross-section, e.g.constrictions and sitis in the gap, on the fiow. Simuiations suggest tha* 
fiow acceierations can be achieved iocaiiy in the iee of the narrowest section of the gap. 
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The "Minifoehn" in the Bavarian isar Vaüey - Measurements and Modeüing 
Homsteiner fvl. 

Meteoroiogica! tnstitute, University of Munich 

An unusuatiy strong downvaiiey nocturnai wind can be reguiariy observed in the upper isar Vaitey 
ctose to Mittenwaid (Bavarian Aips) when a high pressure system is iocated over Centrat Europe or in 
case of ambient southeriy winds, respectivety. This ftow structure has foehn-tike features and is 
therefore named \"Minifoehn\" in this paper. tt is characterized by a strong increase in temperature 
and a decrease in reiative humidity. tn fact, wind speeds are tow in comparison to deep foehn, but 
may reach vatues up to 20 ms-1, especiatty under the infiuenee of high pressure Systems with weak 
atmospheric pressure gradients. This phenomenon can onty be found at Mittenwaid. The more stabte 
the stratification of the vaiiey atmosphere, the more intensive is the iocai foehn; a fact which is 
contradictory to the saiient features of \"normat\" deep foehn in the Aips. As measurements and 
observations have shown, the Minifoehn is a part of the strong nocturnai Low Levei Jet (LLJ) in the 
adjacent Leutasch Vattey (Austria). A simiiar ftow structure is atso found in the tsar Vattey between 
Scharnitz and Mittenwatd. The near-ground fiow begins in each case in the immediate iee of the gaps 
at Ahm (tocated at the mouth of the Leutasch Vattey) and at Scharnitz in the uppermost isar Vaiiey 
(ctose to the German-Austrian border). The upper iayers of the current ftow over a mountain ridge 
(1180 m) into the tsar Vatiey at Mittenwatd and dissotve the nocturnai coid air pooi that has devetoped 
in the vaitey, whereas the tower iayers ftow through a narrow gap at the end of the Leutasch Vatiey 
into the isar Vatiey. it is assumed that the forcing of the nocturnai current is dominated by the 
temperature difference between the piateau of Seefeid (1180 m) and the free atmosphere above 
Mittenwaid at the same ievei. Strong temperature differences are found during ciear winter nights and 
in case of subsidence inversions. Moreover, the appearance of the Minifoehn in autumn and winter is 
so frequentiy that we even may find a cümatic effect: the upper isar Vaüey is usuaüy free of fog during 
this seasons and nocturnai temperatures are often considerabty higher than in other Bavarian Aipine 
Vaüeys at approximatety the same attitude. Surface stations have been instaüed for cottecting data of 
temperature, humidity, wind and pressure. The data are compared with resuits of numericai 
simuiations carried out by the MM5 modei. 
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AMAP northerty foehn event on November 8, 1999 
Qingfang Jiang*, James D. Doyle*, and Ronald B. Smith** 
* Navai Research Laboratory, Monterey, CA, USA 
** Ya!e University, New Häven, CT, USA 

1. introduction 

Dynamical processes associated with mesoscale terrain perturbations can be coarsely 
classified into four categories, namely, windward biocking, lee-side descent, local 
wave activity, and dissipative processes. On the 8''̂  of November, 1999, a northerly 
foehn event swept over the Alpine area associated with an anticyclone located to the 
west of France, a cut-off-low over Sicily, and another cut-off-low over the eastern 
Austria (Jiang et al, 2003). Based on mesoscale model forecast, three research aircraft 
fiew over the central Alps to sample gravity waves, and two aircraft fiew in the Po 
vaüey to sample secondary potential vorticity banners. In addition to the aircraft in-
situ measurements and airborne remote sensing observations, other data sources 
include AVHRR images, Meteorsat-6 rapidscan images, rawinsondes, surface 
stations, wind profilers, and constant volume balloon measurements. This northerly 
foehn event is the best-documented foehn event to date and provides a rare 
opportunity to study the interaction of different dynamical processes. 

2. Observations 

Composite analysis of the observational data reveals the following features. 

a) Deep flow Stagnation was present in the central Alps. Analysis of 
rawinsonde, wind profiler, GPS dropsonde data and rapidscan time-
distance section analysis indicate a stagnant layer up to 3.3km ASL in the 
central Alps. 

b) A stationary wave train was located to the north and over the Alpine 
massifs. Short waves (waveiength -6-10km) located to the north and in 
the lee of the main Alpine massifs are evident in the AVHRR images. 
Rapidscan imaginary animation and time-distance section analysis 
indicate that these waves are stationary and persistent during 0800-
1430UTC. Small amplitude waves (Wmax<3ms ' ) are observed by three 
research aircraft as well. The NCAR Eiectra fiew at 5.7km ASL sampied a 
wave with w,nax=6. Im s ' over the lee of Monte Rosa. Several short waves 
(6km) are observed by the constant volume balloon flying between 3-4km 
approximately along the 9.7E longitude. 
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c) A wide-spread foehn induced cloud-free zone in the Po vaüey. Both 
AVHRR and rapidscan imagery indicate a foehn clarance zone to the lee 
of the Alps with an arc-shaped cloud structure located downstream. The 
along Alpine dimension of the clearance zone is the length of the Alpine 
ridge and the cross-Alpine dimension reaches 200km. 

d) Slow flow or reversed flow was present in the Po vaiiey. Rawinsonde 
and aircraft in-situ measurements indicate weak flow below 1.5km in the 
PO vaiiey. 

3. Numerica! Simulation 

The atmospheric component of the Navy's Coupled Ocean-Atmospheric Mesoscale 
Prediction System (COAMPS) was used to simuiate this northerly foehn event. 
Figure 1 shows the isentropes from the COAMPS 1km grid mesh and the Eiectra 
airborne lidar (SABL) backscatter. The modeied waves match the cloud patterns well. 
COAMPS indicates that the waves downstream of Monte Rosa are evanescent and 
decay downstream partiaiiy due to the absorption by the stagnant layer below as 
demonstrated by Smith et al (2002). The north-south section from the COAMPS 3km 
grid mesh (Fig. 2) indicates strong cross-Alps flow descent, hydraulic jump structure 
to the lee of main Alpine massifs, and mountain wake to the south of the Alps. Flow 
descent seems to start upstream of the Alps, likely associated with synoptic scale 
dynamics. 

SABL Backscatter Data / COAMPS 
t55-12!0 UTC 

3<.< 

332.4 km 
Distance (km) 

Figure i. Isentropes from the COAMPS grid 
4 mesh (ikm resoiution) at i200UTC 
interpoiated onto a verticai cross-section 
aiong the second Eiectra transverse. The 
corresponding SABL backscatter is piotted 
for comparison. Three dashed iines are 
phase iines of two waves located 
dow nstream of Monte Rosa. 

Figure 2. Verticai cross-section aiong 7.8E 
from COAMPS grid 3 mesh. The potentiai 
temperature is contoured with an intervai of 
2k. and the v component of the wind is in 
gray scaie w ith an intervai of 2ms*' . The 
three dashed contours correspond to v=-
4.0.4 ms*'. 
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4. Conclusions 

A weü documented northeriy foehn event is investigated with an emphasis on the low 
level flow Stagnation, cross-mountain flow descent, and gravity waves. The analysis 
of observational data indicates the presence of a deep stagnant layer, which reduced 
the effective terrain height dramaticaüy and limited the generation of large amplitude 
waves. The role of mesoscale terrain on the formation of the Stagnation layer is 
examined based on observations and COAMPS simulations. We conciude that the 
deep stagnant layer was partiaiiy created by the frontal system and also the terrain 
biocking effect. The non-dimensionai mountain height (Nh/U) is greater than 5 to the 
north of the western Alps due to the existence of a relatively stable layer in the lower 
troposphere. The foehn clearance is found to be related to cross-Alpine flow descent 
likely driven by synoptic scale dynamics and modified by the Alps. Specificaüy, the 
decent is weakened by the windward biocking and enhanced over lee-slopes, and 
correspondingly, the leading edge of the foehn clearance zone is located over the lee-
slope of the Alpine massifs. Hydraulic jumps occur over the lee-slope of the Alpine 
massifs, which created weak or reversed flow below 1.5km. Evanescent waves exist 
upstream of the Alpine massifs excited by low terrain beneath. 
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A Downsiope Windstorm in NW Siovenia, on 16.11.2002 
Gabersek S. 

University of Ljubtjana 

A Downsiope Windstorm in NW Stovenia, on 16.11.2002 Strong downsiope winds from the northwest 
associated with bora are quite common in the western part of Stovenia. A combination of synoptic 
and topographic forcing around the 16th of November 2002 caused strong winds to occur in the 
eastern Aips from an unusuat southwesteriy direction. Observed surface wind gusts on the iee siopes 
reaehed up to 50m/s causing a significant damage. Surface observations, upstream sounding data 
and resuits from an operationat weather forecasting modei are anaiyzed for a better understanding of 
the storm mechanism. tt is shown that a deep upper ievet trough suppiied warm and moist air from 
the southwest which was forced to iift prior to reaching the Aipine barrier due to a btocked 
southeasterty ftow underneath. The tow-tevet btocked fiow defiected by Dinaric Aips acted as to 
enhance the effective topography of the obstacie on which the southwesterfy ftow was impinging, thus 
amptifying the magnitude of a mountain iee-wave. A modeting approach using synthetic atmospheric 
profites based on radiosonde data and ideaiized topography was aiso undertaken, in order to 
determine the key factors responsibte for the storm. 
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The wake south of the Atps: Dynamics and structure of the iee-
side fiow and secondary potentiai vorticity banners 
CyriHe Ftamant*. Evetyne Richard**, Christoph Schär', Richard Rotunno', Louisa Nance+, Michaet 
Sprenger'*** and Robert Benoit^ 

NPSL/CNRS. Paris, France **LA/CNRS, Touiouse, France 'iACS/ETH, Zrich, Switzertand ̂ NCAR. 
Boutder, USA ETL/NOAA, Boutder. USA +ORES. Bouider, USA ̂ RPN, Dorvai, Canada 

ABSTRACT 
The dynamics and structure of the iee-side ftow as wett as the structure of the secondary potentiat vortic
ity banners over the Po vaiiey associated with a northerty fohn event, which occurred in the framework 
of the MAP SOP (on 8 November 1999 during the iOP 15), have been investigated using aircraft 
data and high-resoiution numericat simutations. Numericai simutations inciuded the 3-km horizontal 
resolution Mesoscate Compressibie Community (MC2) modet forecasts and 2-km horizontat resotution 
runs made with the mesoscale non-hydrostatic model Meso-NH. 

1. introduction 

The idea that dissipative processes associated with fiow past high mountains couid aiter the poten
tiat vorticity (PV) of a stratified atmosphere was first suggested on theoreticat grounds a iittie over 
ten years ago (e.g. Smith, 1989). As the horizontai resotution of numericat modets has increased over 
the past five years, PV banners have become a ubiquitous feature of numericai simutations of ftow in 
eomptex terrain. The widths of the PV banners seem to be mainiy determined by the modet resotution, 
raising some concern these banners may be spurious features of the numericat simutations. Aithough 
observationai evidence indicates eiongated banners of modified ftow can be created as stratified ftow 
encounters isolated mountains, or istands, no systematic observations have been made to confirm or 
refute their existence in the tee of major continentat mountain ranges. 

The Atps, with their compact structure and irreguiar ridge tine, provide an ideat testing ground 
for mountain-generated PV banners. The main objectives of the PV banner project of the Mesoscale 
Alpine Programme (MAP) are to verify the existence of PV banners, to determine the high-resotution 
structure and temporat evotution of the Alpine wake and its associated PV banners, to identify the key 
processes responsibte for the generation of PV banners, and to assess the abitity of current atmospheric 
modets to appropriatety predict PV banners and their associated three-dimensionat circutations. 

This paper seeks to provide experimental insight into the structure of the secondary PV banners 
(PVB2) forecasted by the Canadian Mesoscale Compressibie Community (MC2) modet over the Po 
Vatiey on 8 November 1999 using aircraft in situ data. The 8 November 1999 event was atso simuiated 
down to 2-km horizontat resotution using the mesoscate non-hydrostatic modet Meso-NH in order to gain 
insight into the three-dimensionai structure of these features. This paper addresses severat questions, 
inciuding the fotiowing: 

w What is the structure of the iee-side fiow south of the Atps during a north fhn event? How does 
it retate to the mountain pass/peak distributions? 

w What is the PV distribution associated with the iee-side ftow? 
* Can the existence of PVBs be diagnosed using aircraft in situ measurements? 
* How accuratety can a high resotution operationat modet such as MC2 forecast secondary PV 
banners? How wett can a high resolution mesoscale modet such as Meso-NH simutate secondary 
PV banners? How do the PV fieids from these modeis compare? 

2. Observing strategy 

PV is defined by thermai gradients and vorticity in ait three dimensions. Aithough a recent study 
on the primary Mistrat banner (Schär ef r̂ ., 2003) has shown that the dominant terms arise from the 
verticat component of the temperature gradient and the vorticity, contribütions from horizontat com
ponents of the vorticity vector may not comptetety be disregarded. Hence, the experimentai design for 
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Figure 1: Aircraft trajectory over the Po VaHey on 8 November 1999 (thick red solid line) super
imposed on terrain eievation. Isocontours of terrain eievation are plotted every 400 m. starting 
at 000 m asi. The thick black line corresponds to the 1400 m asi isocontour. Black-Ried areas 
represent areas ior which the terrain is above 2000 m asi. 

the PVB objective of MAP concentrated on measuring as many components of the vorticity fieid as 
possibie given the avaiiabie ressources. Emphasis was put on muiti-aircraft Operations in a coordinated, 
verticaiiy-stacked fashion aiong tracks oriented perpendieuiar to the fiow. On 8 November 1999, three 
aircraft, the P-3, the Meriin iV, and the ARAT, fiew a coordinated east-west survey box over the Po 
Vaiiey (1235-1500 UTC) designed to document the structure of the PVB2 associated with the north 
föhn (see Fig. 1). The Meriin tV, the P-3, and the ARAT fiew stacked iegs at 600, 1500, and 2700 m 
above sea ievei (asi) (950, 850, and 720 hPa), respectivety. in this paper, we shaii focus on the in situ 
data acquired aiong ieg PO (1238-1345 UTC) and ieg NQ (1355-1450 UTC). Note that with such an 
observationai strategy it is absoiuteiy hopeiess to estimate the component of vorticity that is aiigned 
with the fiight path. The fiight iegs PO and NQ are too far away from one another, and observed at 
different times. The purpose of the second traverse was not to observe the third component of vorticity 
but rather the downstream-evoiution of the PVB2. 

3. Experimentaüy-derived PV 

The distribution of the PV aiong the ieg PO or NQ is computed from the aircraft in situ data as
suming the iee-side fiow to be two-dimensionai and perpendieuiar to the iegs fiown by the aircraft (i.e., 
u=const, d/<9?/ — 0). in this case, the corresponding reduced form of the PV yieids 

l d ^ d r _ l < % & -
^ " p dz 0.r /) d r de ' ^ 

where <y is the PV, r is the direction aiong ieg PO (oriented to the east), and ,t/ is the direction 
perpendieuiar to ieg PO (oriented to the north), e is the aititude, // and r are the horizontai components 
of the wind (positive for westeriy and southeriy fiows), is potentiai temperature, and is the density 
of moist air determined from in situ measurements as 

(2) 

where /j is the pressure, /? is the perfect gas constant for dry air (V?=287 J K"' kg*^), and T,. is the 
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Figure 2: Potentiai vorticity simulated by Meso-XH (a) and furrash-d by MC2 (b) along leg XQ. 
Alos shown is the PV computed from in situ measurements using the shnplihed equation (Eq. 1) 
at the Merlin IV (bOO m asi, lower panel), the P-3 (1500 m asi, intermediate panel), and the ARAT 
(2700 m asi. upper panel) fiight levels. 
virtuai temperature. Longitudinai series of i/, r, /j, /*, and T for both iegs and at aii three ieveis 
were interpoiated (iineariy) onto 2800 reguiariy spaced grid points between 8.2°E and 12.2°E, yieiding 
a horizontai resoiution of 112 m (̂ 0.00143° in iongitude). The non interpoiated data consisted of 
3721 (2821) irreguiariy spaced data points on ieg PO and NQ, respectivety. 

in Eq. (1), the gradients invoiving d/rAr have been computed based on the finite differences of r and 
^ between two consecutive data points (aiong a given teg, either PO or NQ). Simiiarty, the gradients 
invoiving d/c?c in Eq. (1) have been computed based on the finite differences of ?' and & between the 
Merlin and ARAT fiight ieveis. A cruciai impiieit assumption of all this is that the aircraft have operated 
in a coordinated verticatty stacked fashion. This was the case, as the fastest aircraft (the P-3) adjusted 
its speed to match that ofthe stower aircraft (the ARAT and the Mertin fty at approximatety the same 
speed). Computing verticat gradients with a finite-difference approach using three aircraft teveis impties 
that PV be computed on two intermediate tevets (says at 900 and 790 hPa). This atso impties that 
variabtes needed to compute horizontat gradients c?/<9.r be interpolated on those intermediate tevets. 
This proved be problematic (Ftamant et at., 2003). instead, the PV was computed on the three ftight 
tevets using "one-sided" verticai derivatives (i.e., assuming the gradient computed using data from two 
ftight levets to be representative of the verticat derivative on either of these fiight tevets). 

A comparison of PV simutated by Meso-NH (MC2) and computed from in situ measurements using 
the simptified equation (Eq. 1) atong teg NQ is shown in Fig. 2a (Fig. 2b). The best agreement between 
experimentalty-derived and simulated PV fiuctuations was found at the ARAT fiight tevet. On teg NQ, 
simulated PV fiuctuations appeared to be shifted east with respect to observations. but the overalt 
structure of the two fietds were quite simitar (though substantial differences were seen). At this Ievet, it 
appears that MC2 did not do as weit as Meso-NH in terms of PVB2 structure. The comparison ofthe 
simutated and forecasted PV evidenced that above the ABL (i.e., at the P-3 and ARAT fiight teveis), 
MC2 forecasted PVBs with cross-sectionai sizes that were iarger than those simutated by Meso-NH. 
This was shown to be intimateiy retated to the smoother dynamics (due to tower resotution) rather 
than the smoother orography used in MC2. 

4. Consistency check using Meso NH 

The vatidity of Eq. (1) has been tested using Meso-NH modet Outputs. Simptified PV (SPV) atong 
Iegs PO and NQ has been computed with Eq. (1) based on r, and p fietds extracted from Meso-NH 
simutations at the three ftight tevets. At the ARAT fiight tevei, the difference between the "fult" PV 
and SPV essentiaüy tie in the amptitude of the fiuctuations. Meso-NH simulations also evidenced that 
the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (1), l//)d^/r).rdr/dc. was negiigibie, which means that 
the phase (position) of the PVB2 along the leg was controtled by the term ch'/<9.r, while the amplitude 
was controited by the term dP/c?c. 
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On the iower two ftight ieveis, eventhough SPV captures the basic features of the PV fietd, the com
parison was not as good as on the ARAT ievet: (i) the SPV formuta did not necessarity reproduce ait of 
the PV features, (ii) some SPV features were disptaced atong the teg with respect to their corresponding 
PV feature and (iii) in some piaces the SPV formuta created negative PVB2s where positive PVB2s 
were produced in the simutation. Atso on these tevets, the contribution of terms l/pd0/&rdu/<9z and 
l/^d#/dcdt-/(9.r. were found to be equatly important for PV. At the P-3 and Mertin tevets, the difference 
in amptitude between PV and SPV coutd be due to the finite difference approach. it coutd also be due 
to terms not accounted for in Eq. (1), i.e., the terms negiected when assuming the ftow to be two-
dimensionat and perpendieuiar to the fiight tegs. The ftow can no ionger be considered two-dimensionat 
on these tegs. 

5. Summary of resutts 

The main resuits are summarized below (atso see Fiamant et at., 2003): 
w The basic data-modet comparison evidenced that the jet/wake structure of the ftow above the 

Po vaiiey coutd be reasonabty identified with the mountain pass/peak distributions. 
w it is demonstrated that PVB2s downstream of the irregutar Atpine ridgeiine indeed exist and 

that their presence can be detected unambigousty from in situ measurements. The structure 
of the PV fields simutated with MC2 and Meso-NH were found in reasonabie agreement with 
observations, though substantiat differences exist in detaii. The differences between simuiated 
and experimentalty derived PV ftuetuations were due to the fact that the correspondence between 
observed and modeted vetocity and potentiat temperature fietds was not good enough to expect 
good correspondence between observed and modeted differentiated quantities such as vorticity and 
potentiat temperature gradient (since tess-retiabte, shorter-scaie features are thereby accentuated). 

w Anatysis of the PV terms conducted with Meso-NH indieated that the approach designed to 
capture the PV structure experimentatty (i.e., the computation ofthe PV based on in situ mea
surements made at three ftight tevets) was onty vatid at the higher (ARAT) ftight tevei due to 
increasing flow curvature with decreasing attitude in the wake south of the Atps. This anatysis 
atso showed that at the ARAT ftight tevet, the position of the PVB2s atong the leg was controited 
by the verticai component of vorticity, whereas the amplitude of the PVB2s was controited by the 
verticat gradient of potentiat temperature. 

* Comparison of PV simutated by Meso-NH (MC2) and computed from in situ measurements 
reveated that for both observations and simutations, PV ftuetuations were more marked above 
the atmospheric boundary tayer. The horizontat structure of the PVB2 fietd forecasted by MC2 
differed from the PVB fietd simutated by Meso-NH in three ways, essentially: MC2 PVB2s were 
found to be broader (due to smoother dynamics), to extend further downstream (due to the 
lack of coid-air poot over the Po vattey in the initiat conditions driving the MC2 simutation), 
and to penetrate much further down to the surface (due to the tack of wett mixed atmospheric 
boundary tayer and associated capping temperature inversion). Part of the differences between 
MC2 and Meso-NH PV structure coutd atso be related to modeting assumptions. Depending on 
the modeting assumptions for ABL schemes, interna) turbutence, fitters, etc ., it is possibte for 
two substantiatty simitar flows to have very different PV distributions. From the basic data-model 
comparison at the P-3 and Merlin tevet, it cannot be assessed whether the finer scates shown by 
Meso-NH are more reaiistic than the broader PVBs shown by MC2. At the ARAT ftight tevet, the 
structure ofthe PVB2 fietd simulated with Meso-NH was in better agreement with observations 
than that simulated with MC2. 
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Secondary Potentia! Vorticity Banners in MAP !OP8 and !OP 15-Bora 
Grubisic V. 

Desert Research institute/Divsion of Atmospheric Sciences 

Six PV banner missions were reaiized during the Speciai Observation Period (SOP) of the Mesoscate 
Atpine Programme (MAP) in Sept-Nov 1999. Four of these missions were carried out to document 
secondary PV banners atong different sections of the Aips. As opposed to the primary PV banners 
which emanate from the end points of a mountain ränge, secondary PV banners comprise an interior 
of the mountain-range wake, and mark wind shearünes that originate from massifs and isoiated peaks 
aiong the compiex mountain-range ridgetine. 
in this study we compare and contrast two secondary PV banner cases from MAP SOP. The iOP 8 
case took ptace during an episode of deep south Foehn, with the examined portion of the wake 
tocated to the north of the Atps over Bavaria. The other, iOP 15-Bora, case took ptace during a strong 
Bora with the examined wake tocated downwind of the Dinaric Atps over the Adriatic. We examine 
simiiarities and difference of the wake and secondary PV banner structure as weit as the origin of 
potentiat vorticity anomaties in these two cases using avaiiabie aircraft data and Ohigh-resotution 
numericat simuiation predictions by the Navy's COAMPS (Coupied Ocean/Atmosphere Modeting 
Prediction System) modei. 
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Differences on Thermodynamic Characteristics due to the tnftuence < Mountain Oiympus over Greece 
Karacostas T., P. Pennas, S. Stoiaki, N. Pakaiidou 

Dept. of tvleteorotogy, Aristotte University of Thessaioniki, Greece 

An attempt is made to investigate and study the thermodynamic characteristics of the air mass over 
the major area of mountain Oiympus, being iocated over north centrai Greece. The area under study 
exhibits meteoroiogicai interest, since within a sub-synoptic scaie region, the mountain Oiympus, the 
gutf of Thermaikos and the metropotitan area of Thessatoniki coexist. 
To meet this objective, houriy vatues of air temperature and reiative humidity, from the Oiympus 
Skiing Center (eievation 1750 m) and the Aristotie University of Thessaioniki (etevation 31 m) 
meteoroiogicai stations are used, for the warm period (Juiy, August and September) of the iast five 
years. tvloreover, radiosonde data are used for the examined period. 
The wind characteristics at the atmospheric teveis of 700 and 850 hPa are taken from the radiosonde 
of the synoptic Station of Thessatoniki. Based on this information, homogeneous situations -with 
respect to the airfiow- are identified and grouped. This way, more than two groups of airfiow 
conditions are distinguished and the thermodynamic characteristics are anaiyzed and compared. The 
identified differences are depicted, and an attempt is made to exptain them. 
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LtDAR Water Vapor Observations during the !OP 15 
D'Auterio P.(1), F. Fierii(2), F. Congeduti(2), C. Medagüa(2) 

1 universitä dei)'Aquiia-Dip. di Fisica 
2 istituto di Scienze deiiAtmosfera e dei Ciima- CNR,Rome 

The ground-based Raman LiDAR of iSAC-CNR (Rome), piaced in Paüanza di Verbania (North-itaiy, 
45,9° N- 8,5 ° E, 200m a.s.i.) during the MAP-SOP period, has provided nocturnai profües of water 
vapor from the PBL up to Upper troposphere, for overaü 160 hours of measurements 
We focused on LiDAR observations performed in correspondence of PV anomaües phenomena, one 
of the scientific topics of MAP programme. 
in partieuiar we anaiysed the LiDAR observations acquired in the night 7-8 November, 19.30-2.12 
UTC, period coinciding with the end of iOP 15, characterised by an event of upper-tropospheric PV 
anomaües, as exhibited by ECMWF anaiysis, mesoscaie modeis and DiAL measurements. 
in the Raman LiDAR evoiution of humidity profüe is evident a dry iayer, -1 km thick, descending 
between 6000m and 3800m height, in the whoie period of measurement. The water vapour 
concentration is there iess then 0.1 g/kg white increases to vaiue about 0.5 g/kg in the upper iayer. 
Trajectories simuiations aüowed reiating this principai structure to the intrusion of stratospheric air, 
characterized by high vaiues of PV and poor humidity content, consequent to occurrence of the 
tropopause foiding. 
Moreover the LiDAR data highiighted presence of substructures at finer scaie in respect to principai 
intrusion. Aii these further structures disappear after the first 30 minutes of observations. 
Differentiy from the principai tongue, simiiar sub-struetures are not evident in the ECMWF anaiysis, 
but they have been reproduced transporting the humidity fieid aiong backward Lagrangian 
trajectories, simuiated by FLEXTRA modei, using a RDF (Reverse Domain Fiiting) techniqüe. 
Comparisons with MM5 and MC2 Canadian mode) are aiso presented. 
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On the Dynamics of the Sptitting Proeess of Cyciones 
near Southern Greeniand 

Manfred Kurz. Institut für Meteoroiogie und Kiimaforschung, Universität Karlsruhe, Germany 

1. !ntroduction 

Greeniand with its steep coastai mountains and the ice-covered piateau acts as a marked hindrance and barrier 
for aii stabie air fiows impinging the isiand. Cyciones in the iower troposphere approaching Greeniand from 
southwest therefore often experience a spiitting near the southern tip of the isiand into one part moving across 
the Davis Strait northwards and the other part going round the southern tip and traveiiing further eastwards or 
northeastwards. This proeess is normaiiy weil simulated by the operationally used NWP models. With the aid of 
numericai analyses and derived diagnostic fields of a typical case the dynamics of the Splitting and the behaviour 
ofthe eastem part ofthe cyclone is investigated. 

2. The weather Situation from 25-26 February 2001 

Fig.l shows surface pressure analyses of the global mode! (GME) of Deutscher Wetterdienst from 25-26 
February 2001. In addition to the isobars, surface fronts are drawn in corresponding to the distribution ofthe 
equivalent potential temperature at 950 hPa. Also some streamünes for 500 hPa are indieated. The maps show a 
low breaking away frorn a greater cyclone near Labrador and traveiiing across the Davis Strait northwards. Its 
occluding frontal system experienced a strong deformation while approaching southern Greeniand: The 
occlusion with a warm tongue of air remained above the westem coast w hereas the wann front went round the 
southern tip of Greeniand and pushed slowly forward northeastwards east of the isiand. That was connected with 
a sharpening of the frontal trough south of Greeniand and its extension towards the sea areas east ofthe isiand. 
Through that the gradient towards a persistent ridge of high pressure above the eastern coast was considerably 
increased. Finally a ciosed low was spiit off in the trough which deepened for a short time east of southern 
Greeniand before it weakened while moving away eastwards. 

3^ 

0^ 

261& 6 

Fig. 1: Surface maps with isobars. surface fronts and two streamünes for 500 hPa from 
25 February, 00 and 12 UTC (top) and 26 February. 00 and 12 UTC (bottom) 

The described deformation ofthe frontal system was caused by a fuü biocking of the warm air flow in the lower 
levels by the mountains of southern Greeniand leading to a Splitting into two branches - one running aiong the 
western coast northwards and the other one going round the southern tip and pushing forward east of Greeniand 
converging there with the easteriy winds prevailing in the colder air. This easteriy current. on the other hand. w as 
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forced to ascend above the eastern flank ofthe isiand producing there a tongue of coid air. !n both branches of 
the warm air fiow the temperature gradient at the fore part of the frontai zone was strongiy increased. In addition 
a change ofthe direction of the isotherms into a position paraiiei to the coast took piace. This can be read off 
from the temperature anaiysis for 850 hPa in Fig.2. 

The deviation of the winds aiso caused a strong modification ofthe vorticity fieid in the iower ieveis. A 
maximum of anticycionic vorticity deveioped above the southwestem coast. mainiy due to the frictionai decrease 
of the speed ofthe How paraiiei to the coast towards the mountains at this ievei. The approaching zone with 
cycionic vorticity. on the other hand. underwent the same deformation and spiitting as the warm air itseif. A 
separated vorticity maximum deveioped south of Greeniand and moved around the southern tip to the sea area 
east of Greeniand (See Fig.2). This proeess was connected with strong convergence and ascending motion in the 
ieveis up to 700 hPa. They were enhanced and ascent was aiso effective at higher ieveis as a marked upper 
trough crossed southern Greeniand and approached the frontai trough there. ieading to a significant 
intensiilcation ofthe iower vorticity maximum and the formation of a smaii. but intense cycione within the 
trough. 

3. Diagnosis of the development 

According to the description the spiitting of the wann air flow in the iower ieveis was cieariy due to the direct 
effect ofthe orography on the wind fieid. The questions remain which mechanism was responsibie for the 
continuing convergence and ascending motion in the iower frontai trough ieading to the origin of the isoiated 
vorticity maximum above the sea area south of Greeniand and its movement going round the southern tip 
northeastwards. and which trigger may have caused the new cyciogenesis east of the isiand. 

Applying at first conventional quasi-geostrophic reasoning, there was a clear connection ofthe development 
with the warm air advection in the orographically deformed wind field, acting as forcing for ascent as well as 
lower convergence. The vorticity advection aloft as the other main forcing ibr vertical motions was at ilrst not 
iavourable ibr any cyclonic deveiopment. but positive advection came into play as the upper trough approached 
the lower frontal trough. The upper divergence connected with this advection ahead ofthe trough was therefore 
surely the trigger fbr the split-off ofthe surface iow and the rapid intensiilcation of the 850 hPa-vorticity 
maximum east of Greeniand. 

In order to verify this reasoning. the omega ibreing for 850 hPa was calculated. This was done with the aid of a 
modified Q vector diagnosis. The Q vector describes the timeiy change ofthe potentiai temperature gradient an 
air particle experiences within the horizontal (low by deformation and/or rotation. and its divergence at a 
pressure surface indicates the ibreing of verticai motions under adiabatic conditions. A forcing of ascent results 
in areas with convergence, a forcing of descent in areas with divergence of the vector. Since the thermal wind 
balance is a prerequisite ibr the correlation with the vertical motions. the geostrophic winds were used in the 
original deilnition ofthe Q vector by Hoskins et al.(1978). However. it could be shown by Davies-Jones (1991) 
that the correlation also holds ibr the non-divergent part of the wind field. That is especially important for cases 
in which the ilow contains significant ageostrophic components as in the case considered here. Therefore the 
model winds were used to cälculate the generalized Q vector and its divergence in the case considered assuming 
that the real divergent part ofthe wind was not too great. 

The resuits show a good agreement between omega forcing and model omega at 850 hPa, namely indicating 
continuous ascending motion above the frontal trough and covering the two branches ofthe warm air ilow. This 
is shown in Fig.2 for the evening of the 25 February. Only at the eastern coast there was a discrepancy at some 
times since there a forced ascent at the mountain slope was effective instead the descent indieated by the Q 
vector divergence. lt can be stated therefore that the dynamics of the orographically deibrmed frontal trough can 
be indeed explained to a great extent by quasi-geostrophic reasoning, i.e. by the cyclogenetic effect ofthe 
maximized warm air advection in this case. 

A further insight into the dynamics is possible when making an expansion ofthe Q vector diagnosis by 
considering the vector components perpendicular and parallel to the isotherms. respectively. and the related parts 
ofthe omega ibreing. The component perpendicular to the isotherms indicates changes of the amount ofthe 
gradient, i.e. frontogenetic or frontolytic effects in the wind field by deformation, and the divergence of this 
component is a measure for the forcing of vertica! motions connected w ith circulaüons transverse to the 
isotherms - so!enoida!ly direct in the case of frontogenesis, solenoidally indirect in the case of frontolysis. The 
component parallel to the isotherms. on the other hand. reflects the directionai changes of the temperature 
gradient by vorticity and/or deformation. Variations of the rotation along the isotherms give rise to a ibreing 
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which is to a great extent identicai with the so-caiied Sutciiffe-forcing defined by advection of vorticity with the 
thermai wind. 

xr«'<̂"r:„ 3̂  

LA LL--CR 

^77/ -

Fig.2: GME-Anaiyses from 25 February 200h i8 UTC: Temperature and reiative vorticity at 850 hPa 
(top); mean temperature advection 500 /1000 hPa, omega forcing and omega at 850 hPa 
(bottom). Forcing of ascent or ascending motion, resp., is indieated by dashed iines. 

The anaiyses ofthe different parameters show that strong frontogenesis was effective at the fbre part ofthe 
frontai zone around southern Greeniand, but aiso extending aiong the eastem coast. This was, as aiready 
described, due to the distortion ofthe wind fieid by the orography. it caused a forcing fbr a direct cireuiation 
with ascent of the warmer air above the western coast and the sea areas around southern Greeniand whereas the 
descent of the coider air shouid take piace aiong the eastern coast and inside of Greeniand. This could be, 
however. not become effective due to the ascent forced by the mountains ofthe eastern flank ofthe isiand. 

Concerning the directionai changes, the orographically forced deformation of the vorticity field w as important. 
The negative extremum at the southwestem coast caused an anticyclonic turning ofthe isotherms there, whereas 
a cyclonic rotation was more and more initiated south and later east of Greeniand in the region of the newly 
formed vorticity maximum. According to this distribution, a forcing of ascent resulted west and east of southern 
Greeniand reinforcing the contribution by the direct cireuiation there, and a forcing of descent just above the 
southern tip which partiy compensated the opposite circulatory forcing. Altogether the totai forcing resembled 
more the cireuiation for most of the time. Only during the cyclogenesis east of Greeniand, the part related to the 
Sutcliffe-forcing became significantly stronger and determined the total forcing in the neighbourhood of the 
small vortex. 

4. Conclusions 

With the aid of a typical example the dynamics of the Splitting proeess of cyclones near southern Greeniand has 
been investigated. The mountaineous isiand acts as a barrier for stable air flows from southwest leading to a 
Splitting into two branches - one running along the western coast northwards and the other one going round the 
southern tip and pushing ahead northeastwards. The original cyclone fbllows the western branch whereas a sharp 
trough with a separated vorticity maximum forms south of Greeniand and extends more and more to the sea 
areas east of the isiand. There often a new cyclogenesis takes place giving rise to the split-off of a low within the 
trough. 

The continuous convergence and the ascending motion in both branches can be generally traced back to the 
effect of maximized warm air advection within the orographically deformed wind field. With the aid of a 
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modified Q vector diagnosis it couid be shown that the ascent is partiy forced by a direct cireuiation reieased by 
the orographicaiiy caused frontogenesis around southern Greeniand. The other part resuits from the different 
turning of the isotherms within the wind Heid west and east ofthe isiand. 

A new cydogenesis in the trough east of Greeniand takes piace when an additionai upper forcing comes into 
piay. e.g. in connection w ith the approach of an upper trough as in the case considered. 
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impact of Greeniand on the Downstream Weather 
Ötafsson H. 

University of iceiand, iceiandic tvleteorotogicat Office and institute for tvleteorotogicat Research 

Large scate orography can infience theatmospheric ftows in a variety ofways. 
Ftow past Greeniand has been investigatedin severat different synoptic situations.Ait these situations 
havein common that fiow perturbations createdby the Greeniand orographyaffect the weather far 
downstream. Thesituations reviewed inetude 
a) intensificationof upper troughs, ieading to eyeioniedeveiopment over the North Attantic 
b) a tip jet, ieading to a baroeiiniciow tevei windstorm structure downstream. 
c) damming of cotd tow tevei air, ieadingto intensification of a downstream windstormthrough an 
intensification of theiow tevet temperature gradient. 
d) wake effect on the targe scate upper jet 
e) biocking effect ieading to deformation andweakening of a surface cycione. 
f) orographie retease of tatent heat that modifies theupper ieve) fiow. 
The resuits wiü be discussed in view of the scope ofthe upcoming observationresearch and 
predictabitity program (THORPEX) whichaims at improving weather forecasts 1-14 days ahead. 
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Recent Temperature Trends in Mountain Observatories of the !berian Peninsuta 
Rasiüa Ä., D.G. Codrön, J. Carlos 

GiMENA (Grupo para ta tnvestigacion sobre et Medio Natura)).Departamento de Geografta, 
Urbanismo y Ordenaciön de) Territorio. 
Universidad de Cantabria. 

Most of the current research show a remarkabte warming trend in Europe from the 70s onwards, with 
the targest rates found in some piaces of the SW comer of the continent, and speciaiiy in some 
high-eievation sites. There is a great concern about the impact of the giobai warming in the iberian 
Peninsuta; because of its transitionai iocation, between the subtropicai and mid-tatitude cireuiation 
beits, many human activities and ecosystems strongty reiies on characteristic features of mountain 
ctimate, tike orographie preeipitation and snowfait. 
The aims of this contribution are to highüght significative trends in temperature series of severat 
mountain stations of the iberian Peninsuta. We aiso compares those trends with the evotution of 
some nearby tow-aititude stations. Finatty, we anatyze the atmospheric cireuiation changes 
associated to those variations. 
Our resutts show that the time series of annuat temperature anomaües disptay a non-significative 
decrease untii 1970's, and a notorious increase up to the present time. The seasonat anatysis 
indicates that such warming occurs preferentiy in winter, afecting both maximum and minimum 
temperatures. Since nighttime temperatures in continentat tow-ievet stations are not increasing at the 
same rate, the tapse rate is weakening at night. The cause of this non-homogeneus response is the 
frequent high-aititude warm advections during the iast two decades. in order to estabüsh the strengh 
of the atmospheric cireuiation controis on regionat temperature changes, we expiore the retationships 
between severat cireuiation indices, iike the North Attantic Osciitation, synoptic cireuiation patterns, 
and temperature variations. We can conciude that the ascending trend of the winter temperatures is 
ctosety iinked to the upward trend of the North Attantic Osciitation since the 70s, through two different 
dynamic mechanism: a change toward more stabte cireuiation patterns, and a change of the air 
masses characteristics. 
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The Damping Effect of Greeniand on an Extratropica) Cycione 
Guörün Nina Petersen* **, Jon Egitt Kristjänsson*, Bj0rn R^stingt and Haratdur Ötafsson** t 

* University of Osto, Norway, ** University of tcetand, t The Norwegian Meteorological tnstitute, 
; tcetandic Meteoroiogica) tnstitute and tnstitute for Meteorotogicat Research 

ABSTRACT 

A cyctone passing over the Greentand ice cap is simutated with the topography of Greentand set to 
zero and with a reference topography. Greentand turns out to hamper the devetopment of the cyclone, 
that becomes significantly deeper when Greeniand is removed. The damping ofthe cyctone development 
by Greentand can be sptit into two stages. tn a first stage, the warm air advection in front of the cyctone 
when it moves over Greentand is reduced when the Greentand topography is present. tn a second stage, 
the advection of cotd air at tow tevets to the rear of the cyctone is hampered by Greeniand, teading to 
tess vorticity at upper levets. tn the NoGreen simutation, the abundant upper Ievet vorticity is advected 
downstream where it contributes to the further devetopment of the cyctone. 

1. !ntroduction 

Large scate orography can affect extratropica) cyctones in various ways. The most celebrated impact 
of mountains on synoptic scate cyctones is probabty the genesis of cyctones in the tee of the European 
Atps (see f. inst. Trigo et at., 2002). Greeniand is situated ctose to the northern edge of the N-Attantic 
storm-track. its rises more than 3000 m above sea tevet with steep stopes in att directions. Studies 
of individuat cases have shown that Greentand can hamper the growth of cyctones moving to the NE 
between tcetand and Greeniand (Kristjänsson and Mctnnes, 1999; Rögnvatdsson and Ötafsson, 2003), 
white in other cases Greeniand can iead to rapid deepening of cyclones (Shapiro et at., 2002) that 
develop at the southeast coast of Greentand. Numericat studies have atso shown that Greentand can 
contribute to the deepening of cyclones moving across the N-Attantic, far to the south of Greentand 
(Petersen et at., 2003). Here, a cyctone that moves directty over S-Greenland from west to east is 
studied. The evotution of the cyctone is simulated with and without the topography of Greeniand and 
the resutts are discussed in view of ctassical quasi-geostrophic theory and basic features of orographie 
flows. 

2. The simuiated ftows 

2.1. The synoptic evoiution 

On 25 December 2001 at 00 UTC, there is a shattow 
cyctone forming at the east coast of Labrador (Fig.l) The 
cyctone moves stowty to the ENE, towards Greentand. On 
26 Dec. at 03UTC, the cyctone has crossed the icecap and 
is situated at the east coast of S-Greentand (Fig.2 (a)). in 
the following, the cyclone moves further to the east and 
deepens slowly. With strong westerty wind at middie and 
upper tropospheric tevets and baroctinicity at low tevets the 
Situation can be characterized as typicat for cyclone devet
opment in the region. 

2.2. Greeniand vs. No-Greeniand 

When the ftow is simutated again, but with the topog
raphy of Greentand set to sea tevet, the cyclone still moves 

across Greentand, but develops quite differentiy. On 26 Dec. at 03UTC, the cyctone is situated at the 
past mast nf (Irp^ntand hnt fttrthpr t n thp nnrth than in thp R^f^rpnrp simutatinn whpn thp tnnncrranhv 

976 

Figure 1: The mean sea tevet pressure 
(hPa) and potentiat temperature at 850 
hPa (K) on 25/00UTC. 
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Figure 2: The mean sea tevet pressure (hPa) and potentiat temperature at 850 hPa (K) on 26/03UTC 
in a) the Reference simutation and b) the NoGreen simutation. 

of Greentand is present (Fig.2 (b)). Figure 3 shows the evotution ofthe minimum sea tevet pressure in 
the two simutations. tt is ctear that when the topography of Greentand is present, the cyctone deepens 
much tess than if Greentand is not present. To focus better on the differences in the ftows in these two 
simutations we ptot the difference in potentiat temperature at the 850 hPa tevet on 26/03UTC (Fig. 4). 
There is a ctear warm anomaty to the east of the southernmost part of Greentand in the reference run, 
white in the NoGreen-run there is a strong warm anomaty immediately west of tcetand. extending att 
the way to Greentand. The tatter warm airmass is associated with the rapid deepening of the cyclone 
in the NoGreen case. Rapid deepening of cyctones is generatty associated with anomalies in vorticity or 
potentiat vorticity (PV) at upper teveis. Figure 5 shows the geopotentiat height and the temperature 
at 300 hPa in the NoGreen-run on 26/15UTC. There ts strong ftow from WNW, over Greentand and 
tcetand. On 26/15UTC there is a trough over Greentand and the sea between Greentand and tcetand. 
A figure showing the differences in the two simutations reveals that the upper tevet PV is much greater 
in the NoGreen-run than in the reference run in these regions (Fig.6). 
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Figure 3: The evotution of the depth of the cy
ctone in the two simulations. the mean sea tevet 
pressure is set to 1000 hPa when the cyctone is 
over Greeniand in the Reference run. 

Figure 4: Potentiat temperature at 850 hPa (K) 
in the Reference simutation minus the NoGreen 
simutation, both on 26/03UTC. 
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3. Discussion 

As the cyctone travets across a ftat Greentand, it continues to develop at tow teveis and southerly 
fiow with warm advection is initiated ahead of the cyclone. in the case where the topography of Green
iand is present, there is, of course, no cireuiation at teveis betow the ice cap. The southerty wind and 
warm advection ahead of the cyctone to the east of Greeniand is consequently very weak. tn fact, the 
warm advection in the reference run takes ptace to the south of the cyctone, where a föhn wind creates 
a warm anomaty and strong N-S pressure gradient to the south of the cyctone. Once the cyctone has 
passed Greentand, there is much greater southward advection of cotd air to the rear of the cyctone 
at tow tevets in the NoGreen run than in the Reference run. This is direct consequence of Greentand 
biocking tow tevet advection. The upper tevet potentiat vorticity anomaty that provides supptementary 
fuel for the cyctone is associated with the advection of cotd air at tower levels. in this manner, biocking 
of the tow tevet ftow contributes again to hampering the growth of the cyctone. 
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Figure 5: The 300 hPa geopotentiat height (m) 
at 26/15UTC. 

Figure 6: Potentiat vorticity at 300 hPa (PVU) 
on 26/15UTC in the Reference simutation minus 
the NoGreen simutation. 
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The impact of Upstream Wind Direction on Wake Fiow 
Guörün Nina Petersen* **, Haratdur Ötafsson** t and Jon Egiti Kristjänsson* 

* University of Os!o, Norway, ** University of tcetand, f icetandic tvleteorotogicat tnstitute 

ABSTRACT 

A series of ideaiized simutations is conducted in order to investigate how the wind direction affects the 
airftow past an eüipticat mountain of Greentand's size. The initiat conditions are simpte, the upstream 
stabiiity and wind speed are constant. and the wind direction is varied from southwest to northwest 
between simulations. Preüminary results indicate that for upstream winds from the northwest, the ftow 
in the tee of the mountain is more stabte with respect to eddy shedding and that biocking is reaehed 
more easiiy than if the ftow is from the west or southwest. tn ftows from the southwest, the tip jet is 
discontinüous and weaker than if the ftow is from the west or northwest. The surface pressure drag has 
a sinusoidai shape. 

1. tntroduetion 

A number of studies have during the tast decades investigated nonlinear ftow past eüipticat moun
tain ridges. The experiments have mainty been of a simpte character with constant upstream profite of 
wind and stabiiity and the etongated mountain perpendieuiar to the incoming ftow. Furthermore in most 
of the studies neither surface friction nor rotation is inciuded (e.g. Smotarkiewicz and Rotunno, 1989; 
Ölafsson and Bougeautt, 1996; Epifanio and Durran, 2002). A few studies have investigated the rote of 
surface friction and rotation (e.g. Grubisic et at., 1995; Thorsteinsson and Sigurösson, 1996, Ötafsson 
and Bougeautt, 1997), but on the other hand tittte can be found in the titerature about variations in the 
upstream wind or stabiüty. The purpose of this study is to investigate how the wind direction affects 
the airftow past an eüipticat mountain. 

2. Experiments! setup 

The numericai model tvlfvl5 (tvltv!5 User's Guide, 2001) is apptied in this study. The modet is run 

Figure 1: The sea tevet pressure (hPa) for upstream wind from a) west-southwest (240°) and b) west-
northwest (300°). The contour intervai is 5 hPa and the topography is shown at 0.35/?. 

with 40 cr-tevets in the verticat, the horizontat grid resotution is 36 km and there are 150x150 grid 
points. To prevent wave refiection, a Rayleigh damping tayer, which is not a Standard parameterization 
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in tv1tv15, is piaced above 13 km height. Since this study is a part of a larger study on Greentand, 
our mountain is tocated at high tatitudes on a rotating ptane, the Coriotis parameter being equat to 
1.2 - 10" ' s"'. The mountain height is 3000 m and its hatf-tength and hatf-width are 800 km and 200 

TV 
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Figure 2: The wind speed (ms"') at the towest n-tevet for upstream wind from a) west-southwest 
(240°) and b) west-northwest (300°). Atso shown are wind vectors. The contour interva) is 5ms"' 
and the topography is shown at 0.35/i. 

km respectivety. The mountain is eiongated south-north. The upstream stabitity and wind speed are 
hetd constant at 0.01 s"' and 10 ms"', but the wind direction is varied between 180° and 360°. 

240 270 300 

3. Preüminary resutts 

For westerty ftow the ftow is unbtocked, even though there is 
some eddy shedding. However, when the wind direction is de-
flected either to the south or to the north, the ftow becomes 
blocked, but less deflection is needed in the northerty direction 
than in the southerty. Figure 1 shows the sea tevet pressure for 
wind from west-southwest (240°) and west-northwest (300°). 
tn the case of west-northwesterty wind the ftow is btocked, and 
the pressure deficit in the wake is atmost constant. When 
the upstream wind is from the west-southwest the ftow is un
btocked, the wake is more unstabte, i.e. experiences more eddy 
shedding, and the pressure deficit in the wake is targer. The 
wind direction atso affects the tip jet; For deftections to the 
north the tip jet is narrow and wett defined white when the flow 
is deflected to the south the tip jet is wide and discontinü
ous near to the mountain where the wind speed falls below 15 
m s"' (figure 2). The maximum tip jet wind speed is found for 

upstream wind from the west-northwest (300°), see figure 3. The orographie drag is an important sink 
of atmospheric momentum (e.g. Etiassen and Palm, 1960) and knowtedge of its behavior is essential 
in studies of targe-scate momentum budgets. The pressure drag atong the centrat cross section of the 
mountain is targest when the wind is northwesterty and north-northwesterty and of the same amptitude 
but opposite sign for southerty ftow. When the wind is from the west-southwest the drag is almost 
nonexisting (figure 4). 

Figure 3: The mean maximum wind 
speed (ms"') of the tip jet at the 
lowest (7-tevet as a funetion of the up
stream wind direction. 
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4. Discussion 

The ieft-right symmetry of ftows on a non-rotating plane 
is broken when the Coriotis force is included, and the ftow 
is to a greater extent diverted to the teft (facing down
stream). This effect of the (oriotis force can exptain the 
differences found between southwesterty ftow and northwest-
erty ftow. tn the case of southwesterty ftow upstream, 
the CorioÜs force has an acceterating impact on the air
ftow that is diverted to the north, while a part of the 
air that is diverted to the south of the mountain is de-
ceterated and partty reversed. For northerly ftow the ef
fect is opposite, the Coriotis force has an accelerated im
pact on the air mass ftowing south of the mountain white 
the air ftowing north of it is partty deceterated and re
versed. As can be seen in figure 4, the pressure drag 
as a funetion of the upstream wind direction has a si-
nusoidat shape, which is yet not explained. The study 
is ongoing and further investigation of the impact of the 
wind direction on e.g. the tip jet and the drag are 
needed. 
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Figure 4: The mean nondimensionat 
surface pressure drag atong the cen
trat cross section of the mountain as 
a funetion of the upstream wind di
rection. The drag is normalized with 
TrpoA'tV/r/4 where p is equai to 1.25 
kgm"3. 
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A Case Study of the icetandic Trough 
Ötafur Rögnvaldsson'̂  and Haratdur Ötafsson̂ *" 
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"University of Bergen 
**University of tcetand 

1. introduction 

The main object of this study is to investigate the impact Greentand has on the formation of the 
tcetandic trough, either through gravity waves atoft or through other orographie processes such as 
btocking of the airftow. For this purpose we have chosen to study in depth a case from the Fronts and 
Attantic Storm Track Experiment (FASTEX) campaign. 

The numericat modet used for this study is the PSU/NGAR mesoscate modet MM5 (Wang et at 
2001). Untess otherwise stated, the simutations are run with a twofotd nesting; a horizontat resotution 
of 12 km inside a mother domain with 36 km resotution and a 4 km resotution in the innermost do
main. The mother domain covers most of Greentand, att of tcetand and extends to Britain in the east. 
The mother domain size is 3200 x 3200 km", domain two is 2160 x 2160 km" and domain three is 
600 x 600 km" in dimension. Three types of verticat resotution have been emptoyed, 25, 40 and 65 o* 
tayers (refered to as FX25, FX40 and FX65, respectivety). tnitiat conditions and boundary vatues were 
acquired from the ECMWF reanatysis. 

2. Synoptic overview and comparison with observations 

Figure 1 shows the evotution of the mean sea tevet pressure and the tow tevet temperature fields as 
simuiated in FX40. At 28/12 UTC (to+00h), there is a 1004 hPa tow between ieeiand and Greentand 
and a stationary high over Britain. The tow moves to the NE and deepens, but teaves behind a trough 
with a secondary pressure minimum along the southeast coast of Greentand. At 30/00 UTC (tu+36h), 
the main tow has deepened to 984 hPa and passed Jan Mayen and the trough with the secondary low 
has disappeared. The deepening of the main tow is associated with a tow Ievet temperature gradient and 
there is a retativeiy warm airmass at tow tevets in the trough behind. The 500 hPa flow fietd is shown in 
Figure 2 at 29/12 UTC (to+24h). As in a ciassicai exampte of a devetoping baroctinic wave, the upper 
tevet trough is situated behind the surface iow. At 28/12 UTC (to+00h). the 500 hPa trough is to 
the SSW of cape Farewett and during the foltowing 36 hours it moves to the NE and ends up over Jan 
Mayen, being tess pronounced than at the beginning. The ftow is definitely baroctinic. The simutated 
ftow described in Figures 1 (top) and 2 (teft) is in very good agreement with surface and upper air 
observations from Greentand, iceland and Jan Mayen, inciuding att supptementary observations of the 
FASTEX campaign. We may therefore regard this as a reference ftow or controi simutation. 

The choice of case for this study is heavity based on the high-resotution dropsonde data from the 
ftight ofthe NOAA Gutfstream aircraft in FASTEX tOP-8. During this iOP, the ftow disturbance over 
Greentand was given partieuiar attention. Figure 3 (teft) shows the potentiat temperature field con-
strueted from the dropsonde observations. There is obviousty very strong wave activity and presumabty 
wave breaking, reaching from the stratosphere down to approximatety 500 hPa. From 500 hPa and 
down to about mountain top tevet the fiow is smoother, white further betow there are steep waves and 
possibty wave breaking. The ftight took piace at approximately 200 hPa and at that tevet there was 
significant turbutence (M. Shapiro, persona) communication). Simutation ofthe ftow, using 65 o*-tevets, 
reveats indeed strong and steep waves (Figure 3, right). The ftow is highty non-stationary and shows 
more waves and wave breaking below 600 hPa and in the stratosphere than in the upper troposphere. 
Between 500 hPa and the tropopause, the simutated flow is in other words more smooth than observed. 
The modet produces however some turbuience at these tevets, but tess than at the tower tevets. 
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3. No-Green!and 

Experiments with variabte horizontat resotution (not shown), of which some atmost etiminate the grav
ity waves over Greentand, do att show atmost identicai devetopment of the surface pressure pattern in 

28/12 UTC (to+uuh) 29/12 UTC (to^24h) 

1 ^ 

3 

Figure 1: Top; Mean sea /eve/ pressure //?Pa/ aaa* pafenfza/ feynperafMre af <%L? aPa /or FX̂ O. 
ZFoffom.- &Mne ag fop, &af w!f/? fae fopô ap/??/ o/ Crec??^?^ rea'acca' fa owe mefer. 

the tee of Greentand. To investigate the connection between the Greentand topography and the ftow 
fieid between iceiand and Greentand we reduce the height of Greentand down to one meter. Figure 
1 (bottom) shows the resutting sea tevet pressure and potentiat temperature at 850 hPa. Comparing 
this to the top shows targe differences. tn the No-Greentand run, there is no trough teft behind the 
main tow and the surface pressure at the east coast of Greentand is some 20 hPa greater than in the 
contro) run. At Cape Tobin (70°N), the No-Greentand simutation gives on the other hand about 10 
hPa tower surface pressure than the contro) run. Figure 4 shows the difference between Contro) and 
No-Greentand in potentia) temperature at 850 hPa. )t is especiatty interesting to note the warm zone 
east of Greeniand that advects to the east. At the 500 hPa tevet there is a stight trough over Cape 
Tobin at 30/00 UTC (to+36h) in the contro) run which is not present in the No-Greentand run. Apart 
from this, the 500 hPa flow fietds are atmost surprisingty similar, in view ofthe large differences in the 
sea tevei pressure fietd, see Figure 2. 

4. Discussion 

The simutations presented here manage to a certain extent (atthough not quite as wett as Doyte et 
at (1998)), to reproduce the observed strong wave activity over the eastern stopes of South Greentand. 
The steep and presumabty breaking waves in the stratosphere and tower troposphere are simutated, 
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29/12 UTC (to+24h) 

Figure 2: Le/f; oPa oeopofenfm/ /7e?̂ Af /ro/ and pofenfm/ fe777pe7*af7̂ re /X/ /or PX^. P/̂ äf.' 
.S'o/oe /e/f, &Mf imfo fAe fopop7op/77/ o/ (7ree77,/a7?,d reaacea* fo 077c 7oefcr. 

while observations indicate wave activity that is stronger than simutated in the upper troposphere. Very 
high verticat and horizontat resotutions do not atter this. The surface and 500 hPa pressure fietds to the 
east of Greentand and over tcetand are very wetl reproduced in the simutations. tf horizontat resotution 
is decreased from 4 to 36 km over the Greeniand tee stopes, the waves are targety etiminated and yet the 

29/12 UTC (to+24h) 

Figure 3: Le/f/ .4 cross secfiow a/ono fae /me o///zoof saou'mo pofeTifza/ fe7operaf?/7'c //Y/ af approx-
/77/afe/y 2.9 T^ (7TC ^-r2^a^. Verf?ca/ %sc77f7opes mdzcafe rea207?,s o/poss/Mc wa?7e6reaA:m_o. tV/̂ zfe 
dofs af fae fop s^o^ f/ze /ocafzon o/ 0*7(̂ 0̂77,0*6̂. PzoAf; Srmn/afed pofeofm/ femperafMre /A*/ aad 
TAE /J A'/// /or PXô -5. CoTifoar mfe7Ta/s /or TA'E /s ̂  J/Ao and ^ A' /or Mof/?er7ns. TAe cross 
secf7077 zs app7VT7mafe/7/ 6ef?fee77 ̂ 6°07?d ̂6° t̂V. 

surface ftow field east of Greentand is atmost unchanged. Smatt vatues of TKE in the 36 km simutations 
confirm that a possibte effect of wave breaking is not being deatt with by the subgrid turbuience scheme. 
The apparent tack of connection between the waves and the surface ftow fietd is an interesting resutt, 
since the scate of the observed waves is large enough to altow for some geostrophic adjustment and 
thereby an impact on the synoptic ftow. 

Removing Greeniand has targe impact on the surface pressure fietd, but smatt effect at 500 hPa. The 
etimination of the residuat trough that the mother tow leaves behind between tcetand and Greentand 
is in agreement with the case investigated by Kristjänsson & tvlctnnes (1999) (hereafter Ktvl99). They 
exptained this by Greentand's btocking effect, hindering advection of cotd tow tevei air to the west of 
the mother tow. Another way of tooking at this is to compare the tow tevet ftow fietd (Figure 1) and the 
difference in potentiat temperature at 850 hPa in the controt run and the No-Greentand run (Figure 4). 
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29/12 UTC (to+24h) 30/00 UTC (tn+36h) 

3 

.. .Mr. 

Figure 4: D^r/cnce m pofenfm/ feraperafa/( /A"/ &fu'eco Coafro/ ar/a* A^o-drrc/^ond ^Coaf/o/ 
Â o-Crcca/oad/ af /?Pa. and (7 zndzcafe M'arm ayid co/d areas, respecf??'e/i/. 

From these figures it becomes apparent that Greentand forces a permanent descent of warm air to tevets 
below the mountain top. The residual low appears as a source for the warm air that is being advected 
to the east, over iceland. The removat of Greentand reduces the sea tevet pressure at Cape Tobin, an 
effect that we atso retate to btocking of Greeniand. The dense tow tevet air is diverted to the south 
along the east coast of Greentand (north of 70°N) giving a pressure rise compared to the No-Greenland 
ftow. This feature is also present in KM99, confirming that their resutts have a more generat value 
than in the case they studied. The simitarity of the 500 hPa ftow fietds in simulations with and without 
Greentand, is somewhat surprising since the perturbations over the lee stope travel easity up through the 
troposphere. This is however consistent with the ctimatoiogy showing the tcetandic tow to be mainty a 
tow tevei phenomenon. 

5. Conctusions 

The numericai experiments of the Fastex tOP-8 case of waves over Greentand indicate that the synoptic 
ftow, especiatty the deformation of a cyctone passing between tcetand and Greentand is not significantty 
inftuenced by the mountain waves over Greeniand, in spite of the waves being amplified and breaking. 
Atthough the simulations show littte connection between the Greeniand mountain waves and the surface 
trough and residua) tow between tcetand and Greeniand, the topography of Greentand appears never-
theless to be a governing factor in the deformation of the passing cyctone, not through gravity waves, 
but btocking of cotd air at tow teveis and permanent downward deftection of potentiatty warm air. 
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Diurna), seasona), and geographica) variabiiity of air temperature 
Nmits of snow and rain 
Haratdur Ötafsson and Svanbjörg Hetga Haratdsdöttir 
University of tcetand and tcetandic tvleteorotogicat Office, Büstaöavegi 9, tS-150 Reykjavik, tcetand 
ABSTRACT 
The criticat temperature, Tcrtt, is defined as the air temperature at which the iikeiihood of snow 
equais the iikeiihood of rain. Data from 47 synoptic weather stations in tcetand reveai Tcrit to be 
between 0.5°C to 2.1 °C. The towest vatues of Tcrit are in the centrai hightands, and the highest 
vaiue is at the northwest coast of tcetand. Tcrit is in generat higher during daytime than in the night, 
and it is aiso higher in the spring and earty fatt than in the middie of the winter. 

1. !ntroduction 

Atthough of significant practicat use, there is rather timited iiterature on the connection between the 
temperature ctose to the ground and the phase of preeipitation. Decades ago studies of this kind 
entered the meteoroiogicai iiterature, whereas now this kind of investigations are perhaps more 
iikety to end up in interna) reports for domestic use. in two of these otd studies, Lamb (1955) and 
tvlurray (1952) investigated the connection between the timits between rain and snow and the 1000-
500 hPa and 1000-700 hPa thicknesses. These studies aimed at providing rutes for weather 
forecasting which was in these years heavity based on thickness Charts. As numericat prediction 
has become more sophisticated and automatic temperature measurements are avaiiabie from a 
dense network of stations it is more practicat to tink the preeipitation phase to the 2 m temperature 
than to thickness vaiues that represent the mean temperature in a thick tayer of airmass that may 
reach far above freezing tevei. 
tn this study, thirty years of data (1970-1999) from 47 synoptic weather stations in icetand is 
anaiyzed in order to estabüsh a tink between the temperature at two meters height and the phase of 
preeipitation. First, a criticai temperature, Tcrit, is defined at which the frequency of snow is equai 
to the frequency of rain. in the foüowing, the diumai, seasonai and spatiai variations of Tcrit are 
exptored and expiained. Finatty, the appücations of Tcrit are discussed and an exampie of snow-
pack simuiations with different vatues of Tcrit is presented. 

2. Definition ofthe critica! temperature Tcrit 
Observed phase of preeipitation at temperatures in the ränge from 0°C to 3°C in Reykjavik (WfvlO 
no. 04030) is shown fiitered in Fig. 1. Not unexpectedty, snow is the dominating preeipitation phase 
at temperatures beiow 0.5°C, white for temperatures above 2.5°C preeipitation is in most cases in 
the form of rain. At 1.45°C the snow curve crosses the rain curve and we shatt refer to this point as 
the criticai temperature for the phase of preeipitation, Tcrit. At this point sieet is the most common 
form of preeipitation, being atmost as frequent as the sum of observations of snow and rain. 

3. Diurna! and seasona! variations of Tcrit 
Figures 2 and 3 show the diurnat and seasonat variations of Tcrit at the coastai Station Reykjavik 
and at the iniand Station Hveravetiir (Fig.4). The diurnat cycte reftects the impact of sotar radiatiön 
on the stabiiity of the towest part of the atmosphere, giving highest Tcrit in the unstabte afternoon 
airmass, whüe the nocturna] stabiüty resutts in a iower Tcrit. The ampütude is about 0.5°C for both 
stations, suggesting tittie difference between coastai and intand areas. 
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The seasonat variations are atso significant (Fig. 3), giving in Reykjavik iowest vatues from 
November to January, white in Aprii Tcrit is about 0.2 °C higher. Simitar pattern can be found in 
Hveravetiir, apart from extremety tow vatues in Juiy and August. High Tcrit in the eariy autumn and 
täte in the spring reiate to high sea surface temperatures and strong retative impact of soiar 
radiatiön. Both these factors contribute to destabiiizing the iow tevet airmass and thereby 
increasing the average Tcrit. Juiy and August in Hveravetiir do however not fottow this pattern. 
Both these months have extremety tow Tcrit. This can be expiained by the fact that snow in Juiy 
and August is rare, and snowfatt occurs atmost exciusivety at nighttime in stabie airmass. 

4. Geographica! Variation of Tcrit 

The data reveats substantiai and surprising geographica) Variation in the vaiue of Tcrit (Fig. 4). The 
southwest and west coast together with the easternmost parts of the istand figure the highest 
vaiues, ranging from about 1.4°C to about 2.1 °C, white in the north, in the southeast and in iniand 
areas, Tcrit is in most cases weit betow 1.2°C. The towest vatues are found in the centrat northern 
hightands and in the towtands in the west part of North icetand. A generai targe-scate feature is 
that Tcrit in coastai areas is higher than in iniand areas. The onty stations that are situated wett 
above sea tevei are atso far away from the coast, and consequentiy it is difficuit to draw conciusions 
on the impact of attitude atone on Tcrit. On a smatter scate, iocat maxima appear in the fjords in the 
northwest, in the north and in the east. The difference between the highest and iowest vatues of 
Tcrit is more than 1.5°C, which is indeed a significant difference. 

The expianation of the targe geographicat variations in Tcrit must iie in variations of stabiiity of the 
iowest part of the atmosphere when preeipitation occurs, but how can this stabiiity vary to such a 
great extent? As previousty mentioned, heating or cooiing by sensibie heat flux at the surface is the 
dominating factor in determining the iow-tevei stabiiity. The surface may be soiid ground heated by 
soiar radiatiön or warm sea surface. Aithough a diumai cycte is detected in Fig. 2, heating by 
contact with the sea surface may be expected to be of greatest importance for two reasons. Firstiy, 
preeipitation at 0-3°C is most common in wintertime and under cioudy conditions, of which neither is 
favourabie for soiar radiatiön. Secondty, preeipitation in generai occurs in moderate or strong winds 
that are predominantiy from the ocean. tf the sea surface temperature (SST) is warmer than the air, 
heat fiux from the surface contributes to destabitize the airmass. As we are mainiy considering 
preeipitation in the temperature ränge 0.5-2°C, warmer SST wiü contribute to a destabiiization of the 
airmass and higher Tcrit. The geographica) variations may atso be expiained by different frequency 
of convective vs. stratiform preeipitation. Snow in Southwest- and West-icetand fatts typicaity in 
convectiveiy unstabte airmass, whereas in other parts of the country convective preeipitation at 
temperatures around 1°C may not be as frequent. 
At the north- and northeast coast of tcetand the SST is often ciose to the Tcrit white at the south-
and west coast the SST is often severai degrees higher, if the air temperature is 1-3°C, the sea 
contributes to destabiiize the airmass at the southeast, south- and at the west coast, white at the 
north- and the northeast coast this effect is much tess, if any at ait. This expiains however not the 
tow vatues observed in Southeast-iceiand. A ptausibie expianation for this is orographie btocking of 
cotd surface air. That corresponds to frequent occurrence of wet snow icing in the area (Ötafsson 
et at., 2002). 
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5. Appücations of Tcrit 

A primary apptication of the resuits of this study ties in the guidance it gives for forecasting. 
Statisticat processing of numericat weather prediction modei output - or even direct modet output 
provide reasonabiy accurate forecasts ofthe 2 m temperature and it is therefore practica) to use this 
parameter as a first indicator of whether the preeipitation witt fait as snow or rain. 

Tcrit=0.5°C 
Tcrit=1.0°C 
Tcrit=1.5°C 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^' ^ ^* ^ ^ ^* 

F/gtvre 5. S/m̂ /afed sno^depfn ar Saudafiesv/r/, /Vorfn-/ce/and w/Yn d/TTerenf va/ues of Tcr/f. 

Simutations of snow cover can be very sensitive to the vatue of the criticai temperature. Figure 5 
shows such a test carried out for Sauöanesviti at the north coast of tcetand with the SAFRAN-
Crocus simuiation system (Haratdsdöttir et at., 2001). By increasing Tcrit from 0.5°C to 1.5°C, the 
maximum simuiated snowdepth increases about 30%. Tcrit is aiso a parameter in hydrotogica) 
modeis that simutate the water budget on the ground and the runoff. Finatty, the distribution of Tcrit 
may turn out to be usefui for cross-vatidation of historicai weather data where both temperature and 
type of preeipitation have been observed. 
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Observations of Snow in a Windy Ctimate and Hiüy Landscape 
Ötafsson H., S.H. Haratdsdöttir, tvl.tvl. tVtagnüsson, fvl.E. de Vries 

Since 1998 snowdepth has been observed reguiariy on 97 snowsticks at the Hveravetiir weather 
Station in the centrai highiands of tcetand (640 m.a.s.t). The 97 snowsticks form a rectanguiar area of 
105 x 105 meters in a hiüy iandscape. Anatysis of the stratigraphy of the snow were atso made. The 
purpose of the measurements was partiy to gather data for testing and vaiidation of snowdrift modets 
in an extremety windy cümate and partiy to estabüsh ünks between the weather and the ctimate of the 
region and the rate and distribution of the snow accumutation. The data shows that the snow 
accumutation is by far greatest at very strong winds and that the snow continues to accumuiate untii a 
shaiiow, but wide vaüey in the topography is compieteiy fiiied up. There is in other words no criticai 
siope at which snow accumutation comes to a hait. Once the smaü vaüey is fiiied up, the snow 
accumutation in a iowering in the topography further downstream is acceierated. The snow- and 
weather data which is avaitabte for the scientific Community wiü be described together with some 
characteristic features of the accumutation pattern. 
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Preeipitation Modeiing in Compiex and Data Sparse Terrain 
Ötafur Rögnvatdsson̂ *, Phitippe Crochet^ and Haratdur Ötafsson̂ ** 

^tcelandic Meteorotogicat Office 
Institute for Meteorotogicat Research 
* University of Bergen 
**University of tcetand 

The monthty preeipitation in tcetand during a period of twetve months is estimated in two ways: 
w By high-resotution catcutations with the numericat modet MM5 driven by boundaries from the 
ECMWF reanatysis. 

* By a statisticat modet that catcutates preeipitation vatues on a regulär grid from observations. 
Both methods agree on the basic pattern of the preeipitation but in some cases the spatiatty average 
difference is as much as 100%. The tinear regression modet is computationatty inexpensive and can be 
run at a very high resotution with tow cost. Consequentty. it can be run to show patterns attributed to 
smalt scale topography. The numericat simutations give on the other hand more vatuabte information 
in data sparse mountainous regions. The tinear modet serves to vatidate the numericat simutations for 
downscating of future generat cireuiation scenarios. 

1. introduction 

The purpose of this work is to map preeipitation in tcetand in present ctimate. Two different methods 
have been emptoyed for this purpose. First we apptied a statisticat modet (5MOD) that is based on 
observed preeipitation and a number of topographical predictors (Crochet 2002). Secondly we have 
used a limited area atmospheric modet, MM5 (Wang et at 2001), that sotves the primitive equations. 
One of the reasons that the preeipitation is simutated with a timited area atmospheric modet is to obtain 
a dataset for the current ctimate for comparison with downscating of future ctimate scenarios. 

2. Mode) description 

2.1. Statistica! mode! 

The modet evatuates the statisticat retationship between monthty preeipitation and the topographic 
features in the vicinity of a raingauge network of about 100 stations by using a muttipte tinear regres
sion. The retationship is then apptied respectivety on a 2 km (not shown) and 8 km resotution grids 
to produce preeipitation maps. The inftuence of topography on preeipitation has been explored in the 
past by many authors for mapping purposes, see e.g. Benichou & Breton (1987) and Wotling, Bouvier, 
Dantoux & Fritsh (2000). The statisticat modet used here ts as fottows: 

ABSTRACT 
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where 

: preeipitation accumuiated over a period of one month at iocation /'. 
Rj.T - regression coefficients estimated separateiy each month for various regions. 
P;.j : predictors for the site 2: 
Pi,i : x coordinate (in Lambert Conformai). 
p̂ 2 : y coordinate (in Lambert Conformai). 
P;.3 : shortest distance to the ocean in km. 
p,:,4 : average eievation (in meters) within 5 km from /. 
p,,.$ : average stope orientation (in degrees) within 5 km from 2. 
p,.6 : average steepness of hill stope (in %) within 5 km from 2. 
p,.? : Standard deviation of the etevation within 5 km from 

2.2. MM5 

The PSU/NCAR tv1tvl5 modet is a State of the art non-hydrostatic timited area modet. tt sotves the 
pressure, three dimensionai momentum and thermodynamical equations that describe the atmosphere 
using finite difference methods. The equations are integrated in time on an Arakawa-Lamb B grid 
using a second-order teapfrog scheme. Some terms, tike the fast moving sound waves, are handted 
using a time-splitting scheme. tn this study, the turbutent boundary tayer is parameterized according to 
Hong-Pan (Hong & Pan 1996) and cioud physies and preeipitation processes according to Grett (Grett, 
Dudhia & Stauffer 1995) and Reisner2 (Reisner, Rassmussen & Bruintjes 1998), respectivety. 

The initial and boundary condition that drive the modet are from the European Centre for tvledium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECtvlWF). 

3. Mode! resufts 

Comparison between tvltvl5 and StvlOD indicates that MM5 overestimates the preeipitation com
pared to StvlOD in most parts of tcetand and in most seasons. This can be seen in Figure 1. 

A considerabie difference is seen between S- and 
N-iceiand in the fait (SON), see Figure 2. At 8 

ScpiemK-r)WS iu August )W6 ^ ' t < t 
km horizontat resotution both modets show simitar 
accumuiated preeipitation amounts in the south 
but Mtv15 has about doubie the StvlOD preeipita
tion in N-tcetand. The modets estimations are in 
general similar in SW-tceland for all seasons, the 
rvltv15 being about 5-25% higher than StvlOD. 
tt is worth noting the targe seasonatity in SE-
icetand, the winter and spring months being con-
siderabty wetter in tv1tvl5 than in StvlOD, whitst 
the opposite is true for the summer and autumn 
months. NE-tcetand shows in generai the targest 

nirecm-nthren̂s difference between the two modets, tvltvl5 simu-
iating doubte the preeipitation of StvlOD. When 

Figure 1: Compahson oef^een s2nnzMed prec2p2- SMOD jg run with a 2 km resotution the differ-
fafzon 6?/ AfAfö /af <9 Am resoMon; and 3A/0D ence between NW- and NE-tcetand becomes tess 
(af 2 Am reso/?2f20?̂ . Tac uertica/ a32s snows fae destinet, see Figure 1. 
raho hefiaeen AMf5 and ^AfOD and fne aohzon- individuat periods show that the preeipitation 
fa/ azM snows fne f/zree monfa penods over wa2ca patterns of the modets are generaüy in agreement. 
fae preczpzfafzon ims accaran/afed. yhe most distinct difference is that the StvlOD 
modet produces much tess preeipitation than tvltvl5 in the mountains in NW-icetand. Furthermore, it 
has higher vatues than tvltvl5 over the northern part of Vatnajökult giacier in SW-tcetand, especiatty 
in the faü (SON) and summer (JJA). Another difference is the tack of preeipitation over Langjökuü 

SW kdjmi 
KW-kdand O 
\) l.vbHd —X-
Sh ttcbmi 
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/707a ̂epfe7a77C7' //770220/2 Nove/a&r (̂ c/rj aad/ro7a Afarc/z f/zroâ /A A/a/y /z/aAr/ 

giacier (western interior of iceiand) in SMOD compared to MM5. This is interesting as preeipitation 
over Hofsjökui! giacier, just east of Langjökull giacier, is in general agreement between both modeis. 
This can be seen in Figure 2. 

4. Discussion 

The resuits suggest that the statisticat relationship between monthiy preeipitation and the topograph-
icai features is quite strong, but the iack of information in the centrai- and 5E-highiands introduces 
iarge sampiing errors that make the reconstitution of the preeipitation fieid over these areas difficult 

Figure 3: A/0/2 o/ 7//f /fr///r/â or /a A-rän/d. 

and uncertain. Figure 3 shows the raingauge network in iceland, most of the stations are at aititudes 
iower than 200 meters. The data coverage is further sparse in the interior and northern iceiand. Our 
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resutts can be summarized as fottows: 
* tvltv15 simuiates in average more preeipitation than StvlOD. This can presumabty to some extend 

be expiained by wind toss of sotid preeipitation in strong winds. This can be seen by noting that 
tv1tv15/Stv10D ratio is higher in the northern part of tcetand than in the south. We further note 
the drop in the tvltvl5/StvlOD ratio between spring (fvlAtvl) and summer (JJA) for SE tcetand, 
the preeipitation fatting primarity as rain in the tatter period. 

w There are more ftuetuations in the tvl!vl5/StVlOD ratio in the mountainous regions. This appears 
to be related to different preeipitation gradients in the mountains in the two modets, giving 
more preeipitation increase with altitude in tvltvl5 than in StvlOD. The preeipitation gradient in 
mountain stopes is probabiy sensitive to wind speed (de Vries & Ötafsson 2003). The tvltvl5 
model is abte to deat with this effect. 
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The Cümate at the High Aipine Observatory Sonnbück (3106 m asi) and its Surroundings 
Aueri., R. Böhm(1), M. Leymüiter(1), W. Schöner(1), A. Kaiser(1), H. Scheifinger(1), M. Langer(1), S. Schneider(2), C. Häberü(3) 

(1) Centrat tnstitute for Meteoroiogy and Geodynamics, Vienna , (2) institute for Meteoroiogy and Geophysics, University of Vienna, (3) Meteo Swiss, Zürich 

Since September 1886 meteoroiogica! data have been measured and observed continuousiy on 
Sonnbiick (3106 m asi), an exposed summit of the main Aipine divide in the Hohe Tauern, Austria. 
The dataset is unique <̂  nowhere eise exists an uninterrupted cümate dataset of that iength from a 
summit of more than 3000 m aititude. During a 6 months project iarge efforts were undertaken to 
combine existing knowiedge and new investigations in order to pubiish a comprehensive Cümate 
Attas and Ciimatoiogy for the Sonnbiick region. 
Our main intention was to describe not oniy the summit cümate, but aiso the ctimate of the main 
Atpine divide near Sonnbück and of the neighbouring vaüeys north and south. This was reaiised by 
the construction of 45 ctimate maps on scates of 1:400.000 and 1:100.000 for the period 1961 -1990, 
based on measurements of the operationai hydro-cümatoiogicai network and additionatty on 
measurements of a high density network of totaüsers and snow stakes in this region. The maps are 
supptemented by comparative statistics of Sonnbiick versus vaüey stations. 
Since mid of the 19th Century changes and variations of the giaciated areas around Sonnbiick are 
weü documented. Changes of tengths, areas and heights of the giaciers as weit as direct measured 
mass baiance data (since 1983) and their connection to cümate variabiiity are investigated. The 
giacier variabiiity is aiso demonstrated by a digitat photo documentation on an attached CD (since 
1829). High Aipine cümate variabiiity is atso studied by the unique homogenised iong-term ctimate 
series of Sonnbück since 1886. A comparison with homogenised iow etevation stations atiowed aiso 
to took into the verticat effects of cümate variabiiity. 
Other speciai investigations were measurements of Sonnbiick Observatory compared to 
radio-soundings and infiuences and impacts of streamfiow types on the high atpine cümate. Since the 
1980s a new monitoring and research topic has become of increasing interest on Sonnbiick ̂, 
environmentat chemistry and physies of the high Aipine atmosphere. The observatory has shifted 
from a pure meteoroiogicai observatory to an environmentat background site, atthough atso the 
compiete meteorotogicat aspect has not been reduced but further increased, mainiy due to the 
instäiiation of automatic data recorders in the mid 1980s. Sonnbiick now is part of the intemationai 
Gtobai Atmosphere Watch programme (GAW). The new environmentat datasets are stiit too short to 
present a compiete statistics comparabie to the ctimatotogicat one, therefore the Cümate Attas of 
Sonnbiick can oniy give some examptes. 
The text-part of the Cümate Attas has been compteted by an extended coüection of references, which 
provides a more detaiied view on more than 100 years of Sonnbück-retated research in the fieids of 
meteoroiogy, ctimatoiogy and gtacioiogy. 
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The Temperature Series of Trento: 1816-2002. 
Roberto Rea\ Gabriete RampaneHi, Dino Zardi 

Dipartimento di tngegneria Civiie ed Ambientate, Universita degii studi di Trento, Trento, itaiy. 

ABSTRACT 

A iong temperature series of annuai mean temperatures from the city of Trento (Centrai-Eastern itaiian 
Aips: Fig. 1) has been composed on the basis of shorter records from different sources discovered in 
various archives. Appiying the Standard Normai Homogeneity Test (SNHT: Aiexandersson. 1986) some 
inhömogeneities have been detected (in connection with changes in the observing Operators or institu
tions) and corrected by means of the procedure proposed by Aiexandersson and fvloberg (1997). The 
homogeneous series has been anaiized for regression, randomness and statistica) significance, on annuai 
basis, using Durbin-Watson, tvlann-Kendaü and Spearman's test (Yue et ai., 2002). Regression anaiysis 
shows a significant increasing trend in the annuai mean temperatures. This is particuiariy remarkabie 
in the tast 30 years, in agreement with the findings from other cases (iPCC, 2001, Auer et at., 2001). 

1. introduction 

The earty discovering and diffusion of instruments for meteorotogicat measurements in the eighteenth 
Century makes itaiy a reiativeiy rieh area in instrumenta! records of meteorotogicat variabtes. Tempera
ture and preeipitation series have been recentiy pubiished from records starting in the eighteenth Century 
in cities where ancient meteorotogicat observatories were founded. such as fvlitano (1763), Padova 
(1725), Patermo (1791), Torino (1756), 
Botogna (1716), Roma (1782), and many 
other cities at the beginning of the nine-
teenth Century: among them fvlantova, 
Firenze, Genova, Aosta, tvlodena, Napoii, 
Parma, Pavia, Perugia, Udine, Trieste and 
Venezia (Buffoni et at., 1999). The histori
cai temperature record of Trento presented 
here dates back to 1816. tt is particuiariy 
significant as it dispiays remarkabie tength 
and continuity and is expected to be repre
sentative of ciimate evoiution in the south
ern side of the Centrat-Eastern Aips, due 
to the geographic position of Trento. Fur
thermore, since the city remained reiativeiy 
smaü during this time (Fig. 2), possibte ̂. 

" , , , / t Figure 1: The posttion of Trento and other oties where htstortca! 
Urban heat tstand effect Shouid have negh- ^ t i o n s exist, whose tong series has been used for the homogenisation 
gibiy affected the measurements. procedure in the present work (see Section 3). 

in 1816 Trento and surroundings were part of the Austrian Empire and shared its estabtishment 
of a iocat meteorotogicat and hydrotogica) measurements network. As a consequence, in that region 
many other measurement stations were created, and various tong series are now avaitabte, pubüshed in 
officiat yearbooks, such as in Arco (starting 1855), Riva dei Garda (1869), San tvlichete aü'Adige (1874) 
and Rovereto (1882). tn addition measurements recorded by private observers hetped to comptete and 
strenghten the anatysis based on officiat records. After 1918 routine meteorotogicat measurements have 
been performed by the appointed ttatian nationai institutions. 
This rieh database over a retativeiy smaü area offers the opportunity for a detaiied investigation of 
smatt-scate features of cümatic change in atpine region, which was initiated with the work presented 
here starting from the most significant site. 

NNSRRUCK 

rRENTO 

MILANO 

MANTUVA 

BOLOGNA 

* Present afhliation: Istituto Agrario di S.Micheie all'Adige. S.Micheie all'Adige. Trento. Italy. 
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2. A short history of meteoroiogica! meauserements in Trento 

The temperature record of Trento has been composed on the basis of shorter series from dif
ferent sources. Eariiest temperature measurements are reported in the first votume (1848-49) 
of the Meteorotogicat Yearbooks of the Austrian Centrat tnstitute of Meteoroiogy and Geody-
namics (hereinafter ZAMG). This first volume inciuded eariier data coüected in Trento in 1816-

1832 by an anonymous pri
vate observer and provided to 
the ZAMG by Joseph Wessely 
(1814-1898) in 1847. The 
votumes of the ZAMG year-
book pubiished tater (1856, 
1864-1867, 1874-1882, and 
1885-1915) report tabtes of 
temperature observations in 
Trento. The measurement 
site was at the former Sericut-
turat tnstitute (/sf/ruro 8aco-
/oj/co), ctose to the city cen
ter (Fig. 2, site B). 
Furthermore two unpubtished 
manuscripts by private ob
servers were found in the Mu-
nicipai Library of Trento. The 
first was written by Francesco 
Luneiii (1792-1858), profes-
sor at the imperiai Royai Gym

nasium in Trento. Lunetti used to cottect daity temperature and pressure observations from 1828 to 
1858 with instruments piaced at 9.48 m above ground over the main door of the Cathedra) (Fig. 2, site 
A). The instruments are stit) conserved at the Municipat Library. The second manuscript was written 
by Giuseppe Garbari (7-1871), who recorded daiiy temperature in Trento from 1851 to 1871. 
tn 1895-1913 another institution, the imperiai Royai Centrai Hydrographie Office in Vienna, used to 
have a Station recording meteoroiogica) data in the city of Trento, ctose to the ZAMG's one . 
After 1918 Trento became part of the ttatian Kingdom and meteorotogicat observations in Trento were 
reguiariy cottected by the Royai Centrat Office of Meteoroiogy in Roma starting in June 1919. The 
measurement site was on a niit near Trento, ciose to the stiit existing weather Station of Trento Laste 
(Fig. 2, site C). 
As a consequence, the overait record of Trento spans the period 1816-2002 with onty few gaps (1871-72, 
1883-84, 1915-19), the major one occurring during the first Wortd War. 

3. Homogeneity Test 

The series of annua! mean temperatures has been tested for homogeneity in order to find and correct 
changes due to non eiimatie factors. The resutting discontinuities can be cross-checked with metadata 
from the Station history (e.g. change of the measurement iocation and/or instruments). 
Standard Normal Homogeneity Test (Aiexandersson, 1986) has been appiied to perform this analysis. 
This procedure defines an indicator (T) in such a way that the occurrence of a maximum in T defines 
years where a disconuity is very iikeiy to have occurred. To ascertain whether this discontinuity foiiows 
from cümatic factors or not, a suitabie treshoid has to be set, whose value depends on the degree of 
reliabiiity we want to achieve. tn the present work we decided to require a 95% probabiüty that the 
detected inhomogeneity is due to a non eiimatie change, and the associated threshotd vaiue (T95) 
resutted in a vatue of 9.51. 
Furthermore the procedure requires that a reference series is created on the basis of some retiabte 
series of data taken in the neighborhood of the candidate Station. For the present anatysis, the 

-—^ t <'< 

Figure 2: Map of the city of Trento and tocation of the meteorotogicat stations used 
for the reconstruction of the series: (A) the Cathedra). (B) the Sericutturat tnstitute 
and (C) Trento Laste. 
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tong temperature records of Mantova 
temperature series from the ALP-
CLiM database (Auer, 2001). The 
procedure suggested by Atexander-
sson and Moberg (1997) has been 
apptied. The gaps in the candidate 
series have been fitted using data 
from the reference series, after care
fu) evatuation of the mean trends 
detected before and after the gaps. 
The series of the differences (Q) be
tween temperatures of Trento and 
in the reference series have been 
evatuated. Once a discontinuity was 
detected in the Q series, a shift was 
apptied to each temperature vatue 
in the candidate series before the 
date where the break occurred. The 
shift is evatuated on the basis of the 
average of the Q vatues in the sub-
series before and after the break, re
spectivety. This procedure can be 
iterated untii att the maxima in the 
test parameter T are tess than the 
treshoid vatue. 
The output of 5NHT apptied to the 
Trento series is shown in Fig. 3, 
where the vatue of the test variabte 

Botogna and tvlitano have been used atong with innsbruck 
4 

9 0 

Q series - originat (a) 

'.. ̂  . 

100 
! senes ortgtnat (b) 

50 

Q series - corrected (c) 

100 

50 

T series - corrected (d) 

95 
1820 1870 1920 1970 

Figure 3: Output from homogeneity test on mean annuat temperature in 
T is reported at the beginning and Trento (1816-2002). Q is the difference between temperatures of Trento and 
at the end of the procedure, atong trte reference series, T is the test variabte. Tgs 's the threshotd. 
with the series of Q. in the present case. a major inhomogeneity was found to occur in 1873 (where 
a shift of +2.0 K has been apptied), a second one in 1828 ( + 1.13 K) and a third minor one in 1974 
(-0.76 K). 

The main evidence obtained from SNHT is that the inhömogeneities are mostty tocated in years 
when observations are known to have undergone a change. in fact the break in 1873 is due to the 
junction of Garbari's temperature record with the ZAMG data. The second break in 1828 is ctearty 
associated which the transition between Lunetli's data and the first ZAMG records. On the contrary 
the disomogeneity occurring in 1974 coutd not be associated so far with recorded events of the Station. 

4. Resuits 

After apptying SNHT to the series, a trend anatysis can be performed to evatuate eiimatie evotution 
of temperature in Trento. Before apptying tinear interpotation and trend estimation, the series has been 
averaged using a first order recursive fitter with the same spectrat characteristics as a decadat moving 
average with Gaussian weights and width equat to three time the variance (de Franceschi and Zardi, 
2003) (Fig. 4). 
Durbin-Watson (DW) Test for autocorretation apptied to the series resutted in a vatue of the test pa
rameter V=1.63, which is greater than the criticai vatue of the DW test. Therefore we conciude that 
seriat corretation is not significant. This attows a correct and statisticatty significant tinear regression 
evaiuation. 
Subsequentty, both Mann-Kendatt and Spearman Test (Yue et at., 2002) have been apptied to evatuate 
the significance tevet of the estimated trend. The tinear regression coefficient for the annuai mean 
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series in the period 1816-2002 is 
(0.54 ̂  0.08) K /lOOy with an 
associated tinear corretation co
efficient r^0.48. 
The Mann-Kendatt test vatue for 
this regression is Z,\//-,-6.27, 
and the associated probabitity 
p=0.5(l- erf()ZI) ) = 1.7 10-"'. 
The Spearman test vatue for 
this regression is Z.s--6.03, and 
the associated probabitity p—8 
10"^. Both tests give a ctear in
dication of the statisticat signif
icance ofthe tinear regression. 
The linear regression coefficients 
evatuated for the tast 50 and 30 
years are (2.09 -r 0.5) K/lOOy 
and (3.37 ± 0.9) K/lOOy re
spectivety. 
Notice that they are higher than 
those catcutated over the whote 
series. tt is not ctear at the moment whether this effect is amenabte to gtobat change or to other factors 
(possibty inctuding urban heat istand effect). This issue is the subject of ongoing research work. 

1860 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 Year 
Figure 4: Bars: anomaües of Trento mean annuat temperature according to 
tPCC (2001) ptotting Standard. Sotid üne. tow-pass fittered series. 
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Changes in Winter Temperature at Mountain Stations in Romania an( their Reiationship with North Atiantic Teieconnection indices 
Boroneant C.(1), tvl. !onita(2) 

(1)Nationa! institute of tvleteorotogy,Bucharest, (2)Atmospheric Department,University of Bucharest 

Winter minimum and maximum temperature at 15 montaneous stations in the Romanian Carpathians 
are investigated during the period 1961-2000. 
Anomaious coid and warm winters are anaiyzed in connection with standardized teieconnection 
indices: North Atiantic Osciitation (NAO), East Atiantic Pattern (E), East AtianttcA/Vest Russia Pattern 
(EA/WR) and Scandinavia Pattern (SCA). 
Changes in the iarge-scate atmospheric cireuiation associated with extreme atmospheric modes 
quantified by the corresponding indices stand for physicai expianation of the observed changes in 
minimum and maximum temperature at high etevation stations in Romania. 
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Gioba! Joint Reduced Vaiues. Time-Series Anaiysis of Temperature of Land Air and Sea Surfaces 
Sneyers R. 

tnstitut royai meteoroiogique de Beigique 
Avenue Circutaire 3, 
1180 Bruxeiies 

Variance vaiues have been reduced to unity for the reference period (Foiiand and Arnott, fvlet. Office, 
United Kingdom).The anaiysis concerns successiveiy the compiete series, seiected sequences and 
finaiiy appiying conbinationai anaiysis. Considering the N. Hemisphere, a comparison has been made 
between reduced vaiue and originai rank use. The orai presentation may be summarized as foiiows: 
1. Giobai corrected joint reduced observed vaiues, 1870-1999. 1.1 Testing the random characterof 
the compiete series. 1.2 Anaiysis of seiected partiai sequences 1.3 Combinationai anaiysis. 
Discontinuities determination Tabies 
(1) Joint reduced corrected observed Giobe vaiues. 
(2) Seiection of stabie sequences 
(3) Unstabie evoiution of type-numbers 
(4) N. Hemisphere. Ranks of observed reduced vaiues. Difference with originai rank ones. 
Note. Locai weather conditions are in direct reiation with the distribution of the giobai physies. 
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Simuitaneousness of two cümatic eiements 
Richard Werner 
institute of environment, Brcgenz 

The statistica! anaiysis of two cümatic eiements in a two dimensionai matrix of probabiüty has been done fbr 
many combinations in the area of Vorarlberg. When cümatic factors are recorded on the same place and in 
synchronous manner one can Studie the simultancousncss, wich is a more realistic climatdescription. 

* preeipitation and sunshine in Bregenz and Vandans 

The number of preeipitation days in one place does not usuaüy show a totaüy true picture ofthe weather as it 
really is. The combination with the dimension ofthe sunshine in the rainy or the snow-falüng days make a 
better picture ofthe course of the weather. Very often it is so, that the preeipitation does not hold the day long. 
Worth mentioning sunshine periods exist on the same day with preeipitation. This facts are important in 
consideration ofthe touristic point of view . We will define the days with sunshine and preeipitation as days with 
mixed-waether. 

Basic dates fbr the caicuiation of such simultaneous matrices are on the one hand the hourly data ofthe duration 
of preeipitation and sunshine, and on the other hand the daily data that are saved in the climate banks of central 
institute of the of meteorology and geodynamics in Vienna. For more details see the Vorarlberg cümatographics 
(WERNER and AUER, 2002). 

The following tablcs and drawings show in detail, that preeipitation days and bad weather days arc not to be 
seen the same way. In table 1 one can see the monthly divisions on preeipitation days. Then there are the parallel 
measurements from November through January in al! stations, as a possibility that there is no sunshine on , over 
50% of a preeipitation day . In those months, there arc notifications of bad weather üke aü day fog, or high fog 
coverage, and at least light rain or light snowfall. In February and October only in certain piaces the 50-pcrccnti! 
is passed over. !n aü other months there is no sunshine for 1:8 day. The best conditions regarding on sun and 
preeipitation are in the high-summer months. There are cases dominated by precipitations where the showers are 
interrupted by sunny periodes. In July the percentage of no sunshine is abut 10 to 15%. In June and August the 
maximum 20% is reaehed. 

Table 1: monthly distribution of non sunshine days on preeipitation days 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jui Aug Sep Oct Nov Dez 
Bregenz 52 39 34 31 19 12 13 18 28 47 6! 64 
Vandans 77 64 47 39 28 25 15 27 28 49 69 81 

The table 2 indicates the combined frequency of distribution of the counted parameters of preeipitation & 
sunshine duration on a preeipitation day, whercby only the preeipitation quantity between the early morning and 
evening was used. The analysis did not take into consideration the yearly seasons , and so the tabies show the 
analysis oniy for normal year occurrences. In the long-term for example. in Bregenz one expected 3.3 days per 
year a sunshine duration of 2 to 3 hours and a preeipitation quantity between 5 and 10 l/m2. Most frequentiy a 
combination duration of sunshine of 0.1 to 1.0 h / d preeipitation quantity of 1.1 to 5.0 l/m2 occur. This cases 
arc founded approximately 14 days per year-marked in bold. In Vandans, wiü bc the same maximum ofthe 
same combination. 

There can leamed from the table 2 that there is a possibiüty for higher sums of preeipitation on the same day, the 
sunshine duration w ill be lower. In the mountain country (Vandans) the number of days with more than 4 hours 
of sunshine and more than 5 Fm2 precipitations is double times higher as in the Rhine vaüey piain (Bregenz). In 
the hiking areas in Vorarlberg, quite a iew preeipitation days appear, with enough sunshine for outdor activtics. 
The mixed weather is around 21 percent of the days. Would one expect a rainy period, some one wouid expect a 
rainbow l/5th of the day in spring, summer and autumn. 
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Tabte 2: The aveage annuat number of days with a certain sunshine duration. dependent on the measured 
preeipitation quantities (t/m*) between 7 and !9 o'ctock in Bregenz 

preetpit. 
!/m-
0.0 

0.1- 1,0 
t.t- 3,0 
5.t-t0,0 
10,1-15,0 
15.1-20,0 

>20,0 
sum 

0,0 0.1-1.0 1 
32,1 
14.1 
28.8 
28,8 
18,5 
!,7 
0,7 

124.7 

15,5 
10,0 
!4,3 
lO.t 
4,8 
0,6 
0.3 

55,7 

t-2,0 
11,3 
7,0 
8,5 
5,1 
1.9 
0,0 
0,3 

34,2 

The daity sunshine duration (hours): 
2.1-3,0 3,1-4,0 4,1-5,0 5,1-6,0 6,1-7.0 7. 

10,1 
3,0 
4,1 
3,3 
1,4 
0,0 
0,0 

21,9 

K.h 
4,2 
ß.K 
1,5 
0,6 
0,0 
0.1 
18,9 

10,3 
2.7 
2,4 
!,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
!6,4 

10.8 
1.9 
!.4 
0,2 
0,0 
0,1 
0,0 
14,5 

10.4 
2 2 
0.9 
0.7 
0,0 
0,0 
o.t 
14.3 

1-8.0 
7,7 
1.0 
1.0 
0,3 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
10,1 

9.0 
.̂0 
0,8 
1,0 
0,1 
('.) 
o.o 
0,1 
].2 

sum 
164,0 
51,2 
67,0 
51,3 
27,5 
2.4 
1.7 

365,3 

* Preeipitation and regiona! wind in ßizau 

For the climatological changes of the preeipitation the direction and strength ofthe wind blowing against the 
Atps arc of decisive importance. On the one hand, the humidity depends substantiatiy on the targe-arca flow 
direction. like maritime air, because maritime air shows a higher watcr content than continental air. On the other 
hand in caim or weak winds there arc no large-area vertica! movements. Thercibrc a certain wind strength is 
necessary for the development of expanded preeipitation fields. In the last ten years strong rain events have been 
very thoroughly researched by HAtDEN & others (t992). who rescarched in details the influences of 
preeipitation on topography in Austria. 

A god oppotunity is given by the data of the European Center for medium-term weather prediction (ECMWF) in 
Reading. where a databank is ready since 1979. The analysis procedure used hcrewith is intcracting the 
measured radiosoundig winds under consideration ofthe topography at grid-points. These analyses are taking 
the topography into a good account. The data of wind in 850 hPa-hight wcrc chosen from a suitable grid-point -
10° east and 47.5°. For more detaits sec the description in the corresponding section in votume Hl ofthe 
Ctimatography of Vorarlberg (WERNER and AUER, 2002). The Station Bizau is selected as an exampte of 15 
stations. 

For the purpose of cleamess the preeipitation events wcrc divided into two groups w ith a threshotd of at teast i 
mm preeipitation per day and !0 mm precipitations per day respectivety. Days with tess than 1 mm 
precipitations wcrc not considered. The combination of preeipitation frequency and the frequency of certain 
wind may bc seen from different vicwpoints, whcrcby a seasonat distribution appears appropriate. The resutts arc 
given for the three dimensionat anaiysis of winddirection. windspeed and daiiy preeipitation. 

The analysis covers 770 days in summer and 594 days in winter. The daily preeiptation with more than 1 mm in 
Bizau has a totai amount to 48.2 days annuatly in summer (june to august). and 37.1 days in winter. !f the 
frequency is higher than 1 % the etement ofthe matrix is marked with undertincs. In the case of more the 5% 
probabiüty the data arc printed botd. 

In the ümitation 1 percent in summertime for ten ofthe !6 winddirections at teast smaü probabiüty is evident. In 
wintertime eight of 16 sectors arc connected with snow ore rain. In both seasons the regional wind has often a 
direction from southwest to west (more than 5%). In the summerperiode one finds rainy days with windspeed 
from 0 to 9.9 m/s. In the colder season preeipitation and windspeed coexist up to 12,5 m/s and setdome under 2.5 
m/s - only the w estsector with 1.6 percent. 

!n summer five etements ofthe matrix (boid marked) make in sum a frequency of 38.6 percent and in winter six 
eiements (more then 5% fbr each) tcad to a probabitity of 39.6 percent. Therefore the conditions for preeipitation 
in winter arc in stronger coincidence with the regionat wind than in summertime. 

This can have targe-area causes as the temperature can aiso bc higher and voiticity advection can bc stronger. 
But it may have causes rcgionaüy and tocaüy too. because higher wind speed wiü give higher kinetic energy. 
wich can be transformed into higher potentiat energy: thous larger heights can be reaehed in tenain dependent 
attidues of the retevant air mass. The Froude-numbcr characterizes, as a dimensiontess vaiue. the behavior of a 
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Tab!c 3: Seasona! frequency (%) seasona! of direction (DDR) and windspeed (FFR in m/s) ofthe 850hPa-wind 
over Vorarlberg, in at ieast ! mm daüy precipitations in Bizau in the summer/winter (SUM/W!N) 

SOM 
FFR 7 
DDR 

0.0 
to 
2.4 

2,5 
to 
4,9 

5,0 
to 
7,4 

7,5 
to 

!0.0 
to 

12,4 

> 
!2. 

WIN 
FFR / 
DDR 

0,0 
to 
2,4 

2,5 
to 
4,9 

5.0 
to 
7.4 

7,5 
to 
9,9 

!0,0 
to 

!2,4 
13 0,4 0.3 <).<) 0.0 0.0 2.0 0,2 0.2 0.3 0.0 0,0 

NNE 
NE 

0,8 0,9 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 1.7 NNE 0,3 0,7 0,0 0,0 0.0 
!.! 0.5 0.4 0.0 O.i 0.0 NE 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 

ENE 2̂ 0 12 0.4 0.0 0,0 0.0 3.6 ENE 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 
L i 0.5 o j 0.0 0.0 0,0 1.7 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 

ESE 0.9 0.7 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,6 ESE 0,5 0,5 0.2 0.0 0.0 
SE 0,9 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 si-: 0,2 0,3 0.0 0.0 0,0 
SSE 0,9 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,9 SSE 0.5 0.5 0,0 0.0 0.0 

0.7 0,9 0,1 0,0 0,0 0.0 1,7 0,5 0.3 0.0 0,0 
SSW 2,1 17 0,4 O.i 0.0 0,0 4,4 SSW 0,8 10 1.3 0.5 0,0 
SW 2.0 7,7 17 0.7 0,0 14,2 SW 0.7 3,3 5.3 2,8 1,8 
WSW 12 !0,2 4Jj 0.8 0.1 26,4 WSW 0,7 15 5,6 9,4 7,1 

4,1 6,0 6,6 10 0,8 0.4 20.9 ',6 4J3 6,8 5,4 16 
WNW 12 4J3 14 0,4 0.) 0.] 12,1 WNW 1.0 18 5.4 2.5 0.7 
NW 1.6 1.5 0,8 0,! 0.0 0.0 4.0 NW 0.7 13 0.7 0,3 0.3 
NNW 0.- 0,5 0,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,6 NNW 0.7 12 0,5 o,: 0.0 
Sum 26,6 37,7 24,6 8,3 2.0 0.7 100 Sum 8.9 22.6 26.9 21.1 13.5 

flow that encounters an obstacle and it shows that in a larger Froude-number >! an overilowing wiü occur. 
whüe in a smaüer Froude-number (<1), a flow around exists (D. J. CARRUTHERS and J.C. R. HUNT, 1990). 
As with increasing wind speed the Froude-number increases, while it decreases with increasing stabiüty, high 
wind speeds favor consequently the overstreaming, and high stabiüty favors also the flow around an obstacle. 

* C!ouds and temperature for Feldkirch and Säntis 

The temperature situations ofa piace resuits partiy produced by Iocai sca!c and partiy by advection. The advectiv 
component is based on temperature changes, by air flow from the closer and more distant environment - tiii to 
5000 km.Localy the temperature ofthe air becomes additionaüy modified by energyiluxes as primary cause by 
the radiatiön. Both, the short wave radiatiön, and the !ong wave radiatiön is strongly driven through the 
cloudiness so that there a connection can bc expected between cloudiness and air temperature. Two examples of 
this dependence is quantitativeiy given fbr Fcidkirch and Säntis. 

As a database, see the three times daiiy measurements and Observation data of the Vorarlberg measurement 
network and the Santis (CH) alpine Station. For further details see WERNER and AUER (2002). 

Beibre going into the results, one should bc reminded that there arc very different samp!cs of coverage classes. 
there is always a U - üke frequency distribution with the very high probabiüty for overcast and üght!y 
cloudiness ore cloudlcss conditions. Therefore, the statistics show many va!ucs based on both classes between 
3/10 and 7/10 cloudiness. There is a low frequency for cases with middle cloudiness in the 30 years period 
(!96!-90). 

The iniluences ofthe cioudincss on the air temperatures are described by the foüowing data and observations: 
The infiuenee ofthe cioudiness during day time (above the ciouds of the short wave radiatiön. which reduce 
temperatures). arc very intensive in summer and barciy noticcabie in winter. A cloudlcss summer day reaches in 
Feldkirch temperatures of around 26°C, and with overcast sky only 15°C. Up to the middle height leveis. this 
effect remains constant. !n the high Aipine areas the temperature differences are much reduced in cioudless or 
very covered sky. 
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Table 3.1: Average air temperature in different coverage degrees ofthe sky by two chmate stations: Fcidkirch 
(440 m as!) and Säntis (2500 m asi), periode: !96! - 1990. daiiy measurements and observations at 7 AM and 2 
PM 

air temperature 
N (deeima!) 
Feidkirch 
Spring 7am 

2pm 
Summer 7am 

doudincss 
4 5 

Autumn 

Winter 

zpm  
7am  
2pm  
7am  
2pm 

5.0 
13,6 
!6,3 
25,8 
5,0 
!5,5 
-7,0 
0.8 

7,0 
16,2 
15,7 
25,3 
6.4 
16,7 
-3,8 
3.5 

6,2 
16,5 
15,4 
24,1 
5,8 
15,7 
-1.6 
4,0 

6,5 
16,7 
15.9 
24,0 
7.3 
15,3 
-1.4 
3,5 

6,9 
15,1 
14,7 
23,1 
6,0 
!5,2 
-0.1 
4,8 

5.8 
15,4 
15,0 
23,0 
6,7 
15.0 
-1.4 
2,4 

7.1 
14,2 
15,0 
22,2 
7,8 
14,6 
-1.9 
3,9 

6.5 
13.1 
14,5 
21,9 
6,6 
13,0 
0.5 
3,6 

6.7 
12.7 
!4,9 
19,7 
7.9 
13.1 
-0.1 
4.1 

6,6 
10,9 
13,6 
18,3 
8,5 
12,1 
0.4 
4,0 

](i 

4,8 
7,7 
12,5 
14,9 
5,6 
7,3 
-0,9 
1,0 

N (deeima!) 
Säntis 
Spring 

Summer 

Autumn 

Winter 

7am  
2pm  
7am  
2pm  
7am  
2pm  
7am  
2pm 

0 

-3.3 
-2,7 
7.3 
10,7 
1.8 
2,4 
-6,5 
-5,3 

1 

-2,8 
-1,2 
6,2 
10,6 
2.0 
4,0 
-9,1 
-7.1 

-3,2 
-1.7 
6,0 
10,2 
1,4 
3,9 
-6.0 
-4,7 

-2,7 -3.8 -3.3 
-1.0 
5,9 
9,2 
1,5 
3,9 
-6,6 
-4,7 

-1,0 
5.2 
8,6 
1,6 
3,1 
-6,8 
-5,3 

-1,4 
4,2 
8,4 
0,2 
2,2 
-5,2 
-3,7 

-0.6 
5,0 
8,1 
0,8 
2,9 
-6,4 
-5,4 

-0.9 
4.M 
8,4 
0,8 
2,3 
-5,7 
-5,1 

H 
-2,6 
0,5 
4,5 
7,5 
0,1 
1,9 
5,9 
-5,2 

-3,0 
-1,2 
3,9 
5,8 
0,0 
1,4 
-7.0 
-6,1 

10 
-6.7 
-5,3 
1,2 
2,4 
-3,6 
-2,8 
-9,6 
-9,0 

A more complex insight into the connection of the two climatic eiements shows a more combined frequency 
distribution. There arc caiculations donc fbr the same times (4 seasons. and rcspcctivciy at 7 AM and at 2 PM) 
and for the norma! period of ! 961-90 ofthe six stations. As a resuü of the abundancc of information, only the 
essentials are given. Most c!car!y are the physicai data shown - iike in the previous section - when both extreme 
situations occur (winters at 7 AM and summers at 2 PM). !t aiso to recognize a J-form distribution ofthe 
coverage with a dominating maximum at a covered sky at 7 AM. At 2 PM there is U-form distribution. The 
secondary maximum in weak cioudiness, is in the vaüey: in summer at 2 PM most strongiy. 

Corresponding to that, shown in the previous section. the distribution curves arc turned against the cioudncss 
axes - on the summer afternoon in the iowiand in the positive, and on the winter morning in the negative 
rotation. At the high A!pinc Station, the spin in both cases is weaker, but into the same direction. !n the high 
mountain region in aü times ofthe day and seasons c!oud!ess weather is a ütt!c warmer than under strongly 
c!oudcd conditions. 

The reader is referred to the graphic exampies given in voiume !!! of Climtography Vorarlberg, witch describes a 
region ofthe Alps. 
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Carpathian infiuences on Locai Response to North Atiantic Osciitation 
Bojariu R., D. Matei 

Nationa! tnstitute of tvleteorotogy and Hydroiogy, Bucharest 

The rote of Carpathian mountains in moduiating the iocai response to the North Attantic Osciitation 
(NAO) is investigated using 59 Romanian ciimatoiogicai stations (among which 18 are mountain 
stations). The data cover the period 1961-2000. Correiation and composite maps show both iinear 
and non-iinear inftuences of Carpathian chain on winter temperature and preeipitation response to the 
NAO. The resutts are potentiatty usefui in the forecasting activity perspective. 
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NAO and ENSO Conjugate Effects on the Climate Anomaües in the 
Carpathian Basin 

//e;//7<7 A%/;*e.s . CdH.s/a;?/;;? A/a/*f.s AZ/Âve/̂  A///7̂/7e.sc 77 

* /V̂7//b/7d// //7.s//7///̂  q/ A/e/eo7*o/6)gî  ̂7/7(7 A/r^o/ogr. ß77c/7̂/*ê7, 7/3)2, ̂ 7̂77̂777̂7. 
E-777̂ 7/.' /7ed7/7̂ ./7/d//V\̂ We/W.//?/**/?./*o 

**̂ g7*7C77//777Y7/ & e Ü'777Ve7*.?/7r. 7/337. ß7/( /7;v/*CS/. /?0777̂ 7777̂  

Abstract 

There are tesied the influences of the El Nino - Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the North Atiantic 
Oscillation (NAO) events on the climate anomaües in Romania, using //?e 7̂g/'a?̂/o/7 ^7/^//r^ and the 
(W7?/M.s77'f (//7#A.s7.s of the stratified situations. funetion of El Nino. La Nina and NAO (positive, neutral 
or negative). The ENSO events are quantified both through the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and the 
Trans Nino Index (TN1). 
The predictands consist in anomaües of temperature and preeipitation from 31 and respectively 33 
weather stations in Romania, during the period 1950-1997. These stations have a relatively uniform 
distribution on both sides of the Carpathian Mountains, with severai stations placed at altitudes higher 
than 1300 m, such as Vf. Omu (Man Peak), the highest weather Station in Romania (2509 m). 

1. introduction 

Hurell (1996) showed that the conjugated effects of NAO, ENSO and PDO (Pacific Decada! Oscillation) 
events expiained a significant part of the temperature variability during the summer in Northern 
Hemisphere. 
Bonsal et al. (2001) studied the impact of the low variability models (ENSO, NAO and PDO) upon the 
temperature evolution during the winter in Canada. Due to the fact that the ENSO signals are more 
stationary in January, February and March, the winter defined by these authors is considered to be formed 
by these months and not by the Standard months. In Mares et al. (2002a,b), separately the influences of 
ENSO and NAO on the preeipitation amounts in Europe have been investigated. 
In the present study, the simultaneous influences of ENSO and NAO events on the preeipitation and 
temperature anomaües fieids in Romania, were tested using the /eg/e&s/o/? (?<y7/#f7of7.y and the tW77/w.s7/e 
analysis, depends on Ei Nino, La Nina and positive, neutral and negative NAO. 

2. Data and methodoiogy 

The NAO used in this paper is defined as the normaüsed pressure difference between Ponta Delgada 
(Azores) and Reykjavik (SW Iceiand). according to</o/7e.s ef a/. (1997). 
The ENSO events were quantified both using the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and the new Trans 
Nino Index (TN1) (Trenberth and Stepaniak. 200i). The TN! is given by the difference between the 
normaüsed Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anomalies averaged in the Nino 1+2 (0'-!0'* S. 90"-80" W) 
andNino4( 5"N-5"S, 160" E-150"W) regions. 
In the / eg/e.?.T7077 ̂/7/;7/7o/7.s, as predictors, besides ENSO and NAO, the predictand value in the predieting 
month was considered. The regression equations were construeted considering lags from 1 to 12 months 
between predictors and predictands. The test was performed using x'- corresponding to the number of 
respective freedom degree. 
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For Romania, there were considered as predictands the first main components of the decomposition in 
Empirical Orthogonai Functions (EOF) of the temperature and preeipitation anomaües fieids for the 
period 1950-1997. Another predictand, at the ievei of Romania, was aiso represented through the vaiues 
of a drought index, caicuiated by the heip of the first EOFs of temperature and preeipitation, an index 
simiiar to Palmer's Drought Severity index (PDS!). The EOF anaiysis was achieved for monthiy vaiues 
of temperature and preeipitation defined in 33 and 31 stations respectively. 
These stations have a relatively uniform distribution on both sides of the Carpathian Mountains, with 
several stations placed at altitudes higher than 1300 m. such as Vf. Omu (Man Peak), the highest weather 
Station in Romania. 
The same distributions of stations were used in co/H/HAS/Vt' ;7/;a/i .T/.s for each of the 6 situations, namely El 
Nino, La Nina and positive, neutral and negative NAO, for the period 1950-1997. 

3. Resutts 

3. /. EA'tSO A^O //M/Mtf H'/f/! (/%/&/̂M/ /#gs 

The results only with a high Statistical significance level (higher than 5%) will be discussed. A few 
significant results wiü be presented in Table !, using the following notions: 
SNT => SOI, NAO. temperature anomalies at the level of Romania, filtered through EOF1; 
SNP => SOI, NAO, preeipitation anomalies at the level of Romania, filtered through EOF1; 
SNDI => SOI, NAO. drought index, obtained by means of temperature and preeipitation fields. 
In Table 1, L! and L2 show the predictor month and respectively the month for which the forecast is 
obtained, R being the muitiple correlation coefficients and v. the significance level. The last column of 
Table 1 contains the weights with which the independent variables enter in the regression equation. 

Tabte 1. 7?egrê 7077 <y/*#/i.s/.T q/ co/7///ĝ /̂  ̂ 7̂ c/.y ,V̂ O 0/7 fe/H/je/YifMr̂ . p/̂ c/p/f̂ /o/? 
#M6? //7Ĵ A* //e/̂ S 777 /?0777(7777#. 

Variable ! I L2 R v ( % ) \\ ei^hts 
SNT 0.82 O.i -0.02 0.36 0.87 
SNT 0.89 0.1 -0.07 0.24 0.92 
SNT 0.90 0.1 0.04 0.23 0.22 
SNT !2 0.69 0.1 0.24 0.30 0.99 
SNT 0.47 -0.82 -0.03 0.61 
SNT 0.46 -0.72 0.12 -0.80 
SNP 0.82 0.1 -0.19 0.36 0.! 
SNP )2 0.69 0.1 0.26 0.32 0.20 
SNP 0.44 0.60 0.94 -0.42 
SNP 0.45 -0.57 0.03 -0.88 
SND! 0.39 0.93 -0.68 0.30 
SNDI 0.51 0.71 -0.31 -0.40 
SNDI 0.50 0.57 0.63 -0.52 
SNDI 10 0.47 -0.80 0.25 0.78 
SNDI i i 0.45 -0.99 0.13 0.51 
SNDI 12 0.44 1.00 -0.21 0.13 
SNDI !() 0.45 -0.78 -0.15 -0.54 

The results related to the estimate of temperatures in Romania. filtered through EOF1, reveal better link 
between the selected predictors. !f NAO presents larger weight than ENSO (particularly for one month-
lag), the larger the distance between predictors and predictands. the more the SOI weight increase. Thus. 
in the combination of the months (5.7) and (7.4). meaning the predictors in May and July for July and 
Aprii. respectively. ibr which the forecast is elaborated. the SOI weight is evident. 
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For preeipitation. the resuits are simiiar to those obtained in the case of temperatures. 
in the case of the drought indices. ENSO. quantified through SOI. is a good predictor together with NAO. 
with significant weights for iags from 3 to 6 months. The iargest weight is obtained for a iag of 6 months. 

3.2. cl?/M/Mw/?2 (y/M/ys/s/or tt7/M̂/*.s )t7f/* f7 A7wo #H</ A# A7/?a, #.\.w;f/#tW )t'M //*̂  A',40/7/*#Â s 

EI Nino is sometimes associated with neutra! NAO and La Nina is generaüy associated with neutrai 
NAO. For this reason. there were presented the resuits obtained for E! Nino combined with positive and 
negative NAO and for La Nina associated with neutra! NAO. 
For the /7rtT(p//g/7<w? #H<7/M#//p.s. in -A//7;/c//T the most significant anomaües (the data are standardised) 
with positive vaiues are achieved (especiaüy in Moidova) for E! Nino associated with negative NAO. 
Reiativeiy significant negative vaiues in Moidova are associated with Ei Nino. combined with positive 
NAO. 
In the Situation of the preeipitation anomaües for Fe/3/*7/a/T the most significant anomaües (positive 
anomaües) are achieved in the northwestem part of the country. fbr E! Nino associated with negative 
NAO (Fig.!). For this month. it is important to mention the negative anomaües in Moidova. too. obtained 
as a resuit ofthe association between La Nina and neutra! NAO effects. 
The most significant preeipitation anomalies are recorded in Mv;*c/* in the inter-Carpathian areas. in the 
case of EI Nino, associated with negative NAO. E! Nino in the case of positive NAO favours positive 
preeipitation anomaües in the southeastern part of the country and negative ones in the rest. 
La Nina associated with neutra! North At!antic Osciiiation causes preeipitation amounts generaüy iarger 
than the normai ones. 
The resuits fbr temperatures indieated that in Jaw/an' the most significant anomaües are caused by La 
Nino associated with neutra! NAO. when temperatures higher than norma! in the areas iocated in the 
interior of Carpathian basin (Fig.2). 
La Nina associated with neutra! NAO aiso favours positive temperature anomaües in Fc/'/i/a/i-, but in this 
case the highest vaiues are expected to be recorded in the northwestem part ofthe country. 
In the case of Marc /?, the most significant anomaües occur in the case of the association between La Nina 
and neutra! NAO, when the temperatures are higher than normai in the whoie country, but the highest 
vaiues are recorded in the centra! and western part ofthe country. E! Nino associated with negative NAO 
causes negative anomaües in March, but the most significant ones are situated in the centra! and western 
part ofthe country. 
For aü these three months. a genera! characteristic ibr the temperature fieid is the fact that a coid phase of 
the ENSO event, associated with a neutra! NAO, favours positive temperature anomaües, especiaüy in the 
centra! and w estern part of the country. 

4. Conc!usions 

The resuits obtained in this stage are extreme!y usefu! in estimating the month!y preeipitation and 
temperature anomaües in Romania, taking into account the fact that the evoiution of both ENSO and 
NAO events is forecast with sufficient precision and antieipation by prestigious cümatic prediction 
centres. 
For the combined and simuüaneous activity of ENSO and NAO upon the temperature and preeipitation 
anomaües in Romania, the most significant results are obtained for EI Nino, associated with the negative 
phase ofthe North Atiantic Osciiiation and for La Nina conjugated with a neutrai NAO. For aü the three 
winter months, a genera! characteristic for the temperature fieid is the fact that a co!d phase of the ENSO 
event associated with a neutrai phase of the North Atiantic Oscillation, favours positive temperature 
anomaües. especiaüy in the intracarpathian areas. 
For the preeipitation fieid, the Carpathian basin influence is particuiariy obvious in February, when the 
effect of an Ei Nino phenomenon conjugated with a negative NAO, determines significant positive 
anomaües inside the Carpathian Basin, whüe in the other areas the anomaües are practicaüy insignificant. 
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Fig. 1. Standardised preeipitation anomalies fbr February, under 
the conjugated effects of El Nino and negative NAO events. 
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Fig. 2. Standardised temperature anomalies for January, under 
the conjugated effects of La Nina and neutral NAO events. 
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Temperature Variabiiity in the Western Carpathians 
Limanöwka D. 

tnstitute of tvleteorotogy and Water Management, Cracow Branch, Krakow, Potand 

Mutuat cotaboration of Potish and Stovak ctimatotogists is dated for severat decades. The 
monography „Ctimate of the Tatra" pubtished in 1974 was one of the most expressive resutts. in 
1981-1982 research programme TATREX was impiemented in association with the intemationai 
Programme catted ALPEX for the study of the inftuence the Atps' massive on the atmosphere. tn 1994 
a new project titted „Ctimate Changes and Variabiiity in the Western Carpathians" was estabüshed. 
Ctimatotogists from the Potish tnstitute of Meteoroiogy and Water Management Branch in Cracow and 
the Siovak Hydrometeorotogicat tnstitute in Bratistava took part in this project. The main subject of the 
presented study is the research of cümatic changes and variabitity in the Western Carpathians during 
the 1951 -1995 period (a new data 2000). The investigated mountainous area with the ränge of Tatra 
Mts., with a typicat aipine tandscape and aititudes exceeding 2600 m, are situated in the Centrai 
Europe and they are iying paraiiei with a tatitude. Due to its orientation is aiso a cümatic bondary. The 
crestiine of the main ridges is the frontier between Potand and Stovakia so that a futi account of the 
mountain ctimate required the coüaboration of ciimatogists from both countries. 
The cümatic conditions in the whoie investigated area very differentttiated with typicai verticat cümatic 
zones and iarge spatiai contrasts between the sourtern and the northern regions (Dunube and Vistuta 
vaiieys, respectivety). Ati stations used in the praject represent different morphoiogie tocations (from 
the mountan peaks: Lomnicky stit (2635 m a.s.t.), Kasprowy Wierch (1991 m a.s.t.), to the vattey 
bottoms - Poprad, Zakopane. The most of the study is based on monthiy data catcutated from 
observations in 3 daiiy (ctimatotogicat) terms. On the backgraund of the data from mentioned stations, 
iong term cümate variabiiiyy is presented air temperature. 
The most recent outcomes of the discusion referhng to the changes is extreme temperatures with a 
simuitaneous indication of trend tines for Centrat and South-Eastern Europe have been shown by R. 
Brazdii et at. (1996). tt might be atso interesting to examine variabitity of cireuiation over smatter 
regions. 
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Long Range Forecasting in the Mountain and Hiii Zones in 
Romania by Means of an AR-MEM Modei 

Co/isranr/n Mares and //eana Mares 
Nationai institute of Meteoroiogy and Hydroiogy, 71552, Bucharest, Romania 

Phone: +40-1-2303240/243; Fax: +40-1-2307762 

E-maii : constantin.mares@meteo.inmh.ro 

Abstract 

This paper presents an optimum combination of two robust statisticat techniques that can be 
used to improve the skiti of iong-range weather forecasts in sub- Carpathian zone in comparison 
with piane zone. The first method uses decomposition and anaiysis based on EEOF (Extended 
Empiricat Orthogonat Functions), with a 3-month data window, for temperature and preeipitation 
fieids in Romania. 
The prognostic estimates have been obtained using an auto-regressive modei, whose 
parameters are determined using the maximum entropy method (AR-MEM). 
This modei has been apptied both for the Observation time series from each Station and for the 
time series ofthe significant components in an EEOF decomposition. 

1. Introduction 

Data anatysis using Empiricat Orthogonat Functions (EOF) has become a Standard procedure in 
meteorotogicat and oceanographic studies. Lorenz (1956) introduced the EOF analysis to earth sciences. 
The conventional EOF identifies the main /?a//er/7̂  of variability, which are coherent in space. In EEOF, 
those patterns coherent both in space and in time are identified (Wang et al. 1995). In such analyses, the 
field is studied in successive moments (Weare and Nasstrom, 1982), that is a mobile w/nc/cw is inserted 
of length w. In a traditional EOF anatysis, /?* = 1. 

The way in which the n;Ht/cn is selected depends on the aim ofthe anatysis. Vautard and Ghil (1989) 
discussed the /'rwer of the EEOF method for identifying physica! osciüations, as well as fbr analyzing, 
filtering and forecasting time series. 

The AR-MEM modets are efficient forecasting modets. because the model parameters are determined 
based on the principle of the maximum entropy (Burg 1975). The difficulty in applying the model. typical 
for al! similar modets, is to determine the order. Once the order is rigorously detennined, predictabiüty 
studies based on extrapolation may be performed. with verification results based on independent data 
(Mares and Mares. 2003). 

2. Data and method 

The meteoroiogica! time series anaiyzed in this paper include mean monthly temperature values from 31 
stations. and preeipitation amounts from 33 stations in Romania. retativeiy unifomily distributed across 
the country. For the temperature field, 8 stations are placed at an attitude higher than 400 m, inetuding Vf. 
Omu (Man Peak) Station, situated at the highest altitude in Romania (2509 m). In the case of the 
preeipitation fietd. 9 stations are placed at an altitude higher than 400 m. three of them at over 1300 m. 
In the present paper. a linear prediction model is applied to the temperature and preeipitation fields for a 
spatial encompassing Romania. ibr each component of EEOF and fbr separately fbr time series from each 
stations. However. this techniqüe differs from the one used by Bamett and Hasselmann (1979). because 
the orthogonal basis used to represent meteorotogical fietds. is not in EOF. but in EEOF. Because ctimate 
variables are. in general. eyetostationary, the annual cycle has been eliminated from the data by 
normalizing, with respect to the average and variance of each month. The number of predictors is reduced 
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as the number of significant components. The statistica! significance ofthe retained components is based 
on Rule N (Preisendorfer. 1988). 
To determine the optimum order of the apphed AR-MEM modeis, there has been seiected one of the 7 
candidate criteria. 
The modei parameters have been determined from the i 950-1990 Observation, and the verifications, by 
means of the Heidke score for persistence, have been achieved using independent data for the period 
1991-1997. 

3. Resutts 

3.7. 7p/w/*fr#?#rf 

The first EEOF mode fbr temperature is specific to the Romanian topography, nameiy the Carpathian 
Mountains. The center ofthe lowest correlation contour represents the Vf.Omu (Man Peak) Station, which 
is the highest Station in Romania. The weights are greater in the southern and eastem part of the country, 
because here topography does not influence the large-scale cireuiation as much. 

The AR-MEM parameters, for the 1950-1990 period have been determined for the first 3 EEOF 
components. Tests have been performed for the 1991-1997 period (which contain a maximum of 82 
values because of the extended EOF with a 3 month window). 
A period of 26 months was significant at the 95% level fbr the first PC of EEOF. 
The Heidke score has been chosen fbr this study in order to determine if the forecast values using an AR
MEM model are better than some other reference forecasts. For the determination of optimum order of 
AR-MEM models, 7 criteria have been used (Mares and Mares, 2003). 

The temperature at a Station should bc predicted with skill using an AR-MEM model and a fütering 
procedure. In this case, a new time series is construeted, by means of the first three PCs together with the 
tust three EEOF eigenvectors. Then the efficiency of the Station forecast was tested using the observed 
field. For this purpose, correlation coefficients between forecast and observed series, as well as, RMSE 
associated are used. 

For lag 0, the highest correlation coefficient is given by the HQ criterion fbr 18 ofthe 31 stations, and 
by FPE-CAT and AIC criteria is best for the rest of the stations. The highest correiation coefficient 
(0.954), with RMSE equal to 0.330, was obtained fbr iag 1 at the Sibiu meteorological Station, in the 
centra! part of Romania. Correlation coefficients, together with RMSE values, obtained using the HQ 
criterion for al! Romanian stations. are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. From these figures. it is clear that the 
model performs worst in the mountain areas. The highest skill occurs in the sub-Carpathian region. For 
Sibiu Station, the behavior of the predicted time series (fUtered by the three EEOF modes) with one step 
ahead compared to the observed series is shown in Fig. !. For lag 1 at Sibiu the HQ criterion produces, a 
high HSS ̂  0.762 compared to persistence, which has HSS = - 0.024. The best skiü, highest correiation 
coefficient and lowest RMSE, appears in the Southwestem sub-Carpathian area. 
Several other stations in and around the Carpathian ring also have good skill. The high variability in 
temperature over the Romanian territory, due to the mountains, represents a problem eiement fbr the 
methods used in the present study. Figs 4 and 5 present the correlation coefficients and RMSE values, 
after having eliminated the stations with the largest variability (Vf. Omu, Fagaras. and Miercurea Ciuc). 
Figs. 4 and 5 show the capability of the model to improve the monthly temperature forecast in the centra! 
parts of the anaiyzed domain. compared to the boundary zones. The model performs worse in the 
mountain and in vaüey stations. where can be a large variability in the anaiyzed fields. 

3.2. P/Tf/p//#?/oM 

The first EEOF mode for preeipitation represents. the annua! preeipitation distribution in Romania. These 
weights appear in the mountainous areas. where preeipitation has a summer maximum (the preeipitation 
is usuaüy convective). The physical interpretation of EEOF modes is not generaüy easy. and the present 
paper is no exception. 
For the preeipitation field. 9 EEOF modes are significant using Rule N. This means 9 components 

should be used for extrapolation. The same procedures used for temperature are foüowed for 
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preeipitation. Ideaüy, a detaiied anaiysis shouid be performed for each retained component and this might 
be the aim of a separate study. Hence, oniy the first EEOF component wiü be considered here. Aithough 
this component expiains oniy i 9 % ofthe totai variance. it yieids a good image of the preeipitation pattem 
over Romania, especiaüy if the amounts are interpreted as deviations from ciimatoiogy. 

Foüowing the same procedure as for temperature. the coefficients and mode! Orders ofthe AR-MEM 
mode! are seiected by the 7 candidate criteria. for ! 950-! 990 period whüe verification tests have been 
made for !99!-!997 period. 

Aithough the first component has 8 and 23-month periodicities with 95% significance, after extracting 
the periodic part of the series, extrapo!ating it, and then adding the periodic part back again, no mode! 
skiü improvements are noted. 
The FPE, CAT, AIC and AlC^al! suggest the same order (23), whüe B!C and A1C( suggest order !2, and 
HQ order 27. The HQ criterion gives the best resuit, but is worse then persistence. The Heike score for 
persistence is 0.625, and for aü of the criteria the Heidke score is iower. HSS for the forecast is even 
weaker than the reference one based on persistence. Persistence had iarge vaiues because the !ast two 
decades have been unusuaüy dry in Romania. 
!f the extrapolated forecasts are spiit into two categories (above and beiow normal compared to 
ctimatoiogy) results are no better because these meteoroiogica! eiements do not have a Gaussian 
distribution. A quantües Classification may be more appropriate. 
If preeipitation dispiays a strong persistence, modeling with a high order Markov chain (Mares 1999) may 
be appropriate using the ergodicity coefficients of the transition matrix (losifescu 1980). 

4. Conc!usions 

The combined Statistical techniqüe of decomposing certain meteoroiogica! fields into extended empirical 
orthogonal functions and, foüowed by tempora! extrapolation, using an AR-MEM model yieided useful 
results for surface temperature fields in Romania. 
Extrapolating each of the three significant principai components of EEOF for the temperature fietd and 
using them to reconstruet the initiat field, filtered by the significant modes. ted to a forecast with good 
skiü compared to persistence fbr meteoroiogica! stations situated in the sub-Carpathian zones. 
In the case of the preeipitation field. on!y two stations in the mountain area have a predictive potentia!. 
and this result has been obtained applying the AR-MEM mode! directly to the time series for each 
weather Station. The weak results, obtained for the preeipitation field through this procedure, tead to the 
predictive potential investigation, atso taking into account other factors at large scale. 
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Fig. 1. Forecast and observed temperature at the Sibiu Station (situated in centre of Romania) for 1991-
1997. 

Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of correlation coefficients 
between the forecast temperature field filtered by the 
first three EEOF and observations. 

Fig. 4. As Fig. 2, but without the stations: Vf. Omu. 
Fagaras and Miercurea Ciuc that have a high variability. 

3 

4-

Fig. 3. RMSE associated to the correlation coefficients Fig. 5. As Fig. 3, but without the stations: Vf. Omu, 
in Fig. 2. Fagaras and Miercurea Ciuc that have a high 

variability. 
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Hot and Dry Periods in Buigarian Mountains 
Koteva E. 

Nationa) tnstitute of tvleteorotogy and Hydroiogy, Sofia, Butgaria 

This paper aims to anaiyse the variabitity of dry and wet periods in Buigarian mountains. fvlonthiy and 
annuat preeipitation and temperature for the period 1931-2000 are used to determine the hot and dry 
subperiods. The thermai and rainfatt conditions during these periods are anatyzed. 
tn anatysis the emphasis is on the existence of trend and periodicidy in the time series. Preeipitation 
has ctearty decreasing trend. Dry years are particutarty frequent in the tast years of the Century. 
Abrupt decreased in preeipitation occurred during the 1942-1953 and 1982-1994. 
Ped's and de tvlarton's drought indexes is apptied toots to characterize naturai water suppty. 
Frequency of severe drought has markediy increased, atthough very wet periods atso occur in the 
recent years. 
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inversion Effects on Lee-wave Rotors 
Simon Vosper, Stephen Mobbs, Raiph Burton 

institute for Atmospheric Science, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK 

ABSTRACT 

A series of noniinear numericai simuiations has been conducted in order to investigate the effect of 
a sharp temperature inversion in the upwind flow on the formation of iee-wave rotors downwind of a 
two-dimensiona! mountain ridge. Both free slip and no-slip tower boundary conditions have been inves
tigated. The roie of a criticat Froude number in determining whether resonant tee-waves are formed has 
been estabtished. For the no-siip case, these tee waves can give rise to ctosed rotors beneath the wave 
crests. This does not happen in the free-stip case. Radiosonde and ground-based observations from a 
year-tong experiment in the Fatktand tstands are compared with the numericat simutations. tn spite of 
the existence of many cases of severe turbutence which have been attributed to rotors, observed cases 
falting within the Froude number ränge for tee-wave rotors to exist are apparentty rare. However, this 
may be due to the fact that onty Jotvnsfream profites were avaitabte; it may be that the rotors them-
selves lead to an increase in Froude number downstream. The observations have reveated a remarkabie 
retationship between tee-stope speed-up and tee-side ftow variabitity. 

1. Numericat Mode! Resutts 

The modet used in this study was the UK Met Office BLASiUS code, which sotves the dry Boussi
nesq equations of motion using a first-order (mixing-tength) turbuience ciosure scheme. Simutations 
were conducted with both a free-slip and a no-stip (via a tog-taw formuiation) tower-boundary condition. 
tn the iatter case a wett resolved boundary tayer was present in the ftow. tn alt simutations the upstream 
wind was independent of height, apart from within the boundary tayer in the no-stip case. The upwind 
stratification was neutrat in a tayer immediateiy above the ground and this tayer was capped by a sharp 
temperature inversion. Above this the buoyancy frequency was independent of height (A —0.01 s"^). 
Simutations were conducted for a ränge of inversion strengths (measured by the difference in potentiat 
temperature across the inversion) and inversion heights, Fig. 1 shows the setup schematicatty. 

N>0 s 

A8 

N=0s 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram ittustrating the simpte two-tayer atmosphere. The inversion, 
characterised by a discontinuity of magnitude in the potentiat temperature, is at 
height 2,. 

Resutts show that when the upwind Froude number (defined in the usuat way for two-tayer shallöw 
water ftow) fatts betow a criticat vatue a short-wavelength resonant tee-wave forms downwind of the 
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Fig. 2. Lee wave rotors underneath an inversion. 
Horizontat ftow speed is shaded and potentiat tem
perature contours are at 1K intervats. F,—0.6, 
2,=800 m, #=400 m. 

Fig. 3. Stationary hydrautic jump. Plotted 
ties are as in Fig. 2. F,=0.4, 2, =800 m, 
m. 
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Fig. 4. Regime diagram (for no-stip ftows) ittustrattng different flow types according to 
F, and #/c,. The solid tine is the the tinear theory criticat Froude number, below which 
trapped waves can occur on the inversion. 

mountain. The amptitude of this wave is a maximum at the inversion height and decays exponentiatty 
away from the inversion. The parameters F, (the Froude number) and #/% characterise the type of 
flow in the lee of the hitt. 

, A3 
F, = where 3 - <y=r-. 

Two examples of the type of ftow encountered are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. in Fig. 2, the amptitude of 
the trapped tee wave is sufficient for ctosed rotors to occur betow the wave crests. These rotor ftows 
occur oniy for the no-stip case; with free-slip boundary conditions no rotors form. At tower Froude 
numbers the ftow changes dramaticatty, with the formation of a stationary hydrautic jump over the tee 
stope (Fig. 3). Untike the rotor case, these hydrautic jump ftows are found for both the no-stip and 
free-stip cases. 

A series of model runs have been performed spanning a region of the F,-,#/̂  parameter space, 
Ieading to a regime diagram as shown in Fig. 4 (for the no-stip case). Four ftow types occur: no waves 
at high Froude numbers, tee waves without rotors, tee waves with rotors, and hydraulic jumps. 
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Fig. 5. Ten minute averaged wind vectors on East Faikiand at 20:40 UTC on 9 February 
2001. The airport is where the concentration of surface stations is iocated. 

2. Observations of Rotor Streaming in the Faikiand istands 

Between November 2000 and November 2001, continuous surface observations were make using 20 
automatic weather stations on the Faikiand tstands. Two E-W ridges, each of height about 500 m and 
Separation about 12 km give rise to the phenomenon of "rotor Streaming" when there is a significant 
cross-ridge wind component. This causes potentiai aircraft hazards at the airport 10 km to the south of 
the ridges. At ieast two radiosonde iaunches were made each day throughout the year from the airport. 
Unfortunateiy, this means that for northeriy winds the profüe is c/on/rnv/nc/ of the ridges. 

Rotor Streaming is characterised by highiy unsteady winds, with targe variations over distances as 
smatt as 2-3 km. A typicat exampte is shown in Fig. 5. 

The high degree of spatiat variabitity during rotor Streaming suggests the use of wind variances in 
rotor diagnostics. The eight stations dosest to the airport were used to catcutate rr given by 

where rr„ and rr^ are the Standard deviations of the 7/ and r wind components. Two rotor diagnostics 
which have been investigated are er and (7(7, where is the mean wind speed over the same eight 
stations. 

A simpte energy based caicuiation can be used to estimate the iikeiihood of tee-wave rotors forming. 
Over the ridges, the verticat disptacement of the inversion tevet can be assumed to be of simitar magni
tude to the ridge height. This attows the perturbation potentiat energy to be estimated. The potentiat 
energy must be created by the work done against the perturbation pressure gradient across the hitt, 
atlowing this gradient to be estimated. Reversed ftow and hence rotors may occur if the perturbation 
pressure // > where is catcutated as the mean wind betow the inversion tayer. Apptication of 
this simpte caicuiation suggests that for rotors to occur it is necessary that 

The correspondence of the parameter /? and the rotor diagnostics rr and oT" has been investigated over 
the entire year by catcutating /? from the radiosonde profites and rr and rrc' from the surface data. Fig. 
6 shows att three parameters ptotted against time. Both and rr&" show significant positive corretation 
with 7? (0.55 for rr and 0.41 for crfV). 

The tikeiihood of the occurrence of rotors may atso be investigated by ptotting a "regime diagram" 
corresponding to Fig. 4 using the radiosonde data. This is shown in Fig. 7. Data satisfying the 
condition 7? > 1 ties betow the sotid iine in Fig. 7. tt is notabte that very few points tie in this region, 
and indeed, significantty fewer than the number of cases with targe rr One possibte expianation for 
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Fig. 6. Time series of the profite parameter 7? derived from the radiosonde profites and 
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Fig. 7. "Regime diagram corresponding to Fig. 4 
showing the parameters F, and catcutated 
from the radiosonde data. The region satisfying 
7? > 1 is betow the sotid tine. 
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Fig. 8. Downwind speed-up ptotted against (?/[/ 
from the surface data. 

this is that if rotors are formed, then these witt significantty perturb the profites c/owmv/nc/ of the hitts 
where the radiosondes were taunched. 

it is often observed that rotor conditions atso correspond to significant tee-side speed-up of the 
ftow. Using the previous definition of the mean wind speed downwind of the hitts, and the upwind 
speed (7up measured by the most upwind surface Station, we can define the speed-up as AfJ/c/up where 
A?V = [7 - [/up. The speed-up is ptotted against the parameter ri/cY in Fig. 8. The remarkabte 
corretation (corretation coefficient 0.983) demonstrates a retationship of the form 

At/ er 
— = 0.75— +0.0018. 
C'up ^ 

The reasons for this high degree of corretation have yet to be futiy understood. 
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Gravity wave breaking over the centrai Aips: 
Roie of eomptex topography 
Qingfang Jiang and James D. Doyle 

Nava! Research Laboratory, Monterey, CA, USA 

1. !ntroduction 

Turbuient break-down of mountain waves has been the subject of numerous studies dur
ing the last three decades because of its potentia! threat to aircraft, its ro!e in g!oba! mo
mentum balance, and its connection to strong surface windstorms over mountain !ee-
slopes. Whüe a great deal has been iearned from ideaiized numericai studies, direct ob
servations of mountain wave breaking are stiü rare. Breaking gravity waves excited by 
compiex terrain in the centrai Aips associated with a southeriy foehn event were observed 
on 21 October, 1999 during the Mesoscale Aipine Programme (MAP) Specia! Observa
tionai Period (SOP, iOP 8). In this study, some mechanistic aspects of the wavebreaking 
event is investigated though observational data analysis, real data simulations, and ideal
ized simulations. 

2. Observations 

On October 21, 1999, a shallöw southerly foehn developed over the Alps associated with 
the approach of a deep cycione from the west. A pressure ridge was iocated over the east
ern Alps, which advected warm air from the south across the Aips. in the eariy morning, 
the Nationa! Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Eiectra research aircraft equipped 
with füght ieve! instruments, G!oba! Positioning System (GPS) dropsondes, and 
downiooking Scanning Aeroso! Backscatter Lidar (SABL) executed two transverses 
across the Ötzta!er Aipen and the inn vaüey at approximateiy the 5.7km ieve! during a 
period of approximateiy 60min. to sampie gravity waves (Fig. 1). Strong turbuience was 
encountered ükeiy associated with mountain wavebreaking. E!even GPS dropsondes 
were depioyed with a reiativeiy uniform spacing along the two transverses and SABL 
provided clear backscatter (Fig. 1). Figures 1 and 2 show vertical sections of wind and 
potentia! temperature created by manua! anaiysis of the data from seven GPS dropson
des with the terrain beneath the first transverse. Strong flow descent over the !ee-s!ope of 
Ötztaier Aipen, associated with a severe windstorm is evident. Further downstream a 
transition occurs associated with a hydrauüc jump as indieated by sharp decrease of wind 
speed and ascent of isentropes. Between 47.5-47.7N, a super-adiabatic !ayer exists be
tween 3-5km with ioca! wind reversa! and turbuience. The descent-ascent pattem 
matches weü with the SABL backscatter. The vertica! sections created using data from 7 
dropsondes aiong the second transverse (not shown) indicate downstream propagation of 
the hydrauüc jump. 
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Figure 1. The SABL backscatter coefßcient 
(in gray), vertical displacement (thick solid 
curve between 5-6km), and potential tem
perature contours (solid) along the first 
transverse. The vertical displacement is 
computed from fiight level wind using equa
tion (1). The potential temperature is derived 
from GPS dropsondes (see text fbr details). 
The dashed lines are GPS dropsonde trajec
tories and the dropsondes are numbered se
quentiaüy in time. The symbol ̂  indicates 
turbulent regions above the boundary layer. 
The terrain along the fiight track is shown at 
the bottom. 

Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 except with the 
isentropes in gray lines and along fiight di
rection wind component in dark contours. 
The wind maxima and minima are Iabeied. 
Region with reversed wind is hatched. 

The verticai displacement derived from the fiight level wind components (foüowing 
Smith et al, 2002) indicates the presence of both smooth waves and sharp-peaked break
ing waves. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and the buoyancy production rate of 
TKE computed from 1Hz data are plotted in Fig. 3. For the first transverse, TKE Clus
ters are located between 46.9-47.4N and the contribution from v-component dominates. 
At the fiight level, the air is convectively unstable between 46.9-47.4N as indieated by 
positive buoyancy production rate of TKE (Fig. 3). The second transverse observes 
three local TKE maxima and severe turbuience occurs around 47.5N. The turbuience is 
much more severe and more isentropic than observed along the first transverse. Along 
the second transverse, the buoyancy force consumes turbuience between 46.9-47.4N and 
produces turbuience near 47.5N, which is consistent with the hydraulic jump propagation 
suggested by the dropsonde analysis. 
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.Wavebreaking over mu!tisca!e terrain 

The muitiscaie nature of the terrain be
neath the füght ieve! is evident (Fig. i). 
The terrain spectrum indicates three 
dominant scaies, >85km, 35km, and 
iOkm. Simüarly, füght !eve! veiocity 
spectra show muitipie energy-
containing spikes, approximateiy corre
sponding to the dominant terrain scaies. 
A number of ideaiized 2-D simuiations 
have been performed with a smooth iarge 
sca!e terrain with smaüer sca!e features 
superposed on the !ee-s!ope. The simuia
tions indicate that smaüer scaie terrain 
promotes wave breaking, signiflcantiy 
enhances downsiope windstorm, and in
creases mountain drag (Jiang and Doy!e 
2003). 

Figure 3. Turbuience kinetic energy (TKE) and 
the buoyancy production rate of TKE aiong the 
two transverses as a funetion of the iatitude. 
Terrain aiong the first transverse is piotted for 
reference. 

4.Conc!usions 

Breaking mountain waves over the centrai Aips observed during the MAP SOP is exam
ined through the anaiysis of aircraft data, GPS dropondes, radiosondes, and airbome 
üdar images, and numerica! modeiing. The focus of this study is the ro!e of muitiscaie 
terrain on mountain wavebreaking. 

The occurrence of the wave-breaking on October 2 i, ! 999, was associated with a mean 
State characterized by vertica! wind (speed and directionai) shear and a criticai ieve! with 
a southeriy (cross-mountain) wind component that decreased to zero and a Richardson 
number !ess than unity just above the NCAR Eiectra füght ieve! of 5700m, as indieated 
by a nearby radiosonde. The turbuience induced by wave breaking was reported by füght 
scientists. During the first transverse, the turbuient region was convectiveiy unstabie as 
indieated by the positive expiicit heat fiux.. The second transverse iüustrated the evoiu
tion of turbuience and fluxes 30 min. after the first transverse. The füght !evei data for 
the second transverse indieated that the turbuience was much stronger and the TKE 
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maximum advected downstream. The GPS dropsonde data was used to diagnose a hy
drauüc jump that was located just below the füght level and was associated with strong 
down slope winds, a sudden transition to turbuience with a local wind reversal, and con
vective instability. 

The strong down slope winds and hydraulic jump are eaptured by a real data 1-km 
COAMPS Simulation. Some theoreticai aspects of the wave breaking arc examined based 
on the real data Simulation and idealized 2-D simulations with multi-scale terrain. 
Shorter waves excited by smaller scale terrain superposed on the leading edge of the 
longer waves corresponding to large scale terrain promote wave breaking and signifi
cantly modify the horizontal and vertical distribution of TKE. 
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Time-Dependent Mountain Waves and their interactions with Larger 
Scaies 
Chen C.-C, D. Durran, G. Hakim 

University of Washington 

Nontinear mountain wave generation, propagation, and dissipation is examined during the passage of 
an ideatized synoptic-scaie disturbance over isoiated three-dimensionai mesoscaie topography. The 
waves and targe-scaie fiow are simuiated with a muitipiy nested nonhydrostatic modet in a 
horizontaüy periodic domain. The mountain is initiatiy tocated in a region of stagnant ftow, so that 
mountain-wave devetopment can be studied under reaiistic atmospheric conditions. As the 
cross-mountain ftow increases, the progression through a iow-ievei btocking/ftow-spiitting regime into 
nontinear and tinear wave regimes is investigated. The inverse progression through the same set of 
regimes is atso anatyzed as the cross-mountain ftow deceterates back to zero. The occurrence of 
wave breaking during the acceieration-deceieration cycie is discussed for barotropic atmospheres 
with constant static stabiiity and for cases with a jump in stabiiity at the tropopause. Finatty, the 
inftuence of topographicaiiy generated disturbances on the targe-scaie ftow is examined both by 
anaiyzing domain-averaged momentum budgets and by studying the spatiat patterns of acceieration 
and deceieration in the targer-scate fiow. 
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On the Respective Roies of Wave Breaking and Upstream Biock
ing in Orographie Wake Formation 
Craig Epifanio* and Richard Rotunno** 

^Department of Atmospheric Sciences, Texas A&M University, Cottege Station, TX 
**Nationai Center for Atmospheric Research, Boutder, CO 

1. introduction 

The past decade or so has seen considerabte theoreticat effort devoted to the probtem of tee-side 
wake formation in shattow-water and continuousty stratified ftow past topography (e.g., Smotarkiewicz 
and Rotunno, 1989; Schär and Smith, 1993; Grubigic et at., 1995; Schär and Durran, 1997; Rotunno 
et a)., 1999, Epifanio and Durran, 2002). Perhaps the most prominent coneeptuat paradigm to emerge 
from this work is the idea that orographie wake formation is associated with two distinct physicat pro
cesses. gravity wave breaking and upstream btocking. However, the undertying dynamicat mechanisms 
that tead to wake formation in the two cases have remained retativety obscure and the subject of some 
contention. This tack of a deeper dynamicat understanding has ted subsequent investigators to variousty 
attribute their simutated and observed wakes to either wave breaking (e.g., Smith et at., 1997; Doyte 
and Shapiro, 1999, Jiang et at., 2003) or upstream btocking (e.g., Aebischer and Schär, 1998; Schär 
et at., 2003) without being abte to convincingty justify their choice of attribution. 

This inabitity to distinguish between the two mechanisms that produce orographie wakes is in fact 
retated to a more fundamentat deficit in our understanding of wake formation, which is that the processes 
that tead to deceteration and ftow reversat in the tee ofthe obstacte remain poorty understood. Studies 
of wake formation to date have atmost exetusivety treäted the probtem in terms of the generation of 
verticat vorticity and/or potentiat vorticity (PV). However, the retevance of these two quantities for 
understanding and exptaining the flow in the wake has not been expticitty etaborated. tndeed, we show 
below that in the hydrostatic nonrotating timit the kinematic retation between the vorticity and velocity 
fietds is retativety subtte, and surprisingty tittte can be deduced about the ftow from knowtedge of the 
verticat vorticity and/or PV atone. This result suggests that alternative and compiementary perspectives 
on the probtem of lee wake formation are desirabte. 

tn the present study we attempt to address some of the above-mentioned issues by recasting the 
dynamics of wake formation in a vorticity-vector potentiat framework. We then ittustrate the basic 
insights gained through this reformutation by considering a series of high-resolution, direct numericai 
simutations of ftows with wave breaking and upstream btocking. 

2. The vorticity-vector potentia! framework: basic formu!ation and scate anaiysis 

tn the vorticity-vector potentiat framework, the ftow is comptetety determined by the prognostic 
equations for vorticity ( = and buoyancy f), combined with a diagnostic kinematic retation 
giving the vetocity fieid u = (M,u,tf) in terms of (. For simpticity we restrict attention to the case 
of nonrotating incompressible Boussinesq ftow with uniform basic-state vetocity un — (c7,0,0) past an 
obstacte of shape /?,(.? . i/). (These restrictions are easiiy retaxed, however). The equations for ̂  and ( 
can then be written 

— + (u - V) ( = (( - V) u - k x V?; + V x R. and 

^ + (uV)5 + N'̂ - = Q. 
where A" is the basic-state buoyancy frequency, R represents the effects of viscosity (motecutar or 
otherwise), and Q is the diabatic heating. The necessary retation between u and ( can be obtained by 
first writing the deviation vetocity fietd u' = u - Un in terms of a vector potentiat i/? = (F.G, 77) [i.e., 
u' = V x i/?] and then deriving a relationship between i/? and ( (e.g., Batchetor, 1967, chap. 2). This 
tatter retation is not unique due to the arbitrary choice of a gauge fietd for i/?; however, the simptest 
option is to speeify the gauge fietd such that V -1/? = 0, in which case the kinematic inversion takes 
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the form 

V^F^-cJ. V^C=-//. V^R--(. (1) 

Note that whüe the three equations in (1) are compieteiy independent, the components F, C, and 7/ 
are in genera! stiü coupled due to the boundary conditions that need to be applied aiong the curved 
iower boundary. 

Next we consider the limiting form of the kinematic inversion for u in the hydrostatic nonrotating 
iimit. The appropriate scaies for this probiem are 

,/ = „-[/ = f?y M'. t- = f f j f., = eo'fv /; = /io A. (.r. ̂/) = T (.r. y) and c - JF c. (2) 

where /?n is the maximum height and TL the characteristic iength scaie of the terrain, 6 = Al?n/?7 is 
the nondimensional obstacie height, o* = cY/Â F is the vertical aspect ratio of the flow, and where hats 
denote nondimensional variabies. The hydrostatic iimit is obtained by taking the Ieading order terms 
in aii expressions as r) 0. For exampie, using (2) to scaie the three components of the vorticity 
vector ( shows that for hydrostatic flow: a) the horizontal components of the vorticity are completely 
determined by the vertical shear of the horizontal winds; and b) the verticat vorticity is an order of 
magnitude smaiier than the horizontal vorticity. 

The appropriate scates for F, C, and # as suggested by the inversion retations (1) are given by 
fj2 - (72 . (/2 . 

F = 6 — F . G = f — ( ? . and 7/ = eo*—7/ N N AT 
in which case the deviation velocity components take the form 

From (3) we find the interesting resutt that in the hydrostatic timit the verticat potential 77 associated 
with ( vanishes from the expressions for the velocity. Simüarty, it can be shown that the boundary 
conditions on F, (7, and 77 decoupte in this timit so that the three components of ̂  are determined 
independentty by the respective components of (. Combining these two resutts shows that /or /rt/dro-
(7rosfaizc 7?07?rô 77!(7 /mu' r/;e re/oczY?/ zs co7??p/e%e/7/ (7e?:er77!27te(/ Me /?.orxzo7?̂ a/ eo7/?,po7?en.̂  

Me voyfxĉ !/. Or ŝ â e(7 egMzva/eTẑ T/. ver%zca/ Tjor̂ zĉ z/ ( ̂ oeg zn̂ Mce 07!i/ t'e/ocẑ T/ 7̂  
/?7/r7ro&̂ â zc 7̂ 077rô aiz77(y /zmzY. 

The arguments given above suggest that white vertical vorticity may serve as a usefui diagnostic 
indicator of ftow reversat and wake formation, a dynamicat understanding of the proeess from first prin
ciples must instead focus on the generation of horizontat vorticity. Simitar considerations are expected 
to apply to the PV generated in the wake as weü, since downstream of the obstacte the PV is typicaiiy 
associated primariiy with the verticat component of the vorticity (i.e., PV ̂  ( ( A ^ + c%/<9c)). 

3. Numericai simuiations 

The scating anatysis of the previous section shows that in the hydrostatic nonrotating timit, the 
streamwise component of the vetocity ;/ is comptetety determined by the cross-stream component of 
vorticity 77. This resutt suggests that we shoutd be abte to gain some basic insights into the mecha
nisms of wake formation and ftow reversat through consideration of the simpter two-dimensionat (2D) 
probtem. Here we consider numericat simutations of viscous 2D Boussinesq ftow with Reynolds number 
Re = <$2(rjl,/t/) — iQQ [//_,/;/ = 10000]. Free-stip and thermal insulation conditions are apptied 
along the stoping lower boundary. The grid Separation is made smaü enough so that the turbutent mo
tions associated with wave breaking and front formation in these simutations appear to be wetl-resotved, 
thus avoiding the usuat added comptications associated with the use of subgrid-scaie turbutence param
eterizations. Att figures show Reynotds-averaged fields with an averaging intervai of f/F/F — 0.5; this 
interva) was found to be tong enough to average out most of the rapid ftuetuations associated with the 
smatl-scate turbulent motions. 
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(a) u, constant N case (c) u, two-tayer N case 
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0.5 

(b) ri and b+bg, constant N case (d) n, and b+bg, two-tayer N case 
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1 
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Figure 1: Numericai simuiations of 2D free-slip flow with Re = (^(fJL/M) = iOO [or & ^ 10000] at 
time L'T/L — 9.0. All paneis show Reynolds-averaged fields with averaging interval = 0.5. Panels 
(a) and (b) show results for uniform N and U. while (c) and (d) show results for a two-layer stability proiiie 
with increased stability on the bottom. (a) and (c) Stremnwise component of Ihr wind u/ff ' [ci. 0.25: 
iight shading indicates acceieration, darker shading is deceleration, and darkest shading indicates reversed 
How]. (b) and (d) Vorticity n/cN [ci. 1.0: lighter two shades are positive, darker two shades are negative] 
and potential temperature (6 + &o)/Â (7 [ci. 1.5 for (b) and 3.0 for (d)]. 

Figure 1 shows the streamwise vetocity the cross-stream vorticity and the potentiat temperature 
h + 6o at time (7r/L = 0 foüowing impuisive acceieration of the fiow at f = 0. Figures la and lb show 
resutts for uniform basic-state stabiüty Â  and wind speed c* with f = 2.0. At this vatue of €, the ftow 
features vigorous wave breaking aioft but onty weak btocking of the ftow upstream. As shown in Fig. la, 
a wake of extensive reversed ftow deveiops in the weü-mixed region produced by the breaking of the 
mountain wave above the lee stope (cf. Fig. lb). As time progesses, both this weü-mixed region and 
the associated wake of reversed flow extend steadity downstream. The vorticity pattern associated with 
this wake structure is shown in greyscate in Fig. lb. Betow the mixed region the isentropes descend 
rapidty above the tee stope Ieading to a strongly positive ./-gradient of buoyancy and an associated layer 
of strongty negative vorticity. Above the mixed tayer the opposite occurs and a iayer of positive // is 
produced. This juxtaposition of two tayers of opposite horizontat vorticity impties deceleration of the 
intervening ftow. which is of course consistent with the wake of reversed ftow seen in Fig. la. The basic 
structure of the wake from a vorticity-vector potentiat (or vorticity-streamfunetion in 2D) perspective 
is then as shown schematically in Fig. 2a. 

The strongiy negative vorticity anomaty produced betow the mixed region in Fig. lb suggests that 
wave breaking should in general be associated with strongly acceierated flow at the surface (cf. Fig. la). 
However, both observations and reai-worid simutations of orographie wakes show that the ftow near the 
surface is often the most strongty deeeierated or reversed flow occurring in the wake. Figs. lc and 
ld suggest that the formation of such surface wakes is Ükety associated with btocking of the tow-tevet 
ftow upstream of the obstacte rather than with the breaking of gravity waves above the tee stope. The 
simutations shown in Figs. lc and ld feature a basic State identicai to that considered in Figs. la and 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2: Schema!it sttucture of (a) a wake aioft associated with wave breaking and (b) a surface wake 
associated with upstream biocking. Piain soiid iines indicate potentia! temperature surfaces whüe arrows 
arc meant to suggest streamünes. Pius and minus signs indicate the sense of tiie horizontai vorticity 
produced by the gradients in buoyancy. 

lb except that the buoyancy frequency .V has been increased by a factor of four throughout a iayer of 
depth ().b/;(). This increase in static stabiiity prevents most ofthe fiow in this iayer from traversing the 
obstacie crest, thus ieading to substantiai biocking ofthe iow-ievei fiow upstream. A significant result 
of this biocking is the formation of a temperature gradient aiong the lee slope, as warm air from aioft 
descends to repiace the colder air btocked upstream. This temperature gradient quickty cottapses into a 
front (Fig. ld) and the ftow behind the front rapidly deceterates to form an extensive wake of reversed 
ftow at the surface (Fig. lc). The vorticity pattern associated with this wake is shown in greyscate in 
Fig. ld. The strongly negative buoyancy gradient across the front teads to the generation of significant 
positive vorticity in the high-stabitity tayer behind the front, and this tayer of positive vorticity near the 
surface then impties deceteration ofthe surface ftow betow. (Recati that the no-normat-ftow boundary 
condition effectivety impties the presence of an image vorticity anomaty of opposite sign betow the 
surface.) The structure of this surface wake from a vorticity-vector potentiat perspective is then as 
shown schematicatty in Fig. 2b. 
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Performance of a Semi-!mp!icit, Semi-Lagrangian Dynamicai Core for High Resoiution NWP over Compiex Terrain 
Bonaventura L, D. Cesari 

Max Pianck tnstitute for Meteoroiogy, Hamburg 
ARPA - Servizio Meteoroiogico Emiiia Romagna, Botogna 

A semi-impticit, semi-iagrangian 3D numericai modet for the discretization of the futiy compressibie, 
nonhydrostatic Euier equations has been deveioped atong the tines of [Bonaventura, 2000]. The 
divergence Operator is discretized by a finite voiume approach using height as the verticai coordinate, 
without any terrain foüowing normaiization. Rotationai effects and improved treatment of various 
nontinear terms have atso been inciuded. Furthermore, resutts on an improved treatment of the 
boundary condition for semi-iagrangian advection wüt be shown, which aüows to account for the 
mountain siopes in an accurate way. A fuü ränge of resuits on adiabatic numericat tests wiü be 
shown, demonstrating the aceuracy of the resutting method. Furthermore, the paraüei efficiency of the 
modei wii) be compared to that of nonhydrostatic modets based on different discretization 
approaches. 
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Rethinking the Levei-Fiow Paradigm for Strong Gap Winds 
Durran D., S. Gabersek 

University of Washington and University of Ljubtjana 

it has often be suggested that the dynamics of fiow through marine straits and gaps is governed by a 
rough baiance between the aiong-gap pressure gradient, the atong-gap acceieration, and surface 
friction. The vaiidity of this gap-f)ow paradigm is expiored from severai view points, ati of which 
suggest that verticai motions piay a fundamentat and non-negiigibte rote in strong wind events, even 
for ftow through ievei gaps. The basic constraints on inviscid gap ftows are derived from a pureiy 
theoreticai viewpoint using Bernouiii's equation. Resutts from numericai simutations confirm the 
Bernoutii funetion arguments and atso atiow paraiiei conciusions to be obtained from anaiyses of the 
mass and momentum budgets for controi voiumes tocated aiong the gap. The numericai simutations 
atso aitow a quantitative assessment of the roie of surface friction. Finatty, the basic theoreticai and 
numericat resutts are shown to be consistent with severat observationai studies. 
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MAP iOP 10 South Foehn Event in the Wipp Vaiiey: Verification 
of High-Resoiution Numericai Simuiations with Observations 
Aiexander Gohm*, Günther Zängi**, Georg J. Mayr* 

* Department of Meteoroiogy and Geophysics, University of innsbruck, Austria 
** Meteoroiogicai institute, University of Munich, Germany 

1. introduction 

A case study of a south foehn windstorm observed across the Brenner Pass and aiong the Wipp Vaiiey 
(Austria/itaiy) is presented based on a detaiied comparison and verification of high-resoiution numericai 
simutations with observations. The event of 24 through 25 October 1999 was part of the MAP intensive 
Observing Period (iOP) 10. The simuiations were performed with the Penn State/NGAR mesoscaie 
modet MM5 using 6 nested domains with a horizontat mesh size as iow as 267 m in the innermost do
main centered at the pass. The observations were coüected with NOAA/ETL's ground-based scanning 
Doppter tidar TEAC02, the SABL aerosoi backscatter iidar on the NCAR Eiectra aircraft, a Doppier 
sodar, severat weather stations, and two radiosounding Systems. The present work is part of a study 
by Gohm (2003) and by Gohm et ai. (2003). This event was aiso subject to a combined observationai 
and modeting study by Zängi et ai. (2003). 

2. Overview of the event 

2.1. Genera! structure 

The iOP 10 foehn event is counted among the strongest windstorm cases of the 70-day MAP Speciai 
Observing Period (SOP) in faii 1999. The Doppier iidar in the Wipp Vaüey haifway between Brenner 
and innsbruck observed wind veiocities exceeding 30 m s*'. This case is ctassified as deep foehn with 
southeriy cross-barrier winds extending substantiaüy above the main Aipine crest. it was preceded by 
a very short-iived shattow foehn phase in the earty morning of 24 October. The case is termed as 
"Dimmerföhn" due to the pronounced cioud cover and its associated drizzie to the tee of the Brenner 
Pass. The maximum observed pressure difference between the northern and southern Atpine foreiands 
was 12 hPa which corresponds to a meso-a scate pressure gradient of 4 Pa km"*. The meso-d scate 
gradient in the vicinity ofthe pass was approximateiy four times iarger. 

2.2. Simutated f!ow fie!d 

Figure la shows a setected part of the MM5 modet domain 5 with a horizontai grid spacing of 0.8 
km. The region covers the Brenner Pass target area with the south-north aiigned Wipp Vaüey and the 
west-east aiigned inn Vaüey. Two modet simutations were conducted to quantify effects of a 6-hour 
difference in the initiatization time. They were initiaiized at 18 UTG 23 October 1999 ( "18 UTC run") 
and 00 UTC 24 October 1999 ("00 UTC run "). We wiü mainiy show resuits from the 00 UTC run and 
wiü focus on the period 09-18 UTC 24 October 1999. Figures lb-c depict the surface structure of the 
fuüy deveioped foehn event at 15 UTC 24 October as predicted by the 00 UTC run. Data were taken 
from the iowermost hatfsigma-tevet (14 m AGL). Superposed on the modet fietds are observations from 
seiected MAP weather stations. The southerty ftow acceierates from Brenner (BRE) to innsbruck (tBK) 
and becomes strongest near the exit of the Wipp Vaüey on the eastern vaüey siopes (--20 m s"*). As 
this jet hits the mountain ränge north of innsbruck (Nordkette), it spiits up into a westerty and an 
easterty current. Strongest winds are predicted to the iee ofthe Patscherkofet mountain (southeast of 
innsbruck). The surface air in the Wipp Vaüey is nearty adiabatic. tt is potentiaüy warmer than the air 
south of Brenner (up to 4 K), but potentiaüy cooier than the air in the Stubai Vaüey (up to 3 K) and 
at innsbruck (-̂ 1 K). The fiow acceieration and the warming of the air north of the pass are retated 
to descending isentropes and turbutent verticat mixing of stabty stratified air. Gravity-wave dynamics 
piays an important roie in describing this features. 
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(a) 

Figure 1: Terrain map of the Brenner Pass target area (a): seiected region of MM5 model domain 5; a rectangle 
indicates domain 6; fiüed circles show the lidar and sodar sites as weit as weather stations at Brenner (BRE), Satteiberg 
(SAB). Eiiboegen (ELB), and innsbruck ()BK). MM5 surface fields of the 00 UTC run at 15 UTC 24 October 1999: 
horizontai winds in m s"' (b) and potentiai temperature in K (c); haif barb. fuü barb. and triangie denote 2.5. 5. 25 
ms"'; boxed numbers represent observed wind speeds and potentiai temperatures Eievation contours are gray shaded 
starting at 600 m with 200-m increments in (a) and starting at 1200 m with 600-m increments in (b) and (c). 

3. Mode! compared against observations 

3.1. Surface data 

Figure 2 shows a comparison of observations from setected weather stations (see Fig. la for their 
tocations) with modet data ofthe 00 UTC and 18 UTC run. Both simutations capture the acceteration 
ofthe surface ftow atong the Wipp Vattey between Brenner (BRE) and Etiboegen (ELB), strong winds 
at the mountain Station Sattetberg (SAB. 2107 m MSL) near the pass. and weaker winds at innsbruck 
(iBK). it shouid be noted that the fine mesh of domain 6 (0.267 km) is necessary to get the right winds 
on individuai mountain peaks such as SAB. They are 50 % weaker in domain 5 (0.8 km). Differences 
in wind speed between modei and observations at iBK might be attributed to the high spatiai wind 
variabitity at this iocation which is near the spiitting point of the foehn current. Nevertheiess, the onset 
of foehn at iBK is weii represented in both simuiations and marked by a rapid warming at 11 UTC 24 
October. At the Wipp Vaiiey fioor downstream of the pass both simutations are generatty too cotd by 
about 2 K (see Figs. 2g and lc). Sodar measurements near the pass (not shown) indicate that the 
modei overestimates the mass ftux through the iower Brenner gap (the narrowest and deepest part of 
the incision) by 50 %. This resutts from an overestimation of the wind strength by 15 % and of the 
cross-sectionai area of the iower gap by 30 % due to the smoothed orography in the modei. Conse-
quentiy. the amount of descent of the foehn ftow passing the upper gap is underestimated (see next 
section). Further. the modet might underestimate the amount of turbutent verticat mixing of stabiy 
stratified air in the narrow vaiiey as its boundary tayer parameterization scheme was devetoped for ftat 
terrain. Aii these effects contribute to a negative bias of potentiat temperatures atong the Wipp Vattey. 

3.2. Backscatter intensities 

in Fig. 3 the aiong-vaiiey structure of observed backscatter intensities form the SABL tidar is com
pared with simuiated fietds of potentiat temperature and horizontat wind speed. The orientation of 
the transect is shown in Fig. la (P1P2). The strongest fiow descent occurs near the middte of the 
Wipp Vaiiey and is indieated by descending isentropes and decreasing top heights ofthe aerosot mixed 
tayer (AML), in the southern part of the transect the AML top eoincides with the top of a stratiform 
cioud cover near 3.5 km MSL. in the northern part ciouds dissoive due to the strong fiow descent. A 
steepiy ampiified gravity wave above the inn Vaitey is the reason for a jump ofthe AML height back to 
3̂.5 km MSL and thus for the formation of ciouds. The quatitative agreement between the simutated 
and modeied fiow structure is remarkabiy good. A cioser inspection reveats that the observed AML 
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Figure 2: Comparison of observations from MAP weather stations (sotid line) with MM5 grid point data of the 00 UTC 
run (dashed tine) and 18 UTC run (dotted line) for the period 09-18 UTC 24 October 1999. Displayed are wind speed 
(top row) and potentia! temperature (bottom row). Mode! data were taken from domain 6 for BRE and SAB and from 
domain 5 for ELB and tBK. 

and ctoud top heights do not exactty foiiow the simuiated isentropes. This discrepancy might indicate 
an underestimation of the ftow descent by the modei as mentioned eariier. However, one has to be 
cautious since the interpretation of AML top heights as materiai streamünes can be ambiguous. 

3.3. Doppier iidar winds 

We wiü now compare observations taken with the ground-based Doppier iidar with radiai wind veioci
ties derived from simuiated wind fieids as weii as with predicted potentiai temperatures. The verticai 
cross-section in Fig. 4 is approximateiy aiigned with the axis ofthe Wipp Vaüey (see P3P4 in Fig. la). 
Shown are piots from 09 UTC and 15 UTC 24 October. in the fuüy deveioped foehn stage near 15 
UTC, the modei quaiitativeiy reproduces a iayer of strong winds which descends near the iidar site and 
forms a pronounced near-surface jet (>25 m s"*) in the northern part of the vaiiey. The simuiated 
wind vectors support the idea that the iayer descent actuaiiy corresponds to downward motions. The 
importance of gravity-wave dynamics in generating the strong surface winds is apparent from Fig. 4f. 
The fuüy deveioped foehn stage is eaptured quaiitativeiy weii by the modei. The jet is siightiy too 
deep and too strong. However, a ciear discrepancy between the modeied and observed fiow structure 
is obvious in the beginning around 09 UTC. The iayer of strong winds is too shatiow and too confined 
to the ground. The source for the discrepancy in the earty stage is the difference in the tocation of a 
strongty stabie iayer ("inversion ") which marks the depth of the southeriy fiow in the upstream profüe. 
A radiosounding upstream of the pass (not shown) indicates that the stabte iayer is iocated approxi
mateiy 1 km too iow and thus the southerty fiow impinging on the Aipine barrier is too shaiiow. The 
reason for this errornous modet profite upstream ofthe pass is not yet fuüy understood. it might be 
reiated to the rather coarse initiai and boundary conditions provided by ECMWF anaiyses on Standard 
pressure ieveis. They generaüy do not resoive sharp inversions and thin shear tayers in Atpine vaüeys. 
The objective comparison of simuiated and observed radiai veiocities based on root mean square error 
(RMSE) caieuiations reveai best agreement near 15 UTC (—5 m s"*). RMSE vaiues are as high as 
^8 m s"* eariier in the event. A transient error peak at 14 UTC is retated to a mismatch in the timing 
of the enhancement of the upper-ievet winds. 

4. Conciusions 

The modet successfuüy eaptured severat striking foehn features such as the timing of the foehn break-
trough in the inn Vaiiey. the magnitude ofthe wind speed at severai surface stations. regions of strong 
fiow descent. and jump-üke features retated to ampiified gravity waves. Nevertheiess. discrepancies 
between modeted and observed fietds show the importance of a proper resotution ofthe modei topog-
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Figure 3: Vertica! cross-section atong NCAR Eiectra fiight ieg P1P2 (cf. Fig. la) at 15 UTC 24 October 1999: SABL 
backscatter intensity (retative backscatter) at 532 nm (a). fvltv15 00 UTC run (b) with potentiai temperature as contour 
iines (1 K increment) and horizontal wind speed as shaded contours (for vetocities exceeding 15. 20. and 25 m s"'). 
Crosses in (a) and (b) mark the AML top height derived from observed backscatter intensities. The white iine in (a) 
represents either topography or the height of the cioud tops Ciouds are iabeied with "CL". 

(c 

(d (H) 

Figure 4: Verticai cross-section aiong the Wipp Vaiiey as indieated by the transect P3P4 in Fig. la. The Doppier lidar 
site is tocated at .r — 20 km. Orography is dispiayed as fiiied btack areas. Radiai wind veiocities observed with the Doppier 
iidar (a)-(b) and predicted by the MM5 00 UTC run (c)-(d): contour iines with 5ms"' increment; negative vaiues 
are dashed; shaded contours for veiocities above (below) 15, 20. 25 m s"' (-15, -20. -25 m s"'). Arrows in (c)-(d) 
represent winds atong the cross-section. Potentiai temperature (contour iines. 1 K increment) and horizontai wind speed 
(shaded for speeds exceeding 15. 20. 25 m s"') predicted by the MM5 00 UTC run (e)-(f). The two figure rows from 
top to bottom represent times of approximateiy 09 and 15 UTC. respectivety. Lidar data in each panel were averaged 
over several scans conducted within one hour. 

raphy to capture the mass ftux through narrow gaps. They further stress the need for improvements 
of boundary tayer parameterization schemes to inetude the effect of the surrounding topography. They 
atso indicate the importance of mesoscate data assimitation to resotve the scates of Atpine vatteys. 
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CROSS-VALLEY DYNAM!CS !N GAP FLOW 
Joseph Egger 
Meteorotogisches institut, Universität München 

1. introduction 
Vaiiey fiows may be partitioned in thermaity induced and dynamicaiiy forced ftows. The diurnat 
heating cycte provides the driving for most of the thermai vatiey winds whüe forced vaüey 
circutations are due to pressure gradients imposed by fiow patterns of targer scate than that of the 
vaüey. A strict Separation of both ftow types is not aiways possibie. Corresponding modeting efforts 
proceeded aiong two different avenues. One may choose to inetude the topography of a much 
targer domain than that of the vatiey itseif and to modet the iarge-scaie ftow expiicitiy (e.g. Coüe and 
Mass 1998). A numericat nest may be inserted to improve the numericai resoiution in the vaüey 
(Zängi. et ai. 2001). Even so it is difficuit to modet the detaüs of the fiow in the vaiiey. it is an 
aitemative to modei oniy the fiow in the vattey and to impose the iarge-scate Situation via the 
boundary conditions or by prescribing the targe-scate pressure fietd. The piöneering work of 
Arakawa (1969) atong these iines is based on the steady State shattow water equations averaged 
over the width of the vaitey. The inftow conditions need to be speeified. Arakawa (1969) 
demonstrated that this probiem is quite simitar to that of one-dimensionai shattow water ftow over a 
ridge considered by Long (1954). Ftow speeds are targest (smatiest) at the point of maximum 
contraction if the ftow is suberitieat (supercriticai) in the vattey where the criticat threshoid is given by 
the condition F̂  = û /gh = 1 (F Froude number; Standard notation). A switch from suberitieat to 
supercriticai fiow occurs if F = 1 at this point. Hydrautic jumps are found in such situations (e.g. 
Baines 1995). A rieh variety of fiow structures has been found by Armi and Wiüiams (1993) in 
iaboratory experiments on stratified fiow through a contraction. 
The main thrust of most of this work was on expioring the ftow aiong a vaiiey white tittie work has 
been devoted to expiore the ftow structure across the vaüey. Quite recentiy, Durran et ai. (2003) 
reported on observations of strong fiow variabiiity across a vaüey. Here it is intended to consider 
this aspect of vaiiey winds on the basis of a simpte two-dimensionai shattow water modei. Such 
modeis have been used in oceanography (see Baines 1995) and for ftow atong steep coast tines 
(Winant et ai. 1988) but appear not to have been appiied to vaitey ftows. As a matter of fact this 
approach can be seen as a straightforward extension of the work of Arakawa (1969) to two 
dimensions. The main goai is to find the typicai ftow structures and to compare those to the one-
dimensionai soiution as presented by Arakawa (1969). To that end the tinear theory of such fiows 
wiü be presented and a nontinear modet wiü be used. 

2. Linear Theory 
Let us consider a mean ftow Uo of depth Ho ftowing aiong a vattey of mean width 2W. The tine y = 0 
is the axis of the vaüey and the width of the vaiiey is perturbed by corrugations such that b = 2W -
2b'. in what foüows we consider oniy Symmetrie perturbations so that the southern (northern) waii is 
tocated at -W + b' (W - b'). The equations to be sotved are the tinear steady State shattow water 
equations 

(2.1) 

-3h' (2.2) 
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f 8u' 3v' 1 — + — 3x 3y = 0 (2.3) 

(perturbations primed; u aiong vaiiey fiow; v crossvaiiey fiow; h depth of fiuid). The iaterai boundary 
conditions are 

v'=±U, 3x 
at y = ± (-W + b'). A Fourier transform in x-direction and an eiimination of variabies gives 

i5 + F^ -1 k"h = 0 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where h is the transform of h', Fo is the Froude number of the mean fiow and k the aiong-vaiiey 
wave number. Obviousiy the structure of the cross-vaiiey ftow is -exp (±ny) for Fo < 1 and -exp 
(±iny) for supercriticai fiow where 

1/2 

The soiution is 

u = U.k 1-F 
-1/2 

bcosh ny /sinh(nW) 

for suberitieat fiow and 
1/2. 

u = -k^Fg-lj bcosny/sin(nW) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

for supercriticai ftow. This must be compared to the corresponding tinear soiution 

u = -Uobjw^F^-lj) (2.9) 

of the one-dimensionat probtem. Averaging of (2.7) over the width of the channet gives for Fo < 1 
1 

u = -Uob (2.10) 

so that the one-dimensionai theory captures the mean exactiy but faiis, of course, to predict the 
extrema of the fiow vetocity at the watts in (2.7). integration of (2.8) over the width gives (2.10) as 
wett except for the cases of resonance nW = n etc. where (2.8) is not meaningfui. 

3. Numerica! results 
The modei assumes a vaitey of variabie width with verticai side waiis. The vatiey bottom is tevet. A 
terrain-fottowing coordinate system is used where 

y = (y-W + b)/2(W - b) 
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is the new coordinate across the vaiiey. This type of coordinates has been frequentiy used in 
oceanography (Vreugdenhii 1994) but appears not to have been chosen for vaiiey fiows. The modet 
integrates the shaitow water equations with prescribed uniform infiow conditions and a no-gradient 
outftow condition. Of course, v = 0 at the watts. 
As an exampte we show in Fig. 1 the atmost steady ftow through a gap for a Situation with 
suberitieat infiow and a switch to supercriticai fiow aiong the areshaped curve F = 1 (dashed). 
Supercriticatity prevaiis downstream with maximum Froude number near the waits in the 'tee' and 
further downstream at the axis of the channei. There is no hydrautic jump in this case. The one-
dimensionai soiution predicts suberitieat fiow throughout the vaiiey in this case. 

y [km] 

'.2 - L 

- ^ \ 

F = 1 
7 * 

-i2 

x[km] —> 
Fig. 1. Steady fiow in a vaitey section of 4 km iength and 2.1 km width with a gap where the 
minimum width is 1.6 km. Maximum ftow speed is 15 ms \Aiso given are isoünes of the Froude 
number where F < 1 at the inftow. 

4. Conctusion 
it has been demonstrated that both the iinear theory and numericat modeting enhance our 
understanding of the ftow structure in vaüeys. A more detaiied anaiysis wiü be presented in a 
fortheoming paper. 
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Objective High Resoiution Cross Section Anaiysis during FORM 
Tschannett S., R. Steinacker, B. Chimani, ivl. Dorninger, W. Gepp, C. Häberii, W. Pöttschacher, ivl. 
Ratheiser 

Department of Meteoroiogy and Geophysics, University of Vienna, Austria 

The quaüty controited MAP - FORM (Mesoscaie Atpine Programme - Foehn in the Rhine vatiey 
during MAP) radiosonde dataset offers an outstanding opportunity for the appiication of a recentty 
deveioped objective cross section anatysis aigorithm (http://www.map.ethz.ch/titte.htmt). The method, 
a foüow up project of VERA (Vienna Enhanced Resotution Anatysis), can be described as a 
piecewise functionat fitting approach, which is based on a variationat aigorithm. As for thin ptate 
sptines, an integrat of Squares of second spatiai derivatives is minimized. The second derivatives are 
obtained from overtapping finite eiements using a poiynomiat approach (Steinacker et ai. 2000, MWR, 
128, 2303-2316). The speciat probtem of verticat cross sections is the anisotropic distribution of the 
data points, which is inherent in the data sampüng. The radiosonde takes measurements very 
densety aiong its ascent path (50m verticai data distance), whereas the horizontat distribution of 
radiosonde stations is very sparse (usuaüy approx. 200km, ortenths of km during MAP-SOP in the 
Rhine Vaüey). This fact has to be taken into account when interpotating such data. The new aigorithm 
is abte to handie this circumstance and shows promising resuits. They may have a high impact on 
future considerations in connection with radiosondes and anaiysing toots or modet verification. The 
cross sections show e.g. behaviour of coid air poots, foehn air touching the ground or aiso wave iike 
characteristics in the upper troposphere. However, the most striking resuits concern the wind shift of 
radiosonde measurements. The first anaiyses on two dimensions have shown the importance of the 
position shift of radiosonde data points, especiaüy if stabiüty is concerned. This new resuits point out 
that the position shift can not be negiected on such a smati scaie investigated during FORM, in 
addition, these resuits suggest that radiosonde data shoutd generaüy not be interpreted as a strictiy 
verticai profüe. 
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SPATIAL EVOLUTION OF FOEHN FLOWS IN THE 
RHINE VALLEY AREA: QUANTIFICATION USING 
HIGH RESOLUTION SIMULATIONS 
Guiüaumc BEFFREY, Gencvicvc JAUBERT, A!ain DABAS 
Meteo-France. Centre Nationa! de Recherches Meteoroiogiques, Touiouse, France 

1. introduction 
High resoiution simuiations of three MAP Foehn cases in the Rhine vaüey have been performed with the non
hydrostatic mode! Mcso-NH (Lafore et a). 1998). The same configuration was used each time: three nested 
domains (10, 2.5 and 0.625km mesh), two-way interaction between grids and coid microphysics. The 
vaiidations of mode! runs was rcaiizcd by comparing Outputs to aü the observations coüected in the Rhine 
vaüey with a specia! emphasis on data from research aircraft Mcrün iV for !OP2 (Jaubert et a! 20002), the 
radiai veiocities of the Transportabie Wind Lidar for !OP8 (Beffrcy et a! 2002) and a wind profiier with 
RASS and the LEANDRE üdar for the !OPl 5 (Jaubert et ai 2003). 
The flow in the Rhine vaüey has been studied for the onset phase of Foehn of !OP8 (20 October 1999). The 
three dimcntionai structure depicted by the simuiations (Bcffrey et a! 2002) shows that the air iocated in the 
iower Rhine vaüey is not fed entireiy by the incoming Foehn jet channcüed by the upper Rhine vaüey. but an 
air mass faüing from aioft in a mountain iike structure brings a significant contribution. Because of this air 
mass is coming from higher aititudes, it is warmer than the flow channcüed by the vaüey. The jet in the iower 
Rhine vaüey is rejected at higher !evc!s (about 1500m ASL) in an hydrauüc jump behavior. above a stabie 
and eoider air-mass. At first, this coid air-mass initiaüy present in the vaüey opposes the Foehn jet preventing 
the warm and turbuient air to reach the ground. !t disappears after some time. üving the piace for the Foehn 
which then extends over the who!c vaüey. A significant part of the incoming Foehn jet is aiso channcüed in 
the Seez vaüey, west of the !owcr Rhine vaüey. 
As shown by the simuiations, this 3D picture derived from !OP8 appiies to the other Foehn cases with 
however a more or !css deveiopped coid air-mass. The coid "pooi" depends of what phase ofthe Foehn hfc 
cycic is simuiated and aiso on the mesoscaie and synoptic scaie features of the flow. The eomptex 
contribution of the Foehn air at the intcrscction between the two vaüeys sccms to be representative of what 
has been observed for each of the three simuiated cases. The importance of the feeding by the top is however 
highiy dependant on the strengh of the mountain wave. The beginning of the IOP08 Foehn event is first 
presented in terms of mass fiuxes. over the Rhine vaüey area. in order to quantify the three dimensiona! flow 
described and simuiated. The same study has been rcaüzed for the two other cases and a comparison is 
presented. The physicai processes driving the baiance between the Foehn air and the stabie air-mass and 
cventuaüy ieading to the removai of the coid pooi arc studied for the !OP08 by the computation of potentia! 
temperature budget in the Rhine vaüey area. 

2. Quantification ofthe first step ofthe IOP08 

The target area is divided into boxes (20x25km) of different heights. Mass fluxes arc evaiuated across their 
faecs by integrating the product of the reference density by wind normai to the surface. At first, the boxes 
height is at 2000m ASL, which is the aititude of the maximum feeding by the top. The fluxes arc represented 
on Figure 1 (ieft), with a unit of lÔ kg.s ' and an aceuracy of lx!(f kg.s ' for each face. The evaiuation is 
reaüzcd at 0940UTC on 20 October !999. The synoptic flow above the region is from south-west. and the 
high reaching Foehn begins oniy few hours !atcr whüe the incoming south wind and the pressure difference 
across the A!ps increase. At 0940UTC, the co!d and stabie air-mass is weü deveioped and correctiy simuiated. 
The box iocated on the upper Rhine vaüey is mostiy fed by the west and the top and the channeüing is then 
significant to the north with a maximum mass flux in the upper Rhine vaüey (87x!0̂ kg.s*'). The box at the 
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intersection between the Rhine and Seez vaüeys is feeded by the South (Foehn flow) and also by a downward 
mass flux. The flow splits between the two vaüeys downstream and is strengthened far to the north thanks to a 
feeding by the top. This aüows the mass fluxes in the tower Rhine vaüey to become of the same order than in 
the upper Rhine vattey. 

15 7 Lowt'r iC2 -=6 Rhtrt 
vaüe 

16 8 5 087' 0?s 
7 

See: C^ vatl [04 

2km 48 
Uppt Rhtns 
vai! 

Upper Rhine 
vaüey Seez 

va!tey vatiey 7 0km 60km 

F/ĝ /T / L̂ //. A/r/̂ ' //faay /iphre-̂ H r/7(?g/YN̂ 7̂  ̂77̂ /20̂ 0/77̂ ^ f//̂ Ag..y ̂. r/?̂/o/70g/Y//?/7; /̂ /̂ / ̂ ^7^/^' 
r/?^g/*^'.yc^/^. /?/g/?f. Ao77g/77/J/77^/ M'/w/ 077 ̂/ /77(?/*/J/(777 C7*0^ 5^67/077 ̂ /?77^/?e'rn ̂ 77 fA^ fH'O C/WĴ .S 077 //7C 
/̂ /?/ M;.sj /7M.Yay ̂c/*o.y.s' /Â  /?o.vas- co/7C€?/*77̂  /?y rAe c/*o.̂  ̂ ĉ7/o7? ̂/ÔAg.̂' ̂  

Vertica! mass exhanges can bc analysed with the hetp of Figure 1 (right). !t represents horizonta! and vertica! 
mass fluxes between the different boxes crossed by a vertica! cross section aiong the axis of the !owcr Rhine 
vaüey (represented by the two crosses on Figure ! left). The boxes arc i km high and the zona! mass fluxes arc 
those evaiuated across the faecs iocated west of the Rhine vaüey. The channeüing a!ong the upper Rhine 
vaüey is stiü c!car at the diftcrent !eve!s, and low !cve! mcridian fluxes at the junction are significant. This 
confirms the spütting of the iow !cvci Foehn jet coming from the upper Rhine vaüey. The box ciose to the 
ground, corresponding with the hydrauüc jump iocation. is concerned by a mass convergence from the south 
(the Foehn air) and from the north (in the coid air-mass). This !cads to an upward mass flux and to a 
convergence in the box iocated between 1000 and 2000m ASL. The mass convergence from the bottom 
(hydrauüc jump). from the top (wave motion) and from the south (foehn jet) speeds up the foehn jet; the 
mcridian mass fiux in the vaüey increases from 65xl0̂ 'kg.s*' to 89x!0̂ kg.s"' on 20km. At higher ieveis 
(above 3000m ASL). the fluxes are consistent with the south-west synoptic flow observed during the first step 
of the Foehn event above the alpine region. 
3. Comparison between !OPs 

The study of 10P2 (Jaubert and Stein 2002) has shown that the deep Foehn phase was characterized by a 
prominent mcridian mass flux which increases in the Rhine vaüey due to the subsidence downwind ofthe !ast 
massif. The strongiy dcvcloppcd mountain wave can expiain the major part plaid by vertical fluxes. !n the 
foüowing, wc fbeuss on the box at the junction between the upper Rhine vaüey and the two downstream 
vaüeys. Four cases are compared: 

The starting phase of !OP8 at 0940 UTC on 20 October 1999 (before the deep Foehn phase starting). 
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!0P2 on 19 September 1999, 0700UTC, before the deep Foehn phase. with the presence of a very thin 
cotd pooi in the iower Rhine vaiiey. South ofthe Aips. the incoming fiow is more intense than in !OP8. 
!OP2 on 19 September 1999. 1400 UTC. The Foehn flow is deep. weü devclopped and present all aiong 
the vaiiey. 
!OP i 5 on 05 November 1999, 1500 UTC. Locaiiy. the salicnt features ofthe flow arc similar than 1OP0K 
with a significant cold pooi. However. the synoptic flow over the region is stronger and a direction more 
to the east than in 1OP08. 

Table ! details the reiative mass fiuxes in the incoming and outgoing tlows for 1OP08 (0940 UTC). 1OP02 
(0700 and 1400 UTC) and 10P15 (1500 UTC). The box height is 1500m ASL for !OP15 white it is 2000m 
ASL in the other cases, as the east to west Foehn flow in the Seez vaiiey is more confined in that case, and 
superimposed by the west to east channcüed flow at the top ofthe vaüey. Values of the drag and the non-
dimcntional height NH U (inverse of the Froude number) are given. to charactcrizc each case. Note however 
the distinetive feature of tOPOH which appears as a moderatc event at that time despite the favorable 
parameters (significant drag, quite smaü non-dimentiona! height). 

!OP08 0940 UTC 
Ground (o 2000m ASL 

!OP15 1500 UTC 
Gmund (o !500m ASL 

!OP02 0700 UTC 
Ground to 2000m AS!. 

!OP02 1400 UTC 
Ground (o 2000m ASL 

Drag 8.5 hPa 6 hPa 6.5 hPa 7hPa 
NH/L (H=2.5km) 7.5 3.5 2.5 
Tot, incoming flux 103.10'kg.s 104.10'kg.s* 281.10' kg.̂  308.10"kg.s 

South ( + ) 84% (t-)70% (+)69% (+)62% 
East ( + )04% (-)4% (-)02% (-)02% 
North (-170' (-)91% (-) 85% 
West (-) 30% ) 1! (-)07% (-) 13% 
Top (+) 12% m 30% (+)3!% ( + ) 38% 

T̂ /A/f /.' D/*(7g. /7(J/7-(///77f/7f7(J/7(// A(?/gA/ (//7(/ 7/7('(//777/7g/77(7.S.y ///(.V̂.S' /b/* /A(' A(7A (7/̂ 7(77(/ /A(̂  7/7/C7*Ŝ (77077 
(//C(/ A('7M'̂ /7 //7C /?A//7f (//7(/ r(///ü*\\S' ̂ /7(/(/̂ ///7C(///'0/77 /A6*g/'07//7(//(/ 2000/77 /̂ Â ̂ /OP.̂  02 (7/7(7 0(^ t//7(/ /O 
/300/77,457, TAc/7077/Ŷ /7/(/gC o/ 7/7CO/777/7g /*+̂  O/* 07//g07/7g ̂ -J //MA(?.5 /y g/r^/7 /Ö/* f(/cA /(/CC q/̂ /Ae* Ao.V. 

A (Irst discrepancy is in the intensity of the mass flux. !t is three times stronger during !OP2 than during the 
starting phase of !OP8. The reiative contribution ofthe top infiow increases with the strength ofthe Foehn in 
relation with the development of the mountain wave. The distribution of the outgoing flux between the two 
downstream vaüeys is thus different. During tOP8. 70% of the mass flux goes to the iower Rhine vaüey and 
30% goes into the Seez vaüey. When the mountain wave is more deveioped. the Seez vaüey reeeives a 
smaüer fraction ofthe outflow. only around 10% (during !OP2 or 15). The comparison with 10P15 is more 
difficult because the orientation of the synoptic flow impedes the vertical development of the Foehn jct in the 
Seez vaüey. The jet is confined in a ̂ lOOOrn tayer culminating at 1500m ASL. A strong west to east mass 
flux is observed above 1500m ASL. However the fccding is about 70% from the upper Rhine vaüey and 30% 
from the top as for the !OP2 at 0700UTC. 
4. Potentia! temperature budget 

Gubser et ai. (2000) has evaluated heat fluxes and global warming rates in the cold pooi with data available 
from a ground Station and from the Dimona aircraft flights. With the simutations ofthe 20"' of October 1999, 
budgets of potentia! temperature are performed in the lower Rhine vaüey, and the evolution rate of ? is 
evaluated in a defined vo!ume. The bottom ofthe volume considered here is either the ground leve! surface or 
an iso-potentia! temperature surface and the top is an iso-? surface. Such a surface represents the physical 
timit between the two air masses. The north, south. east and west ümits of the volume are given by vertical 
planes when the iso-? surface does not reach the ground. Two area arc chosen: the first one including the 
hydraulic jump and the second one far to the north around the cold air mass (Figure 2). The different terms 
responsibic for the evolution of ? arc evaluated. lt turns out that the dominant mechanisms arc the advection 
by the mean wind and the vertica! turbutence. The numericai diffusion is significant in this case, of the same 
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order than turbuience. and this point weit be study in detaüs. The radiatiön effects are negligible, even in the 
stabie air-mass. The dominant terms and totai rates are given in Figure 2 for the three domains: 

The domain betow the iso-289K surface giobaüy warms. Around the hydrauüc jump, the warming 
by the verticai turbuience (mixing between the foehn air and the coid pooi) is timited by the advection of coid 
air from the north, tn the coid air mass (far from the hydrauüc jump), the air warms because ofthe verticat 
turbuience effects and ofthe mean advection. 

The Foehn air, above the iso-292K. surface. warms by the advection from the top and the south (see 
the air verticai motion on Figure 2). The retative warming by the verticai turbutence is quite smaü. 

A transitiona! domain, between the iso-289 and iso-292K surfaces is characterized by a cooting in 
the hydrauüc jump region; the intense vertica! upward wind advects the co!d air from the iow teveis, and the 
turbuience is not sufficient to baiance it. Far to the north, the domain warms by the mean vertica! advection 
and by turbuience. The ? evoiution rate due to the horizontat advection is negtigeabie compared to the one 
associated with vertica! movements. This confirms the hypotheses made by Gubser (2000). 
These budgets wiü bc complctcd by the cvaiuations of heat fiuxes across the different surfaces. 
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North foehn over the centra! Aips during !OP-15 of MAP: Airborne Lidar and in-situ data compared with a high-resoiution simuiation 
Hans Votkert (1), Christoph Kiemie (1) and Eveiyne Richard (2) 

(1) institut für Physik der Atmosphäre, DLR Oberpfaffenhofen, Wessting, Germany 
(2) Laboratoire d'Aeroiogie, CNRS and Universite Paui Sabatier, Touiouse, France 

ABSTRACT 
A totai of 32 sections of verticai veiocity sampied by three research aircraft in stacked mode 
are presented for the gravity wave mission during the north Foehn Situation of 8 November 1999 
(iOP-15). The repetitive, but aiso varying, execution of fiight iegs documents the overaü station
arity of the main wave Systems over at ieast 4 hours and their ciose iinkage to the underiying 
massifs. Ampiitudes are moderate amounting to up to 5 m/s. For the height ränge between 7.0 
and 10.7 km unique sections of remoteiy sensed water vapour structures appear to be modified 
by the strongest wave. The observationai findings are juxtaposed to a series of nested simuiations 
(down to a horizontai grid size of 0.5 km). A reüabie positioning of prominent waves not ionger 
than 15 km necessitates a grid size of iess than 1 km. For the sampied upper-tropospheric mixing 
ratio (between 50 and 600 ppmv) the average agreement with the 2 km simuiation is as good as 
10%. 

1. introduction 
Prior to the speciai oberving period (SOP) of MAP the strategy of straight, repetitive füght iegs 
across the highest ridges, and possibiy aiong the ambient wind, was shown to be best suited for 
the documentation of wave Systems excited by airfiow across a terrain as compiex as the Aips 
(Doyie et ai. 2002). On 7 November 1999 it was decided from the operationai forecasts avaiiabie 
to execute repetitive patterns across the Bernese Aips and the Monte Rosa massif (both with 
severai summits above 4000 m) with three aircraft: the Faicon (DLR) for the top ieveis, the C-130 
(UKMO) for the medium, and the Eiectra (NCAR) for the iower ones. in such a fashion it was 
intended to cover weü the height intervai from 5 to 11 km. 

6*3 

3 

50 
45.50 

Figure 1: Topography of the region of interest (stereo-
graphic projection; scaie: 1 : 5.5 Miii.; grey scaie in
tervai: 333 m; biack: 1666-2000 m; tighter betow and 
darker above; isoünes: 1000 m in biack, 3000 m in 
white). Füght tracks: BA - across Vat d'Aosta, atong 
Mattertai, across Rhonetai and Bernese Aips to Brien-
zer See; B'A - aitemative ieg for Etectra crossing Monte 
Rosa; AC - transfer to the east atong 46.75N; CD -
north-south tegs aiong 9.75E across Vatteüina vatiey. 

Figure 2: Geopotentiat and wind vec
tors at 500 hpa above Europe for 
8 November 1999, 12 UT: ARPEGE 
anaiysis interpoiated to the outer do
main of Meso-NH (Av = 32 km). Vec
tors at every fourth gridpoint (max. 30 
m/s). Rectangie above the Aips (1000 
m contour dashed) designates inner 
domain (A.\ = 2 km). 
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B' 

Figure 3: 32 tegs of verticat vetocity (w) in 3 cross-Aipine sections (cf. Fig. 1: 18 in BA, 4 in 
B'A, 10 in DC) sampied by three aircraft in two ieveis each (Faicon: 11.4 and 10.1 km; C-130: 
8.2 and 7.6 km; Etectra: 6.4 and 5.5 km) during the period 0955 to 1425 UT. Fuü horizontat 
iines designate fiight tevet and w=0; dashed tines the ±2 m/s threshotds for the uppermost tevei. 
Topographic sections are extracted from the Meso-NH 2-km orography exactiy underneath the 
reported tracks (hence the siight variations). The ftow is from the right (N). 

C 

Figure 4: Comparison between measured (fuü iines) and modeüed verticat vetocity (dashed tines) 
for each of the 13 ieveis in the three sections of Fig. 3 (in the same iayout). Modeüed vaiues are 
vatid for 1300 UT. 
Haifway through the mission, the Chief scientist of the Eiectra asked for an aitered southern way 
point B' in search for higher verticai winds directty in the tee of the Monte Rosa and tater managed 
to direct the entire fieet to a transfer section (AC) and repeated north-south tegs (CD) across the 
Monte Disgrazia massif north of the west-east oriented Vaitetiina in itaiy. The position of these 
iegs above the highty structured and steep Atpine topography is dispiayed in Fig. 1. A distinct 
cyctone centred over Bohemia directed a steady northeriy ftow towards the Atps with hardty a 
change of wind direction with height (Fig. 2). Over Switzertand winds of about 20 m/s prevaiied in 
the 500 hPa tevet. 

The focus of this presentation ties in the determination of the tocations, iengths and ampütudes 
of the north foehn generated mountain waves through the inspection of in-situ measured verticat 
vetocities. Furthermore their impact on the fine-scaie structure of the upper-tropospheric mois
ture fietd is determined by novet remote measurements of the water vapour mixing ratio by a DiAL 
taser system (Poberaj et ai. 2002). Aü the measurements are compared with episode simutations 
using the non-hydrostatic modei Meso-NH (Stein et at. 2000 and references therein). 
2. Vertica! vetocities 
The verticai veiocity sampied in 32 tegs by the three aircraft within the three sections BA, B'A 
and DC is coüected in Fig. 3 together with the topographies exactiy underneath the tracks. The 
essentiai findings are: i) most tracks are reaüy repetitve (onty stight variations of the overftown ter-
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Figure 5: Simuiated verticai veiocity in 6 km 
height for 1300 UT superimposed on modei 
orography (grey scaie interva): 1000m); iso-
iine increment: 2 m/s for uneven vaiues. Fuü 
(dashed) iines designate positive (negative) vai
ues. Fuü degree iatitudes and iongitudes are dot
ted; the fiight traverses are indieated by fuü iines 
(cf. Fig. 1). 

Figure 6: Verticai veiocity aiong tracks 
across the Vaiteiiina: constant ievei batioon 
37 at 1340 UT (ieft trace, one dot per 5 
min.), baüoon 35 at 1000 UT (middie trace), 
four Eiectra passages between 1320 and 
1400 UT (one dot per minute). Simpie 
(fiiied) fiags designate vaiues in excess of 
±1 m/s (2 m/s) with grey/biack for upward 
and dark grey/white for downward motion. 

rain), ii) the prominent waves are stationary and verticatty coherent, iii) waveiength (about 15 km) 
and wave ampütude (mostiy tess than 4 m/s peak-to-peak) are moderate, except directiy in the 
tee of the Monte Rosa massif (10 m/s peak-to-peak). 
A comparison with coüocated verticat vetocity from a tripte-nested simutation initiaiized with 

the French ARPEGE anatysis at 06 UT (inner grid with Av = 2 km) is given in Fig. 4 for 13 ieveis 
and 1300 UT. A pian view of the simutated wave pattern in a height of 6 km is given in Fig. 5 aiong 
with the modet orography and the ftight sections. Updraughts and downdrafts are coherent as 
they appear to be ctearty tinked to the topography, but atso spotty due to its irregutarities. Fig. 6 
depicts an iüustrative pian view of measured verticai vetocity exceeding ±2 m/s (by constant ievet 
baitoons in 3.5 km and the Etectra in 5.5 and 6.4 km) in the vicinity of the Vattetiina vaüey. 

The overaü structure of the most prominent waves is simuiated with amazing reatism, atthough 
the spatiat resoiution is insufficient to fuüy recover a wavetength onty eight grid meshes tong. A 
fourth nest with a 0.5 km grid yieds improved resuits (not disptayed). The wave ampütudes are 
overpredicted. Yet the aecord between simutated and measured Variation in the quite sensitive 
quantity 'verticai veiocity' is much better than for the test case documented in Doyte et at. (2002). 
3. Water vapour mixing ratio 
During MAP the newiy devetoped DtAL taser system for backscatter and water vapour retrievats 
was appüed in downward iooking mode on the Fatcon (cf. Votkert et a). 2003 for a mountain wave 
case with high ciouds). An open question was whether wave induced structures can be detected 
in the moisture fieid. During the consecutive Faicon iegs BA-AC-CD (1305 to 1334 UT) the taser 
operated without adjustment at the 'weak' FhO waveiength of 935.608 nm. The retrieved mois
ture sections down to 7 km are presented in Fig. 7 with the verticat veiocity of two C-130 iegs 
superimposed. 

The overaü findings are: i) the expected iayering of moisture from stratospheric mixing ratios of 
betow 100 ppmv above 10 km to more than 300 beiow 8 km is found, ii) consistent gradients from 
south (moister) to north (drier) and west (moister) to east (drier) were sampied in the partieuiar 
Situation, iii) especiaüy in section BA the tayering is ctearty modified in the tee of the Bernese Atps 
(around 46.4N), consistent with the in-situ probed verticai wave motions. 
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Figure 7: Three sections of iidar-sensed water vapour mixing ratio (in ppmv; grey scaie increment: 
50; jump to brighter vaiues at 350) in 'triptych-styie' from point B to D (cf. Fig. 1). Superimposed 
are in-situ verticai veiocity from the best synchronized iegs of the C-130 (cf. Fig. 3). 
B 

Figure 8: Three sections of simuiated water vapour mixing ratio (in ppmv; grey scaie increment: 
50; jump to brighter vaiues at 350) at 1300 UT in 'triptych-styie' from point B to D (cf. Fig. 1). 
Superimposed are in-situ verticai veiocity from the best synchronized iegs of the C-130 (fuü üne) 
and simuiated verticai veiocity at the same ievei (dashed; cf. Fig. 4). 

The equivatent simutation resuits are given in Fig. 8. Naturaüy the modeüed humidity fieid is 
much smoother, but in remarkabie structurai agreement. Quantitativeiy the averaged difference 
between retrieved and modeüed mixing ratio vaiues amounts to oniy 10%. Thus, the iaser spectrai 
purity of 0.75, which was assumed for the retrievai from house keeping iaser data, receives an 
independent backing through the comparison with the modei simuiation. 
4. Conciusions 
Stacked, repetitive aircraft traverses served to document the moderate, but over 4 hours station
ary wave event during the south foehn Situation of 8 November 1999. Reaiistic simuiations of such 
orographicaity disturbed three-dimensionai ftows become feasibie, tf the appropriate resottion 
is avaiiabie. Remoteiy sensed upper-tropospheric moisture fietd open up new iines of cross-
vaiidation for both retrievat techniques and simutation modets. 
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Observations of foehn interaction with Iake breeze and Valley 
wind circulaüons, Lake Tekapo, New Zeaiand. 
Hamish A. McGowan 
Schoo! of Geography, Planning and Architecture. The University of Queens!and. 
St. Lucia, Brisbane 4072, Austraiia. 

!. introduction 
Foehn winds in the eastern Southern A!ps, New Zea!and, known !oca!!y as the 'ii cy/cr. have been the focus 
of research since the ear!y 1990s. in re!ation to their ro!e in dust transport and dispersion (McGowan !997), 
interaction with !oca! thermaüy driven circu!ations (McGowan and Sturman t996) and significance in atpine 
hydro-meteorology (Sinc!air et a!. 1996; Katzfey !995a,b; Chater and Sturman 1998). The rationate for this 
research has been to answer significant knowtedge gaps in the scientific understanding of foehn conditions in 
this region and to improve foehn forecasting in tight of the rapid devetopment ofthe a!pine zone for tourism and 
associated recreationa! activities, viticutture and sitvicutture. Foehn wind events atso present a significant hazard 
to property and associated infrastructure and utitities, as wetl as to tocat aviation Operations in support of 
tourism. 

This paper presents observations of foehn interaction with thermaüy generated circutations including a !ake 
breeze cireuiation. Measurements were made during the austra! summer in February !999 as part of the Lake 
Tekapo Experiment (LTEX) (Sturman et at. 2003). 

2. Physica! Setting and !nstrumentation 
The Lake Tekapo hydro-catchment is situated approximately 180 km southwest of Christchurch in the centrat 
Southern A!ps of New Zea!and. Lake Tekapo dominates the southern portion of the catchment with a surface 
area of approximatety 87 km" and is bordered to the east and north by mountain ranges with peaks exceeding 
1800 m. The Godtey and Macaulay River vaüeys located to the north ofthe take are incised into these mountain 
ranges and airflow within these vaüeys is primarüy channeüed up (southerly wind) or down vaüey (northerly 
wind). The surrounding mountain ranges effectivety shelter the Iake basin from gradient winds allowing tight 
diurnaüy reversing thermaüy driven circutations to dominate, while foehn winds are most common in the 
headwaters of the catchment (McGowan et al. 2002). Vegetation cover consists of a mixture of exotic grasses 
and degraded tussock grasstand at tower attitudes, while at higher altitudes, tatler snow tussocks predominate 
with some scrub. Vegetation cover above the snowtine is scarce and snow, ice and rock surfaces prevail. 

Meteorological observations presented in this paper were coüected by a network of automatic weather stations, 
piiot baüoon stations and an instrumented tight aircraft (Sturman et al. 2003), white synoptic analyses were 
provided by MetService, New Zeaiand. 

3. Observations onl4 February 1999 
The mean sea tevet anatysis fbr the t4 February 1999 was 
characterised by a targe anticyclone centred to the east of New 
Zeaiand (Figure 1). This produced favourabte conditions for 
thermaüy generated wind Systems to develop, while at higher levels 
(>2500 m) a northwesterly airflow of 5 to 10 ms*' prevailed. 

Nocturna! drainage tlows were monitored in the Lake Tekapo 
catchment unti! approximately 0700 NZST, when the transition to 
the daytime Iake breeze - vaüey wind system was recorded. These 
thermaüy generated circutations were well established in the Iake 
basin by 1000 NZST, whüe the onset of foehn conditions was 
monitored in the headwaters of the Godley Vaüey by a Station 
!ocated 600 m above the vaüey fioor. 
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Figure 1. Mean sca !e\c) 
at i 200 NZST. 

anatysis !4 !-ebruary ]999 
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Over the following four hours. the foehn front advanced down valtey 
eroding the local thermaity generated ftows from above, as seen in 
Figure 2. The foehn then decoupled from the surface approximately 5 
km north of the Iake shoreline as it encountered the Iake breeze front, 
which was associated with whirlwinds and associated dust 
entrainment. The foehn then remained decoupled from the surface 
before grounding midway down the Iake between 1400 and 1500 
NZST. Coupling of the foehn to the cotd Iake surface is betieved to 
have coincided with the descending limb of the Iake breeze cireuiation 
cell which prevailed throughout the day over the northern Iake 
shoreline. The northerly foehn then decoupled from the surface again 
near the southern take shoreline as it encountered the valtey wind 
originating from southeast of Tekapo Village (Figure 3). Pitot balloon 
flights conducted adjacent to Tekapo Viltage identified this airflow to 
be approximately 900 m deep beneath the prevailing gradient westerly 
airstream. 
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Vertical mixing ratio profiles measured by an instrumented light 
aircraft between 1400 and 1500 NZST are presented in Figure 4. They 
show that betow approximately 500 m agl. the mixing ratio profiles 
over the northem shoreline and south of Tekapo Viltage were similar, 
decreasing from 7 g kg ' to 5.6 g kg ' as the aircraft climbed through the 
local take breeze and vatiey wind system respectivety. However, over the 
middle of the Iake the drier foehn airmass displayed mixing ratios of 4.5 g kg ' 
to 5.5 g kg*'. These drier conditions were atso monitored by weather stations 
tocated on the lakeshore adjacent to the position of the aircraft sounding and 
were associated with light northerly winds of 3 to 4 ms*' as shown in Figure 3. 
The ainnass south of Lake Tekapo became drier above 500 m until about 900 m 
agl. Above this height, mixing ratio values remained nearty constant at 
approximately 4 g kg ' reflecting larger scale airmass characteristics associated 
with the prevailing gradient westerly airflow. Over the northem shoreline, 
mixing ratios remained nearly constant at 5.5 g kg*' between 500 m to 1100 m 
agl. before decreasing rapidly as the influence of surface moisture from 
surrounding mountain ranges became less. The mid-lake profile indicates a 
more tayered structure above 500 m than either of the other two profiles, but 
the genera! trend shown is a decrease in mixing ratio values with increasing 
height as the influence of local surface properties on the foehn airflow became 
less. 

Cessation of this event began at approximately 1530 NZST with the foehn front 
retreating up Valley. This often eoincides with the intrusion ofthe regionat scale 
plain-mountain cireuiation into the Lake Tekapo Basin. as discussed by 
Kossmann et al. (2002). However, on this occasion the cessation of foehn 
conditions appeared to be a funetion of reduced sensible heat flux causing a 
decoupling of the wind aloft from the surface in the study area. By 2000 NZST 
foehn conditions were confined to the headwaters of the Godley River valtey 
with local thermaity generated winds monitored at other sites in the Iake basin 
inetuding the onset of cotd air drainage. Two hours latter the nocturnai drainage 
wind regime was fuüy established throughout the catchment. 

4. Summary 
This paper has presented observations of the complex interaction between the 
topographicalty modified foehn M o r a n d local thermaüy generated winds 
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Figure 2. Verticai profites of wind speed and 
direction caicuiated from piiot baüoon fiights 
conducted in the Godiey Vaiiey. 14 February 
]999. 
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Figure 3. Surface wind fieid 
characteristics 14 February 1999 at 
1420 NZST. 
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2200 monitored in the Lake Tekapo hydro-catchmcnt. 
Observations were made during weak to 
moderate trans-barrier gradient airflow. as 
indieated in Figures 1 and 2. suggesting that such 
conditions may occur more frequentiy than 
previousty thought. Under these conditions, as 
monitored on the t4 February 1999, foehn onset 
occurred foüowing sunrise and the onset of 
surface heating. white cessation coincided with 
sunset. or soon after, indicating a strong 
association between ibehn occurrence and the 
surface energy balance - speeifieally sensible 
heat flux. During early February 1999 surface 
daytime temperatures over the dry alluvium in the 
Godiey River vaüey typicaHy exceeded 40°C. with 
corresponding sensible heat flux density values of 130 to 200 Wm'. The resulting convection combined with 
topographic channeüing of airflow is believed to trigger the observed daytime grounding of the foehn, which is 
typically confined to the Godtey and Macaulay River vaüeys. Local and regional scale themiotopographic 
circulaüons dominate etsewhere in the catchment under such conditions, including a Iake breeze cireuiation 
which dispiays a complex interaction with the foehn. A climatology of foehn events is now pianned to improve 
knowledge of foehn occurrence in the headwaters of alpine catchments such as Lake Tekapo. 
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Figure 4. Vertica] mixing ratio profites obtained by a üght aircraft 
between )4()() )300 NZST. !4 February )999. 
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Greentand and the Northern Hemispheric Winter Circutation 
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ABSTRACT 

The impact of Greentand's orography on the genera) circutation is investigated. Two 10 year simu
tations are conducted using the NCAR Community Ctimate Modet (CCM3), run at T106 horizontal 
resotution; A contro) simutation and a simutation where Greentand's orography is set to sea tevet. A 
comparison of the two simutations indicates that Greentand has a significant impact on the generat 
circutation at middte and high tatitudes on the Northern Hemisphere. The storm tracks over the North 
Attantic are shifted northward in the presence of the mountain. The difference fietds of sea tevet pres
sure, geopotentiat height and temperature have a wave-tike pattern that extends around the earth. The 
first wave of this pattern is tinked to the biocking and diversion of cotd tow tevet air masses west of 
Greentand. The resutt is a trough on the upstream side of the mountain. Thus, Greentand's impact 
on the generat circutation is fundamentatty different from the impact of the Rocky Mountains and the 
Tibetan Ptateau where a trough is created downstream of the mountains. 

1. tntroduetion 

Despite the size and tocation of Greentand near the North Attantic storm tracks, tittte is known about 
its impact on the generat circutation. So far, the meteorotogicat research on the effect of Greeniand 
has mainly been timited to the surface energy balance, preeipitation and katabatic ftow. On a larger 
scate the impact of Greentand on the airftow east of southern Greentand has been studied through case 
studies, and Greentand's orography found to be important for the synoptic Systems in its vicinity (e.g. 
Kristjänsson and Mctnnes, 1999; Ötafsson, 1998; Doyte and Shapiro, 1999). These studies indicate 
the possibitity that Greentand not onty affects the atmosphere in its vicinity but atso in areas farther 
downstream. The aim of this study is get a better understanding of how Greentand affects the Northern 
Hemispheric circutation on targe spatiat and temporat scates. 

2. Experiments) setup 

The atmospheric generat cireuiation modet CCM3 (Kieht et at., 1998) is applied in this study. The 
horizontat resotution T106 spectrat truncation (approximately 1.1° x 1.1° transform grid) is apptied, at 
which the southern tip of Greentand is wetl resotved and reaches above 2000 m. The verticat coordi
nate is a hybrid sigma-pressure coordinate and there are 18 tevets. The CCM3 inetudes a tand surface 
modet and is here run with a data ocean model, using ctimatological sea surface temperatures. The 
experiments consist of two 10 year simutations, a controt simutation, termed Controt', and a simutation 
where the orography of Greentand is set to sea tevet, termed 'NoGreen'. Outputs are monthty averaged 
vatues, as wett as 6-hourly vatues for a few basic variabtes. The resutts presented are mean winter 
(December-February) Northern Hemisphere simutated ctimates. 

3. The resutts 

A comparison of the mean sea tevet pressure in the Controt simutation and the NoGreen Simulation 
(figure 1) shows that when Greentand's orography is removed the teetandie tow does not curve around 
the southern tip of Greentand as it does in its presence. There is atso lower sea tevet pressure over north
ern Canada, Ataska and northern Siberia in the Controt simutation than in the NoGreen simutation. 
Over Britain and western Europe the effect is opposite. Here Greeniand contributes to higher sea tevet 
pressure. The major troughs at the 500 hPa geopotential tevet are not as wett devetoped in the NoGreen 
simutation as in the Controt simutation (figure 2) and the gradient between tcetand and Scottand is 
<dicrht]v wp^kpr rfmtttrincr in 3 dprrpa*^ in thp wind ^nppd and 3 ̂ nxthward <;hift nf thp ipt <;trpam fnnt 
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Figure 1: The mean winter (DJF) sea tevet pressure (hPa) in a) the Controt simutation and b) the 
NoGreen simutation. c) The mean sea tevet pressure difference Controt-NoGreen. The contour interva) 
is 5 hPa in a) and b) but 2 hPa in c). 

Figure 2: The mean winter (DJF) 500 hPa geopotentia) height (m) in a) the Contro) Simulation and b) 
the NoGreen Simulation, c) The mean 500 hPa geopotential height difference Control-NoGreen. The 
contour interva) is 100 m in a) and b) but 20 m in c). 

shown). The difference fietd for the 500 hPa height (figure 2c) shows that Greentand generates a ptane
tary scale disturbance with a wave number equal to 3, the targest anomalies being a tow over Northeast 
Canada, a high over western Europe and a tow over the northern part of the Pacific. The temperature 
difference in the lower troposphere can shed light on the cause of the pattern seen in figure 1 and 2. 
Figure 3 shows the mean winter potentiat temperature differences at the 850 hPa tevet and the 500 hPa 
tevet. The presence of Greeniand teads to colder air masses over Northeast Canada, Northeast Siberia 
and also immediatety east of Greentand. The air masses over western Canada, the eastern Attantic 
and Britain, on the other hand, are warmer in the presence of the Greentand mountain. Note that 
white the difference over North America and Eastern Siberia is largest in the tower troposphere, the 
difference is greater at the 500 hPa tevet over the eastern Attantic and Britain. Due to the symbioticat 
tink between the ptanetary scate ftow and the storm tracks, it is reasonable to expect some influence of 
Greentand on the storm tracks. tn order to investigate the storm track structure of the simutations the 
geopotentiat height data was bandpass fittered with a 2.5-6 day fitter. tn the Controt simutation the 
storm track structure over the North Attantic south of Greentand curves stightty and runs parattet to the 
southeastern coast of Greentand (figure 4a). tt has its greatest intensity from Newfoundland towards 
tceland and teast intensity in the area extending from northeastern Siberia over the North Pote and into 
northeastern Canada. When Greentand's orography is removed, the storm tracks have tess intensity 
over the North Atlantic, i.e.. the storm track structure in the NoGreen simutation is no tonger paratlet 
to the southeastern coast of Greeniand but has shifted stightly to the south (figure 4b). This teads to 
tess activity over the North Sea. Scandinavia and Eastern Europe white the intensity has increased over 
the Bay of Biscay and southwestem Europe. This southward shift in the tocation of the storm tracks 
resutts in a compatibte change in the preeipitation pattern (not shown). 
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Figure 3: The mean winter (DJF) potentiat temperature difference (K), Control-NoGreen at a) the 850 
hPa tevet and b) the 500 hPa tevet. The contour interva) is 2K in a) and 1 K in b). The zero contour 
is suppressed. 

Figure 4: The storm track structure. The winter (DJF) 500 hPa geopotentia) height 2.5-6 day bandpass 
statistics. a) Root mean square Standard deviation (m) and b) the difference root mean square Standard 
deviation fietd, Controt - NoGreen, (m). The contour interva) is 20 m in a) and 5 m in b). The zero 
contour is suppressed. 

4. Discussion 
What is the source ofthe wave-tike pattern found in the 500 hPa geopotentia) height disturbance fietd? 
The temperature difference fietds show that Greentand contributes to cotd tow tevet air on both sides 
of the mountain. This is due to the btocking effect that prevents passing cyctones from advecting cotd 
air away. On the eastern side of Greeniand, cyctones in the vicinity of iceiand advect cotd and dense 
low tevet air towards Greeniand where it accumutates in an orographie btocking. On the west side of 
Greentand the air mass is cooled down by radiative heat ioss during the potar winter over the cotd fand 
masses and the sea ice. Here the mountain acts as a barrier, making it more difficutt for the cotd air 
to spread out or to be advected by passing cyctones. This barrier effect was found in the case study 
of Kristjänsson and fvlctnnes, 1999. in the Controt simutation the cotd tow tevet air over Northeast 
Canada to the west of Greentand resutts in a tower geopotentiat height than is found in the NoGreen 
simutation, and an intensification of the 500 hPa trough over the northeastern part of North America. 
The temperature anomaty associated with the 500 hPa North America trough is primarily at tower tevets 
whereas the temperature anomaty in the Western Europe high is greater at middie tropospheric tevets. 
This confirms that the Greeniand signat over western Europe should be viewed as part of a wave pattern 
induced by the ampüfication of the North American trough, rather than a direct resutt of the diversion 
of tow tevet air masses by Greentand. This ampüfication ofthe trough perturbs the wave pattern around 
the Earth. The ptanetary scate disturbance is in agreement with the modet results of Ringter and Cook 
(1995), where the tatitude of the mountain was found to be important for the stationary wave pattern 
associated with the mountain. 
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5. Conciusions 

This study demonstrates that Greentand's impact on the generat circutation of the Northern Hemi
sphere is fundamentatty different from the impact of the Rocky Mountains and the Tibetan Ptateau. 
Unlike in the case of the ctassic Rossby wave where westerties impinge on a major mountain ränge and 
a trough is created downstream of the mountain. the waves associated with Greentand are generated 
by btocking and diversion of cotd tow tevet air masses. resutting in a trough on the upstream side of the 
mountain. The present experiment is timited to simutations with the CCM3 apptying fine resotution. 
Neverthetess. since the difference between the simulations can be exptained physicatty. one woutd expect 
Greeniand to generate quatitatively simitar waves if other generat cireuiation modets with Greentand's 
orography wetl resotved were apptied. Furthermore it woutd probabty give more insight apptying an 
interactive ocean instead ofthe ctimatotogicat sea surface temperatures. 
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Sub-Structure of a MAP Streamer 
Liniger M.A., H.C. Davies 

institute for Atmospheric and Ctimate Science, ETH Zürich 

A study is undertaken of the sub-structure of an upper-ievet PV streamer that approached the 
European Aips during the fietd phase of the Mesoscaie Atpine Programme (MAP) in November 1999. 
The diagnosis is based upon a Lagrangian Forward Projection (LFP) techniqüe that can provide a 
spatiai refinement of the operationai ECMWF anatysis fietds and retate the past Lagrangian history to 
these. The reconstructed fieids capture severat notabie fine-scate features of the streamer's structure 
that inetude: -spirat arms of a vortex-tike feature; -a richiy structured western fiank to the streamer 
comprising a deep primary foid surmounted by a significant secondary fotd with an intermediate 
distinetive striation that extends back into the stratosphere. 
The features are not at variance with independent high-resoiution satettite water vapour images and 
measurements gathered in a ftight mission using an airbourne water vapour DiAL instrument (from 
DLR), and hence iend a measure of credence to both the LFP approach and the DiAL 
measurements. Moreover the anaiysis sheds iight on the evoiution and dynamics of the streamer's 
vortices interacting with the Aips, the origin of the air around the fotd, and it atso has impiieations for 
mesoscate stratosphere-troposphere exchange and the aecompanying chemicai mixing. 
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The Potentia! Vorticity Streamer over the Atps during iOP 17 of MAP 
Hoinka K.P. 

institut für Physik der Atmosphäre, DLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany 

During MAP-SOP severai upper-ievei anomaües approached the Aips in the form of eiongated 
potentiai vorticity streamers. This presentation focusses on the finai case of iOP-17 when a zonaüy 
eiongated streamer dissoived after it had reaehed the Aipine region. The DLR aircraft Faicon 
performed one mission during this iOP where the aircraft crossed the anomaiy four times on 15 
November 1999. in-situ and remoteiy sensed aircraft measurements are combined with dropsonde 
information. Their anaiysis in concert with Standard radiosoundings and ECMWF data resuits in a 
detaiied description of the dissoiving anomaty. Finatty, it is attempted to put the resuits of this case 
into perspective to the previousty anaiyzed streamer case of iOP-10 of 6 November 1999. 
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Dynamicat Aspects of the Formation of a Potentiat Vorticity Streamer 
over Europe 
Otivia fvlartiust and Conny Schwierzf 

finstitute for Atmospheric and Ctimate Science, ETH Zuerich 

1.introduction 
tn November 2001 the fottowing dramatic sequence of extraordinary weather events occurred: (i) tran
sition of two hurricanes into the extra-tropicat Attantic, (ii) ridge formation over the Northern Attantic, 
with (iii) anomatousty high jet vetocities over Greentand, (iv) a case of exptosive cyctogenesis upstream 
of tcetand, (v) generation of an etongated stratospheric intrusion over Europe and (vi) heavy preeipita
tion over the Mediterranean and Atgeria. tn this case study we seek to shed more light on the dynamicat 
mechanisms causing these events and to gain insight into possibte linkages between them. 

The transition of hurricanes into the extra-tropics and their further synopticat evotution has been 
investigated in detail in a muttitude of studies (e.g. [3], [14]). The emphasis of this study witt not tie 
on a detaited investigation of the fate of the tropica) cyctone itsetf but on the downstream evotution of 
the dynamical disturbance the upper-)eve) PV streamer in reattion to the hurricane. 

From a PV perspective, the potentiat inftuences of hurricanes on the tropopause as they approach 
the extra-tropics inetude: (i) generation of Rossby-waves by the vorticity anomaty [2, 11], (ii) poteward 
surface moisture and heat transport established by the tropica) system and (iii) dynamic modification 
of the upper-)eve) environment by vigorous diabatic processes associated with the system [1]. 
2. Methods and data 
For this study ECMWF six hourty anatysis data was used with 60 verticat tevets and a 1 x 1 degree 
spatial resotution. The Lagrangian analysis was undertaken with a three-dimensionat trajectory toot 
(LAGRANTO) [15]. tn addition sensitivity experiments were carried out with the Ctimate High Res
otution Modet (CHRM) [6] using ECMWF anatysis fields as boundary conditions. For the detaited 
simutation of the streamer a spatiat resolution of 0.125 degrees was chosen. The modet run without 
the hurricanes were conducted in a domain reaching from 15N across the pote and from 90W to 20E 
with a resotution of 0.5 degrees. The hurricanes were removed from the background field according to 
the procedure devetoped by Kurihara [5] in a simptified way [5]. As a first step the tocation and spatiat 
extent of the tropica) cyctone (TC) had to be determined. The TC was assumed to have a circular 
form with a radius of 1200 km. The TC center positions were retrieved from NOAA's nationa) hurricane 
center "Best Track" data sets. As a second step the temperature, surface pressure, moisture and wind 
fietds within the TC area were then attered according to the optima) interpotation scheme of Kurihara 
with a distance scate of corretation decrease of 500 km. The resutting fietd is no tonger balanced, but 
according to Ktein [4] fietd imbatances are dispersed in the first few hours of the modet integration. 

3. SYNOPTiC EVOLUT'ON 
3.1. The hurricane transition 
The tropica) cyctone Michetle became a hurricane in the Caribbean Sea on November 2"̂  2001, on 
its way through the Gutf of Mexico it hit Cuba and became an extra-tropicat storm in the evening of 
November b"' south of the Bermuda tstands. 
When a hurricane moves into the extra-tropics the further evotution of the storm system is strongty 
dependent on the dynamicat properties of its environment. The cyctone can either weaken or transfer 
into a re-intensification stage. The detaits depend on different factors such as the atignment of the 
extra tropic baroctinic zone relative to the System, tocat upper-tevet vorticity advection and divergence 
or tow tevet temperature advection [4]. 
tn the present case the storm system moved further northward along the eastern flank of an upper-tevet 
potentiat vorticity (PV) streamer paratlel to the North-American east-coast. Re-intensification condi
tions were favorabie and the Systems surface pressure dropped again when it reaehed New Foundland 
and was incorporated into an aiready existing tow pressure system (Nov. 7"' 12 UTC). 
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As the joined system propagated on further north aiong the eastern coast of Greentand the re-intensification 
attained exptosive character [A p > -25hPa/24h]. Concomitantiy a second cyclone formed in the Den-
mark strait. its formation was most tikety triggered by a tocat positive air temperature and moisture 
anomaty that was buitt up by a strong and fast southerty ftow between the PV streamer over the western 
Atlantic and an extended anticytone over the eastern Attantic. 
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3.2. Diabatic heating and ridge formation 
The storm System bringing aiong from the tropics a mass of warm and moist air offered favorabie 
conditions for intensive diabatic processes atong its way to the north. Diabatic processes inftuenced the 
tocat PV tendencies in a way that tow PV was generated at the dynamicat exit of the heating source 
[15]. Thus the PV vaiue of air parceis moving through this area is dynamicatty modified and affect 
the upper-tevet PV distribution, as inferred from a trajectory anatysis. Thirty percent ofthe air parceis 
ending in the iow PV area on 320 K over Greentand, passed within a 10°-box around the hurricane 
eariier on. The fore mentioned processes established a targe ridge of anomatousty tow PV at tropopause 
ievei over southern Greeniand and the north-eastern Attantic. The so accentuated PV gradient along 
the ridge ted to a strong jet (VEL> HOms"*) in the area. 

3.3. Rossby wave breaking and the formation of a PV-streamer 
tn ideatized modets Rossby waves break towards the region of stronger shear if the fiow becomes super
criticai with respect to the wave-breaking criterion, i.e. if the disturbance amptitude excites a criticat 
vatue [10],[9],[13]. Thus the estabiishment of the PV anomaty over Greentand with the concomitant 
targe amptitude deformation ofthe dynamicat tropopause ted to Rossby wave breaking. Subsequentty a 
meridionally eiongated PV streamer over Europe was generated that was deformed further by the anti-
cyctonic cireuiation of ridge (cf. [8]). in addition Greentand has a major inftuence on the Rossby-wave 
breaking as was shown for this specific case by Shapiro et at. [12]. Upper-ievei PV streamers are an 
expression of the wave breaking and it has been shown that they are reievant features in a muttitude 
of dynamical processes. Being a positive PV anomaty at tropopause ievet a streamer enhances eyetonic 
circutation on the surface and can thereby, if positioned suitabty, trigger heavy preeipitation [8],[7]. 
tn the present case the streamers tip reaehed as far south as to north-east Africa (30N). The streamer 
existed in totat for approximatety 48 hours before its tip wrapped itsetf up and was detached from the 
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main stratospheric reservoir forming a cut-off with an undertying surface cyctone (Fig. 3). 
This can be dynamicatty interpreted in the fottowing way: the streamer induced a cyctone at the surface 
stightty eastwards of its tip, together with verticat destabitisation of the atmosphere atong its eastern 
rim. This facititated diabatic processes over the Mediterranean which in turn produced negative PV 
anomaties at upper-tevets. As a consequence the streamer was eroded, thinned out and eventuatty was 
cut off (Fig.4). 

Fzcime ̂ / Cross-.sec7jzon a/oao //?e /me 
m/toare j?, PV ̂ /7aa*ea*/ a*xâ â c /?ca7j-
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3.4. Preeipitation over Atgeria 
During the streamer episode heavy preeipitation over northern Atgeria triggered mud-stides in the sur
roundings of Atgier that kitted severat hundred peopte. According to the Atgerian Meteorotogicat Office 
the coast received more than the ctimatotogicat November tota) mean preeipitation (^ 93 mm) during 
tess than 24h. Backward trajectories show that the moisture transport towards the Atgerian coast is 
ctosety tinked to the ambient circutation of the streamer-induced surface cyctone over the Mediterranean 
east of Atgeria. The majority of the air parcets producing rain over the coast Atgeria were tocated over 
the European continent 48h prior to the preeipitation event and retativety dry at that moment. During 
their southward transport they picked-up moisture on the way over the Mediterranean Sea. When 
reaching the verticatty destabitized region over Atgerian coast, the air was tifted up and condensation 
processes started. 

4.H!GH RESOLUTtON MODEL S!MULAT!ONS 
High resotution modet simutations were conducted to gain detaited information on two specific aspects 
of the case: i) the streamer evotution and cut-off formation over the Mediterranean (Figs. 3,4), ii) the 
inftuence of the hurricane on the tow and upper-tevet ftow evotution. 
Findings concerning the first question are presented in section 3.2. The preliminary results to the sec
ond aspect show substantial differences in the evotution, spatiat distribution and activity of the cytones 
in the targer surroundings of Greentand. Moreover the preeipitation pattern (and hence the diabatic 
heating ) in this region is considerably affected. 

5.SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
We have discussed how a synoptic-scale disturbance of the dimension of a tropical cyclone (TC) can 
influence large-scate dynamicat features and by that in turn trigger synoptic-scate processes at targe 
distances. 
The energy input into the extra-tropics by the hurricane can be interpreted as the trigger of a wave-
tike feature along the upper-levet isentropic PV gradient. This pattern can be tracked for instance 
in the anomatous vetocity fietd moving downstream atong the dynamicat tropopause. The breaking 
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of the Rossby-wave and the concomitant streamer formation have impacted severty downstream over 
Europe/Aigeria. 
Further investigations witt encompass a more detaiied anaiysis of our sensitivity experiments, to quantify 
the respective infiuenee of Greeniand and the diabatic processes on the form of the streamer. 
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Synoptic Responses to Mountain Gravity Waves Breaking in Fronts 
Lott F. 

LMD-CNRS, Paris 

Gravity waves forced by reaiistic mountains have a broad spectrum, with significant power in near aii 
directions. When the background fiow turns with aititude, some of these waves encounter criticai 
ieveis where they deposit momentum and exert forces which direction is near perpendieuiar to that of 
the background fiow (Shutts 1998). As a resuit, dipoies of potentiai vorticity (PV) are produced, they 
are advected and steered by the background shear (Lott 2003). 
To address the significance of these PV anomaües on the deveiopment of synoptic Systems, a series 
of semi-anaiyticai iinear semi-geostrophic caieuiations are presented. in these caieuiations, the 
background fiow has a constant wind shear that is perpendieuiar to the wind at the ground. The 
orography is represented by a corrugated bottom, which spectrum is narrow-band and centered on a 
weii defined horizontai wave-vector. When this wave-vector is such that the gravity waves encounter 
criticai ieveis in the troposphere, the iarge scaie gravity waves forcings and the PV anomaües that 
resuit from them are evaiuated. 
The resuiting surface pressure fieid is in part moduiated by the Eady waves, needed for the PV 
inversion to satisfy the iower boundary condition. Comparison between this synoptic surface 
signature of the breaking waves and that induced by a iarge scaie mountains that \\\"enveiopes\\\" the 
peaks of the corrugated bottom is made. At the synoptic scaie, it aüows to compare the significance 
of upper ievei breaking waves to that of targe-scaie smooth mountains. 
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Orographie Inftuence on Adriatic Vortex Generation 
Branka Ivancan-Picek and Vesna Jurcec 
Meteoroiogica! and Hydroiogicai Service, Gric 3, 10000 Zagreb. Croatia 

Summary 
The subject of this study is a cycionic vortex genesis //? f/?e n7/7(///c/W over the Adriatic Sea. The vortex is an 
unbatanced - ageostrophic cireuiation system in which the center of vortex does not coincide with the center of 
tow pressure, tt is not formed by the tee-side effects as Atpine tee cyctogenesis, but the orographie influence 
appears through the speciai tocat winds - bora in the northem and jugo in the southern Adriatic. Both winds are 
retativeiy shaüow and modified by the Dinaric Atps. Bora flow originates in the eastern side of Atps indicating 
an interna! hydrauüc mechanism across the mountain barrier. The jugo wind is associated with a cycionic 
circutation in the Genoa bay entering the Adriatic area adds a southeriy wind, but changing the direction to SE 
when approaching the coasta! mountain barrier of Dinaric Aips. Mesoscaie wind anaiysis emphasises a current 
through the vaüey in northem tta!y (not the western side of Aips) toward the Genoa bay. An exampie of such a 
vortex generation is presented fbr the case of October !999 during the MAP IOP 5. 

Routine meteorotogicat observations over the Adriatic Sea are not sufficient for anatysis in the meso-ß and 
smaüer scaie ranges caüing for special Observation and modeüing Performance. We have focused here on the 
identification of meso-scate vortices in the surface wind field that can be diagnosed with high-resolution model 
fle!d. Sma!!-sca!e vortices were occasionaüy observed in the subjective anaiysis containing at! avaiiabie 
ciimatoiogicai stations aiong the Adriatic coast and isiands. 
The first objective anatyses of these mesoscale vortices were presented by Ivancan-Picek (1998) using the scate 
Separation techniqüe. This investigation has shown that such a vortex is generated when jugo wind prevaiis in 
the southern and bora in the northem Adriatic Sea (tvancan-Picek and Jurcec, 2003). Vortices can be found in 
this area along the frontat zones but they are of a very smaü size as short living features. 

Synoptic characteristics and ALAD!N/LACE mesosca!e mode! forecasts 

Here we present a vortex appearance in the mid-Adriatic observed during the MAP SOP on 5 October t999, 
recognized by an eye and spira! cioud structure and simutated in the wind field over the Aipine area by the high 
resoiution ALADtN/LACE predictions modet. The vortex position is seen from the METEOSAT sateüite 
images on 5 October. 12 UTC (Fig. t) indicating spira! cioud band and a weü-defined descending tongue of dry 
air as a dark band over the mid Adriatic. 
Surface synoptic charts on 5 October !999 show a typica! biocking on the northem side of the A!ps resutting in a 
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sptitting flow and northeriy currents on both sides of the Aips. The current on the eastem side of the Aips is a 
weii known "bora fiow" since the orographie effect at the mountains is controüing the fiow upstream and the 
formation of a turbutent iayer ieads to decoupiing of the descending bora air from the iess disturbed air aioft, 
indicating an interna! hydrauüc mechanism for the bora (Smith, 19H7). 
At the same time the current on the westem side of A!ps is usuaüy responsibie for the cydogenesis in the West 
Mediterranean ieading to the S - SE jugo wind in the Adriatic Sea (Jurcec et al. i996). However in our case 
during the genesis of Adriatic vortex this "western current" was not particuiariy strong and persistent, instead the 
ALADtN mode! predicts a mesoscaie current in the Atpine area through the vaüey transverse sections in the 
direction of the Genoa bay, not seen on synoptic scaie charts. Fig.2 shows that this current turns cyctonicaüy 
through the middie itaiy toward the Adriatic. At the same time the bora appears at the northern Adriatic after 30 
hours of prediction time. During the next 6 and 12 hours the Adriatic vortex is cieariy generated in the wind 
fieid. and persists in the mid-Adriatic for the next 12 hours. 
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The prediction of pressure fieid by the same modei shows the iow in the vortex center (Fig.3). This means that 
the vortex is in a geostrophic batance. which wouid contradict the resuhs obtained by the objective anatysis of 
mesoscate vortices (ivancan-Picek and Jurcec, 2003; Gomis et ai., !990). The future studies shouid answer the 
question whether this adjustment is the resuit of modeüing proeess or it is a reaiistic feature, at teast in some 
cases and special circumstances. 
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Conctusion 

The main conctusion in this work is that the orographie inftuence on vortex generation comes from the mountain 
effect on the wind fietd. particutarty on intensity and duration of Adriatic tocat winds bora and jugo. This 
research Stresses the importance of Atpine mesoscate wind fietd in which the ftow confined to the vattey 
transverse section toward the Genoa bay has a partieuiar inftuence on the jugo wind. 
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Variabiiity of the Aipine preeipitation cümate: A chaüenge for data anaiysis 
and cümate modeiing. 
Christoph Frei, Atmospheric and Cümate Science ETH, Zürich, Switzeriand 

In regions of compiex topography, the chmate of preeipitation can exhibit considerabie 
variations over a broad ränge of Space scales. The Alpine ridge is one of the large-scale 
mountain ranges of the worid where such variations are most aceurately monitored by 
high-resolution rain-gauge observations. The compiexity of preeipitation variability poses 
a chaiienge to climate data analysis, such as the development of climatologies or the 
quantification of long-term variations and trends. Moreover, it is this variability and the 
related processes in the atmosphere, which call fbr the application of regional climate 
models to derive future climate change scenarios. 
The purpose of this contribution is to illustrate the compiexity of the preeipitation 
variability in the Alpine region and to describe some of the historic and modern 
deveiopments to deal with the pertinent challenges to data analysis. Example 
deveiopments include the use of regression techniques for the interpoiation of point 
observations (e.g. for deriving high-resolution climate maps) and the Statistical 
exploitation of the space-time covariance to reconstruet long-term climate variations. In a 
third example the skill of regional climate models in representing the mesoscale 
preeipitation variability, including the occurrence of heavy preeipitation, is documented 
from a recent model inter-comparison in the Alps. Illustrations will be based on data and 
analysis from the high-resolution rain-gauge networks of al! Alpine countries, 
encompassing more than 6000 records over several decades. 
The illustrations pinpoint to the need of both, accurate and dense observations as well as 
sophisticated methodologies, to derive data products for practical and scientific use. 
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Meteoroiogica) and Cümatic Aspects of River Fiood Assessment in 
Centrai Europe 
Rudotf B. et at. 

Gtobat Preeipitation Ciimatoiogy Centre, Deutscher Wetterdienst 

The Gtobat Prcipitation Ctimatoiogy Centre suppiies gridded preeipitation maps based on 
observations from conventionat meteorotogicat networks for the gtobat iandsurface. The gridsize is 1° 
by 1° geographicat iatttude/iongitude. The WV'Monitoring ProductWV, based on data received via GTS 
(SYNOP and CLiMAT buiietins) from worid-wide 7000 stations, is distributed near reai-time via 
internet. Due to the data density which is higher over Europe than over the other continents, 
preeipitation is gridded for Europe aiso on a daiiy basis or for speciai episodes. 
Ftoods of iarge rivers in Europe (e.g. Danube, Eibe, Odra, Rhine or Rhone) are mainty caused 
preeipitation covering a transboundary region. An assessment of such ftoods requires preeipitation 
data from the entire river catchment area. Due to its intemationai data base and operationat data 
processing system, the GPCC is abie to deiiver preeipitation maps for speciat episodes very soon 
after occurance of heavy rainfatt. 
The question is whether the GTS data basis is adequate for assessment of the preeipitation amounts, 
the area size being covered by the rainfatt, and the tocation of the maximum. Aspects to be 
considered are network density, data avaiiabitity, and representativiness of the observations 
(especiatty with regard to orography). ivleteorogtcat aspects of the anatysis of conditions causing a 
ftood are the synoptpticat conditions, the contribution by snow mett and the history of the preceding 
period. 
The presentation witt discuss exampies of major ftoods in Centrat Europe of the tast ten years (Rhine 
1993 and 1995, Odra 1997, Danube 1999, Western Europe 2000, Wista 2001, Danube and Eibe 
2002, Rhone 2002) with regard to the meteoroigicai Situation and the Performance of the GPCC 
anatysis, and witt give a ctimatotogicat assessment. 
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Mesoscate Patterns of Long-Term Preeipitation Variabiiity in the Greater Aipine Region 
Böhm R.(1), !. Auer(1), W. Ungersböck(l), W. Schöner(1), C. Huhie(2), T. Nanni(3), fvl. Brunetti(3), ivl. 
rv1augeri(4), L. rv1erca)!i(5), ivl. Gajic-Capka(6) et ai. 

(1)ZAfv1G, Vienna, Austria,(2)Vienna University,(3)!stituto !SAO, CNR, Botogna,(4)Universitä dt !vlitano,(5)S!vH, Torino,(6)!v1eteorotogicat and Hydrotogica) Service of Croatia, Zagreb, (7)Htv1S, Budapest, (8)H!v1ZS, Ljubijana, (9)SHiv1U, Bratisiava, (10)MeteoSchweiz, Zürich, (11)ivleteo France, Touiouse, (12)DWD, Offenbach 

in the finai phase of EU-project ALPCLifvl (1999-2002) and as a pre-condition for EU-project ALP-iMP 
(2003-2006) and Austrian nationai funded project CLiVALP (2002-2005) a new instrumenta) 
preeipitation dataset was created. it covers the Atps and its wider surroundings (4 to 19 deg E, 43 to 
49 deg N), has a high spatiat resotution (apprx. 180 singie site series of monthiy preeipitation sums), 
covers the entire instrumenta) period (the tongest series starting in the year 1800), meets high quatity 
Standards due to an extensive quatity and homogeneity testing, correcting and adjüsting procedure 
and has been interpoiated to a reguiar grid of 1 deg iong-tat. it suppiements the aiready avaiiabie and 
pubiished simitar temperature dataset for the region and it wii) be foiiowed by simiiar datasets for 
other ctimate eiements (work in progress aiready for air-pressure and sunshine/ctoudiness, other 
eiements to be started). 
Uniike temperature, whose tong-term variabiiity in time turned out to be rather homogeneous in 
space, preeipitation variabitity shows interesting spatiat variabitity features. One dominant feature 
seems to be a dipoie-iike iong-term structure from a mode of high preeipitation S and SE of the Aips 
and tow preeipitation NW and N of the Aips in the 19th Century which has changed now to the 
inverse mode (wet NW-N versus dry S-SE) which dominates the recent decades. 
Another topic of the presentation wii) be the spatiai structure and the variabiiity of the seasonat 
preeipitation patterns. The study region shows steep spatiat gradients between different seasonai 
types (dominating summer preeipitation, spring and/or autumn maximum, fiat annuat course...) which 
are not stabie in time. 
Last but not teast the quatity test procedure (based on GiS-sustained singte month spatiai 
comparisons) aitows the data-set atso to be used for extreme event studies (both for months with 
excessive preeipitation as wett as dry months). First such tong-term trends of extreme preeipitation 
witt be shown. 
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A Ctimatoiogy of Mesoscate Atpine Phenomena 
Steinacker R., Ch. Lotteraner 

Department of tvleteorotogy and Geophysics 
University of Vienna, Austria 

Usuat ciimatoiogicai evatuations either consider singie Station data with a high temporai resoiution e. 
g. on a daiiy basis or spatiai fietds with tess temporat resoiution, e. g. on a monthiy basis. Gtobai 
reanaiysis fieids usuaity do not resoive mesoscate phenomena sufficientiy. if the primary interest 
focusses on mesoscate phenomena with a short temporat and smaii areai extension, an evaiuation of 
data has to be carried out by using time steps on the order of hours and a spatiai (horizontat) grid 
distance on the order of 10 kiiometers. instead of using ciimatoiogicai data wich are traditionaiiy 
avaitabte onty on a daity basis or three times a day (Mannheim observing hours) synoptic data, 
avaitabte for a tong time in three houriy intervats have to be evaiuated. The tack of spatiai resoiution 
has to be compensated by a downscaüng techniqüe. 
Within a scientific project at our Department a reconstruction of three-hourty fietds of atmospheric 
pressure, temperature, humidity, wind, preeipitation and snow cover as wett as some derived 
quantities üke equivatent potentiai temperature or ievet of transition between snow and rain in the 
Aipine region with a horizontat resotution of 20 km for the tast 20 years is under way. The anatysis 
techniqüe uses the VERA (Vienna Enhanced Resoiution Anatysis) aigorithm, a variationat scheme 
without needing any first guess fietds, inciuding a sophisticated Bayesian quaüty controt toot. The 
downscaüng approach consists of the so-caüed "fingerprinf'-technique, i. e. a utiüzation of a priori 
knowiedge of high resotution patterns of fietds over eomptex terrain. The evaiuation of these fietds 
promises a fascinating new insight into the ciimatotogy of mesoscate phenomena üke thermaüy driven 
circutation Systems, trans-Aipine ftows, btocking by the Aips, ftow spiitting points, frontai passages, 
mesovortices and many more. 

The presentation wiü focus on the technica) setup of this enterprise and give some preüminary resuits. 
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The impact of Orographie Preeipitation on the Form of 
Mountain Ranges 

Aüson Anders*, Date Durran**, Gerard Roe* 
*Earth and Space Sciences, University of Washington, Box 351310, Seattie, WA, 98195-1310, 
U.S.A. 
**Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington, Box 351640, Seattte, WA, 98195-1640, 
U.S.A. 

Over geoiogie timescaies, patterns of preeipitation shape mountain ranges. in mountain 
iandscapes, hiiistopes rise from river vaiieys at a stope iimited by the mechanicai properties of 
the rock and soii. As rivers erode in these iandscapes, adjacent hiiistopes cannot steepen, but 
instead are iowered via iandsiides. Therefore, the pace of erosion in mountains is set by rivers. 
Erosion by rivers is a funetion of their discharge and the siope of the channei. For this reason, 
the pattem of preeipitation infiuences the evoiution of topography. Since preeipitation is, in turn, 
strongty infiuenced by topography, a potentiai for significant feedback between evoiving 
topography and spatia) patterns of preeipitation exists. 

Mountain ranges evoive over miiiions of years toward a steady-state topography in which the 
rate of rock upiift due to the convergence of tectonic piates is equai to the rate of erosion via 
rivers. The stream power modet of erosion by rivers states that erosion is proportiona! to the 
product of river siope and discharge. in an ideaiized river system fiowing over uniform rock 
upiifting at a constant rate, siope and discharge systematicaiiy vary downstream such that 
stream power (the product of siope and discharge) is uniform aiong the channei iength and 
baiances the rock upiift rate everywhere. That is, iow discharge in the headwaters is 
accompanied by steep siopes, and, as the river gains discharge downstream, the siope 
becomes gentier. Given enough time, changes in discharge iead to changes in river siope in 
order to attain a baiance between upiift and erosion. Therefore, a feedback between 
preeipitation and topography wiü be significant oniy if the patterns of preeipitation and erosion 
are reiativeiy stabie for timescaies of -100,000 years or more. 

At the spatiai scate of entire mountain ranges evidence for a feedback between topography and 
preeipitation patterns is apparent in the case of a strong rain shadow. The impact of a rain 
shadow on the form and deveiopment of mountain ranges has been documented for severai 
mountain ranges inciuding the Oiympic Mountains of Washington State, USA and portions of 
the Andes (Wiüett, 1999; Montgomery et ai., 2001). The iarge-scate form of these ranges is 
distinetty asymmetric with a gentty sioping wet side and a steep dry side. Gentie siopes and 
high discharge on the wet side aiiow a high erosion rate, white on the dry side, steep stopes are 
necessary to accompüsh significant erosion given iow river discharges. The position of these 
ranges perpendieuiar to strong prevaiiing winds suggests that a rain shadow was probabiy 
aiways present during their deveiopment, aithough the exact strength and position of 
preeipitation gradients across the ranges through the course of their evoiution are unknown. 

Are there simiiar feedbacks between patterns of preeipitation and erosion at the smatter spatia) 
scate of individuai ridges and vaiieys? To begin to investigate this question we anaiyzed the 
preeipitation over the Otympic Mountains as simuiated at a 4km resoiution by a mesoscate 
weather prediction modei (the MM5). Examination of the data from individuat storms as weü as 
cumuiative preeipitation totais over two caiendar years predicted by twice daiiy modei runs 
reveais a strikingiy consistent pattern of preeipitation that is retated to smaii-scaie topography. 
On the southwest fiank (typicaiiy the upwind side of the ränge), simuiated preeipitation totais on 
ridges are consistentiy 2-4 times the totais in adjacent vaiieys. The pattern of enhanced 
preeipitation in MM5 on ridges reiative to vaiieys is observed in annua! totais, seasons and 
individuat storms. Storm events, identified by iarge 12-hour accumuiations of preeipitation at 
any point in the domain, show remarkabiy iittie variabiiity in the ioca! patterns of preeipitation 
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despite variabiiity in wind speed and direction, and the temperature and humidity ofthe 
incoming air. This suggests that the topography itseif, at this spatiai scaie, is a strong controi on 
the distribution of preeipitation as modeied by MM5, and iends support to the idea that these 
patterns of preeipitation may be persistent enough to infiuenee the shape of mountain ranges. 

Sustained enhanced preeipitation on ridges reiative to vaiieys has severai quaiitative 
impiications for iandscape evotution. Gentiy sioping ridge crests are predicted since more rain 
high on the ridges aüows for gentier siopes to create the same erosion rates as uniform 
preeipitation over steeper siopes. This, in turn, ieads to a prediction of tower overaü reüef 
(difference between highest and towest etevation) reiative to a case with uniform preeipitation. 
in addition, increased preeipitation on ridges wiü iead to increased drainage density (channe! 
iength per unit area) on ridges reiative to a case with uniform preeipitation because the criticat 
discharge needed to initiate a channe) wii) be provided with a smaüer drainage area. 

The feedback between preeipitation patterns and topography is an exciting new area of 
research at the interface between atmospheric science and geoiogy. increased understanding 
ofthe controis on patterns of preeipitation in mountains and the stabiüty of these patterns 
through changing ciimates wii) greatty advance this fieid. in addition, coupied iandscape 
evoiution and atmospheric modeiing promises to provide an intriguing iook at the rieh system of 
evotving interactions between mountains and weather. 

LüERATURE 
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Cümate - Gtacier Research: the New 3-D Austrian Gtacier tnventory, Votume, Area, Attitude 
Kuhn fvl., R. Würtänder, N. Span 

tnstitute of tvleteorotogy and Geophysics University of innsbruck 

Of the 925 Austrian giaciers inventoried in 1969 many have disappeared since. A new, 
three-dimensionaiinventory is being etaborated based on aeriat photography of 1996 to 99 anad on 
continuing radio-echosoundings of ice thickness. The 1969 inventory is being reprocessed with up to 
date techniques aiming atan aceuracy of better than one meter. Ortho-photo maps of scaie 1:10.000 
and digitai etevation modets with a 30 m grid are being produced of att giaciers of the new inventory 
and of the majority of the oid one. Maps of surface eievation changes capture the remnants of the 
positive batances that prevaiied up to 1982 on the tongues of some giaciers white most of them 
dispiay sinking of the surfaces of the firn basins.ic ethickness was determined by surface based 
radio-echo sounding for a timited number of giaciers comprising representative speeimens of ptateau, 
vaiiey and cirque giaciers. Totai voiume witt be determined from area-voime scaüng, preüminary 
resuits give a reiativeiy high power of 1.45. Maximum depth was 275 m on a giacier of 18 km2 
surface area. 
Test giaciers show good agreement of 30 years votume changes with simuitaneous direct mass 
batance determinations, approaching mean annuat iosses of 1 m water equivatent in the past decade. 
Modets of energy fiuxes, mass batance and ice dynamics are being appüed in order to underständ the 
cümatic forcing of the 1969 to 99 changes of the giacier surfaces. 
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Ten years of operationai numericai simuiations of snow and mountain 
weather conditions and recent deveiopments at Meteo-France. 

Y. Durand, G. Guyomarc'h, L. Merindoi, J.-G. Corripio, G. Giraud, E. Brun, E. Martin. 
Meteo-France. Centre d'Etudes de la Neige (CNRM). 1441 rue de la Piscine, F 38406 Saint Martin d'Heres 

Introduction: The deveiopment of snow 
evoiution numericai modeüing in the 
beginning of the nineties at the Snow 
Study Centre (CEN) of Meteo-France has 
induced the necessity of buüding a fuü 
suite of Software inciuding an objective 
anaiysis program suited for mountainous 
conditions and abie to determine reievant 
meteoroiogica! near-surface conditions. 
The purpose was thus to impiement an 
operationai survey of the snow pack 
(inciuding its interna! characteristics and 
stratigraphy) in mountainous areas where 
no routine snow Observation is avaüabie. 
Since the winter season 199!-92, the first 
version of this chain has been used 
operationaüy by the French forecasters in 
the Aips (i 995-96 in the Pyrenees). 
Severa! improvements and deveiopments 
have been then canied out by automatic 
monitoring and contacts with the users. 
The chain is aiso being used for rescarches 
in hydroiogy and in cümate change impact 
assessment. 

Avatanche Hazard and Snow Modeüing 
Weather/Meteo Data: 

Observaüons. NWP modets 

SAFRAN 

Meteoroiogtcat 
objeettve anaiysis 

Fotiowtng et Forecasttng 
snow pack evoiution 

CROC US 4̂p).<:atwn 
Snow modeiüng 
Avaianche Hazard esttmatton MEPRA 

& METEOFRANCE 
F/on* ('/?(//*/ q/7/7C ///// tV?;///?. 

The present mode!s: The suite is 
organised around the CROCUS snow 
mode! which ca!cuiatcs the energy and 
mass evoiution of the snow cover with a 
vertica! discretization up to 50 !eve!s in 
inciuding snow metamorphisms and a 
representation of each snow crysta!s types. 

CROCUS is thus forced by the SAFRAN 
objective anaiysis which provides houriy 
vaiues of temperature. wind, cioudiness, 
humidity, preeipitation conditions and 
incoming radiations. Except fbr the 
preeipitation where on!y a daüy anaiysis 
by Optima! interpoiation (Ol) is performed 
and then spiit at houriy time steps, aü the 
main quantities are houriy anaiysed 
through a mixed method (Oi and 
variational) due to the mu!ti-purpose 
Software design. Severa! a!gorithms, such 
as a precise determination of the snow/rain 
ümit aititude and the use of sateüite 
information are a!so incorporated. 
The spatia! working grid of the whoie 
chain is irreguiar and corresponds to the 
massif scaie (-400 km"). The modeis are 
run for seven siope aspects at different 
eievations with 300m vertica! steps. It is 
worth noticing that the fuü system is never 
re-initia!ised aiong the year with snow 
observations; the snow evolution at every 
iocation being only forced by the 
meteorological inputs. 

An avaianche hazard diagnosis is 
then provided at each study point by the 
MEPRA model. Results are dedueted from 
the estimated mechanicai properties of 
each snow layers. The risk of spontaneous 
avaianche is thus based on the comparison 
between the shear strength and the shear 
stress applied to each layers. In case of wet 
snow, the risk can be increased by melting 
destabilisation or decreased by refreezing. 
Concerning the accidental risks, the 
predicted shear stress is increased by the 
effect of ovcrloading due to a skier and 
also typica! structures of slabs and weak 
layers are also searched into the snow 
profüe. The risk estimation is completed 
with a Classification of the avaianche type. 
The use of such indieations is presented in 
the foüowing figure. 
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A forecast version of this chain is also 
available and runs at a ränge of 2 days. It is 
based on downscaling Operators treating 
the information from larger scales NWP 
models (Arpege or Aladin) and on the use 
of observations of analogous weather 
situations of the past. 

E 
= 

F/g7//*t? .T/7<3H7'77g ?/7(? /1/7J777C 777^//^ 77TCg7//d77* g7 7(7 
077(//0777* 24/7 /?7 ̂C7/P7/(7/7077 /?̂ /& ^/ 7(?00 777 077 
7̂ /7̂ 7/ O.S'p̂C/. F/YJ777 /Â  /̂ /?, V077 //77(7.' //7C 
^(y/r-s^c/ /7a/̂ / 0/7 77 ./^777/^/i' 99, f/7^ /?77̂ / 
yör^C^/^^ //?7.y &7/f 7̂77(7 //7̂  /l/pgg(? 
Jovt'mYY7/^7 /?t^/J 077̂ 7 //7(f 077^/og07/^ /7C7J/ .̂7/77̂/707̂7. 

The operational Validation is obtained by 
simulating precise locations where regulär 
manual or automatic snow and weather 
observations are performed without 
incorporating these data in the analysis 
scheme or by comparison with different 
independent fields as on the previous 
figure 

F/g7/71? .S'/70M//7g 70 y6W.S' q/ CO/77/70/*/.yo/7.S' f<37-07j 
Oe?M̂ e/7 777Ĉ.<<777 ̂  F770W 7̂cp//7 ̂ 7o//̂ 7̂ ///7(?) ̂777̂7 
.S'777777/̂/ü*(7 Ŝ'o//(7 //77C) <7/ ///(? r7g776*̂  Â/ 7T.S07*/ 
fVd7707.T6 777(7̂ 7/) 

The current deveiopments: The present 
üne of research aims at a better spatial 
resolution of the provided results, 
especially for the avaianche diagnoses, at a 
finer spatial scale of about 1 km, what we 
caü "local scale". This requires to better 
take into account the fine scale forcing of 
the local topography, the effects of which 
are less important at the massif scale and 
different other related phenomena. An 
important point is thus to insert the 
complex effects of the snowdrift which 
transported amounts cannot be ignored so 
as its impiications on the snow stability. 
The treatment of such smaü but important 
phenomena is presently a chaüenge due to 
the permanent interaction between snow 
and weather conditions and to their very 
fine scale resolution and high compiexity 
which often exceeds the present State of the 
art in current modeüing. The used 
Solutions are fine mesh modeüing and 
several downscaling Operators. Among 
these Operators are the local Simulation of 
the snow proflies, the modifications of the 
velocity field, the snow drift occurrence 
and the preeipitation redistribution. We are 
presently working on these different 
subjects as well as on the Validation of the 
results. 
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The SAFRAN wind fieid is adapted to the 
iocai topography by a smal! numerica! 
model of potentia! vorticity, SAMVER, 
and through statistica! relationships with 
the main features of the !oca! topography. 
These last results have been obtained by 
the use of comparisons between SAMVER 
and MESO-NH on common runs. The 
snow drift effects are simulated on a test 
area (2x3 km) on a grid of 45m mesh 
(model SYTRON2) and are presently 
under evaiuation. 

.y/7ou'//7g ?/7c -ST77?0/V.2 67?;'.? 7770(7c//c(7 
.S'770U(7c/7//7 (77ĵ (?7Y777Ĉ  077 22 Â 77Y*/7 2002 C77/C /O 
^770^' (77*7// /J/7C/70/77('/7(7. 777C ̂ (C77C 7.S' /0C(7/C(7 777 /77f 
G7 (777(7ĉ  7?077.̂ M 777(7̂ 57/ fO/Og/Y7/?/71' 77̂ (77* 270(1*777 
(7̂ 7 /?/o//̂ (7 777 Oo/(7 /777a?) Vt//// C7*0(7(?(7 (77*̂ (7J 777 
07*OH'77 CO/0777*.S (777(7 (7(Y'77/777//(7//0 77 777 g7*^77 Co/0777*.?. 
T/7C 777C.T77 .̂7ZC 7.S (70(777/ 4J/77 (777(7 //7C /p/o//C(7 U 777(7 
o/7/(7777C(7/7 0777 ̂ M^/TT?. 

The Validation of such experiment is very 
difficult. The present used methodology is 
the comparison of the observed surface 
snow aibedo (by the use of digital 
photographs) and the modelled resulting 
aibedo when the snow crysta! features have 
been modified by the transport effects and 
the deposition. 
Other deveiopments are also in progress in 
the framework of the chain as new stability 
diagnostics Iinked to micro mechanicai 
studies or as new estimations of the liquid 
water fluxes. 

Reiated appücations: SAFRAN and 
CROCUS have been widely used for more 
specific research appücations. We shaü 
principaüy quote climate change with 
modifications of the SAFRAN Outputs 
according to severa! climate change 
scenani. 
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Severa! other studies, especiaüy fbr 
hydroiogy have also successfuiiy been 
done. An operational suite of automatic 
estimation of hydrologieal discharges 
based on the SAFRAN analysis is being 
implemented over the whole French 
territory. 
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The GLOWA-Danube Approach to Modeüing Snow and ice in the 
Aipine Part of the Danube Catchment 
Heidi Escher-Vetter*, Stefan Niemeyer** 
Kommission for Giacioiogy, Bavarian Academy of Sciences, Munich 
**Department of Earth and Environmentat Sciences, University of Munich, Munich 

1. tntroduction 
The interdiscipiinary GLOWA-Danube research project was started in the year 2001 with the aim to 
investigate a iarge variety of water reiated questions for an aipine region and its foreiands. These 
questions ränge from modeüing of preeipitation and evapotranspiration to water use in househoids 
and industry, inciuding surface energy processes, runoff formation and distribution, groundwater 
modeiüng, use of water by forests, agrieuiture, or tourism. To provide answers to these questions, 
the object-oriented, giobai change decision support system DANUBiA is being devetoped as an 
interdiscipiinary modeiüng too), which wiü aüow to investigate different scenarios of sustainabie 
future water use under various cümatic, ecoiogicai, economicai and behaviourai aspects. 
The upper Danube Basin, where DANUBiA is appiied, is a catchment area of 77 000 knf with an 
aititudinat ränge from 288 m a.s.t. to 3770 m a.s.t. and a variety of surfaces, from intensiveiy used 
farm iand to iarge cities, from soft hiüs with forests or meadows to steep mountains and giaciers. 
Snowfaü can be observed in the whoie region at some time of the year, white ice is restricted to 
existing giaciers. Therefore snow- and ice reiated processes have to be modeüed separateiy. 

2. Structure ofthe DANUBiA system 
The DANUBiA system is comprised of a basic framework structure, a database and the five 
embedded main components Armosp/?ere, Landstv/face, R/ver/iefworA, GroL/nd̂ varer and Acfors 
(Fig.1). The framework is responsibie for ensuring the consistency in space and the appropriate 
timing of the singie components. The database deiivers aii data commoniy used by aii components 
(e.g. co-ordinates, aititude, tand cover, etc.) Each component consists of one or severai objects that 
represent the formeriy diseipünary modeis. The components are iinked by cieariy defined data 
exchange interfaces. The spatiaity distributed modeiüng in each object is based on proxets 
(PROcess piXELS) of 1 knf in size, a scaie, which is rather smaii for some of the contributing 
groups, but considerabiy iarge for others. The regionai meteoroiogicai modei MM5 embedded in 
A^moMMö e.g., an object of the Armosp/iere component, typicaüy uses tens of km as averaging 
iength, whereas vegetationai or snow-reiated questions are usuaüy investigated on scaies of 
severai tens of meters. The temporai resoiution of each singie modeüing object, on the other hand, 
is more fiexibie, depending on the processes being described and ranging from 15 minutes to 
severai months. DANUBiA is designed on the basis ofthe Unified Modeüing Language UML (Booch 
et ai. 1999), where the interactions between the different components as weii as those inside the 
objects are defined, structured and checked for consistency. The actuai modeiüng aigorithms are 
impiemented in the programming ianguage JAVA, which faeiiitates the object-oriented, net-based, 
distributed impiementation of DANUBiA. Within this tooi, the principte of 'unequivocai responsibiüty' 
is appiied, thus, one proeess is handied by just one group and is not modeüed in paraüei by 
different members of the project. The undertying framework of DANUBiA has been designed in 
mututai agreement of aii project groups within GLOWA-Danube and impiemented by the Computer 
sciences group. The singie components of diseipünary modeiüng are provided by the respective 
sub-project, after common agreement to the core competences of each group. Currentiy, the 
DANUBiA system is being set up at the Department of Earth and Environmentat Sciences, 
University of Munich, on a Linux ciuster of 25 nodes, atiowing for a compact test environment, but 
stiü using the same framework necessary for distributed modeiüng over the internet. 
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3. Modeüing of snow and ice 
According to the principte of 'unequivocai responsibiüty' processes of snow and ice are modeüed at 
two distinct piaces within DANUBiA: Aii snow-retated processes are treäted in the Snow object, 
white ice is modetted within S/j/face. Snow can occur on aü proxets within the test area, ice is 
restricted to present giaciers. Accordingiy, snow fatiing and metting on a giacier is handted by Snow, 
and giaciers are treäted as one type of iand use within DANUBiA and is consequentiy deait with in 
the Ŝ /face object. Both objects are part of the Lands/j/face component. Besides interactions within 
Lands/jfface, both objects have interfaces with the Afmospnere component that provides the 
meteoroiogicai conditions. The resuits of the snow and ice modeiüng represent input information for 
other components and are passed on via data exchange interfaces. in Â mosp/iere meteoroiogicai 
data can be provided by three objects, two of them deating with measured data (network Station 
data and remote sensing data, respectivety), whüe the third object provides modeüed cümate 
conditions with the MM5 regionai cümate modei. These data are passed on to /Lands/j/face with its 
five objects Pad/af/onßa/ance, Snow, Süvrrace, Vegê a/j/'on and So/7 (Fig.2). With concern to the 
snow/ice modeiüng, three objects are invoived. in Rad/'ar/onBa/ance, the decision is made whether 
the preeipitation faiis as snow or rain. in Snow, accumutation and abtation of snow is determined, 
and SLV/face inciudes the abtation caicuiation of the giaciers in the catchment area. The S/o/og/ca/ 
object is run independentiy of Snow, as it is assumed that no major exchange processes between 
piants and water occur during periods with snow cover at the surface. The meit water amount 
determined by Snô v and the runoff caicuiated in Sü/yface are handed over to So/7 which passes 
them on to R/vernerwor/( and Groundwafer. Finaiiy, the resuits produced in Snow and Surface are 
used in the Acfors component for decision making, e.g. directiy by providing information on the 
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snow conditions to the To/jnsr object or indirectiy by the provision of snow and ice meit via the 
groundwater and rivers to the tVâ erSüvpp/y object. 

<3 

F/gure 2; An overv/ew s/<efcn of̂ he Landŝ r/ace componenr /n L/ML noraf/on. 

3/f. Snow accM/MM/af/on and ab/af/on 
At the present state the methods used for the snow modeiüng are comparabiy simpie. in 
Rad/af/onBa/ance the distinction between rain or snowfaii is made soieiy by a fixed threshoid of air 
temperature of 0.05 °C: beiow, preeipitation faiis as snow. Together with the preeipitation imported 
from Afmospnere this information is imported into Snow for each time step and every proxei. There, 
three case distinetions are made: 

1. snow faiis on bare ground or on an aiready existing snow cover 
2. rain faiis on an aiready existing snow cover 
3. no preeipitation occurs, meiting of snow depends on the atmospheric conditions 

For the first case, accumutation is determined as the sum of water equivatent of preeipitation. The 
snow cover is caicuiated as a fractionai quantity by assuming that 1 mm w e. snow corresponds to a 
snow cover of 3.3 %, so that the proxei is compieteiy snow-covered when accumutation has sur-
passed 30 mm w e. The aibedo of fresh snow is set to 0.85. No metting processes are assumed to 
occur during snowfaii conditions. Cases two and three are summed up under the abtation 
modeiüng. With an energy baiance approach (Escher-Vetter, 2000) it is decided, whether meiting of 
snow occurs or not. The approach uses the net radiatiön provided by Rad/arVonBa/ance to deter
mine the turbuient fiuxes in Snow with a buik approach, inciuding a simpie surface temperature 
parameterization on the basis of the totai batance. After modeiüng the temporai change of aibedo 
with an exponentia) decüne, the aibedo is handed back to Rad/ar/onBa/ance for the determination of 
the net radation at the next time step. The sum of the energy batance terms, as caicuiated in Snow, 
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detivers the avaitabte mett water, if there is a surpius of energy. in case of rain its quantity is added 
to the snow mett water, as there can be metting conditions during rainfatt, too. The decrease ofthe 
water equivatent of the accumuiated snow and, consequentty, the snow cover decrease are 
computed in anaiogy to the increase during snowfaii. When snow cover is reduced to zero, the 
S/j/face object takes over the modeiüng of runoff from the snowfree proxei. 

3.2. /ce ab/â /on 
The computations for the meiting of giacier ice is practicaiiy the same as in case three of Snô v, oniy 
there is no change in aibedo of the bare giacier ice. For surface temperature caicuiation, different 
materiai constants of ice density, specific heat and thermai conductivity are used. 

4. Regionaüzation scheme 'Geokomp!exe' 
in order to be abie to account for sub-scaie processes within the proxet of 1 knf a conceptuai 
framework caiied 'Geokompiexe' is being devetoped. tt wiü aiiow for a more detaited proeess 
description within the Landstv/face component by deümiting 'Geokompiexe' within a proxei. To be 
consistent with the DANUBiA system, no information within a proxei can be iocated, i.e. the proxei 
is the basic spatiai unit. However, with the heip of externa) knowiedge and a high-resotution DEM 
and iand cover ciassification, areas within a proxei can be found that consist of a distinct set of iocai 
geo-factors iike attitude, siope, or iand cover, without knowing the exact iocation of such a 
Geokompiex'. Thus a 'Geokompiex' might cover 30 % of the proxei with a certain combination of 
tand cover, siope, and aspect, another one covering oniy 10% of the same proxet, showing a 
different iand cover and aspect, but a simiiar siope. The definition of 'Geokompiexe' wiü be 
supported by fuzzy-iogic approach in order to find the most suitabie combinations of geo-factors 
within a proxei. This information can then be used by the objects within the LandsL/rface component 
to describe reievant processes in more detaii. The Snow object, e.g., wiü be abie to distinguish 
between a steep, forested north-facing siope and a ftat, siightiy south-heading pasture within one 
proxei, resuiting in a better representation of snow accumutation and abtation processes. 

5. Conciusions 
The GLOWA-Danube project aims at answering water-reiated questions both from the socio-
economic and the naturai sciences view. Modeiüng processes of snow and ice within the DANUBiA 
system is important for a reaiistic spatio-temporai distribution of water resources. Whüe in the first 
project phase the representation of snow/ice-reiated processes is rather simpie - in order to adjust 
aigorithms from existing modeis to the common framework and to reeeive first resuits in due time -
a sub-scaie approach wiü hopefuüy come forth in the progress of the work and wiü iead to more 
sophisticated methods and better resuits. 
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SW!SS ALPiNE SNOW VAR!AB!L!TY AND 
!TS UNKS TO LARGE SCALE FLOW PATTERNS 
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ABSTRACT 
in this study a new homogeneous Swiss Aipine new snow data set was used to expiore the roie of 
iarge scaie fiow patterns in exptaining the observed snow variabiiity. The mid-winter (DJF) ieading 
mode, determined by a principai component anaiysis (PCA), is aimost uniform over the entire Swiss 
area and expiains more than haif of the totai variance (55%). This indicates that the primary inter
annuai snow variabiiity in Switzeriand is either a winter with iarge or smatt snow pack, independent 
of sub-regions. The second mode (14%) ctearty distinguishes between the northern and southern 
siope of the Aipine ridge. A comparison with an independent Swiss winter preeipitation study re
veaied simiiarities in the two ieading patterns. The third pattern (8%) shows a distinct height de
pendence, which was not found in winter preeipitation. A correiation anatysis suggests oniy a mod
est direct infiuenee of the North Attantic Osciitation (NAO) on the first and second principai pattern. 
However, the third pattern is significantty correiated with the NAO) and shows an increasing correta
tion in time. A simitar trend is aiso found in the third PC of Swiss temperature data. This suggests a 
NAO reiated temperature infiuenee. A Singuiar Vatue Decomposition (SVD) anaiysis showed a 
more eomptex inftuence of the NAO. The sea tevet pressure covariabitity with mid-winter new snow 
is again dominated by one singie mode (79% of squared covariance fraction (SCF)). tt is iinked to 
anticycionic (eyetonic) ftow directty over the Atps and is characterised by a hemispheric pressure 
structure with a NAO/AO-iike dipoie. 

1. introduction and methods 
Swiss Aipine snow cover is varying considerabiy on inter-annuai to decadai time scates. Since snow 
is a resource of great commerciai and sociai vaiue for the Swiss Atpine region that aiso bears con
siderabie hazards, it is of major interest to underständ its variabiiity and its tinks to cümate dynami
cat aspects. in this study the homogeneous snow data set compiied by Laternser (2002) was used 
to discuss the roie of iarge scaie fiow patterns such as the NAO in exptaining the observed Aipine 
snow cover variabitity. Mid-winter new snow sums were anaiysed at 89 stations for the period 1958-
1999. The dominant patterns of snow variabitity were determined by a PCA, (see e.g. Witks(1995)). 
The tink between targe scate fiow patterns and Swiss Aipine snow was exptored using a correiation 
anaiysis and a SVD approach (e.g. Wattace and Gutzier, 1981; Bretherton et at., 1992). 

2. Winter mean new snow variabiiity 
The ieading PCA mode is atmost uniform over the entire Swiss area (cf. Figure 1a). it expiains more 
than haif of the totai observed variabiiity (55% for mid-winter). This indicates that the primary inter
annuai mid-winter new snow variabitity in Switzertand is expressed as either a winter with targe or 
smaü snow pack, independent of any sub-regions. The second mode, which expiains 14% cieariy 
distinguishes between the northern and southern stope of the Atpine ridge (Figure 1b). The third 
mode expiains 8% of the tota) variabiiity and shows a distinetion between the centrai (higher) and 
marginai (tower) regions (Figure 1c). A comparison with an independent Swiss winter preeipitation 
study reveated simiiarities in the two ieading patterns (Widmann, 1996; Widmann and Schär, 1997). 
The height dependent third new snow mode was not identified in the preeipitation data set. 
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Figure 1: Homogenous corretation 
maps of mid-winter Swiss new 
snow PCA. Positive correiattons are 
shown as circies, negative correia-
tions as Squares. Panei a) EOF 1, 
b) EOF 2 and c) EOF 3. Statisticaiiy 
significant vaiues on the 95% ievei 
are fiiied. The expiained variances 
are 55% (EOF 1), 14% (EOF 2) and 
8% (EOF 3) respectivety. 

The height dependence of the first three principai components is shown in Figure 2. There are ciear 
differences between the northern Aipine and the southern Aipine stations but no distinct height de
pendence can be found for the first and the second principai component. There is a ciear aititudinai 
dependence of the third component (r—0.6) strongty suggesting a temperature dependence of this 
mode. 
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Figure 2: Scatterptots of corretation coefficients between att 89 Station time series and the ioadings 
of the principai components vs. attitude. Shown are the first three PC's. Circies denote northern sta
tions, triangtes southem stations. Significant correiations (95% tevet) are fitied. 
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3 Link with iarge scaie fiow patterns 
The ünk between targe scate ftow patterns and Swiss Atpine snow was anatysed using a corretation 
anatysis and an SVD approach. The corretation anaiysis suggests oniy a modest direct inftuence of 
the NAO on mid-winter Swiss new snow sums. Tabie 1 shows correiation coefficients of the mid-
winter mean new snow PC's with wett known teieconnection patterns (e.g. Watiace and Gutzier, 
1981). The first mode seems to be significantty retated to the Potar Eurasian pattern (r—0.55). The 
second and the third PC are significantty correiated with the Scandinavian and Eastern Attantic pat
tern. The time evotution of the first three PC's are aii moderatety correiated with the NAO index, but 
oniy the third PC is significant at the 99% tevet. 

Tabiel: Corretation coefficients between mid-winter new snow PC's and iarge scaie ftow indices 
(1958-1999). Two sided 95% (99%) significant retations are denoted by one (two) asterisk(s). The 
significance test assumes 42 - 2 = 40 degrees of freedom. 

r(pattern - snow PC) PC 1 PC 2 PC 3 
North Att. Osciii. (NAO) -0.24 -0.29 -0.57' 
Scandinavian (SCAND) -0.18 0.46** 0.33* 

East. Atiantic (EA) 0.00 -0.44** -0.43' 
Poiar Eurasian 0.55' -0.17 -0.25 

Arctic Osciitation (AO) -0.33* -0.14 -0.33* 

The teft panet of Figure 3 shows running correiations of 31 year Windows for the time period 1931 to 
1999. The correiation of the third snow PC with the NAOi shows a considerabie trend since the iate 
1950's as the NAO) time series itsetf. it changes from an insignificant corretation in the 1931-1955 
period to a highiy significant one since the 1960's. A simiiar trend in significance can be found for 
the Swiss temperature PC 3 (Figure 3 right panei). This is a hint that the third snow component is 
iinked with the changing third temperature pattern which by itseif seems to be iinked to the NAO 
(trend) since the 1960's. 
The SVD anaiysis reveaied a more compiex infiuenee of the NAO. The covariabiiity expressed as 
the coupted sea tevet pressure (SLP) - mid-winter new snow winter mean variabiiity is cieariy domi
nated by one singie mode that expiains -79% of the squared covariance fraction (SCF) and -35% 
of the totai variance. The corresponding snow pattern is comparabie to the ieading PCA pattern. 
This indicates again a primary uniform mid-winter new snow fieid. The associated ftow patterns are 
iinked to anticycionic (eyetonic) ftow directiy over the Atps. However the SLP pattern is character
ised by a hemispheric structure with a NAO-tike pressure dipote between Greentand and tvliddie 
Europe. Atthough the snow patterns were onty moderatety correiated with the NAO index, the evo
iution of the pressure patterns now shows a highty significant corretation coefficient on the order of 
0.8. The second coupted mode has a SCF of 10% and its temporat variabitity is significantty corre
iated with the Scandinavian (as does the PC, see Tabte 1) and NAO pattern. it is associated with a 
north-south (south-north) ftow towards the Atps. The corresponding snow pattem shows a distinct 
dipote with different signs to the north and to the south of the Atpine ridge. Even the third mode 
(SCF: 5%) is correiated with the NAO index. Hence, aithough the snow patterns themseives are 
moderatety correiated with the NAO index, they seem to be determined to a substantiai degree by 
the NAO phenomenon. 
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4 Trends 
An earüer anatysis of the same snow data set reveated a significant, but a height dependent de
crease of averaged mean snow depth in partieuiar in the iate 1980's and 1990's (Laternser 2002). 
Each ieading patterns was used to identify if any significant tong term changes have occurred in the 
different regimes. None of the first three patterns shows a statisticatty significant trend for the fuü 
time ränge 1958-1999. However during the täte 1980's and 1990's the PC1 indicates iower snow 
consistent with the decadat trend found by Laternser. The strongest but stiit insignificant trend (p 
vaiue = 0.78) is found for the third PC. This PC is iinked with the NAO trend and its inftuence on 
temperature as shown above. 
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Figure 3: Left panei: 31 year window running correiations between DJF NAOi and mid-winter Swiss 
new snow PC's. The time period considered is 1931 to 1999. Right panet: as teft panet, but for mid-
winter Swiss 2m temperature. For both panets: PC1 (btack), PC2 (dark grey), PC3 (tight grey, ia
beied). Two sided significance ieveis are dashed (95%) and dotted (99%). Note that the ieft panet 
Ordinate runs from -1 to 0, where the right ordinate runs from 0 to 1. 
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ABSTRACT 
The wind fieid over steep, aipine topography shows highiy compiex three-dimensionai fiow features such 
as fiow Separation, recircutation and turbutent eddies of different scates. Adapting the non-hydrostatic 
and compressibte atmospheric prediction modet ARPS (Advanced Regionat Prediction System) to high 
atpine topography, the boundary tayer ftow has been simutated and evatuated against measurements. 
The targe-eddy simutation techniqüe has been applied to a fine mesh computationai grid with horizontai 
spacing of 25 m. tn the verticat a grid stretching teads to a resotution of approximatety 3 m near to 
the ground and approximatety 300 m ctose to the top of the modet domain. The adaptation of the 
tocat wind fietd to the steep topography has been computed for fixed boundary conditions. The onset 
of Separation downwind of an inhomogeneous mountain ridge is highly dependent on the wind speed 
and wind direction in the infiow region upwind of the ridge. Measurements as wett as modet studies 
show that a criticat wind speed of approximatety 4 m/s is necessary for Separation to deveiop. The wind 
fietd and turbuience parameters computed in the current study have been used successfuiiy to drive a 
numericat three-dimensionat snow drift modet. 
1. introduction 

Biowing and drifting snow is an important phenomenon in high atpine terrain. A huge amount of 
snow is transported by wind and deposited creating inhomogeneous patterns. Wind btown snow is a 
major factor inftuencing avatanche danger and the tocat micro ctimate. Furthermore, drifting snow can 
be a major probtem for infrastructure such as roads and houses. Despite the progress that has been 
made in the understanding and modetting of snow drift over the tast few decades, an adequate modet 
system to assess and finatty predict snow redistribution in steep terrain is stiit missing. A numericat 
snow drift modet has been devetoped at the SLF, (Lehning et ai., 2000), which combines an atmo
spheric modet anaiysis of the wind fietd over steep topography, a new formuiation of snow drift and a 
snow cover modet. This study focuses on the reatistic estimation ofthe boundary tayer wind fietd over 
eomptex atpine terrain. Smatt scate ftow features such as ftow Separation, recircutation and turbuient 
eddies are the driving mechanisms behind the inhomogeneous snow distribution. 

Current knowtedge about the fine-scaie modelting of the boundary tayer wind fietd and the mod
etting of turbulent ftuxes of momentum over steep terrain is timited. Computation of the atmospheric 
ftow on the meso- to micro-scate require nonhydrostatic and compressibte modets. tn the current study 
the Submeso version of the Advanced Regionat Prediction System (ARPS) was used to catcutate high 
resotution wind fietds over eomptex atpine terrain. The ARPS modet has been developed at the Center 
for Anatysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) at the University of Oktahoma, (Xue et at., 2000). The 
Submeso version of the modet was created at the University of Grenobte, to adapt the ARPS modet to 
steep terrain, Anquetin et at. (1998). 

2. ARPS mode! description and configuration 

Originatty the ARPS modet has been developed to study and predict storm scate phenomena such 
as supercett storms, squatl tines and tornados. The physies and parametrisations of the model resolve 
processes ranging from the meso-scaie down to the micro-scate. Extensive verification of the ARPS 
modet was performed comparing the model computations with anaiyticat sotutions of tinear and non
tinear mountain waves for ftow over ideaiised topography. Observed smalt-scate weather phenomena 
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Üke thunderstorms and windstorms on the tee of mountains were aiso considered for verification. At the 
end of the 1990s the Submeso version of the ARPS modei was advanced at the University of Grenobie 
to study thermai driven ftow in steep Atpine vaüeys. The modifications concern the adaptation of the 
ARPS modet to steep topography: turbutent mixing coefficients as weü as surface ftuxes of momentum, 
heat and water substances are corrected using the effective stope angte of the topography. 

A generatised terrain-foüowing coordinate system is used in the ARPS modet to sotve the non
hydrostatic, compressibte Navier-Stokes equations. Conservation equation for momentum, heat, mass, 
water substances, turbutent kinetic energy and the equation of State of moist air compiete the set of 
modet equations. The modet variabtes ̂  are defined as the sum of base State variabtes ̂  and the 
deviations from the base State Â P: 

^(.?-,?y.^f)=W(^)+A^(.r./y.^.r). (1) 
The base State ̂  is by definition horizontaüy homogeneous, time invariant and hydrostaticaüy 

batanced. The horizontat homogeneity of the base State assures that the pressure gradient terms 
vanish. This reduces the computationai error associated with the terrain-foüowing coordinate system. 
The computationai grid can be arbitrary and time dependent because it is defined numericatty. The 
ARPS modet has been set up as a Large Eddy Simutation (LES) modet. Apptying the LES approach. 
the targe scate turbutent motions are computed expücitty with the three dimensionat numericat modet 
equations whitst the smaü scate turbutent motions are parameterised via a subgrid scate (SGS) modet. 
The acoustic wave modes were integrated using a smaü time step of 0.001 s. The integration of the 
acoustic non-active wave modes were undertaken using a targe time step of 0.01 s. in the taterat 
direction periodic boundary conditions were chosen. For the top boundary condition the zero gradient 
formuiation was apptied. The bottom boundary was taken as a rigid waii. Betow the top boundary a 
2000 m thick upper ievei Rayteigh dumping tayer was introduced. 

A very fine computationai mesh of a few metres is necessary to resoive the major features of the 
boundary tayer ftow over steep and eomptex topography. An modet area of 1.5 x 1.5 km in the horizontat 
and a domain height of approximatety 3000 m above the topography was chosen to assure that the 
iargest turbutent eddies are resotved. Using a horizontat resotution of 25 m, 61 grid points in each 
direction are necessary to cover the whote area. tn the verticai, a grid stretching teads to a resotution of 
approximatety 3 m near to the ground and approximatety 300 m ctose to the top of the modet domain. 

The modet was initiatised via a singte vertical profite of the atmospheric parameters. The differ
ent wind profites for this study were catcutated using a Standard togarithmic wind iaw. Since a weü 
mixed boundary tayer ftow was considered, the vertical profite of the atmosphere used to initiatise the 
ARPS modet was süghtty stably stratified. Using the verticat profite of the atmosphere, the ARPS 
modet computes a horizontai homogeneous base state. Anatysing measured as weü as modetted verticat 
profites for typicat cotd front passages in the Atps, an averaged verticat potentiat temperature gradi
ent of = 0.5Ayi00//; and a boundary tayer height (5 = 500 m have proved to be representative. 
This averaged verticat potentiat temperature gradient teads to a Brunt-Vaisaia-Frequency of about 
N = 0.01 I/3. Therefore the Froude Number, Fr, of the air fiow is of the order of 3. Consequentiy 
the natura) wave tength of the ftow is much targer than the dimension of the topography. No large 
ampütude tee waves but boundary tayer Separation is formed downwind of the topography. 

3. Resuits 

Computations of the wind field over the Gaudergrat, our experimental site in the Weissfluh area near 
Davos are shown. The Gaudergrat is a quasi two-dimensionat mountain ridge with stopes of up to 
38 °. The sharp crest reaches a height of approximatety 150 m above the surrounding topography. The 
prevaiting wind direction during strong preeipitation events is north-west and thus perpendieuiar to the 
crest tine. The Gaudergrat is equipped with six meteorotogicat stations carrying instruments measuring 
wind profites and other important meteorological parameters with a temporat resotution of 1 Hz at 
different heights. The wind masts are situated in a tine that is perpendieuiar to the crest iine. The 
masts upstream and downstream of the crest are positioned at a horizontat distance of approximatety 
500 m from the crest üne. The masts on both stopes have a horizontat distance of 30 m from the crest 
iine. 
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tn the fottowing figures the resutts ofthe ARPS catcu-
lations are shown initiatising the modet with a west wind 
of 6 m/s free stream vetocity. tn Figure 1 the verticat 
profite of the west-east wind component are ittustrated 
after 30 s and 300 s integration time for 5 tocations sim
itar to the tocations of the wind masts. The thick sotid 
tine shows the initiatisation togarithmic wind profite. Af
ter 30 s the profite in the inftow region of the model is 
identicat to the initiatisation profite. On both stopes and 
on top of the ridge a typicat speed up wind profite has 
devetoped. tn the profite on top ofthe ridge, the highest 
wind speed is reaehed on the towest grid tevet directty 
above the topography. After 300 s the inftow profite is 
stightty modified. tn the tee stope a Separation eddy has 
formed which teads to a strong negative wind compo
nent ctose to the topography. The structure of such a 
Separation eddy is atso shown in Figure 2 b). This Sep
aration eddy modifies the speed up profites in the tuff 
slope and on the top of the ridge. 

Figure 2 a) shows a snapshot of the computed wind 
fietd over the centrat part of the Gaudergrat ridge for the 
first grid tevet after 8 min integration time. The adap
tation of the wind field to the steep terrain resutts in 
a complex three-dimensional wind fietd. Over the crest 
tine a speed up region has been devetoped. The mean 
speed up of 0.7 is in good agreement with measurements 
(not shown). Downwind of the crest two verticatty ori
ented vortices were formed as a resutt of the interaction 
between the ftow which is passing the ridge and the ftow 

which is overstreaming the ridge. The vertica) cross-section of Figure 2 b) shows the horizontatty ori
ented rotator which occurred in the Separation region downwind of the crest. Taking both pictures 
together makes the eomptex three-dimensionat structure of the ftow visibte. 

Figure 1: Verticat profite of the west-east 
wind component after 30 s and 300 s inte
gration time. 

a) 
; WtndH.Mov*th.O.L**ry.t[m/.] r , T ^ ^ ^ 

./^Jv -̂-!-! -s-̂ A-J 

........ . .,<̂ XL7̂ j)i-... / j 
, . .... ........ -y-...pr-. 
/ .: ... : / ^ 

b) 

Figure 2: a) Wind field over the central part of the Gaudergrat ridge for the hrst grid level. 
b) Vertical cross-section of the wind held over the central part of the Gaudergrat ridge. 

Experiments with different initiatisation wind profites have shown that the main ftow features as 
well as the onset of Separation are highty dependent on the wind speed and wind direction in the inftow 
region upstream of the ridge. tf the ftow is perpendicutar to the crest tine, a criticat wind speed of 
4 //?/.s is necessary to generate Separation of the boundary tayer flow, tf the wind direction upwind of 
the ridge is not perpendicular to the ridge, more air is passes the ridge and flow Separation becomes more 
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and more unükety. A vaiue of 30 ° Variation from per
pendieuiar was found to be criticai. 

An exampie of the measured rapid change of 
the fiow regime downwind of the crest is shown 
in Figure 3. The wind direction at the wind 
mast situated in the infiow region changes from 
west to north. As soon as the wind direction 
reaches north-west, the fiow regime downwind of 
the crest changes compieteiy. The changing of 
the wind direction from south to north-east means 
that the fiow passing the ridge has changed its di
rection. This phenomenon can nieeiy be recon
structed by iooking at the wave structures of the 
accumuiated snow after a snow drift event (not 
shown). 

4. Condusions and out!ook 

For the first time a horizontat resoiution of a few metres 
has been used for the fine scaie modeiüng of the wind fieid ciose to compiex terrain. The overaü struc
ture of the wind fieid as weü as characteristic fiow features Üke fiow Separation are weit reproduced with 
the Submeso modei. However, diffieuities arise in formuiating reasonabie boundary and initiatisation 
conditions for the modei. So far, we are able to caicutate the wind fieid for fixed boundary conditions 
but no computation of the time devetopment of the wind fietd is possible. To run the ARPS model in 
a forecast mode, a downscating method has been devetoped at the SLF that aüows the generation of 
an initiatisation verticat sounding of the atmosphere using the output of the aLMo forecast modei of 
MeteoSwiss, (Spreitzhofer and Raderschatt, 2003). The wind fietd an turbutence quantities simutated 
with the Submeso modet serve as input for the snow drift modet, (Lehning et at., 2000). 
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(crosses) of the Gaudergrat ridge. 10 s 
avarages are shown. 
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N 
Nachtnebet H.P. 
Nance L. 
Nanni T. 
Nemec L. 
Nerozzi F. 
Nicoietta M. 
Niemeyer S. 
Nikotov D. 
Noppe) H. 
Nuret M. 

208, 211 

346 
450 
555 
343 
294 
215 
563 
366 

o 
Oberto E. 
Obted Ch. 
Ogtesby R. 

77, 229 
419 

291 
80 
379 

Ötafsson H. 113, 169, 461, 463, 466, 469, 473, 477, 
478,539 

Oiivero A. 
Orione F. 
Ostrozttk M. 

191 
215 
173 

Paccagnetta T. 
Pakaiidou N. 

71,294 
- 455 
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Paioscia S. 
Pampatoni P. 
Parker D. 
Peiosini R. 
Pennas P. 
Pertziger F. 
Peter Ch. 
Petersen G.N. 
Petkova N. 
Phiiipona R. 
Piringer ivl. 
Piass-Dütmer Ch. 
Pospichai B. 
Pöttschacher W. 

Q 
Quattrocchi S. 

R 
Raderschaii N. 
Rakovec J. 
Rampanetti G. 
Ranzi R. 
Rasiiia Ä. 
Rast J. 
Ratheiser ivl. _ 
Ravazzani G. _ 
Rea R. 
Reitebuch O. 
Rhyner H. 
Richard E. 
Richiardone R. 
Richner H. 
Roe G. 
Rogiers N. 
Rögnvatdsson Ö. 
Ross A.N. 
Rosso R. 
Rösting B. 
Rotach M.W. 
Rotunno R. 
Roux F. 
Rudoif B. 
Ruffieux D. 

s 
Sacchetti D. 

315 
315 
384 

191, 215 
455 
383 
329 

463, 466, 539 
340 
285 

_ 428 
129 

153, 157, 263 
276, 438, 527 

81 

185, 349, 571 
123 

141, 483 
304, 315, 376 

462 
200 

286, 438, 527 
372 
483 

117, 129, 134, 138, 146 
350 

12, 450, 532 
402 

277, 424, 432 
557 
181 

469, 478 
168 
372 
463 

161, 162, 247, 251 
141,450,513 

_ 5 
554 
436 

Said F. 
Saierno R. _̂ 
Santangeto R. 
Santi E. 
Schär C. 
Schefoid R. 
Scheifinger H. 
Scherrer S.C. 
Schmidii J. 
Schmidt K. 
Schneider S. 
Schöner W. 
Schwierz C. 
Seifert A. 
Settmann J. 
Setnickova i. 

166 
230 
199 
315 

28, 79, 85,271,383, 450 
41,54 

329, 482 
567 

. 90 
53 
482 

Shanmuganandan S. 
Shapiro M.A. 
Shun CM. 
Siegwoif R.T.W. 
Simmer C. 
Skachova H. 
Skok G. 
Smith R.B. 
Smith S. 
Smoien F. 

346, 482, 555 
— 85,545 

39 
117 
343 

347,367 
407 
281 
181 
128 
343 
45 

Sneyers R. 
Span N. 
Spreitzhofer G. 
Sprenger M. 
Srinivasan K. 
Stancaiie G. 
Stastny P. 
Staudinger C 
Stein J. 

33, 379, 446 
406 
173 
488 
559 
185 
450 
298 
336 
104 
391 
16 

Steinacker R.153, 157, 221, 263, 276, 286, 424, 438, 
527, 556 

Stoiaki S. 455 
Sun W.Y. 29,411 
Suseij K. 58 
Szaiai S. 555 
Szentimrey T. 555 

Tagiiazucca M. 
Tammetin B. 

70 
129 
200 
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TamutewiczJ. 103 Zängi G. 20,229,415,438,519 
Todini E. 272 Zanini S. 78 
Toiasz R. . 109 Zaninovic K. 555 
Tombros D. 208 Zardi D. 119, 141,320,483 
TomirottiM. 315 ZassoR. 354 
Tooming H. 335 Zawadzki i. 38 
Trenti A. 86 
Tricki T. 129, 255 
Trovatore E. 70 
Tschannett S. _ 221,286,424,438,527 
Tschichoid N. 208 
Tudor ivl. 362 

u 
Ungersböck W. 555 
UppaiaS. 376 

V 
van Gorsei E. 251 
Vasiiina L. 383 
Vergara J. 348 
Vidaie P.-L. 85 
VtvodaJ. 104 
Vogt R. 251 
VogtS. 129,419,423,424 
Voikert H. 49, 358, 532 
Vosper S. 168, 398, 504 
Vrhovec T. 45, 58, 123 
w 
Waiser A. 28 
WeigeiA.H. 162,247 
WeingartnerE. 190 
Werner C. 146 
Werner R. _ 437, 489 
Whiteman CD. 153,157, 263 
Wieike L-M. 333 
WinkierP. 129,138 
Wu CC 29 
Wüest M. 54 
Würiänder R. 559 
Y 
Yates E. ^ 368 

Z 
Zabkar R. _ 58 
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